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PREFACE 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has organized a nation
wide Regional Applications Program to transfer NASA technolo8Y to user agen
cies. The Western Regional Applications Program (WRAP), covering the fourteen 
western states, has established a program to cooperate with colleges and uni
versities in the WRAP states in increasing snd enhancing the teaching of remote 
sensing technology to enrolled students, faculty members, and user groups. 

As a part of this effort, a Conference of Remote Sensing Educators 
(CORSE-78) was convened to stimulate communication among faculty members and 
NASA, and to encourage exchange of class materials, curricula, course outlines, 
and ideas for teaching remote sensing_ two days of formal papers led off the 
Conference, followed by three days of workshops organized around regional inter
ests, data acquisition and reduction methods, audiovisual and multimedia tech
niques, and discipline interests. 

Speakers and workshop panel members were invited from universities within 
the WRAP states and 'ft.'ere asked to speak on assigned subjects relat;lg to prob
lems associated with remote sensing curriculum design, teaching methods and 
equipment, facilities, and texts. Also covered were the attributes of a well
trai~~d remote senSing technician and technologist, problems in introducing 
new remote sensing courses, and multidepartmental approaches to teaching remote 
sensing. 

The proceedings have been reproduced from manuscript. submitted by the 
participants and are intended to document the topics discussed at the workshop. 
A list of attendees is included in the appendix. Suggestions for a possible 
CORSE-SO are solicited. Send comments to CORSE-SO Chairman, NASA Ames Research 
Center, Mail Stop 240-7, Moffett Field, CA 94035. 
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Clarence A. Syvertson, Director 
NASA Ames Research Center 

As you know, this Conference is ~~onsored by the NASA Ames Research Center 
and hosted by the Stanford School of Earth Sciences. Our two orgAnizations 
are operating in collaboration with the U.S. Geological Survey, their EROS 
Program, the Association of American Geographers, and the American Society of 
Photogrammetry. There is 6In important message in my mind in the number of 
organizations involved. When the weather and communication satellites came 
into being, there were ready-made constituencies: the weather service and the 
communications industry, respectively. When the new technology was provided, 
all that was necessary wa~ to find a new way to do something weld been doing 
for years, only now in a new and better way. The field of remote sensing is 
not always so simple. The users of the information are much more varied and 
diffuse: researchers, several federal agencies, state and local government 
organizations in a variety of disciplines, and several elements of private 
industry. With all of these different interests involved, maybe your curricu
lum should include courses in political science. I think of times in the past 
when we could have used some of that training. The technology ,is also changing 
rapidly. NASA, for one, is planning expanded programs in both sensor develop
ment and in data processin~~ and new flight programs are also being planned. 
To me, all of these consid~rations combine to indicate the importance of edu
cation in the fleld of remote ~ensing, and accordingly, the importance of this 
Conference. The coming week is a full one. You will hear from people in many 
fields representing many different organizations. The Ames Research Center ls 
very happy to be one of the participants, and I hope you find the Conference 
productive. Thank you very much. 
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PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Conference of Remote Sensing Educatio~~ 

(CORSE-78) 

by 

Robin 1. Welch 
CORSE-78 Chairman 

Why is a Conference of Remote Sensing Educators being held? 

'/ II; 

We feel that it's an idea whose time has come. The Conference grew out 

of problems and frustrations that were revealed when the Western Regional 

Applications Program (WRAP) was initiated. WRAP is a NASA program initiated 

in 1977 to enhante and expand the utilization of NASA technology by civil 

users--primarily state agencies. 

We discovered early in that effort that there is a rapidly expanding 

demand for training in remote sensing technology from three groups of people-

resource managers and technicians in government and industry, regularly 

enrolled students in colleges and universities, and faculty members in those 

institutions. 

It was also apparent that every student taking a job in the earth and 

environmental sciences who did not have adequate training in remote sensing 

while he was in college would be a potential trainee in future remote sensing 

continuing education courses. By postulating and projecting this deficiency 

into future years, it was obvious that NASA would never be able to get ahead 

of the problem because the government through the RAP effort could not pos

sibly train all of the pote,ltial users because their numbers would be increas

ing faster than they cou'ld be trained with proposed training budgets and 

schedules. 

xiii 
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In addition, we saw an absence of communication on remote sensing matters 

among many of the faculty members, both within and among colleges, who have 

an interest in teaching and dOing re~earch in remote sensing. Such a situa

tion precludes the development of common teaching standards. course require

ments and student-achievement objectives by the various academic institutions, 

assuming such standards are de!irable. 

And finally, there is a large volume of processed, high quality satellite 

and supporting aircraft data that is known to be useful that is not presently 

being used. 

Methods 

In order to address these problems, NASA organized a Regional Applications 

Program (RAP) covering all 50 states (see Figure 1), designed to transfer 

NASA technology to users through short courses, technical assistance and 

cooperation in demonstration projects. The Western Regional Applications 

Program (WRAP) covers 14 western states, and through WRAP a project was ini

tiated to involve colleges and universities in achieving the objectives of the 

program through cooperation in training and technical assistance. 

The objectives of the cooperative university project were suggested in 

order to increase and improve the teaching of remote sensing at colleges and 

universities through the following methods: 

1. Include in every course in earth science and environ

mental subjects at least a minimum introduction to remote sensing 

technology and applications covering the advantages, limitations 

and processes of the subject. 

2. Provide courses in applied remote senSing technology 

subjects in the various earth science, environmental and urban 

xiv 



disciplines for those students who desire advanced training in 

the field. These courses should include appropriate ~ subjects 

such as characteristics of the electromagnetic spectrum; remote 

sensing system physics, geometry and chemistry. matter and energy 

relationships. vehicles, camera and sensor systems. and data analysiS, 

photo interpretation systems and methods. 

3. Educate appropriate faculty members in the technical and 

operational aspects of remote senSing to equip them to fill the need 

to train students and users. 

4. Provide continuing education courses in approDriate remote 
. 

sensing and supporting technology subjects. 

5. Encourage the interaction of faculties in dealing with 

remote sensing educational matters through such functions as 

CORSE-7S, university advisory committees, direct face-to-face 

efforts, exchange of materials and products, and sharing of 

facilities. 

6. Define how NASA and other governmental agencies can serve 

and cooperate with the academic community in utilizing and teaching 

remote sensing technology. 

7. Develop appropriate standards of course work, curric~lum. 

exercises and experience for students and to prepare faculties to 

teach remote sensing. 

S. Organize a Remote SenSing Science Council to interact with 

NASA in establishing cooperation with Jniversities, in defining 

goals and objectives, and in conducting courses. 

9. Cooperate with NASA in developing applications and training 

pr~Qrams for future satellite systems, i.e., Landsat-III and 0, 

Seasat, Nimbus-G, Shuttle. etc. 

xv 



CORSE·78 Objectives and Agenda 

The objectives of CORSE-78 (Conference of Remote Sensing Educators -

1978) are to enhance and expand the teaching of remote s~ls1ng in WRAP colleges 

an~ universities. The Conference presents two days of formal papers and three 

days of workshops. It is anticipated that needs and plans for faculty train-' 

1ng courses will be discussed and tentatively scheduled from data generated 

lIt CORSE-78. 

The question of future conferences (CORSE-SO. etc.) will not be decided 

until the results and value of CORSE-78 are assessed. Therefore. it is vital 

that all discussions and suggestions for remote sen!;lng educational activities 

be realistic, frank. in-depth, sincere and to the pclint for use by NASA and 

others in furthering the program. 

Some of the needs of faculties tn remote sensing training have already 

been expressed to NASA,and WRAP efforts are being directed by suth information. 

we cannot prom1se any easy solutions. but we are all in this together and 

through cooperative efforts, regular feedback and sharing of experiences, 

class materials, products, etc., we will be able to make !ignif1c&nt progress 

i~ meeting our goals. 

xvi 
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OF 

REMOTE SENSING TECHNOLOGY AND EDUCATION 

By 
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Professor of Forestry and Associate Director Space Sciences Laboratory 

University of California; 
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INTRODUCTION 

A primary objective of thi$ conferpnce as set forth by its conveners 

is to "enhance and encouraqe the teaching of remote sensing" so that,;n the 

future, mankind will be better equipped "for meeting the challenge of human 

survival on earth and for exploring the universe." The question might be 

raised as to the relevance, within this framework. of a paper dealing. as 

mine does, with the history, present status and future potential of remote 

sensin~. In answer, we submit the following: By first providing a rather 

comprehensive description of the many events that have brought remote sens

ing to its present status, we will be better able, not only to forecast 

future progress. but also to suggest some of the more fruitful activities 

that should be undertaken, especially in the area of education and training. 

in order to maximize that progress. An indication as to the validity of such 

a procedure was provided well over a century ago by Abraham Lincoln when he said 

(although in quite a different context. of course). "If we better knew where 

we are and whither we are trending, we would better know what to do and how to 

do it." 

Pursuant to the above objective and in conformity with the instructions 

given by the NASA sponsors of the present conference, this paper is divided into the 

following five main parts: (1) A historical review of the discove~and develop

ment of photography and related sciences; (2) Remote sensing progress during the 

past quarter century; (3) The role of education to date in the development of 

remote sensing technology; (4) A discussion of some prescribed remote sensing

related questions; and (5) The probable future of remote sensing technology and 

training. Before we enter into this five-part discussion, however. we would do 

well to define a few terms for the reason that the science of remote sensing re

cently has developed more rapidly than the terminology needed to describe it. 

As one indication of how rapidly the field of remote sensing has been develop

ing in recent years, we find that those who are working in various aspects of 

this field do not fully agree on a definition for even the basic term "remote 

sensing" itself. All of them would no doubt agree, however, that 
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remote sensing pertains to the acquiring of information through the use of 

aerial cameras and other sensing devices that are situated at a distance 

(1.e •• "remotely") from the objects or features of interest. furthermore. 

mos t ot them wou 1 d agree that, for purposes of the present conference. we 

should att~mpt to narrow this very broad definition. Therefore. let us 

acknowledge that. within the context of both the NASA Western Regional 

Applications Program and the overall NASA Earth Resources Survey Program. 

most of the objects or features of interest to remote sensing scientists 

are those associated with such natural resources as timber. forage, soils, 

''later, minerals. agricultural crops, fish, wildlife. and recreational 

t!sources. Consequently. let us be sure that the present discourse, including 

this preliminary defining of terms1 reflects such interests. 

S;nce the term "photography" literally pertains to the product obtained 

when we "write with light" it might at first seem that the much older term 

"photographic reconnaissance" uuld have sufficed without our having needed 

to invent such an exotic term as "remote sensing." However. the former term 

in its strictest meaning pertains only to the images obtained when sensing 

for visible light. i.e., wavelengths that are perceptible to the human eye. 

It is. indeed. true that over the years progressively less distinction 

has been made between that which could literally be regarded as photography 

and that which superficially looks like photography but is formed with energy 

from non~visible bands of the spectrum. As a case in point. it was roughly 

four decades ago that Walter Clark of Eastman Kodak Company published the 

first edition of his very popular and authoritative book "Photography by 

Infrared" (Ref. 1). Since "photography" is commonly regarded as the record 
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obtained with visible light an1 since "infrared" 1 iterally means "beyond 

the (visible) red." there would seem to be a serious contradiction of tenns 

even in that brief title. However. partly through the wide acceptance 

of that book and its title. a progressively more liberal yet less well 

defined concept has since developed regarding the outer 1 imits of "photography." 

Those who recognize the desirability of drawing such limits have quite 

properly insisted that the more inclusive term "remote sensing" be used to 

replace the roughly corresponding tenn "photo reconnaissance" whenever 

activities that employ other than visible wavelengths of energy are involved. 

Furthennore they are commendably consistent in arguing that the related 

tenns "imagery". "image analysis" and "image analyst" be used instead of 

"photography". "photo interpretation" and "photo interpreter" whenever use 

is being made of any wavelengths of energy outside the visible part of the 

spectrum. 

Generally speaking we will accede to this viewpoint in the present paper 

while at the same time acknowledging the fact that images obtained at 

wavelengths that are only slightly longer than the visible red have become 

known as "infrared E.h9tographi' and that images taken at wavelengths that 

are only slightly shorter than the visible violet are termed "ultraviolet 

photography." Let us be sure, however, that we don't make our uncertainties 

regarding terminology into bigger problems than they are. Well OVer 90 percent 

of the seeming ambiguities with which we are confronted have arisen with the 

advent of a capability for obtaining photo-like images ir. the thermal infrared 

and microwave bands. Whatever problems are generated by this capability in 

tenns of the scope of this remote sensing conference are well worth living with 

and overcoming so that these important new !'iensinq systems and their products 

can be adequately understood and fully exploited. 

6 
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1. HISTORICAL REVIEW OF THE DISCOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT OF PHOTOGRAPHY 
AND RELATED SCIENCES 

Since the technology of modern remote sensing probably would not have 

been developed without the prior development of photography itself, this 

section will begin with an account of events which led to the discovery and 

development of the basic science of photography. As the account proceeds, 

the development of aerial photography, including color and infrared photography, 

will be traced. The section will conclude with a documenting of some of the 

events that occurred during World War II and shortly thereafter, setting the 

stage for a later section that deals with remote sensing progress during the 

past Quarter of a century. 

Perhaps the best accounts from which to draw historical material on 

photography are those found in three manuals that have recently been published 

by the Ameri can Soci ety of Photogran.netry, vi z., the Manual of Photographi c 

I nterpretat ion, the !'1anua 1 of Photogrammetry, and the Manua 1 of Remote 

Sensing (Refs. 2,3,4), all of which weneprepared and published under the 

auspices of the Amfrican Society of Photogrammetry. Other valuable accounts 

have been written by rves (Ref. 5), McCamy (Ref. 6), Land (Ref. 7), Kohler 

and Howell (Ref. 8), Katz (Ref. 9), and by Colwell. ~later, and Yost (Ref. 10). 

The following historical account is based partly on these and several other 

references. However, a unique emphasis is given here--one which seeks to 

relate these events specifically to the development of modern remote sensing 

technology and thereby to the development of our ability for meeting the 

previously mentioned "challenge of human survival." 

A. 9b~ervations of our Progenitor, the Cave Man 

The first human to engage in remote sensing (in the broadest usage of 

that term) was, of course, the cave man. We can visualize him now, as he 

picked up his club, strode from his cave and a few moments later crouched high 
., 
I 
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in a tree or stood atop a ridge. There he strained his eyes, his ears. and 

his nostrils in an effort to "sense" the presence of an animal that might 

either constitute a supply of fresh meat for him or be seeking to convert 

him into a supply of fresh meat for itself. In either event. remote sensing 

has been a pretty serious business, ever since. 

B. Observations by Ancient Philosophers 

Even in Aristotle's time (384-323 B.C.) it was known that sunlight 

is indispensable to life. The ancients knew that sunlight is necessary for 

the formation of green coloring matter in plants. that it ~leaches and 

corrodes, and that it changes the colors of certain objects. Aristotle, 

himself, philosophized at length on the nature of light. Johann Heinrich 

Schulze (1687-1744), a physician of Halle. first demonstrated the sensitivity 

to light of certain chemical compounds. In 1727 Schulze produced true 

photographic images by writing on the outside of a glass filled with a 

mixture of white chalk and silver nitrate. 1he images soon faded; but 

Schulze was only a step from the invention of photography. The step proved 

to be a long and difficult one, and photographs \'Jere net made in a camera 

until more than a hundred years after Schulze's discovery of "light-wrHing." 

The work of Schulze was continued by the famous English potter, 

Josiah Wedgewood (1771-1804). In 1802 Wedgewood succeeded in copying 

transparent and opaque pictures on glass and paper coated with silver salts; 

the images were not permanent. however. 

The light sensitivity of several substances, chiefly silver compounds, 

having been demonstrated by the experiments of Schulze. Wedgewood and others, 

photographs soon were being made in the camera obscura. 

~ 



C~ Development of the Camera Obscura 

Several of the ancient philosophers. includin9 Aristotle, understood 

the principle of the camera obscura: light passing through a small aperture 

in a dark box or chamber can be made to form pictures. Ibn al-Haitam (or 

Alhazen) , an Arab scholar of the eleventh century, and the Hebrew scholar 

Levi ben Gerson (d. 1344) recorded accounts of pinhole cameras used for 

observing eclipses. Ibn al-Haitam revived and proved Aristotle's theory that 

vision is created by the agency of light rays. 

Roger Bacon (1214-1294) is sometimes errvne'usly credited with 

inventing the camera obscura. Actually, the manuscripts of Leonardo da Vinci 

(1452-1519) contain the first clear description of the process of projecting 

images through a small opening into a darkened room. In 1553 Johann B. Porta 

improved the camera obscura by using concave mirrors~ in 1558 Daniel Barbara 

added a biconvex lens. For upward projection, the monk John Zahr developed, 

in 1665, a portable camera obscura having lens tubes and slanting reversible 

mirrors like those of a modern reflex camera. 

In 1646 the Jesuit Athanins Kircher (1601-1680) descri~pd how landscape 

drawing can be accomplished through use of the camera obscura. Other~ who 

experimented with and improved the camera obscura were Johannes Kepler 

(1571-1630). Robert Boyle (1627-1691). Robert Hooke (1635-1703), William H. 

Wollaston (1766-1828), and George B. Airy (1801-1892). 

D. The First Practical Photography 

Joseph Nicephore Niepce (1765-1833) and Lo~is Jacques Mande Daguerre 

(1787-1851) are now agreed upon as being the co-inventors of the first 

practical means of photography. They learned of each other's work through 
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Charles Chevalier (1304-1859), and a~reed to collaborate. Fixing the 

exposed image. or making it resistant to further light action was the 

gn·atest difficulty to be overcome. To do this. it was necessary to 

remove. without damaging the picture, that part of the light-sensitive 

chemical which had not been affected by exposure. Herschel's 1819 

discovery of sodium thiosulphate ("hypo") was not known to Daguerre until 

1839. On August 19. 1839, Daguerre, in reporting on the work which he 

and Niepce had done. announced their invention of the "daguerreotype." 

The invention was promptly bought by the French government. 

The first reference to the application of photography in making 

topographic maps was about 1840, when Arago, Director of the Paris 

Observatory. referred to the Daguert"eotype process before members of thp. 

Chamber of Deputies, and advocated the use of photography for topographic 

purposes. In 1849. Colonel Aime Lausedat. an officer in the French Corps 

of Engineers. embarked upon an exhaustive program to prove that photography 

could be used to advantage in the preparation of topographic maps. 

E. The Talbotype Process for r1aking Prints from a Negative 

In 1841 William Henry Fox Talbot (1800-1877) aCCidentally discovered 

that an image formed on paper coated with silver iodide, though barely 

visible. could be developed or strengthened with gallic acid and silver 

nitrate. He used waxed, transparent paper negatives, fixed in hypo. to make 

positive copies on silver chloride paper. First called "Ca10type" and later 

"Ta1botype," the pictures made in this way did not have the brilliancy and 

sharpness of the daguerreotypes. Ho ... 'ever. the Tal botype process made it 

possible to produce any number of positive copies from the negative. Talbot's 

Pencil.. I.!.ilW:e.. published in 1844. was the first book to be illustrated with 

photographs. 10 



F. The Early Oevelopm!nt of Image Enhancement Techniques 

Photography as known today would not be possible without a mean, 

of amplification or enhancement of the initial action of light. The credit 

for discovering this phenomenon lies with both O_guerre and Talbot. 

The announcement of a practical method of "painting" a picture by 

the agency of light naturally excited the imagination of everyone and 

stimulated many investigators to inquire into the phenomenon. One such 

investigator was Scott Archer, who in 1851 prepared a suspension of silver 

Chloride in nitrocellulose and coated it on glass. It had the advantage 

over Talbot's in that it was more sensitive and produced better definition 

than was possible on paper negatives although it required immediate 

processing. Dr. Richard Leech Maddox rescued the process in 1870 when he 

eliminated the problem of having to process the material immediately after 

exposure. He described a gelatin emulsion of silver halide that protected 

the invisible image for later development. 

A silver halide emulsion is naturally sensitive only to blue 

light (and shorter wavelengths), but in 1873 Henman Vogel discovered that 

the emulsion could be sensitized to record longer wavelengths by introducing 

certain dyes to it. As a result. in the ensuing decades new dyes were found 

and ortho, panchromatic and infrared plates and films were developed. 

In 1889 a film base of nitrocellulose which ret~ined the clarity 

of glass plates, eliminated theh- fragility, and reduced their bulk and 

weight was developed by George Eastman. With this increased flexibility 

the design of smaller, less complex equipment became possible. In addition 

to this the highly advantageous mechanical properties of a clear, flexible 

film support were recognlzed and proved to be of utmost importance in 

enlarging the areas of application of photography. 

11 



G. UeveloPffi!nts in Optics 

Th, science of optics is old. It originally covered the phenomena 

associated with light (visible radiation) and vision. Then. as new 

discoveries were made. the field of optics expanded to include invisible 

radiation such IS ultraviolet and infrared. Joseph Fraunhofer (1787·1826) 

and Louis Pierre Guinand (1748-1824) were the first to produce large pieces 

of optical ~lass without striae, Frederick Voigtlander produced fast 

lenses in 1841 based on the 1840 calculations of Joseph Petz'::~ \iev/-1891). 

These lenses were used for portraits as well as landscapes. Other important 

developments in photographic opt ic~ ar·~: 

(l) The "dhtortion free" s" metrical double objective lens 

system invented by Carl August Steinhe;l in 1865. and 

his calculation in 1866 of the distortion·corr~cted and 

color-corretted "aplanat." 

(2) The est3bl fshmen(n Jena of the large technical glass 

laborat"ry of Sr.nott Mtj G!"!Ossen in 1886. 

(3) The calculation by Paul Kudolph in 1889 of nonsyn11letrical 

len~·es known as "anasUg.lldt·;" with sharply defined images. 

aFd their perfection in 1890 by the firm of Carl ZeiSS. Jena. 

(4) 7lte construction of thE firi>t double anastigmats in 1892 

t-y the firm of C.P. Goerz. tn Berlin. 

H. Dev(:l~~s_jn Carnera Oesi:an 

Thp 'itE::.d;;' im!"'{'Vement of l~"ses. combined with the development of 

more sens;"v" ;:;;.ot.JgrajJtJic .~muhions. brought about rapid changes in the 

design of the (arnera, " car.lp~l't ,~,(table camera, the first to have folding 

12 



bellows. WI' dtscrtbe4 in 1840 by 81ron Pi.rre Anaend Segut.r (1803-1876). 

Foll~tn9 in 1860, Tholis Sutton (1819·181S) patented the first mtrror·ref\e~ 

box ca .. rl. The GoIrz-Anschutz elMlr. with focll-~lan. shutt.r appeared in 

1890. A littl. ov,r a decade llt.r, in 1901, Fritz Kr1cheldorff made the 

first folding Mirror-reflex elMIra. 

The devtloJ.nt of the ptnoramie camera received its illtpltus 

pr' .. r11y froM require.ents of .ert,l t~eonna1ssance. Porro in the 1860's 

developed. elMl,a whtch employed the plnoramic prinetpl. end Chevilier 

deYeloped the phctogrl~hie plant tlbl, tn 1868. 

t. First Att.ts in the Devtloant of Aerial PhotOSrlphl' 

The first known suggfst10n for the taking 01 .,rt.l photography 

(fl"Olll a balloon) .ppeared IS •. 1ok. in • French l1thOgl'IDhtd urfclture. 

"O.guerreotypomanta." jn 1140. In lSSe. tht photograpnrrGaspard Feltx 

Tournlchon (liter known IS -Nadir"), pl.nning to produce I topographic 

map frotll photographs. ascended tn I c.ptiv. b.lloon Stv.rll hundred IIIIt.rs 

in order to take bird's eye photographs of P.r1s. He succeeded in photo

graphing the vil1.g. of Petit 8icetre. In this photogr.ph the houses could 

be cl •• rly seen. Col. Aime llussed,t followed. ,.ter in the s ... ye.r. 

with an experiment involving I gllss-pl,tt camera supported by sever.' 

kites. 

Th. first successful photographs to be tak.n from captive balloons 

in the United States were made in 1860 by SAmuel A. King Ind J. W. Black 

from • height of .boUt 400 meters oyer Boston. During the Civil War c.ptiv. 

balloons were rftportfdly emplo/erl to obtl;n 1MO""'t1on .bout the surrounding 

country and the position of the enemy. Through the servic.s of balloonists 
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II MontAin. end Allon, confederate pos1tions we" phOtographed for General 

McCl,tlan. fhl Union Armr '9Iin uttlized aerial photographs. fn June. '862. 

to 91ther tnttlHgence Of\ the delllnstS of Rfchmond. according to some 

authorities. Others, howev.r, (Ref. 4) deny that atr111 photos were used 

in the Cfvil ~.r. 

In 1862 and 1863, the physIcists Gllisher. Coxwell. and Negrett1 took 

.,rial photographs from balloons over Engl.nd. Using gelatin dry plates 

Trtboulet in 1879 took for the first time photographs from a free balloon 

.bout 500 meters over Paris, A y.ar l.ter. Ot~marets obtained excellent 

neg.tives at a h,fgnt of about 1200 meters over Parts uS'ng gel'tin silver 

brolltde plates. Shldbo\t and Olie in Engllnd. in 1883, Ittl1 SOberer in 

V1ennl, in 1885. made further exper1ments with .erla' photography (rom 

bft Hoons. 

The use of kttes as IIrta1 callier. platfonnJ was furthered by .n tng1 ish 

meteorologist. E. O. Archibald. in 1882. In 1889 Russtan experimenters 

connected seven unmtnned kttes. mounted a camera on each. and sent the 

.ssembly .10ft to obtain Hpanoramfc" photography which proved to be useful 

both for eartograpn1c purposes and for the interpret.tinn of features in 

retOtety situated .reas. 

The use of ~ as 'er1al c~r. platforms w.s first enqilgl>d 1n 

successfully It about the turn of the century. A photographic enthusllSt 

by the name of Julius Neuhronner is credited with havtng designed and 

patented in 1903 • breast-mounted aerial camera for carrier pigeons. It 

weighed only 70 grams and took negatives 38 mm square. ihrough the use 

of a bu'lt-in timing mechanism exposures were automatically made at 30-second 

intervals. 
14 



In about 1900. a captain in the Austrian Army. Theodor Scheimpflug, 

attached an eight-lens camera to the basket of a balloon. By grouping 

seve. oblique lenses around one vertical one he reportedly obtained complete 

coverage of the area visible from the air camera station. 

J. Development of a Navigable Platfo .• n 

Before aerial photography could become an integral part of the 

technique of the earth sciences. a navigable platform fl)r the aerial camera 

had to be provided. The balloon, pigeon, and kite platforms were not 

navigable in the strict sense of the word, although many excellent photographs 

were taken from them. The development'of dirigible balloons offered an 

opportunity for taking photographs from planned positions not possible with 

captlve or free balloons. The piloted aircraft can carry a camera to any 

part of the earth, as long as the airways are politically unobstructed. 

Without the piloted aircraft. there WJuld have been little advancement of 

aerial photography. 

Wilbur Wright is credited with having obtained the first photographs 

from an airplane when on April 24. 1909, he took motion pictures over 

Centocelli. Italy. Shortly after this, German aviation students training 

1n English flying schools, began to use cameras on advanced training flights. 

The first photography known to be used for mapping from an airplane 

was described by Captain Tardivo in 1913 in a paper presented at a meeting of the 

International Society of Ph0togrammetry held in Vienna. 



K. World War I and After 

Aerial photography of a practical nature dates from the early days 

of World War I. The first aerial photographs of German-held territory were 

made by Lieutenant Laws of the R.A.F. Almost overnight. the importance 

of aerial photographic reconnaissance was recognized. and vigorous efforts 

were made in France and Britain to provide the military with photographic 

equipment and to develop proper methods of photography. processing and photo 

interpretation. 

By the end of 1915 Lt. Col. J.T.C. Moore Brabazon. later chief of the 

R.A.F. photographic section. 1n collaboration with Thornton Pickard Ltd •• 

had designed and produced the first practical aerial camera. Improved 

models of this camera thoroughly convinced the military authorities of the 

value of aerial reconnaissance and photo interpretation. 

During the 1920's. (and largely because of developments during 

World War I). there were many advocates throughout the world for the use of 

aerial photos for various civil purposes. For example. there were foresters 

in the United States. Canada. Germany. India. and Burma who saw c1early the 

multifarious uses of aerial photos in forestry as an aid in t;le ccnstruction 

of planimetric and topographic maps. in the appraisal of timber and other 

forest resources, and in planning the location of logging roads, sawmills. 

landings, and camps. To the Canadian and German foresters goes much of the 

credit for the devel~Dment during that period of the basic concepts upon which 

many of the present day forestry uses of aerial photographs are founded. 

Despite considerable photogrammetric experimentation in the 1920's 

and the publication of many enthusiastic articles which pointed out the 
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indisputable advantages of using aerial photographs in many different ways, 

it was not until the middle of the 1930's that the extensive use of aerial 

photographs came about. (This historical fact is worthy of note by those 

who bemoan the slow rate at which modern remote sensing technology is being 

adopted by resource managers, despite the publication of many enthusiastic 

articles which point out the indisputable advantages to their using such 

technology.) Then it seemed as though all the seeds of enthusiasm which 

had been planted by aerial photogrammetrists in seemingly barren soil during 

the previous 10 or 15 years sprouted at once. In the United States all 

federal mapping agencies including the Geological Survey, Coast and Geodetic 

Survey, Forest Service, Armed Forces and Production and Marketing 

Administration were soon making extensive use of aerial photographs. In 

Canada foresters led the wav during this period and surpassed American 

foresters in their early adoption of photogrammetric techniques for making 

timber inventories of large areas. 

During the mid-thirties there was one major factor responsible for 

the greatly increased usc of aerial photographs in the United States. It was 

the fact that, for the first time, aerial photographic prints of virtually 

all parts of the United States were made generally available to the layman 

at reasonable cost. For most of this area anjone could secure black-and-white 

(panchromatic minus-blue) prints of existing 91 x9" photography from the 

appropriate agency of the U.S. government at a cost of approximately 50 cents 

per print. The ground area covered by a single print commonly was 9 square 

miles, at a scale of 1/20,000. The resolution of this photography was 
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adequate for most resource inventory purposes. Expressed in terms of what 

has since become known as "Ground Resolved Distance ... the resolution was 

approximately 5 feet. 

During this same period there was a very substantial growth of 

commercial aerial survey companies. 

L. World War II and After 

The stimulus given during World War II for more and better aerial 

photography can scarcely be over emphasized. In 1938, the Chief of the 

German General Staff, General Werner von Fritsch, made a prophetic and highly 

accurate statement: "The nation with the best photo reconnaissance will win 

the next war." ~1any improvements which photo interpreters now enjoy in the 

quality of photographic images are attributable to wartime developments in 

aerial photographic equipment and techniques. During and immediately after 

World War II intensive military research succeeded in developing cameras with 

fast and nearly distortion-free lenses, fast and dependable shutters. 

mountings which absorb aircraft vibration and stabilize the camera against 

changes in the attitude of the aircraft, and film drive mechanisms which 

partly compensate for image blur due to the forward motion of the aircraft. 

The sensitivity of film emulsions was steadily improved and.as described 

below, special types of film were developed for high sensitivity in certain 

parts of the spectrum. Drift n~ters, view finders, and electronic navigation 

aids, invented during World War II, soon were helping the civilian pilot to 

navigate his flight lines so as to maintain the required forward and side 

lap. Military aircraft such as the 8-17 "Flying Fortress" and P-38 "Lightning." 

modified in wartime for photo reconnaissance, were bought and extensively used 

after the war by commercial photographic agencies. 
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The amount and quality of available imagery changed significantly 

within the next few years. Further scientific advancements in lens design 

and manufacture were made, resulting in a greatly improved ability to form 

imagery. In addition improved photographic en.ulsions and new sensors capable 

of recording many wavelengths of energy other than those comprising the 

visible spectrum were developed. Contrast manipulation and/or color 

printing techniques began to be used extensively to exaggerate the subtle 

differences in radiation that may occur in virtually any part of the 

electromagnetic spectrum. Some of these developments are dealt witt. in 

more detail in the following paragraphs. 

M. The Development of Infrared Photography 

5; r Willi am Herschel. the great Bri tish as tl'onomer. discovered the 

infrared part of the spectrum in 1800. He passed a thermometer through the 

extension of a visible spectrum made by a prism and found that beyond the 

red end the temperature increased. Vogel in 1873 made the discovery that 

by treating photographic materials with certain dyes one could make thorn 

respond to wavelengths of light to which they were not naturally sensitive. 

However. through the greater part of the 19th century there was no known way 

of photographing in the infrared band. By 1900 astronomers could record the 

spectrum of the sun to 900 nm* by using certain dyes which functioned in the 

near infrared. However, these were not very useful for general photography. 

A dye called Dicyanine was found before 1919 and used for spectrography. but 

* By a recent international agreement among scientists. the term "nanometer" 
(abbreviated "nm") replaces the equivalent term "millimicron" when speaking 
of a unit of distance which is 10-9 meters and the term"micrometer"(abbreviated 
')um") replaces the term micron when speaking of a unit of distance which is 
1 0-6 meters. . 
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the first really practical infrared dye was Kry?tocyanine. discovered in 1919 

at the Bureau of Chemistry in Washington. Until 1935 the best sensitizer for 

the extreme infrared was the dye Neocyanine made by Kodak in 1925. 

With the addition of a great many very good sensitizers for the 

infrared during the years 1931-1935. all the dyes previously known. with the 

exception of Kryptocyanine. were found to be obsolete. Photography was 

possible out to 1.35 micrometers and that remains as the practical 11lnit today. 

Infrared photography became as easy to obtain as ordinary photography and a 

new and continuing era of infrared photography set in. The U.S. Air Force 

and the National Geographic Society-U.S. Army Air Force Stratosphere Flights 

were the two main boosters in the development of infrared aerial films. 

In 1933 Captain A. W. Stevens of the USAF on one of his stratosphere 

flights photographed Mt. Shasta with infrared film at a distance of 331 miles 

from an altitude of 23,000 feet. Infrared photography was obtained on the 

first. ill-fated stratosphere flight in 1934. The photography was reported 

as being somewhat underexposed. however. During the N.G.S.-USAF stratosphere 

balloon flight that was made on November 11. 1935 over South Dakota. an 

altitude of 72.395 feet was attained. Infrared photographs obtained on that 

flight were very successful. 

Spectacular high-altitude and long-distance tests were made shortly 

thereafter by the Air Force. while Bradford Washburn obtained some excellent 

photographs of Alaska in 1938. By March. 1937. the first infrared aerial film 

was made commercially available to the general public. Kodak Dut out the 

improved Infrared Aero Film. type 21. as the result of tests conducted by 

Colonel Goddard in October. 1940. 
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Hypersensitive infrared aero film fOllowed in 1943. Later. the 

present types of infrared film of improved quality. higher speed. and 

better keeping properties were made available. 

The fact that black-and-white infrared films are also sensistive 

to a significant degree throtlghout the visible spectrum is exploited in 

some modern day systems which. as explained in a later section. seek to 

register and r.oior enhance multiband black-and-white photographs with the 

aid of an optical combiner. For example. a single 91 x9" frame of such 

film can be treated as though it were divided into quarters. Then. with a 

four-lens camera that will accomodate the full width of the roll of film. 

and using four filters. a separate band of photography is recorded in each 

of the four quarters by the simultaneous operation of the camera's four 

lens shutters. The four bands most commonly recorded are blue. green. red. 

and near-infrared. and the corresponding four l'lratten fil ters used are 47B. 

58. 25. and 89B. The optical combiner used with such a system is careful,y 

aligned so that all four of the images that have been recorded on a single 

9"x9" piece of film are in common register when projected, through appropriately 

colored filters. onto a viewing screen. Once this careful r~gistration has 

been achieved. no re-registration is required to view successive frames of 

multiband imagery because, on all such frames, the four Quarters are positioned 

identically on the 9"x9" frame. This same capability cannot be exploited on 

even the best of panchromatic films since they all are so constructed as to 

be insensitive to near-infrared wavelengths of energy. 

The first suggestion to combine infrared and panchromatic photographic 

emulsions with color processing apparently was made in early 1941. From the 

Kodak Research Laboratories in England, Spencer and ~arria1~ reported on 
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this possibility for detection of military camouflage. After enlarging 

and experimenttng on their general proposals in the Kodak Research labor

atories in Rochester, New York, they developed three different structures 

for a multilayer film. These included an infrared layer along with false 

color processing. In the names of Jelly and Wilder a patent was ff1ed on 

the basic structure on October 24. 1942 and the patent was fssued on 

July 9. 1946. 

The orfy'n of what the Russians call spectrazonal film can be 

found in the description of a narrow band material having l"yers responding 

to peak sensitivities at wavelengths of about 680 nm and 740 nm. respectively. 

Between these two band~ are the wavelengths within which chlorophyll, 

unlike mos~ other materials. changes dramatically from an energy absorber 

to an energy transmitter. Use of these wavelengths. consistent with the 

bastc principles of multiband photography. should readily permit the photo 

interpreter to differentiate between green vegetation and any green paint 

used by the military camoufleur. Originally color development of spectra

zonal film was by means of direct coupler development or by "toning." It 

was determined. however. that by usinq the camouflage detection type of 

false color film and exposing it through a red filter and. then. before 

processing. fUrther exposing it to flashing green light (to eliminate the 

yellow layer) one could obtain the same results. 

Other proposals were made by Capstaff in 1941 to have a three-layer. 

false-color film with at least two of the layers sensitive to different 

re'ions of the infrared. and the third layer sensitive to visible light or 

to a third band in the infrared. There appears to be no advantage to such 
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a material over the available structures, however. Kodak Ektachrome 

Infrared Aero Film, Type 8443, first made available to the military as 

Aero Kodacolor Reversal Film, Camouflage Detection, proved to be a greatl/ 

1~roved infrared false-color material. Its p~operties are described in 

a later section. 

During the past two decades aerial infrared color photography, and 

more especially false color infrared photography, has been commanding 

increasingly greater interest by both military and civil agencies. It is 

likely that the color version will continue to be preferred over the 

black-and-white in many applications. Too often, however, the extra expense 

is unwarrented because the color adds little more than aesthetic appeal. 

This, I am sure, is what prompted one of my photo interpretation colleagues 

of World War II days to exclaim as we sat side-by-side in the audience at 

a recent remote sensing symposium in which each speaker showed his color 

infrared slides: "Bob, sometimes I wonder if the whole world isn't turning 

red! " 

Kodak Ektachrome Infrared Aero Film, Type 8443, with its increased 

speed and quality, might well be used for two-color spectrazonal photography. 

It could perhaps also be a useful single film for multiband spectrazonal 

photography with proper filter use. 

N. The Projection of Color 

Again placing recent developments into historical perspective, let 

us emphasize that, shortly after a capability for obtaining black-and-white 

photography had been developed, serious consideration was given to means by 

which, through projection, photography in full color might also be obtained. 



For example, as early as 1855 in a paper on color vision. James Clerk 

Maxwell gave a hypothetical example to clarify a discussion of Young's 

theory of vision. This was, in fact. the invention of color photography. 

Speaking of Young's theory, Maxwell wrote: 

"This theory of color may be l1lustr4ted by a supposed 
case taken from the art of pnotography. Let it be 
required to ascertain the colours of a landscape by 
means of impressions taken on a preparation equally 
sensitive to rays of every colour. Let a plate of 
red glass be placed before the camera, and an 
impression taken. The positive of this will be 
transparent wherever the red li~ht has been abundant 
in the landscape, and opaque whl!re it has been 
wanting. Let it now be placed in a magic lantern, 
along with the red glass, and a red picture will be 
thrown on the screen. Let this operation be repeated 
with a green and violet glass. and by means of three 
magic lanterns, let the three images bp. superimposed 
on the screen. The colour of any point on the screen 
will then depend on that of the corresponding paint 
of the landscape; and by properly adjusting the 
intensities of light. etc., a complete copy of the 
landscape, as far as visible color is concerned, will 
be thrown on the screen." 

A more lucid description could scarcely be written even today 

regarding the use of an "optical color combiner" to produce a composite 

color image from black-and-white photos that have been taken with various 

film-filter combinations. 

Maxwell later demonstrated the above operation on May 17. 1861. 

Toward the end of the 19th Century, Louis Ducos du Hauron developed 

three-color separation to a fine art and made beautiful color prints using 

red, yellow, and blue pigments. In 1895 he made a most interesting 

observation: 
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"During ~ list r.sflrches I have dtscovered I .. rvelous 
llw by vt rtu. of which In t_ge. cOllPOsed of two 
IOnochro.ts is clpable of productng on the visull orglns, 
under certain conditions, I colored sensltton IS co.plete 
IS the trichrolltic f .. g.s which I have Ilrtldy obtained. 
The novelty consfsts in eliMinating the yellow monochro.e, 
but tlkfng Ind superflllPOsing the red Ind blue IIIOnochMlllts 
IS usull ••• The phenoMnon that I hive suggested 
requires one condition Ind tMt is that the double 1Ng. 
should be eXI .. 1ned. not by white lfght. Ind plenty of 
it 11ke bright sunlight, but rlther by WIIk dlylight Ind 
just enough to see the subject, or better still by the 
yellow light of clndl.s or lemps. Viewing the result by 
dlyl1ght fs possible, with very great reduction of the 
light. if the i __ ge is produced on I yellow or grlY 
support. It should be noted that under these conditions 
the yellow sensation cannot be attributed to the yellow 
illUMination nor the yellowish surface on which the print 
is .. de. In flct the white Plrts of the scene Ire 
rendered IS white while the yellows Ire rendered IS 
yellow. Observers actull1y believe thlt they see the 
three colors where they ought to be 11though they know 
they Ire actuIl'y absent." 

Another .. ilepost dealing with color photography is to be found in 

lind'S work with two-color project''''n I~ reported to the ,..tionll kid. 

of Sctences in 1959. In one projector lind included a "short record" 

consisting d apanchrolllltic '"posure trlnsPirency tlken with a Written 58 

(grltn) filter Ind in the other projector he included I s1.fl.r exposure 

taken with a Written 24 (red) filter. This is referred to .s the "long 

record.· lind devised I coordinate system based on short vs, long sU.,l1 

and plotted the resulting colors showing th.t. with a monoch~tic light 

source, .. n1 colors are possible .nd that different combinations of .. velengths 

will yield the same color, He .150 discussed neglt1v,-posit1ve projection 

systeMs IS well .s double contr.st. In the l.tter c.se. on~ projector has 

two of the SlIIt transparencies in it. While the other projector his but a 

Single transparency of the opposing record, he notes thlt the result is not 
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IS the classical theory of color predicts; instead the effect is the same 

IS that produced when projecting single transparenc1et from both projectors. 

O. Oevelopmen~of Color Film 

In 1924 Mlnnes and Godowsky patented thetr first work on a multiple 

laytr color film which eventually led to the development of Kodachrome. 

There has been emphasis ~n three-color systems ever since the three-laytr 

color film came on the market in 1935. Almost immediately there developed 

an interest in the applications of color to aerial photography. In 1937. 

Colonel George Goddard made preliminary tests and was soon followed by 

Bradford Washburn and Walter Clark as they made aerial Kodachrome pictures 

of southeast Alaska in 1938. 

The question soon arose of whether to make color f"m which could be 

developed to a negative or to a positive. It was decided th't "reversal 

positive film" was the type that should be made avaflabl. to the military 

durfng the war. This was done and the film was designated as Kodacolor Aero 

Reversal Film. which was the forerunner of Ektachrome. 

As previously indicated. in World War II infrared false color film 

was made available to the ml1itary for testing as "Aero Kodacolor Reversa' 

Film. Camouflage Detection." A currently used fnfrared color film known as 

Kodak Ektachrome Infrared Aero Film. Type 8443, fs basically a modffication 

of the Type B structure recommended by the Air force '" 1942. 

Several other developments that might well be included in thfs "historical" 

section art discussed more appropriately ;n the sections which follow, as we 

seek to set the stage in this introductory paper (or subsequent phases of 

our week-long Conference of Remote Sensing Educators. 
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II. THE DEVELOPMENT OF PHOTO tNT£IIPftETAT1ON AND REMOTE SENSING DURING 

THE PAST QUARTER CENTURY 

It seem approprilte to include in thts PIper I separote maJOt' sectfon 

de.'inq with developments of the past qUlrt.r century In phot09rap~y and 

rellttd 15per.tS of remote senstng. Hopefully. IS I result of our so dotng. 

WI will btt ter know (t n Abr.hlm l t nco 1 n t swords) "where we ,,,e," the be t ttr 

to dlvelop, in a subsequent section thlt looks to the futur',.n 1ntell1gtnt 

forec.st of "whither we Irt trending." As in the previous 'tct1ons, this 

one will itemize. undtr discretl he.dings, thl most important of th,s. 

specific dlvelopments. 

A. The Post·W~!.JJ!!iL.Of Interest in Photo Interpretation 

Anyone who has hid the exhillrating Ixper11nci of ItttnClt", tn. 1"""11 

nattonal meeting of hts professtonal society is ltkely to have glined the 

impression thlt his profession is 9rowtn9 by leaps and bOunds and is 

cOlllJllncl1ng the interest of most of the thinktnt world. This is exactly the 

feeling that many remote s,nsing sci,ntists hlY' receiYed, ytar .ftt .. ytl .. , 

at annual meetings of the _rtCln Society of Photogr'lIIHtry. n they hIVe 

talked with their fellow worklrs lbout the future of photogrlphy, photo 

interpretation Ind other aspects of remote sensing. With the benefft of 

20/20 hindstght they now Cln percetve that. untit quite ~ctently. most of 

wh.Jt they were experiencing WlS 1 tttle RIOre thin I warm glow It btt", in the 

presence of some hardworktnt profession.l nsociat,s who were (OIIIIitt" to 

.I .. ntnt I living in the same fields of ende.vor IS that 1n whtch thly. 

themSlh.s. w.re Inglged. ",",ch tin bt Slid for having such. rtjuyenlttnt 

.xperience onee I y",.. Howev,r. we ""st differentilt, tIMe enthusium 
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of professional coll'19UlS flOi that of the rest of the scientific community, 

without whose support MOSt of the concepts discussed in this paper might 

n.ver have progressed much btyond thl "warm glow" Stlge. ~.t evidenc. 1s 

there then that modern ~t. s.ns1ng technology, in general, and photo 

interpretation, in particular. hiS reclntly won this acceptance by othlr 

scilntists? 

Certai,,'y SCM .v1dence for thh cll1m resides 11' tilt flct thlt. during 

the past qUlrter century, scientific Ind professionll sc~ietits representing 

a tremendous v.riety of dtscfplin.s have dtspllyod CJ:'I!.t interest for the first 

time in various aspects of relllOtt senSing. The techllicil sessions held at 

their annual meetings hive reflect.o this interest by highlighting papers, and 

even whole symposia.on one aspect or Inother of r'lIIOte ~fnsin9. Usually the 

emphlsis, especill1y in the '.st few yelrs, has been on recent developments 

in the acquisition .nd Inllysis of multiband imagery ,nd/or digitll dati 

indicative of scene bri)htness. Among the professional societies in the 

United Stites that frequently have held such technical ,essions .nd continue 

to do so .re the Americln Association for the Advancement of Science. the 

Americ.n Astron'utic., ~ociety, the Americ.n Institute of Bio10gic.' Sciences, 

the Nlt1on.' Geogr.phic Society, the Optical Society of AmericI, the Society of 

AmtfiCln Foresters, the Range Manlgement Society of ~r;cl, the Ecologic.' 

Society of Americ. and It least three groups within the Nltion.l Rese.rch 

Council (Division of Oiology and Agriculture. Elrth Sciences DiviSion. Ind 

Agriculturll Research Institute), 

As • corollJry. it has been during this s.me period that articles de.ling 

with remote s.n5ing have for the first time been featured in the professional 
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journals of most of these societies and also in some of the more popular 

magazines. such as Ti~ .• Newsweek. ~ci~nti!j_c AmeJ:.ica!!_, ~o.p.ul.ar Mechanics. 

and National Ge~raphic !:1agazine. As further evidence. the highly prestigious 

professional journal of the American Society of Photogral1l1netry, which for years 

had been known !>inlpIy as "Photogral1Jlletric Engineering" began featuring so 

many articles or. photo interpretation and other aspects of rem(Jte sensing 

that its name was changed, during this same period. to "Photogranrnetric 

Engi neeri ng and Rel11Cl: -. Sens i r:!:l. " 

What has just b'-~il sai~ regal'ding the increased interest in remote 

sensing by scientists in the United States appears to be ~rue in several 

other countries as well, especially in ~Iestern F:urope and Australia. 

Evidence leading to this conclusion is provided by the steadily increasing 

number of international symposia on various aspects of photo inte,'pretation and 

remote s2nsing that are being held at several places throughout the world. 

To take an example which proved to be especially successful. it was in 

1966 that scientists from a great variety of disciplines combined their efforts 

and produced a World Congress in Cologne. Germany. on uses of photography and 

other forms of remote sensing in industry and technology. Those who presented 

papers there on some of the most modern and highly sophisticated forms of 

photo interpretation and remote sensing technology were gratified to find out 

their presentations were regarded. for the most part. as the highlights of the 

meeting. As another example. the United Nations organization has in recent 

years sponsored at least three "Regional Cartographic Conferences," and a like 

number of sessions at the UN's FAO Headquarters in Rome, all of which have 

emphasized potential applications of photo interpretation. primarily in relation 

to the inventory and management of natural resources and primarily for the 

improvement of lesser developed countries. 
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B. The Impact of World War l1's Photo Interpretation Trainees 

Shortly after the end of World War II a very significant deve10pn~nt 

occurred in relation to the increased use of remote sensing throughout the 

globe. For example. in the United States at that time there were at least 

1.000 photo interpretation officers (more than 600 of them from the Navy, 

alone) released from active duty to return to their civil pursuits. These 

were individuals who had been recruited during the war, commissioned as 

reserve officers and then trained and given a great deal of operational experience 

in various aspects of aerial photographic intelligence. Upon completion of 

the war the vast majority of them returned to civil life to work in the 

professions from which they had been recruited. t10st of these professions 

dealt. in one way or another. with the earth's natural resources--professions 

such a~ geology. forestry. range management. soil science, hydrology, and the 

agricultural and engineering sciences. Almost all of these individuals had 

the following combination of attributes: (a) they possessed a B.S. degree in 

one of the above listed disciplines; (b) they possessed good qualities of 

leadership, much of it having been developed during their service as military 

officers; (c) by virtue of their military training and experience in studying 

aerial photos to assess "trafficability conditions" (i.e., conditions governing 

the movement of personnel and various kinds of mechanized equipment), they 

were well aware of both the uses and the limitations of aerial photos in 

assessing certain kinds of information that would be of interest also to the 

manager of natural resources (e.g., information with respect to terrain analySiS, 

vegetation identification, and soil mapping); (d) they were young, vigorous and 

eager to build on their military-acquired experience, if possible. as they 
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returned to pick up the threads of their pre-war careers; and (e) they were 

well qualified. and usually well motivated. to teach others how to interprp.t 

aerial photographs. 

The impact 0',' these individuals on the development of remote 

sensing in the United States during the post-war era can scarcely be over

emphasized. Reportedly other nations benefited in a similar manner as their 

military-trained reservists returned to civil 1 ife. 

As listed below there were at least four other important training

related developn~nts that occurred in a great many countries during the post

World War II era with respect to remote sensing.* 

(a) The rapid increase during the post-war era in university-

level course offerings dealing with one aspect or another 

of photo interpretation and photogrammetry; 

(b) Associated with the above item, the rapid increase in the 

number and quality of textbooks dealing with aerial 

photographic interpretation and photografllnetry: ** 

(c) The rapid increase in the number, quality and types of 

equipment for use in photo interpretation and 

photogrammetric activities; and 

(d) The growing stature of photo interpretation in various 

professional societies. 

*By this point in Illy paper it ~Iill be apparent that the term "remote sensing" 
is sometimes used instead of "photo interpretatiun" for the following 
reason: ~hoto interpretation pertains specifically to the study of photo
graphic images for the purpose of identifyinq objects and judqing their 
Significance; the broader term, remote sensing, has come to mean all of 
this, plus data acquisition as well. 

**This topic is to be covered quite fully in a paper that is to be presented by 
Rudd et al. later in this conference (Ref. 11). 
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C. Founding of an International Commission on Photo Intereretat10n 

An internatior,al development of particular s1gnifiu:1ce in the growth of remote 

sensing was the formation in 1952 of a special Commission on Photo Interpretation 

(Commission VII) within the International Society of Photogrammetry. In ~ capacity 

as the president of that commission for the first eight years. or so. of its exis

tence. I can clearly recall that during that period the assertion frequently was 

made by photogrammetrists that photo interpretation was not of sufficient stature 

to merit its own commission. Such an assertion is rarely, if ever. heard now. thanks 

largely to the steadily increasing stature acquired by photo interpretation during 

the post-WOrld-War II period. 

As pointed out (Ref. I2) in a recent review of Commission VII's 

activities. part of the steadily increaSing interest in remote sensing that has 

occurred during the past quarter century has resulted from the great increase 

that has occurred during that time in both the total amount and the availability 

of photography and other types of remote sensing data. Many of the "Johnny

Come-Latelies" to the field of remote sensing find it hard to believe that. in 

the early 1950's photo interpreters in the United States and, indeed. throughout 

the globe. were continuing to work (as in previous decades) almost entIrely 

with a single type of imagery. It was almost invariably black-and-white 

vertical aerial photography. that had been taken at some time during the 

preceding lO-year period, probably during cloud-free midsunuTler high sun angle 

conditions. using panchromatic film and a "minus blue" filter, and employing 

a camera having approximately an 8-1/4" focal length and a 9"x9" negative size. 

operated from an altitude of 13,750 feet above the terrain to give a photographic 

scale of 1/20.000, or thereabouts. While the great potential benefits of 

acquiring and interpreting multiband. multidate. and multistage photography 

were recognized, it was totally unrealistic in most instances to consider that 

such kinds of photography could all be made routinely available to the photo 

interpreter at any foreseeable future date. 
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At this point let us examine quite specifically the role of Commission VII 

in relation to the photo interpretation progress that is about to be discussed. 

Until Commission VII (Photo Interpretation) of the International Society 

for Photogrammetry was founded in 1952 there was no organization which might 

logically serve as the international "clearing house" on photo interpretation 

matters. Prior to that time. therefore. there was needless duplication of 

effort both in the conduct of research and in the rP.porting of results and 

activities relative to the field of photo irterpretation. In many instances. 

the problem was one of omission rather than duplication. 

Each of the other commissions of the International Society for Photo

grammetry (ISP). having been formed many years earlier. had solved such 

problems primarily through (1) the appointment of reporters from each of the 

countries most active in that aspect of photogranmetry with which the cOllmission 

was concerned; (2) the publication of pertinent articles, papers. and newsworthy 

information in Photogrammetria. the official publication of the ISP; (3) the 

organizing and presenting of international symposia once every four years as 

part of the quadrennial meeting of the ISP; and (4) the publication of a very 

complete and prestigious record of the proceedings of those quadrennial meetings 

of their commission. For each such commission it was C0l11111on practice that 

the Commission's president and vice-president for any given four-year period 

be appointed from t .. o of the c~untries that clJrrently were most active in 

work of the type dealt with by the Conmission. 

All of those highly desirable attributes have been emulated by Commission VII 

from the very time of its formation. It is in consequence that this part of my 

paper, dealing primarily with progress in photo interpretation in the past 

quarter century. indirectly constitutes a tribute to the activities of 

Commission VII since its founding in 1952. 
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D. Eff.orts Aimed at the Systematic Training of Photo Interpreters 

in the Post-War Era. 

It was rouyhly a quarter century ago that one of the first attempts 

was made to list the most significant components that govern the quality 

(and hence the interpretabil ity) of photographic images and to categorize the 

various measurES that might be taken to rectify image deficiencies. As set 

forth at the t1m~ (Ref. 13) there reportedly were three such components. viz •• 

the tone or color cOI'tras1 between a photographic image and its background; 

the sharpness of the image as measured by the abru~tness with which this 

tone or color change occurred on the photograph at the "edge" of the 

image in question; and (applicable only in the event that the feature in 

question had differences in elevation with respect to its background). the 

amount of stereo-parallax exbibited by the image. Stereo parallax is defined 

as the shift in the apparent position of the image with respect to its 

background caused by a shift in the point of observation (as when the camera sta

tion shifteJ from the point from which the left member of a stereo pair of 

photos was taken to the point from which the right member of that pair was 

taken). 

It was recognized that the factors which govern anyone of these 

image quality characteristics are, for the most part, different than those 

which govern either of the other two. Thus. it ~as pointed out that there 

were four primary factors governing the tone or color contrast (spectral 

reflectivity of the feature and its background; spectral sensitivity of the 

film; spectral transmissivity of the filter; and spectral scattering by 

atmospheric haze particles). Similarly there reportedly were four primary 
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but quite different factors governing image sharpness (aberrations of the 

lens system, focus of the lens system; image motions at the instant of 

exposure; and characteristics of the photographic materials). Finally, 

there were considered to be three primary factors governing stereoscopic 

parallax (altitude of photography. length of the stereo base as governed 

by the distance between overlapping exposures; and difference in elevation 

between the feature and its surroundings). 

Even to this day, the rather simplistic treatment of image quality 

that has just been given would seem to have merit in each of two respects: 

(a) It is highlY meaningful to speak of three separate measures of 

the visual acuity of the image analyst which are almost identical with these 

three image quality characteristics. Specifically. it is highly relevant 

for three corresponding questions to be asked: (1) To what extent can any 

given image analyst (or applicant for work involving image analysis) perceive 

differences in tone or color contrast between an image and its background 

(e.g .• does he have some kind Qf color blindness?)? (2) To what extent can he 

resolve fine detail and thus exploit the sharpness of an image? (3) To 

what extent can he perceive stereoscopic parallax, if at all? Unfortunately, 

some image analysts have only one good eye. 

(b) It follows from the above that a competent image analyst. on 

examining a given type of imagery, .:an determine to what extent that imagery 

is of suitable quality in terms of each of these three attribut~s. If. on 

making such a determination. he finds deficiencies in one or more of these 

attributes and wishes to make improvements in that attribute when acquiring 

additional imagery in the future. he needs only to turn to the list of factors 
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described above that govern the qual ity of that attribute. In so doing he 

can promptly learn what approach needs to be used in rectifying the 

deficiency. whatever it may be. when more photography is being taken. 

Two measures of image quality that were befng developed at about 

the same time as the above have become known, respectively. as "acutance" . 

and the "modulation transfer function." Both of them probably are more 

precisely measurable and consequently more appealing to the physicist and 

mathematician than the "tone-sharpness-parallax" concept that has just been 

described. But experience has shown that both of them are much more 

difficult for the average image analyst to comprehend. and to identify with. 

Furthermore, neither acutance nor the modulation transfer function gives 

due consideration to stereoscopic parallax. Instead. each concerns itself 

primari 1y with the "sinusoidal response curve" that is obtained when a plot 

is made of the change in tone or brightness per unit of distance along the 

edge or perimeter of a feature, as imaged on photography. Acutance deals 

with only one such edge (e.g .• the classic photograph of a "knife edge") 

while the modulation transfer function deals with a whole sequence of such 

edges, repetitively spaced. but at progressively closer distances. as in a 

resolution target. 

By about 1960. a systematic approach to the factors governing the 

amount of information derivable from image analysiS tended to deal in one way 

or another _'lith four components. only the first of which has been alluded to 

in the preceding paragraphs. These components. at least as set forth in one 

representative treatment were described in the following statement (Ref. 14): 

"If aerial photo interpretation in any of its applied forms is to be employed 
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sUCClssfully, four conditions must be satisfied: (a) the alrial photography 

must provide imaglS of suitable quality for extracting the ty~, of informl

tion that is to be obtained through photo interpretationi (b) the men per

fo",,1ng the photo interpretation work must have been properly selected and 

trained. (c) the equipment used in viewing, measuring, and interpreting 

the photographic imagls must be of suitable qual ity, and (d) the methods 

and techniques used by the photo intfrpreter must penlit him to extract 

the informatton both efficiently and accurately." 

In discussing the second of the above-listed considerations. this 

reference made the following rather optimistic staten~nt which perhaps needs 

to be re-evaluated in ljght of developments since it was written. nearly 

20 years ago: 

"Until recently there lias a tendency to assume that one 
person was as well sU 1 ted to photo interpretation work 
as another. Consequently. the selection process revolved 
primarily around considerations as to the relative 
availability of two or more people to handle an additional 
task. in this instance aerial photographic interpretation. 
However. we are gradually coming to realize that the 
differences between a good photo interpreter and a poor 
one can be largely explained on the basis of (J) differences 
in visual acuity. (2) differences in mental acuity, and 
(3) differences in general attitude toward the photo 
interpretation taSk." 

That article then traced seeming progress in each these three areas. cited a 

very successful ll-phase aptitude test for photograph users and announced the 

recent finding of "highly significant correlations between the candidate's 

photo interpretation abilities and his abilities in general mathematics. 

lllechanical principles, and arithmetic reasoning." and speculated on the 

probable importance of "capacity for learning. adaptability. and powers of 
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Judgement." It also included a sample test that might be applied for 

detenlin1ng a candidate's attitude toward the photo 1nter~retation task, 

and discussed recent improvements in photo interpretation training methods, 

.. terfals. and equipment. In retrospect. we can see that progress has been 

IUch slower in the 20 years since. particularly in implementing the various 

findings and concepts referred to above, than had been anticipated. On the 

other hand. a rather cautious understatement was made in that reference with 

respect to the future use of computers. The statement Simply cited their 

incrtased use by photo interpreters "to make multiple correlation analyses, 

derive multiple regression equations, and determine the statistical 

reliability of various sizes of samples and methods of sampling." 

Finally. that article of nearly 20 years ago, in discussing recent 

improvements in the methods and technfq~~s of photo interpretation cited 

(a) methods. for orienting a stereo model beneath the stereoscope; (b) 

methods for handling a large stack of photos in an orderly manner during 

the photo interpretation process. and (c) methods for avoiding duplication or 

omission in the interpretatio~ of areas common to two or more overlapping 

photographs. In retrospect we perceive that no significant break-throughs 

in any of these mundbne methods, comn~n though they are to virtually all 

kinds of photo interpretation. have been made in the interim. 

In looking to the future that article was quite correct in 

predicting that "for the first time, extremely small scale photography 

taken with a photo reconnaissance satellite from an altitude of nearly 

200 miles will be available for civil as well as military photo interpretation 

work." Modern day remote sensfng SCientists might disagree with the sentence 
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which followed in which it was asserted that "this photography will permit 

us to do little more than discovp.r and evaluate, in crudest terms, the 

natural resources in vast and remote areas, but will be of tremendous value 

in helpiny to plan for the economic growth of underdeveloped countries." 

E. Improvements OurinQ the Past Quarter Century in Sensor Platforms 

and Sensor Systems. 

All of the attendees at this conference must surely realize that 

modern day space photography permits us to do much more (not .!.!lU!. more. 

as was predicted in the concluding sentence of the preceding paragraph) than 

merely to "discover and evaluate. In crudest terms. the natural resources in 

vast and remote areas." Part of the explanation is found in our having 

underestimated the potential advantage that would be given to a photo inter

preter by the overall "synoptic view" as recorded from an altitude of one 

hundred lI1il es or more and coveri ng II ground area per frame of photography 

that was at least a thousandfold greater than that to which he was accustomed. 

But another part of the explanation results from our failure. prior to the 

dawning of the space age. to perceive the remarkable improvements that would 

be made in cameras and other sensor systems. For instance. the aerial 

photography of a quarter century ago rarely permitted more than 25 line pairs 

per millimeter to be discerned. Since then. improvements in both the emulsions 

of photographic films and the optics of sensor systems have been sufficient to 

make quite conn~nplace a fourfold improvement in such resolution. Furthermore. 

serious discussions regarding the potential for obtaining fortyfold improvements 

frequently are heard. 

There also have been son~ startling improvements in recent years in 

various other kinds of sensor systems. including panoramic cameras. continuous 
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strip cameras, optical mechanical scallners, and side·look1ng airborne rldar 

systems, Each of these systems. when used individually aboard a sp.cecraft. 

is able to provide cert.in kinds of information that cannot be obtained 

from any of the others, More 1mportantly, when the remote sensing data that 

has been acquired by several of these sensor systems Is placed in the hands 

of a competent image analyst. the "convergence of '!vtdence" l)rinclple can be 

exploited in respects that heretofore were not feastble. thereby adding greatly 

to the amount and accuracy of 1nformettan derivable from space-acquired 

remote sensing data, 

F. lmIrrovements During the Past Quarter Centurx in Capabilities for the 

AnalYSis of Remote SenSing Oata. 

The techniques and equipment used by ~~n~ in the analysis of 

remote sensing data were, for the first time, comprehensively described .nd 

illustrated In the Manual of Photogr~phic Interpretatton as mentioned 

previously (Ref. 2). Since then, great advances have been made in developing 

capabilities for the analysts of remote sensing by machines. As II result. 

there is today a valuable and extensive field of photo interpretation (or more 

broadly stated, of "computer assisted analysis of remotely sensed data") that 

was virtuall, unknown a quarter century ago. For example, almost no mention 

of this capabiHty appears in the previously mentioned "Manual of Photo 

Interpretation" (Kef .l), whereas ;t constitutes a very major part of the material 

contained in a companion \lulume published 15 years liter and entitled "M.nual 

of Remote Sensing" (Ref. 4), 

Because of this modern day dual approach to the an.11ysis of remote 

sensing data some very important questions currently are being addressed 

*Th15 fact ts well tllustrated if we consider. for example. the unique 
combination of advantages inherent in landsat-acquired data, as set forth in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Valuable characteristics of Landsat ~ata in relation to the 
inventory and MOnitoring of earth resources. 

(No other vehicle-sensor system provides 
this important combination of characteristics). 

1. Multispectral Capability 
A. Senses for the optimum waveleflgth bdnds for use in the inventory and monitoring of most types of earth 

r~sources (timber, forage, agricultural crops, minerals. water, atmospheric and oceanographic resources). 
9. Provides high spectral fidelity within each of these bands. 

Z • ...... 1tl-Ternporal Capabil ity (Provides tlultiple "looks" for Konitoring Seasonal ChaFlges in Vegetdtion. Rate and 
Direction of Plant SucceSSion and the Accu;",lation or Receding of Snow or Flood Waters). 

J. Constant Repetitive Observation Point (Facilitates Change Detection by Hatching of ".,hi-Temporal Images). 

1. Sun-Synchronous (Nearly Constant Sun Angle) Ensures Nearly Uniform Lighting and Unifo~ Image Tone or Color 
~haracter;stics for Use in Feature Identification. 

5. Nan'ow Ang;Jlar Field of Sensors (570 Mlle Altitude aod Only 115 Mile Swath Widt'" Avoids Tor.e or Color 
"Fall Off" at Edges of Swath and Thus Increases Soti 11 Further the Uniformity of Image Tone or Color Charac
ted st ics). 

6. Provide~ Computer-Compatible Products Directly (Facilitates Automatic Data Proc~ssin9). 

1. Potentill H'nimur~ Delay in Data Availability to User (remits "Real-Time" Analysis and Facilitates MaUng 
Globally Uniform Resource Inventories, when Apptopriate, or Analyzing Troubled Areas such as Sahel ~ in Afrka}. 

8. Systematic Coverage of Entire Earth Except for Near-Polar Regions. 

9. Capability for Receiving Data from Ground-Based Data Platforms (Facilitates Use of -Ground Truth" Data in 
the Inventory and 'bnitoring of Earth Resources). 

10. Spdtial Resolution is Optirum for "First Stage" look and is Politically Palatable, Both Dor.,estically and 
Internationally. 

~ 1. Data ROll tine 1 y Placed in Pub 11 c Oom.l i n f o. Benef it of A 11 Hank i 0<1, 



relative to ways in which the human and the machine ~ho\lld interface in order 

to bring about the most completr, accurate, and tKpedlt\ous analysis of remote 

sensing data through a suitable combination of human and automated d~ta 

analys h. More information with respect to thi s important topic wi 11 be foulld 

in a later section of thiS paper that deals with .. look to the future. 

G. ~9ntroversies of the Put 25 Year!; Relative to the Usefulness of 

Photo Inler£retation K~. 

(vidence of the interest commanded by photo interpretation keys a 

quarter century age is to be found merely from a survey of the literature for 

that period. For example, thh matter was of such interest. that in 1952, in 

the Report of the President of Conmission VII (Photogra\lhic Int~rpretation) 

to the International Society of Photogrammetry (Ref. 15), almost half 

of the entire report was devoted to discussing and illustrating such keys and 

to a parallel discussion of terminology problems and solutions associated with 

their use. Yet, despite that seemingly disproportionate allocation of space 

to one topic, photo interpretation keys were again the primary topic at the 

1955 annual meet in9 of the American Society of Photoqr.,mllletry in the course of 

Which a panel presentation consisting of flO less than nine pdpers was devoted 

to this subject. Although it is probable that th. hcy-day for photo interpre

tation keys has passed, their usefulness both as traininq aids and reference 

manuals should not be dismissed. even up to the present time. 

One of the 1I10a de(;nitive tests ever per"ormed relative to the 

effectlveness of "hulo interpretation keys ilS trdi,in<j aid ... lias conducted 

in the United States using 60 high school student~ as the test subject~ and 

a dichotomous key contained in the book "Pad f;c Landforms and Vegetat ion" 
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as the test material. Specifically, the key tested dealt with wildland 

vegetation types such as Nipa Palm, Casuarina, Mangrove, and Moss Forest-

types which no one in the test group had ever seen or perhaps even heard 

about. Within a six-hour day of instruction the students, starting from 

"ground zero",were first taught the principles of aerial photography and 

stereoscopy and given practice in the three-dimensional viewing of overlapping 

vertical aerial photographs through a stereoscope. They were then taught 

the principles and use of the dichotomous key that was to be tested, a key 

dealing with the wildland vegetation types of the Tropical Pacific Area. 

Finally, during the last hour each student was given a set of operational 

photos of a representative portion of the Tropical Pacific Area within which 

were to be found some of the most complex vegetation associations that might 

be encountered anywhere in the world. The students were a$ked (1) with the 

aid of the key to identify the type of vegetation, area-by-area, and (2) with 

the aid cf supplementary statements which accompanied the key and which dealt 

with the "trafficability conditions" known to be associated with each 

vegetation type (i .e., statements describing the ease or difficulty with whiet"l 

either personnel or various kinds of mechanized equipment could traverse the 

area) to delineate on the photographs the best route of travel from point-to

point. Fully one-third of the students identified the many vegetation types 

with nearly 100 r~rcent accuracy and selected point-to-point routes of travel 

that Were known t'J be among the IllOSt favorahle, based on "ground truth." 

Despite encouraging findings such as these, photo interpretation keys 

seem to be less used today than 25 years ago, and certainly to command less 

interest as topics for discussion at a conference such as this one. 
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II 

II I. THE ROLE OF EDUCATION TO D.~TE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF RE.MOTE 
SENSING TECHNOLOGY 

The rather extensive historical review that has just been given should 

enable us to answer, in the present section, several specific questions that 

were addressed to us by the conveners of this conference. One of these 

questions relates to the role that training has played to date in the 

development and acceptance of remote sensing technology. Another question 

asks whether it seems, in the light of this historical review, that the 

period of time that has been required for development to date of this 

technology has been inordinately long. Still another asks whether better 

training might have accelerated the rate at which remote sensing technology 

has been developed and accepted to date. These and related questions prompt 

us to devote most of the present section to a brief summary of the training 

activities that have accompanied remote sensing development and acceptance 

up to the present time. 

The adequacy with which we are able to respond to these questions in the 

present section obviously will govern in large measure our success in writing 

a concluding section of this paper which, as previously indicated, is to deal 

with the probable future of remote sensing technology and training. 

Usually, when an important new science is being developed, and especially 

one that offers great and immediate practical benefit to mankind, there is a 

parallel development in textbook writing and in the offering of formal 

instruction. As a result, the training never lags far behind the basic 

scientific developments themselves, and soon it becomes acknowledged that an 

important new discipline has emerged. Furthermore the steady stream of enthusi

astic and knowledgeable trainees produced by such a process does much to hasten 

the rate of technology acceptance. 
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Such does not appear to have been the pattern in the early days 

during which the development of photography was occurring. In fact it seems 

apparent that during the century following the discovery of photography, 

trainin~ was not a significant activity in relation to the development and 

acceptance of remote sensing technology. This statement is based not only 

on the present writer's own appraisal but on the similar conclusions. whether 

stated or implied, in the 10 historical reviews that are cited earlier in 

this paper. 

Instead, the following somewhat restrictive activities (i.e., activities 

designed to discourage general acceptance of remote sensing technology) appear 

to have occurred during that perivd. 

1. The patf'nting of photogrammetric principles (such as the radial 

line plot process) and ev~n the simplest but highly practical equipment 

designed to exploit those principles (such as the slotted template cutter), and 

2. The withholding of informati~n on some of the most spectacular 

successes in the field of military photo interpretation on grounds of military 

security. Thus, it was only belatedly made known, for example, that an 

obscure but highly authoritative military report written at the end of World War 

I documented the following fact: In the very sizable front line sector that 

was occupied by American forces dUI'ing World War I more than 90 percent of the 

enemy's fortifications and related weaponry were correctly located and 

identified by means of aerial photographic interpretation. Yet at the start 

of World War II there was not a single officer ir the entire U.S. Armed Forces 

who had been trained to intei'pret aerial photos for military purposes. 

Consequently, within the United States, virtually the entire field of aerial 
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photographic intelligence had to be "rediscovered" early in World War II when 

a Navy lieutenant. Robert S. Quackenbush. and two associates. visited England 

and observed the techniques which were being developed and/or rediscovered by 

British military authorities under the desperate urgency of the Battle for 

Britain and the threat of German invasion. To this day some authoriti2s claim 

that the primary factor that thwarted the long-threatened invasion of Britain 

by German troops was the 11th hour discovery by British photo interpreters, 

and the consequent destruction by air attack. of invasion boats and barges 

that were being massed in canals ~ear the coast of the mainland of Europe, 

just across the channel from England. 

The reported withholding of some ~f the successes achieved by geologists 

in using aedal photo interpretation for the discovery of mineral and 

petroleum deposits constitutes another example of action designed to discourage 

the rapid and general acceptance of photo interpretation. In this instance 

the withholding was in the interest of maintaining "trade secrets," sometimes 

categori zed by pri vate enterprise as "company confi denti a 1 . " It is not known, 

however, h~1 commonly this action was taken. 

Without question. the most important training activity leading to the 

rapid development of remote senSing in the past three decades was that given 

to ci~1lians by the U.S. Armed Forces in general and by the U.S. Navy in 

particular. during World War II. For two reasons I propose to develop this 

thesis quite fully: (1) Because of its great impact on modern day remote 

senSing it is at the very heart of the topic that I was asked to deal with in 

this paper. viz •• the role of education to date in the development of modern 

remote sensing technology; and (2) There is no topic of historical relevance 
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to this Conference of Remote Sensing Educators on which I personally could 

speak mor~ authoritatively since (a) I was in charge of the Navy's training 

programs in photo interpretation and photogrammetry during most of this time. and 

(b) during the rest of World War II. I was either working side-by-side with or 

else commanding large numbers of these photo interpretation train~es from all 

branches of the U.S. Armed Forces. 

During World War II the Navy. unlike the other branches of the U.S. 

Armed Forces. h'ld the following pol icy for selecting trainees: (1) Only officers 

will be trained; (2) Because all officers of the Regular Navy are greatly 

needed to man ships. aircraft. and the supporting shore establishments. all 

of the officers trained to interpret aerial photos will be Reservists; and (3) 

These Reservists. by and large. should be selected from professions which deal 

with the plan view. in general. and with maps in particular. because such 

individuals can more reauiiy comprehend what they see on vertical aeriai 

photographs. 

A more stark demonstration of the wisdom of this Navy policy could 

scarcely be envisaged than the one which centered around the planning and 

execution of the Okinawa campaign of World War II. The photo intelligence 

component for that operation consisted of more than 100 officers and men 

from all branches of the Armed Forces--all of whom had been "trai ned" to de 

photo interpretation work. Throughout the entire one year period required 

for the planning a~d execution of the Okinawa operation I was in charge of 

these individuals in my capacity as "Chief of Photo Intelligence" and was 

able to make rather close observation of the individual performances of a 

great many of them. Belatedly I learned why the family names of so many of 
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the photo interpreters on the roster of the Anny contingent that was assigned 

to me were difficult for many of us to spell and pronounce. The majority 

of these individuals came from American families of very recent mid-European 

extraction. families in which mid-European languages were even spoken in the 

homes. It was for this reason that these individuals had, indeed. ~een 

selected by the Anny to perfonn intelligence work--not that related to the 

interpretation of photographs. but to the interrogation of prisoners of war. 

For the latter type of assignment it obviously was logical to select ind1Viduals 

who could speak the native language of those captured. How. then. did they 

happen to end up. not as language specialists in the Europedn Theater of 

Operations. but as photo interpreters i~ the vastly different Pacific Theater 

of Operations? By their own testimony I learnel. t.he answer: These particular 

individuals (i.e .• many. but not all of the Anny ohoto interpreters sent to Okinawa) 

were merely the ones who had failed the course to which the Army originally had sent 

them. viz .• the course in which they were to learn how to interrogate prisoners. 

I~ha t then shaul d the Army do with such fl unkees? Why not keep them in the "i nte 11 i

gence specialty" of the Anny. but make photo interoreters out of them instead-

whether they could see stereo or not--indeed whether they could even see or not-

let alone considering whether they had any background of training and experience 

in work related to photo interpretation--or any aptitude for and/or interest in 

such work. And so thi~ was done! 

Partly because many of these men lacked the aptitude and interest. they 

availed themselves of opportunities to do something "more important than" 

photo interpretation. And what could that be. in the height of battle. with 

men on the front lines desperately in need of photo intellignece support? 

Here again. the answer is not a pleasant one. but one to which I can attest 

hopefully with relevance to my assigned topic here today -- and certainly 
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with great authority. The answer relates directly to the policy then in 

effect in the Anny. vastly di ffere,lt than that in the Navy, that photo 

intelligence should be done by six-man teams, consisting of two officers 

and four enlisted men, each team being equipped with a vehicle. its own 

cameras and photo lab fac111 ties, 'and perhaps as an afterthought a pocket 

stereoscope or two. With these opportunities for distractions the result 

would have been quite predictable. The senior of the two officers emerged 

as the "Conmanding Officer" and the other as the "Executive Officer" 

and were able to busy themselves, essentially on a full time basis, with the 

task of administering their vast conmand of four enlisted men. This would at 

least seeM to leave the four enlisted men unencumbered to do the photo inter

pretation work, but, alas, the one lesson they seemed to have learned at the 

Anny's photo interpretation school was that the performance of "photo intelligence" 

work can be so vital to the success of the operation that only officers should 

be entrusted with this heavy responsibility. What, then, did this leave as the 

responsibility of these four enlisted men? Again the answer was so predictable 

that it should have been perceived even when the Anny was developing this 

concept: These enlisted men should, of course, tend to the needs of the 

Commanding Officer and the Executive Officer, especially in making sure that 

the vehicle, the cameras, and the photo lab facilities were always available. 

If, some 33 years later, I seem unduly exercised about this situation, 

should explain exactly why: Many a brave American soldier who would still 

be enjoying life today was buried beneath the sod at Okinawa in 1945 because 

deficiencies in photo intelligence led directly to his death and I am prepared 

to stake whatever reputation I may have as a two-star Admiral on that unpleasdnt 

assertion. 
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Surely th'is sordid tale must have a happy ending. After all, history 

shows that the Americans won the Okinawa campaign and that at the end of 

it Colwell received a licitation" from the 4-star COll1ll8nding General for 

"bringing photo intelligence to a level heretofore unattained. II But to 

this day 1 am plagued by the ambiguity of that particular episode for two 

reasons: (1) After all, whl1e a liCitation" can be for a good performance, 

more commonly it is for a poor performance (and I have received a few traf

fic citations in mY day to prove it). and (2) the Commanding General never 

really did say whether the "level heretofore unatta1ned" to which I allegedly 

had brought photo intelligence during the Oklnawa campaign represented a new 

high or a new low. 

And what does this ill-tempered discourse have to do with "where we are 

and whither we are trending" in remote sensing today? Perhaps nothing -- and 

perhaps everything -- depending on whether this kind of history is likely to 

repeat itself. In my opinion. it is indeed repeating itself in many of these 

unsavory aspects here and now. So if you will allow me just one more unpleas

ant paragraph while I am in thi~ foul mood I will tell you why I draw this 

conclusicn, after which I will get on to some concluding pleasantries. of 

which there are many. 

Unless my 20-20 vi~1on as applied both to hindsight and to foresight has 

failed me recently. 1 perceive some remarkably similar problems that are even 

now building up around photo interpreters (or remote sensing scientists, if 

you will). These problems pertain to empires to be built, rights to be 

protected, promotions to be achieved, grievances to be adjudicated. "Let

George-do-it" attitudes to be perpetuated and debilitating or, ilt the very 
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least. distracting IIfun and games ll to be enjoyed -- all with little regard to 

whether the real job of satisfying the user's needs for remote sensing-derived 

infonmation gets done or not. 

To the extent that these problems are building up. history tells us 

that we should make viQorous efforts to solve them. The rationale for so 

doing. was perhaps best expressed by the famous poet-p~ilo~opher. Santellena. 

when he said: "Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it." 

It is for that reason only that I have dwelt at such length on Okinawa as one 

specific. and I hope highly relevant instance of an episode from the past that 

is well worth our remembering and learning from. 

Before we conclude this section. we should emphasize that there is a far 

less negative way of viewing the past than has pervaded much of the foregoing 

discussion. In fact. the following might be considered as a parallel statement 

to Santellena's. except it is one which quite properly accentuates the positive 

rather than the negative in relation to the many historical developments that 

have brought remote sensing to the status that it enjoys today: "Those who 

can remember the past can exult in it and build upon it." Rather than feeling 

condemned to repeat the past. w~ should find it a great deal more uplifting and 

challenging to strive for as much progress in the next quarter century as has 

been achieved in the most recent one. Justification for this positive outlook 

will be found in the remainder of this vap~r. 

Let us now attempt to summarize what we might conclude from this section 

with respect to the role of e~ucation to date in the development of remote 

sensing: 

(1) Prior to World War II. training in photo ir.terpretation and related 

fields was minimal and mostly of the "on-the-job" type. rather than as 

fonnal classroom instruction; 
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(2) Much of the training that was given, whether in military organizations 

or by private comoani.s, was of a confidential type, designed more to reserve 

the technology for internal use than to promote its broad acceptance; 

(3) Partly in consequence of the above two factors th.re was littl. incentive 

for textbooks to be written, so such books were few and for the most part, 

inadequate for use in the college classroom; 

(4) During World war II large numbers of reservists. both in this country 

and elsewhere, received formal training in photo interpretation and abundant 

opportunity to put that training immediately into practice; 

(5) For several reasons. a policy of the type employed by the U.S. Naval 

Reservp. during that period was vastly superior to that employed by the U.S. 

Army Reserve, and had a far more significant impact on the post-war develop

ment and acceptance of remote sensing technology by civilian agencies. 

Specifically: (a) t.he Navy realized that the photo interpretation selectee 

should come from a background of training and experience in some field 

such as forestry, geology or engineering, that used maps which were analagous 

to the aerial view dealt with in military photo interpretation; (b) as a 

corollary. each such trainee was sufficiently qualified to be directly 

cOlllllissiored as an officl!r, with the understanding from the outset that pri

marily he was to do highly professional work in his photo interpretat10n 

specialty rather than to exercise distracting "coRmand responsibil1tles." 

(6) Following World War II, vast numbers of these reservists. upon re

turning to civilian lffe. became educators, textbook writers and practition

ers and thus played a primary role in the development of the present much 

more sophisticated technoloqy known as "remote sensing." 
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Other factors of historical significlnce might well be included in this 

slttion. dealing IS it dots in the development of remote sensing technology. 

However. these additional flctors appear in the section that immediately follows 

this one because they are best incorporated in ~ answers to c.rtlin spec~fic 

questions that I was told should be highlighted in this paper. 
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IV. A DISCUSSION OF SOME PRESCRIBED QUESTIONS 

One question to which I was asked to address myself in this paper is this: 

Was the progress mid, with respect to the development of photoqraphy, and photo 

i nter'preta t ion in the fi rs t 100 years (1. I. from about 1840 to 1940) too slow? 

The rather detailed historical account which has been given in earlier parts 

of this piper provides US with I basis for Inswering thr;t question. Relevlnt 

factors bearing on the question include the fol1owinQ: 

'1. As compared with the present time. there were only a very few scientists 

of any kind during the centwry in question. In fact, it is reported that 

there are more scientists alive and at work today than have lived and died 

in all previous periods of the world's history combined. 

2. Of that limited number of scientists. onl.v a few few were enqaqed 

in photography-related work. 

3. Communications among scientists were much more difficult to achieve 

then than now. with the result that a pooling of resfarch findings was much 

more difficult to achieve. and 

4. The development of photography depended only partly on the plannin~ 

and conducting of well ordered scientific experiments. The history that 

has just been reviewed alludes to a f~ of the many chance discoveries that were 

made -- often as a by-product of other somewhat unrelated research. That 

history also shows that a photographic capability might not have been develop~d 

even yet. were it not for some happy coincidences of physics and chemistry. 

particularly with respect to the ~.ching ~f what scientists in these fields 

refer to IS "energy 1 evel s. II In speaki nq of slJch coi nci dences. Ta rk i nq ton 

of Eastman Kodak Company (Ref. 16), when slightly paraphrased, says the 

following: 

"A quick revfew of the energy levels existing in latent-image formation 

and development will serve to emphasize the uniqueness of the process. First. 

there must be an empty conduction bind in the crystal lettle! at the right 
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energy lev,l above the filled bind such that a photon (traveling at the speed 

of approxinetely 186.000 ~il.s per second) Cln Just rltse .n electron from the 

lower energy level to the upper. Thtn there must bt I 'sensitivity speck' 

(silver sulfide, for in'tlnce) It Just the right tnergy ltv,l to trap this free

roaming electron from the conduction bind of the crystal, but not accept .ny 

electrons from the developing Igtnt liter. Otherwise, all cry,t.,s would develop 

and no image would result. The next requirement is that sGmt silver ion, in 

tht crystal be mobil. Ind migrlte to the electron on the sensitivity speck, 

(the electron being obtainlble only from the same crystal) .nd form a sflver 

atom in situ. Final,y this event. plus a few more sf~flar ones, must change 

the energy level of the sensftivity speck by a s~itable amount so that ft now 

will .ccept .lectron$ from the developer and so reduce the properly e~posed 

crystal of sflver h,lide to silver. Statistically. it appears that these 

events comprise I set of unique phenomena and that it is Quite remarkable that 

these exact. energy levels and energy-level differences fn the sflver h.lide 

crystals match those of certatn chemic.' reducing Igents. Becausf of this 

remar.,ble matching. it is now possible for the .mplific.tion to be on the 

order of a billion times. when compared to the number of photons required to 

produce. l.tent imaqt. Furthermore. the technological processes th.t .pply 

these principles in order to provide prlctic.l, convenient methods of recording 

radiant enerqy. are no less remarkable. For photo~r.phy to be a success, the 

silver halide crystals must be (1) made by the millions in , suitable matrix; 

(2) modified by physical and chemic.l operations to provide specified character

istics. and (3) coated in a "yer SOMetimes only 0.00001 inch thick, up 

to 50 inC!leS wida and sever.l miles long, with the thinness beinq controlled 

to 0.000003 inch for this vest .re.. This must be done in order to produce 

a r.diant energy-recording system that (1) yields, to • s~ectfted level and type 

of radiant energy. the same results in any square millitneter of 1ts matrix or 

of the matrix of 6 similar materi.l made, yeer hence .nd (2) possesses the 
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sensitivity. image quality and response to intensity vari'tiun required for 

the intended application." 

Tarkington, one of the most knowledgeable scientists in the field of 

photography concluded his discourse with this "goe-whiz" type of statement: 

"It is no wonder that photography could not have been predicted from I 

conSideration of t.he scientjfic principles involved. it had to be 'discovered' 

or 'invented'." 

Since science hIlS not yet found a way to program lucky "break-throughs," 

we can only conclude from the above that we would be ill-advised to assert 

th.t progress in the development of photography was inord1nately slow. 

A related question to which I was asked to address myself is this: 

Has the proqress been too slow in transferring modern r~te sensing technology 

to potential users of it? In order to provide an adequate answer to this 

question, we need to agree on some measure relative to the tenn, "technology 

tr~'nsfer." Perhaps the best measure is that provided by Hoos et a1 (Ref. 17) 

which. again somewhat paraphrued is as follows: 

"The transfer of a technology (such as remote sensing) can be considered 

as having been com~leted only when that technoloqy. beinq readily availabl~ in 

the marketplace, becomes generally accepted practice by the user agency, and 

when the chief officer ~f that agency. upon routinely assessinq all available 

technoloqies, decrees that t~e one in question i~ the one that shall be used." 

As implied by th~ above statement. remote sensinq technoloqy will not 

transfer itself. Instead. there ;s cOlmlonly a fiVf~-stage "adcptive p"ocess" 

bv whir;h this new technoloqv is perceived, internalized and used: (1) aw .... eness 

(7) interest (3) evaluation (4) trial and (5) adoption. Since this process 

may take years. therft frequently are problems in maintaining the necessary 

momentum. especially when there commonly are disruptions in personnel and 

support along the way that can undermine both credibility bnd morale. And even 

after retroote sensing technoloay has h",.n IIrlnnt~1. ;~ !tPl ~e.i' !~I:c :;c: .. r. tefore 



this new technology will begin to bear fruit. 

In addition, the following pitfalls are likely to be encount~red: (1) Over

sell, (resulting in the raising of user expectations to levels beyond what 

current capabilities can deliver); (2) Overkill (as when the user is urged to 

use elaborate t€chniques of computer assisted analysis even when the desired 

information could have been derived quite adequately through the use of simple, 

i nexpens i ve, and more read ily unders toad manua 1 i nterpreta t i on techni ques) ; 

(3) Undertra i ni ng (mos t cOllYllon ly exemp 1 ifi ed when a n0. ; ':e who has jus t 

completed an "appreciation" course in remote sensing is required to plunqe 

directly into the demanding tasks that are involved in making operational use 

of rnodern remote sensing technology); (4) Underinvolvement (as when the user 

agency, plagued by a lack of qualified and/or motivated personnel, turns 

over the bulk of the work to consultants or oth~rs who lack familiarity with 

the USer agency I s resource problems, i nformati on needs, and pert,=.ps even 

with the resource itself); (5) ~riou~ Evaluation (as when the user agency, 

forced by higher authority or others into a "rush to judgment" produces 

premature, incomplete, incestually validated, and usually overly optimistic 

appraisals), and (6) Misapplication (resulting in part from the sheer glamour 

of the shiny new tool known as remote sensing, and perhaps best metaphorized 

by the say; ng, "gi ve a small boy a hammer, and he soon d; scovers tha t everyth i ng 

needs pounding"). 

In light of the foregoing, let us now reword the previous question to read: 

liTo what extent are the potential users of modern remote sensing technoloqy 

" actually accepting it? Since it should be clear from the preceding discussion 

that state and local rcsou)'ce managers requ;re more than a few years to 

adapt, to their specific needs;a technology as complex as remote sensing, our 

overall conclusion is that progress is being made at a rate about as rapid 

as miqht have been anticipated or rightfully expected. FUl,thf:.nnore, we believe 

that thp most substantial progress is made in those remote sensing-related 
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projects that involve the potent.ial users ('i .e. the resource managers. themselves) 

throughout the entire process. Typical of the warnings that we have been given 

in this matter is the following excerpt from the previously mentioned report by 

Hoos. et al. (Ref. 17): 

"~los t potent; a 1 users of remote sens i n9 techno 1 09Y art! S illlp 1 y unmoved uy 

paper-and-penc1l evaluation games. They recognize that externally prepared 

benefit-cost ratios exclude many of the considerations most important to them. 

They see impacts on their own decision processes, job security, and organ

izational behavior being overlooked and obscured behind voluminous but vacuous 

evaluative reports. The result for the technology developers is often an 

evaluative 'boomerang effect' in which users perform their own subjective 

assessments and conclude, for various reasons, that fruits from the technology 

are not worth their price." 

No doubt each of the educators attending this conference is interested 

in conducting training programs which will not only impart information 

to a few more students. but provide some genuine assis~ance toward the goal 

of achieving the acceptance of modern remote sensing technology by resource 

managers. It therefore is ap~ropriate to rai$the question in this history

oriented paper of mine as to whether there are lessons to be learned from past 

experiences in this kind of endeavor. 

Indeed there are. both in relation to the kind of training that is given 

and to whom. 

With respect to the type of training. the following items are worthy of 

consideration: 

1. Each trainee who is not already familiar with remote sensing could 

prof.~ by some training in the basics of remote sensing. including the qeometry 

of imagery. the basic matter and energy relationships that are involved in the 

formation of tha~ imagery. and the kinds of equipment and techniques that 

can best be used iii deriving irfonnation from it. A more adequate consider-
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ation of this topic falls within the purview of other papers that are to be 

presented at thi s conference. C:;uffi ce it here to say that hi s tory shows us that 

despite the foregoing tribute to training. we can quickly reach the point of 

diminishing returns in presenting remote sensing merely in the form of 

formal classroom instruction. While much more may still need to be learned 

after the student has taken the equivalent, say, of a single 4-unit college 

level course in ,'emote sensing (complete with laboratory exercises that enta" 

his working on practical image analysis problems). most of the remainder may 

be far better learned by his conducting remote sensing research (ideally within 

the framework of the university and under the guidance of a professor who is 

a competent principal investigator for the directing of his activities). Addition

ally. the trainee should be given practical experience in the field in using 

these remote sensing techniques in an operational manner. 

One of the better ways in which to ensure that the bridge is built betwee~ 

classroom studies and operational activities is as follows. The student, 

by prior arrangement, brings with him to the remote sensing lecture and 

laboratory sessions, some examples of imagery of an area in which he either has, 

or is likely to have, an operational interest. Then. before he finishes the 

course, he is obliged to apply what he has learned to an analysis of the imagery 

that he has in hand, so that he will be motivated to field check the accuracy 

of his interpretations and prepare a statement as to the usefulness and limit

ations of modern remote 3ensing techniques in relation to the problems th~t 

are of immediate practical concern to him. This can be a far more educational 

activity than if he were to devote the same amount of time and effort to the 

taking of some "advanced" course in remote sensing, within the confines of 

the university's ivy-clad buildings. 

The individual who conducts remote sensing research with some specific user 

in mind is likely to develou a great oersonal interest in, and learn a great deal 

about, remote sensing technology acceptance. The researcher should avai 1 himself 

of such a tie with a potential user whenever f~asible. 
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A single example which continues to be of great significance 

in relation to the role of training and research in bringing about technology 

acceptance will now be given. The example is one 1n which we will compare 

the approach that was used during the 1960's by two of our federal government 

agencies that potentially are among the most important users of modern remote 

sensing technology. viz •• the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the U.S. 

Depart~ent of Interior. Both of these Departments were allocated large sums 

of money during the 1960's for use in conducting investigations on the useful

ness to them of modern remote sensing. The Deparbnent of Agriculture, in its 

enthusiasm for obtaining the highest quality of research, spent most of its 

appropriations in the funding of remote sensing research scientists of 

various universities to do the work. On tne other hand. the Department of 

Interior placed greater emphasis on the use of its appropriations for the 

"in-house" pe'"'formance of such work. There now seems to be general agreement 

as to the strengths and weaknesses of these two approaches. Specifically. 

it is agreed that (1) by and large the best research w~s done by University 

scientists, mostly with funding by the Department of Agriculture; and (2) by 

and large the best within-the-department acceptance of remote sensing technology 

was in the Department of Interior. primarily because of the greater top-to-bottom 

interest that was generated by the more highly visible "in-house" research that 

was conducted by that Department. The consequences of these two different 

approaches are still being felt within the United States and probably will be 

for many years to come. For example, it was essentially a "no-contest" situation 

when the time came for constructing a large remote senSing data center in the 

United States. Administrators within the Department of Interior were appreciative 

of the importance of remote senSing and vigorously proposed that the Department 

of Interior take the lead in the establishment and operation of such a center. 

Administrators within the Department of Agriculture were understandably less 

familiar with the importance of remote sensing because so little of their work 
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had been done "in-house" where they could be constantly reminded as to both 

the existence oft and progress being made on, that research. At the present 

time, there appears to be quite general agreement that the modus operandi 

that was employed by the Department of Interior was preferable to that employed 

by the Department of Agriculture, particularly when m~asured in terms of progress 

achieved toward the goal of "technology acceptance" by the user agencies. 

The net effect of these two policies, in its most visible fonn. is the EROS 

Data Center of the lI.S. Department of Interior. There is no counterpart to 

that center within the Department of Agriculture. 

But let us be sure that we relate this specific example to the ~onsiderations 

of technology acceptance under whose mast-head it was introduced. As suggested 

by its very name, the Earth Resources Observation System, on which the EROS 

Data Center is based. is not primarily for ~interior" use, but for global use. 

In fact. the most important products that are likely to be derivable soon from 

that system are globally unifonn inventories of agricultural crops -- certainly 

such inventories are of vital concern to our U.S. Department of Agriculture. 

and awareness of this fact pr~dates by many years the decision as to what agency 

should operate an EROS Data Center. So why is the Depar~ent of Agriculture even 

to this day so little involved in the Center? In my opinion. it is essen~ially 

because of the relatively slow rate at which interest in. and acceptance of modern 

remote sensing technology has come about within that department -- as compared 

to the Department of Interior -- and this in turn is primarily because of the fact 

tliat in Interior, remote sensing developmental work was done mainly "in-house" 

while in Agriculture. such work was done primarily via the "out-house" route. 

The perogative of (In "elder statesman" in any field, allegedly, is to call 

the shots as he sees them, apparently on the presumption that (a) he has infallible 

insights that come only from his years of close association with thet field and 

(b) at such a late stage in his career, what ;s there to los~ if he disenchants 

certain individuals or groups through the making of profound, dogmatic and 
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occasionally even unwarranted pronouncements and generalization~? I have 

been led to believe that I would not have fulfflled my resPQnsib11it1es as 

the keynote speaker for this week-long conference of Remote Sensing Educators 

had I not made a few such pronouncements and generalizations. For those who 

disagree with me, there will be ample opportunity to rebut my remarks during 

the workshop sessions that are scheduled for the next sever~l days. and also 

to insert any such rebuttal in the published proceedings of OUt' wE'ek-long con

ference. 
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V. THE PROBABLE FUTURE OF REMOTE SENSING TECHNOLOGY AND TRAINING 

It is deemed quite appropriate to conclude any historical review. 

(as this purports to be) with a look to the future. What then will be the 

probable future of remote sensing technology and training? For one to 

provide a reliable answer to that question. especially with respect to a field 

that is as dynamic as remote sensing. requires that he have something more than 

mere 20/20 vision while gazing into a crystal ball. Realization of that fact 

does not deter me, however. from making some dogmatic predictions. Instead, 

I feel much like my timber simple friend from the backwoods must have felt 

when he was asked a ~inlilar ~row-furrowin9 question recently. His confident 

answer. after some careful reflection. was as follows: "Well, I don't know-

but I'll tell ya!" Here then are some probable developments of the next 

few years with respect to remote sensing technology and training: 

A. There will be Very Substantial Progress Toward the Development 

of a Globally Uniform Information System, Based Primarily Upon Remote 

Sensing-Derived Data. 

We ~ll are well aware that the rapid increase in both the world's 

population and the per capita demand for natural resources is occurring at 

the very time when the supply of many of these resources is rapidly Jwindling 

and the quality of others is rapidly deteriorating. Consistent with the 

"one world" concept, this combination of factors creates an urgent need for 

the wisest possible management of such resources on a global basis. An 

important first step leading to such management is that of obtaining globally 

uniform inventories of resources. This step can best be taken if a globally 
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uniform look at these resources can be obtained at suitably high resolution, 

as with an earth-orbiting satellite. and at suitably frequent intervals. 

Herein lies a rcn~rkably accurate description of the look that ;s provided 

by remote sensing devices that are on board the present landsat and Seasat 

vehicles. Improvements in their remote sensing packages. as already 

scheduled for future generations of these vehicles. will make it all the 

more feasible to acquire globally uniform resource inventories through 

analysis of the remote sen:.ing data ilcCjuired by them. 

Some advocates of a globally uniform resources information system 

have singled out agricul~ as the field in which the greatest benefits 

might be derived. They .Jok forward to the time when crop forecasting will 

have progressed sufficiently to pennlt a determination to be made, well in 

advance, that the northern hemisphere in some particular year is about to 

produce an over-abundance of oats, for example, but a serious dearth of 

wheat. Areas in the southern hemisphere that are capable of producing small 

grains are, of course, approximately six months out of phase with the grain

producing areas of the northern hemi sphere. Hence the above information 

should be available at exactly the opportune time. so that grain growers 

in the southern hemisphere could be encouraged, in the instance cited above. 

to pl ant muc h more wheat and much 1 es!. oats than they had intended. the better 

to balance out the global production, that year, of these two highly important 

crops. This i<; but one eXillllple of the potential improvement in the global 

management vf natural resources likely to result from more uniform and lIlorc 

timely inventories of those resources. 
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B. There wi 11 be a Ver:t Apprec i a b 1 e Reduc t. i2.!U..UI1£ Pre..:,:£!l.!l.l'. 

Intoler~J.E.. pe l.ay~_eJ,!/een Data Ac~ sit ion~qell.!.~~tL.?_e.D..s.!!'JLS_i!.!,e..lli te~ 

and the~m to Users of Needed Information Derivable from Such Data. 

In a companion paper to this one (Ref.1R ) a tabulation appears that 

first indicates the frequency with which various kinds of infonllation about 

resources shoulJ be made avai1abl~ to users and then introduces the concept 

of ~half-life~ in relation to that frequency. In so doing, the paper 

emphasizes that just as, in radiological research, the usefulness of an 

experimenter's radioactive isotope "decays~ in confornity \~ith that isotope's 

half-life, so the usefulness of a resource manager's infonnation decays in 

conformity with a similar half-life concept. In the case of the resource 

manager, ho\~ever, the half-life is based at least in part on how frequently 

a given type of information is np.eded by him. While the analogy is by no 

means perfect, it serves to highlight the importance of minimizing the delay 

between the time when remote sensing data is aC'luired and when it has been 

"reduced" to information that can be used by the resource manager. 

C. Q.reat Progr_~$S will be Made with Respect to tl~~'ColllJ!!ession" 

of Relllot0ensing_Jlat2-.. 

Judging from plans that are even now developing within NASA and 

elsewhere, remote sensin<] from spacecraft in the future will entail higher 

spatial resolution, more spectral bands and more frequent coverage. The 

price to be paid for all of this is more bits of data to be telemetered 

from satellites to receiving stations on the ground--unless onboard computers 

will do IlI'Jeh of the analysis t.hat otherwise would be done on the ground. In 
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that event. only the resu~ts of the analysis. rather than the initial 

remote sensing data. would need to be telemetered to the ground, and a 

much needed form of "data compression" would have been achieved. 

The extent to which data compression of this type mlght conceivably 

be implemented is most clearly seen when we consider that the wise manage

ment of earth resources usually entails a three-step proce~s: inventory, 

analysis, and operations. 

In the .i.nventory step a determination is made as to the amount and 

quality of each type of earth resource 1:1at is prescnt in each !-lorUon of 

the area to be managed. In the ~_~ stefl, certain m·1nafjeI 1:ent decisions 

are made with respect to these resources. ThlS is accolllp] ;r,hed for each 

portion of the area by considering. on the one hand, the nature of its 

resourc~s (as previously established in the inventory phase) and, on the 

otrer hand, the '\;o$1.-effectiveness" of each management alternative that 

might be exercised with respect to these resources. III the QE£.~ion~ step, 

thr resource manager impleillents each decision that has been made in the 

analysis phase (e.g., the decisi0n to apply irrigation water to a crop that 

needs it, Of to cut only the overly mature trees in a certain portion of the 

forest area, or to practice "deferred rotation 9rdzin9" in certain parts 

of a rangeland area). 

With respect to our llIaximizing data cOlllpression on board a remote 

sensing satellite we can foresee the !-lossibilily tl~t the technique will evolve 

into d highly automatic operation, in which the unrllanned satell ite orbiting 

the eartl: will cilrry multiband sen~if19 equipliient tOtJdhtr' ~Iilh a cOIIIPuter. 
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Thus equipped the sat~llite could, for any particular area, take inventory 

of the resources and produce a printout that would amount to a resource 

map of the area. The computer could o;hen use this 1 nventory data 1 n conj unc

tion with preprogranlned factors (such as what ratio of costs to benefits that 

would be likely to result from various resource management practices) and 

could reach a decision for the optimum management of the resources in the 

area. The decision would be telemetered to the ground for whatever action 

seemed necessary. 

As a simple example, the satellite's sensors might spot a fire in 

a large forest. Its computer might then derive infonnatlon on the location 

and extent of the fire and could assess such factors as the type ard value 

of the timber, the direction and speed Df the wind and the means of access 

to the fire. On th~ basis of the as~essment the cOlllputer would se'1d to the 

ground a recommendat ion for combat ing the fire. 

Capabilities of this kind I,~ed not be limited to emergencies. r'lany 

routine housekeeping chores now done manually by the resource manager could 

be made automatic by electronic eOlllllJnd signals. Examples might include 

turning on an irrigation valve when remote sensing shows that a field is 

becoming too dry and turning off the valve when, a few orbits later, the 

satellite ascertains that the field has been sufficiently watered. 

A satellite of such capabilities llIay seem nOl~ to be a far distant 

prospect. After d few lIIore years of developing the techniques for n?lIlote 

sensing the prospect IIh.ly well have become d real ity. in which elise data 

compression will have been developed to the ultimate. 
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O. Great Ptogr'css will be Made in an Area of Remote SCllsing Data 

Reduct ion that is Known as "Change Detect tqn,,:. 

Consistent wtth the previously mentioned "half-life" c,ncept, the 

period over which the change that is of interest m~9ht have occ~rred m~y 

range from a few seconds to many years--from the detect ion and anI 1ys is of 

various kinds of "moving objects" (Hvestock for example) to the detection 

and analysis of various kinds of plant succeSSion. With respect to the latter. 

it is instructive for us to reflect upon the amount that could be added to 

our present understanding of plant succession if only there were globally 

uniform data available. of the landsat ar.d "high-flight" types. that had 

been acquired at suitable intervals during the past 100 years or so. Remote 

sensing scientists of the future are certain to look back at one highly 

Significant benchmark period. viz. the early 1970'5. when for the first time 

most of the globe was systematically ,overed by such remote sensiog data. 

Much of the chan9~ detection and analysis of the rate and direction of change 

that will be made by future remote sensing scientists surely will hark back 

to that particular benchmark period. 

E. There win be a Very" Significant Incr~asC! in the Amount of High

!esaluti~!...!.elllote...J_ensingyata af the Type f!ow Bein~quired....9.:t....Y..i!rious 

Military Sat~11ites thet will be Released and Made Available to No~ilitar¥ 

Use~r~. 

A survey of even the unc1as:;ified literature leaves many clear 

inferences that military remote sensing satellites can provide essentially 

the same resolution, in tenns of "ground resolved distance" as we are 
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accustomed to finding in the conventional 1/20,000 scale vertical aerial 

photographs with which most of us have worked so extensively in times past. 

Those who ~ve not been privileged to work with space photography of such 

~1gh resolution can sc~rcely envisage the extreme usefulness of it resulting 

from the fact that a typical high resolution space photo covers more that 

1000 times as much land area as the conventional 1/20,000 scale photo and 

that the synoptic view of so larye an area permits relationships of terrain 

features to be perceived that could scarcely have been appreciated from the 

piecing together of so many pt~to~ ~f the conventional type. 

F. ~pace rMt09rapt!~lll largely Replace "Orthophotograph/'.~ 

Presently Produced, ''!Den the Np.p.d is for a P.!~duc.t that Provi~_th t~e 

Pl!" View and a l~e knount of Photo9raphic Detail. 

Many features that are of interest to resource manager~ are far 

better appreciated from' study of photographic images of those features 

tMn from '!I map which must rely on the use of conventionDl symbols. Up to 

the present time. hONever, it often has been necessary to eliminate the 

relief di!;placement that is inherent in vertica~ aerial photographs through 

a somewhat costly and t fm\!··~CJnsumillg process known as "orthophotography". 

The intent here is not 1.0 d;sparage tIJe ingenious methods thilt have been 

developed for producing orthophotographs b~Jt to predict that in the near 

future space photographs of high resolut ion and low rel ief displacement wi 11 

largely replace orthophotograp~s. 
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G. There wil) be a Si,9.n.1ficant R~.surgence flJ l'!lttrJlS.t ip Improving 

~n ity_oLHu~ns to btr'C,t Jnfo.1'!.'.!'tion frt!" i-:emote Seqs.in..9. Oat~J?t. 

pirect V,1SU.I1.1. ,M('!JJ1~. 

It has now been almost two detades since the writing of a book 

ca l1ed ""'anu.l of Photographic Inte':"pretat ion." under auspices of the 

American Society of Photogrammetry. More than lOO experts in various a~pects 

of photo interpretation significantly contributed to thl! writing of that book. 

In so doing. they collect ively pro~fded an accurate reco,'d of what was then 

the "state of the art" with respect to the techniques and e:quipl1lent used by 

hun","s in extracting infonnation from relllote sensing data by direct villu.11 

means. But unless my perception of developments in the fi(!ld of remote 

sensing is grossly in error. there has been exceedingly little development 

during the past two decades 1n either the equipment or the techniques used 

by photo interpreters. Nor has there been Iny significant increase in our 

understanding of what makes a good photo interpreter, and therefore of the 

factors that should be considered in the training and sel(!ction of such 

;nd~vtduals. For example. we know essentially the sal1le amount now as we did 

two decades ago with respect to the factors that govern the photo interpreter's 

visual mechanism. his mental acuity. his susceptibility to fatigue and the 

consequences of fatigue in relation to the reliability of the info"ndtion 

which the photo interpreter is able to derive. There has been virtually 

no further exploration during these two decades of the uses and limitations 

of "the conference system" or of "convergence of evidence" as appl ied to photo 

interpretation. nor of the use of such aids as photo inter?retation keys. 

~ound recorders, or c:nUnlcrator's pencils. Ten'porarily. at least. these 
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important aspects have been forgotten because of our pre-occupation with 

the marv~ls of modern da~ remot~ sensing. including opportunities for 

computer analysis rather than rlJman analysi~ of remote sensing data. NO\~ 

that most of the cream ap~ears to have been skimmed from this new technology, 

there almost certainly will be a renewed appreciation of the need to facili

tate the extraction of information from remote sensing data by 11umans. 

H. There will be Increased Effol'ts to Define the Rflles of Humans 

and ~lachines as They FunctlOn as a Team ;n the Derivation of Inforr 1ation 

from Remote Sensi..!!g Data. 

Remote sensing scientists are beginning to acquirE a far greater 

appreciation than heretofore of both the uses and the limitations of machines 

i~ relation to the acquisition and analysis of remote sensing data. One 

encouraging sign is to be found in the fact that the machine analysiS of 

remote sensing data is rarely referred to any more as "automatic data 

processing." Instead use is made of the more aptly descriptive term "Computer 

assisted analysis." 

The following point is "key" to our appreciation of the uses and 

limitations of computsi'5 in the analysis of remote sensing data: If a 

computer is to provide meaningfu: assistance in the analysis of remote sensing 

data. usually the 0ata must be in numerical form. Alternately stated, in most 

instances if the input is rot in the form of digits then, to quote the robot, 

"it does not compute." On the other hand a human, in making his analysiS of 

remote sensing data relies not on digits but on sllch photo image attributes 

as size, shape, shadow, tone, texture, site, pattern, and association. 
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Of all such attributes. tone stands out as the one which can be far more 

easily and meaningfully digitized than .iIly of the others. 

let US now, just for a few moments, outdo even the most ardent 

computer worshippers by giving a heart and mind and soul to the components 

of a computer-based system designed for the acquisition and analysis of rt:lllote 

sensing data. For example, let us temporarily dignify in this way the remote 

sensing device known as a "line-scanner" or "optical mechanical" scanner, 

since it contributes, at leaH to some extent, a replacement for the 

conventional camera-film-filter system. 

First off, the optical mechanical scanner (and its matching system 

for data analysis) .Jrrogantly rejects all of the previously mentioned photo 

image attributes except tone, which it prefers to call "scene brightness." 

It also rejects the conventional "grey scale" that is used by humans in the 

analysis of tone and uses instead a digital grey scale range of, say, 128 

digits. Realizing that there is strength in numbers but that even this 

many f\ur,''Jers may not be sufficient, this !'canner joins forces with scanners 

that operate in other parts of the spectrum, happy to consider itself merely 

as one element of a marvelous remote sensing system known as iI "multispectral 

scanner." Now it can legitimately claim to do great things because such an 

assemblage of components can go much farther in revealing the full "spectral 

signatures" of various kinds of features. Furthermore, since ~11 of these 

signature elements, as acquired by the multispectral scanner, can be digitized, 

they lend themselves to computer programming and, in due time, to a form of 

computer analysis that can lead to the identification of features in a way 

that could scarcely be duplicated by a mere human. Up to this point all is 
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well in t~at this assemblage of machinery is merely exploiting the following 

principle of physics that deals with basic matter and energy relationships 

(Ref. 19): 

The reflectance, emission, transmission, and 

scattering of electromagnetic energy b~ 

.9.l1en kind of matter are selective with respect 

to wavelength of energy and specific for any 

given kind of matter, depending primarily upon 

its atomic and molecular composition. 

But this statement serves to highlight the fact that, in its 

enthus i asm for recordi og "scene bri ghtness ," the scanner has unnecessarily 

liir.iteG itself to the recording. pixel-by-pixel. of scene reflectance. Why 

not do the same for scene emittance, for example, by building into the 

scanner system an additional capability--namely a thermal sensing capability? 

And so the thermal infrared component of the multispectral scanner ;s born. 

And. sp~aking of reflectance. why not exploit this attribute to the fullest 

through the use of a laser beam that will illuminate the scene with extren~ 

brightness at some additional and highly specific wavelengths··especially at 

wavelengths that will give to this ever-growing sensor system an all-weather 

day-and-night capabl1ity? And so ~arious active systems, including one highly 

successful one known as "SLAR" (for Side-looking airborne radar) have been 

born and greatly improved upon in recent years. 

Surely at some point this ever expanding sensor and data analysis 

system (to continue the person~fication of it j~jt a bit further) starts to 
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suffer from IIdelusions of grandeur." That becomes increasingly apparent when 

we note. for example, that it is starting to refer to itself as a IIsophisticated 

system" that is well 011 its way to becoming a "multi-thematic mapper. It 

For purposes of this paper. at least. let us end this p~rsonification 

of machines, even though some timid humans seem to go much farther than this 

without realizing it. (An example is the remote sensing scientist who recently 

was explaining to me--"And then I say to the computer. would you please provide 

me with a print-out of •.. etc. "). Certainly at this point it is high time 

for the human to reassert himself, recognizing that the remote sensing system-

and the computer on which it dumps its data--were designed by man and should 

serve at the pleasure of man--never the other way around. It also is time to 

remind oursel ve~ that. with all of their sophistication. these machines thus 

far have been able to exploit signficantly only one attribute. namely "tone" 

or Itscene brightness" from the previously r.lentioned arsenal of remote sensing 

image at!..rillutes that are routinely exploited by human photo interpreters. 

Now that we have placed the human back in the sadd12 again, where he 

belonged all the time, we may find it fruitful to ask whether there are image 

attributes other than tone that lend themselves to digitization. and hence to 

computer assisted analysis. At the present time the short answer is "no"--at 

least in my opinion. As justification for thdt answer may I remind you tha~ in 

at least the past two decades. many highly competent scientists have. with 

only limited success, attempted to assign digital signatures to the shapes of 

features (as perceived by remote sensing) through use, for example, of the 

"area-to-perimeter ratio." Similar efforts have been made to describe image 

texture with digits through use, for example. of microdensitometer traces 
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lIlade across remote sensing-derived illiages of various textures. Numbers 

cor.ceivably could be assigned to such texture-related measures as the 

frequency, the amplitude, and the shapes of peaks and valleys--all as 

obtained from the lI1icrodensitometer traces. But 1 find myself in complete 

agreement with the innovative giants of this particular field of endeavor 

when they assert that they still have a long way to go before digits can 

do justice to texture analysis or, in fact, to any of the previously 

lIlentioned image attributes except tone. 

The foregoing lIIay seem to give short shrift to some moderately 

successful efforts that have been made to analyze the spatial arrangements 

that machines can detect when they analyze the digital values of different 

aggregations of pixels as acquired by the LANDSAT MSS system (-:.g., 4x4 

and 8x8 aggregations). Such efforts have entailed the use of both Fourier 

Analysis and Hadamard Transform techniques. Results to date of 

these efforts sU~lgest that (1) in the future, computers (pr'operly progral1Tl1ed) 

may be able to analyze spatial arrangements and delineate stratum boundaries 

moderately well, after all, usin9 MSS data as the input, but (2) major 

problems frequently will arise because of the fact that the computer is so 

"literal" that it cannot cope with anomalies encountered in i\ given stratulll, 

even though the human would have little difficulty in disposing of such 

anomalies. 

1. There~be a1-.etter Realization that the FEasibility of U';ing 

~elllot~~]_~.!~ .. LI5~£11!:l..~L~es_~~_ Geogt"a~.!:'ea Depends on \·:l1ether that 

Area is Simply or Complexly Structured. 

Table 2 is an attempt to set forth some of the characteristics of 

simply structured versus complexly structured areas in relation to the 
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Table 2 Characteristics of Simply Structured versus Co~plexly Structur~d Areas in Relation to Nat~ral Reso~rces 

SIM?LY STRUCTURED AREAS 

A. Agrjc~ltural Vegetation 

1. Fieids large. I'egularly sr.aped. usually 
homogeneous with respect to crop condition. 

2. Fel'! competing crop5 and cu~tural practices. 

3, Little interspersion of crDpland with non
crO;Jland. 

4. All Fields OF a given crop planted on about 
the same date and hence developing in 
es~entjally the same seasonal pattern. 

B. Ranne and Forest Vegetation 

I, Blocks of ranaeland an~ forestland ale 
large and relacivelj h.:x<)geneous. 

2. Elevational range is low to moderate and hence 
ve~~.4!ion of a given type tends to develop 
wj!h essent;u 1 Iy the same sedsonal patterp, 

3. Few veget3tion types present. all adapted to 
the sawe e1evational and ~11~atic ranJe. 

4. Topoc.raphy flat to gently '-0111ng so tnat 
few ~eget~ti8nal differences ape the result 
of diffFr~nces in slope and ,spect. 

5. Cultural practices wi:h ~espect to range 
and tilllbe:- resc..urces are fe~1 and un ;form. 

C. Geclflgy. Soli~. af1~ulo9Y. 

1. Gel-logic. soil. and hydrologic formations 
are relatlvel; la~ge. si~Dle. discrete. 
dnd ilOln:Joeneou s. 

COMPLEXLY STRUCTL?ED AREAS 

4. A9ricultural Vegetation 

1. Fields small. irregularly shaped, freq~ently 
heterogeneous with respect to c~op ~ondition. 

2. Many competing crops and cultural practices. 

3. Much interspersion of cropland with non
cropland. 

4. Fields of a given crop olante~ on many dif
ferent dates and hence dev~l0ping with many 
diffe~-ent seasonal patterns. 

B. Range and Forest Veoetation 

1. Blocks of rangeland and forestland are 
small and relatively heterogeneous. 

2. Elevatianal range is high to very high and 
hence vegeta~ion of a given type tends to 
develop I'lith mar:y different seasonal patterns. 

3, ~'i1ny ,:e:;eta t ion types present. each adap';ed to 
a parti~u1ar elevational and climatic range. 

4. TC:1Gs,-aphy :;teep so that ~ldny vegetational 
differences are the pesult of differences 
in slope and aspect. 

5. Cultural prac:ices with respect to range 
and ti~ber resources are many and varied. 

C. Geolngv. Soils, and Hydrology 

1. Geologic. soil, and hydrologic formations al-e 
re'lat:vely 5";a11, complex, intErmingled, 
and heterogeneous. 



feasibility of making remote sensinq-based inventories. Such characteristics 

apparently have been given little consideration by remote sensing scientists 

up to the present time. As a result there have been some seriously mistaken 

estimates made in the recent past as to the feasibil ity of using remote 

sensing techniques in various geographic areas. 

The emphasis in Table 2 is placed primarily upon such renewable 

resources as agricultural crops, range vegetation, and forest vegetation, 

only limited treatment is given there to whether the geology, soils and 

hydrologic resources of an area make it a simple- or complexly-structured 

one. Consistent with the so-called "land systems" concept. however. (as 

developed. for example. by Christian and Stewart for use in Australia), 

an area that is of complex geologic structure is very likely to be complex 

a 1 so 1 n tenns of its soil s and hydro log; c attri bute~; and therefore ; nits 

associated vegetative attributes. 

The photo interpreter is likely to perceive these attributes in 

reverse order because. in most areas, the vegetative attributes are most 

photogeniC and hence are most easily perceived. Stating the matter in reverse 

order, therefore. it is highly probable that when the vegetation attributes 

of an area are found to be complex, the geology, soils and hydrologic attributes 

of that area are complex also. As a result, the feasibil ity of using remote 

sensing~based techniques for the inventory of such an area's entire "resource 

complex" is likely to be considerably lUore linllted. and the requirement for 

acquiring ancil1a'ry "ground truth" data much greater, than if the area were more 

simple structured. 

As I look to the future I IJredict a grm~ing realization by remote 

sensing scientists of the fact that there are fundamental differences. of the 

types suggested by Table 2, amon? various geogrrphic areas. If so, when such 
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scientists are attempting to make an extension of "re11lote sensing 

feasibility ratings" from any particular test area to other areas, they 

will take far more cognizance of these differences ;n the future than 

they have in the past. 

J. There will be a Better Realization that the Feasibility of Using 

g~!l.1Q.t..~ Sensing Techniques can be Assessed in Terms of Several Other 

Considerations Also. 

Table 3 seeks to list all of the major factors I"lhich govern the 

potential usefulness of any given type of aerial or sllaee photography to 

those who wish to inventory, develop, and manage an area's natural resources. 

The potential significance of such a table in relation to our discussion of 

the future of remote sensing is indicated by its accoillprltlying explilnilto(y 

notes. 

Consistent with the note appearing at the top of that table there 

can be for each of the listed factors, an entire "spectrum" of conditions, 

ranging from very favorable to very unfavorable, in I'elation to the usefulness 

of :--emote sellsing. However, in any given instance, the relevant factors 

probably can be assessed reasonably well, and even quantified, if only we will 

make the effort to do so. If so, the overall usefulness of remote sensing 

will be determinable quantitatively by the aggregated effects of these 

various factors. In any specific instance, hO~Jever. it probably will be 

necessary to assign a weight to each factor, in proportion to its estimated 

illlportance. Ideally, then, it I"lill be this sinqle Jqqr'cf)Jtc(i value thdt Vlill 

dccul"atcly indicate "remote sensing feasibility." 

As emphasized by the note appearing at the bottolll of Tatlc 3 the 

statements appearing in the left column of that table are descriptive of 
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Table 3,--"""1015 which Govern Ihe Potential Uscfulneu of any !liven Type of Aerial or Space Pholopaphy 
II, Those who wi.h 10 Inventory, lJevelup, and Manap Natural RelOurce, 

Noh" 1'", carl' of th,- fa,'lim li,ted In thi. tabl. an enlire "spectrum" of condition.l,theoretlca!ly po"lbl., ran~ln~ frnm very 
"nfavorahle to very favnrahle "' re~.rd, its effe"t I)n the u.efulnell of the ~Iven type of photo~raphy in relation to the 
:nventory, development, and mana~ement of natural resources, However, in allY given inllance, the applicable situation i. 
IIkel), to be well i,,,'atabl. and quantlliahle, It follows that, in any !lIven instance, the overaU usefulne .. of thi.type ot 
ph"ln~ral'h\ for the ,tated purpose will be determinable quantitalivel)' by tho a~~re~.ted effect. of th.se various 1'.('101<, 

Usuall)', however, a wej~hl will need to bt a"l~n.d 10 each fa"tor, in proportion to it, estimated importance; hence Ihe 
aegre;:ated value normall)' will renel't Ihe.e individUal wel~h", 

I, Area 10 be analy led is \'ery complexly structured in terms 
of the niteri. appearin~ in Table 2, 

2, Onl)' photn, h;ovin£ a (oRD of, say, 10 fect are a,ailahle for 
II~·. 

3, CI<lud, u.uall) ob,,,ure Ihe area that i, 10 be anal)'zcd, 

4, Remote .ensin~ can only be done on one date and at one 
~~of <by, 

5. 11",'n.' i~;1 ~!!I...lont ",kbv after the photn~ have nccn taken 

hefore the~' I:Jn hi.' rl'tril'\'l.'d and piacl.'d in the hand!i of 
.tnal} ~ts. 

6. BCl';IU\C of ri~id til11c l'nn"ltraints. \1nlr a "quick luok" 
;lIlaly~ I:an be 11l~ldf.·. 

Only lllll' data analyst is J\'aiiabk and hI..' j, in{'\pl'rh..'nccd. 
pl\\lrly trainl'-ll. -P~l-{~·fur;dl'J.fhlllrly l.''luipPl'd.littlc 

dpprcdah.'d. and Pjl\lr!} 11I{.ti\.ltl..'d. 

H 1 hl' an,lly"j"i r:.:quircd iii Iilllitl'd to (lnl~ ~?!l~~~!~_r~£~~~~ 
,!lld ~'\ln,j"t' of;1 om' time il1\'I'IlI\)!l Ill" II in it, ,talk ,t;ltl'. 

9. I he: rt'\olHl'l' 1.'LI' .. ~irk;llhlll ,dll'lIIl" that io,; u,\l'd i, of ~I.!.l~~ 
~'_\!~'_n~j~Hi!}' hl'i.';III'1' it is !~)~~~!Iy 'T~l~~. 

Ill. Thl' t.kriVl'd Im,,'l1hlry d.ILI Illll,t h,: ti~hlly hl.'iJ bl'CJU'i.l' of 

\t:n ... itl\itic .. tholt ft.'latt' til thl..' 1..·~'{)n\)Jm-;;-;-;rmTITt.If) ~i.' .. 'ur~t) 
01 till' In.'.l lllhh.'r 'Iud~. 

II. TIll: .. t~h.' ru.ql~l"~' '.'! ~lhLdnin~ th .. ' inn'l1ury dat;l j ... tll 

fal.'ilii;lll·-~rf.~u.!.f.·~ J'1:_~'~~. 

12. Il'W lund!\. MI.' ,t\aibbh.' \\illl whirh 10 impkm,,·nllh.'('jlOjnn lO 

dl'r-h'l'it ';011; ;~~~tudy~' Illl' n:o;purl'l' inflHilliitilll1 that hJS 

bl'l'll Jl.'quirl..'d; 'IIrth~'rl1l'1fl' Ihl~ d.l·_"'j,l\ln, th.£I~)~tj~·~~ 
~1"'pl'L'f hl'l·au!\.I..' lill..·~ \\"I,'fl,' b.l\l'd Ilil in.llkquJ!l' inr'.~rl11atinn 
;1\ to tht' 1.'~lst-\·I'fI.'!.:th't.'llI..'o;" ,It l.'.I\,:h Ill' "I.'\I.'r;1I rl.'soUh:I.' 

l1l.ttl;j~l'l1H.'nt "ltl'rIl;!tivl'''i. 

I. Area to be analyzcd i, vcry .Imply structureo in lern" "r 
the criteria appearin~ in Table 2, 

2, To the extent desired, phuto. havlnp a GRIJ of. sa)', 
10 fcet plu. any or all other rorm. 0 remote .en,ln~ "'Ill 
be used, 

3, ('loud. rarel)' ob,eure the area that i. to he analyzed, 

4, R~mille .. n'in~ can be done on ead. of many da tes and 
at mant time. of day, 

5, There i. onl)' aver)' .hort delay after the photos land 
other remote "'n,in~ data) have been uhfained before 
they art retrieved and placed in the hand. of the anal)'s!\, 

6, lor all practical purl''''''' there are ~timc cor.'I!.'!i~: 
hence the makin~ of a complete data analy.is i, f,'a,i~I." 

7, An entire multidisciplinary :,.m of analy." i, aV:JilJhk 
and each "f Ihem is \\'ell .'p,'rienced, welilrained, 
"ell funded, \\'ell appredated, "ell5upportcd h) ,,",,\ul· 
lan!s ("h.'n Ihey arc nceded!. and well mOlivated, 

H.. fh.: anal)'si~ required is one which will inh'rr:.tll..' JII !..'olll
p{)nentlll of ~~~.~t.i!~,,:·re~oun:.~£ompt{'\ ... inl..llidirw 
rcnc\\Jblr resources, and will make .!..££.~~~J~~~~~k\ 
10 monitor them in their oynamlc state, 

~. fhr resource dassificatil)n scheme thJt 1\ U~l'lI h.I\ 1'.!.~ 
~\!!E~ibilitl' because it ('omprhe~ nn\.' l'omponl'nt of an 
overall «heme that i, ~lllbally uniform, 

to, lite derived inventory data can he mad .. , ~5~.J':J:Iabll.· 
to all interested partic~ without fl.'ar of ,,'('ul1pl11h,: Ilf 

military !K,'nsitivities, 

II, Thl' ~.ltifal'cted PUrrO'lll' of obtainin),! thl.' ifl"'l't1tor~ odl.1 
inrludt'!'o the facilitatin~ of !.£:~urce _dl""\.'!~T!£!!.!. 

12. Vcry sul"\sta}!Ii.!!.~nds arl.' ~~lil;Jhk. JIH! "dlh !I I 1,' III tht.' 
nCl'\.·~SOlry equipment. l'n~lI1l'CTin~ "'fli.l\\·ll'd~l·, and il'l.·al 
pl)litkal '1t;thility, II) l'nsutl' thJt bnth "h,)rt·tC'TI11 and 
h'n~-h:rl11 ben,,'fiH \,iII dl'fh,.: hom impkllll'll1atil'l1 (If tltl.' 
rC'''''lUfce manaVl'm~nt dl'l'i~i{lnS; furthl'rl11(lfc !!~'.dl'l:l'.;i~ 
thl.'lf1sl.'lvl'\ au' \,ound hl'raU\I.' thl'~' Wl'fI.,' h.l\cd lin rdi.lbk 

ir~I"7;;rl1lJtiptl J~~~' ('f.J\l~,.'nl'i:tin'Ill'~' III l'al.:h Ilj 'l'H'I~1I 
fl,· ... 'IUfl.·1.' !tlilna.\!l'!1lI.'llt Jlll'rnatih'\. 

:"\.111," [\11111.'1.'\1011 III;" Ill ... ' f.H.I,q"Il\{\.'" l\lllll,' "illl\\,' ~'lllul11n ~Iltl," fll Ih ...... \ll.'11 I Ihat Ih .. · I.tI..I(I'\ Ibtl.'d In liH' .lil,,\1.· 

twtl.lin. tlwrl,' \\illlw ~~liJ~!_J\l\J~~~ h~·Ilr!lllkrl\I.'d !rOlJl thl' l'plul11l1 p,,'rtJin. th,,'n,' "ill Ill' !~.'IIT1.~~~ hl.·Ilt.!·,1 

11'1.' Ill' Ihi, l~ Pl' "I' pll(lll'.'-'r.lph~ in fI..'I.ltilli! to thl' 

Jll\t'!lll1r~, dl·\"~·!I'Pl1l1.·JJl. ,tnl! illJIl.H.'-l'I11l'tl! '.11' lutural 
dl.'rh:i:d fWI1l thl' liSt' n! thi~ t~ pl' "I' ph'''''PJl'h~ It1 

rt'latinn tel I}ll' in\"l'IHnry, lkh'!dpnll'nt, ,Inti flI,IIl:O'l'

IIll'lH "f I};ltural rl',nur..:n" 



highly unfavorable situations. Hence, to the extent that those descriptions 

apply in any given instance there will be miniD.J.l!!Il benefit derived from the 

use of remote sensing techniques in relation to the inventory, development, 

and management of na tura I resources. In contras t, the statements appearing 

in the right column of that table are descriptive of highly favorable 

situations. Hence. to the extent that those descriptions apply in any given 

instance, there \~ill be maximum benefit derived from the use of remote 

sensing techniques. 

Whi Ie the statements appearing in Table 3 could be improved and 

expanded upon, they should suffice, even in their present form, to make 

the desired point in relation to the theme of my paper, namely, that remote 

sensing scientists will give far more attention to such considerations in 

the future than they have in the pa~t, Jnd with the following beneficial 

result: There will be far less overselling of remote sensing techniques 

for situatiC'lls where they are not likely to be successful, and there will 

be far more extensive and intell igent use of remote sensill~ techniques in 

situations whether they have the potential for being highly ~ucce$sful. 

At the risk of overstatlng the lIIatter I will assert that. in the 

long run, it is the giving of proper consideration to statements and factors 

such as those listed in Table3 tha'. is at the very heart of remote sensing 

technology transfer and acceptance in the years Lo come. 
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! K. There \'1111 be a Greater BOI'.rol'l1ng by Future Remote Sensing Scientists 

of Various Applicable Techniques and Procedures that Have Been DeveloEcd in 

Other Disciplines. 

In any discipline that is relative1y new and fast-growing there is 

likely to develop the belief that each problem encountered is an entirely 

new one. the likes of which have never before been encountered by man or 

beast. Again. if my perception is correct. remote sensing is among the 

disciplines that have suffered from this belief--one that employs the 

"not-invented here" syndrome in rejecting worthy contributions from other 

disciplines. It is entirely probable that at this very moment many ot ~ne 

problems that remote sensing SCientists are seeking to solve have already 

been solved. in only a slightly mOdified context, by workers in other 

disciplines. To the extent th~t th!s is true we should even now be testing 

the appl icability to remote sensing image analysts of (1) various search 

~echniques used by astronomers or microscopists as they attempt systematically 

to search for information; (2) various counting or enumeration techniques used 

by doctors in determining the number of red and white blood corpuscles in a 

patient's blood sample; (3) various fatigue-reducing techniques used by 

industrial supervisors to ensure that their workers who are engaged in highly 

repetitive tasks will perform acceptably well throughout an a-hour work day; 

and (4) various "conv~rgence of t:;1J;dence techniques" used by lavlyers to 

Maximize the prospect that a deduction made is the correct one. 

Such a mass borrowing of information and techniques from other 

disciplines should not be regarded as a shameful practice, but as a highly 

intelligent one. For those remote sensing scientists who nevertheless might 

suffer pangs of conscience from eng~1ing in this practice, adequate consolation 
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should be found in the following thought: For each field or discipline 

from which remote sensing sc1ent1st~ might borrow information of the type~ 

indicated above (and for many other fi~lds as wtll) repayment many times 

over is likely to be offered tn the neJr" future·-the reciprOCity fn this 

case being in the form of remote sensing derived information that could be 

used to great advantage in these other fields or discipl fnes. 

Orte of the first to express, in highly positive terms, this concept 

of mass borrowing of .nformation as a means of progressing toward the desired 

result, was Aristotle, who reportedly said some 2400 years ago: "The search 

for truth is in one way difficult and in another easy, for no one can master 

it fully nor escllpe a wholly; yet edch, through his Own efforts, adds a bit 

of information, and from the mass of knowledge thus assembled there arises 

a certain grandeur." 

L. "Synthetic Stereo" \~ill be Used to an Ever-Increasing ~xtent as aro 

Aid to the Interpretation of Space Photography. 

The lack of relief displacen~nt in a space photograph is a blessing 

when we wish to have a near-orthophotographic record of the landscape. 

Axiomatically, the lack of relief displacement is the very attribute that 

most limits the interpretability of a space photograph when the objective is 

to identify, from their three-dimensional configurations, certain importlnt 

features that are of interest to the managers of natural resources. The remedy 

to this deficiency as apPlied to terrain feature!: that are of suffiCient sile 

to be clearly resolvable on the space ohotograph is to be found in a form of 

"synthetic st~reo" that can be produced for any area that already has been 

topographically mapped to a suitably small contour interval. 
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M. ~.<!o~ __ r.!!.~J lax II Aho wi II be Expl 01 ted in ... _.t,!le Future ~s a Means of 

Pel'c!!1vt.!'SI on Space Photograph' the Three-Oimens i ona 1 Characterist its o~ 

Featur.e!. 

Interest in this technique also stems froni the lack of relief 

displacement in a space photograph. Oepending upon th;' rer-ol ut H,. of the 

space phclo9r~phy the technique r.an be applied to mountains. buildings. or 

even trees. If two photos are taken of the same area, but at different times 

of day, (e.g .• one hour before noon and one hour after 0000, local :iuo time) 

and then viewttd throu9h a stereoscope th\! shadows will be 5p.en to have 

shifted t~eir positions. Furthermore, the taller the object the greater the 

shift will have been. As seer. through the stereoscope the apparent heights 

of the shadows are indicativp. of the actual heights of the objects casting 

th~lIl. Illustrations of thi:; tet:hniqup appear in Chapter 2 of the Manual 

of Photographic Interpretation (Ref. 2). 

N. f~:l.jJl~.-J!,lJ~ro_!'..eme!,.ts in Sensor Capabilities and Resourca Classification. 

S'::bg.!!'£.U~jJ1Jh~1~!Lfonfonn to t!le Reguirements ~~ed by Re50uq:e Pol ic.r.. 

Q£S.t~.t~'ll-...JIJ1g_1'~1!iI99~ Object i ves. 

In lin eat-! ier section of this paper some consideration was given as 

to the kinds of info:-;",,(ion, both basic and appl jed. that might be desired by 

those working in various resource-related disciplines. In the present section 

let us bund on those considerations by acknowledging lhat either of two 

approaches might be used uS we Seek to relate rellloll~ ~cl1sing capLlbil iUes to 

u',er requir(:lI'.ents. In the first approach. remote sen'.;n£} capa!.lilities would 

be considered at. the outset /lnd, in the liyht of these caPlbilit.ies, an 

e)(hllustive list would be compiled showing all the kinds of infor::lation that 
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might be attained through the full exercf~e of these capabilities, Then due 

consideration would be given to each item on the list in order to det~rmine 

whether that item might conceivably satisfy some uSer's informational 

requirements. 

In the seco~d approach. I list of economically significant or otherwise 

important user requirement!. for information wO\,lld be compiled, Once the list 

had been compiled, consideration would be given to the various remete sensing 

capabll ities in an effort to determine which of these requirel,lfmts might be 

met and by what remote senSing process. 

If either of these two approaches were to be used. however, consid· 

eratian would eventually need to be given to the best compromise between u~er 

requirements and remote sensing capabilities. For example. if under the 

second approach. it were found that one of the desired items of infOI~atfon 

could not be directly obtained by lOOans of remote sensing. the invf>stigiltor 

should consider whether the requirement might be so modified ~s to make 

acceptable to the user some alternate kind of information which could. indeed, 

be derived through the remote se~sing process • 

. " 'indicated by Figure 1 it is sometimes helpful to consider thilt 

there are several links compri51r.g the chain of events by means of which 

remote sensfng techniques can be used to satisfy the infonnation requirements 

of yariou~ resource manage"~nt groups. 

On thf one hand, the "hardware oril"llted" person is likely to use the 

first of the two approa-::hes. viewing the matter as pr'oeeding from the left 

1 inks of the ch·'·;'1 forward lind to the right. On the other hand. the 

"managentent and pol icy" oriellted person is likely to use the secnnd approJch. 
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ACQUISITION 
OF 

DATA 

Specify spectral 
and spatial reso
lution character
istics of sensors, 
atmos;>"eri c con-
s t ra i nts, target 
i Ilunination and 
weight, power and 
'/0 I ume requ i re
ments o~ the sen
sors. Spec i fy 
performance char
acteristics of 
ve'1icles needed 
to transport sen
sors, including 
speed, au i tude 
control, service 
ceit ing, stay 
time and ab iii tv 
to satisfy weight, 
pa~r and volume 
requirements of 
the sensor p.ck
.ge. 

Figure 1 

Specify the 
''model'' or 
"models" that 
wi 11 best 
facilitate the 
storage of data 
and its re-
tri eva 1 peri
odica'ly by 
those ",ho are 
to convert the 
data into in
formation that 
will satisfy 
spec i fi c re
qui rements of 
the various 
users. 

Establ ish the 
"signature" for 
each type of earth 
resource feature 
that is to be iden
tified, as a func
tion of its spec
tral, spatial, 
goniometric and 
temporal charac
teriHics. By 
proper use I)f 
humans and ADP 
~chines, provide 
an "in-place" de
lineation, area
by-area, of each 
type of earth re
source, Including 
vegetation tvpe. 
soi' type. water 
quantity and quality, 
topography, cu'ture, 
and multi-resource 
interre'ationships • 

Precisely define 
the kinds of 
earth resource 
information needed 
by those who must 
devefop and imple
Ment management 
plans and ~olicV 
decisions; also 
define the speed 
with which these 
types of informa
tion must be pru
vi ded follow; "9 
acquisition of 
remote sensing 
data, and the fre
quency with which 
these kinds of 
resource i~forma
tion are likely to 
be needed by the 
various users. 

i)etermi ne, for 
example, how best 
to Danage tre water
s!'led wi th a vie~1 to 
multiple use ma~ge
ment; alo;o ~ and 
where to slore woter 
and to develop and 
distribute ~ydro
electric power frOM 
it. AI~o, how best 
to tran'.port water 
to f cl rno , ,tnd .. , u rb.an 
,orcas :In.1 ulhcr 
places of water con
s~""?t ion. 

HAKINC or 
POLICY 

GEttS/or,s 

Deterlll' 08, for 
ell.""p11l. whether 
to en(o •• rate 
or di\coura~e 
(J) the "r-OWl" 
of a "g.,lopo. 
lis In OJ Pot'-
t itul.,r .,reOl. 
(2) the ;ntl!ll-
~i nC'.OItion uf 
agriculture 'ft 
iI :.ccond "re3, 
elC. 

I 
Links by .. ans OJf which remote sensing techniques can be used to satisfy the inforaation 
require .. nts of various resource aanaJement groups. 

I 
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viewIng tne matter as more logically proceeding from the right links of 

tt.. chain backward and to the left. 

Up to the present ttme the first approach has predominated. even from 

the days of the first experiments in space photography when the weight. power. 

and volume requirements of avatlable sensors dictated what the sensor package 

would be that might be privileged to fly "piggy-back" on the next space shot. 

But we can predict with confidence that in future space shots, especially 

those in which the satellite is specifically dedicated to the collection of 

resource-related data. both the sensor capabilities and the resource classifi

cation schemes will be far more responsive to the information requirements 

of the types suggested in Figure 1, as imposed by resource policy discussions 

and management objectives. 

In Figure 2 a diagram is presented which illustrates this "links of 

a chain" concept in a quite different way, and in somewhat more specific 

terms. The example dealt with in that figure is one in which the objective 

was to maximize the usefulness of remote senSing in satisfying the informational 

requirements Qf water resource managers in the state of California. With 

respect to that example. the "hardware orientpd ll individuals. in conformity 

with the first approach. would view the matter as progressing from bottom to 

top in this diagram. It;s very clear, however. that state and regional 

planners. being "policy oriented" individuals, and also being concerned not 

just w~th water but with the entire resource complex. would view the matter 

as progressing from top to,bottom. 
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STAll Of CALIfOt,',IA .. .... 

~~urc. PollcV t.:lslon. 

, Oth.r Countrll' or ',g'.' .•. g.,"'alc. 

Earth Aesourc~ ''In.1g'';;r.t Protlllll:! I 
. --'~~:r~ -. --·\I:t~; ---~:~I:h:r~: --8---

Acspurce R .. ouree "flouree Etc. 
Problems Problem' 'robl~ 

bllforni. 
\later Project 

H.lnagcment 
',obler., 

Jfydrologl.c Resource "Inagers Info.r:"atlonal ReqUlremenj 
(Jfydrologlc '.r.~ter5 to be "e.s~r~d) . 

. - -
r--Feather River 
l!~lnage (Source) 

Automatic Data 
Processing 

;:==.!:=::=::;--;:--:--":--=:l-_ Is.' ca",o,.,;]. 
. (Sink) .J 
. . 

------- ---~-.--------~ 

... ",.,1, , .. ,. .....~ P~~l. I 
Enhancement Interpretation 

n,U'1:! 2 01.1' .... 1. Jlluftrlltlng Ut: ,uructure: or ,.II'" pnulc:ular I .. to<ltl.l :$>ln511.& 
project, (vfz. (lne which seek. t ...... rI.!It;.!. .. !lellslng tQ tlct· ,1''' tht 
informatJou~l requtre~nt. oC California', ~ res(lure¥ .anaaers), 
and Hf, r.1aU(ln til other criti'~lIl ,n"urre probleJr.1I in Cl'll1ornia 
and clsewhere. The "l1nK»-tlf-a-c:batll" (':oncept e.pn •• ed in Figure 4 
alao ia appu<1nt here. 
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O. Intelligent Explo~at10n of the -Multi" Concept Will Greatly 

Increase the Amount of Informltton Derivable Through the Use of Modern 

Remote Sensing Techniques 

In chapter 1 of Reference 4, the~e is a fully illustrated 

presentation of what is cilled there (for want of a better term), the 

"Multi" concept. The reason for Issigning that term (at least tentatively) 

to the concept, is suggested in Figure 3 of the present paper, wherein 

many of the elements of that topic are listed and inferentially defined. 

Even a cursory examination of Figure 3 is likely to suggest two thoughts 

to the reader: (1) In the interest of completeness several ether com

ponents might be added to thosealready listed there, and (2) If a remote 

sensing scientist were to insist on using all of these components on all 

remote sensing-related projects. he should very properly be discredited 

on the grounds of being "multi" happy. Perhaps it is in consideration 

of these two thoughts that we arrive. on balance. at the following conclusion: 

In the future it will indeed be possible. through intelligent and properly 

restrained use of the "Multi" concept. to increase significantly the amount 

of information derivable through the use of modern remote senSing techniques. 
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Q) 
\Q 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

More infonnation usually is obtainable from multistation photography thin frclll that obtained f .... only 
one station.* 

More information usually is obtainable from multiband photography than frOll that taken in only one 1iIlve
length band. 

More information usually is obtainable frOO! multidate photograph, than from that taken on only one chate. 

More information usually is obtainable from multipolarizatfon photography than fr .. thet taken with only 
one polarization. 

More information usually is obtainable from multistage photo9r~phy than from thlt taken fro. only one 
stage or flight altitude. 

More information usually is obtainable through the multienhancement of this photography than f .... only 
one enhancement. --

Hore information usually is obtainable by the multidisciplinary analysis of this photography than ff it 
is analyzed by experts from only one discipline. 

The wealth of information usually derivable through intelligent use of these various -.ens usually 1s 
better conveyed to the potential user of it through multithematicthiPs, f.e., through a series of "PS. 
each dP.dicated to the portraying of one particular theme. ratfier n through only one map. 

* The term "multistation photography" (not to be confused with "multistage photography") pertains pri
marily to successive overlapping photographs. taken along ~ny giveq flight line as flown by a photo
graphic aircraft or spacecraft. When two such photographs ~re studied stereosc~pical1y. the photo 
interpreter is better able to perceive features than if a photo froRl only one of the two stations .,5 
available. 

Figure 3: The "Multi" Concept: For further explanation. see text. 



SUMMARY AND COftCLUSION 

In this pap.r WI have discussed the history and future of re.ot. senstng 

technology and ~catton under fiv .. _Jor headings: 

(1) a historical review of the discovery and development of photographY 

and r.lated sciences; 

(2) remote sensing progress during the pest quarter century; 

(3) the role of eduCltion to date in the development of remote sensing 

technology; 

(4) I discussion of some prescribed remote sensing questions, Ind 

(5) some predictions with respect to the future of remote sensing 

technology and training. 

From this discussicn. we conclude that: 

el} those of us who are currently engaged in remote sensing activities 

enjoy an unusually rich heritage that results from roughly equal 

amounts of the followinq ingredients on the part of our predecessors: 

dedication, hard work. brilliant innovativeness and good luck; 

(2) while the hey-day for remote sensing-related research may be fast 

coming to a close. the potential pay-off from this research 1s only 

beginning. especially among the various federal. state and private 

agencies that need better resource inventories as the first step 

leading to better resource management; and 

(3) consequently, there, will be a continuing and expanding need during the 

foreseeable future fortraining in remote sensing principles. tech-

niques and applications -- training of the type thet is best pro-

vided at colleges and universities by individuals such as have been 

assembled here for this Conference of Remote Sensinq Educators. I. 

therefore. think that we all can look forward enthusiastically to the 

prospect that this will be a most timely and highly productive conference. 
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Is Re.ote Sensing Far Out' 

., ., - ... 
", N 80: 20005 . 

Ida R. Hoo,· 
University of California, Berkeley 

Titles of speeches, like Executive Su..ari.~. often have only a 

tenuous relationship to the subject at hand. The title of IlY talk this 

even in, is an exception; it pertains directly to the .. tter I plan 

to discuss. I will, however, adait that, as put, the question is 

academic, a fact which should render it appropriate to this audience, 

but which also carries the implication that there is no definitive 

answer. I f I acbai t, further, that, cain, fra .. , the question is 

loaded and that I have a bias, then I have conformed to the first 

canon of professional research and fended off the possible criticis. 

that I .. biased. I know; I said it first. 

Whether one thinks remote sensinl is far out and how far out 

one considers remote sensing to be depends in lar,e part on one's 

per.pect1ve, and perspective depends to a ,reat extent on one's 

poSition on the learning curve. This is to say, then, that per

spective and education are related in inter~stin, ways. 

for example, it might seem far out to clal. a relationship 

between Parkinson's Law and remote sensin, and yet, it was throu,h 

his World War II experience in the British Aray that C. Northcote 

Parkinson evolved the basic law of bureaucracy, viz., that work 

expands to fill the tim~ available for its completion. He tells 

it this way: 

'i"------
Dr. Hoos is a research sociologist, associated with the Space 
Sciences Laboratory at the University of California, Berkeley. 
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SoIebody is needed to interpret aerial photoaraphs, 
10 a private is all .... to the job Iftd liv .. a 
comer clelt. lie Inapl to au .. don. .ay., "Very 
pod, Sir," ... litl down. Two daYI later he is 
back COIIplalnift. that he needl another 111ft because 
there are 10 IIIftY phot0araPh. ad that if he's to 
have .. y authority over hll helper, he'U have to 
be a lace corporal. "I quite .ee that; yes, ye.," .ay. the officer. In three IIOftths, he has • staff 
of 85, he's beco. • lleutlftat colonel, ad he never 
... s a photolraph becaule he'. '0 busy t .. din, to 
~nlltr.tion (1). 

Le.t ., NASA friend. beCOle unea.y about the possible iapli

cations of thil bit of serendipity, I halten to point out that 

it i. the universal applicability of the Law that has kept it 

viable for the put twenty years and that insure. it. durability in 

the future. The relationship to space is only a utter of his

torical coincidence and used here to prove the point that, as with 

so uny contributions of mote sensinl, consequences ripple far 

and beyond the orilinal source. 

Havin, shared this vipatte md. I hope, _de ., point. I 

.hall return to the busine.s at hand, which is to find an answer 

to the question, "Is reIIOte .enlinl far ouU" In true acadealc 

form, the re.ponse i. several .are questions: 

(1) What is the perspective? 

(2) Whose perspective i. it? 

(3) On what doe. the perspective depend? 

And herein lie. a liberal education in p.ychololY, socinlolY. 

poll tical selence. econoaic.. resource unalelllnt. md even pou1 try 

(1] A. Flora Lewis, "After 2 Decad •• , C. Northcote Parkinson Finds His 
Law is Still Inexorable" t The New York Ti .. ,. June 19. 1978. 
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husbandry, since the chicken-_-I" dU .... 11 often encount.red 

in Ladsat application. Clefore it can "COM operational, the 

.y.t_ ... t have a constituency of users anJ supporten: "'In 

are not likely to ~ a staunch constituency until they are 

convinced that Landsat wIll be an operational .y.t ... ) MOreover, 

.uch of the .... ftalne.. of thll and related technolopes will depend 

on educated aaJ co.petant people, but we cannot have th .. unti 1 we 

develop them. Ibb lugests an e"Pa.lon of the role of eclueators 

who have been inclined to lialt their activities to teach ina technique. 

What, then, are .o. of the .ore cOll8mly encountered perspec

tives that dalialt our lpatial relations with rewote len.inl (i.e. 

whether we reprd It as "far out" and how far)' One 11 the g.t-.
her ••• ~ndroa.l this .. intains a ,. •• ialstic po.ture on any techno-

1011eal advance. It is so naed bacause it 11 derived froa the 

advice alven Henry Ford by the Iceptici. They .aid that his invention 

wouldn't fly I Antedatinl th .. by uny year. were the Luddites, 

their f ... in history due to the word they contributed -- •• bot.ge, 

for the wooden .hoe. (sabot.) they hurled into the textile ~chlnery. 

SoMt1aes, illPedi..nU are .ore lubtle, at whoa CUl't'ent practice 

is valued beeause ''It is the way we've alway. done thinl''', or 

because new .. thod. upset the coafortable even thou,h archaic 

hor.e-and-bu,1Y way •• 

If the per.pective is one of resi.tance, then lolie dictat •• 

that it can be allayed if not dl.pe;!"d by tracin, the path of its 

cause. NASA hal learned throuah lon, years of experience with such 

pro,raas as .pinoff, technical utilization, and now technololY 
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tnufer that ftUGD. for nliltilll new ad advanced techniques are 

II1I'IId lAd COIIPllcatecl. Prequently, they It.. f1'01l the soCial en

Yir.-t I1lCI nflect the cliMte of recepU vi ty, with only an 

.ttea.ted nl.Uoa.hip to the techno logy 1 tiel f. Thus, resource 

...... n .Y Ncopiz. the potential of mote sensina a. a tool 

lAd y.t be det.rred for reasons bureaucratic, institutional, or 

politic fro. incorporatin, it in their workaday routines. 

Mother perspective COM. und.r the heading of tM r •• t u.cu.. 

Thil view apprail'. any t.chnique solely fro. the viewpoint of ,.ttin, 

the .... old job. done cheaper and faster. The early electronic 

co.putar .yst ... de.ianed to ae.t only current paper-prveessinl needs, 

Wd an exaple of this view, and went the way of the Edsel. Designs 

which .. t need. as yet unperceived gave this revolutionary technology 

itl trnendous i..,.tus. Th. point has been made ''lith respect to 

the dev.lop.ent of the automobile that public expec~atiun alway. 

ran ahead of the technology. Therein MY be a lesson apropos to 

relDt. lenlin,: inlt.ad of trying to harne,s th~ space effort to 

our little red walOftI, we should hitch our walon to the stars. In 

other word., we should expand our perception to learn how the view 

fro. .pace can enhance our a~ility to .anago earth's valued and 

finite resourcel. The laurch of Seasat just this week is less a 

challeRa' to the onain.ers who created it than to the scientific and 

.c~c c~ity upon whoa it i. incuabent to make intelligent 

use ~f itl info~tion-g.thering potential. With So as at as with 

Lands.t, we C'M bow lION, the question is, will we? 
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'Ib- point is of paramount baportance for educators to ponder. 

Their perception of their own role is vital in the ulttaate utili

zation of the technololY. Not only is their research crucial t 

for it is in: their laboratories that the experiaental applications 

take fan an~ ttllitehes" are ellscovered and corrected .. but the 

''h __ outpUt" of· their teachinl constitutes the reservoir of COIl

petent leade~ship in the future. The mission of education would 

benefit from iclarification: it should include not aerely how to 
j 

derive data fro. satellite laaeery but how and where it can be 

applied. In this sense. the education coaaunityts role would be that 

of communicator, forginl a link between ta.orrowts technical specialist 

and tOllDl'I'OW'S user. Just u rellOte sensing i:tterfJ,ces with many 

disciplines, such as forestry. water resources, agriculture, and 

the like, and, ultiaately, impinges on decisionmaking in a number 

I of sectors and at different levels, so should the background and 

training slice acTOSS the traditional acadeldc boundaries and reach 

the students of public adainistration and planning -- the policy 

r~kers of the future. 

1bat the prevailing pattern, with notable exceptions, is a 

manifestation of the .,opic perspective that sees reIIOte sensing 

primarily u a vehicle for pursuing a pet project and/or acquiring 

SOll8 hardware cannot be gainalaid. Perhaps this attitude can 

best be understood when one considers the a~inistrative and bureau

cratic stricture. that delimit faculty'. degrees of freedom. 

Stringent budaetary conditions, quantum leaps in laboratory costs, 
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and the fiscal malaise created by a tax-conscious public -- all 

have contributed to a climate of uncertainty on the nation's 

campuses. Government agencies, for their part, are under pressure 

to deliver evidence that dollars have been well spent and make 

demands not always compatible with the universities' modus operandi. 

If the relationship between federal funding agencies and the country's 

universities is one of continuing but uneasy detente, it can be said 

that there are nonetheless elements of entent~ cordiale emanating 

from the personal rapport that exists among members of the academic community 

an~ government officials. Missions are accomplished not by flow charts 

and program schedules but by human dedication and commitment 

shared by both sectors. 

A state of institutionalized myopia is imposed by the very 

principles of management science almost universally accepted from 

county to Congress. When President Johnson decreed that all federal 

agencies adopt the Program Performance Budget System (PPBS), he 

was merely reflecting a trend that had persevered before and prevails 

long after the mandate was officially rescinded [2]. (As in the war in 

Vietnam, so in the War on Poverty, the PPBS concept in its various 

manifestations produced no remarkable victories.) The core and 

common element of the tools of management science, variously known 

as systems analysis, operations research, PPBS, and more recently, 

[2] Ida R. Hoos, Systems Analysis in Public Policy, Berkeley, California, 
University of California Press, 1974. 
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technology assessment and risk analysis, is the cost/benefit analysis. 

Actually, the cost/benefit ratio is as old as the hills, its logic at 

least intuitively intrinsic to any decision involving sensible 

choice. However, it was not until passage of the Flood Act of 1936 

that cost/benefit analysis became ordained as a necessary step 

in the decisionmaking process. The legislation specified that no 

major construction project would be authorized unless its benefits 

could be calculated to exceed its costs. Exquisitely simple as 

to language and logie, this requirement made a numbers game out 

of public management. And over forty years of application in water t 
resource planning have failed to overcome such basic weaknesses as 

costs underestimated, with calculations limited to visible dollar 

amounts, opportunity costs omitted, spillovers overlooked, and 

a range of present and future costs ignored. Social and environ-

mental costs, because incalculable, were not calculated. On the 

benefit side, computations were found to be overly optimistic, not 

adequately supported, and lacking in consistency [3]. Not only does 

the outcome of the calculations depend on who is the Paul getting 

robbed and the Peter getting paid, but the "hard" numbers produced 

to justify huge projects have failed to pass the test of time. Ad 

hoc justifications for large water projects turned out to be post hoc 

fiascoes. 

Moreover, for all "scientific" pretensions, the management 

[3] U.S. General Accounting Office, Report to the Congress by the 
Comptroller General of the United States, Improvements Needed in 
Making Benefit-Cost AnalYSis for Federal Water Resources Projects, 
Washington, D.C., 8-167 941, September 20, 1974, p. i._ 
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of water resources remainsilargely a political utter. Anyonewho 
i 

has followed the course of the current proposals by the Administration 
I 

to cancel a nuaber of prdjects will recognize how economics, politics, 
I 
I 

and environment all illP~~ae on the decisions beina made. Governor 

Richard D. r..a. of Col~ado _de an eloquent statement on this very 
! 

IIl8tter. He said, ftNo,public decision can be» or should be, _de 
! 

solely on the basis qf dOllar costs versus dollar benefits. The 
I 

/ 
full range of econoliic» social, and environmental consequences» many 

! 
;' 

of which cannot 1>6 measured in dollars, must be considered. If the 

cost/benefit ratio were the sole test for use of public funds or 

resources, would we have wilderness areas, wild and scenic rivers ... 
or the Washington, D.C. Metro?" [4] 

Despite the years of experience that corroborate the contention 

that cost/benefit analysis is a teeter-totter game that all can play, 

it relll8ins the key guideline for public decisionmaking, the concept 

having derived new vitality from its reattribution during World War II 

in the context of weapons systematization and selection as McN&JI8.ra's 

"biggest bang for the buck". Patently detrimental in public program 

planning in general, cost/benefit analysis is positively disastrous 

as a measure of new technologies. It appears to be a double-edged 

sword of Damocles as it hangs over the head of remote sensing. In 

the guise of "technology assessment", it has imposed a necessity for 

[4] Richard D. Lamm, "Our West, Water and Carter". The New York Times, 
June 19, 1978. 
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pre-.ture evaluation. which has forced a kind of polarization. At " 

the one extreme J there is the quantification of pie-in-the-sky, the 

placing of dollar values on benefits not realized and perhaps of 

a nature and in a time frame elusive of this method of calculation. 

On the other hand, there is the ''bean counting" that is associated 

with aanage.ent of resource agencies and that dictates that the use 

of remote-sensing data must contribute in an immediately visible 

cost-effective way to the operation of the given agency. Short

tera objectives not only saddle the new technology with an onus 

beyond its proper limits of responsibility. but also contribute 

to a kind of peaches-and-pears mishmash made up of spurious and 

ill-founded comparisons. 

Perhaps I am asking too much of my academic colleagues. Perhaps 

they have fcund the cost/benefit exercise irresistible as a Ph.D. 

topic in that it entails a relatively low order of thought and readily 

produces the requisite number of charts and tables. But I should 

warn them of the boomerang. Today's students are tomorrow's policy 

makers and resource managers. If we teach them to function as knee 

jerks, respondidg in reflex fashion to limited stimuli. we cannot 

expect imaginative leadership from them. Education: in my book, 

is a mind-stretching process. You, as educators standing on the 

threshold of a Space Age whose wonders are just beyond the reach of 

our minds, have a unique challenge and opportunity -- to participate 

in the process of technology transfer so that the view from space 

wi 11 bo utilized to serve mankind beneficially. 
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THE ATTRIBUTES Of A WELL-TRAINED REMOTE SENSING TECHNOLOGIST 

John E. Estes 
Department of Geography 

University of California, Santa Barbara 

Introducti211 

Having been asked to prepare a paper on the attributes of a well 

trained remote sensing technologist, there is a great temptation, I must 

admit. to describe the renaissance man, a llman for all seasons," who is 

all things to all people. The reason -behind this temptation is the basic 

realization of the breadth of phYSical, biological, and socioeconomic 

information embodied in or better, which can be gained through appropriate 

application of manual, automated and/or for want of better terminology, 

machine assisted remote sensing data analysis techniques today. One has 

only to examine The Manual of Remote Sensing (Reeves, 1975), a work of over 

two thousand pages by some 350 authors. and then realize how far we have 

come since this material was put together to see some of the problems. 

Basically, how much breadth and to what depth should the remote sensing 

technol~gist be trained 1n his chosen field? Even more critical for 

educators, how can we identify those individuals with potential in an 

early stage of their academic career? 

These were some of mY thoughts in putting together this paper. However. 

in preparation for this conference. in an attempt to structure the invited 

papers, Robin Welch provided each selected author with a number of questions 
I 

related to the theme he/she was asked to expand upon. My questions went like 

this: 

III. Attributes of a Well Trained Remote Sensing Technologist (60 minutes) 

A. What are the factors an employer looks for in evaluating a 
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candidate for employment. whether as a teacher, data 

collector. data analyst or processor or graphic tech

nician? 

B. What are the basic skills. their priority and relative 

importance for various job descriptions and what are 

some of the ~pec1al1zation now being requested by employers? 

What are the weaknesses noted by employers? 

c. What type of work. or research experience in both academic 

training and "apprenticeship" is desirable? 

D. What type of individual, hts goals and personality (from 

the standpoint of motivatton) should be recruited for 

training to be a remote senSing technologist? 

E. What are some of the basic approaches available to faculty 

members to recruit and train these individuals? 

F. Should we take discipline-oriented students and train them 

in remote senSing or remote sensing specialists and train 

them in a necessary discipline? 

G. There is a difference between a technician and a technologist. 

How should acad~a meet the needs of both? 

Each of these questions commands an answer which could be a full paper in 

its own right. A number have significant basic philosophical points embedded 

in them which have been and are being argued to this day (e.g. are universities 

ma1nly training students to go out and get jobs, or should we be principally 

concerned with training students to think, though frankly. I believe the two 

not as mutually exclusive as many of mr colleagues appear to). Suffice to 

say that I will not even attempt to definitively answer all these questions. 

Indeed, ~ presentation will raise some questtons which are not among those 
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listed aboVi. ~ goal in this paper is to briefly, and not necessarily in 

the order listed above. provide !( perspective on the questions asked as a 

mechanism for stimulating discussions on what I consider very important 

concepts centrai to remote sensing education. 

I will begin with a discussion of what employers are or appear to be 

looking for at this time in a prospective employee in the area of remote 

sensing. and follow this with a brief discussion of some of the ways in which 

faculty can get students interested in remote sensing. I,will then proceed 

to a discussion of some of the attributes of a prime candidate with some 

thoughts on what the goal of his/her education can or should be; concluding 
J 

with. again, !l perspeCtive on the current status, of remote sensing education 

in colleges and universities. 

What are employers looking for? 

This section of the paper provides a response to the basic questions: 

what are the factors an employer looks for in evaluating a candidate for 

employment, whether as a teacher, data collector, analyst, processor, or 

graphic technician; and what are the basic skills, their priority and relative 

importance for various job descriptions; and what are some of the areas of 

specialization now being requested by employers and what weaknes~es are rated 

by employers. 

The reader will readily appreciate the all encOlPassing nature of 

these questions and the difficulty of presenting within this linrlted 

discussion, detailed answers. However, in order to formulate an adequate 

response to these questions, a telephone survey of about_thirty individuals 

was conducted. These individuals represented a cross section of academic, 

governmental and private industry. All were potential employers of individuals 
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with training in remote sensing. What emerged from this survey was the 

expression of a nearly unanimous preference for strong discipline or 

applications oriented background with some training in remote sensing. as 

opposed to a person specifically trained to be a remote sensing specialist. 

In, addition, many respondents expressed the desire for the prospective 

employee to have achieved an understanding of the basic geometry of the 

aerial perspective. Finally, in general, all those surveyed expressed the 

desire for that attribute which I believe every employer looks for: a high 

degree of motivation - that is, a genuine interest in the task at hand. 

Within industry today, few companies which focus on remote sensing 

offer what might traditionally be described as specialist positions. Most 

individuals from companies in the private sector contacted expressed their 

preference for hiring discipline oriented specialists who have acquired 

basic skills in remote sensing. 'his with the notable exception of those 

firms employing photogrammetrists or photogrammetric technicians. Most firms 

also express a strong preference toward training in the use of aerial 

photography although several stated that this is beginning to change; and 

the rate of this change appears to be accelerating. Industry;s a large 

buyer of digital data from the EROS data center in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, 

and power and mineral companies are buying thermal infrared and active 

microwave data. As the use of these types of data continues to grow and 

more sophisticated techniques for extracting relevant information are 

developed and begin to be employed, I believe we will continue to see 

changes occurring in the criterion upon which employees are evaluated to more 

of a balance between discipline and technique special isms and conventional 

photo interpretation to more sophisticated multisensor/automated image 

Inllysis backgrounds. Indeed, in the future we may see the two separate 
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as companies begin to focus on a team ap'proach to addressing {~1scipl1ne 

oriented.problems with a combination of individuals ~th various skills 

and backgrounds. In some companies this has already begun to occur, 

however, the level and ultimate value of the contribution of a true remote 

sensing specialist has not been fully developed let alone evaluated within 

this context to ~ knowledge as yet. 

Agencies of the federal government employ a large percentage of What 

could be termed remote sensing specialists. Many of these individuals are 

recruited after receiving college training 1n any of a number of earth 

science oriented discfplines or having had some ~litary training for jobs 

as image intelligence analysts. Federll Igencfes. with the possible 

exception of those employing the type of ana'lysts pursuing either research 

or applications in remote sensing. such as the National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration are strongly oriented to again employing discipline 

specialists with remote sensing as a highly desirable. attractive skill. 

These Igencies are examining ways remote sensing can help them fulfill their 

mandated responsibilities. As such they often have few Ivenues open to 

them for testing the value of new techniques and methodologies even -men 

.4 A. ... 

the knowledge of their potential reaches key decision makers. Based on ~ 

perspective I see the current situation with respect to government employ

ment of individuals with remote sensing backgrounds continuing in the current 

mode for the forseeable future. That is. an emphasis on employing individuals 

with discipline oriented training who have acquired SOlI facility with reIOte 

sensing techniques and methodologies. 

In education there are basically two overlapping levels of employment 

for individuals with I remote sens1ng background: teaching and research. 

Most individuals who teach relDte senstng courses have a discipline focus. 
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e.g., geology, forestr,y, geography, engineering, etc. This is in a large 

part due to the evolution of remote sensing courses within these traditional 

Icadell1c deparbii;,lts. It has only been in the last few years that individuals 

at a number of institutions have begun to recognize remote sensing as a 

specialty worth of degree elllPhash. As yet to my knowledge, there are no 

Departlllents of Remote Sensing, however, as will be discussed in more detail 

in the conclusion of this paper, this prospect lilY not be as far fetched as 

111"1 of us currently believe. 

Another area of emplOyMent for individuals with rtIOte senSing skills 

in acad_ia is in funded research. A gl,.,od deal of the workload in funded 

rdsearch in rwnote sensing in acadell1c '4nst1tut1ons is carried out by either 

professional, graduate, or undergraduate researchers who are employed in 

nonteaching positions. These individuals often b~~ not always have the 

discipline orientation of the ck!partlllents wherein their research appointlRents 

reside. Indeed, in "I.Y opinion, SOllIe of the best research organizations within 

acad~a are those which employ individuals with a .1x of backgrounds in a 

tealll research fashit;n. The criterion of individual alllbers recruitllent varies, 

but what is often i~ked for is a particular RItch of discipline or technique

oriented skills wnfch have particular re1erence to a research task at hand. 

Again, academic d1scipline or tradition" iechnique oriented skills are 

import~nt but ,~ too ;s & facility In remote sensing. 

What are educators 1 ~~~c, f~ -1 

This section deals with questions concerning the types of individuals, 

their goals and personalities which lilY IIIke them good candidates for 

training in rtIIOte sensingi and how faculty llllllbers recruit and train tha. 

These are the questions put to lie. It is difficult for III to provide guidance 
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tn this ...... Other th.n besic "God. mother .nd apple pie" stitelMnts 

concem1ng the roles .nd ph1losophy of education .s .pplied to remote 

senstng such as: 

* Give the student his true intellectual moneys' worth; 

* Teach well structured classes and provide meaningful 

1.borator.y exercises; 

* Convey a sense of enthusiasm for the subject matter; 

* Let the student know that in remote senSing both the 

besic .nd applied research frontier is ver.y close to the 

classroom; and 

* That remote sensing offers a powerful tool to upgrade their 

understanding of many courses in the natural and environmental 

sciences. 

If .n instructor is successful in truly accomplishing all the objectives 

stated .bove, word concerning his/her class will get aro~nd and the first 

step in determining who the prime candidates are will be accomplished 

("First you have to get them in the door"). Vet, how does an instructor 

know when he is truly accomplishing the above? Accurate precise methods 

of evaluating instructor performance is the holy grail of education; much 

sought but never attained. My answer is that you can never be sure and 

.ust continually strive to improve and to do your best within the limitations 

of the system within which we .'j j qperate; connittee meetings, administr.'· 

tton and all. One certain indication is class size. Here, by the reports 1 

have received from many of you attf!nding this conference, either we ot' our 

subject (I ~refer to believe it's both) must be doing something right. At 

• nUllber of institutions, demand for basic courses is outstripping departllental 

resources needed to effectively .. -nOle them. We must be careful here that a 
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.,i ... on the part of ... depara.nt ".d, and .dlrinhtr.tors for "body 

counts" dots not l.ad us to COIIIPr0ll1le on the ba,ie requi,....,tl of our 

students. RIIIote stns1ng cours •• demand a high d.gree of .cth. faculty 

student contl,ct' If cl.ss., .re l.rge enough. tHching .. shtant support 

should be p~v1ded 10 that students cln have the opportuntty to .ff.cth.,y 

inter.ct with individuals who ...... 11 tr.1ned .nd can .fffciently helJ' 

llld t .... up the ' .. rn1ng curve. 

I have been asked about the type of indhidual who would make a well 

tr.1ned relDte sensing technologist? Again SOlI gener.' statements could 

bt lllde concerning the individual possessing an appropriate .1x of physic,' 

and mental characteristics in terms of: visual acuity or the ability to 

d1st1nguishtone or brightness levels; ability to perceive p.r.,l.x; a 

CApabtlity to distinguish color and ffneness of detatl and ~ displays 

& resistance to visual fatigue. Along with these .ttributes goes .ntal 

acuity in terlS of: patience; judgement; the ability to work accurately; 

and. a quick Problem-,ohtng oriented mind. On top of these. lilY prime 

candidate would h.,. to have SON mb of: initi.ttve; perserver,nce; 

resourcefulness; enterprise; curiosity; ingenuity .nd motivatton. I •• 

sure .. ny of you could add to these lists. but .. should .11 be aware of 

the pllin truth: a prime attribute of the true c.ndidate is thlt he/she 

wants to be I remote sensing technologist. Th~t he/$he h.s the desire and 

takes the intUithe to secure the positton. The bottom line here as it were. 

ts that the best ....,te sensing technologists tend to select thetasehes. We 

Ny gtve thai the opportunity Ind help theIR along. but WI as educators cannot 

do it for tn.. Unless they possess thl background .xperience and prepare 

th .... tv.s to take Idvantage of '" op~rtunity to deMonstr.te their potential 

there is • limit to what we as educ.tors can do. 
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It is however. important here that we as educators to some extent 

reflect back on what I have discussed earlier as we look at what attributes 

employers look for tn our students. As such, we should attempt to make 

our students aware of these desires and to some extent. as many if not 

most of us already have. to structure our curricula to provide our 

candidate remote sensors with: 

* Strong backgrounds in a specific discipline or application 

areas. 

* Solid basic training 1n aerial photographic interpretation; 

and insure that they are fully capable of extracting 

information from all types of imagery both analog and digital. 

* That they have the opportunity to have some form of hands on 

computer image processing experience with Landsat data, and 

not be shy at all of operating with computer systems. 

* And that they receive a broad exposure to many types of remote 

senSing data (TIR, microwave, etc.). 

In addition these individuals should get an appropriate amount of experience 

1n the following areas: 

* Project planning 

* The role of field work, including specific techniques and 

methodologies of ground-truth data collection 

* Physics of electromagnetic energy 

* Systems design 

* Statistical techniques 

* Cartography and, 

• Information systems 

Finally, one thing we may also all agree on is that there 1s no substitute 
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for hands on experience. I believe that hands on experience is essential in 

the training of a remote sensing technologist. Most remote sensing 

educators I know would agree that as much if not more education can go on 

outside the classroom as within. That apprenticeships. internships, research 

assistantships or even teaching assistantships are important and extremely 

popular methods of furthering a prime candidates' education in remote sensinp. 

This basic, applied or pedagogic experience can serve to fill the gap 

between academic and fully applied remote sensing work. It is mY feeling 

that just as we improve our interpretation capability by interpreting as 

many images as often as possible. exposure to a wide ran~e of experiences 

is an excellent attribute in the background of the well trained remote 

sensing technologist. The critical question which I have not answered and 

which is beyond my ability to answer here, is who of us is truely capable 

and competent to provide this full range of opportunities to those students 

who true1y desire to become well trained remote sensing technologists. This 

leads me to my concluding remarks. 

Conclusion 

We are faced today with an explosion of knowledge i~ all fields. This 

increase in information relative to many disciplines is creating problems 

within curricula at many institutions. How do we provide our students with 

a basic "general education" while still preparing them with sufficient back

ground in a particular area to function eff;cif~ntly if employed in that area. 

This is certainly true if not more so if we examine the conflict this creates 

for remote sensing. 

Basically, we have a proliferation of knowledge concerning basic phYSical 

concepts, systems, interpretive techniques, and applications. The growing 
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knowledge 1s creating problems. The question arises: how does an instructor 

adequately cover such topics as: 

* Basic interpretation and measurement techniques 

* The physics of electrOmagnetic energy 

* Recording and analysis of data for advanced sensor systems 

* The range of applications potential of sensor systems 

* Future sensor and analysiS systems and capabilities 

in one, two, or even three courses. What'of the students' need for a 

background in physics. image processing, statistics, cartography, and so 

on. All of this leads to the basic dichotomy remote sensing in colleges and 

universities throughout the country are already or, I believe, will shortly 

be finding themselves; that is: 

* Remote senSing is rapidly approaching a state of technology 

and a body of coherent knowledge and theory to be viewed as 

a discipline in and of itself; yet, 

* Nearly all of those individuals when asked what type of 

background they would look for in the hiring of a remote 

sensor said they would like a persem with a strong applications 

oriented or disciplinary background with some training in 

remote sensing. 

As a geographer, let me elaborate on this topic by providing some background 

on the simllaritie,s between the status of remote sensing and cartographic 

education. Cartography and remote sensing in American colleges and 

universities both find their principal pedagogic home in geography, especially 

in the case of cartography. Both fields share with geography a central 

concern with developing an understanding of the significance of spatial 

patterns on the earth's surface. Courses in cartography and remote sens;ng 
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in geography are offered principally in departments large enough to 

offer at least an undergraduate major in the field. Such courses serve 

as a broad introduction to the fields and usually entail a mix of theory 

and practice appropriate for their liberal arts base'of operations. Both 

remote sensing and· cartography are regarded rightly or wrongly as tool or 

technique subjects and their continued presence in the curriculum is 

testimony of their perceived utility. In the past few years, courses and 

programs in these fieldS in geography departments around the country have 

increased, especially so in the case of remote sensing (Estes and Thaman, 

1974; and Estes, Jensen and Simonett, 1977). 

A number of differences between cartography and remote sensing are 

notable. Cartography is a field ancient in ancestry and very broad in its 

scope. Remote sensing is obviously a youthful field. Yet, in many ways it 

it equally as abstract and approaching the breadth of scope of cartography. 

Cognitive identity has been achieved recently for cartography and there are 

beginning to be indications that remote sensing is moving rapidly towards 

separate identity as a discipline as well (Dahlberg and Estes, in press). 

If we accept this premise that remote sensing appears to be rapidly 

approaching a state of technological diversity, having a coherent body of 

knowledge and theory sufficient to demand a separate curriculum and to be 

considered a discipline in and of itself; then how can we as educators 

continue to reconcile this with the responses of potential employers when 

asked what types of skills they look for in hiring, overwhelmingly state a 

preference for a person with a strong applications or disciplinary background 

with some training in remote sensing. How should we approach this dichotomy, 

the reconciliation of a perceived need for more education in a particular 

area with the preference of the job market for disciplinary skills coupled 
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with technical fac11ity? This 1s a matter then for active debate ~nd 

indeed 1s part of the classic ongoing debate in education in this country. 

The central issue revolves around what the role of education should be. 

Should we be training students to assume their place 1n the ,Job market with 

el\1l1oyable skills or should we tJe teach1ng people to "think?"Put in other 

terms, should we be training technicians or educating technologists (the 

term technologist is used here as being synonomous with professionals). 

While not admitting that these two thrusts either have to or should be 

different, let us examine and attempt to answer the question in the light 

of the reality of remote sensing education today. The Living We~ster 

Encyclopedic Dictionary of the English Languaae defines 'Itechnic1an" as: 

one highly trained in the technicalities of a ~ubject, profession. or 

occupation; one skilled in the technique of an art. "Technologists" is 

defined in the same source as a noun under "technology" which is defined as: 

the brancb of knowledge that deals with the industrial arts and sciences; 

the utilization of such knowledge; the knowledge and means used'to produce 

the material necessities of society. Training technicians then implies a 

vocational orientation, while educating technologists implies a more abstract 

or theoretical orientation. In essence, the dichotomy 1s akin to foresters 

training technicians to measure trees and educating technologists to manage 

forests. This would be similar to cartographers teaching technicians to 

draw maps and educating professionals {technologists} to convert spatial 

concepts into maps. 

Remote sensing education at the college and univers1ty level 1n the 

United States today is basically technology-oriented. This may be in part 

a reflection of where such courses are taught; most1y in institutions 

offering advanced degrees where a possible com~inat1on of tradition, personal 
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preferences, knowledge of the current market for students. and perhaps peer 

pressure have combined to produce the current situation. In essence, true 

vocational education in remote sensing is v1rtua"ynonex1stent at the college 

and university level in the United States. What does this situation hold for 

the future of the well trained remOte sensing technologist? Only time will 

tell. I will close on a pos i t1 ve note. however, and hope I will be forgi ven 

for again going back to call on references to my discipline-geography. 

There is and will likely continue to be a good job market for students 

with a strong disciplinary orientation and a good background in remote senSing. 

There 15 a small but growing demand for trained remote senSing specialists. 

This demand should continue to expand, and remote sensing educators should be 

ready to meet the challange. H. V. B. Kline, Jr., writing on the prospects 

for air photo interpretation in American Geography Inventory and Prospect, 

quotes John E. Kesseli as saying, "Only in departments so sufficiently staffed 

to consider all parts of the geographic field can it be expected that air 

photography has found or may find its due consideration as a research field. U 

Furthermore. the student " ••• is tneHned to neglect field and laboratory 

courses which provide a training 1n the gathering and interpretation of infor

mation, hoping that his problem will take care of itself when the time for 

1 ndependent research arr; ves. II (Kli ne, 1954). Hopefully tin geography t at 

any rate. this situation is changing. 

Remote sensfng is a reality within geography whose time has come. It 

is too powerful a tool to be iqnored in terms of both 1ts information 

potential and the logiC implicit in the reasoning process employed to 

analyze the data. When applied with the traditional cornerstone of geography, 

1.e., cartography. in 1ts new diqital raiment, the two techniques can go far 

beyond being mere technologies. We predict they could change our perceptions, 
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methods of data analysis, models. and our paradigms. This process has. to 

some extent, already begun. The impact upon applications on the physicall 

environmental side of geography is being felt, but the full potential for 

cross fertilizing synergism can enrich not only both the basic and applied 

sides of geography. but all of science as well. But this will be realized 

only if a larger share of the economic and social scientists make more use 

of the technique. And only if academics aggressively seek the research 

funding required to demonstrate the magnitude of the promise held in remote 

senSing in thes~ areas and train their students accordingly. It is ~ 

feeling that in this way we as educators in any discipline will truly 

produce well trained remote sensing technologists. 
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A MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROAQi 

1'0 UKn'E SENSING EDOOATION 

Philip N. Slater 
Chairman, Comaittee on Remote Senaln, 

Profe •• or, Optical Sciences 
Univer.ity of Arizona 

The probleas that distinguish remote sensing education from the .reat 

majority of educational progr&al are related to its multidisciplinary 

nature. Most of us as students and teachers baYe chosen one particular 

subject as our specialty. In ,soae case~ we were genuinely attracted to it, 

and 1n other cases it was the least of a n\8ber of evils that confronted us 

as undergraduates. In the good old days of twenty or more years a,o, sci

ence students who abhorred mathematics, for example, could choose a pro,ram 

of study in which they could entirely avoid any contact with the subject. 

Nowadays, such study programs are relatively uncommon and not frequently 

recommended. The main reason is that throughout science there has been a 

marked increase in the automated acquisition of data, and as a consequence, 

the amount of data produced. To make effective use of the increased data 

volume, the modern scientist has to be familiar with data handlin, and sta

tistical analysis procedures, which involve the use of di,ital computers. 

Without a basic knowledge of mathematics and the ability to program a compu

ter the young scientist can rarely survive successfully. The older, well

established scientist, particularly the teacher of traditional remote 

sensing methods, can survive with difficulty and this I should emphasize can 

create problems in providing a well-rounded education to present-day students. 

Remote sensing, by the nature of its extraordinary breadth and its 

rapid evolution during the past decade, presents to the teacher and 
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student a more formidable probl.. in this respect than do conventional 

tmiverslty disciplines. To .-phaslle this point, let me refer to fiaure 1, 

..:hlch I call the I_ote Senlin,a Cycle.· Here we see a Iround area that _y 

be examined from around level or from aircraft and satellite altitudes. 

The data from the satellite senior are comlOnly converted to a dilital form 

and teleaetered to earth. At the around recelvina station, the.e data 

are recorded on _anetic tape in a coaputer compatible format. The compu

ter can be used to correct leometric and radiometric errors in the data, 

suppress spurious noise, enhance iaale contrast, correct for atmospheric 

effects, sharpen edle profil.s, and ratio the i-aes from different spectral 

bands. Processed i_ae data can then be classified by the computer usina 

supervised and/or unsupervised clustering techniques. At this stale the 

use of collateral data can improve the accuracy of the computer classifica

tion. Such collateral data _y be in the form of topoaraphic and land ute 

_ps or earlier iIIllIes of the saae around area that aive clues, based for 

example on crop cycle, reaardina the crops planted in certain fields. The 

classified lround scene information _y then be used for a number of differ

ent purposes. Pirst, it .. y be used for fundaaental and applied studies, as 

in the alricultural and earth Iciences. Second, it can fora the basis for a 

study of the improvement in tbe accuracy of tbe classification--a study that 

will need the cooperation of the sensor Iyst .. enlineer, the atJlOlpheric 

p~ysicistt and the laa,e proces.inl and infor.ation extraction specialist. 

Third, the data can be used in a predictive mod.el of, for exuaple, crop 

production, in conjunction with other data from weather satellite. reaardlna 
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FIGURE 1. THE FLOW OF DATA AND INFORMTIOI IN THE AEPl)TE SENSING CYCLE 
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lOil type .ad nutrient coateat, .tc. POUl'~, tile data Cln be __ l.a the 

study of IUCh "Is ill 0Z'CIer to 1.,.0.,. the 1IDd~1 dellant wlth "IpMt to 

thelZ' UCUI'aCJ' ad ftllabil1t,.. 

PlIII.U:", .. ' 0IltpIIt ~. the "1, OZ' the lafonatloa obta1fte4 

clirectlt,ftoII tile data obtaiDed by ~ ...... IDa, i. tJaen u.s b,. feMrll, 

.tate, _local pl-.,iq ad "'.c •••• tapac1 •• for their pal"tlcu1U' 
. , . .'~ 

JIU1"PO.... It CD a,l1O be ...... .". private iDtIuI~. for .xawpl.. ill the 

explontiOll foZ' alMl'll aad oil Z'81OUl'C1., aad by lntl'natlonal .,eaci •• 

for pre41ctlDa ",lonal food shorta.e., etc. 

If this ,....,t. .en.in. cycle, f'roa data collection to resource 

_al\lMllt decision. is to work effectively. there hal to be a clo.e uncIer

Itanelln. and ca..unicatlon between the various specialistl involved. Syst ... 

.,ine.r. In optics, spacecraft, tel_try, elata fonatin" I ••• proc.ssln" 

scen. classification, and JIOdelln, techniques an ...... alO11, with It_s

pheric aacl earth scientists of aU types and the Itatfs of resource pi ann in, 

and enforce.ent a,encies. Ideally. the resource manlier should be fully 

falliar with the quality. 8IId pa.Ptiauta.r'ty the ,1tcnoom£"g_. of the intona

tion he receives fro. a reJII?te senlin, syst... He nMds to be able to 

~icate at a hiJh technical level with all the scientists and an,i.eers 

who provide tho various specialized steps in the remote "",sin, cycle. 

S~larly, it is important for the other specialists to have a broacl under

.tand1n, of aU the steps in the cycle. It if throu,h such an understandln, 

that i~ellftt. in the overall IYste. can be achieved. 

Let aD ,ive two illultratiun~ of the consequence. of a lack of .uch 

understand!n,. The first 111ultr&tion t~ •• 1.,le hypothetical ex..,le. 

A scientist working for the Food and Aarieulture Or,anization (FAa) of the 
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taited Nations dll' :era1nes ho could distribute needed food supplies to a 

certain country in a timely .anner if he knew of the iMpend ina failure of 

the _in crop of that country a week earlier than current mote sens ina 

tecbalques aUowN. A walversity researcher has detera1necl, froa a care

fUlly controlled experiaent involvina reflectance ... sure.ents in a lab

oratory spectrophotoac'Cer. that the onset of crop failure can be deterained 

froII a .pectral reflectance chan .. of 0.1\. The PAO scientist leams of 

this result and talks to i ... e processing sod .cene classification experts 

and learns froa thea that they could provide this lnfonaation if the s~sor 

data had a .ilftal-to-noise ratio sufficient to provide a noise equivalent 

reflect.ce difference (HEAp) of 0.1\. Current sensorl yield a NEbC) of 

0.4\ .0 he requests that a systea be desianed to achieve this improved 

perfol'lllnce. The lllpt'ovnent over the current syst .. is substantial: the 

optics have to be two F-stop' faster and the i .. ,e quanti%ation has to be 

increased fro. 8 to 10 bits per pixel. The optical and telemetry modifica 4 

tion., includin, changes to the ground recIlvin, stations, increase the 

COlt of the system from SIS million to $30 million. The new system is put 

into orbit and operatel to specification but does not provide the required 

infonaation. Following a discussion with 8,ricultural and at.aspheric 
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scientists the FAD scientist finds that, in his discussion witn th~ image , 

processin, and scene classification experts, two critical factors were 

overlooked. One h atmospheric variability and the other natU1"al scone 

variability. Both factors limit the reflectance difference that c~, be 

meanin,fully eytracted from the data. The moral of the story is that a 

$15 million aistake could hav~ been avoided if any of those involved in 

the problea had a broader appreciation of re.ate sensing than that directly 

concerned wit~ their specialty. 
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The second illustration is real and is provided by several articles 

that have appeared in the remote sensing literature in the past year in 

regard to temperature measurements. In reducing the data from surface 

radiance measurements taken with radiometers operating in one or more IR 

waveleng~h intervals. the authors have ignored two important facts. 

First, the well-known equation M = wL = at4, relating radiant exitance, M, 

to surface radiance, L, and to absolute temperature T, wh,ere a is the 

Stephan-Boltzmann constant •. :?pUes onZy ~o pe'!'fect bZackbodies umich~ 

by de:inition~ a2'e Lambe'!'tian emitte'!'s of unity emissivity. Second, the 

meaSU'1'ement has to be made ove'!' aZZ ~veZengths. The first oversight con

cerns emissivity, and it is easy to show that an uncertainty in the know

ledge of emissivity of 0.02 (from 0.9 to 0.92) constitutes 50% of the 

change in radiance of a surface due to a 1 K change in temperature. The 

second oversight, regarding the wavelength interval used, also has a 

sul)stantial effect on the result. Depending on the position and width of 

the wavelength interval used, the exponent in the equation can be much higher 

than 4; f~r example, for a 300 K surface measured in the I to 2 ~m wave

length interval the exponent is about 25. To totally ignore the emissivity 

problem and to use an exponent value of 4 regardless of the wavelength 

interval used shows an egregious deficiency in the education of the authors 

and an only too prevalent tendency to oversimplify the reduction of data 

collected by remote sensing sy5t~ms. In fact, as a class, remote sensing 

measurements are among the most difficult of any in the physical sciences 

because of the large number of variables involved, many of the variables 

being unknown and some varying in unknown ways during the course of the. 

measurement. 
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I hope, with the aid of these examples, that I have sufficiently 

emphasized the urgent need for a multidisciplinary approach to research 

and applications studies in remote sensing. Before proceeding to describe 

how we, at the University of Arizona, are attempting to educate students 

to be aware of both the methods and problems in remote sensing, I will 

describe some matters of general philosophy. 

General Philosophy 

Upon embarking on a campus-wide educational program in remote sensing, 

we had to answer several questions: 

(1) Should the program be organized and monitored by an existing 

University department, a new department or center of remote 

sensing, or a University committee? 

(2) Should the program be directpJ toward undergraduate or 

graduate ~tudents? 

(3) If the program is directed toward graduate students, should 

,it lead to a Ph.D. in remote sensing? 

The answers to these questions depend on one's view of the role of 

remote sensing. The several of us who considered the questions, view 

remote sensing as a means to severaZ ends, not an end in itseZf. Further-

more, for any remote sensing activity (education, research, or application 

study) to be conducted effectively, it shouZd be conducted in a muZti-

discipLinary manner. To run a broad-based campus activity from a single 

department or center is difficult because of the inevitable political 

problems that arise. To establish a new department or center is like!y 
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to prove more divisive than constructive, when an atmosphere of close 

cooperation is needed. In answer to the first question, then, it was 

decided that the educational program should be organized and monitored 

by a University Committee on Remote Sensing. 

Because of the complexity and breadth of remote sensing, we agreed 

that the educational program should be directed toward graduate students. 

However, we also agreed on the desirability of an introduetory course 

at the undergraduate level. We hope this introductory co~rse will whet 

the student's appetite for more and guide him in the direction of 

remote sensing for his graduate program. 

The answer to the third question, based on our opinion that remote 

sensing is not an end in itself, is that there should not be a Ph.D. degree 

awarded in remote sensing. (It would have required special approval from 

the Board of Regents f~r a committee, rather than a department, to award 

a Ph.D. degree. A request for approval would not have been consistent with 

the above philosophy and we may well then have sought department or center 

status.) We decided to petition the University administration and the 

Board of Regents to allow the Committee to award a minor in remote sensing 

as part of a program where the student's major was in an applications or 

techniques discipline. This petition was granted last year and the program 

is now established at the University. 

University Committee on Remote Sensing 

The University Committee on Remote Sensing comprises 13 members 

representing 10 campus units (eight departments, a center, and an office) 

and the departments in turn represent six colleges. Figure 2 is a diagram 

showing the participating campus units and Committee members. 
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Coapared to many others, the University of Arizona is fortunate in 

havina strona proJrau in remote sensina techniques. Pour of the C~ittee 

_lIbers represent the techniques programs in Atmospheric Sciences, Optical 

Sciences, anel Systeu En.ineerina. ~e two campus remote sensing 

applications laboratories, that of the Applied Remote Sensing Prograa anel 

the Laboratory for Remote Sensing anel Computer Mapping, are represented 

011 the Coad ttee as shown in figure 2. 

University Courses and the Graduate Minor in Remote Sensing 

With the goal of suggesting courses for a graduate minor, the Committee 

on Remote Sensing, reviewed existing courses, modified some to reduce 

duplication, and added new courses. The courses are listed in Table I. 

"Introduction to Remote Sensing" (D. A. Mouat) was added as an under-

graduate course. In this course, the more important af:pects of remote 

sensing are reviewed, the emphasis being on applications. The University 

has a large undergraduate enrollment in the applications disciplines, anel 

the course is ai~d mainly at them. (Atmospheric Sciences and Optical 

Sciences do not enroll students for undergraduate degrees.) 

"Physics of Remote Sensing Measurement" (P. N. Slater) and "Image 

Processing Laboratorr' CR. A. Schowengerdt) are new courses and are man-

datory for the remote sensing minor. The iirst deal s with the phYSics of 

remote senSing measurements, radiometric principles, spectroradiometric 

instruments, the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with the 

earth's surface and the atmosphere, and a description of how remote sensing 

systems work. The second course concentrates on the application of 

computer algorithms for image processing and classification purposes. 
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DEPARTMENT 

OPTICAL SCIENCES 
SYSTEMS ENG. 

OPTICAL SCIENCES 
OPTICAL SCIENCES 
OPTICAL SCIENCES 
OPTICAL SCIENCES 
OPTICAL SCIENCES 
OPTICAL SCIENCES 
OPTICAL SCIENCES 
OPTICAL SCIENCES 
ATMaS. SCIENCES 
AlMaS. SCIENCES 
ATMOS. SCIENCES 
ELECTRICAL ENG. 

CIVIL ENG. 
WATERSHED MGT. 
WATERSHED MGT. 
AGRICULTURE 
GEOGRAPHY 
GEOSCIENCES 
GEOLOGICAL ENG. 
GEOLOGICAL ENG. 

TABLE I - UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA COURSES IN RB10TE SENSING 
COURSE TilLE 

UNQER GlAD UAIE 
INTRODUCTION TO REMOTE SENSING 

MANDATORY fOR MINOR 
PHYSICS OF REMOTE SENSING MEASUREMENTS 
IMAGE PROCESSING LABORATORY 

TECHNIQUES EMPHASIS 
IMAGE PROCESSING: DEVICES~SYSTEMSIAPPLICATIONS 
AUTOMATIC INFORMATION EXTRACTION1 CLASSIFICATION 
RADIOMETRY 
INFRARED TECHNIQUES 
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING PROCESSES 
COHERENT OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING 
METHODS OF IMAGE RESTORATION AND ENHANCEMENT 
OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE ATMOSPHERE AND OCEAN 
ATMOSPHERIC OPTICS AND RADIATION 
RADAR METEOROLOGY 
PRINCIPLES OF ATMOSPHERIC REMOTE SENSING 
PROPAGATION OF RADIO WAVES 

APPLICATIONS EMPHASIS 
PHOTOGRAHMETRY 
PHOTOGRAMMETRY 
PHOTO I NTERPRETAT ION 
REMOTE SENSING IN AGRICULTURE 
GEOGRAPHIC APPLICATIONS OF REMOTE SENSING 
APPLIED REMOTE SENSING 
PHOTOGEOLOGY 
APPLIED MULTISPECTRAL IMAGERY 

JNSTRUCTOR 

D.A. MOUAT 

P.N. SLATER 
R.A. SCHOWENGERDT 

B.R. HUNT 
P.H. BARTELS 
W.L. WOLFE 
W.L. WOLFE 
P.N. SLATER 
J.D. GASKILL 
B.R. FRIEDEN 
B.R. FRIEDEN 
B.M. HERI-1AN 
L.J. BAlTAN 
B.M. HERMAN 
J.A. REAGAN 

H.F. HILLMAN 
P.N. KNORR 
G.S. LEHt-1AN 
W.O. RAS1,,\USSEN 
D.A. MOUAT 
R.B. MORRISON 
C.E. GLASS 
C.E. GLASS 



Students are able to use an 12S, three-color display coupled to a PDP-ll/70 

mini-computer in interactive experiments to evaluate for themselves th·, 

utility of the various algorithms available. 

The 12 techniques courses listed in Table I are not directed specifi

cally toward earth resources remote sensing studies. However, three of 

the eight applications courses with "remote sensing" in their titles are 

exclusively concerned with remote sensing, as is the course entitled, 

ttApplied Multispectral Imagery.tt 

A student can choose an emphasis in either applications or techniques 

for his minor, provided he takes the two mandatory courses and his program 

receives Committee approval. We hope that students who receive the remote 

sensing minor with an applications emphasis will pursue a program in their 

major that involves making their own remote sensing measurements or using 

remote sensing data collected by satellite or aircraft borne sensors. 

Facilities 

In my opinion, an obvious and vital need in teaching remote sensing is 

a good set of slides and the availability of suitable projection equipment 

in the lecture room. Slid~s replace the inconvenient distribution of books 

or photographic prints during the lecture or the display of imagery to a 

crowd of students around a light-table after the lecture. Surprisingly, 

I know a number of university lecturers who would never think of giving a 

colloquium or seminar without slides and yet would never think of giving 

a lecture course ~ith slides! In these days there are many sources of 

slides on remote sensing and there is no excuse for not using sl~dcs 

routinely in teaching remote sensing. 
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The other iaportant aid in t(~aching modern remot(. sensing is a digital, 

color. interactive CRT display. Increasingly, the analysis of Landsat data 

is being conducted directly with computer-compatible tapes rather than from 

the photographic product. There are three reasons for this: 

(1) Pilm does not cover the 64-step dynamic range of the present 

Landsat Multispectral Scanner (MSS) response and the MSS digital 

data recorded on magnetic tape. This will be an even more 

serious limitation with the 256-step digital data from the 

Thematic Mapper. For this reason. small reflectance differences, 

discriminated in the digital data. will be undiscernible in 

the photographic product over the full range of average 

reflectance levels encountered. Another consequence is that 

quantitative radiometric data are of poorer quality when 

recorded and extracted from a film record than from magnetic 

tape. Automated scene classification work can then be 

conducted more accurately with digital rather than photographic 

data as the input. 

(2) The Thematic Mapper and other future systems will have pixel 

areas roughly 7 to 28 times smaller than the pixel area of the 

MSS. This will increase the usefulness of future satellite 

data and decrease the relatively high present importance of 

photographic remote sensing from aircraft. 

(3) Image data in digital form can be manipulated to a much greater 

extent using an interactive CRT color display system than can 

multispectral photographs in an addi.tive color viewer. Besides 
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beina able to monitor efficiently the efficacy of imaae 

processina routines and to carry out visual interpretation 

of the displayed imaae. these systems can be' use~ for the 

display of the results of scene classification procedures. 

For these reasons we cannot continue to offer a set of remote sensing 

graduate courses that do not expose the student to the methodology and 

facilities he will encounter in his future professional career in remote 

sensing. The main pr.oblem that confronts a university in this regard is 

the high cost of the initial purch.se of such equipment plus the cost of 

an equipment maintenance contract. Fortunately. in our casp., the Univer

sity made a substantial facility contribution to the remote sensing pro

gram. and this has been augmented by support from the Air Force Office 

of Scientific Research. With this important exception. all facilities 

at the University th~t are useful for remote sensing education were 

obtained for research and applications projects. If there is one ~y 

in ~hiah NASA aan aontribute to an improvement in remote sensing eduaa

tion in ·this aountry, it is through aapital. equipment grants to univer

sities that have personnel. interested in and aapab~e 0;," expZoiting image 

proaessing and saene aZassifiaation proaedures. 

Future Developments 

Our remote sensing academic program at the University has evolved 

during the past few years by virtue of the interest and concern of the 

members of the Committee on Remote Sensing and the strong support of 

the University administration. Most of us hope the establishment of the 

program will stimulate the initiation of more multidisciplinary research 
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and applications studi.s. Early in its discussions the Committee alreed 

that it was preferable to establish an academic program first, before 

tryin, to expand the remote sensin, research activities. The reason is 

siaply that the needs are autual: University faculty and staff cannot and 

should not pursue substantial research activities without the involvement 

of araduate students and araduate students in turn benefit from a 

structured prolram which can also afford them financial assistance. 

We have reached the stale at the University where the first students 

have coapleted their course work for the remote .ensin, minor. It will 

be of interest to see how many of them proceed with remote sensinl 

projects for their major and to what extent the members of the Committee 

can work together to generate successful aultidisciplinary proposals 

that will support these students in research and applications studies. 

In my opinion. it is one thina to oraanize a multidisciplinary 

remote sensing edu~atio~Z program at a university and quite another to 

oraant,e a fully multidisciplinary (that is, multidepartmental) research 

and applicatiqns program. At this point I feel the University of Arizona 

has succeeded in the former and I hope some of you may benefit from 

hearing of our approach and experience. I dontt think we yet know 

whether we can mount a fully multidisciplinary research and applications 

proaram. I shall look forward to hearing from others at this conference 

how. and to what extent, they have been successfUl in this regard. 
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· N80-20008 
.EfI)TE $ENSI. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 

RELATED TO ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS 

Vfctor I. Myers 

Remote Sensing Institute 
South Dakota State ~iyersity 

Research a, a Means to AdYance the Frontie" of Technolosr 

The principal responsibilities of those attending this Educator's 

Workshop are in tllching and resllrch, SOl!ll with greater responsibilfty 

in one area or the other, but all, I 1m sure, haye an interest in both. 

My major activity is that of research, as you NY sumise from I!tY 

speaking assignMent, but the organization that I represent is involved 

in education and trafning as well as research. 

The word research 15 now apl'l ied to so nany activities that 

even in a scientific research organization its use NY be ambiguous. 

It is often used to describe aspects of professional scientific 

activity which mi~ht not normally b. regarded IS scientific research, 

and it AlY ev.n be used to describe the resurrection of existing 

information in a new form. 

For the purpose of defining research I prefer to consider the 

term without the usual adjectives of basic, applied. experiMental, 

theoretical, and so forth. Research is the quest for new in'o~tton. 

There are numerous types of investigations, but as far as universities 

are concerned it is important that the investigations are i" the 

vanguard of knowledge in the staff ~ers' respective fields of 

expertise. 



Prior to about 1840 ,.. ... rch people were obl.sSId with 

identificatfon and classification of things and phenomena (Riney. USDA. 

US. ,.). This WlS our heritage froll the G ..... ks. At that tiM 

,....rch peopl. suddenly .... Uzed that this was really not • very 

useful approach and the so-called sCienttfic Mthod of research was 

born. This consisted of developing I hypothesis and then proving or 

disprovtng it. The Greeks were concerned with intellectual things. 

but thetl' purposes were tll-deftned. When the RomIn~ ensllved thlll. 

the G .... ks were .,st useful .5 teachers of the Roman children. 

To _, true resel.rc:h ... ns the pursuit of knowledge with a goal 

in .ind. Jt .. ans ftlJt only wanting to know but doing something about 

tt. H.vtng a goal in research is unlike cli..,1ng a fIIOunta1n where 

the goal is c ... r. In research there are innumerable nountains and 

the principal problem is to decide which mountain to cli~ first. 

Perhaps our greatest challenge is that of defining cur problems. 

Should that be so dffficult? P~rhaps so, when one cons1dPrs the 

user. In discussing this matter of defining problems Darwin said: 

You t:ould be surprised at the number of years it took 
lilt to see clearly what some of the problems were which had 
to be solved. looking blck 1 think it was more difficult 
to see what the problems were thin to solve them, so fir as 
I have succeeded in doing and this seems to 1:11 r,ther 
curious. 

Research - For Technology or For Teaching? 

I have accepted that definition of a university which includes 

the transmittAl and the creation of knowledge. This. of course • 

• ffects the general objectives of research in the university systeM 

tn thlt education must be a part of the overall objective. 
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In thlSe t1 .. s there are numarous constraints on the activities 

of res .. rch groups which aN dictated by thetr objecthes. But 

progr. objectives are I!'lOst often dictated by local, stlte, federal 

Ind international orglnizlUons whO have very specific reQlJlrements. 

The flct that these requireaents Ire frequently IIOthlted by today's 

needs In I world that is flclng ~ny QColoVicll crtses does. however, 

provide challenging opportunities in research Ind education. 

let there be no confusion about res8Irch direction. whether for 

technology or for tachfng. rest assured that this is not a n;tually 

exclusfv! Iffafr. Undergrlduate and ~r.dUlte students can be handily 

worked into segments of contract or grant resllrch studies and make a 

siMUltaneous contribution to the project and to their own educltion. 

Of course one must exert careful control over such activities by 

students, but w~t a stimulating challenge it is to I student to have 

an opportunity to work on a practical problem that needs a solution 

rather than on one from I textbook. 

Our challenge today in sc1ence and technology as well as in 

education is that there exists a crisis of disillusionment with 

science and technology 1n the affluent societies of the west, Haskins 

(1973). The central question involved is one of nltional priorities. 

It comes with the realiz.tion that strong "s we have always believed 

ourselves to be in talent and wealth. those resources are not infinite. 

we Must make choices in what we elect to do with them. 
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What Kine of Organizat10! 

How a university can manage to preserve its detached role in 

education and at the same time engage in strict research and 

applications of technology is somewhat of a dtletllM. One rather 

corrmon approach to this is the departmentally based research and 

service program. Another approach which I personally prefer is that 

of the quasi-autonomcus institute or laboratory such as our Remote 

Sensing Institute (RSI) at South Dakota State University. Other 

examples of this are The Purdue laboratory for Applications of Remote 

Sensing and the University of Kansas Center for Research, and there 

are others. 

The separate research institutetnot a unit of the educational 

part of the institution but closely associated with it, can contribute 

to the edurational program even though its supervision is no 

responsibility of the teaching faculty. 

An eKample of the purpose and objectives of an organization with 

research, teaching and development activities might be as follows: 

1. .Identif,y regional, state, and local problems which remote 

iensing can help solve. 

2. Assist users in applying remote sensing technology already 

developed. 

3. Bridge the gap between the rresent-day application and 

state-of-the-art remote sensing capability. 
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4. Identify r~search needs to which remote sensing technology 

can be applied and c9nduct research programs to solve these 

needs as rapidly as funds can be made available. 

5. StilllJlate and cooperate_with faculty and students in 

institutions in applicable areas of science and engineering. 

6. Provide training through extended in-residence (6 months to 

1 year) programs for individuals with previous resource 

training and experience. 

7. Provide the organization with caplbility and expertise to 

assist local, state, and federal agencies in utilizing 

appropriate remote sensing technology in solvin9 problems. 

The ultimate responsible authority for the research organization 

deserves careful attention. In the case of RSI and other institutes 

or centers, the sti:...:":ure is such that the Director is responsible to 

a President or Vice President of the University. For RSI it was no 

accident that that particular form of structure was chosen. From the 

very earliest history of the organization it was emphasized that the 

normal University structure of having the Institute function under one 

of the Schools such as Engineering or Agriculture, or ('lith fIlJ1tiple 

responsibilities to two or more Schools within the University was 

unsuited to the timely and efficient conduct of reMote sensin9 

scientific research. 

t1any necessary mandated procedures are in effect in the normal 

university structure, providing checks and balances: The field of 

remote senSing is rapidly changing so~etiMes requirin9 quick response 

to new requirements in programs or directions which rust occur at a 
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speed or in a manner not adapted to nonnal procedures of a university 

system. This 1s a necessary characteristic but requires wisdom and 

restraint in the decision making process to assure adherence to the 

objectives listed previously. The Second Law of Thermodynamics app1 ies 

here which. s~ted in tenns of human behavior. says 1t is easier to 

get into trouble than to get out of it. 

In a t~source-oriented organization it is essential to have 

interdisciplinary programs with emphasis on several resource application 

areas such as hydrology, agriculture. wildlife, geology and perhaps 

others 0 This requires association with a University system with 

personnel, equipment, and library services that are also resource 

oriented. A training program is also an interdisciplinary resource

oriented program requiring a similar association. Research that 

utilizes the expertise of several disciplines and focuses it on a 

particular problem area is relatively rare. 

This does not mean, however, that anyone organization need try 

to be excellent in all aspects of ~esearch, or to incl~de in their 

curricula the full gamut of research fields and instructional 

offerings. Each group \olould do \o/e11 to seek out its individual 

identity, clarify its specific goals, consolidate its strennths and 

terminate programs that cannot be justified. 

A basic minir.1um level of support is essential for Maintaining a 

broad multidisciplinary team in agriculture, hydrology, engineering, 

geology, \<Jildlife, etc. Most resource problems involving remote 

sensing technology are multidisciplinary in nature. Should one have 
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these staff members on full time or are there alternatives? Many 

institutions list numerous staff members from various departments as 

part of the remote sensing staff. Kaving scientists available from I 

wide variety of disciplines is of course one of the advantages of 

university research i nvohement. As you may well recognize, this 

situation also has drawbacks in that many of the faculty members who 

originally indicated an interest in participating in a research multi

disciplinary effort, if one came along, may not have the flexibility 

to do so when the need arises because of departmental commitments. 

Another approach is to have available a group of consultants 

who are experts with broad experience in their fields. This approach 

may provide well-qualified people. but here again consultants may not 

have the desirable flexibility to fill the needs of a research 

program, particularly if lengthy service of a few MOnths to a year or 

more 1 s des ired. 

Suitable activities for a research and development a.roup to 

become involved 1n are numerous. There is not always an organization 

waiting with open arms to fund every idea; however. many good projects 

wither away for the lack of vigorous promotion. As an example of the 

wide variety of possibilities Table 1 summarizes some past and present 

RSI research and development along with the involvement of state and 

federal agencies and university departMents in these activities. Part 

time students and/or graduate students have been involved in MOst of 

these actlvities. 
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Activity 

Land USe Planning, Soil 

Hydrogeologic Happing 

GroWl_tel' Mapping 

Reservoirs and Lakes, B101og1ca1 
Actf vi ty. QUilt ty Parameters 

ReservOirs and Lakes. Surface 
Area Determination and 
Classification 

Wildlife Habitat 

Ducks. CenSI.iS. Sex Ratioing 

Streillflow Blockage in JlIIeS River 

High water Tables 

Wetland Vegetation Classification 

Salf ne Seeps 

-

Table 1. RESEARUt AND DEVELOP~HT ACTIYITIES 
SDSU RaIote Stnsing Institute 

State AgeMy. University Depal"'bllellt PartictpatfCJn 

State Planning Bureau, Dept. of Revenue. 6th 
Planning District. Bl.ck Hills Cons.rv,ncy 
Subdistr1 ct. Gah. Conservancy S'*'<Itstrict. 
Pennfngton County CollI •• Me.de County Conn •• 
SDSU Plant Sc1ence DepartMent 

SO School of "fnes and Technology 

State Geologist, Department of "atur.l Resources. 
Oahe Conseryanc" Subdistrict 

SDSU Biology Departlllent, State Geologist 

Dahe Conservancy Subdistrict 

SDSU water Resources Instftute. Montana State 
University, North Dakota State University, . 
New "-xico State University 

Fed .... l Agency Partieipatton -
Son Conservation service. 
IIASA. U.S. B ..... u of Indi,. 
Aff,trs (US8IA){ U.S. 841rw .. 
of 1K1_tion USB) 

U.S. Geological Sumty (USGS) 

U.S. Geological Survey 

Office 0' water ResQlarcu I 
Tech. (ONRT). U.S. Fish lad 
Wildlife Service (USFMI) 

USGS. USF ... 

US,''' 

USF ... 

USlR - Denver 

USF ... 

OMIT. Old West C-tssion. 
NASA 



Activity State Agency, University Deparu.nt Participation Federal Agency ParticiPition 

Snow and Ice as Hydrologic USGS 
Indicators 

Water Aec:ui ,...nts of Crops SDSU Redfield Station, SDSU Plant Science Depa ..... t USGS 

Soil Moisture lIAS". USGS 

Crop Identification and Yield USM-Science and Education 
Prediction Ada. (SEA), IASA 

Rangeland Condition Sout" Dakota State University (SDSU) Ani.1 JIASA. USBI" 
Husbandry Department 

Agricultural Pollution on James Health Depart.llerot, Dahe Conservancy S..,district £nviro.-ntal ProtectiOft 
River Agency 

Deer Census South Dakota Game. Fish and Parks DepartMnt 

High~ay Damage Assessment. East South Oakota Department of Transportation 
of Watertown. East nf Rapid City South Dakota School of Mines and Technology 

Dutch Elm D1sease Detection Department of Agriculture. SOSU Plant Science 

Wheat ~saic Detection SDSU Extension Entomologist 

Sod Webwonn Inf~station SOSU Extension Entomologist NASA 

Park and Recreation Planning City of Siou~ Falls, Bicentennial eo.1ss1on. NASA 
SDSU Geography Department 

Pale Western Cutworm Detection USDA-ARS 

Corn Aoo~rm Detection SDSU EntolllOlogy Department USOA-ARS 

Sugar Beet Spoilage _rican Crystal Suga", ~ y 



Activity State Agency, Univenity DepartMent Partlc1patton f Federal Agency P.rttci~ti.n 

Flood Da_ge AssessMent Black Hills Conservancy Subdistrict, Civ11 USGS,NASA 
Defense. 6th Planning District 

Tornado Da1Iage Assessment Civil Defense 

Hail Damage Assess.ent County Agents, Hail Insurance Adjusten and 
Research Association 

Root Length and Area Determination USDA-ARS 

Leaf Area Damage Assessment USDA-ARS 

Beef loi ns Area Measurement SDSU Anfma1 Science Department 

National Water Plan World Bank, Mexico 

Influence of Aswan Dam on National Science Foundation, 
Agriculture of the Nile Delta Egypt 

Education - Training SDSU State DepartMent. AID 
United Nations, Individual 
Countries 

Operational Resource Management State Planning Bureau. State Departaent of NASA 
Models. Belle Fourche Watenhed Natural Resources. State Departrent of GaJne. 

Fish & Parks 

land Use Planning. Soil Potter County. State Department of Revenue NASA 
Classification. and Tax 
Equalization Studies 

Desertification United Nations Enviro..ental 
ProgrIM. State lJepI ...... t AID 
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Activity 

Energy Loss Surveys 

Resource Survey in the Sudd 
Region of Southern Sudan 

Heat Capacity Mapping Mission 

State Agency. University ~partmen: Participation Federal Agency Participation 

E .. rgy Resurdl and 
Develo~t MIt. 

Govern.ents of Sudan _ 
Egypt 

SDSU Engineering Physics NASA 



Curriculum Development.t~ ~nte9rate Teaching and Research 

There are tremendous pressures on government agencies and 

universities to solve current problems, and no one denies that these 

problems are urgent. Despite these pressures which must be satisfied, 

the university by its very nature must be future-oriented because 

faculty and students together ~st provide knowledge, skills and 

leadership for much of the next generation. Potter (1970) believes 

that a future-oriented university would find ways for students and 

faculty to engage in interdisciplinary efforts that would achieve 

these objectives. 

A student in science or engineering should possess above average 

ability in one or more of several directions: 

a. An ability to grasp scientific principles 

b. An ability to organize and carry out ex~erimental 

investigations 

c. A curious mind 

Thus, any curriculum should introduce all students to courses 

that encompass all of the above. and make it possible for each of them 

to cultivate that ab11ity which is dominant 1n him. 

A curriculum should be diversified and this is where the 

knowledge, experience and training of the professor is important. 

A professor ",ho ;s in touch "lith the real "Jorld, conducting research. 

and being alert to new developments can be a great asset to career 

preparation and development. 
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It is often said that an academic education should teach students 

to think. Kestin (1963) states that " ••• if he doubts his ability 

to teach I studant, he certainly doesnrt know h~1 to teach him to 

think, or to synthesize. or to show a willingness to assume responsibility. 

or to exercise leadership". 

Although, as Kestin points out, ultimately each student must learn 

for himself. one must not draw the conclusion that the organization of 

courses is unimportant. On the contrary., particularly in the early 

stages of the curriculum, the part played by the instructor ;~ 

decisive. An ability to organize a course and to fire the imaginlt10n 

of young people so that they become personally and emotionally 

involved in learning requires a very special talent. It is suggested 

by educators that a program of study for students will fail unless 

the staff has ample opportunity to prepare their courses and to 

continue their own education. Thus, an educational program for 

students must also include an educational pro~ram for instructors. 

The academic institution should recognize that in engineerin~ and 

in the physical sc1ences it is necessary for the faculty to 

participate in research activities, not only for their own benefit 

but to maintain intellectual standards for the institution and for 

purposes of graduate instruct;on. Othen~isf the teaching faculty 

tends to teach the ancient history of science and engineering instead 

of providing students with a foundation for making contributions in 

his chosen field for the next several decades. This is especially true 

of remote sensing technology which is dynamic in the sense that n!W 

technology ;s contirtual1y being synthesized. 
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It is undoubtedly true t~~t ,~t10n regulation by the 

administrltion very much influences staff activities. The promise 

of recommending Or withholding promotion should not be used as I 

carrot stick. however, flculty should know that excellence will 

be rewarded, and thlt mediocrity will not. 

It hiS been Slid IIIny times that research makes I good teacher; 

this statement is doubtful. J.D. ~er of Michigln State University 

(unpublished remarks) expresses I simillr view in stating thlt 

research capability is I good, elrly indicltion of a men's ability 

as a teacher. He feels thlt at the Ige of 30 ,I scientist cln be 

encouraged to continue in teaching or research or be diverted to 

other Ictivity depending on his exhibited interest in research Ind 

his desire to glin knowledge. ~der feels that the traits exhibited 

at age 30 are those that will still be identified with the individual 

at age 50. To summarize, research does not necesslrily make a good 

teacher, but research is an indicator of the type of mind and type 

of ability which will make a good teacher. Conversely, a ~ood 

researcher is not necessarily a good teacher. 

Training of visiting scientists from many countries is a means 

for expanding the horizons of faculty and students. Financial support 

that comes with training programs provides funds for developing 

training documents and training aids, for purchasing training 

equipment, etc. Visiting scientists generally bring new knowledge 

and new problems which challenge faculty and students who may work 

with them. Training programs provide financial support for br;ng;n~ 
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specialists frca oove"..,+ \ industry and other universities V> 

enrich the stiff and other faculty and students. 

Most Ispecially. however. work with vhit1ng sc1entists frail 

other countries allows an interaction between spec1alists with siMilar 

problems in discussing, investigating, and suggesting methods to find 

answers to these problems, often with new approaches surfacing .fter 

a _rging of 1deas. Often our creative abilit1es are stymieff and our 

fdeas crystall1zed by the thoughts of a few "authorities" ..,ng our 

1 iterature acquaintances or iltln8diate associates. As we work with 

trained scientists with varied experience from other countries, free 

exchange of fdeas is often more easily accomplished. 

Training and Selecting Students for Research Activities 

We are all interested in having some innate ability to spot 

bright potential researchers from among students. Potentfal 

employers in govemment and industry are interested in tak1nf,l steps 

very early in a college student's career to place him in I training 

position and then hiring him upon graduation if a mutual attraction 

blooms'between the individual and the employer. This plan just does 

not hold water in light of the experience of experts in this field. 

According to Dr. D.T.C. uille~p1e of eSIRO. the Australian Government 

Research Organization, "It is common experience that the intellectual 

ability to absorb knowledge and the intellectual capacity for 

creativity do not necessarily go hand In hand. Thus, it is not 

unknown that a student with a high absorptive capacity, and even 

exception,l ability to reproduce with facility the meterial leemed. 
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.Y ne,er bec_ creath.-. ,TIt.c sutllsts that ,.1ertton for cf'Ht1ve 
t;r 

Ibn 1ty cannot begin uMfl qu i c.~ late in university training. The 

"'st bet for ,.lecttng and/or rKa.lnd1ng students for ilradutt. 

studi. or for ...,1o,..nt woulel s_ to be the one of watching for 

pranis1ng young senfors and graclulta students. 

Fundins Sources 

lased on present evidence, it appeen that future reHlreh w111 

becOlltl IIOr. complicated, 1'IOrt costly, Ind wt11 require more t ... 

• ffort. With prtortty deci.1ons to be made concerning expenditure of 

I"nlble funds, these maUers Ire I principal concern of aCldem1c 

instftutions.. Th. 19SO's Ind 1960's were decades of unprecedented 

ftnancial support for science. Impressed by the contributions of 

science and technology to the war .ffort, Congress Ippropriated ever 

tncreasing amounts for research and development and, later for science 

education (Bevan, 1971). lut late in that period the billoon 

burst or, perhaps more accurltely. sprang a slow leak that has 

accelerated during the 1970·s. 

Throughout thl earHer years of adequate funding, we in the 

scientific ccanunity I$sumed that if funds were made avatbble to 

competent 1nv.stigator$~ and if .ach dfd his own thing, then 

automaticilly the greatest good would accrue to all and the n.tional 

interest would be served. This. perha~s. was a nai,. attitude and 

in the eyes of the taxPly.r is no longer justified. 

Another situation which many of you NY recognhe is that as 

research f~nds haye diminished Mlny federal .gencies haYe turned ~re 
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and more to 1 nternal reSH r(;l~ 1.(1 ~ upport personnel a1 ready on 

payrolls and maintain ~over.rnnent programs at least at the same levels 

as io the past. 

The wheels of research and development .... oither basic or 

applted -- cannot turn without the funds to 011 them. The American 

publtc, now matnly urban, 1s gonorally aplthetic to research. As 10n9 

as he experiences no personal shortage of food and ftber, we can 

expect the voter to remain indifferent. A distinguished v1siting 

scientist, Or. Salah El Rabaa, Professor of Geology i" the University 

of Khartoum, Sudan blames this on our entertainnent-oriented rather 

I than education-oriented miSS media. According to El Raba. "Believe 

it or not, the program which is most informative and educational is -
not received here in the U.S •• The Voice of America. It directs 

eultural, scientific and politic.' 1nfo~tion .nd current events in 

an interesting way t9 many countries in the outside world." He 

believes the Voice of America should be heard in AMerlca. 

The chan9ing pattern in the feder~l funcin£ of scfence is an 

entirely new eXP6rience for a najor part of the scientific fraternity. 

It is going to force the sc1ent~"c world to r~ef1ne its goals and 

devise effective ways to help the Congress devel(p nore rationa' 

10n9-range programs of support. According to present trends the 

physical sctences and engineering wi', find difficulty in the next 

10 to 15 years in Meeting "..os for qualified teachers and well

trained research workers. Private and rUblic funds that mi~ht 

support research as a part of the educational system will be inadequate 
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due to demands for fac111t1es and faculty salaries. It is therefore 

clear that institutes and dCDartm~~ts involved in remote sensing 

research will be required to find other sources of funds to supplement 

appropriated mon1es. 

Support for research ~st come from outside sources in the form 

of resea"ch contracts and grants from the federal poverllment. 1 nter

nat10nal organizations such as the United Nations ilnd I': r1d Bank, 

and from foreign countr1es. 

The states have much to benefit by the direct support of 

research activities in universities. Substantial state appropriations 

are made toward the research activities in agriculture, and engineering. \ 

But so far there is little in the form of appropriations for remote 

sensing technology. Research activities provide a reservoir of 

ideas and of technical strength within the state from which the whole 

co~unity benefits. Therefore, the states have a direct stake in the 

support of research at universities. 

Private industry, the ultimate user of Much of renote sl::lI;.ing 

technology, needs to become mure involved in active planning and 

support of research and teaching activities. Remote sensinq ~eologists 

receive this kind of support from oil and gas industry for reasons 

of organi7.ation and wealth. ~bst other disciplines such as agriculture, 

hydrology, \l/ildlife. etc., are fragmented with individuals \'!ho alone 

cannot support research. These other disciplines also are provided 

many "free" services by government or9anizations and expect 

government to subsidize the research. Nevertheless, private industry 

could do a better job of providing input concerning ij~er needs. 
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Finally the Federal Government cannot avoid a Major responsibility 

in the support of research in uni~ersities. This is essential not 

only for the health of the n.:search activity of the nation but more 

particularly it creates a close sense of intellectual participation 

between federal agencies and universities. 

For a variety of reasons, the most desirable form of support 

should originate from a diversity of sources. There is a need for 

indepth research as well as applied research and development activities. 

It is wise to plan a program with a'balance between research and 

applications. We all feel pressures and are responding to the need 

for demonstrated practical applications. 

are: 

Some of the advantages of a diversity of contracts and grants 

, They provide income that helps give financial stability to 

a research organization \l/hich may be at the l!1E!rcy of 

fluctuations that are inherent with dependenCE! on 

contracts and grants. 

2 They provide funding for a variety of resourCI! 

appl ications. 

3 A minimum basic level of funding is needed for support 

programs such as the photo lab, the data handling group, 

and the data collection program, which might include 

aircraft. 

Let me remind you of a great advantage that \lIe have; n fund; ng 

remote sensing, that is our critical dependence on very costly 
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scientific tools - the earth satellites. The instrumentation, 

launching. tracking. and data col1~ction involved in the satellite 

program is veryexpeftSlve. involving tens of millions of dollars. 

Al though funding for research is difficul t to come by, this 

source of data is incredibly cheap and useful to the student, 

researcher, and user. The potelltial for developing new and dramatic 

earth applications captures the imagination of many students who wish 

to become ~cientists and engineers. The promise of major advances 

from the F.arth satellite data in our understanding of just hydrology 

would in itself seem to justify an enormous effort in support of 

this equipment. 

Developing Funding Sources 

"~Ie have met the enemy and they is us" - Pogo. These \'Ji se 

wordS of a modern American philosopher identify what I consider to 

be the critical element in the effort to sell research proposals. 

lie are faced these days \'lith decisions concerning research 

ideas - sometimes it seems that the best ideas have already been 

thought of or that funding agencies are not smart enough to buy 

our brilliant ideas. Although selling research proposals sometimes 

seems equivalent to groping ones way through ~ maze, it reMains a 

fact that funding agencies are most frequently not presented \'tith 

good proposals. Shortcomings may be one of the following: 

a. An old idea that is being resurrected 

b. A poorly written proposal 

c. An investigator \,/ho is not familiar with agency objectives 

d. flat a good idea 
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On the other hand the patn from the spark of an fdea to a funded 

proposal 15 long, tortuous and full of pitfalls. Persistence plus 

good salesmanship are necessary ingredients in selling proposals. 

Many. many good proposals wither and die because a researcher 

gives up after his first or second experience of receiving a 

rejection. 

Making Science Effec~ 

Although the responsibility of a uniers1ty may include transmittal 

and the creation of knowledge, an inst1tutiot· supported by publ ic 

funds must also meet its obligation to the c ~unity. These 

university objectives are important to graduate instruction as well 

as improving our standard of living. In our case at RSI, part of our 

obligations to the community are met by providing the following 

services to state agencies. 

1. Provide leadership for cooperative pr09r~s - Example. 

Landsat follow-on prograM in a rrultidisciplinary ~/atershed 

project involving three state agencies. 

2. Gain federal support for projects to finance pilot or 

model studies as well as resource applications studies. 

3. Provide education and training. 

4, Provide personnel and facilities for conducting specific 

research and development programs desired by many state 

agencies. 

Scientists working in the Earth Resources Applications program 

with government agenCies have long recogn;zed and been concerned 
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about the ·USER GAp·, 1.e •• the lack of effective communication 

between the scientific. cOIiJnunity cHgaged in remote !tensing research 

and development and the potential users of modern remote sensing 

technology. The lag between present-day ftppl1cations and the state

of-the-art remote sensing capability is too great. Closing this 

gap will help insure reasonable payoff from the use of space, high 

altitude, and other remote sensing capability. 

Despite recent technological advances we are yet unable to 

transform new ideas into successful products more quickly, according 

to a study by the Battelle Columbus Laboratories as reported in 

Parade t~gazine. 

Stressed throughout this report, which examined 10 innovations 

for the National Science Foundation, was the importance of what was 

tenned the "technical entrepreneur" who persists in the face of 

various inhibiting effects. 

The following provides an idea of the IIUSER GAP" time-frar.te 

as calculated for various innovations, including several which relate 

directly to agricultural research: 
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Year of 
First Duration. 

Innovation Conception Realization years 

Heart Pacer.laker 1928 1960 32 
Hybrid Corn 1908 1933 25 
Hybrid Small Grains 1937 1956 19 
Green Revol ution tJheat 1950 1966 16 
Electroph~tography 1937 19S9 22 
Input-Output Economic Analysis 1936 1964 28 
Organophosphorus Insecticides 1934 1947 13 
Oral Contraceptive 1951 1960 9 
Magnetic Ferrites 1933 1955 22 
Video Tape Recorder 1950 1956 6 

Average Duration 19.2 

Despite the relatively long period of development required for 

the first realization of most technological advances, that period has 

been shortened remarkably for remote sensing technology, particularly 

as it refers to use of landsat imagery. 

Currently operational remote sensing applications are limited in 

number and other applications, though numerous. are often difficult 

and complex, requiring intensiv~ research and development before they 

can be applied on a routine basis. Even proven applications that have 

yielded to research require development and demonstration to make them 

routinely useful. There has always been a considerable time gap 

between the completion of research and the stage of practical useage 

unless an extensive concerted effort is Made to close the gap. 

As we evaluate the areas of our investigations that pertain to 

the usefulness of research efforts we ~st keep in mind the specific 

needs of users. In that regard success depends on a rare blend of 
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far vision and near vision - SIj C\tated by an editor of Forbes 

Magazine. According to this ~Jftorial. the Greek philosopher Thales 

fell into a well while strolling along. gazing at the stars. It was 

his penchant for gazing at the heavens that made him great. but 

failure to keep his ayes on the ground killed him. 

Participation and cooperation among federal and state agencies, 

industry and uniyersit1es are some of the most progressive actions 

that can occur. An example of this is the soil moisture workshop 

jOintly sponsored by NASA and USDA and organized by South Dakota 

State University. Many of you attended that workshop. Remote 

detection of soil moisture had long been an elusive goal. Research 

efforts as well as research goals have long been uncoordinated as 

they progress down narrow avenues with limited objectives using 

available research equipment rather thar. optimum equipnent. The 

workshop was attended by over 100 sc~entists, engineers and 

administrators from government, universities and industry. The 

workshop recommendations should lead to a coordinated, adequately 

financed research and development program. NASA has held other 

\'1orkshops. Al so, the U.S. Amy Engineers recently held a hydrology 

workshop in Vicksburg, Mississippi. similar to the soil moisture 

workshop. but also involving other aspects of water. The workshop 

involved federal and state government and university specialists. 
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Bridging the Gap Between Resrarch and Applications 

An example of bridging the research-users rap is the work in 

South Dakota by Hest1n (1973), Frazee, et a1. (1914), and others. 

In doing so they involved graduate students who used segments of the 

research projects for theses and thus were involved in useful studies. 

The suitability of soils for various land uses in the MOre 

intensively utilized areas is routinely interpreted by soil scientists 

of the flational Cooperative Soil Survey. In less populated areas the 

necessary soils maps are frequently not available or ~y be outdated. 

Early studies by Westin and MYers (1973). reported on the utility 

of Landsat images for identifying soil associations in western South 

Dakota. Landsat imagery then provided Frazee and associates, 1974. 

with a tool for making resource inventories in Pennington County in 

the same area. The resources consisted of soils, geologic material, 

and vegetation. Field checking consisted of a resource team of soils, 

geology, and range science specialists traversing the area. The 

final product was a series of base maps and overlays delineating the 

resource areas for an area of 400,000 hectares at a scale of 1:250,000. 

The real payoff for this activity came about in developing a 

method for determining land values for tax assessment based on soil 

inventory data and land sales. Soil inventory data necessary to use 

this method are not available for over 40 of the 67 counties in South 

Dakota. General soils information must be used until detailed soil 

surveys are completed in those counties. 

As a follow up to the development work for resource surveys in 

South Dakota we were instrumental in developing procedures for using 
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remote sensing technology for assessing natural resources in several 

developing countries. In Mexico procedures were established in 

cooperation with t.dcan scfentists to assess 42.5 million hectares 

of land for potential development of better utilization of water 

resources. In the process, Mexican scientists and engineers were 

trained in the new technology so they could utilize the results of 

the studies and be self sufficient in utilizing remote sensing 

technology in other resource studies. 

liter, based on these reconnaissance procedures, a generalized 

resource survey with ground checks was completed in southern Sudan 

by D.G. Moore and Associates from South Dakota State University. This 

survey of 160,000 km2 provides certain soil, geology, vegetation and 

other data necessary to use in the analYSis of resources. The survey 

was conducted and results were published in only 18 MOnths which 

illustrates that basic data even in remote areas can be derived rather 

quickly. In areas where it is not convenient or possible to make 

detailed ~round checks. the World Soil Hap (FAO) provides much 

useful infonmation which can frequently be improved upon by using 

satellite imagery. 

Recommen~a~ns for Strengthening Research Groups 

1 In addition to the penmanent staff, provide for short-tenm 

positions by visiting scientists. Individuals on leave of 

absence from universities and industry in this country and 

from foreign governmpnts can bring new ideas and enthusiams 

into an organization. 
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2 If at all po'sible. defy the trend of many universities of 

pe~itting stiff members to attend only a single national 

meeting and little else and many times having to personally 

bear a portion of the expense. In ~ opinion the best 

sabbatical you cln provide for researchers Ind teachers 15 

frequent attendance at profess1onal meetings such as this 

one. Other useful eXaMples: 

Attend symposia 

Consult for federal and international groups 

Invite visiting scientists to give lectures 

Accept speaking engagements to diverse ~roups 

Write review papers and research papers 

3 Adhere to reporting and research schedules. Universities 

are notorious for inabl1ity to adhere to tight project 

schedules, Telching faculty are particularly noted for 

this fault. perhaps because they must re9U1arly meet tight 

teaching schedules and thus may feel that they can let the 

research slide. 

4 Nothing breeds success 11ke success itself. Perhaps one-third 

to one-half of the rating in cons1deri~ research or 

educational proposals is based on the reputation and capability 

of the individual and the departMent. t.othing does more to 

boost these ratings than a past record of successful 

completion of projects and timely submission of reports. 
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5 Publish - avoid publish or perish pressure. but do not let 

reports to funding agencies be the final publication. 

6 Write - write continually. We are in In era of short time 

fuses. It isn't uncommon to have a month or less to respond 

to a "Request for Proposal." I can recall when it was 

considered optimum to spend many months preparing, reviewing, 

rewriting, etc. proposals. Review the subject of your interest, 

write a comprehensive review. write on various facets of 

it. It is difficult to sit down and write coherently under 

pressure. If you write frequently at your leisure. you will 

find it easy to assemble a final product when the tight 

guidelines are laid down. 

7 If you are an administrator - put your money on the winner. 

8 Include all segments of a research group in the planning 

process. It 1s disconcert1n9 to a data handl~n~ specialist. 

for example, to be asked to analyze inadequate data which he 

had no hand in planning. 

9 Strive to overcome departmental and school rivalries in 

research. A research authority has said "authorities", 

"disciples", and "schools" are the curse of science; and 

do mere to interfere with the work of the scientific spirit 

than all its enemies. 

10 Seek to share physical resources and expertise with other 

universities and with researchers in government. 
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NASA PROGRAMS IN TICHMOLOGY TRAMSrd •• .. 

AID THIll IlLATION TO IDI>TI SDSING EDUCATION 

lich.rd H. Wtinat.in. Manal.r 

"sional aa.ot. S.naina Applic.tionl Prolr .. 

•• tional Aeronautica and Spaca Ad.iniatratlon 

IITIODUCTIOM 

8y chart.r. IASA la • r •••• rch and dev.lopment a~ency. "c.ua. oper.
tlonal r •• pona1bil1ty for ualnl the technololY d.v.loped fr.quently r •• t. with 
oth.r orlan1zation.. techaololY tran.f.r to thoae uler. haa alwaya baen a c.n
tr.l f •• tur. of NASA prolrewa. 

In •• ch major ar.a of reapon.1b11ity, a v.riety of .. chani ... hal been 
.It.bli.h.d to provide for thi. tranaf.r of operatlonal capability to the 
proper end u •• r, b. it a Federal alency (e.,., in the ca •• of w.ather .atal
l1t •• ). lndultry (e.I •• ln tha cale of communicatlon.) or othar public .ector 
u •• r. (a.I., Itate loverament in the ca.e of remota len.lnl). In addition, 
tha TachnololY Utilization prolr .. wa. eatabllahed to cut aero.. all pro,r .. 
ar ••• and to uke avanabla a wealth of It.pinoU'' technol')IY (1.e., aecondary 
applicationa of .pace technololY to around-b •• ed ula). 

The tranafer of r.8Ota .enaing t.chnololY •. particularly to .t.te and 
local uler. - pre.ent •• cae re.l challen,e. in .pplication and education for 
RASA and the unlv.r.lty ca.munlty. Th. purpo •• of thia p.per i. to deacribe 
RASA' •• pproach to the tran.fer of remote .en.lnl technolo,y .nd the current 
aDd potential role of unlver.ities in the proc •••• 

DEVELOPMENT OF REMOTE SENSING 

RASA u.e of alrborn. remot- .en.or. to •• aiat ln the aolution of at.te 
and loc.l lovernment prohle .. e .. r,ed from internal policy r.c~nd.tion. tn 
1970. Two yeara later, the .y.teaatic .valuation uf .at.llita remota .en.1nl 
c.pabilitl •• belan w1th the l.unch of Land •• t 1 in 1972. Some 325 Land •• t 1 
lnv.atilation. and over 100 Land.at 2 inve.tisation. were conducted under MASA 
aponlOr.hlp, 1ar,ely by univ.r.itle., to •••••• the utility of .pace-borne 
.. naor. fo~ re.ource and environment.l .anltorinl. tn.y lald the ba~l. for 
applic.tlon. to f~11~, but Wdre, in .. ny c •••• , one of • kind .ctivit!e •• 

A IIOra coapr.hendv. NASA prolr .. to v.rify the utility of Land,.t d.t. 
and further it~ .doption beyond the .cope of b •• ic R&D prolr ... w.. undert~k.n 

*'re .. nted .t Conference ior Remote Senainl Edue.tor •• St6nford Un1ver
.1ty. 'alo Alto, CA, June 21, 1978. 



throu~h the Applications Systems Verification and Transfer (ASVT) program, 
initiated in 1915. Now extended to technology areas other than remote sensing, 
19 ASVT projects have been undertaken to date, providing in-depth proof of con
cept demonstr~tion for a v~~iety Jf technology applications in operational 
environments. 

ASVT project selection criteria stress large-scale applications with 
major potential benefits, the use of demonstrated, but not necessarily fully 
validated technology, user commitment of resources, ind,lstry involvement, and 
a definite endpoint for NASA participation. ASVT's utiL'.ze a total "systems" 
approach to projects and are designed to address all factors that might affect 
eventual adoption of the technology for operational use, fron technical sound
ness to cost benefit to institutional arrangements. Extensive documentation 
from these projects serve~ both to assist technology transfer ~o ~ew users and 
to provide a source of verified applications to train resource ,anagers in the 
use of remote sensing. 

UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS IN REMOTE SENSING 

Since 1974, the NASA Uuiversity Applications program has supported the 
application and transfer of remotp. sensing technology by encouraging direct 
interaction between universities and state and local governments (figure 1). 
Programs begin with identifying usera and problems and focusing on those prob
lems where remote sensing can provide information needed to make specific 
resour~e management decisions. The program also serves to establish remote 
sensing capabilities within the universities that can continue to support users 
after NASA support has been phased out. 

Since 1914, 26 schools (fig~ 2) have been supported under a ste~-funded 
grant program that progressively builds capabilities in new geographical areas 
as previously supported programs became self-sustaining. As a side benefit, 
there has been a large growth in the! "vailability of remote sensing education. 
In 1917, 131 courses were given to some 2,906 students with pa4ticipation by 
the universities shown in figure 3. 

A 1918 evaluation conducted by the Battelle Columbus Laboratories con
cluded that as a result of the program, state and ]~cal government involvement 
in remote sensing was growing, the program provided a nucleus for attracting 
independent support, and that the teaching of remcte sensing was growing 
(fig. 4). 

REGIONAL REMOTE SENSING APPLICATIONS PROGRA}f 

In 1916, the Jenera1 Accounting Office (GAO), the National Conf~cence of 
State Legislatures (NCSL). and the Space Applications Boarc (SAB) (a NASA 
advisory g;;oup under the National Research Council), recommended an increase 
.. ld focul'! in NASA remote sensing technology transfer efforts, particularly to 
state and local governments. In response to these recommendations, the 
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"aiona1 Remote Sensing Applications Prolr .. was initiated in January 1977. 
The goal of the prolram i. to systematically transfer to stata and local IOV
ernments the ability to effectively use Landsat data for their resource and 
environmental manag..ant and planning deciaions (fil. S). 

The program i. remote sensina oriented and provides a more direct approach 
to asdstance (including "hands-on" trainina) than had been the case in pest 
RASA progr.... A unified. national-scale approach i8 provided throulh three 
NASA centers, desianated Relional Centers, serving as cont.~ct pointe for the 
states in their regions. and as locations where NASA could build on existing 
capabilities to provide the full range of user sex vices required. The three 
centers are: 

• The Ames Research Center - Respon~ible for a l4-state western r~gion; 

• The Goddard Space Flight Center - Responsible for a 19-state . ~.3tern 
region; and 

• The National Space Technology Laboratories/Earth Resources Laboratory -
Responsible for 17 southern and central sta~~s. 

Other field centers provide liaison and information dissemination suppurt 
to the programs carried out at the three Regional Centers. 

The transfer objectives of the program are met through four specific types 
of activity (fig. 6) as follows: 

User Awareness programs serve to inform decision makers and agency per
sonnel about the capabilities of remote sensing and the experience of users 
elsewhere. Typical activities include workshops (such as a series of five 
workshops run by the National Conference of State Legislatures in 1977-78 for 
state legislators) as well as direct contacts with executive offices and state 
agency heads to inform them of remote sensing capabilities and to initiate 
planning for individual state programs. As of June 1978, working contacts 
have been established in 37 states, legislative workshops held in seven states 
and multi-agency workshops have been held in 19 states. 

Training of state personnel with operational responsibility for resource 
management has two objectives. First, it is a ne •. essary step in hE:1ping states 
acquire a remote sensing capability. Also, it prepares these person"~l for 
direct participation in the demonstration projects described b~low. Presently, 
the three Regional Centers provide both basic and advanced applications train
ing; eventually we envision ~ll basic training to b~ handled by the states, 
probably through universities although that must remain the choice of the indi
vidual state. We are working toward this goal through the sponsoring of 
university-taught short courses to assist and promote the integration of 
remote sensing into undergraduate and gr&duate curricula, and through confer
ences like this one to encourage interchange of experiences and t~chniques in 
the teaching of remote sensing. Since JanUAry 1977, over 200 individuals have 
receiv&d bbsic and. in many cases, advanced technical training; another 250 
managerp and policymakers have received less intensive orientation level 
training. 
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Demonstration projsote provide low-riak opportunities for potential users 
of reaote aenaina to evaluate specific applications in their 9WD workinl envl
roaaents. Because the end objective is operatio~ use of remote senainl, 
deaonatration projects must draw only on well proven technololY, such as that 
frOil ASVT or .. turinl R&D proar.... The objectives of the projects are to 
pout the way to better use of .vaUable reaource information and to provide 
the user with • baais for deciding if remote senaing can meet their operational 
needl. "Bands-on" user participatio'l is a requirement to assure that the uaer 
baa a firat-band basis for such decisions and projects are leneral1y of a 
multi-diaclplinary nature to provide aa much of a croaa-section of the p~ten
tial range of applications as possible. The likelihood of a state deci~ing to 
establish an operational remote 8ensing capability is vastly increased if it 
meets a variety of needs rather than a single one. Demonstration projects of 
varyiua complexity are now undelway in 14 states with another half dozen expec
tud before the end of the year. 

;sohnioaZ ae8i8tance~ the last area of activity, is perhaps the essence 
of act~al tranafer - a conti~uing interface with users establishing or operat-
1n~ tneir own capability to utili~e Landsat. Activities include joint evalua
tion of state conducted projects, providing information on new technology and 
the building of user contacts with sources of services, hardware, software and 
other expertise outaide NASA that can provide continuing operational assis
tance. Stimulation of private sector software, hardware and service capabili
ties is necessary as well as tie building of links between the state agencies 
and universitIes ior operating arrangements, technical advice and, where appro
priate, operational support. 

FUTURE DIRECTIONf. 

Turning t{ the future, there are two areas of activity that offer encour
alement for remote senSing, one for the area as a whole, and the second for the 
univarsity role in particular. 

Because Landsat 1s an R&D program, continued availability of satellite 
data has never bo,en guaranteed. In December 1977, a major step was taken 
toward assuring continuity of data with the Administration's decision to 
include a multispactral scanner on Landsat-D~ thus providing ~ontinuity with 
Landsats-l, 2 and 3. In March of 1978, Dr. Frank Press, the President's sci~ 
ence advisor and director of the Office of Science and Technology Policy 
(OSTP). requested a survey of state uses of Landsat by the Intergovernmental 
Science Engineering and Technology Advisory Panel (ISETAP), a committee created 
t~ advise OSTP on state and local government needs. The result was a strong 
endorsement for Landsat by state governments and a call for establishment of 
an operational system.* 

'Several months after this conference, in October 1978, tne White HO'lse 
issued a U.S. Civil Space !:'C'..;..:y Fact Sheet committing to "continue to provide 
data from the developmental Landsat program.:' The statement also gave NASA 
responsibility for chairing an interagency task force to examine options for 
integrating current and future systems into an integrated national system. 
Several bills have been proposed in the Congress to provide for immediate 
establishment of an operational system. 
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ISETAP found that soma 35 state. have used Landsat in 157 appllcetlona in 
the plenning and management of resource. with land cover inventories 
(18 states) and water quality assesaments (16 states) being the mo~t prominent 
uses. Althoulh many of the case. cited were one-time u.es, seven states have 
an operational Landsat capability, and 12 states legislatively recognize Land
sat programs. Of the 28 states that have used Landsat in operational programs, 
a number are on the verge of full operational commitments. ISETAP estimated 
that by 1979, $9 million of state funds and $8.5 million of state-controlled 
Federal funds will have been used for Landsat programs with a definite rise in 
commitments expected in the future. 

An analysis of barriers to expanded use of Landsat led to six recommenda
tions shown in figure 7. The growing enthusiasm of the states for future use 
of remote sensing is implicit in the strength of the recommendations, many of 
which require national policy decisions beyond the scope of NASA programs. 
Prominent among the recommendations is the call for comprehensive and continu
ing Federal technology transfer programs - specifically to accomplish the types 
of activity that have been discussed above. 

The panel also addressed the role of universities in the program, calling 
for their continued involvement in Landsat programs in providing remote sensing 
education, exploratory research, development of specific applications and data 
produ~ts, training of state and local officials. and providing consultation 
and advice. They did, however, acknowledge potential problem areas in that: 
(1) university roles have traditionally been oriented to R&D rather than the 
operational support called for in some cases; and (2) universities, particu
larly state univerSities, were frequently subject to political tensions that 
could affect their participation. 

The OSTpts analYSis of this report continues along with a broader evalua
tion of the institutional, technical, socio-economic and other issues central 
to the establishment of a national operational Landsat system, but the outlook 
is extremely promising. 

The second area of major future interest to the university community is 
the recent establishment of a policy ou academic involvement in R&D programs 
by NASA Administrator Robert Frosch; excerpts from this policy are shown in 
figure 8. The policy is directed to the basic research portion of NASA's 
discipline-oriented R&D programs and calls for ·'general strengthening of aca
demic programs in creative and independent r~search in aerr9pace science and 
engineering." In brief, the policy brings renewed recogniLion of the fact that 
much of the nation's expertise for addressing the major unsolved problems in 
all NASA's R&D programs lies in the univ~rsit1es. 

Specific plans for implementing this policy are still under development, 
but this affirmation of continued support for the active participation of uni
versities in the NASA program augers well for the role of universities in the 
development of national capabilities for using remote sensing. 

( 
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UNIVERSITY PARTICIPATION IN REMOTE SENSING 

With that backaround. figure 9 outline. a number of _pecific future roles 
that univeraities can play in NASA', r..ote sensing programs. 

Education, a primary university funct.ion. is a basic need in the process 
of technoloay trensfer and universities muat strengthen their capability for 
providing remote sensing education. Conferences such as this one can help to 
stimulate and reinforce that.procel', but the initiative remains with the uni
versity. NASA-sponsored ahort courses may encourage some aeneral acceptance 
of remote sensing in new departments, but universities must alto taka initia
tives to integrate remote sensing in existing curricula, and to use remote 
sensing both as a teaching tool and aa a fundamental source of data for solving 
problems. Remote sensing will not entirely come of agc until it becomes a 
natural and expected aource of information in agriculture. forestry. hydrolo,y, 
planning. and a host of other discipline areas that are the training grounds 
of future resource managers. 

There is a need to develop new type. of training material; and means must 
be established to provide for the continued exchange and shared use of mate
rials. The definition of t~aining requirements ~nd identification of available 
training materials through the univeraity-based Remote Sensina Science Coun~il 
(established through the Western Regional Applications Program) are two steps 
in that direction. 

The role of universities in NASA research 1s an important and growing oue 
with increased opportunities to be provided through current mechanisms as the 
Applications Notice process and flight experiment solicitations and those new 
initiatives developed as a result of the academic involvement policy referred 
to above. The University Affairs Applications Program will continue to build 
university capabilities in remote sensing to meet state resource management 
needs, in coordination with the statewide activities beina developed through 
the Regional Remote Sensing Applications Program. 

Turning to technical opportunities, there remains a major need for better 
processes to extract information from sensor data; that step. of transforming 
data into information. 18 the critical step in making remote sensing accessible 
for operational use. Another a~~a of growing importance to resource management 
is that of geobased information systems. Landsat, or any remote sensor, is 
but another source of information. Used alone, that information is of limited 
value, but when systematically com?ined with information from other sources, 
using the immense data processing capability of digital computers, th~ value 
and utility of the data is enhanced many-fold. Much remains to be done, both 
to further develop information systems and to optimize the interface of 
remotely sensed data with these systems. Much (but not all) of this work is 
of a development nature rather than basic research, but it represents the kind 
of technology that must be available for transfer in the next few years if 
remote sensing is to realize its true potential. 

User training is likely to remain a major area of direct university assis
tance to state programs. Basic training in remote sensing is a transitory 
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part of the NASA program, and rapid assumption of that function by univer~ities 
and other qualified sources will hasten the ability of state programs to become 
self-sustaining_ 

Where remote sensing programs are established in state governments, uni
versities will continue to be relied upon for technical assistance in applying 
the technology to traditional areas such as agriculture; forestry, etc., as 
extensions of current cooperative programs with state agencies. 

Finally, substantial opportunities may exist for universities to provide 
operational support to the comprehensive resource management programs now 
evolving in the states. The degree to 'which university capabilities are uti
lized depends on policies'of the state and its traditional relationships with 
its colleges and universities as well as the degree to which universities can 
and are prepared to adopt operational roles in many cases quite different from 
traditional research roles. 

The education and training of resource managers to help them understand 
the value of remote sensing and then to begin relying on it as a dependable 
and valuable source of information, is a job that we are, in many ways, late in 
starting. Universities have much to contribute, and we look forward to your 
active participation in building capabilities for what promises to be one of 
the most significant information explosions of the decade. 
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Forms of Interaction 

OFFICE OF UNIVERSITY AFFAIRS 
University - Space Applications 

I nstitutional commitment to public service 

Identify state and local problems which r.emote sensing can help solve 

Ass ist potential users to learn how better to use remote sensing 

Conduct remote sensing applications programs to bring remote sensing 
technology to bear on the solution of selected problems 

Stimulate, guide, and aid the faculty and students and others in the 
state to utilize information from the NASA earth resources satellite 
and aircraft flights in research and public service activities 

Provide a center of expertise and an operational laboratory for 
short course training and assistance in solving problems 

Make certain special ized equ ipment and images available to users 
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UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS I N REMOTE SENSI NG 

CURRENT OBSERVATIONS 

o ALL OF THE PROGRAMS HAVE ATTAINED SOME LEVEL OF STATE/LOCAL 
INVOLVEMENT 

o SUCH I NVOLVEMENT DEPENDS ON SEED MONEY TO DEMONSTRATE 
APPliCATIONS BEFORE STATE/LOCAL AGENCIES WILL PROVIDE FUNDING. 
STATE/LOCAL RJNDING HAS INCREASED FROM $258,(0) IN 1974 
TO $985,000 IN 1977 • 

o 213 OF THE PROGRAMS HAVE MINOR PRIVATE SECTOR INVOLVEMENT 

o UNIVERSITY PARTlel PAT I ON IN REMOTE SENSING IS LARGE AND GROWING. 
OVERALL DURING 1977, 137 COURSES WERE TAUGHT TO A TOTAL OF 2906 
STUDENTS. 195 FACULTY MEMBERS AND 393 RESEARCH ASSI STANTS WERE 
I NVOLVED I N THE RESEARCH PROJECT. 





REGIONAL REMOTE SENSING APPLI CATIONS PROGRAM 

OBJECTIVE 

USER AWARENESS 

TRAINING 

APPLI CATI ON DEM~STRATIONS 

TECHNI CAL ASSI STANCE 

APPROACH 

CONTACT AND ORIENTATION OF DECISION 
MAKERS AND OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL 

"HANDS-ON" TRAINING TO ENABLE KEY 
PERSONNEL TO UTI LI ZE TECHNOLOGY 

COOPERATIVE PROJECTS TO PROVIDE LOW 
RISK EVALUATION OF REMOTE SENSING CAPABILITIES 

FOllOW-ON CONSULTATION WITH USER AND 
STI MULATI ON OF NON-FEDERAL SOURCES 



I SETAP RECOMMENDATIONS 

0 FEDERAL COMMITMENT TO DATA CONTINUITY AND COMPATI BIUTY 

0 FEDERALLY SUPPORTED SYSTEM .. VIEW AS A PUBLIC SERVICE 

0 OEFI NE FEDERAL AGENCY RES PONS I Bill TI ES - LEAD AGENCY NEEDED 

• FEDERAL COMtt\ITMENT TO INVOLVE STATES THROUGH REPRESENTATIVE 
BODIES 

-...., 
l» 

0 COMPREHENSIVE AND CONTINUING fEDERAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROGRAM 
AWARENESS, TRAINING, DEMONSTRATION, ASSISTANCE," DEVEtOPMENT 

0 IMPROVED DATA PROCESSING AND DELIVERY SYSTEM 



POLICY FOR ACJ\DEMIC INVOLVEMENT 
I N THE NASA R&D PROGRAM 

ACADEMIC SCIENTISTS WILL CONDUCT A SUBSTANTIAL PORTION OFTI£ 
BASIC RESEARCH IN All DISCIPLINES IN THE NASA PROGRAM 

ACADEMIC SCIENTISTS Will PARTICIPATE. •• IN ALL PHASES Of BASIC 
RESEARCH 

• ACADEMIC BASIC RESEARCH GROUPS WILL BE ENCOURAGED TO SHOW 
INDEPENDENCE AND CREATIVITY IN THEIR WORK 

o BASIC RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES USING SPECIFIED NASA SPACECRAA Will 
BE AVAILABLE 

o NASA'S RESEARCH FACILITIES WilL BE AVAILABLE FOR BASIC RESEARCH. •• 

• COOPERATION IN BASIC RESEARCH ••• Will BE ENCOURAGED 

CONTINUING PROGRAMS WI II BE SUBJECT TO PEER EVALUATION AT LEAST ONCE 
EVERY THREE YEARS 

o NASA'S RELATIONS WITH THE UNIVERSITY COMNlUNITY WILL BE CONl>UCTED IN A 
MANNER THAT REFLECTS CONCERN AND UNDERSTANDING FOR THE ROLE OF 
UNIVERSITIES IN EDUCATION AND RESEARCH ••• 
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UNIVERSITY PARTlel PATION IN REMOTE SENSING PROGRAMS 

EDUCATION 
FACULTY FAMILIARIZATION - WORKSHOPS, SYMPOSIA, CONFERENCES 
INTEGRATED CURR I CULUM DEVELOPMENT 
TRAI NI NG MATER 1 AL DEVELOPMENT/EXCHANGE 

RESEARCH 
PARTI CI PAT I ON I N THE APPLl CATIONS NOTI CE SELECT I ON PROCESS 

RESEARCH, TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 

UNIVERSITY AFFAI RS SPACE APPLl CATIONS PROGRAM 
DEMONSTRATION OF PRACTI CAL BENEFITS 
ESTABLI SHMENT OF CAPABl L1TY FOR ASSI STANCE 

AREAS OF GROWING IMPORTANCE 
I NFORMATI ON EXTRACT I ON PROCESSES 
INFORMATION SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATIONS 

STATE ASSISTANCE 
TRAI NI NG OF USERS 
TECHNI CAL ASS I STANCE .. SOURCE OF EXPERT' SE 
SYSTEM OPERATIONS - AS DESIRED BY STATES 
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NASA'S WESTERN REGIONAL APPLICATIONS TRAINING ACTIVITY 

Charles E. Poulton 
Training Officer 

WRAP 

.... . .. 

Ladies and gentlemen and colleagues, the title of my presentation 

might lead you to expect that I am going to stand up nere, at this early 

point in the Conference, and tell you all the great things that the train

ing component of the Western Regional Applications Program is doing to 

support the demonstration projects and to foster a more effective tech

nology transfer in this important and dynamic field of remote senSing. 

This is not my purpose, although the full staff at Ames 1s working very 

hard to achieve these goals in some sectors, and to increase the 

total capability to achieve them in all areas. 

We have a concerted program of demonstration and training-related 

activity going on in six of the states in our 14·state Western Region and 

some limited activity in a couple of other areas. I do not, however, wish 

to lull you into the feeling that this is enough or that we have all the 

answers as to how it should be done. We need your help most critically 

because the job i~ not getting done anywhere near in proportion to need. 

We do not yet have a critical mass of manpower and resources devoted to 

this effort, and we do need to think thr~ugh and formulate a stronger 

cooperative program with the educational institutions in the region. 

One of our goals is to increase your direct involvement in transfer 

of the latest technology within the states and ecological regions that you 
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represent. An intermediate goal is seen in one of the primary purposes of 

CORSE-78--namely, to get you people from the educational institutions 

"involved in helping us to formulate a sound, education/training program 

and to clarify or specify the roles that the educational institutions. NASA 

anQ other government agencies, and the involved segment of industry should 

play in achieving the standards of education and training to ensure that 

technology transfer w111 keep pace reasonably well with the advancements of 

the art and science of remote sensing. 

Since I have been involved personally in the program for quite a few 

years. I do have a few ideas that I want to share with you--hopefully as 

a stimulus to your further analYSis of the problems, challenges and oppor

tunities. I also wish to give you a quick rundown on some of the policies, 

guidelines and concepts under which I believe that an expanded and improved 

tra1nlng program should move ahead. I shal" as wel" pose a number of 

questions for your contemplation. It is my intention to give you a back

ground in how we are thinking at the present time which, hopefully, will 

serve as a launch platform for your collective contributions during this 

Conference. 

As you have already been told, the central purpose of the Western 

Regional Applications Program is to stimulate appropriate use of LANDSAT 

technology by state and. local governments. This is being done initially 

through demonstration projects but with a longer term goal of finding and 

ident1fy1ng those uses and methodologies which do have a continuing and 

worthwhile role to play in resource allocation, development and management 

and thus, 1n the improvement of human environment at state and local 

levels. 
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We hope to bring about some re-adjustmP.nt of the proportionate dis

tribution in the use of LANDSAT imagery--with less than 2 P'!rcent presently 

being used by state and local goverments and only about 10 percent being 

used by colleges and universities. 

First. let us consider. "What is the problem, anI.! what are some of its 

possible causes?" With these 1dent1f1ed, perhaps we can initiate a cor

rective strategy. 

I presume most of us would agree that, on the average, among people who 

should know the state-of-the-art in the remote sensing of earth resources 

and human environment there 1s a substantial lag 1n real application. That 

is, too many people are working too far behind the forefront of technologi

cal capability, even within the academic institutions. If this 1s true, 

then it follows that we cannot hope to catch up in the continuing education 

and training of professionals already on the job until after the universities 

themselves have incorporated state-of-the-art training into their curricula 

and new graduates are less in need of an update. 

Following are some of the reasons why I think we face this challenge. 

Some of these may give us a clue to ways in which we can meet the challenge 

we face in education and training. 

1. The science and technology is a very rapidly, advanc

ing area. At best, it has always been a challenge to keep up, 

even for those institutions deeply involved from the early 

development. 

2. There has been a slacking off of support and of involve

ment by the un1vers1t1es s1nce Skylab, 1.e •• dollars for involve

ment have not been there. 
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3~ In the early ~evelopment years, a relatively limited 

ruabar of universities became identified by both design, chance 

anet perfOnMftCe as the leaders in the field of new remote sens

ing technology, often with very high levels of specialization as 

ceruinof these institutions were involved in specialized facets 

of the technological development. This lead to a situation Where 

the "in's were in" and the "out's were out," although in recent 

years most of these universities have also been very deeply 

involved in training programs which have tended to expand the 

horizon of competence, as did the ERTS-I, II and Skylab 

experi_nts. 

4. In most universities where remote senSing is taught, 

it is covered in one, two or three departments, generally with a 

very strong disciplinary orientation. When one comes to LANDSAT 

and related technology, a multidisciplinary involvement is often 

essential because the applications tend to be broader in scope 

and perspective, even though single discipline applications are 

still appropriate. Are departmental jealousies and prerogatives 

a hindrance to expansion and development? If they exist in 

relation to full development of remote sensing education and 

training. how can we change these attitudes and interests into a 

motivating asset? 

5. Use and application of satellite imagery in practical 

earth resource probleo solving requires some new orientation of 

thinking and, for many, a new conceptualization of methodology. 

Many natural resources decision-makers, managers and staff 
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people have certain understandable preferences for the higher 

~"esolution photography to which they have been accustomed. 

This makes it difficult for them to make the necessary transition 

and often to conceive how the new LANDSAT imagery can be useful 

to them. The solution of this problem similarly lies in the 

area of information. education and successful demonstration. 

6. The demand for students trained in the technology which 

reflects back from employers to the universities may not be high 

enough to put remote sensing training in the priority that we 

wcuiJ like. We are all well aware of the extreme difficulty of 

getting any new curriculum or even new courses approved in the 

normal university or college administrative and fiscal atmos

phere, and recent enrollment shifts have complicated rather than 

ameliorated this problem. I would like to dwell on this point a 

moment. 

Perhaps we have one of the proverbial "chicken and egg" 

problems. Is there a demand within your state for a higher level 

of involvement on your part~ the educational institutions, in 

providing education and training in these new and particular 

technologies? With state and local use being as low as it is, 

there is little likelihood that there is pressure, concern or 

interest emanating from the state and local agencies to employ 

students who have this particu14r knowledge and the supporting 

skills. Similarly. with 23 percent of the use being made by 

federal agenCies, how much of this is telegraphing back to your 

institutions a need and demand for increased training above and 
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beyond traditional photo interpretation and photogrammetry? Per-

" haps some of you are heavily involved in foreign work. Here. I 

should imagine. you are encountering some degree of interest and 

pressure to provide training or expertise in th~ application of 

this new technology as part of the solution to economic develop· 

ment and refinement in the handling of natural resources by 

developing nations. But what is the net effect of these demand 

factors in molding your institutional priorities for the improve

ment in education/training and technology transfer? Is a low 

level of demand part of the dilemma we face in achieving education! 

training goals? I suspect that it is. Where lies the key log 

and how large will the charge have to be to break it loose so 

that we can get the full benefit of the technology moving on down 

the river? 

In addition to the aforementioned pressures and encourage

ment from agencies within the state for its universities to 

increase their involvement in remote sensing training, there is 

another thing that has to happen as a prelude to action. This 

brings us to the next causal factor. 

7. The university administrator, chancellor or governing 

body must realize that this need is an essential part of service 

to the state and also be aware of the importance and potential 

rewards to the university of a,commodating that need. Until new 

programs or program expansion is sufficiently high on the priority 

list of the college and university administrator, nothing is likely 

to happen. in spite of faculty interest. If this is a valid 
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assessmlRt of one, phase of the cha 11enge we face. then al'e 

there some, things that we from NASA and the WRAP program can 

do to help ease your burden and challenge as faculty? We have 

envisaged the possibility of a systematic program of contact 

with.appropriate un1verstty administrators or governing bodies 

with'. view to presenting the needs, opportunities and capa

bilities of state-of-the-art remote sensing technology. We 

need your guidance. Is this an activity that would be helpful 

and shall we become engaged in it? 

With this partial picture of where we stand. I would like to move now 

to a few important guidelines and concepts for the training program as we 

see it •. 

Starting with the design of the WRAP demonstration projects and follow

ing through to their successful conclusion, it is imperative that those 

directly involved be particularly knowledgeable about the capabilities and 

limitations'of the LANDSAT system, how it can most effectively interface 

with conventional methods. and, in a nutshel" how to execute a thoroughly 

successful demonstration project which makes use of LANDSAT technology wher~ 

and in a way that is appropriate. We have approached these problems now 

in 6 of the 14 western states, and we find that the requirement for short

course training is real and urgent once a demonstration project is conceived. 

Too few of the people now actively working in their respective professions 

with state and local agenCies have adequate training and familiarity from 

their prior college and university experience to step into and successfully 

carry out. demonstration project without substantial assistance, close 

guidance and some help all along the way. Thus, it appears imperative that 
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steps must be taken to mI~e additional short-course training available 

within thepartic1pating states until such time as their own universfties, 

state colleges and community colleges can tool-up to carry the load~

recognizing also that tooling-up implies a fin'~cing mechQnism as well. 

In meeting this immediate challenge through the training element of 

WRAP. NASA has no intention of usurping or permanently taking over the respec

tive roles of these educational institutions. Our near-term involvment is 

purely and simply a stop-gap but, hopefully, also a stimulus. Our policy 

1s one of getting out of training and education in the well-established and 

proven areas of the technology·-in fact, staying out initially wherever 

local, educational institutions are in a pOSition to meet the immediate 

needs. Where institutions are interested in acquiring the capability to 

take on this responsibility within the state, it will be our policy to work 

closely with them, to the limit of budgetary and staff resources, and with 

a view to realizing some permanently beneficial spin-off to local educational 

capability from each and every demonstration project. We are already fol

lowing a policy of putting on short-course training in close collaboration 

with local educational institutions-·as exemplified in our training course 

this month at Montana State University. The local staff carried all of 

those elements of training in which they felt comfortable. We condl,eted the 

rest with our staff; and together we apparently provided a reasonably suc

cessful short-course training prograln to kick off the Montana Demonstration 

Projects. Everyone grew as a result of the experience. This exemplifies 

one of the patterns we would hope to follow. We are looking to your parti

cipation in this Conference to give us some guidance as to how we can be 

even more effective in working toward these goals. 
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We see the continuing and long-teN role of NASA in the educationl 

trlining field IS eventually being restricted to the forefront of new 

technology. we would 11ke to create a situation where. in this involve

-.nt. WI are working almost exclusively through the local educational 

institutions. OUr goal would be to bring and keep them up-to-date in the 

expanding technology so that even here our primary challenge is in transfer

ring the technology and capability to university staff and ensuring that 

theY have the facilities, proportionate to state demand and need. to pro

vide education and training at the operational forefront of the developing 

technology. 

To meet inned1lte needs, we beUeve the best job of training can be 

done when short courses are individuaUzed to meet the specific needs of 

state demonstration projects; but we believe these can still be designed 

sufficiently in the context of basic principles to have real educational 

value. Design of training to match the demonstration project generally 

requires only sound decisions on what to leave out in the interest of aVlil

able time and training needs. Whenever possible, training will be done 

with laboratory exercises taken from or near the demonstration project a ... a. 

We are devoting substantial time and effort to the development of speci

fic training modules which can be used repeatedly for reinforCeMent of 

learning. for clarification, and in a self- or programmed-learning mode. 

we have already begun to put these together and are maintaining a close 

liaison and working relationship with the Applications Group 3t the EROS 

Data Center on such matters. The modules will consist primarily of care

fully prepared visual aids for lecture support. s11de·tape and video tapa 

units. carefully prepared lesson plans. laboratory exercises and possibly 
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cQllpUterhed. prograaaed learntng untts for certain daonstration and 

tratning element •• 

To enhance the qualtty of training offered at the '''s Research Center, 

WI hive destgnated a local laboratory-demonstration area consisting of ~ 

adjac~t LANDSAT scenes ex~ing frol the coast eastward to the Sierra 

forested regton. Laboratory .xerctses and demonstrations dev.loped in this 

arel will include both visual and cOlllPUter analysts of LANDSAT. supporttng 

highflight and conventional photography and eventually cover a broad array of 

multidiscipline applications. Initia' developments in all these arllS are in 

response to the rtqu1r8lllnts of specific training programs; but we .xpect to 

prepare a reasonably caaplete set of support materials for education-training 

and thlt they will be exportable to other institution, for their use or as 

a pattern for preparation of local material. 

For training on the computer science side of imagery analY$is, we con

sider two guidelines important. First. the most effective training that we 

and the educational institutions can provide is in the generic context of 

principles, approaches, understanding of work flow. critical pathways and 

algorittlRs rather thin in the ..chlnics of specific software/hardware slstems. 

We hive tried the latter and found it impossible to keep up with JIIOdifica

tions in some systems. In addition, it is impnssfble to predict the direc

tion users will go as they select or IDOdffy supporting computer systems. 

Thus, the training goal should be to provide a sufficiently sound background 

that users cln go Iny desired direction in software and syst8l-speG1fic 

operation. I i ... g1", we are in agr .... nt with 1'I(\flY of you that better 

operator-user .. nuals are required for SPf'C1fi: systems Ind that it is imper

ative to keep these reasonably up-to-date. We have come to the conclusion 
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that. to the extent these .. nuals are essential, they lUst be the responsi

bility of the proponents of the software/hardware systllR and that system

specific training is best given in ... 11 groups on an operational workshop 

bash after the training tn principles and theory. 

Secondly. trainees tn cQlRPUter analysis f.ll into tt«) important groups, 

tach with tts own unique requ1rements for training. understanding and sktll 

developlant. These are: (1) The computer scientists and technicians who 

punch the buttons and make the system work, and (2) the users of informa

tion wtth their support staff who make a different kind of input to the 

operation of the analytical system. The interest of this latter group is 

pri .. ri1y or exclusively in the information output, whit it can do to make 

their jobs easier. and how they can use the information better to achieve 

their goals in management. The elements covered, depth of treatment and 

training .. phasis are unique to each of these groups. Both planning ~nd 

presentation must be responsive to their separate needs and roles in data 

analysis. While these differences might be ignored in the captive audience 

of the acad.1c classrOOll and curriculum, they must be recognized when 

working wi~~ user groups already on the job. 

Finally, one last gu1del~ne--1n some quarters, r.ote sensing seem~ 

to .. an different things to different people. We feel that tra1ni~g should 

present remote sensing as an integrated system of elements appropriate to 

the requirements of the data to be obtained. We should avoid presenting 

IllUltispectral, digital sat.llite data systems IS a stand-alcr.e element for 

two ",sons: (1) We need always to take the trainee frOll where he is to 

where he wants to be. This transition is easiest if made from photo inter

pretation to digital analysis of multispectral/lUltidate data; and (2) the 
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stl'Oftgestand .,st efficient information system is often a cOMbination of 

viSual interpretatfon, cQIIPUter analysts, -aircraft photography, low eleva

tion aerial observation and ground measurement. Thus, training should 

usually provide background and appropriate ski11s in both the visual and 

tCJII)Uter approach and in the options for matching from among all the above 

5yst .. elements when solving information problems through remote sensing. 

Finally, I have one last challenge to lay before you--on which to ask 

yoUr contemplation during the Conference and your advice. Does attainment 

of essential goals in remote sensing education and training require some 

re..orientation, expansion of change of emphasis in the NASA University 

Affairs Program as it has functioned to date? Should the University Affairs 

P~ram include a stronger element related very specifically to instruction? 

What should be the role of the universities in new research and development? 

Was this prematurely cut off or too severely restricted with the conclusion 

of the Skylab Program? Should the present applications emphasis of the 

University Affairs Program be continued as one of its elements? As 1 per

sonally view the problem, NASA's University Affairs Program could consist 

of three very im~ortant elements; and 1 would put these in the following 

priority order: 

(1) Stimulation, development and offering of new courses 

a"d/or curricula, short courses and technology transfer through 

regular academic programs, ~~operative extension and continuing 

education; 

(2) Research and development on new or perSistent tech

nological problems that have arisen directly from attempted 

application and demonstration projects--that is, R&D focused 
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on expanding the capacity and refining the capability bene

ficially t.o use the existing satell1te hardware and data systems. 

(3) University-lead demonstration projects designed to 

pilot tests, new applications of existing technology and espe

cially of refinements developed through the R&D in topic 2 above. 

This in total might be a larger program than the Congress, state legis~ 

latures and the American people would be willing to support at each and 

every interested university or college. Assuming this to be the case, how 

would you scope the program and where do you set the priorities? 

As we bring new colleges and universities into the program, one of the 

greatest risks, and the challenge that I see, is to prevent the tendency 

to re-invent old wheels because of lack of information. This suggests then, 

that one of our very important. near-term programs should be expanded train

ing for academicians who may become involved as instructors, as new R&D 

scientists or as new demonstration project leaders. What form should this 

kind of training program take? Who should design it? Where should it be 

conducted? What should the prerequisites for partiCipation be and how much 

depth of training is necessary to ensure success? What is the faculty 

demand for this kind of training? These are some questions that we look to 

you to help us solve. 

Scattered throughout the Western Region theY'e are a number of educa

tional institutions in an ideal position to help implement this kind of 

educational program for the academicians. Many of you can name them as 

well as I. Just to mention a few, the University of California at Berkeley, 

Santa Barbara and Riverside; University of Arizona; Colorado State University. 

South Dakota State; and Oregon State University. At the risk of stopping 
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here and reaping condemnation on myself, we would like to know if un1ver .. 

51t1tes such as these are in a position now to pick up and carry the load 

of further instruction for their academic colleagues with the goal of 

really bringing them to the forefront of technology? Can this be done 

with present resources, facilities, and staff? If not, what are your needs 

and what is the best way to put a few of these already established lead 

universities in a position to help us quickly make the transition, catch up 

and move on over greater horizons of opportunity in renlOte sensing 

applications? 

As a mechanism for more effectively interacting with the educational 

conmunity, we hope to see the acceptance and organization 0': a University 

Remote Sensing Science Council. A small committee headed by Dr. Jack Estes 

has been working on this idea for some months. They are holding a series 

of evening meetings during this Conference to further the work. Many of 

you have or will be contacted by this group and we encourage your participa

tion so that such a Council, if formally organized, will be truly represen

tative of the educational institutions throughout the western Region. 

In sun~ry, new remote senSing technology has a substantial, generally 

unrealized potential to help state and local governments do a better job 

in many areas of land use and natural resources development and management. 

Progress in expanding this use 1n appropriate areas is slower than many of us 

would like because we sincerely feel it has the potential of increasing the 

efficiency and effectiveness of local government in these areas. One of 

the major reasons seems to be in the lack of information and education and 

of highly successful, well-publicized and effectively-used demonstration 

projects. We do not have a critical mass of manpower and resources going 
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into awareness. education and training in this area. How can we bust the 

log jam loose and get moving? We need your thoughts. ideas and recom

mendations. we need the involvement of more of you and more involvement 

by those of you who are already in the act. What does it take to get from 

here to. there? With the hope of finding answers t· this and n~ny of the 

other questions 'I have posed in the past few minutes. W€ are looking for

ward with great anticipation to CORSE-78 as a mechanism for answering some 

of these Questions and finding solutions to the challenges we face in 

remote sensing education and training. We want and need your help! 
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INTRODUCTION .. 

Most federal and state agencies, some levels of local government and 

cer~1n parts of industry would agree that remote sensing will be an accepted 

source of environmental and resource information in the future. In IIIIny 

instances it is being adopted as a routine source of information today. It 

is widely recognized, therefore, that the universities and colleges across 

our nation must increase the number and quality of remote sensing courses 

at both the undergraduate and the graduate levels. This paper explores some 

of the problems and opportunities associated with the development of remote 

sensing education in the universities. 

At the heart of most of the problems is the multidisciplinary nature of 

remote sensing. Because of the many disciplines involved in the design. opera

tton and use of remote sensing systems, the academic community is having a 

hard time defining or even accepting a remote sensing prog~am. This paper 

addresses this and other problems and then makes some specific suggestions 

relative to sources of funding, teaching materials, etc. 

A BIT OF PHILOSOPHY 

There is currently a debate about the need for degree programs in remote 

sensing. The issue actually goes deeper and questions the legitimacy of such 

a degree. Remote sensing is said to be only a means to an end (actually a 

variety of ends) and is, therefore. only a tool. The implication is that we 

are training technicians or, at best, that we are training professionals to 

use It new too 1. 

Certainly the phc~ointerpreter is primarily a technician, and when we 

train the professional to follow cookbook procedures to extract information 

from an image, we have not taught him the science of remote sensing. Probably 

most of the courses in the universities today do just that, in part because 

they are taught by professionals who know remote sensing only as a tool, and 
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in part because thlre have not been textbooks available to teach the science 

of remote sensing. Books art in preparation at the present time which will 

solve the latter problem. but the modification of our attitudes about remote 

sensing will be more difficult. 

The multidisciplinary nature of remote sensing is given as another reason 

that degree programs may not be legitimate. For an undergraduate program. 

this is I reasonable argument. It would be very hard to design a four-year 

curriculum to teach all of the subjects encompassed by this field. For a 

graduate program, particularly a Ph.D. program. we should reconsider. 

What is a Ph. D.? 

The Doctor of Philosophy degree is so named because the p.arly scientists 

(Aristotle, Pliny, Leonardo de Vinci, Copernicus, Kepler, Galtleo and many 

others) were as much philosophers as they were scientists. They were as much 

into metaphYSics as physics. These early scientists were not narrow specialists; 

even in the nineteenth century and early twent1eth century. scientists worked 

in many fields. James Clerk Maxwell was involved with electromagnetics, heat, 

photography, dynamics of gases, and many other things. Similarly, the studies 

of Faraday, LaPlace, Planck, and many others were broad in extent. ~either 

did these men forget the importance of seeking an answer to the "why" of things. 

They were still part philosopher!, and they were scientists working in several 

disci pl1nes. 

The Remote Sensing Sp!cial1zat10n 

It is true that remote senSing finds its justificatfon in appl1c'tions 

to many other disciplines. This is not, however, particularly different from 

the field of engineering. Engineers apply their science or technology to 

the deSign of equipment, facilities and struttures for the use of others. For 

the most part, civil engineers do not design brfdges for use only by civil 

engineers nor do electrical engineers design gener&tors and motors which serve only 
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the field of electrical engineering. 

ThI only difference between the engineer and the remote sensor 15 the 

nature of and tt. .... d for their products. The Ing1nllr produces giant 

and facilities for which there is a great demand. Few people question the need 

for this product. and they fully recognize they cannot provide it without his 

assistance. 

On the other hand. the raIIOte sensing expert provides infonaat1on, which 

IIIOst of hts Ctistollers think they .. y be able to supply better in some other 

wa,y. Hence, the daand for the remote senSing product has been slow in 

."elop1ng and in .. ny instances his potential I!sers fi~:d remote sensing to 

be a threat to their ego. It is interesting to recall that Thomas Edison 

considered engineers to be only a necessary evil. He resented the fact that 

he needed them to turn his ideas into practical devices. Perhaps in time 

the information specialist will be accepted as completely as is tht engineer 

today. In the meantime, the education of remote sensing specialists will 

remain a questionable. almost clandestine operation. 

The Complete Remote Sensing Scientist 

The complete remote sensing scientist should know a great deal about: 

Electromagnetic Field Theory 
Optics 
Quantum Physics 
Biological Processes 
AtmospheriC Radiative Transfer 
Geomorphology 
Plant-Soil Relationships 
Computer Science 
Information Theory 
Photography 
Photogrannetry 
The Information Needs of His Users 

Obviously the remote senSing specialist is not being trained by any other dis

cipline. If we could train this remote sensing specialist, he would have a 

broad knowledge of science, would be a specialist in the information collection 

field and would understand the needs (and philosophies?) of his customers. 

How better could we define I modern Doctor of Philosophy? 
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DEVELOPING REMOTE SENSING EDUtRrON 

Even ff we should .g .... th.t there is II need for I Ph.D. progrm for 

remote sensing. WI will still be faced with two major problems: 1) We are not 

sure how to train hilt) and 2) the need for a speciaHst is still very small. 

It is apparent. therefore. that most remote sensing education progrlllS will 

remafn application oriented Ind only a few Ire likely to move toward remote 

sensing as a separate specialization. Nevertheless, WI will discuss both the 

discipline and the specialization options for remote sensing education, and 

we will leave it to the faculty of each department and college involved to 

determine which type of program best fits their needs and capabilities. 

The Discipline Orientation 

If a university chooses to develop remote sensing education around 

existing disciplines, this can be undertaken by introducing remote sensing 

into the appt'opriate discipline oriented courses or by ~evcloping special 

courses which emphasize remote sensing applications to a spe:1fic discipline. 

For 1nstance. courses in Geology. Archeology. Forestry. Hydrology, et al 

often contain a few lectures in the use of aerfal photography. This material 

could be expanded to include satellite, radar, and thet"mal infra-red imagery. 

but it is doubtful that most COUf'ses can accommodate many lecture hours that 

are peripheral to the primary course objectives. For this reason, ~ cannot 

encourage a program whi ch is l1mi ted to this approach. If thi s appt'oach 

1.5 combined with even one basic introductory course in remote sensing, 

then it might prove to be quite effective. That is, it will be ei~fective .if. 

the basic remote sensing course is a prerequisite to the other courses. 

If the student.s entering a discipline oriented course have had the basic 

remote sensing course, then the instructors may concentrate on the specific 

applications of remote sensing to that discipline, without having to spend any 
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time on the basics of a.r1al photography, stereoscopic viewing, photo-

gr .... tric measurements, etc. This should make it possible to discuss any 

of the pertinent reMOte sensing systems which-might be applied to I particu

'.r problem. 

Findtng I remote SIftsing specta11stto tllch I generll remote sens1ng 

:ourse w111 be the primary difficulty encountered in impll111nting I program 

such IS WI have jU$t described. It is unlikely thlt existing flculty, Iven 

though they lIy have used lerial photogrlPhY or satel11te images for their 

discipline, will be preplred to teach I general coune in remote 

sensing. This problem cln be solved. however, if a member of the 'Iculty is 

willing to tlke spectal training. Establishing special trafni~g programs to 

Iccommodate this need should be undertaken in the near future. with the 

assistance of the regional NASA centers. 

The program just described is not ideal because it is still very likely 

that the basic remote sensing cours. will have a strong emphasis towlrd 

the discipline from which the instructor hiS come. This may make the 

course not acceptable to other departments, who might otherwise want to 

introduce remote sensing into their cours. off.rings. A more idea' solution 

would be attained if a remote sensi"9 specialist were hired by one of the 

departments. with the understanding that several remote sensing courses would 

be offered. 

One should note that the hiring of a remote ser.~1ng specialist 

does not create I program for tr.ining remote sensing specialists. This is 

still a discipline oriented program. but the primary instru,t10n is 

being undertaken by specfalists in the field of remote sensing. It is very 

likely that the courses developed under a program of this type will be team 

taught. with the reIOte senSing theory being taught by the spec1al-

ist and the applications i~formetion being t'ught, at least in part. by faculty 

from other departments. 
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This type of progra has the advantage that the equtpment and other 

resourc,.,s required for a really high qullity educational progra cln be 

illicit aVlilabl. to severll depan.nts Ind conlgll. Of course. this requires 

some sharing of equ1pM1ftt MOney Ind flC111ties, if it is to be equitable for 

111 of the depl ..... ts Ind college, tnvolved. 

The final probl. to be clrefully considered is the selection of the 

department within which this prograM will be housed. With the shortage of 

resident instruction funds that .xists at IIDSt universities. there may be 

SOllIe hesitancy to =-1t funds to I progr. not totilly oriented towards 

the major dtplrtllent d1scipl1r,!. ldeilly. the resident instruction support 

should COllIe from ." of the r~Plrtments Ind colleges involved and then the 

selection of" departllent to house the progrllll will be based only on 

convenience or interest. 

The Remote Sen\1M Smhl1zatfon 

R~~e sensing spec1e11sts could be placed into two basic categories. 

systems tng1neers end applications specialists. The syst_, engineer or 

optical ~!hy51cist is needed to deSign the hardwlre which will be flown in 

an aircraft or a stltellite. Thls type of specialist is be1ng trained by 

numerol.ii engineering and physic departments across the country. He may 

not Dr trained specifically to deSign remote sensing systems. but most 

opt" .. 11 physicists and/or electronic systems engineers can learn the 

~; .... sen1;ng r.pec1IH~.t1o~, without a g .... t dell of difficulty. Our 

concer'r, h not the tr,\.~1ng of these specialists, but rather. we are 

concerned with the training of the remote senSing applications specialist. 

Specifically, we need to train remote senSing specialists who can 

communicate effectively with both the engineers and physicists who design 

the systems and the geologists, biologists, hydrologists. entomologists. et al .• 
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.. wtll be using .... te sensing dati IS I basic source of 1nfo .... t10n. The 

qwut10ft ., be liked. "can Ift1 OM person be tra1Md to cOIIIIItn1ute with 

111 ()f the d1sc1pllne specialists'" The ansWlr to fJlis question .. st be. "No." 

Many tIIOte sensing specillists can discuss applications of remote sens1n9 

at an int!"Oductory level with IIOst, if not all, of the dhciplines. Really 

detaned dta(:uss' ons, howver. (wh1ch w111 be required for .ny applications) 

are be,JOnd the capabn ity of any OM pinon. 

Therefore, a departllent undertaking the development of I progrlll to 

train graduate ltvel reMOte sensing specialists should be prepared to Iccept 

students fl"Olll 111"1 disciplines. The progrlll It Colorldo State University 

his students f .... baCkgNUnd IS divene IS geology. fhherie! and wildlife, 

fortstry, geography. civl1 engineering, computer science. It al. A .part

IIItnt which is used to hiving all of il;5 students well trafned in its basic 

disCipline .y hive difficulty in reluing requirements such that studenu 

fro. a wide range of disciplines may be accepted. Certainly, there must 

be SOMe requirenents in the Ireas of phYSics, chemistry, mathematics .nd 

statistics. and computer science. Discipline requirements, however, must 

be .'nf.'. 

In a progrlll of this type it is likely that most master of science 

students will be training to specialize in the application of remote sensing 

to their Plrtieu·l.r discipline. Ph.D. c.ndidates. on the other hand, may be 

training to carry out research in _ remote sensing labor_tory or to teach 

and undertake research in ICI_ia. 

The dtpartlent or college which provides a home for this kind of remote 

sensing specializ.tion progrlll must be willing to devote f.eilities and 

several faculty positions to this field. The department should, of course. 

be one which will make extensive use of remote sensing in t,S other disci~lines. 

It .,,.t be genuinely interested in multidisciplinary education and resea~h. 
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:a1 .. _It ...... tl wtll not ha" unu.ned IUPtIOrt for their ,...,te 

Hnl1ng prog .... , a dletstan IIIIlt be .aGe ",lat1" to thl ...,...111 "'1eta the 

progr. will hi... Faculty"'ra could be hired to provtde .... 111 to 

Ift1 of the following ftvl areas: 1) cQllPUtlr analysts, 2) phototnterp",tat1on. 

3) ,*~tl7. 4) .,..,.tcal prinetplll, 5) 1n11 .... r1~ and do1ln. It is 

posstbll that all ft" of the .. capOn 1ttll could be CO"red by tw or ttaret 

peopll. Ftndtng such peopll, taM"r. w111 not be parttcularly .asy. HtncI, 

if the progt. 1s to be undertaken with only tw f~culty .... ra. it 11 Ukely 

that an .... 111 will have to be plaCId on two or thret of the above a",as. 

In the opinion of thts author, any educattonal pragr. ""ieh wants to 

•• elat. to the training of ,...,te Slnstng sptC1Iltsts ... t tnelude .xpertt .. 

tn t .. .,..,.tcal prtnetples upon ""tch reIIOte senstng 11 ,baled. T .... physical 

principles dictate the 11.tts of 1ft,lnnrl", and deslln, cQIIPUUr lnalys1l, 

photogr_try, and photol nterpretatl on. This r.lPlb111 ty. therefore. IIIUS t 

be obtatned in the Inlt f al hiring of f .. c,,1ty. Ttw ot ... r CaPlbt11ttll to be 

...... Itztd will undoubtedly be dlte",lned on tN basts of the prt .. ry 

applicationl of intertlt to the depa....,t undertaking this protr. lnO the 

flC111t1'5 It hand. 
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FUNDING THE NEW START 

Once a decision has been madl by a department to develop or significantly 

expand the teaching of remote seftsing the faculty w111 then be faced with 

the~-probl.'"of'"owto prov1de' furid1ng~ 'In these nays Of very restricted 

university budgets and strong competition for research dollars, this is not 

an easy'tb1nv' to do. Some possible solutions to tnis dilemma will be r.onsi~ered 

in three parts: 1} the fundIng of new faculty and staff, 2) the purchasing of 

.quipment and 3) the acquisition of teaching materials. 

-~-

Faculty and Staff 

The National Science Foundation and the HEW Office of Education both have 

grant programs which may be tapped to obtain funding for a new program. 

One must examine t~ current description of these grants very carefully to 

determine the criteria for funding. such that a program may be designed to 

be consistent with their goals. The Office of Education grants are 

mostly oriented toward undergraduate programs; whereas, the NSF grants include 

monies for both undergraduate and graduate education. The remote sensing 

program at Colorado State University was aided significantly by an NSF educa

tion grant. 

If funding from an education grant ;s to be used for a new start or 

expansion of an existing program, the departments and faculty involved 

should carefully evaluate the kind of program they are developing and 

make sure that it meets their long range goals. It is always tempting to 

modify one's goals to agree with the criteria for a grant, simply to obtain the 

needed support monies. Eventually, however, the grant monies will disappear 

and the programs must become self supporting. Careful consideration must be 

given to the long range source of funds (resident instruction and research), 

which should be consistent with the long range department and faculty goals, 

if a healthy and stable program is to be achieved. 
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There ara numerous opportunities whereby NASA and other federal agencies • 
. 

interested in remote sensing. could help a struggling new program by requiring 

more direct involvement of the universities in demonstration projects. Most. 

tho~gh not 111. demonstration projects with state agencies use NASA personnel 

and NASAfactl1t1e, for the processing of remote ~ensing data. Although 

some direr.t NASA or other federal agency involvement is probably necessary 

for many projects. the opportunities to involve the universities are fur the 

most part overlooked. This could be a very effective way to help fund an 

expanding education program, while carrying out demonstration projects to 

interest state agencies in remote sensing. Furthermore, secondary benefits 

would almost certainly accrue from building closer ties between the state 

agency and university personnel. 

EguiPm!nt and Facilities 

Probably the best sources for monies to obtain educational equipment 

are the National Science Foundation equipment grants. These grants require 

matching funds from the state. so some state support must be available before 

this source can be tapped. Grants are typically in the $10,000 to $30,000 range, 

so when matching state funds are added you can obtain a great deal of equipment. 

Specialized equipment can also be obtained 1n conjunction with research 

projects. This equipment, however, may not be the most desirable for educa

tional purposes. Nevertheless, it is important to have good research equip

ment on hand to support graduate students and their thesis research programs. 

In some instances it may be possible to obtain equipment on loan from federal 

agencies to support specific research projects, but of course, these 

equipments ultimately must be returned to the funding 8gencies. TMs can 

be very helpful. however, for getting a new graduate research program started. 
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Teaching Materials 

A new progrIM~11 probably find it particularly d1ff1cultto obtain 

.'htesfor lectures and iuges for use in laboratory exercises. After 

several years experience in this field, the faculty IMIIber will begtn to 

build up hts own sets of slides and 1_ges. But in the meantime he needs 

some packaged sets of .tertals to get started. 

For lecture purposes, the Technology Application Center at New Mexico 

University has developed several slide-tape cassette programs dealing 

with remote sensing. These include a basic set governing remote sensing 

principles and several application tape-slide series. Specifically the 

series which are available now are: R 100 Remote Sensing. R 200 Food Watch 

by Satellite, R 300 Prospecting by Satellite. R 400 Hydrology by Satellite, 

and R 500 Forestry and Remote Sensing. These can be obtained from the 

Audio-Visual Institute, 6839 Guadalupe Trail NW, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 

87107. 

Purdue University also has a comprehensive set of slides and audio 

cassettes covering the principles and applications of remote sensing. 

There are other organizations as well which have slides and cassette programs 

available, so lecture materials should be readily available to anyone needing 

them. 

The availability of infonmation for use in laboratories is more i~str1cted. 

The U. S. Forest Service has recently reprinted their basic photo interpreta

tion kit which concentrates, of course, on forestry applications. These kits 

include problem sheets, aerial photo protractors, crown diameter scales, 

a photo alignment guide. a parallax wedge, a slope percent scale. and several 

dot grids for measuring areas. Several black and white photographs are 

included for carrying out exercises for each of the thirteen problems included. 

A training handbook is included which describes the basic techniques in forest 

photo interpretation. These are good besie materials, but they will have 
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to be supplemented with some color and color infrared photography and 

satellite imagery, since none of these remote sensing products are included. 

These basic photo interpretation kits may be obtained from: 

U.S. Forest Service 
Cartographic Infonlation Office 

Engineering 
324 25th Street 

Federal Building 
Ogden, Utah 84401 

In 1975, NASA published a document, Photointerpretation Guide for 

Forest Resource Inventories, JSC-0997. This guide includes color and 

color infrared photography so it is more up-tO-date than the kit obtained 

from the Forest Service. 

The U. S. Geological Survey, EROS Dat,~ Center at Si.ouY. Falls. Sout., 

Dakota has prepared laboratory exercises using ail-craft and s~tenite 

imagery which cover a variety of applications and could be very easily 

incorpoated int~ a laboratory course. The exercise~ include hydrology, 

geology, land USg and forestry applications, et al. so they prcvide a 

broader scope of exercises than do the previous materials describeo above. 

If interested, an inquiry relative to availability and cost should be sent 

to the EROS Data Center. 

The Colorado School of Mines of Golden, Colorado offers a Geology/ 

Remote Sensing laboratory manual with images. This manual and the images 

concentrate exclusively on geological applications. 

The Aerial Discovery Manual, published by John Wi:ey and Sons, can be used 

quite effectively in beginning laboratory courses. This manual consists 

of a basic section on aerial photographic interpretation, plus sections on 

photogeology and photohydrology. This manuai could be particularly helpful 

for a new program since printed images and maps are included in the manual for 

use in laboratory exercises. 
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It shculd be emphasized that none of the materials described in this 

section are being recommended over any other sources which may be available. 

These are the materials of which this author is aware and they are mentioned 

here only as a service to those who may not have such information. 

Anyone who has taught remote sensing knows there is a basic flaw in 

the use of Q~y of these packaged Sdts of slides and images. The flaw is 

the iack of indepth familiarity with the image and the scene it covers. 

Inevitably students are going to ask questions which the instructor cannot 

answer. As soon as possible, therefore, the instructor should d~velop 

teaching materials from his own research. 

Slides can be obtained from ~~search projects at little cost. Hp.nce, 

lecture materials should not present any problem. Obtaining multiple copies 

of images for laboratory use, however, can involve a large expense. This 

presents an opportunity whereby NASA and/or U.S.G.S. could assist faculty 

in developing teaching materials from research products. The benefits 

would be many, including more up-to-date courses and more student awareness 

of the role of research in education. 
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The Use of ~rultimedia and Programmed Teaching Machines 
for Remote Sensing Education 

Joseph J. Ulliaan 
University' of Idaho 

WHA'r ARE WE TALKING ABOUT? 

An instructional technologist whimsically suggested an alt~rnative 

to the title of this presentation: "Remote Sensing Interictive Mechanisms 

for Pedagogical Enhancement in the ~'1agement of the cugnkv. Domain."!! 

That mayor may not m~ke more sense to you than the given title, depending 

on your knowledge of the terms used. To get us all on the same wavelength, 

I think it best to define some terms, even though the experts in instructional 

technology do not always agree on the definitions of terms. 

Terminolov 

"Instructional technolo&y" is the broad term used to encompass 

multimedia and teaching machines, just &.5 "remote sensing technologytt 

is used ~o encompass multiband and multispectral scanners. Instructional 

technology has been referred to as a new applied behavioral science 

approach, using scientific methods developed in many of the social and 

behavioral sciences, to solve the problems of teaching and learning 

(ref. 1). The technology includes equipment and media resources--the 

hardware and software-wand the process of systematic instructional 

planning, often referred to as pedagogy. In defense of the jargon used 

(we likewise use much jargon in remote sensing): many people do 

belittle the jargon in a new field of endeavor, and it proba~tY does 

sound cliquish to most of us at times; but if we consider that the 

American English language is a living language because it is constantly 
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chanalng and Srowi~l. we w111 not disparage the use of words developed 

to express 'OD!e idea or concept. Someday those words w111 be ~ standard 

u.a.ae. 

MUltimedia and teaching machines are only one aspect of 

instructional technology. MUltimedia means the sequential use of a 

variety of instructional materials for presentation or for self-study 

progr81U. Media include all printed. mechanical. and electronic forms 

of communicati~n, anything that is a carrier of communication (ref. 2). 

The teachin& machine is. in essence. any machine which supposedly teaches. 

(The teacher, if you consider a human being a biolo&ical machine. is 

also a teaching machine--the original teaching machine.) Yet, if we are 

more concerned about the goal of education--of having the student 

acquire knowledge, we should be talking about learning. The so-called 

teaching machine might preferably then be any machine which helps the 

student to learn. Media are inherently a part of teaching machines. 

SeoEe 

Now that we have defined the basic terms, I think you can see where 

the scope of this paper might lead us. Given that one instructional 

technologist has already predicted the demise of the teaching machine 

and given that you are probably tired of hearing anything about another 

"multi" then our introduction becomes the scope of the paper, if we were 

to leave it at that. But I believe we must expand on our title and talk 

about instructional technology, not only about the media/machine component, 

but also about the systematic way of designing, applying and evaluating the 

t,;)ta1 process of teaching and learning. 
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1'2AatSRS_ NaD 10 LEARN 

AI. tochen (i.e. .tho.e who facUitate leami.., for the.tucllDt) we 

..... to have ... Jcnowled,eof the fUnctioni .. of the llU'lliD, PI'OCIII--

we need to leal'll how to teach. Maay te.chers are elther resIDtful of the 

ftew instructional technolol)' _thodl or are reluctant to use th .. because of 

their own unf .. Uiarity. Many of us have tho •• f •• U ... , just as I18ny othen 

have those sa.. feelings about relat ••• nsi., technololY. partially because 

r.ot. sensi .. is a new field which has beeR oversold at U_.. Eventually 

tile" will be lNIIly desirable results frca both instructional technololY and 

reaote sensin, technololY. after the proper research has been conducted, 

practical uses proper~y deaonstrated. and re.ults properly coaaunicated to 

the users. 

As teachers we ... t be aware of what we are tryin, to accomplish 

and .. st ask ourselves a couple of question.: Are we trying to determine 

which students are more capable and Who therefore will get the At If C, D, 

and P, or ar·, we trying to trans.it ideas so others can learn to be 

better, more creative persons? It see .. to III that the goal of most 

universities i. toward the latter and therefore we should at least be 
. 

strivin, toward that goal even though we .ust coepro.ise at ti ... to 

satisfy our human li.itations. We all realize that there is a tradeoff 

here between ideals and ti.e and resources. 

WHAT TEACHERS NEED TO KNOW 

In their book "Instructional Technoloar: Its Nature and Use, If 

Wittich and Schuller (ref. 1) point out so.. basic ,IDeralizations and 

,uldin, principle. of learninl and when .ad!a beca.e appropriate: 

1. "Effective learning begin. with firsthan~ or concrete exper
iences and proceeds toward .are abstract experiences. Thus a 
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.tudent who has the advantal' of reactina to well-selected and 
wisely used aed1a and aaterial •. e&n learn .ore effectiv.ly than 
on. who is prov1ded with laraely verbal lnforaation and .. teria1s. 

2. A leamer ))Mflts aost frroa in.truction when he becoaes involved 
throuab his own inter.sts and desire.. Well-cholen educational 
aedl. present coaceptl in such a way al to ind te int.r.st and 
stt.ulat. lnvolv .. ent. 

3. A Itudent who is knowledaeab1. and whose interests ar~ aroused 
is better able to perfora as a creative. inventive huaan beina. 

4. The .st objective evidence that a learner hal accomplished his 
,oal is to be found as one observes and evaluates the quality 
of the responses he .akes to instruction. Observable behaviors 
lhown by learners after they nave responded to aedia instruc
tional opportunities present tan,ib1e evidence that can be 
aealured, evaluated, and used by teachers as the basis for 
continual rep1anninl and iaproveaent." 

A 'tHEORY OF LEARNING 

There are many theories on how students learn and one of the most 

intriauinl, especially for remote sensine specialists, appeared in the 

Journal Phi Delta Kappan, February 1978 (ref. 3). 

The author of that article believes that schools are largely brain

antagonistic in the sense that the process of learning depends not upon 

what the teacher hal presented in class but more so on the total, 

previously stored .xperience of a particular brain. Neur~scientists 

generally agree that the brain works by programs, not. in a logical step

by-step manner, but by processinl slowly along many sequences at unce 

and by perceivinl patterns. Proster theory defines leamin, as the 

acquisition of useful prolrams which are stored in the brain in structures 

or t!prosters." These "prosters" are found by pattern detection and the 

best way to enhance learninl is to provide lreat amounts of input. 

Hart believes aedia can provide the .. chanb. for providin, 

,reat amountl of raw material to the student, but the lledia or teachinl 
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aelda".:: ..at "properly PJ'OIn ••• ad Jtepolnt. out why: 'f'(be 

teac1a1_ aclalae. tlle ,reat fallure of He_t year" wu not orl_te4to 

buUd .. elul P1'OII'IIII but iDlt'" focused only on I'1IA& "'wer'. 0tIIer 

audiovisual devic.s, too,. ask for ript .awerl ntbel' than auUe 

correct prolrea bul1dlnl ••• tt 

As Aaron Katz says, ",ad,ets an necellar)" but insufficient," (ref. 

.. 

4). It tak.s people to pro,rIII achin •• , and in both e4ucational t.chnolol)" 

and reaote sen.ina technolo&7, the herclware is 1101" advanced than the 

software, just u technolo,y in I.eral 11 ahead ofaankind'i abUity to 

cope with it. In fact, Wittich and Schull.r (ref. 1) co .. it the v.ry 

Sin they are att .. ptin. to disp.l by continuin, the ayth and proaotinl 

the f.ar. of people who believe the achin. is bec0ll1nl --.n. They 

stat. that t~hav. proved beyond all doubt th.ir ability to coaaunicate 

app~opriat. content information with .fficiency." In this respect we had 

better be careful--for w. lIlay soaeday yet aet to the point of buildin, that 

computer which occupies 9 square blocks and is 10,000 tiats .ore advanc.d than 

the ILLIAC computer. And scientists will marvel over this device and ask the 

one question aDst on their lIinds, "Is there a God?," and f.ed it to the cOlllpUter. 

And the computer will spit back the answer, "There is one now!" 

In the plannin. and execution of l.al-n1n, Itrateaie. we lIli,ht take 

the lu".stion of Carpenter (ref. 5), who ,ives th.se practical JUldelines: 

1. Provide a variety of cOl~itlon. for leArnin,. includina .iz. 

and cOIIpOsition of the leamin, Jl'OUp. the schedule and depth of material: 

2. Simulate conditions which the .t~dent .. y encounter in his 

future leamin, situations. 
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S. Traia atudeatl la the .tratellel and Ikllli for l.arnIn, under 

theapecitl conclltiOG' (1ike Wid4ualhed learnina) prodded for 

' .... 1 1N1'11i .. _ 

4. Train ltuclnta to 1.rn to be aut ..... learnen. 

'1'H8 GOOD AND TIl! lAD OF INSTRlX:TIONAL TBCHNOLOGY 

Aclvaatyes 

It hal beea shown In .any Ituclles that Itudentl can learn effeetively 

with net; iftltructional tecllftololY .. thocll and ..etla. SolIe of the 

rea.onl for tt \1 ar.: 

I. A lreater variety of _thocIl IftCI _I ..... are po.lible. Thl. 

can reinforce leamina. 

2. A ,reater variety .. y .ativate so.e student I who .. y BOt 

otherwise have beea iftlplred. 

3. Students can ,et .are involved In the leamial procell. 

4. It .. y belp to laprove the teacher because the use of inltructioaal 

technoloay requires .ore exactinl work. 

S. It can bdn. renowned inltructors into the proar .. throup 

the use ot' audiovisual aids. 

6. It can keep _tedal current with audiovisual aids. 

1. Teacherl can reach a Ireater audience. 

8. More responsibility to learn is put on the .tudent where it 

b.lonal • 

UaitaU.OftI 

Ther. ar. also possible drawbacks in the use of in.tructioaal 

teehnololY that we should be aware of: 
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1. AI In.tnactor. we uy .... to lo.e per.onal contact with the 

nud6nt •• 

2. So8e Itudent. uy 10le motivation becaule of the lOIS of 

personal contact; SOlIe Itay not take the responsibility to learn. 

3. Coats .. y be hip for equipllent, materials, and pro.r .. in •• 

4. Much plannina is necessuy. 

S. If In.tnactor. tie theaselvel too closely to the use of -.di. 

and teaching uchine. they .. y 10le fl_xibility. 

6. We cannot allume •• tudent has learned once he has viewed a 

llide/tape pro.ram. There IlUSt be a chan.e in behavior, and feedback. 

7. Media .. y not be appropriate for ZhlIIe topics. 

WarninlS 

Th.re are S08e who warn us to be wary of individualized or pro,rammed 

instruction. Charles F. Hoban (ref. 6) believes that some of the ideas 

which have come from psychologist 8. F. Skinner's philosophy, especially 

pro.raaaed instruction, individually prescribed instruction and educational 

objectives in behavioral terms of performance, can be antisocial because 

of a la~k of enaaaament in aroup or team activity and interaction, and 

in coamunity involvement. Hoban is not saying there is no place for 

the.e concepts of education but that they cannot be Yelied on totally, partly 

because there has not been thorough research on the long-term results of 

such education. Likewise, hardware cannot be relied on totally to 

accoap1i:sh the ~Jucation task, but rather "the development and pro!IUlaation 

of understandin, and application of the systems concept." (We !lUst realize 

that the types of instruction pr~ted by Skinner need not be on an individual 

basis but can be done also on a group basis). 

Others warn that we are becoaing machine-dependent, that we are 

prouder of our .. chines than of our peonle or of tne products of our 
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~~l.s. Take for ex..,le a retIOte ~enl1nl speciaUst Ibowlna off hlJ 

new half·.UUon-cioUar i.'ae process1na .. chi. which hu, a. 

,et, shown no u •• ful r.l~lt.. But .. chine. do have th.ir place, and we 

coulel if we wanced, put our creative h.-an eraeray to bettel' use if we 

.. loyed _chin.1 to do tasks IIOrl l\litod to thela. t.lalti .. cU. an4 

teachina .achine. are Ixpedierat to handle lara~ ftUlberl. and if w. 

really want to t.ach and have student I learn. than we should take advantaa. 

of .. chines: ule the. as aids '0 w. can bftter u:e our tAI.nts to teaeh. 

Llan fro. Hist0!l 

Instructional technolo" and all it impliel can be uled effectiv.ly 

and will not nec.l.arily b. the deals. of aducation··Jult AI the 

ability to write did not .. an the demise of truth a. Socrat.s IU'I.lt.d 

to Ph.edr\lS about the newly .C'!c::.t~Nol _oility to w!'ltc: "for this discovery 

of yours will cr~.t. foraetfulness in the learners' soul, because thoy will 

not ~~ their • ..ories: th.y will trust to the .xternal writton characters 

and not r.meaber for the.selves. The Ipecific which you have discovered 

II In ald not to ...ory, but to r~iniscence. and you aiv. your diSCiples 

not truth, but only the ._lanc. of truth; they wi 11 be he.nrs of uny 

thinal and will have l.arn.d nothin," (ref. 7). 

The purpose of planned education is to motivate ana teach many 

people at an advanced rate to learn how to l.arn ~nd to be creati~ •• 

productive huaan bein,s. Otherwi:e, people could learn on their own, in 

their own way a~d in their own tiae. Media can as.ist to help .otivate 

and teach at a rate faster than the daily trial and error learnin, .xperience. 

Stl'Olle and Lauer (roi. 8). in discussing the efforts beina .. de to shol'~elt the 
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time to transfer technology, point out that media are a principal 

means for motivating and communicating with others in this educational 

process. 

Disappointments 

Some instructors never did beliove in the new instructional technology 

and many others have been disappointed by the rest\lts thus far generated. 

Gillett (ref. 2) lists some of the basic causes for this: 

1. The 11".·5" pervasive cau::.e is the lack of understanding about the 

process of human learning. One result of this is the selection of 

inappropriat~ Qediums for a particular message. 

2. Lack of sufficient funds. 

3. Significant change, as promoted by instructional technology, is 

not ~ossible in an educational process which is basically conservative. 

4. Because of such fears as "machines replace teachers in the 

classroom," there is much indifference or antipathy toward the use of 

technology. 

S. Many programs that have been developed for instructional tech-

no logy have been poor and therefore do not sell. 

6. Much equipment is poorly designed and obsolescent. Hardware 

• and software are not always compatible between brands. 

7. Joth hardware and software may not be easy to get. T~ley may 

have to be scheduled months ahead of time and at inappropriate times 

during a course. The process of getting an item may be more trouble 

thaI! it's worth. 

8. Most instructors have not been trained to use instructional 

technology and are therefore not aware of its capabilities and generally 

reluctant to use something new. 
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9. Media specialists have not been included in curriculum 

development. 

DeBernardis (ref. 9) bluntly states that very little media have been 

integrated into the teaching and learning process. Meierhenry (ref. 10) 

lookina at the role of media in the future of higher education, noted 

that educational technology is most prevalent in engineering, computers 

and applied health fields, in community and technical colleges, in 

nontraditional types of education like open universities, and in the 

military. Meierhenry does not explain why this is so; some of these 

areas are oriented more toward the training (what many might call the 

Skinnerian) approach rather than the educational approach to learning, 

and this might help to explain why certain fields and institutions would 

use educational technology. Educational technology is most advanced in 

situations where there is heavy emphasis on producing a change in behavior 

that can be measured; where obtaining knowledge is crucial to the success 

of the learner and the enterprise. 

PURPOSE OF MEDIA 

One of the disappointments of media is the inability of many to usc 

the appropriate media to accomplish given goals. As instructors we 

should be aware of what can be accomplished using different instructional 

techniques. The rationale for choosing instructional media rests on the 

assumptions that educational objectives require different kinds of learning 

and that media are vehicles for providing different stimulus presentations 

(ref. 11). Gerlach and Ely (ref. 12) discuss teaching and media in 

great detail in this respect and McKeachie and Kimble (ref. 13) specify 

the appropriate goal for given media techniques. These are listed in 

Appendix A and are a good starting point for any instructor. 
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HOW MUCH DOSS IT COST? 

One of the best studies done on the cost of instruction in relation 

to achievement was by Brooks and Leth (ref. 14). They surveyed" 64 

colleaes and universities with large multi-sectional communications 

courses. The following taxono., was used to define the instruction 

method and the number in parenthesis identifies the percentage of schools 

in the survey using this method • 
• 

1. Computer-managed (eMI) or computer-assisted instruction (CAl) 

(3\). 

2. Self-instruction (programmed learning, auto-tutorial, individualized 

learning, directed study, audio or video cassette packages) (II'). 

3. Mass lecture (televised. in person, or multi-media) (40'). 

4. Simulation and/or games (11%). 

S. Use of peers, other undergrads havins completed the course or 

other paraprofessionals (13%). 

6. Instructional radio or TV (9%). 

7. Course credit by exam or prior experience (40%). 

The authors noted that mass lecture was the most often used but 

also the type of instructional method most discarded because: it was 

too costly; h~d lower achievement; there was student apathy and instructor 

and student negative attitudes; lnstructors were constantly redoing 

materials; there was little or no interaction; and there were problems 

with equipment. The survey indicated that except for instructional 

radio and television and credit by exam, achievement for non-traditional 

methods is as high as for traditional methods. 

Brooks and Leth's survey also developed some of the best cost 

estimates of different types of instruction. These are listd in 

table 1. 221 
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Self-instruction module Ieamin, was found to be more efficient and 

student evaluations hi,her than traditional methods because: 

1. The aphasia is on the student's leaming rather than the 

teacher telling_ 

2. There is repetition in the module methods. 

3. NOdule learning. which has small seaments of material logically 

sequenced and "built-in" self correction. is effective in itself. 

4. Students get involved in the learning process. 

S. The student can progress at his own rate. 

Instn..ctors were quite satisfied with the modules also and they 

found that students participated in class more than ever before. 

Edward Caffarella (ref. lS). after reviewing the literature of cost 

studies, developed a number of pr~ositions on the cost effectiveness of 

media. Three of the more pertinent ones are: 

1. The costs of instructional media technology vary with the lE:vel 

of sophistication of the production. 

2. The use of instructional media technology can result in savings 

in student learning time. 

3. Educational institutions CL~ increase their student/faculty 

ratio through the use of instructional media technology. 

Tickton (ref. 17. pp 992-997. 1012-1013) also lists a number of 

good economic evaluations of instructional media. 

WHERE ARE WE TODAY 

College-wide Programs 

Many innovative instructional technology programs have been developed 

throughout the country, mainly in smaller private and community colleges. 

Some of the more renowned programs, described in references 1 and 16, are; 
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1. A Personalized Education Program at Oakland Community College, 

Michi8an which matches ttle coanitive style of the student with the 

methods and media by which he learns. 

2. A college-wide Audio-Visual Tutorial Program at Lansing Community 

College, Michigan. 

3. A DATA GRAM system at Oklahoma Christian College in Oklahoma 

uses a dial-access system for individual or group listening to tapes. 

There were 120 dial access information retrieval systems in the 

United States in 1970 (ref. 17). 

4. Gillett (ref. 2) lists a number of new developments in Canada 

and internationally, including one which has been described as a "learning 

cafeteda. It The Cross-Cultural Learning Center of the University of 

Western Ontario uses multimedia, computer-assisted inform~tion system 

llsing films, slides and sound shows, books. videotapes, music and artifacts 

to orient Canadians before they go to work in less develope,t countries. 

S. Portland Community College in the last two years has developed 

a shopping center approach to education which is time independent. 

Students shop in a center for the curriculum and courses they wish to 

take and select a program after counsel with the college staff. The 

individual courses are programmed instruction packages using various 

media. One other unique feature of the college is that every 

student graduating is guaranteed job placement. 

These are but a few of the more illustrious programs that have 

developed on a COllege-wide bnsis in the: last 15·20 yeal's. In remote 

sensing we may not be able to relate to these directly but we can relate 

to the following individual programs or developments. 
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Of tical Videodisc 

One of the most sianificant technoloaica1 developments in recent 

,..ra. especially with respect to both remote sensina and instructional 

technololY. is the optical videodisc. As explained by E. M. (Mac) 

Gardiner.~ the videodisc is a l~' diameter disc much like a phonograph 

record which provides for storage and retrieval of audiovisual as well 

as alphanumeric and computer information. With an optical pickup. a 

user has the capability to retrieve any of the following: (1) 30 minutes 

of full color or black and white high resolution motion picture with 

sound, or video with sound, on one side of a disc; (2) 54,000 separate, 

individual high resolution frames of full color tmagej (3) 200 hours of 

audio output; or (4) S4 billion bits of alphanumeric or computer information. 

The above information can be mixed on the videodisc so that a user can 

obtain any combination of motion, aural, video and single frame information 

in any sequence. 

As described by one of the leading companies in the field, the 

videodisc is accessed by an optical contact, low power, helium-neon 

laser beam of coheront light in a compact portable player and the image 

is displayed on any standard TV receiver, monitor or CRT device. Information 

from audiovisual and many other sources can be mastered, replicated, 

and distributed on these discs. Because the information which is contained 

on them is retrieved without contact, there is a transparent plastic 

layer to protect the surface which makes them more durable than phonodiscs. 

Any of the disc's 54,000 indexed frames can be accessed immediately 

USing a digital readout controller. 

It appears that the videodisc is a very po~erful tool for storing 

and retrieving vast volumes of information in any format on media quickly. 
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e.sily and economically. One version, the MeA DISCO-VISION industrial 

player was designed for instruction, training, audiovisual archive file 

retrieval and other communications uses. MeA is also putting out a 

consumer unit which is reported to cost approximately $600. 

The potential uses of the videodisc are numerous but some of the 

more immediate applications that come to mind are: 

1. An entire curriculum of course audiovisual material could be 

stored on one videodisc for student self-programming. Used in conjunction 

with a computer, any course could be accessed by a student using any 

media·-video, movies, stills, sound, etc. With any computer software 

programs employing a branching and subroutine capability, a student 

could be tutored through a,course. 

2. All forms of information could be put on videodisc for storage 

and quick access in libraries. For example, all the pages of the Encyclopedia 

Britannica and all its supplements could be stored on one videodisc with 

room to spare. 

3. Entire courses can be put on the videodisc for mailing to 

correspondence and extension course people around the country and to 

provide education modules for those in less developed countries. 

4. The use of videodiscs for storing and immediate retrieval of 

aerial photographs, LANDSAT scenes, and other imagery is a most timely 

innovation. 

Think of the potential of using a computer-controlled videodisc 

to project a holographic or other stereo image on a screen for a student 

to view, interpret, and answer questions about. That sounds intriguing 

for management and research also. Or consider how it could aid an 

instructor to answer a student's question he doesn't know the answer to, 

if he were to have a terminal and CRT in front of him in the classroom. 
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To expand on the computer-controlled v.i.deodise, Alan Kelloch, Vice 

President, McGraw-Hill Book Company (ref. 18) forecasted the use of the 

videodisc with TIOCIT (Tiae-Shareel, Interactive, Computer-Controlled 

Information Television) a systea which now combines computer and television 

technologies with instructional technology. The TICCIT approach is one 

of individualized interactive instruction in which the machine and 

software technology act as a tutor and essentially fUlfills the role of: 

(1) identifying the student's needs; (2) describing and evaluating 

options for the student; (3) establishing goals and objectives with the 

student; (4) organizing learning content and structure; and, (5) orienting 

the student on procedures. The advantage of using videodisc with TICelT 

is the high storage and ready access capacity of videodisc so that there 

is a very high degree of interaction by the students, almost as if he 

had his own personal tutor available to him when needed. 

The optical videodisc has much potential for us hoth in remote 

sensing teaching and research. Being a new technology, it will be up to 

us to search it out and find those potentialities and apply them to our 

needs. 

~ldio-Tutorial Approaches 

The OdgiE 

The audio-tutorial approach to education was developed by S. N. 

Postlethwait at Purdue University in 1961 (ref. 19). It is one of the 

most widely used multimedia and self-instruction approaches to learning 

in the world today. It also seems to be the most widely used new approach 

in remote sensing education, having known proponents at Purdue, Minnesota, 

Oregon State, and Idaho. The author became acquainted with this system 

through Professor H. J. Arneman, of the Soil Science Department, University 
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of Minnesota who had studied Prof.slor Postlethwait's development at 

Purdu. and eltablished hi. own for a basic loil. course. 

Minnelota and Idaho Slstems 

Throuah the aid of e4~ational development and equipment arants at 

the University of Minnesota, the author was able to obtain in 1971 the 

necessary audio and visual ~~Jipment to establish a similar proar.. for 

his aerial photo interpretation course. The production of proar .. 

materials, slid.1 and tape for the first year was not an easy tnsk, and 

the Ume spent by just this author approximated 400 hours. The cost of 

the equipment, materials and production was about $6000. 

Synchronized slide/tape proarams were developed for 12 laboratory 

exercises with an accompanyira lab handout detaU.:na objectives, references. 

the problem and expected results. The audio-tutorial programs were 

available in the aerial photo interpretation lab, in the library and at 

the Learning Resources Center of the St. Paul campus. Most carrels 

included reel-to-reel tape recorders, carousel slide projectors and a 

rear view screen. A teaching assistant was available in the aerial 

photo interpretation lab for 20 hours per week and the instructor 

visited the lab often during the first year. 

The course was taught by the author once a year for three years at 

the University of Minnesota and when transferred to the University of 

Idaho, the audio tutorial approach was again established and taught 

twice a year. Sinee 1972 it has been taught 10 times with approximately 

1100 students taking the course. 

Generally the students prefer the audio-tutorial approach because 

it results in more efficient use of their time. It also provides the 
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student with more opportunity to ,et assistance in learnina procedure. 

and completina exercises. In a structured lab situation the student is 

confined to two to four hours of lab time and competes with up to 40 

other students for the instructor's time. With the audio tutorial approach 

the student has up to 60 hours within which to review synchronized 

slide-tape proarams or ,et assistance from a teaching assistant or the 

instructor. The convenience in planning study time and the ability to move 

at one's own pace was a great advantage for the range of student abilities. 

Some of the other advantages noted for the audiotutorial approach 

are: 
. 

1. The method provides a means for handling higher enrollments 

more economically. 

2. The information passed on to the student through the slide tape 

programs is standardized for all students. 

3. There is potentially more opportunity for stud~nt-teacher 

contact. 

4. The instructor can, through the slide-tape programs, get simple 

ideas across quickly, giving more time to study the more abstract 

ideas and concepts. 

Two trends that have been apparent throughout the last six years in 

this course relate to the student, his ability and personality. One is 

that the more intelligent students who are at the same time independent 

minded, fin:sh lab exercises very quickly with very few demands on the 

teaching assistant or instructor, whereas the less intelligent and dependent 

types must be led by the hand and demand much more of the teaching assistant 

and instructor than would be required during a structured lab. Like college 

entrance exams, which greatly favor those who can read and write, any educational 
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procell favoH thole who have the bacql'OUftCi to proceed to l .. rn. The larle 

lroup of Itudentl between the ~t and le .. t intellil~nt and independent 

required about the I .. aount of ti .. to do their exercise. in the audio

vllual cOlipared to the structured lib. but they did it at their own pace. 

'lbe other trend that hal been apparent 11 that students' past 

_tbocl of IM1'1liq. whlct. h •• usually reUed on traditional teacher/lecture 

approache.. i. very difficult to overca... Student I beca.e very dependent 

on thb _thod after 12 y .. r. of school and it is an overwhelaina 

burden for ... y to have the freedoa and responsibility to educate 

th .. elve.. Nord (ref. 20) noted that in one study, SOM students 

rejected self-instruction because they had becOlle followers and were 

lookiq for aen to t .. ch and arlde th.. rather than -adia. When usin, 

seJf-instruction techniques students are competina with their own past 

perforaance rather than with other ,tudents, and they are not used to doina 

this. 

The above trends point out the continuina need to provide many alternatives 

to the teachina/learntna approaches used in education. One approach llay 

be aore econoaical but it is not necessarily the best means of educatina 

people, even those with equal abilities, similar backarounds and personalities. 

Because of the deaand by .any students, this author has instituted a 

structured lab into his aerial photo interpretation course. The students 

takina this structured lab seem very interested in the subject material 

and very conscientious in learnina the .. terial. They aenerally do no 

better nor worse than the students takina the audio-tutorial approach. 
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oa •. other thouabt that 1 autt relate il • perlOIlIl one ill c.,arina 

th' tra4:Ltioaal verlu, the nontraditional approach to te.chiaa_ naere 

b • 188U", of lOIS of control oyer the teachlalliearnini situation, a 

101' of t.ledlate knowled&e of bow the Itudent llrl.lly dolnl and • 

10 •• of contact wlth .any 01 the student., "pecially the better students 

who quickly learn the subject _terial on th.ir own and need no contact 

with the inltructor. When a.leed to evaluate a Itude_, perforu.nce, 

lapersonal lab reports and eUlU are the only .. dt •• 

~elon St.te's Slit .. 

D.ve Paine at Orelon State University'. School ot Forestry has also 

liven an audio-tutorial course in .erial photo interpretation for a 

nuaber of years. but his is based on the unit mattery model (ref. 21) 

whereby sastery i. d..anstrated by completion of exaainations before 

proceed}n. on to the next subject. Paine lenerally found the followinl. 

as shown by other research on the perlonali,.d lelf-instruction method: 

1. Incre.sed mastery and lonler retention of .. teria1 co~ared tc 

traditional method •• 

2. Hllher Irades. with very few fail1nl. 

3. More MOtivated students and Ireater student latisfactton. 

4. More aterial covered in the sue 8JIOunt of time. 

Paine noted that there were more stud.nts Who withdrew or dropped 

from this type of course, some because they could not master the .. teri~l • . 
others because the uterial is more d'lffic::ult and others because they 

could not discipline th .... lves to keep pace. Many student. (up to 20\) 

al.o withdrew from my audio-tutorial course, mainly for the latter 

reason of the above three. Ninety percent of the students who withdrew 

told a. they just did not do tho labs because no on. forced th .. to! 
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lkack to .. .. 

"!'due ... 1 ... it,. .lao .... tile aucllo-tutUO'I1..1 approach in t .. 1r 

r.-t •• adRl cours •• (ref. 22. 2S, 24). TIley beft produced prof ••• ional 

.. t.rl.l to be uNCI 111 nplar coun •• , COI'ltlmalna education work .... 

and .hort cour.... The 1.l'IIiq __ I •• are uplaln" 111 ''Matrix of 

Educational _ Tninina *t ... 1&11 in RtIIot. S.lin." (ref. 2S) ad ... , 

for .. 1. to the ...... 1 ca attty, In cont .... t to the oth.r .udlo-

tuto .. l.1 'Ylt ..... ntlon.d. 

usa OF CCIIPUT£RS IN INSTRUCTION 

eMl and CAl 
L 

Coaput.rs ar. used to both --ae and aid in.truction. In _naalna 

instruction the coaputer ..... 1 the role of &cIvisor, deteraininR the 

student', ne ... , ,ua,.ltina course. of .ction, and keepina tr.ck of tbe 

stud.nt's proare.l, Thi. can provide tbe Itudent hSs own personalized 

pro.r .. and .t the 5 ... ti ... li.inate soae of the lOr, t.xinl det.ils 

for the in.tructor. It can .1so keep hi. up to dat.. Such •• yst .. 

thouah require. consider.ble oraaniz.tion, specification, sequencina and 

proar .. 1na of course _t.rial. eMI _y be us .. alone or in conjunction 

with ~ter-assiJt" instruction. 

Co~ter-a.slJt~ instruction (CAl) tak.s a .ore active rol. in the 

edlacation of the .tudent by pre.entina infonaation, a.kin, que.tion., 

judaln, the .tudent'. re.pons., and correctin, wrona an.w.r.--in other 

word. int.ractln, with the .tudent just a. an instructor .i,ht do. The 

hope for CAl i. to individualize and personallz. the instructional 

proce .. and .0 siau1at. experience. that would not otherwise be pos.ible. 
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"'e COIIpUter could be of 1ft, 'ize, .he control. the ftUIIber of 

.~U tJatenctba .aultlA .... l,. ".. .tudent co.unicate. with the 

COIIPUter tJazouah IA laput/OlatpUt ClIO) device, UIUaU, • teninal of one 

of tile followilla t"..: (1) hardcopy output with keyboard input ( •••• 

t.letypeh (1.) 11M orl .. ted CIT dbpla), with kl)'board input; anel (3) 

raster .can Ir~lc eli.pla, (either black and white or color) with 

keyboard input. Special I/O cleviee. a, .uppl ..... t the balie terainal. 

Sucla input clevie •• iaclucle tho.e used to position a cursor or to use a 

l1pt pen, touch panel or Jo,.tick on a CRT di Iplay. Special output 

devicel include ~ter-COfttrollec1 audiovisu.l a.chines or videodisc 

cll.play.. A cli.ltiler il an exalple of an I/O ~evice coa.only uled in 

.... t. seft.ina. 

There are a nuaber of d~alo. typel between student and the co.puter 

',It... The st.pleJt i. drill and practice in which the coaputer a.kl 

the .tudent queltion., Jud.el and criticil~J the anlwers, Ind dete ... ine. 

the difficulty and subject aterial for future questions. Anolher type 

of clial0' 1. inquiry clialo. in which the stuclent ask. questions of the 

.,It .. and the Iy.t .. re.pond. after ... rehin. and findin, an anlwer. 

Oppo.ed to the inquiry clialo. 1. a Socratic clia10, in which th. .yst .. 

alk. a .erie. of carefully plannecl questions of the student, each depenclent 

on the stuclent' I previous auwer, encoura.in. the stuclent to learn by 

hiaself the cIe.ired result.. A final type of clialo, is si~lation 

clialo. in which the sYlt .. st.ulates the effe~ts of a stud.nt'j choice 

of paraaet.r. on the final oute ... of a proce ••• 

As far as 11 known there are no uses of CAl in r..ote senlin, 

education. Most clialo.. could be uled in teachin, r.-ote leftS ina 

althouah ~ are better Juited. The aath ... tical and Itatistical 
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aspects of remote sensing and statistics are appropriate for the drill and 

practice dialog and tasks such as clustering and classification of images 

would be aost adaptable to the simulation dialog. 

PLATO and TICeIT 

lhe t.wo most prominent CAl systems developed and currently in use 

are PLATO (Programmed Logic for Automatic: 'feaching Operations) and 

TICCTT (Tiae-shared, Interactive, Computer-Controlled, Information 

Television). PLATO was developed in th~ early 1960's at the University 

of Illinois and is now the largest computer system designed for education, 

with 1000 terminals in the United States wld overseas connected to a 

Control Data Corporation Cyber 73-24 computer in Urbana, Illinois (ref. 

2S). The PL~TO system takes advantage of the capabilities of computers 

to both .~anage and assist in instruction and utilizes many of the dialogs 

available. By means of a plasma panel, dynamic graphics can be presented 

to the student to illustrate principles and concepts to be ~earned. 

Professor Ron Danielson, who related much of the CMI and CAl information 

to me. did his thesis work on the PLATO system. 

The other major CAl system which g~es by the acronym TICCIT combines 

computer a"~ television technology with instructional technology. It 

was developed by a team fl~m the University of Texas, Brivham YOWlg 

University and MITRE CorporatiQo iu the early 1970's. With TICeIT, 

students use eiectronic keyboards with c~lor television receivers to 

interact with the system. The student control5 his own instruction, 

both subject mat.ter and pace at which to work. Lessons for this system 

were designed by teams of specialists aimed at providing a complete and 

independent alternative to entire college courses. TICCIT has been 

installed at Phoenix College, Arizona, Northern Virginia Corumunity 

College, Virginia and Erigham Young University, Utah. 
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CAl at StanfoFd 

Although it did not have an acronya (and therefore did not become as 

well known), CAl systems were developed here at Stanford under the direction 

of Patrick Suppes of the Institute for Matheaatical Studies in the Social 

Sciences in the early 1960's and the CltI inst1:uction WJlS used in grade schools 

in 1965 and at the university level in 1967. From this early work, CAl systems 

arc now available through Computer CUrriculum Corporation (CCC); these consist 

of an instructional computer whieh can provide individualized instruction to 

~s many as 96 CRT or teletype terminals simultaneously (ref. 26). CCC 

offers a variety of courses for elementary through junior college students 

and they have installed several thousand terminals throughout the United 

States. 

Itt Multiscan 

The International Institute f~: ferial Survey and Earth Sciences 

(lTC) uses multimedia in teaching the~r aany courses according to Mr. 

John Richardson, Head of the Centre for the Advancement of Learning and 

Teaching at ITC. Audio tape/slide/instruction boo;'lets have been developed 

in cooperation with Shirley M. Davis, Education and Training Specialist, 

at LARS, Purdue University. These programs are used to teach applications 

of remote sensing in soil, geolugic and rural surveys. ITC instructors 

also employ the use of stereo projected images. 

ITC is in the process of developing a teaching machine to be used 

for instruction in aerial photo interpretation by more than two persons 

simultaneously. According to Mr. E. Bergsma, Coordinator of the Project, 

the principle of the machine is proprietary information at this time but 

it appears that it has potential use for them in their courses and they 

are discussing the production of it. 
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The inst~t is called Multiscan (another aulti) and allows a 

number of participants to study the same pair of aerial photographs 

stereoscopically and to see any delineation of line~ or annotations made 

by any of the other participants. This technique has great potential 

for small group student discussion or for demonstration and instruction 

to student groups. For extuaple, in.S1Iall group discussions, five students 

and an instructor aa1 be interpreting vegetation types before going to 

the field. They sit at their individual tables discussing the bOWldary 

lines to be drawn aroWld homogeneous types. One student draws in a 

polygon which all other students and the instructor readily see and can 

make a judgement on. They then critique the interpretation and draw in 

alternate lines if they differ. 

This is an advancement in the training of students in aerial photo 

interpretation, since up to this time only two persons could study the 

same stereopair and reference positions within the 3-D model. This is 

now accomplished using a dual Old Delft Scanning Stereoscope, a Condor 

T-ZZY Dual Stereoscope or a Lietz Double-Reflecting Stereoscope, all 

inst=urr,ents of which are generally available. 

Other Possibilities 

Other developments which might affect instructional technology are: 

holography, which could make possible many 3-D forms of media; lasers 

which could provide greater amounts and rates of data transmission; and, 

microform which could, in the not too distant future, store 20,000 

volumes on an 8" x 10" sheet (ref. 27). 

Miller (ref. 28) and Beckwith (ref. 27) also note the needs or 

hopes for other new products: 
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1. An inexpensive autoaated carrel which contains audio and visual 

termtaals to coaputers. and a light pen with CRT. 

2. A. portable IlicrofUa reader. 

3. An automated canel in 3 briefcaf;e which contains a 'IV screen, 

light pen. aticro-optical info1'U.tion storage file. remote TV eaaeTa fUld 

tripod, tel~type keyboard, touehtone keyboard and telephone. 

4. Optical prblt reader which could read many fonts of type from 

books and digitally store the entire book on computer. 

S. On-line electronic blackboa~d which enlarges displays of a 

computer output. 

6. Home cartridge video-tape player and recorder. 

7. High quality copying at $.01 per page or less in black and 

white or color. 

S. Larae screen 'IV displays. 

9. Combination TV and motion picture projectors. 

10. Long lasting inexpensive battery powered 'IV receivers. 

11. Rapid inexpensive copying of video tapes. 

12. Small, battery operated, two way telephones. 

13. Use of microfilm technology to provide random access, large 

capacity slide projections. 

14. TV screens which can retain an image without regenerating the 

signal. 

TRENDS IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY 

Gerald Brong, Instru~tional Technologist at Washington State 

University, related to me recently some of the trends in Instructional 

Technology. 
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1. He belie-..cl wewereao1q hack. to tiM .. 4ependence education in 

order to ,et the iftt.raction of students with students. In such education 

the studen~$ would aeot a mini.um core curriculua~ich is evaluated by 

in.tNCton. 

2. Th.re is a trend toward .ore software packages used by the 

universities; 

3. There is generally better access to audio and visual media. 

4. Instructional design systems and audiovisual equipment are 

becoa1ng aore centralized. 

s. At many universities. semi-official faculty groups have organised 

with the purpose of improving instruction. 

6. The trend in materials is toward 3Smm slides and sound, especially 

35aa projectors, tape recorders, and also 16mm film. Approximately $730 

.iUion was spent in 1976 on 2" x 2'1 slides in the United States and slides 

are one of the fastest growing media today accorriing to Hope Reports, Sept. 1977. 

ADVANTAGES, LIMITATIONS AND USES OF 
MEDIA-AIDED TEACHING 

I would like to briefly discuss the advantages, limitations, and 

uses of the devices we use to aid in teaching and learning. Most of us 

are faailiar with those devices we generally call audiovisual aids, but 

have we really taken the opportunity to learn when to and when not to 

use them. and how to use them properly. Much information is available 

on these media. some of the better texts are reference~ I, 12, 29, lO, 

and 31. A list of various media materials and equipment is given in 

Appendix B and sources for these are included in Appendix C. 

There was insufficient time to survey the entire remote sensing 

community to determine the extent of use of media-aided teaching. The 
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qu~stionnaire handed out durina this conference should enlilhten us 

more. 

~erhead Projectors and Transparencies 

Advantages 

The overhead with transparencies is a very simple device to operate 

and the instructor can maintain contact and rapport with both large and 

small groups. It is much easier to write on transparency material tlun 

on the blackboard and in contrast to slides, appropriate material can be 

prepared in a very short time at short notice. The overhead can also be 

used well in a lighted room. 

Limitations 

There are no major limitations of the overhead projector, only 

minor problelll areas which the instructor, being aware of, can easily 

overcome. Some of these are: proper positioning of the projector, 

availability of the projector when needed, and over-reliance on the 

projector and materials presented with it. 

Uses 

Loy (ref. 32) reported on the use of glass diapositives with an 

overhead projector for use in geography classes. Of course my trmsparent 

image can be used, and this is especially appropriate to r~mote sensing 

where we may have many such images--U-2, LANDSAT, CIR resourc~ images--

to discuss in a classroom or individual group situation. 

One other use of the overhead dawned on me just recently whi 1.e 

preparing this paper. I have worked with 3Smm ste~eo projection systems 

for ten years and have always had to make 3Smm slides of the lar~er 
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format 30S x 30S.. (9 x 9-inch) transparency or opaque in order to 

project it to an entire class in stereo. Why not use two overhead 

projectors with polarized filters instead of lSmm projectors for 

large format transparencies' So I attempted it, and it worked~ 

·-not without some difficulty though. The lenses of the projectors 

must be matched; the projectors should be put as close to one another 

as possible, parallel and projecting the image perpendicular to the 

screen without keystoningj and the images need to be masked to subdue 

all superfluous light. It takes some patience to register the images, 

as any movement in one direction of the image on the projector causes 

a reverse movement on the screen. With polarized filters on the 

projector lenses oriented at 900 from one another and viewing with 

complimentary filtered polarized glasses the 3-D image is marvelous. 

A viewer can stand within inches of th~ screen if necessary to study 

the scene. This has potential for further development. 

3Smm and Lantern Projectors and Slides 

Advantages 

Pictures are a powerful tool in learning and can truly say more 

than a thousand words. They are very good for visual identification. 

Projectors and slides are relatively inexpensive, especially 3Smm, and 

are generally available. They can be used in small or large group 

situations. They can be combined in multiples and used with many other 

media. 

Limitations 

Probably the greatest disadvantage to slides is over-reliance on 

them in a classroom situation because they are good "fillers" and "attenUon 
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ptters." 'Ibis media also rtqui res a darkened room in many 

case., and therefore precludes the taking of notes, either 

because it is dark or because the student is asleep. Pinally, 

slides are not the best medium for developing desirable attitudes 

or opinions, as shown by some studies. 

Uses -
'lbe slide has one of the highest uses of any medium in remote 

sensing. Since the camera system is a remote sensor, the use of images 

taken by this system is natural for presentation and discussion and I 

would venture to say it is used extensively in every remote sensing 

course tauaht. 

The slide and projector are commonly used both in the classroom-

lecture situation and in the multimedia, self-instruction situation. One 

of the most useful techniques involving the slide is in a 3-D mode. 

This involves simply the use of two projectors, a polarized or anaglyphic 

filtering system and a silver lenticular screen. Such systems are 

described in most photogrammetry texts and also in an article by Kiefer 

(ref. 33). Ralph Kiefer related to me that .he has had more requests for 

his article on "Classroom 3-D Projection of Landform Photography" than 

most of his other published articles and that many requests are coming 

from foreign countries and the medical and dental fields. 

The slides for a 3-0 system are relatively easy to take, either of 

an original scene or of existing aerial stereopair. Professor William 

Hall of the University of Idaho has been working on a color oblique 

stereo aerial photo (COSA) system for over 20 years. He has published a 

auide to the making of these photographs (ref. 34) and has developed a 
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motorized 3-D projector platfurm. Professor Hall has developed one for 

us in the College of Forestry, one for the EROS Data Center and others. 

One of the earliest 3-D projector stands was developed by Professor 

Kenneth Jackson in about 1952 and is listed as one of the training aid 

devices by Colcord (ref. 35). I used the Jackson stereoviewing device 

in about 1969 at the University of Minnesota for a basic course in 

aerial photo interpretation. It was especially valuable for introducing 

stereoscopy to the students. Jackson's model, at that time, did not 

have motorized drive fur X, Y and ~ motions but that may not be an 

absolute necessity. 

Tape Recorders and Recordings 

Advantages 

Tape recorders and recorded tapes are relatively cheap, easy to use 

and readily available. They offer the opportunity to be in two places 

at once, to record significant events for future use and to bring in 

guest lecturers, at least their voices. One of the best advantages. 

often overlooked, is the use of the tape as a diagnostic tool for helping 

to improve one's speech. Speech compression. another advantageous 

feature of audio tapes. is often overlooked. yet we could all use it. 

except possibly for Bob Colwell. 

Limitations 

The tape recorder is a little more complicated than an overhead 

or 3S-mm projector and the untrained operator can damage either the 

machine or the tape recording. Many students find it difficult to 

listen to a tape by itself and more than often desire a visual 

presentation to go with it. Locating specific points or places 

on a tape can be frustrating. 
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Uses -
The use of tapes in remote sensina are mainly in conjunction with 

slides for self-paced, self-instructiOn programs. Tapes are used in the 

programs developed at Idaho, Minnesota. Oregon, Purdue, EDC, and the 

Technology Applications Center. 

Motion Picture Film Projectors and Films 

Advantages 

Motion pictures can accurately ,capture the visual scene for later 

presentation and are especially good for depict ina important events. 

They can provide more relevance for the student if the film displays 

real life events or on-the-job scenes. The film, especially with sound, 

can extend the classroom situation and take a student, for example, on a 

remote sensing aerial mission. Films can be easily integrated into most 

courses and if properly scheduled can provide a motivating and learning 

experience for the students. It has been calculat~d that the retention 

rates for different channels of information are: reading - 10\; hearing -

18\; seeing - 25\; and seeing and hearing 48\ (Gillett 1973). which 

would indicate that fil~~television and multimedia would have advantage ...... 
in this respect. 

Limitations 

Motion picture films are expensive to produce. Because of this a 

limited number are produced in anY'one field by a certain aroup or 

producer of films. As much as the producer may try. he cannot make the 

film applicable to every situation and therefor'c many instructors do not 

use films because they feel a particular film is not appropriate for 
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their situation. Unles. the fila topic cover. very ba.ic subject 

utter, the fUa loon becoaes outdated. 

Other problems with motion picture fila. relates to their use by 

the instructor. They can be expensive to use if the instructor must 

purchase or rent the film. using his liaited budget to do so. In presenting 

the fila. the in.tructor .. y nm into more probl.s than with other 

aedia: the fUm and projector _y be difficult to schedule. the projector 

may be a nuisance to set up and it i. a little more coaplicated to 

operate than an overhead or slide projector. The film should also be 

previewed by the instructor. which takes time, and an appr.opriate lesson 

plan or question/answer sheet prepared to aid the student in learning. 

The film can, and many times is, used to fill time. 

The motion picture film medium is used in aany courses in remote 

sen.ing and there are a liaited number of fi1as specifically on remote sensing 

available. The eROS Data Center has the greatest number of such film. on the 

subject. Known film suppliers are listed under sources. Colcord (ref. 35) 

lists other sources prior to 1968, especially for films on photograametry. 

Educational and Instructional Television 

Advantaces 

Many of the advanta.es of the other media mentioned apply to television. 

In addition, television can reach larler ,roup' of people than even 

motion picture films. Live (real time) television can provide an 

immediacy which no other Media can. Television can brin. to the student 

many experts and instructors who would not otherwise be available. 
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Limitations 

As with the advantages, the liaitat.uns of many other aedia also 

apply to television. In addition small TV screens can be a hindrance to 

larle audience viewing and the resolution capabilities of TV may be less 

than other Mdla. Bducational and instructonal TV is usually limited 

(at this tiae) to black and white, whereas the other media lenerally use 

color. TV, .. ybe more .0 than other media because of it. fuiUarity, 

can promote passivity in the student and the active interaction of 

learninl is lost. 

Y!!!. 
Closed circuit educational TV (CCTV) i. very eoaaon in eolle,es and 

universities around the country. As far as is known there are no remote 

sensin, course~ tau,ht strictly by CCTV. Television though is used to 

aid in the instruction of courses, and in one case to present an entire 

course. Dallas County Community College has develoned a credit remote 

sonsing shoJ"tcourse called "Earth, Sea, and Sky" which utilizes video 

tapes and a workbook. Purdue uses video in their pl~,r .. s and, according 

to Mike Inglis, the Technology Applications Center is investigating the 

possibility of using TV. Colorado State vJdeotapes its photogrammetry 

classes. 

The EROS Data Center recently gained the capability of viewing 

their image processin, monitors (Image 100. IDINS, lSI 170) from a 

classroom situation. The video lignal is picked up directly from a 

particular monitor, converted to a composite sianal in color and sent ~ 

video cable to a classroom 21" color monitor. The instructor in the 

classroom has intercom to the instrument operators to make it somewhat 
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... intll'aCtive I,..t_ which could ... very us.ful for teachin. _11 

d ...... 

ft. BROS Data Center .... .-roul 1/4" video ca.lette proll'_ 

a .. Uabl. which the,. wl11 dupUeate f .... ,.,.. M"CU ... a blank vld. 

callette. PurcJue ae. videotape. 1a Chell' COIIti_i .. educatioa pI'OII'aI. 

q.p.ater AlIl.ted laltructi. (CAl) 

Mvanta,e. 

In contrut to hu.ans, the co-.puter never ,etl tired, di.tracted, 

.... ry f lareutic, illpatient 01' fOl'letful, unle .. a h .... bui Ids thele 

qualitiel into It. The co.puter can acco .. odate .any studentl at once, 

..tin. the .tudent fe.l like he ha •• ~e'. personal attention. 

ne cotIpUter can .ervice .any students _y iii les .,a,. throup the \1M 

of tel'llinall and connect line', The cOllpUter can relieve an instructor 

of .an,. ta.ks and can perlON certain functlOft1 with Ie •• error andllOre 

lpeed than a huaan instructor. 

'y!'itations 

Co~uters are verr expensive and the COlt per .tudent credlt hour 

is still as hlah a. any traditionally tausht courl.. Initial pros~in. 

for a course is verr dcundina and uually take. lIOI'e tl_ than any 

other cour.e preparation. Tha COIIpUter, llke .any other device., can be 

hUed on too heavUy. Oettin._ (ref. 16) bal an extenlive li.t "f 

critic! ... of the coaputer, too .xten.iv~ to ~rate here. 

U.e. -
As far al il kr~ COIIpUterl are not uaed in the inltructional 

technololY .en.a in r .. te len. In. education. Of cour.e cOllpUter. are 
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Uled exten.iv.ly in ~te lensln, education bec.us. of the n.ture of 

the disciplin. which requir.. the ..nlpulation of l.rl' ..aunt. of data. 

Slnce COIIpUt ......... lIO,.at pan of ..,., pro,rUl in reaot. sendna. 1t 

would not be • difficult tran.ition to .at. in.tructors and students 

aware of and u.e the instructional teclmolOlY "'" of the C01IpUter. 

Pro,HI8Id Instruction 

Pro'r ..... in.truction includes .. terial. and in SOle c •••• a 

teachina -.chin. which prelentl the pro,rea. Th ... chin. li-,1y livel 

the .tud~nt ace... to the .. t.rial and Control. the advanc"'Ht of the 

.. terlal " ... 4 on the .tudent'. rellpon... nais tYPI of instruction it 

usually related to CAl • 

. ~vantal·1 

The Itudent can aoVI at his own pac. and know. hi. prolre.s at all 

t1.... The proaraMDe4 .. terial is usually d •• lan.d to follow a 10,lcal 

sequ.nce and therefore the .tudent doe. al,o. Proar .... d .. terial use. 

a variety of aldia which can be .ore Iti.ulatin& for the student. 

Uaitation. 

Pro.r..... instruction is not .asily adapt.d to 1earnina which 

r~uire. ~ .. lina or ..otion., althou,h this .. y not be • conc.rn for 

molt .cience.. Soae pro,r ... can be rather dull, especially for the 

briahter students. Pr0lr ....... tertal. can be expensive and very ti .. 

consuaina to prepare. 

Un, -
Pr.o'r ..... aaterial. are plentiful in the field of education in 

,eneral, bLt are lackin, in the fuaote •• n.lnl field. There are only a 

fow lenerally available to the prof •• slon--those which can be purchased 
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at Pur.due and the Technology Applications Center. There are locally 

produced proarams like Paine's and Ullimants. and pussibly more. but 

these may not be suitable for direct use. A set ~eveloped by Ulliaan 

was sold to the University of Washington and another loaned to North 

Idaho Colle.e~ but it was recommended they not be used directly in their 

courses; rather. they could best serve the purpose by being guides for 

the development of local material suited to the instructor and the 

course. 

FOOD-FOR-THOUGHT 

Based on the background gained in writing this paper and the status 

of multimedia in remote sensing, I would like to provide some food for 

thought to get us thinking about multimedia needs and means of obtaining 

those needs before the week is out. 

1. There are apparently significant advantages of using instructional 

technology in remote sensing. In fact we already use much of the hardware 

and software normally associated with instructional technology and yet 

there is a lack of the pedagogical aspects of instructional technology 

used in remote sensing. Therefore, there seems to be a great potential 

for increasing the use of instructional technology in our field. 

2. Most uses of instructional technology are by individual instructors 

who have the incentive to find funding and develop the programs. There 

is no organized effort to determine the present status and needs of 

remote sensing educators and assist them in finding funding or audio-

visual material, or developing necessary programs. 
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The one group which might logically do this, the Committee on 

Education and Interpretive Skills of the American Society of Photogrammetry 

(ASP), is not equipped with either manpower or funding to accomplish 

such a task. The three subcommittees of the group, Textbooks. Instructional 

Materials, and Educational Programs, have just gotten off the ground in 

the last few years and have had some notable accomplishments in the form 

of surveys and published articles, a number of which are in the March 

1977 issue of Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing. 

The Instructional Materials subcommittee recently surveyed the need 

for and possible methods for exchanging slides among interested members. 

They found little agreement on either: (a) how a slide exchange program 

might be conducted or, (b) what types of materials would be appropriate. 

Slide exchange programs do not seem to be a solution. 

3. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) or the 

EROS Data Center (EDC) either directly or through some other facility, 

e.g. the Technology Applications Center, could provide assistance in 

this area in possibly a number of ways such as: 

a. Direct financial assistance. 

b. Materials, facilities, manpower assistance. 

c. Development of fairly standardized hardware or software to be 

made available at a nominal fee. 

d. Initial development assistance with publishers and other producers 

of educa-lonal material to develop programs and materials to be made 

available at a reasonable cost. Educational technology may be one area 

in remote sensing that meets the maturity test for private enterprise to 

pursue (ref. 37). 
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e. Production and annotation of broadly applicable materials which 

are most appropriate to that agency. For example, NASA develops slide 

tape programs of the LANDSAT and U-2 programs and makes these available 

to educators at a minimum over-cost fee. 

4. Many more books on remote sensing are becoming available. We 

might encourage the authors, through an established group like that men-

tioned above. to also develop workbooks, programmed instruction, 3Smm 

slides, overhead transparencies, slide/tape programs or other 

audiovisual material. This could be done through monetary or 

other assistance. 

S. Once instructional technology needs are defined, then problem-

solving. instructional technology techniques need to be correlated with 

the needs and co~~unicated to instructors. At the same time, instructors 

should be encouraged to examine their present teaching methods and 

consider other. possibly more efficient ways of teaching and helping 

students to lea~n. This could be done by the ASP Committee on Education 

and Interpretive Skills if it is given sufficient support. One of the 

goals of this committee now is to encourage and assist in the development 

of teaching instruments and devices (ref. 38). With the necessary 

assistance they could develop high quality instructional material and 

demonstrate it at conventions like the American Society of Photogrammetry's 

annual convention. The committee might also consider conducting a 

shortcourse to assist instructors in identifying and using the appropriate 

instructional technology. 

6. Miller (ref. 28) noted that no computer had been specifically 

designed for educational needs, except possibly the ILLIAC computer 
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because of its pattern r3co~ition capabilities. Access to the ILLIAC 

or ARPANET would be advantageous for teaching remote sensing at educational 

institutions although most could not afford to pay for the complete line 

charges and computer time. Some consideration should be given to 

assistance in this area. 

7. Very few of us can take the time or effort to become an expert 

I in instructional technology or even in a major aspect of it, such as 

I programmed instruction. That is why there are people at most colleges 

.1 and universities who may go by the title "instructional technologist" to 
f I assist instructors in developing appropriate instructional programs for 
'Ie 

I their courses. I recommend we contact these specialists to learn what 
i i we can do to become better teachers. 
1 ; There are many other possibilities which we may develop during this 
~ j' conference. This is a beginning and I am hopeful that something very 

useful will evolve. 

The world stands out on either side 

no wider than the heart is wide; 

Above the earth is stretched the sky, 

no higher than the soul is high. 

Edna St. Vincent Millay ("Renascence 1917") 
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Table 1. Comparative Instructional COlts Per Student Hour of Credit 
for 50 Students and 150 Credit Hours (from BrooKs and Leth, 
ref. 14). 

Model Co!St ($) Cost ($)/Student 
Credit Hour 

Traditional 
Professor (6 hr load) 5580 37.20 

Assoc, .Prof. (6 hr load) 4490 29.90 

Ass't. Prof. (6 hr. load) 3590 23.80 

'Ceaching Assistant (6 hr load) 1700 11.33 

Nontraditional 
eMI or CAl 3000 (computer 31.33 

1700 (TA) 
Mass lecture 600 (Ass' t. P·~·of.) 15.33 

and TA 1700 (TA) 

Self·lnstruction Students buy modules 7.55 
and 'fA 1133 (2/3 TA) 
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APPENDIX A 

Specified ,oals for different media techniques. 

Media Technigue 

Books 

Lecture 

Discussion 

Guest lectures 

Films 

Television 

Slides 

Bulletin boards, displays 

Recordings 

Field Trips 

Laboratory 

Study guide, workbooks 

Periodicals 

Teaching machines 

252 

Knowledge, critical thinking 

Knowledge, inspiration, identification 
with scholar, critical thinking 

Critical t~inking. relate know lege 
to attitude change 

Added interest and information 

Material more concrete, facilitates 
learning, involves motion, interest 

Interest, motion, visual details 

Materials greatly enlarged, interest 

Provide opportunity for learning at 
students pa..:e, concrete examples 

Auditory experience 

First hand experience, first hand 
knowledge, interest 

fi~st hand experience, scientific 
method 

Aid organization and learning of 
materials, promote application of 
knowledge 

Bridge gap between classroom and 
other experiences 

Learning know16dge and skills, 
particularly those requiring 
repetitive and immediate feedback 



Rl!tIi MIllIII'iIIb 

IIItd P«Jple 

People 

Events 

Objects 

Demonstrations 
N Simulations \It 
w 

Models 

Field trip 

Specimens 

Laboratory 

Ii,""' ... ·· .. t .. 'I~" " " 'Il!'~ 'N " • , 

APPENDIX 8 

A UST OF MEDIA - MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT 

Audio 

Opaque projection lecture Flash card 

Overhead transparency Record Textbook 

Fdmstrip emette tape Workbook 

Slides ReeJ-to-reel Study guides 

8& 16mm film 

Microfilm 

Computer CRT 

Periodicals 

Computer printer 

Bulletin board 

EnJaraed hinsect .... 
Blackboard 

Flannel board 

Photo print 

awu 
Graphs 

Globes 

Maps 

Teachiaa lIIIIddne 
MultHnedia kill 
S1icle. tape jJI'OJJams 

Motion pictures 
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APPENDIX C 

SOURCES POR EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS 

Por most hardware. see the Audio-Visual Equipment Directory. 

1. OVERHEAD PROJECTOR AND TRANSPARENCIES 

There are many source auides for overhead projectors; one of the 

best is the latest Audio-Visual Equipment Directory. Transparencies for 

the overhead are plentiful at the elementary and secondary schOOl level. 

and in some subjects at the university level. R. R. Bowker Co., 1180 

Avenue of the Americas, Ne", [ork, N. Y. lQ036, publishes an "Index to 

Overhead Transparencieslt which lists 18.000 transparencies. As far as 

is known there are no generally available commercial transparencies 

covering the field of remote sensing. 

2. 35MM AND LANTERN PROJECTORS AND SLIDES 

"Canon U.S.A •• Inc., 64-10 Queens Boulevard, 'Woodside, NY 11377 

"Motiva, Ltd •• 155 East 55th Street, New York, NY 10022 
·Realist. Inc., Megal Drive, Menomonee Falls, WI 53051 
·Spindler and Sauppe, Inc •• 1329 Grand Central Avenue, Glendale. CA 91201 

3-D Projectors 

·DeHavilland Aircraft Co., Toronto, Ontario, Canada (for Jackson's device) 
·Albion Instrument Co., 2 Albion Road, Folkestone, Kent, England (for the 

Hawk MK VI stere ~rojector, $800; individual Slides are not adjustable) 
·Buhl has developed a side by side dissolve base system which might be 
applicable for 3-D projection, except for the set. short focal length 
lenses. Buhl Projector Company, 60 Spruce Street, Paterson, N.J. 07501 

Slides, Slidesets or Slide/Cassette Programs Specific to Remote SenSing 

*EROS Data Center, USGS, Sioux Falls, SO 57198 (slide-cassette programs) 

·Continuing Education Administration, 116 Stewart Center, Purdue University, 
West Lafayette, IN 47907 (minicourse series, slide/cassette programs 
materials) 
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*TechnololY Applications Center, The University of New Mexico, 
Albuquerque, m~ 81131 (slide pro,raas and annotated educational slide sets) 

*Pilot Rock, Inc., Box ZZ, Arcata, CA 95521 
*Harper and Row Publishers, Inc., 10 B. S3rd Street, New York, N.Y. 10022 

(annotated slides with booklet on satellite views of ve,etation and land forms) 
*John Wiley a Sons, Inc., 60S 3rd Street, New York, N.Y. 10016 
*McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd Street, NY 10036 
*Audio-Visual Instruments, 6839 Quadapule Trail NW, Albuquerque, NM 87107 

May be appropriate to remote sensinl 

*GBO-PUB Media, Tualatin, OR 97062 
*Eastman Kodak Co., Motion Picture and Bducation Markets Division, 343 State 
Street, Rochester, NY 14650 

*Wards Natural Science Establishment, Inc., 3000 East Ridge Road, Rochester, 
NY 14605 

* Hubbard , 2855 Shermer Road, Northbrook, IL 60062 

3. TAPE RECORDERS AND RECORDINGS 

The source of tapes for the EOC, Purdue and the Technology Applications 

Center are given under slide sources. For tapes in general, the best 

reference is the National Audio Tape Catalog, Department of Audiovisual 

Instruction, National Education Association, 1201 16th Street, NW, Washington, 

D.C. 20036. 

4. MOTION PICTURE FILM PROJECTORS AND FILMS 

*EROS Data Center, USGS, Sioux Falls, SD 57198 (Films: numerous) 
*Program Development Manager (Edward Zaitzeff) Earth Resources, Bendix 
Aerospace Systems Division, Ann Arbor, NI 48107 (Films: "You and M-DAS" 
and "The World of Invisible Color") 

*Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station, 1960 Addison Street, 
Berkeley, CA 94701 (Film: "A Certain Distance") 

*Natio'la1 Film Board of Canada (Film: "The Forest Watchers") 
*U.S. Agency for International Development, Department of State (Film: 
"Images of Life"--a film explaining the benefits and significance of 
LANDSAT to the layman) 

*Tbe Information Office, U.S. Geological Survey, Washington, D.C. 20242 
(Films: Five films on Aerial Photo Interpretation) 
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5. EDUCATIONAL AND INS'I'IUTIONAL TELEVISION 

*BROS Data Center, USGS, Sioux Palll, SO 5719. (m.roua 3/4" tape.) 
·Continu1na. Bducation Ad·tnllt~t1OJl, 110 Stewart Center, Purdue University, 
West Lafayette, IN '47907 

6. COMPUTBR ASSISTID INSTRUCTION 

Most people are aware of the sources for the coaputers (hardware) 

and they are listed in nuaerous sources including Gerlach and Bly (ref. 12). 

Those same aanufacturers are a point of contact for software also. 

Other contact organizations are: 

*Coaputer and Inforaation Science Research Center, Ohio Stat. University, 
Colu.bus, Ohio 43210 

*Coaputeri,ed Courseware Clearinghouse, University of Wisconsin, Green Bay, 
WI 54302. 

7. PROGlWI4ED INSTlUCTION 

Teachina Machines 
The Audio Visual Equipaent Directory 

Pro'r .... d Materials 
Many publishers as listed in Gerlach and Ely (ref. 12) 
*carl H. Hendershot's Programmed Leamin,. A Bibliography of Progr ... 
and Presentation Device., Carl H. Hendershot, Bay City, Nt 

*Continuln, EdUcation AdIIinistrati,on, 116 Stewart Center Purdue University, 
West Lafayette, IN 47907 

·Technology Applications Center, The University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, 
NM 87131 
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POOTNOTBS 

1. Perlonal coamunication with Gerald Bronl, Inltructional Technololist, 
Walhlnlton State Univerlity, Pul laan , Wa.hinlton. May 1978. 

2. Personal comaunication with B. M. Gardiner, Boeinl Corporation 
May UJ78. 
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COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN REMOTE SENSING EDUCATION 

Ronald L. Danielson 

University of Santa Clara 

Computer applications to instruction in any field may be divided into two 
broad generic classes: computer-managed instruction (eMI) and computer
assisted instruction (CAl). The division is based on how frequently the com
puter affects the instructional process and how active a role the computer 
takes in actually providing instruction. Both classes have been used in many 
different subject. areas and many different age groups, from elementary school 
reading to graduate-level science and engineering courses. References I and 2 
discuss various aspects of computer uses in education in much more detail. 

Although the author is not aware of any applications of either CHI or CAl 
to remote sensing education, there are no inherent characteristics of the sub
ject which preclude use of one or both techniques, depending on the computer 
facilities available to the instructor. This paper will first summarize the 
characteristics of the two classes, then briefly discuss potential applications 
to remote sensing education, and advantages and disadvantages of computer 
applications to the instructional process. 

1. Computer-Managed Instruction 

In eMI, the com?uter is not used to directly instruct the student; rather, 
the computer assumes the role of advisor (or overseer, depending on the amount 
of coercion the system ~y employ). Based on the individual student's perfor
mance statistics (topics covered, exam and quiz scores, etc.) and the course 
performance objectives established by the instr~ctor, the computer determines 
the need for remedial work, the possibility of skipping detailed coverage of 
upcoming topics, and subjects to be covered before the next exam (reference 3). 
This determination is presented to the student as a series of topics to be 
studied in a given time period, say the next week. Periodically (again say, 
weekly), the computer outputs a summary of each student's progress to the 
instructor, allowing him to pinpoint students in serious trouble and provide 
counseling, or to identify students making rapid progress, who are perhaps 
candidates for advanced or additional topics. 

CM! may be implemented on a batch or interactive computer system of vir
tually any size (microprocessor to mainframe), although an interactive system 
allows both participants in the advising to ask for clarification, as needed. 
The advantages of CMl include a more-or-Iess individualized curriculum for 
each student, as well as the detailed knowledge the instructor gains on the 
status of each student. The primary disadvantage is that the instructor must 
break each course into a fairly large number of very well-defined instruct~onal 
units, establish a prerequisite-sequel relationship among the units, and define 
criteria by which a student's progress may be measured. In addition, the 
instructor must program (or design and have programmed) the advising routine, 
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unless some general-purpose CHI program exists on a computer to which he has 
acc.ss. 

CHI .. y bP. used alone, but it is frequently used in conjunction with the 
other generic claaa. computer-assiated instruction. 

2. Computer-Assisted Instruction 

In CAl, the compute. takes an active role in educating the student. The 
system presents information, aaks questions, judges student answers, and cor
rects wrona answers. CAl systems are all interactive systems, in which the 
student sits at a terminal and engages in a dialog with the computer sys~em. 
There are three dimensions along which CAl systems may be further subclassi
fied: (1) type of computer on which the system runs, (2) type of terminal and 
input/output (I/O) devices used by the·system, and (3) type of dialog between 
system and student. Let's consider each dimension in turn. 

2.1 TYpe of computer- There are three categories of computer used in CAl 
syste .. : large mainframe systems capable of supporting 100 to 500 or more 
aimultaneous user., minicomputer-based systems capable of supporting two to 
100 simultaneous users, and self-contained single-user systems based on a 
llicrocomputer. 

Mainframe systems have the advantage of large amounts of storage and pro
cessing power available, and the disadvantages of high cost, and the fact that 
if the c~puter goes down, all users are inconvenienced. Microprocessor-based 
systems are low in cost, which means that several can be purchased, allOWing 
continued instruction for some students should one system fail. On the other 
hand, microc~mputer-based systems are very limited in terms of processing 
power, memory capacity, and long-term storage availability. Minicomputer sys
te .. are significantly cheaper than mainframes and can offer nearly as much 
memory and long-term storage capacity. They offer considerably more processing 
power than the microcomputer-based systems. Unfortunately, they share with 
mainframe systems an inability to gracefully degrade services in case of 
failure. 

2.2 TYpe of I/O devicB8- The primary I/O device in any CAl system is the 
terminal through which the student and the system communicate. Again, there 
are three categories of terminal suited to CAl in remote sensing: (1) hardcopy 
output with keyboard input (e.g., teletype), (2) line-oriented CRT display with 
keyboard input, and (3) raster scan graphic display (either black ana white 01 

color) with keyboard input. In addition, there are a number of special I/O 
devices which may supplement the basic terminal. Special input devices include 
those used to position a cursor or select from a "menu" of actions on a CRT 
display (light pen, touch panel, joystick). Special output devices include 
computer-controlled slide projectors and various voice output devices. 

Hardcopy terminals are slow and relatively noisy compared to CRT displays. 
Since the price of graphics displays (particularly black ~nd white displays) 
is now much closer to that of line-oriented displays, and the graphics capa
bility greatly enriches the dialog between student and system, new CAl systems 
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which are balna purch •• ed or developed should specify graphic CRT displays as 
the principal terminal output dev~.ce. Of course, color CRT displays are 
1deally suited for use with multispectral image data. Either type of graphic 
display should have a minimum resolution of 256 x 256 points, and preferably 
512 x 512 o~ 1024 x 1024 points. 

With regard to special 1/0 devices, a joystick or trackball is very use
ful for cursor positioning for some remote sensing tasks (e.g., reference point 
selection) and would be equally suited for computer-assisted instruction in 
those tasks. A computer controlled slide or microfiche projector would have 
utility in instruction in activities such as photo interpretation. In addi
tion, any other peripheral input or output device used in remote sensing appli
cations, such as a digitizer, may be used as an 1/0 device for CAl. 

2.3 TYpe of diaZog- The simplest dialog between student and system is 
drill and practice, in which the computer asks thp. student a number of short'· 
answer questions, judges and criticizes the answers, and determines the diffi
culty and subject of future questions based on the student's past performance. 
Such a dialog makes minimal use of the computer's capabilities, but is suited 
for use with the statistical and mathematical skills important in remote sens
ing. In fact, CAl systems based on such simple dialogs have had great success 
when employed as remedial devices to improve mathematical skills (reference 4). 

A second type of dialog is an inquiry dialog, in which the student asks 
questions of the system in some query language, the system calculates (or 
searches a data base for) the answer, and responds. There is a tradeoff 
between ease of use by the student and complexity of the CAl system, determined 
by such factors as the query language (e.g., predicate calculus vs natural 
language) and size of the data base. Such dialogs, using simple natural lan
guage input, have been employed in teaching subjects such as geography (ref
erence 5) or electronic troubleshooting (reference 6), as well as in computer
managed instruction (reference 7). An inquiry dialog might have utility for 
allowing a new student in remote sensing (say, an expert in urban planning just 
beginning to use remote sensing techniques) to rea', a fairly technical overview 
of the subject and have new terms and concepts explained in whatever de~ail he 
wishes. 

As opposed to the student control evident in an inquiry dialog, a Socratic 
dialog vests control of the dialog in the computer. The system asks the stu
dent a series of carefully planned qu~stions, each dependent on the student's 
previo.ls answers, in order to lead the student to discover. "by himself" the 
desired concepts and conclusions. While such a dialog may seem an ideal vehi
cle for teaching, an implementation in a CAl system requires solving a number 
of complex problems, such as computer understanding of virtually unrestricted 
natural language input. Consequently, an unrestricted Socratic dialog is not 
currently a viable CAl technique, although such dialogs have been implemented 
in well-defined problem domains (reference 8) and research is continuing in 
this area. 

A type of dialog which is eminently suited to use in remote sensing edu
cation is a simulation dialog, in which the system simulates the effects of 
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the studentts choice of parameters on the final outcome of a process. For 
example, a CAl le •• on on clas.ification of LANDSAT i"I •• might provide the 
student with several possible choice. of parameters at different points in the 
proces., and then dieplay the resultl 1n a clas.ification uliOI those param
eters. There i. seldom enoulh computer power available to allow such classifi
cation to take place in real time, but by prestorinl the results of those 
classificationa, a CAl system can simulate allowinl the student to experiment 
with different parameter choices. Such simulation dialogues are frequently 
coupled with inquiry or restricted Socratic dialols to Ireatly enrich the edu
cational process (reference 5). 

CAl can also be used as an on-line training aid. The student begins a 
remote sensing process interactively on a computer, and when he reaches a point 
of uncertainty, typing HELP on the terminal enters him into an inquiry dialog 
explaininl the pertinent points, and perhaps eVAn luiding him through the next 
few steps •. At any point, he may return to the process and continue unaided. 

A final type of CAl dialol is one between the system and instructor, 
rather than the system and student. The purpose is to help an instructor pre
pare exams, either for administration on-line, as part of other CAl activity, 
or off-line, in a traditional classroom situation. Such automated test con
struction dialogs employ large pools of short-answer or multiple choice ques
tions, as well as problem generators of varying complexity. 

3. Remote Sensing Activities Suited to Machine-Aided Instruction 

While virtually all remote sensinl ac~ivities may be taught using some 
form of machine-aided instruction, some tasks seem more naturally suited for 
certain dialog styles than others. As already mentioned, the mathematical 
aspects of remote sensing and statistics are well suited to drill and practice, 
and tasks such as clusterinl and classification of images may be treated via 
simulation to provide the student experience he might otherwise not obtain. 

With the addition of extra I/O devices, octivitics such 3S photo interpre
tation or digitizing may be taulht via CAl. Selection of ground truth areas 
or reference points for geometric registrat~on may be done if the display is 
equipped with a light pen or trackball. For some of these tasks, of course, 
it may be necessary to provide additional printed material which the student 
will use during his terminal session. 

4. Advantages and Disadvantages 

As with the use of any technology, there are advantages and disadvantages 
to use of machine-aided instruction. Not the least of the disadvantages is 
that a certain small percentage of all students have extreme difficulty becom
ing accustomed to the machine, and never receive an acceptably high level of 
instruction (reference 9). On the other hand. in a field such as remote sens
ing, where computers have a large impact on the actions a student will take in 
performing many tasks, it is important that students develop an early 
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familiarity with computers. Using computers in the instructional process 
itself i8 a vary effactive way of fostering that familiarity. 

Other disadvantages of machine-aided instruction are that it is time
consuming to implement CAl material (a8 much as 50-100 hours of preparation 
for each hour of student contact, depending on lesson-development aids avail
able) and that there must be ea8Y, frequent and inexpensive access to a com
puter system. 

The adv~ntages of machine-aided instruction are that the material devel
oped may be used by many students (seri.lly or simultaneously), that the pace 
of instruction and topics taught can be individualized to a large degree, and 
that certain CAl techniques (e.g., simulation) allow a student to perform 
experiments or activities which he would not be able to otherwise. 
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TEXTBOOKS AND TBCHNICAL REFERENCES FOR REMOTB SBNSING 

R.obert D. Rudd 
University of Denver 

Leonard W. Bowden 
University of California. Riverside 

Robert N. Colwell 
University of California, Berkeley 

John Eo. Bstes. 
University of California, Santa Barbara 

A few years ago, a paper on this topic would have had an ex· 

tremely abbreviated section on textbooks. There still is consid

erable imbalance, especially since technical references constitute 

a broader category which includes government and industry manuals; 

but the number of textbooks on remote sensing and photointerpreta

tion has increased substantially in recent years. Indeed, there 

are now enough books in print that to attempt to comment on all 

of them as well as technical references would make this an extreme-

ly long article. Hence each author comments on a few selected 

works in his category, the selection being based on personal ex

perience and choice. Introductory texts on remote sensing are 

discussed by Rudd, (dvanced remote sensing texts by Powden, photo

interpretation books by Colwell, and remote sensing technical ref

erences by Estes. 

The bibliography is a selected one also. Although it goes 

substantially beyond those commented upon herein, there are many 

useful works which were not included for reasons such as the pro

portion of the work devoted to remote sensing. No attempt at all 

is made here to survey individual articles in the periodical lit-

erature; thei r numbers are legion. .JI.P( .'.i ~., ~I e:.~:'>l\ 
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Introductory aemote Sensina Textbooks. During the early 

1970. as courses on or including remote sensing began appearing 

in some numbers, books on the subject weTe very few in number. 

Instructors were relying on articles in journals, government pub

lications, industrial advertising material, research grant re

ports, etc. Almost as soon as it appeared, !h! Surveillant 

Science (ref. A-8) quickly became the commonly used text for 

courses being offered at a variety of levels. It affords breadth 

of subject matter as well as variation in technical difficulty, 

beiug comprised of many articles, the majority of whi...h previous· 

ly had appeared in diverse publications. Holz provided an organ

ized approach, a grouping of articles on related subjects, and 

introductory sections to tie the several units together. It is 

questionably a beginner's book, although the publication dates 

of the articles do reflect a time when less reader background was 

presumed, a useful feature. 

Two more books which have enjoyed wide use in introductory 

courses appeared a year later, Rudd (ref. A-27) and Estes and 

Senger (ref. A·6). Estes and Senger also is a book with multiple 

authors; however, each of the chapters was written specifically 

for this book. Moreover, the original purpose of the writing was 

for use in an IGU workshop to introduce remote sensing to meeting 

attendees, so it was intended to be an introductory level book. 

It continues to enjoy substantial use although variations in 

style and technical level of the chapters are found objection

able by some. Rudd ha~ the least depth of any of these books but 

perhaps the most breadth, extending beyond application to a 
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philosophical consideration of implications. Although it does in

clude a chapter on principles, it was intended to provide a total 

overview of and to interest the re.der in remote sensing. It has 

been used most successfully as an introduction to the technique. 

Everyone's Space Handbook (ref. A-II) is primarily a photo 

imagery source .anual, althouah the first half of this paperback 

provides an intr~~action to image characteristics, sensors, sen

sor platforms, and imagery types. For the person needing speci

fics regarding what kinds of imagery are available and where to 

obtain them, this is one of the more concise references routinely 

available. 

An introduction to remote sensing which focuses on technique 

principles to the exclusion of application is available in Funda

mentals 2! Electromaanetic Remote Sensing (ref. A-14). The phys

ical and mathematical principles which provide the foundation for 

remote sensing are given rather more prominence in this treatment 

than i" many other introductory books. At ~resent available only 

as a paperback, an expanded version of this book with a co-author 

is to become available in the near future. 

Back when only the first few books on remote sensing were 

available, many questioned whether any of them was actually a 
~-

, textbook. One effort wbich resulted from this dissatisfaction 

was the ,"llaboration of ~ver 20 authors on a book sponsored by 

the National Council for Geographic Education (ref. A-26). The 

book is intended 35 a text rather than a reference, and it is 

aimed at the introductory level. A lab manual which utilizes 

illustrations in the text also is available although the t~xtbook 
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1s I.lf-contained. Remote sensing lab exercises and/or lab mat· 

erlal. co.-only pose a problem for people setting up a new course. 

The January 1977 issue of the Association of American Geogra~hers' 

Reaote Senlina Co .. ittee (ref. C-17) publication, RSEMS, is de

voted to lab exercise ideas appropriate to introdur~ory courses, 

a few lab aanuals such as Lee (ref. A-13) and one from Pilot Rock, 

Inc., are obtainable. 

There are several other books including some recent ones 

which could be classed as introductory, depending upon the nature 

of the course in question. Those discussed above, however, in

clude the books which have been most used in the past five years 

in introductory remote sensing courses in the United States. 

Advanced Remote Sensing Textbooks. The American Society of 

Photolra .. etry (AS~ has produced a series of advanced manuals 

that are somewhere between textbooks and reference manuals. The 

first was the Manual of Photogrammetry (ref. B-22) followed by 

the Manual 2! Photographic !n!!rpretation (ref. B-4). The Manual 

~ Color Aerial Ehoto~~aphy (ref. Bw 20) was the third of the se

ries and was followed by the two-volume ~anual of Remote ~e~sin& 

(ref. A-23). The Manual of Remote Sensing is being revisl!d to 

be publisbed as a second edition in 1981. 

The ASP .anuals were never intended as textbooks but were 

so.etiaes used as such be~~use of the lack of comprehensive texts. 

Often instructors choose sonlething like Inte¥pretation 2! Aerial 

Photolra2hs (ref. B~2) as a basic text with supplemental assign' 

ments in the above manuals. 
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In the late 1960s and early 19705, several special~zed books 

appeared such as Remot~ Sensing: With &pecial Referenc! ~ ~~ 

culture ~ ForestrI (ref. A-2S). Remote ~ins in !~2II (rei. 

A-lO); Aerial Photo-EcoloSI (ref. B-10); and City Planning !n! 
A~rial Information (ref. B-3), to name a few. Except in very 

specialized courses. the above books were usually treated 3S the 

manuals were--as supplemental reading. 

During the last half of the 1970s, several new books werp. 

published which are specifically aimed at advanced classes. Re--
~ Sensing for Environmental Scien~ (ref. A-29); Remote Sens

ins. Principles and IEterpretation (ref. A-28); and Remote Sens

!!i 2! Environment (ref. A-IS) are three examples. A few special

ized books such as Remote Sensing in Geomorphology (ref. A-36) 

and the more quantitative approach found in Remote Sensing, the 

Quantitative Approach (ref. A-34) also became available. 

Most advanced texts and reference books are multi-authored. 

Lintz and Simonett, Swain and Davis, and all of the ASP manuals 

have numerous autho:s. In contrast, Avery, Sabins, Howard, and 

Branch are examples of single-authored books. Both approac:les 

have advantages and disadvantages. The multl-authoTcd books 

bring a wi~dr range of knowledge, experience, and information but 

are often clipped, distractive, and troublesome for the student 

due to changes in writing style and flow of communication. 

Single-authored books tend to be better organized, consistent in 

style, but may be shallow or lacking in specialtie~ other than 

the author's. While there is probably no solution to some of 
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the above problems, we have yet to try the two-or three-author 

comprehensive text that may fill the gap. 

Photo Interpretation Books. Photo interpretation is dealt 

wi.th to a significant extent islvirtually all introductory and 

advanced remote sensing textbooks, including those reviewed in 

the previous two sections. This is explained by the fact that 

man's use of the term "remote sensing" has been broadened in re

cent years to include not only the acquisition but also the anal

ysis of remote sensing data, includ'ing photographs. 

The Manual of Photographic Interpretation (ref. 8-4) is the 

only comprehensive book on photo interpretation per se that ever 

was written. Despite its l,OOO-page size, it has been used very 

successfully in past years as the textbook for courses in photo 

interpretation. Despite the fact that it was written nearly two 

decades ago, it still is current in nearly every aspect of photo 

interpretation except that dealing with the optical and electron

ic enhdncement of aerial and space photographs as an aid to their 

interpretation. 

The decision to prepare this "first comprehensive treatment 

of the subject of photo interpretation" was arrived at by the 

American Society of Photogrammetry shortly after that society 

took the lead in establishing the Commission on Photo Interpreta

tion (Commission VII) within the International Society of Photo

grammetry in 1952. It was agreed that this was to be a truly 

international textbook or manual in terms of the contributions 

contained in it. In the year of its publication, The Manual of 

Photographic Interpretation received a prize from the American 
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Library As soc:.iat ion for being one of the "best technical books 

of the year. 1t 

Work on the Manual began in 1955 and was culminated with 

publication in 1960. More than 100 distinguished authors contri

buted to the book, all of them without remuneration. To the con

trary, many of them abandoned their plans to publish a book in 

their own right, complete with the royalties that would be real

ized by their so doing, in order to contribute to the Manual of 

Photographic Interpretation. 

The first three chapters of the Manual are introductory in 

nature and deal with the following topics, respectively: I. The 

Development of Photo Interpretation; II. Procurement of Aerial 

Photography; and Ill. Fundamentals of Photo Interpretation. 

The next 12 chapters deal with applications of photo inter

pretation in the following respective disciplines: Geology, 

Soils, Engineering, Forestry, Wildlife Management, Range Manage

ment, Hydrology and Watershed Management, Agriculture, Urban Area 

Analysis, Archaeology, Geography, Special Forms of Photo Inter

pretation. (Note the tendency to begin with the barren landscape 

by having the geology chapter first in this series, then the veg

etated landscape, and finally the cultural landscape.) 

The concluding chapter of the Manual deals with Education 

and Training in Photo Interpretation and, as such, contains much 

material which still is of sufficient validity to merit its being 

brought to the attention of the CORSE-78 attendees. 

An initial printing of 10,000 copies of this Manual was made; 

that supply was almost completely exhausted within six months, 
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with the result that an additional printing of 5,000 copies was 

ade, after whieh the type was broken down at the request of the 

publisher. While this book is currently out of print, college 

and un~versity libraries commonly have sufficient copies of it 

on t~· reserve bookshelf to permit its use as a supplemental ref

erence for basic courses and also as the primary textbook for 

smaller, more advanced courses in photo interpretation. 

One of the most commonly used 'textbooks dealing primarily 

with photo interpretation is Avery's Interpretation ~ Aerial 

Photographs (ref. B-2). Although it is by no means as comprehen

sive as The Manual of Photographic Interpretation, it is of ap

propriate size and content for use as the textbook for almost 

any basic course in photo interpretation. In terms of subject 

matter and organization, its contents are similar to those of 

The Manual of Photographic Interpretation. Specifically, while 

it contains, quite appropriately, a certain amount of introduc

tory material dealing with historical aspects, means for procur

ing photography, and the basic principles of photo geometry, 

stereoscopy, and photo interpretation techniques, the remainder 

of the book is discipline oriented. As a result, the reader can 

become familiar with photo interpretation in such disciplines, 

chapter by chapter, as forestry, range management, agriculture, 

urban area analysis, and land use planning. Representative prob

lems at the end of each chapter add to the book's usefulness. 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration, in con

nection with its Earth Resources Survey Program, has published 

several books that satisfy the need felt by most photo 
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interpretation teachers for numerous photographic illustrations 

of high quality, and especially in full color. In most instances 

the photographs appearing in these NASA books are fortified with 

annotations and captions, prepared and field"checked by highly 

competent photo interpTeters, thereby making the books largely 

self"sufficient for teaching certain important aspects of photo 

interpretation. Since these books have been published in large 

quantities by the Government Printing Office, they are both read

ily and economically available. The specific types of photo

graphy that are primarily dealt with in these books are indicated 

by their titles. Included among them are the fallowing: "Earth 

Photographs from Gemini 3, 4, and 5" (ref. B-8); "Monitoring 

Earth Resources from Aircraft and Spacecraft--the Apollo 9 Multi

band Photographic ExperimentU (ref. B-l6); "Mission to Earth: 

Landsat Views the World" (ref. A-17); and "Skylab Explores the 

Earth" (ref. A-33). 

Remote Sensing Technical References. As stated above, this 

is an extremely broad area, and any attempt to encompass it to

tally is doomed to failure. It is an area of remote sensing lit

erature which is important, however. Indeed, owing to the nature 

of the development of the field, technical references have played 

a key role in the dissemination of knowledge concerning advances 

in basic and applied research techniques, methodologies, and in

strumentation. 

In the early 19605, as the field began to evolve from photo 

interpretation, there were few professional publications which 

would accept articles on the subject aside from Photogrammetric 
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En,ine.~rin& (ref. C-8). the house organ of the American Society 

of Photogramsetry. Many other scholl:trly journals would not ac

cept articles in the field, considering their contents too "tech

nique-ol·iented." Happily t in many disciplines this state of af

fairs has begun to change as the caliber of research matures and 

the degree of interest in the area increases. Nevertheless, some 

vestiges of this type of thinking may still be found in the edi

torial policies of a number of professional journals. 

Owing to this lack of outlets for publication of research 

results, technical reports and symposia began to play an impor

tant role in the dissemination of information concerning progress 

in the field; this role has carried forward into the pre·sent time. 

Researchers learned to ttget on the lists," that is, to write to 

request that their names be added to the mailing lists of univer

sities or government agencies conducting research of interest to 

them. Institutions such as the Forestry Remote Sensing Laboratory, 

University of California, Berkeley; The Center for Research in 

Engineering Science (later Center for Research, Incorporated), 

University of Kansas; Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sens

ing at Purdue; and the Willow Run Laboratories (now Environmental 

Research Institute of Michigan) and the University of Michigan, 

to name some of the leaders, were bombarded by requests from re

searchers. 

Today this is still an excellent way to keep up with the 

field. Because the lag time for publication in refereed journals 

is typically six months to two years, in some cases it pays the 

serious researcher to write for the technical reports from 
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individuals conducting research of particular interest to him. 

Typically these individuals are more than willing to send copies 

of their latest works, if available. The only drawback to this 

procedure is that responses to such requests, understandably, of

ten are in Xerox form without original iiiustrations. 

As remote sensing began to grow and outlets for publications 

were sought, symposia played an important role in getting the 

word out. The Proceedings of the Symposia 2.!l Remote Sensing of 

Environment, now the International Symposium ~ Remote Sensing 2! 
Environment (ref. C-II), held at the University of Michigan (most 

recently held in Manila in the Philippines) played an early key 

role in bringing individuals in the field together to discuss the 

results of their research. As the field has grown, so has the 

number of symposia sponsored both by private institutions and gov

ernmental agencies. The University of Tennessee's symposia on 

Remote Sensing of Earth Resources (ref. C-15), the National Aero

nautics and Space Administratiorrs (NASA) Significant Results 

Symposia (variously titled, but most recently NASA Earth Resource 

Survey Symposia [ref. C-6]), NASA's Active Microwave Workshop 

Proceedings (ref. A-16), and the United States Geological Survey's 

and National Aeronautics Space Administration's Pecora Symposia 

(ref. C-12) are but a few of the increasing number of meetings 

which produce proceedings, not to mention those held by societies ~ 

which have remote sensing emphasis on sections such as: the 

Proceedings of the Annual Meetings of the American Society of 

Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ref. C-10). 
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As the field has arown, so too has the number of books which 

may be eonsidered technical references. Works such as Wolfe's 

Handbook 2! Military Infrared Technology (soon to be updated and 

retitled Handbook 2! Infrared Technology) (rof. A-4l), Skolnik's 

edited work Radar Handbook (ref. A-32). Jensen's Optical and 

Photographic Reconnaissance Systems (ref. B-ll), and Pratt's 

work 011 Digital Imase Processina (ref. A-2l) are but a few of the 

burgeoning lists of publications in this growing area. 

It should be stressed in conclusion that this discussion of 

technical references is by no means complete. In addition to re

ports developed in NASA. the Department of Interior and its EROS 

program, the Geography Program of ~he Geological Survey; private 

industries such as General Electric Space Division, Earth Satel

lite Corporation, Goodyear, Lockheed, Westinghouse, Texas Instru

ments, and Motorola also produce technical works detailing the 

results of their research in remote sensing. The best advice to 

the reader on which to end this section is: keep your eyes and 

ears open and your pencils, pens, or dictaphones ready. When 

you hear of a report by an agency which is pursuing research in 

your area of interest, write for it or ask to be put on their 

publication mailing list. 
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A SELBCTED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON REMOTE SENSING 

Textbooks and Technical References Panel 
CORSB-7S 

A. Remote Sensing Books, Monographs, Etc. 

T 

1. Alf81di, T., and Ryerson, R. t Satellite Imagery Inter

pretation: Suggestions for Laboratory Design, 

CaSPAR Technique Manual Series #5, Ottawa, 1976. 

2. Anderson, J •• et a1., ~ Land ~ and Land Cover Classi

fication System for Use with Remote Sensor Data, 

U.S.G.S. Prof. Paper 964, 1976. 

3. Andrews, H., and Hunt, B., Digital Image Restoration, 

Prentice-Hall, 1977. 

4. Barrett, E., and Curtis, L., Introduction to Environ

mental Remote Sensing, Halstead Press, 1978. 

S. Bibliography of LARS Publications, Laboratory for Appli

cations of Remote Sensing, Purdue University, Aug. 

1977. 

6. Estes, J., and Senger, L. (eds.), Remote Sensing Tech

niques for Environmental Analysis, Hamilton Pub., 

1974. 

7. Harper, D., Eye in the Sky--Introduction to Remote Sens

ing, Multiscience Pub., Montreal, 1977. 

8. Holz, R. (ed.), The Surveillant Science, Houghton 

Mifflin, 1973. 

9. Hudson, R., Infrared System Engineering, Wiley, 1969. 

10. Johnson, P. (ed.). Remote §ensing in Ecology, Univ. of 

Georgia Press, 1969. 
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11. KToeck. D., Bverxonefs Space Handbook, Pilot Roek, Inc. 

1976. 

12. KTumpe, P., The World Bemote Sensins Bibl10lTaphic Index, 

Tensor Industries, Inc., 1976. 

13. Lee, K., Laboratory Manual for Study 2! Remote §!nsinl, 

Colorado School of Mines, 1976. 

14. Lillesand, T., Fundamentals 2! Electromagnetic Remote 

Sensing, S.U.N.Y., Syracuse, 1976. 

IS. Lintz, J. t and Simonett, D. (eds.), Remote Sensing of 

Environment, Addison-Wesley, 1976. 

16. Mathews, R. (ed.), Active Micrcwave Workshop Report, 

NASA SP-376, 1975. 

17. Mission to Earth: Landsat Views the World, NASA SP-360, 

1976. 

18. Morain, S., Geosraphic ~ucation in Remote ~ensing!l 

the University Level, Association of American Geo

graphers Committee on Remote Sensing (mimeo), 1975. 

19. NASA, Landsat Q!l! Users Handbook, GSFC Document 16SD5-

42S8, 1976. 

20. Nicks, O. (ed.), !hi! Island Earth, NASA SP-2S0, 1970. 

21. Pratt, W., Digital Image Processing, Wiley, 1977. 

22. Reeves, R., Electromagnetic Remote Sensing, Amer. Geol. 

Inst., 1968. 

23. Reeves,' R. (ed.), Manual of Remote Sensin& (Vol. I alid 

II), Amer. Soc. of Photogrammetry, 1975. 

24. Bemote ~ensins of Earth ~~!£!!, Committee on Science 

and Astronautics, U. S. House Repr., U.S.G.P.O., 

1972. 282 
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25. ~emote ~en8in~ !!!!l Special Reference 12 Aaricult!!re !W! 
Porestry, Nat'l. Acad. Sciences, 1970. 

26. Richason, 8. (ed.), Introduction 12 Reaote Sensi~g ~ 

!h! Bnvironment, Kendall/Hunt, 1978. 

27. Rudd, R. t aemote Sensina: ~ Better !!!!. Duxbury Press, 

1974. 

28. Sabins, F., Remote Sensing, Principles ~ Inter~retation, 

Freeman, 1978. 

29. Schandz, E., Remote Sensina for Environmental Sciences, 

Springer Verlag, Heidelberg, 1976. 

30. 

3l. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

Short, N., Lowman, P., Freden, S., and Finch, W., Mission 

~ Earth, Landsat Views the World, NASA SP-360, 1976. 

Simon, J., Infrared Radiation, Van Nostrand, 1966. 

Skolnik, M. (ed.), Radar Handbook, McGraw-Hill, 1970. 

Skylab Explores !h! Earth, NASA SP-380, 1971. 

Swain, P., and Davis, S., Remote Sensing, ill Quantita

!!!! Approach, McGraw·Hill, 1978. 

35. Thomas, V., Generation and Physical Characteristics 2! 
the Landsat 1 ~ ! ~ Computer Compatible Tapes, 

NASA GSFC Doc. X-S63·7S-233, 1975. 

36. Verstappen, H., Remote Sensing !n Geomorphology, ElseVier, 

1977. 

37. Veziroglu, T., Remote Sensing, EnerlY Related Studies, 

Hemisphere, 1975. 

38. Westerlund, F., Remote Sensing !2! Planning: ~ Blb1io

sraphy and Review 2! Literature, University of 

Washington Urban Planning/Development Series. Num

ber 10, 1972. 
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39. Wheeler, G., Radar Fundamentals, Prentice-Hall, 1967. 

40. Williams, R., and Carter, W. (eds.), ERTS-l, ~ ~ !1!: 
~ 2! Q!! Planet, U.S.G.S. Prof. Paper 929, 1976. 

41. Wolfe, W., Handbook g! Hilitary Jnfrared TecbnoloaY, 

U.S.G.P.O.t 1965. 

B. Photo Interpretation Books, Monoaraphs, Etc. 

1. Aerial-Photo Interpretation !! Classifyin& and Mappina 

Soils, U.S.D.A., SCS (Handbook 294), 1966. 

2. Avery, T., Interpretation 'of Aerial Photographs, Buraess 

(3d ed.) t 1971. 

3. Branch, M., City Plannins and Aerial Information, Harvard 

University Press, 1971. 

4. Colwell, R. (ed.), Manua~ of Photosraehic Interpretation, 

Amer. Soc. of Photogrammetry, 1960. 

5. Curran, H., et a1., Atlas of Landforms, Wiley (2d ed.), 

1974. 

6. Denny, C., et al •• ~ Descriptive Catalos 2! Selected 

Aeri!! fhotographs of Geololic Features !! the 

United States, U.S.G.S. Prof. Paper 590, 1968. 

7. Deuel, L., Flilhts into Yesterday, St. Martins Press, 

1969. 

8. Earth Photolraphs !!2! Gemini A, !, ~ !, NASA SP-129, 

1967. 

9. Hammond. R., ~ Survey!! Economic Develoement, American 

Elsevier, 1967. 

10. Howard, J' t Aerial Photo-EcoloIY, American Elsevier, 

1970. 
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J •••• n. N., Optical !!! Photolraphic Reconnaissance 

Sy.t.as, Wiley, ~8. 

Kodak, Color M!!!!l!!!! Photocraphed, EastAn Kodak Co., 

1962. (Tbere are a nuab.: of inexpensive publica

tions by Kodak, but some such as this one are dif

ficult to obtain.) 

13. Lattaan. L., and Ray, R., A~rial Photocrapbs !! Field 

G.olo,y. Holt. Reinhart and Winilbn. 1965. 

14. Miller t V., Pbotoceolocy, McGraw-Hill., 1961 

15. Mollard, J., ~ Photo Analysis !!! !h!~pretationt 
lellhaven House, Ltd., 1960. 

16. Monitorinl Earth Resources !!2! Aircraft ~ SEacecraft--

17. 

.. 
The Apollo! Multiband Photo,raphic Experiment, 

NASA SP-275, 1971. 

Paine, D., ~lntroduction 12 Aerial PbotolraEhy !2! 
Natural Resource Manace •• nt, Or.,on State Unlv., 

1975. 

18. Ray, R. t A~rlal Photo,rap~!! G.ololic MaEpin& and 

Interpretation, U.S.G.S. Prof. Paper 373, 1960. 

19. Richter, G., Dictionary 2! Qptics, Photo,raEhy, !!i 
Photolraam.try, ElseVier, 1966. 

ZOo 

21. 

S.ith, J. (ed.), Manua~f Color Aerial PhotoaraEny, 

Amer. Soc. of Photolraam.try, 1968. 4It 
Spurr. 5., Photolraam.tty. !!! ~hoto·lnterpretation, 

Ronald Press, 1960. 

22. Thompson, N. (ed.), Manual 2! Photo,raam.try (Vol. 1 

and II), Aaer. Soc. of Photolraaaetry (3rd ed.), 

1966. 
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23. Strandberg, C., ~!rial Discovery Manual, Wiley, 1967. 

24. Sully, G., Aerial Photo Interpretatio!, Bellhaven House, 

Ltd., 1970. 

25. von Bandat, H., Aeroleoloay, Gulf Publishing Co., 1962. 

26. Wanless, H., ~erial Stereo Photolrap~, Hubbard Scienti

fic Co., 1965. 

27. Way, D., Air Photo Interpretation !2! Land Planninl, 

Harvard University Press, 1968. 

28. Way, D., Terrain Analysis: A Guide 12 Site Selection 

Usinl Aerial Photolraphic.Jnterpretation, Dowden 

Hutchinson, and Ross, Inc., 1973. 

29. Wenderoth, S., Yost, E., et al., Multispectral Photo

Iraphy for Earth Resources, West Hills Printinl 

Co., 1972. 

C. Periodicals, Etc. 

1. CCRS Current Publications, Canada Centre for Remote - . 
Sensing, Ottawa. 

2. Geo Abstracts. Re.I~!! Sensing and Cartography, Section 

G, Norwich, England. 

3. The I.T.C. Journa), International Institute for Aerial 

Survey and Earth Sciences, Enschede. The ~etherlands. 

4. Landsat ~ Users Notes, EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls. 

S. Landsat NeWSletter, NASA, GSFC. Greenbelt. 

6. NASA Earth Resources Survey Symposium--Proceedings, JSC, 

Houston. 

7. Photolra.metria, The International Society for Photo

grammetry, Amsterdam. 
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R. Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing, Amer. 

Soc. of Photogrammetry. 

9. Proceedings for the Annual Purdue Symposium ~ Machine 

Processing of Remotely Sensed Data, The Institute 

of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Piscataway, 

N. J. 

10. Proceedings of the Annual Meeting, Amer. Soc. of Photo

grammetry. 

11. Proceedings of the International Symposia ~ Remote Sens

ing of Environment, Willow Run Laboratories, Univ. 

of Michigan, 1962-1977. 

12. Proceedings of the William !. Pecora Memorial Symposia, 

U.S.G.S., EROS Data Center. 

13. Quarterly Literature Review of the Remote Sensing of 

Natural Resources, T.A.C., Univ. of New Mexico. 

14. Remote Sensing for the Inventory and Management of Nat

ural Resources, Procedural Manuals Series, Remote 

Sensing Program, Space Sciences Laboratory, Univ. 

of California. 

15. Remote Sensing of Earth Resources, Univ. of Tennessee 

Space Institute. 

16. Remote Sensing of Environment, Elsevier North-Holland, 

Inc., New York. 

17. RSEMS, Remote Sensing Committee of the Association of 

American Geographers. 

18. Technical Reports, Remote Sensing Laboratory, CRES, 

Univ. of Kansas. 
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19. Technical Reports and Memoranda, Jet Propulsion Labora

tory, California Institute of Technology. 
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK Nat ntMiD 

Southern california - Arizona 

Regional Academic Workshop 

June 28, 1978 

1!dW r CM II t . 11 

Workshop Chairman: Dr. Leonard W. Bowden, University of California, Riverside 

Workshop Panel Members: 

Dr. John E. Eates, University of California, Santa Barbara 
Dr. William A. Finch Jr., San Diego State University 
Dr. Phil N. Slater, University of Arizona 

The workshop convened at 8:40 a.m. with nine attendees and four panel 

members. During the approximate two hours of discussion, more people kept 

arriving until a total of twenty three people attended and participated in 

the session. This paper is an attempt to summarize and identify the important 

points made during the discussions. The chairman opened the meeting with the 

statement '~e will produce, as best we can, a listing and summary of what is 

going on in Southern California and Arizona in universities, government, aero-

space industry, oil companies, etc., in relation to education in remote sensing 

of the environment." 

Table 1 is compiled from (1) descriptions J narrations and disclission of 

the four panel members and several members of the au6ience; (2) courses listed 

by David L. Nealey in "Remote Sensing/Phctogrammetry Education in the U.S. & 

Canada" published in the March 1977 iSSUE:! of ~t:ogranunetric Engineering and 

Remote Sensins; and (3) a search by thf: pallel chairman of available 1978-79 

catalogues from Southern califon,ia's universIties, colleges and two-year col-

leges. The list is probably not complete and may contain errors in course num-

ber, units or title. The panel chairman takes full responsibility and apolo-

gizes to any indiViduals or departments omitted. The impression one gets, after 

looking at scores of catalogues and hundreds of course listings, is that Southern 

california and Arizona are well represented in the teaching of and educational 

activities related to remote sensing of the environment. 
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TABLE 1. - REMOTE SENSING/PHOTOGRAMMETlY AND UUTED COUUES AT INSTITUTIONS 

IN ARIZONA AND SOtrl'HEBN CALIFORNIA 

LEGEND 

IS - Remote Sensing 
RSr - Remote Sensing related 
PI - Photo-Interpretation 
Plr - Photo-Interpretation related 
PG - Photogrammetry 
PGr - Photogrammetry related 

ARIZONA 

1 Univ. of Arizona 

Dept. of Civil Eng. 
1254 Photogrammetry 
3 Sem. hra. UGrad/Grad 

Dept. of Geography and Area Development 
'298 Geographical Applications of 
Remote Sensing 

Dept. of Geosciences 
'207 Photogeology 
3 Sem. hrs. UGrad/Grad 
#207 Applied Multispecttdl Imagery 
2 Sem. hrs. Grad 

Dept. of Watershed Mgt. 
#220a Photogrammetry 
2 Sem. hra. UGrad/Grad 
#220b Photointerpretation 
2 Sem. hrs. UGrad/Grad 
#298b Applications of Remote Sensing 
and Computer Mapping 
UGrad/Grad 

Dept. of Optical Sciences 
#230 Introduction to Remote Sensing 
#231 Photographic Remote Sensing 
3 Sem. hrs. 
#233 Photo-Electronic Imaging 
Devices 
3 Sem. hrs. 
#235 Automatic Information Extraction 
and Classification 
3 Sem. hrs. 
fl238 Radiometry 
3 Sem. hrs. 
#239 Infrared Techniques 
3 Sem. hra. 
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MPI - Hap & Photo-Interpretation 
PGe - Photogeology 
AG - Astrogeology 
SD - Syatems Design 
IP - Image Processing 
OP - Optics 

(PG) 

(RS) 

(PGe) 

(RS) 

(PG) 

(PI) 

(RS) 

(RS) 
(RS) 

(SD) 

(IP) 

(RS) 

(SD) 
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Dept. of Optical Sciencaa continued ••• 

1266 Optical Detectors 
3 Sa. hu. 
'267 Photolraphic Proc ..... 
3 S .. hr •• 
1267L Pbotolraphic Proc ..... 
Laboratory 
1 S •• hr. 
'332 Optical Properti.s of the 
Atmo.ph.r. and Ocean 

Dept. of Atmospheric Sciences 
'356a-3S6b Atmospheric Optics aDd 
ladiation 
3 Sea. hrs. 
1361 Radar Meteoroloay 
3 Sea. hra. 
'385 Principles of Atmo.pheric Remot. 
Seuing 
3 Sea. hr •• 

1 Arizona State Univeraity 

Dept. of Geography 
1575 Geographic Applicatioft8 of Remote 
Sanainl 
3 Sell, hra. 

1 Northern Arizona University 

Dept. of Engineering 
1330 Photogrammetry 
3 S811. hra. 

Dept. of Geography 
1418 Remot8 Sensing Techniques 
4 Sem hrl. 
'419 Reaote Senaing Technique. 
1430 Remote Senaing 
Technique.-Methodology 
2 Sell, bra. Trip. 

Dept. of Forestry 
1524 Airphoto Interp 
3 Sem. hra. Grad 
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(SO) 

(OP) 

(OP) 

(OP) 

(OP) 

(IS) 

(IS) 

(IS) 

(PG) 

(IS) 

(IS) 

(IS) 

(PI) 
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1 Phoenix Co11!1e 

1 

Dapt. of Bnar. Science 
1242 Topographical Surveyina (PC) 
3 Sem. hra. 

Dept. of Civil Technology 
1205 Introduction to 
Photoar .. etry (PC) 
3 Sem. hrl. 
1248 Geodetic Surveyina 
3 Sell. hra. 

Central Arizona Co11ese - Coo1idse 
Dept. of Civil TecMoloay 
'220 Photograaetry (PG) 
3 Hra. UGrad 

1 Arizona Co11ese of Techno101Y 

Dept. of Civil Eng. Tech. 

1 

1202 Surveying II (PCr) 
4 Sell. hrs. 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

Allan Hancock Co11ese - Santa Maria 

Dept. of !naineering 
178 Surveyina (PGr) 
3 Uni t8 Trips 

California State Polytechnicl, San Luis Obispo 

NaturaLResource Management 
1405 Applied Resource Analysis (RSr) 
4 Qtr. hra. UGrad 

california State Polytechnic Univ., Pomona 

Dept. of Geoaraphy 
'310 The Earth from Space (PI) 
4 Qtr. hre. UGrad 
'410 Photographic Remote Sensing (RS) 
4 Qtr. hrs. UGrad 
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California State University - Fullerton 

Dept. of Geography 
#280 Interpretation of Maps and (MPI) 
Aerial Photos 
I Sem. hr. UGrad 
#384 Airphoto and Image Interpretation (PI) 
3 '8m. hrs. UGrad/Grad 

california State Univeruty - Lons Beach 

Civil Engineering 
'421 Engineering Phot08rammetry (PG) 
3 Sem. hrs. UGrad 

Dept. of Geography 
#483 Aerial Photo Interpretation 
and Remote Sensing (PI tRS) 
3 Sem hrs. UGrad/Grad 

Dept. of Geology 
# A~rial Photo Interpretation 
# Photogeology and Geomorphology 
(To be introduced in 1979) UGrad/Grad 

California State University - Los Anselea 

Dept. of Geography 
#465 Air Photo Interpretation (PI) 
4 Qtr. hrs. UGrad/Grad 
1466 Remote Sensing of the Environment (RS) 
4 Qtr. hrs. UGrad/Grad 

Geological Sciences 
1483 Photogeology (PGe) 
4 Qtr. hrs. UGrad/Grad 

California State Univ. at Northridse 

Dept. of Geosciences 
#331 Photogeology 
1 Sem. hr. UGrad Trips 

Dept. of Geography 
#307 Air Photo Inte~pretation 
3 Sem. hrs. UGrad 
'407 Remote Sensing 
3 Sem. hr •• UGrao/Grad 

California State University - San Dieso 

Dept. of Geography 
1382 Use and Interpretation of 
Aerial Photographs 
3 Sem. hrs. UGrad 

(PGe) 

(PI) 

(RS) 

(PI) 
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2'l1forDla State UD1ver.lty - SaD O1elo (cODt1aued ••• ) 

Dept. of Geoarapby (coDtlnued ••• ) 

'587 llaote Saul .. of tb. IIlvlrcmMllt (D) 
3 Sa. bra. VCred/Grad 
'588 AcIv. atlllOte Seulaa of tba (D) 
BIlviro..-nt 
3 Sa. bra. UGred/Gracl 
'687 Saminar 1n llaote Saulaa of tbe (D) 
IDviro._t 
3 Sea. br.. Grad 

C.o10alce1 ScleDc .. 
'505 PhotOleo1ol1 (PCa) 
3 Sea. br.. VCred/Gra. Trlp. 

Footbl11 Co11 .. e - to. Alcoa Bill. 

Dept. of C.o10ay 
114 Map laaelifta eel Mria1 Photo 
IDterp. (MPI) 
2 Qtr. Kr •• 
P1aDetary C.o1oay (AG) 
3 Qtr. br •• VCrad Trip. 

1 Fullerton Co11!1e 

Dept. of Civil Ens. TecbDo101Y 
'2 Aerial Photo Interp. (PI) 
3 Sea. hr.. VCrad 

Dept. of !arth Scienc .. 
Planetary Geo1oay (AG) 
3 Sea. hra. VCred 

1 Pa.adena City Co11e.e 

Dept. of Ena. , Tech. 

1 

'170 Photoar.-etry (PG) 
6 Se... bra.' UGred Trip. Evenina 
1170A Photoar8llllletry (PG) 
3 Sea. bra. VCrad Trip. 
11708 Photoar .. etry (PG) 
3 S .... bra. VCrad 
1170C Photolr ... try (PG) 
4 Sea. bra. VCrad 
1170D Photoara .. try (PG) 

POIIODA Colle.e 

Dept. of C.oloay 
Planetary GeoloBY 
4 S.... br.. VCrad Trip. 

(AG) 
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Saa laroardiao Valley Colle,e 

Dept. of OeOlrephy 

IE. 

'134 a.tote Seuina of tha InviroDMnt (IS) 
3 Sam. hr •• vCrad 
'136 Photoar_.try (PG) 
3 S_. hr.. VCrad 
'137 PhotOlr .... try (PG) 
3 Sam. hr.. VCrad 

Oniveraity of Cal1fornie - toa An.ele. 
Dept. of OeOlraphy 
1169 Tha Barth frOil Abova (MP1) 
4 Qtr. hra. UGred 
1269 IetIota Saulna of the Inviromaent (IS) 
4 Qtr. hra. UGrad/Grad 
Dept. of Earth and Spece Scienc .. 
'150 Remote Senainl for Earth Science. (RS) 
4 Qtr. hrl. UGrad/Grad Trip' Iveninl 
1204 Advanced Remote Sen81na (IS) 
4 Qtr. hr •• DGrad/Grad 

Onlv. of California - River.ide 
Dept. of Earth Sciencea 
(Geolraphy Proar .. ) 
14 The Earth FrOil Space 
4 Qtr. hr •• UGred 
1158 Remote Sen8ina of the 
Envlromaent 
4 Qtr. hra. DGrad/Grad 

(PI) 

(IS) 

Univ. of California - Santa Barbara 
Dept. of Geoaraphy 
'liSA Geolraphic Photo Interpretation (PI) 
'1158 Geolraphic Photo Interpretation 
and Remote Senaina Techniquea (PI,IS) 
'llSC Intermediate Geolraphic Remote 
Sendnl 'rechnique. (IS) 
4 Qtr. hr •• (each) UGrad/Grad 
1215 Seminar in Remote Seft8ina (IS) 
1216 S..tur ln Remote Sanllnl (ISr) 
Inatrumentation and Software 
4 Qtr. hra. (each) Grad 
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Oniv! of California - aanta Barbara (continued ••• ) 
Dept. of Electrical lr&11ne.riftS en. 
Comput.r Sci.nc. 
'178 Puna...nta1a of Computer laaae Proc ... ina (IP) 
3 Qtr. hr •• UCrad/Cra. 
'278 Comput.r I .... Proc ••• ina (IP) 
3 Qtr. hr •• Cr •• 

Onlv.rlltr of South.rn california 

Dept. of CeololY 
Raot. S.naina for larth adenU..te (IS) 
3 Sea. hra. Crad Trip. Ivenina 

1 Listed in ••• 1ey, David L., Itaemot. S.naln./Photo.r .... try Education in the 
V •. S. & Canada," Photo.r.-etric Engln~erin. and le_t. SeDlin., Journal of the 
American Soci.ty of Photo.r .... try, Vol. XLIII, Ho. 3, Karch 1979, pp. 263-265. 
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tn addition to eclucactonal 'adUd .. and coun .. , dllcuI10ll of potenUal 

eaaployeI1l and lourc .. of I'..,CI ... lnl .. tarial and product. wn . enlued. A 

conar.i'i:ul of panel .... 1'8 and auoianca participanta v.. that •• t employer. seek 

gradu.,es well foundaet In d1ac1pl1n. brafora they a .. k Iraduatu crained ;in re'" 

mote len'Litl_ Wall aduCal,;M atuclante tut h .. a expartenca i. ra.ota aenltng !la 

well .. a nrona dia~lpU.lla bacqroUlld ara of tan .ra auce .. aful in obttlir.lng a 

job. It ia b.,0 •• lb1. to dlacover 01' ll1t all the potdtial ..,loye .. or aU the 

or U rill might ba .eak1na at any o .. a tiM. A r.vlev of tha ,a,.. recorded at the 

"arubop produced tha fo11owinl ll1t of pubUc a.anei .. aad pdvace firM knOWD 

to have employed Iraduat •• w:.th t1'alnlnl in raote l .. iDl of the environment. 

l!!!! 
JH Propullion Lab 

lurafju of Land Mane .... "t 

au 
AIS 
San lemar.iao County 

ltveral .. County 

Loa Anlel.. Caunty 

Oran,1 County 
Ventura County 

San 01e,0 Couaty 

Hennlnp. DudwlI and Uchard.on 

Oc.anOlrapblc S.rvic... Inc_ 

Genaral a..e&rch CorDoration 

GtlDeral Ilectdc TeaH 

N~a. Yaator. lel.arch 
!abtecb 

Tetratech 

Aer01et GaDeral 

CaUf. Deot. of Water ".OU" .. 
Lockheed IlectronicI 
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City 

' .. adene 
liverdde 

Redleftdl 

erHtU.e 

San lemardtDO 

liven ide 

Lol Ana.l .. 

Santa Ana 

Votura 

San 01el0 

Santa Jarbara 

Santa Barbara 

Santa Barbara 

Santa Barbara 

Santa Barbara 

HuntinltOll .. acb 

Paaad .. a 
Ve.t Covina 

Lol Ansal .. 

Houaton, TI 

----~ 



en ... l Ilactrlc: 

larth S.telUte Corp. 

IIcDoDIaeU Doualu 
Mobll011 
.,... AIlei Moora 

a..roD ..... reh 

IDola 

Colrlana, J)evu _d haro 

Coodya .. 

USGS, Watar lHourcae 
uses, eouarvaUOIl 

ws (.\thou ",loaal Infor-
_t1oD ITet.) 

Motorola 
uses 
1IASA 

MIA 

MIA 

Cit! 

.. ltm11a, 1ft 

Barbl., ad W .. hultOll D. C. 

Vorlclvida 

Worlclw1da , 

Worlclvlda 
Worlclw1da 

Worlclvida 

WO~da 
PhSix 
Tuceon :> 

Q 

ra10 Alto~ 

Phoanix 

Phonix 

Pla.etaff ... 
JSC 
Goddard 

• 

To obtain t.aaary, data and varloua taachinl .. tariale within tha aoutharn 

California/Arizona r .. ioo i. a .. ttar of contact. and ".aat and .aarch". The 

-..bar. of the panal .ra v1llina to act in cartain lnatanca. to ... i.t and diract 

inquiri... Howevar, to lut tha par.one at varloua ,ovarnaent a,encia., univ.r.i-

ti.e, r •••• rch lab. or priv.t. induatry without their prior approval i. an t.po-

aiti.oo tha panal cha1man will not tol.rata. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The session beqan with twenty minute presentations by L. Fox, 
R. N. Colwell and E. Wingert on remote sensing philosophy and curri
culum at Humboldt State University, University of California at 
R~rke1eYt and University of Hawaii respectively. An open exchange 
session followed discussing the Service role of the University in 
dispensing photos, maps and supplies; ~ources of free or inexpen~ive 
imagery and equipment; philosophical considerations in offering a 
remote sensing degree; the role of NASA in remote sensing education 
at the University level; and, finally cooperative strategies for 
California campuses in remote sensing education. 

FORMAL PRESENTATIONS 

Humboldt 

l. Fox emphasized that remote sensing is approached from an 
interdisciplinary point of view. A two unit (quarter) introductory 
remote sensing course serves as the primary building block and each 
discip1ine has a variety of follow-on courses. 

In Forestry, a four unit course on air photo interpretation 
gives the students the background necessary to use low altitude 
photos in the forest environment. A graduate course exposes stu
dents to the advanced principles of remote sensing from reflectance 
theory and thermal emission to digital data analysis. Air photo 
interpretation is also used as a data source in other forest mea
surement and forest management courses in the department. 

The Natural Resources Program contains a basic photo interpre
tation course and the faculty is considering the addition of an 
advanced remote sensing/inventory design course. Remote sensing 
data products are also used in other nat~ral resource interpretation 
courses. 

In Geography the faculty is developing a land-use analysis/remote 
sensinq course. The Geology department teaches a remote sensing 
image interpretation course. Remote sensing is thoroughly integrated 
into the programs of both of these departments. Many concepts of 
geology and geography are more easily presented and understood from 
the aerial perspective. 

U.C. Berkeley 

R. N. Colwell first outlin~d the basic undergraduate program 
in remote sensing and then commented on his personal phi10sophy in 
regard to remote sensing education. All Berkeley forestry students 
spend a short time with photos at forestry summer camp. Only those 
interested take a four unit course in remote sensing in natural 
resources. The course emphasizes basic air photo in+erpretation 
with comparison to Forest Service maopinQ for evaluating student 
work. A graduate seminar is also taught in a flexible style to meet 
the varying needs of graduate students. 
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Beyond these three courses, remote sensing at Berkeley is 
presented only in the context of the Space Sciences Laboratory 
research program. Colwell emphasized that this approach of 
"learn by doing" or "on the job trainingtl has worked very well 
and many Berkeley graduates are currently in responsible positions 
in Government and Industry. 

U. Hawaii 

E. Wingert summarized the three courses offered at the graduate 
level at Hawaii: a basic photogrammetry class. a course in image 
interpretation and a seminar course with varying subject matter. 
Efforts are being made to expand the program so that "S0 much ground 
will not have to be covered by so few classes." Research is devel
oping in thermal sensing, detailed ecological mapping, archeology 
and water resources. Hawaii is a small enough geographical area 
that low altitude photography and ground surveys usually meet the 
information, needs. 

The group expressed special interest in locating and mapping 
the intrusion of fresh water into salt water in the coastal areas. 
However, Wingert reported that this area of research is not now 
active in Hawaii. He indicated that cooperation with Federal and 
State agencies on remote sensing projects was virtually nonexistent 
in Hawaii, however, the potential was there. 

OPEN SESSION 

University Service Role - Cal State Chico 

ChUCK Nelson from Chico State is organizing a remote sensing 
lab within the library complex. The lab is public service oriented, 
an extension of the map library, and contains aerial photography a~d 
"Vari-scan" enlargers. The lab has been received very well by the 
public, especially farmers and ranchers in the Central Valley area. 
There is also considerable interest within the campus with ten depart
ments showing interest. Chuck finds himself giving many guest lectures 
for other instructors interested in remote sensing. 

Sources of Supplies 

A lengthy discussion centered on the sources of free/low-cost 
imagery and equipment. Of special note was: 

* The Water Resources Board in Red Bluff. Color 35-mm slides 
from light aircraft 

* The Coastal Commission. General aerial photography 

* The California State Surplus Warehouse. Several items of 
equipment, sometimes photo interpretation equipment 

* U.S. Air Force. Surplus photo equipment 
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Educational Philosophy 

Generally it was felt that a program should be offered at 
the graduate level that combined remote sensing technology with 
an area of application. Approximately 6-12 units in remote sensing 
to serve as an introduction with the more advanced remote sensing 
skills being learned through experience. R. N. Colwell felt that 
a masters degree in "pure" remote sensing wa~ not useful. Several 
people suggested that other departments on a campus should support 
a remote sensing program. Physics. Ha thematics and Biology might 
provide cooperative support for example. Joseph Leeper (Geography, 
Humboldt State) pointed out that many science departments are so 
overburdened in their service role to ~eneral education that they 
would be unable to support remote sensing programs. 

The problem of securing excellent instructors was brought up. 
The idea of part-time people, borrowed from industry was considered. 
This concept is working at the University of Michigan. 

R. N. Colwell stressed the fact that many campuses need to offer 
remote sensing rather than the few major centers. so that 
the discipline strengths of many schools might round out the educa
tional process. 

NASA 

Ben Padrick (NASA Ames) pOinted out that NASA would like to be 
out of the education function in remote sensing and support Colleges 
and Universities already expert in educational theory. In the near 
term, NASA will be very limited by funds. NASA is committed (long 
term) to the support of universities in order to best integrate 
remote sensing within disciplines. NASA feels that the greatest 
hope for operational use ~f their vehicles rests with this philo
sophy. 

In response to NASA. many pointed out ';hat hardware (espeCially 
computer equipment) was a major road block to the integration of 
remote sensing into College curricula. People seemed to agree that 
compatible equipment and software was a key to solving this problem. 
Wingert mentioned a lack of hard copy output products as a major 
barrier and the lack of information on NASA programs was very dis
turbing. Another problem raised by Wingert was that most NASA soft
ware is written for large memory, mainframe computers. Many smaller 
Universities have mini-computer systems that have time available for 
Landsat digital analysiS. The future availability of NASA. ERl 
(Slidell, CAl software written for mini-computers should help alle
viate this problem. 

The lack of color CRT's was not seen as a major problem since 
most felt that standard line printer output was more instructive 
as to the digital nature of the data. 
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Chuck Nelson (Chico) was very interested in the possiblity of 
a time sharing arrangement with NASA Ames by remote terminal. This 
might allow a smaller University to enter into digital processing 
without an exorbitant equipment expenditure. 

Cooperative Strategy 

Much excitement was expressed concerning the cooperation of 
several campuses expecially in sharing field trips. Colwell noted 
that there are two test sites which have been studied thoroughly and 
that the Berkeley peoole would be happy to host a field trip. 
l. Fox also offered to host a field trip in the Trinity River area. 
Mendocino was also mentioned as an area to visit since Berkeley 
is just finishing a fuels management, landsat inventory in that 
area. 

Finally Colwell talked about the possibility of the California 
ASVT prooosal beina funded. This would be the first steo in com
binina the co11ectlve exoertise of various users of remote sensinq. 
This effort could also help to unify the educational effort in 
California. 

Panel members: 

Robert N. Colwell, University of California, Berke1~y 
Everett Wingert, University of Hawaii 
Sen-dou Chang, University of Hawaii 
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Conference on Remote Sensing Educators 

CORSE - 78 

26-JOth June, 1978 Stanford University, California 

Report on Regional Workshop Three: Central States, 

Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Wyoming 

Chairman Jack D. Ives, INSTAAR, University of Colorado 

Jaraes Smith, Colorado State University 

Lawrence M. Ostresh, University of Wyoming 

Merrill Ridd, University of Utah 

Charle3 Smith, Air Force Academy 

The workshop was held in Room 270 of the Tresidder Memorial Union, 

8:30 to 12:00 noon, June 28th, 1978. Ten to twelve participants remain~d with 

the workshop throughout the morning, the more active being Robert D. Rudd, 

University of Denver, James Smith, Colorado State University, Eugene Maxwell, 

Colorado State University, Joseph Linz, Jr., University of Nevdoa, and Donald G. 

Moore, South Dakota University. Dale Lumb, Chief, Technology Applications 

Branch, NASA Ames, joined the discussion during the second half of the morning. 

INTRODUCTION 

The first thirty min~tes was devoted to discussing what was conceived 

as the purpose of the workshop. Topics ranged from problems of university 

education in all aspect~ of remote sensing, to applications, to research, and 

to interface problems between university groups themselves, and between the 

universities as a unit, state agencies and NASA and other federal agencies. 
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The difficulti.s facing remote sensing a8 an independent discipline viz 

its frequent use a8 a splintered technology amongst a groqp of traditional 

academic disciplines was also touched upon. E~les of success of specific 

projects, and of unrealized opportunities were also introduced. It was 

finally decided to concentrate on probl ... and opportunities relating to the 

furtherance of effective working relations amongst the universities, state 

agencies and NASA. A few principal points emerged and these are amplified, 

with associated recommendations as the body of this report. 

PRINCIPAL POINTS 

1. It is assumed that one of NASA's long-range goals is the transfer of 

technology to all levels of potential user groups,and that within the context 

of CORSE - 78, state agencies comprise a substantial proportion of such user 

groups. With this in mind there is need for recognition that effective 

technology transfer will heavily depend upon a th~~e-legged tripod represent

ing NASA, the universities and the state agencies. Maintenance of all three 

bases is essential. While we perceived that the current provision of short 

courses by NASA for statb agency staff is both usef": and financiall:

desirable in terms of short-term budgeting. the long-term goal is better 

served by a considerable strengthening of the universities in terms of their 

ability to (a) kr.ep fully Abreast with the developing edge of remote sensing 

technology, (b) to relay this through a variety of education programs to state 

agency staff and ee) to provide the state agencies with new fully-trained 

st~ff as finished graduate studants as state recruiting proceeds over a 

long period of time. These latter university training functions de not 

necessarily have to compete with HASA's provision of short courses t3irectly 

to state agency staff. In fact the two approaches should be essentially 
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COIItpl_ntary slAe. we ncognia. the necessity of introducing senior state 

..... v-nt lavale to the nature and opportun:J.tles of xelllOte aenslng 

technology • 

2. It v .. ellphuiae4 that thHe 18 a nee4 an4 an opportunity for greatly 

fostering instruction in OOIIIPuter-.sa18te4 analyaia of relllOte senaing data. 

A poaaible approacb to a ..chani_ for Ws can be best descdbe4 by uaing 

the 1960' a NSF approach to computers ami ccmputer aciance .. an analogue. 

Tho, at that time, NSF attacked the preble of the need to integrate the 

then new computer technology into the education.l syatem througb speci.l granta 

for both programs .neS equipment to particular university centers. It is 

recoaaeneSed that NASA play a similar role with xe8p8ct to reJDOte senaing 

technology. 'l'bia c.n be cSi vided into provisiona of funding for develop-.nt 

in three somewhat different, but related areAS: 

.) instructional 

b) rese.rcb utilization 

c) oper.tional 

The firat, instructional, ia conaidered ... unique univeraity function aneS 

ia to be acbeived moat .conomically and .ffici.ntly witbin • univeraity 

setting. The third, operation.l, should b. an outgrowth of (a) and (b), 

aneS ahould pay for ita.lf. The aeconeS, r •••• rch utilization, li •• aomewhat 

1n between aneS will frequently require at.rt-up funding. 

Within the Centr.l st.tea reg10n 1t ia clearly aeen th.t th.re is • 

gre.t diaparity amongat univeraitiea 1n term. of their currency .neS level 

of .ctivity in remote aensing technology instruction and reaearch. Th. 

Colorado Front Range corridor, aa one example, repre~enta the majrr center 

of both university .ctivity .nd potential and .ctual .tate ana federal 
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agency u.er group.. But even here, CSU holds a preeminent padUon. Similar 

~i.ona could be .ada for other areas. Thus it is recommen4e4 that existing 

ceatc's of .trengtb be further .trengthened through RASA funding, particularly in 

the area of ~te~ ... l.te4 analysi. of xemote sensing imagery. Thu. an ef

fective heirarchy coul4 be estabUshed with regional lead centers provi4ing 

instructional package. and CODINter teminala, as well as on-dte specialized 

cour.e., for other university centers, a. well aa direct training for state "'C)ency 

.taff. One particular mode that was 4iscussed at some length at the workshop wa. 

the potential utilization of the ARPA N8t~rk aa An instructional resource. A 

large number of computer-a •• isted analysis programs have been implemented and 

are maintained by NASA-Ames. Within specified machine resource limits, use of 

these programs could greatly foster the general dissimination of ba3e level 

expertise and conforlllity. Any such development should be dependent upon the 

provision of a degree of matching fund support either directly by the relevant 

state agency, or indirectly by state funding to the relevant university. This 

approach, of courS8, should in no way preclude the continuity of existing teaching 

and research in remote sensing at other levels in the heirarchy~ rather it should 

serve aa a stimulant. 

3. A aerious problem facing current university remote sensing instructional 

and research centers is a shortage of funds in the areas of equipment maintenance, 

technical staff, travel and communications. This problem will grow with the 

increasing success of further technology transfer. Expensive equipment, provided 

through e grant, can quickly require extensive repair and maintenance, for instance, 

wnich a university administration cannot, or will not, cover. Training and main

tenance of sophisticated technician staff on short-term research grant and contract 

funds can become a nightmare for center directors. Travel to a major scientific 

conference il ulually easily provided for while it proves impossible to obtain 

mode.t reimbursement for short-distance travel to, for instance, a state capital. 
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What 1. ~ize4 hare 11 a mechenl •• for_low-key, mode.t, but long-ter.m, 

flexible nutl-and-boltl fund1ng to particular univerlity centerl. 

4. .... 11 1Ir9e4 to take a aoI'e active role 1n C01IIIWlication with 

univeralt.y cantua and in influanc1n9 the relationlhip. betwean univel'lity 

cantua theIIMlve" and UIODgit thea, on the one band, and atate ac,encie., 

on the othK. ..tter 41.a.iaation of information on re.earch fW\41ai9 

opport.u.t1e., and active npport of progrDl that would be a4vantageoUl 

to the in.truction of graduate at\l4ent., 18 required. NASA can influence, for 

better or for worae, the relationahipi between univenity centerl and .tate 

agencle.. ~ugh a careful an4 diplomatic approach NASA ha. the opportunity 

of helping to effect a .tate of interdependency between the two group •• 

RBSPORSB 'l'O FORMAL OU!STIONS 

1. A apacific degree-level curriculum in remote senSing should ~ be 

developed. Strengthening of the traditional approach would ,eem de.ireble. 

A degree program would run the riak of widening an already existing gulf 

between remote ,en.ing expert' and u.er discipline,. A strengthening and 

modification of the traditional approach ha, already been covered indirectly 

in the preceeding section. Re,tated here, thi. could involve identification 

of exiating lead centera and the development of state/regional hierarchie. 

whereby leas well-equipped center. can be united to the regional lead 

center or center" thereby capitalizing on the provir.ion of major equipment. 

Major equipment would eapecially include computer-aided imagery analYli, both 

in an operational and educational ,enle. 

2. While the anawer to que,tion one preclude. an an.wer to thia 

queltion, it Should be empha,ized that traditional academic department, be 

heavily encouraged to embrace remote ,enling education (and graduate level 

r •••• rch) a. a vital part of the curriculum of each relevant di.cipline. 

3. Further infuaion of the concepts of remotft .en,ing and ita advantage. 
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to the ra1eYaat ...... n, 1nd1vldu11y, and a9Uo1e.. Such could _ accelar

aad by aon .bort. COUH' and by acId1ticnal effacti.,. t..on.trat1ona throU9b 

epac1fl0 a,ppllcatiou. Aa OM __ 1. DI8'1'MI. bas 1ft preparation a Ilulti ... 

aoloftcl ... (1.2(.000) of .... t .. l buuda of a 08Q8 quacll'1IA91. (Pront 1ange, 

IncU.aa ..... Utanu. ana). ..tunl huucI (98010910 huud) -.winl 1a 

a wall recotft1Hd nae4 1n Colorado following pu_p of COLO 1fOua. Bll1 1041 

tn 1974, yet .till DC .tan4ud1HC1 alPPlD9 lagend baa bean adopted. With 

production of the pzopoMd map, a Mft\lal will be pnpared de.cribln9 (a) 

the pr:04uction procetJ. and co.t-banafit, (b) the ~rt.anc. of completing a 

atate-wide upp1ncJ pzoject ana of .xpand1n9 thll to aajacent atat.. an4 (c) 

the ftM4 for .taI'MSu41ution of l~. t'h!. 'lUI be printed for dbtri1:Ntlon 

to atate avenc1 •• , lev1alator., tn.uranca COIIpani .. , bank. an4 finaace heN ... 

an4 the public. In th1a cu. wa w111 be .tre.aln9 the 1at.portance of the 

IUA color la iJUg.ry upon which the uppin9 waa baaed. It i.e part of 

DlftMat • on-gotng RASA-PY project (Grant No. 1IGL-06-003-~":'): OIIOnitor, 

111'. Joaepb Vitale. It ia but OM .xapl. of an approach to incr ••• 1ft, 

_arena.. both of Mfta9.ra and public. Other .xampl.. cou14 be aM.4 • 

• ) Incr.a.1nq awanna •• , ~ication. and collaboration on .pecitic 

re •• arch and in.truetional proj.et, between .tat •• ,.nci ••• 

univer.ity cent.r. and NASA, 

b) Davelopllllnt of tbm but diplONtie initiative, by NASA to achieve 

the above, 

c) Iner •••• d avar.na •• ot the upportuniti •• afforded by th. tech

nolavy .vailabl.. fbi. will nlult froa prQ9r.,.lva reeruit1r.g 

into the gployar .acto~ of young prof •• ,ionall with ruob 

.en.ing .~rti.. and through familiarization abort cour ••• 

for the .. nior .taft, the two are COIIIPlamantary. 
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I voDdeI' if ". need to anewr: queettona S, 6 lind 7 apacifically? 

Qua~ion 8 ..... veil anawere4 undel' the ~r:eCH41n9 HO~lon "pr:incipal 

POinU.~ 
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NORTH.ISTERN ACADINIC WORKSHOP 
ON REMOTE SENSING EDUCATION 

Richard D. Shinn, Chair.an· 

Department of Urban Plannin. 
University of Waahinlton. S.attl. 

Introduction 

The tasks we face as educators in the proc.ls of alliltin, and 

aSSimilating the emer.ence of a new t.chnolo,y and a supportin, di· 

scipline are immen.e. We have .een leveral year. of,Ia.oroul research 

and Givelopm.nt alloclat.d with the Landlatl. R.mote .en.in, has 

been around a. lonl a. aerial photo,raphy. but not until rec.ntly 

have we been faced with such bi, queltionl of education. It has been 

suggested that our responsibility for education 'prin,. fro. the 

basements of ivory towers and spread. throu,hout hi,her education. 

down into the seconda~y schools and even to elementary .chool education. 

Should ev~ryone know ahout remote sensin, ? 

It is not my intended role here to be either facetioul or ne,ative. 

Rather. we are asked to put remote lensini education into perlpective 

in our four northwestern states· Alaska, Idaho, Ore,on and Washinaton. 

The particulars of that task are overwhelmin, and one half day of 

workshop can not pretend to answer all the queltions a.ked of us. 

~ __ ~omplete inventory of the hiaher educational institutions in our 

region has been reque.ted. That inventory Ihould seek the mi'lion of 

each constituent unit involved in the relearch. public lervice and/or 

teaching of remote lenlin,. The talk require. a .e.rch of institutions 
·Other panel member I are li.ted on page 334. 
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by expecttd di.ciplint.: civil tnlineerinl, fore.try, ItOlraphy 

and ItololY. Al.o, we .Ult add the unexpected-- - land Itudie., en

viro •••• t.l .tudit., pl.nninl and other.. It i ••• ti •• ted th.tovtr 

.lxty (60) of the.e unit. exi.t in our four .tat •• in a ••• ny unl

ver.ltie., .t.t. collelt. and co •• unlty collele •• 

The panel hal .ade a preli.inary effort .t identi~yinl the.e 

unit. fro. contact. in our own locale. The li.t. are not co.plett, 

.nd it would be unfair to tho.e left off to considtr the •• ore than 

preli.inary. A .trict definition of re.ote .en.inl a. a technololY 

would .ate tht inventory an easier task. but it would be .elf-d.ftatinl 

lf Wt tll.lnated all tho.t d1.clplin •• teach ina .pplication. of re-

.ote lenlir.l; 

A few inltitutions are na.ed in national directories with .i.ilar 

inventory purposts (raf.l). In Alaska, there is tht Geophy.ical 

In.titute at the University of Ala.ka, Fairbank.. In Idaho, the' 

Depart.ent. of Forestry, Geo,r.phy and Geolo,y each have a prolra •. 

In Ore,on, there is the Environ.ental Re.ote Sensin, Application. 

Laboratory at Ore,on State Univer.ity in Corvallis. The Depart.ent 

of Gao,raphy at the Univer.ity of Ore,on in EUlene offer. re.ote 

.en.in, in.truction. Si.ilar in.truction i. offered in the Soil. 

Depart.tnt at .a.hinlton State University in Pull.a~. Thtrt is tht 

ae.ote Sensinl Applications Laboratory at the Un.versity of .a.hinlton 

·-The.e are unexpected for two r.asons: (1) thtY are not co •• only 
found in all inlt hut ton. ; and (2) they are not alWay. t.achinl 
re.ote sen.in,. 
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i •• e.ttle. Al.o. te.cb' •• of re.ot ••••• i •• i •• v.il.bl. i. the 

Dep.r' ... '. of (lvl1 I.,i ••• rl ••• 'or •• t R •• ourc •• , G.o.r.pby. G.o

lo.y ••• Urb •• 'l ••• t ••• t the U.iv.rlity of 'a.h1.,to •• 

fto .......... re ".U repr •• e.ted o. thl. p •• el by '.ula Ir.b •• 

U.S.eral,y »f Al •• k., '.irb •• k.; I.rry Schru.pf, Ore.o. Stat. U.l

•• rlity. COlv.lli.; Jo •• ph Ulli •• n. U.iv.r.ity of Idaho, MOlcow; 

••• Iruce 'rali.r, , .. hin,to. St.t. Univ.r.ity. Pull •••• Al.o. the 

work.hop h.1 pr ••• nt a broad.r r.pr ••• nt.tion of thol. i •• titutio •• 

na .. d a.d oth.r •• 

A I.co.d •• jor ta.k i. to •• ti •• te the job .ark.t for re.ot •• en

.1., ,raduat •• , locally •• d natinnally. Th. d •• ir. of this work.hop 

i. that ". identify •• ployer. in indu.try, acade.la a.d lov.rn •• nt. 

4a S~eh a Itat ••• nt of n •• d. could b. u.ed to justify cour •••• faciliti •• , 

• d'lr •• prolra •• and t.achinl .taff. 

Anoth.r inv •• tory h •• b •• n requ •• t.d that cov.r. the re,lonal 

lource. al.l.tl.',the t.achin, of re.ot •• en.i.,. Who a •• i.t. the 

t.achlnl Itaff f Who proyid •• data product. fAre th ••• i.du.trial 

eoop.rator. or lovern •• ntal cooperator. fAre docu.ent.d application. 

of rea.t ••••• inl aYailable for t.achinl .ateriel. , 

..tIl of the.e que.tion. w.r. to be an.wered preci •• ly for you in 

a :lfrty .i.ute paper, prepared jointly by the panel with 10nl di.tance 

call. for which no toll fret nuaber. were proyided. We ':Ive defaulted 

1. this hi,her ai •• ion objectiy.. Howeyer, w. haYe not abro.at.d our 

re.ponsibilitie.. What we have done in preparation i •• tale .ettin, 

for the hl,h.r order ta.k, and w •• ndor •• it ••• rit •. 

In addition to diJcu •• ln, th ••• three bi, que.tion.: 
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1. Northwestern higher educational institutions in research. 
public service and teaching of re.ote senling_ 

2. Northwestern and national job market for reaote sensing 
graduate. in industry, acade.ia and govern.ent. 

3. Northwestern assistance fro. the industry and lovern.ent 
for remote sensing educators. 

We must proceed to discuss the following set of topics to co.plete 

our agenda: 

4. Curricl, ~l'm develop.ent. 
5. Related cour~e work. 
6. Degree pTograms. 
7. NASA involve.ent. 
8. Student achieveaent. 
9. Faculty qualifications. 

10. Intercollegiate cooperation. 
11. Remote Sensing Science Council's Role. 
12. Recommendations for CORSE-79. 

These topics are suggested and should not be an inhibition to dis-

cussing other interesting topics related to remote senSing education. 

With this lengthy introduction, the stage is set for the discussion 

of the twelve topics listed. My statements will often be opinions, 

but where it is possible, I have attempted to recall and to estimate 

accurately the dimensions of the tasks posed. More importantly, it 

is the definition of issues that I wish to set forth now. 

Who's Who in Northwestern Remote Sensing Education? 

The purpose served in identifying the particular involvements 

in regional, remote sensing education is to aid the many who are 

unacquainted with the small units and more often the individuals 
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teachina in our institutions. A reputation survey is out of order 

and it would be a deadly instrument which w~ should oppose. My ex

perience chairinl the University Advisory Committee for the Land 

Resources Inventory and Demonstration Project of the Pacific North

west Reaional Commission revealed that each member and alternate 

had a special contribution to make from different disciplinary and 

methodololical perspectives. As a whole, the Iroup was complementary 

and lained some synergy. We all gained from a better knowledge of 

each other's efforts. 

In particular. identification of special classes, special re-

search skills. special equipment and special people is something we 

all would relish. It would facilitate advancement of remote sensing 

education. if we each were committed to adding to our preliminary 

inventories and to monitoring its upkeep. 

Sizing Up the Northwestern Job Market in Remote Sensing 

A monumental effort has been made by researchers in Phase IV 

of the Land Resources Inventory Demonstration Project (ref.2). The 

Westerlund and Wilson study of user needs shows the demand for remote 

sensing operations in the involved state and local planning and re-

source management agencies (ref.3). They have identified three types 

of demand: (1) All Functions; (2) Priority Functions; and (3) Priority 

One Functions Only. It is the Priority One. data processing demand 

that I am using in the following estimate of the annual workload for 

three states. If these agencies can attain their high priority ob-

jectives. we can make estimates of jobs generated. 

The following are assumptions: 
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1. One Landsat scene 1s a basic unit. 
~. $250,000 is the total cost for land cover in a Landsat 

scene that 11 leometricelly corrected and verified at 
8S\ accuracy for the classification. Multi-temporal 
analysis and two-sta,e classifications are assumed. 

3. One third of the effort is data processing and product 
productit.1n. It is assu.ed that these have equal parts. 

4. One third of the effort is photointerpretation and field 
surveys to select trainin, fields and to verify classi
fication. It is assumed that photo interpretation and 
field surveys are equal parts. 

S. One third of the effort is adainistrative overhead. 
6. Jobs aenerated: 

Person 
1.0 
1.0 

.S 

.S 

.5 

.S 

4.0 

Vears 
Reaote Sensin, 
Special ties 

photo interpreter 
resource specialist 
cartographer 
data processor 
statistician 
remote sensing specialist 

These numbers are recent and competitive. They can be used 

directly to translate the workload from the following table: 

Landsat Data Processing in Idaho, Oregon and Washington: 

Eguivalent Scene Area Per Vear 

State All Functions Prioritl Functions Priority One 
Functions Onll 

Idaho 25+ 15.9 12.3 

Oregon 30+ 11. 1 6.6 

Washincton 25+ 9.0 7.6 

Total 80+ 36.0 26.S 

Source: Westerlund and Wllson (ref.3), pages 42a and b. 
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Assumina Priority One Punctions Only for 1980, Priority Punctions 

for 1985 and All Punctions for 1990, a projection of job demand 

can be made: 

Forecast of New Jobs in Remote Sensing for the Northwest States 

of Idaho, Orelon and Washington: 1980, 1985, and 1990. 

New 
Jobs 

400 ] 

300 ~ 
200

1 100 

o --- ... -... 

1978 1980 1985 1990 

Year 

At the present time 100 individuals have been listed as participants 

in state and local planning agencies in the three states (ref. 4). 

Only a fraction of that number are full~time. however. The ?riority 

One Functions Only represent at least a twofold increase in digital 

analysis for land cover at the current level of effort. The curve in 

the projection represents the beginnings of a growth curve. which is 

increasing at an increasing rate. It is also the most difficult to 

forecast. which can encourage a position on growth that is too con-

servative. 

This forecast suggests a northwest job market for 1985 graduates 

as follows: 
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1985 Job lnerease in R_mote Senslnl in Idaho, Oreson and Washington: 

Specialty Number 

-photo interpreters 36 

-reSOUTce specialists 36 

-cartographers 18 

-data processors 18 

-statisticians 18 

-remote sensin, 18 
specialists 

144 

An old adage is, uIf you believe a forecast, it will happen". It 

is not our purpose to oversell job opportunities to potential stu

dents. Rather, we need to anticipate the growth in state and local 

governmental processing of Landsat data. Also, industry use of 

Landsat. increased use of conventional methods of remote sensing 

and AlaSKa are not included in tns forecast. Nor can the national 

job market be assumed as twelve times these forecasts, because uti-

litation of Landsat has been promoted in the Northwest by the National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the United States 

Geological Survey (USGS). Nonetheless. the job market can be cx-

pected to grow and an educational demand will increase for universities 

and state colleges in the northwestern states. 

Who Is There to Help? 

Educators look for documented studies, operations specialist~, 

data resources, data products and facilitie~. when they seek assiS~£IICC 

from government and industry in applied technt11ogy. l.andsat app1ir:ations 
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have not advanced to the stage where either industry or state and 

local government offers more than elementary assistance. We are 

still relying upon NASA and USGS to provide technical assistance, 

data processing, data products~ documents and facilities. even though 

it is in association with user agencies in most cases. Research and 

develo~ment has not been a priority in efforts involving user agencies. 

Demonstrations and potential operations have been the objectives of 

the northwest project. 

The Regional Applications Program in NASA has a change of ob-

jectives in which "the educational needs are prominent.t Industry 

is beginning to provide service on a competitive basis, which offers 

prospects for teaching materials and assistance. However, most com-

panies are in no position to be benevolent to the educator without a 

data processing budget. Also. competition between educational units 

and industry is to be avoided. Research development, demonstration, 

and testing operations can all be within the public service role of 

education, but providing a regular service in operations of state and 

local government is consulting. A respectful relationship is impera-

tive to developing a job market for students in industry and an industry 

benevolent t~ education. 

As a matter of discussion in this workshop, we should identify 

the firms and agencies that can assist and ~ould welcome educators. 

Our region does not havea major L~ndsat. d&ta processing, equipment 

manufacturer. Thus, industry consists mainly of consulting firms. 

tWestern Re~ional Application's Program is one of three programs 
and covers fourteen western states. 
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Whe~e A~e We Goin. In Re.ote S.nlin. Education' 

Nine topics we~e introduced for our consideration of .ducational 

dev.lop.ent in reaote sensin.. Each of these topics with some defi

nitions a~e offered here. Our task is to s.t ,oals and recommend 

actions related to these topics. Time will not permit either a 

cons_nsus or a vote on any issue. Individually, we must begin by 

statin, positions, which can be expected to result in a summary of 

contradictions. Nonetheless, identifying debatable issues in this 

set of topics is a worthwhile objective of our workshop. 

Curriculum Development 

Course development in remote sensing and remote sensing 

applications implies a relationship to a curriculum. It is assumed 

that a course or sequence of courses on remote sensing may exist 

in the curricula of several different disciplines. At the outset, 

remote sensing as a technology is distinguished from remote sensing 

applications such as forest management and land use planning. 

Related Course Work 

Courses in which one or more class sessions are devoted to 

r~mote sensing topics qualify as related course work. Also, there 

are courses like cartography and information systems, which are 

valuable related course work. The two types of course work include 

a remote sensing orientation in courses and courses required by the 

"would be" remote sensing specialists. 

Degree Programs 

A full course of study leading to a Bachelor of Science, Master 

of Science or Doctor of Philosophy is a degree program. A full cur

riculum devoted to educating remote sensing specialists is not a 
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I 
popular idea aaon. educatorl. Only 12.5' of the jobs .enerated 

in the precad1na forec.st vas for remote sensinl specialists. An 

accumulative .et of eiahteen jobs by 1"5 in three state. su"ests 

the prospect that one .mall proaram in the Northwestern states would 

be all that could be justified by the forecast. The tera reaot. 

slnlin, speclalist in the forecasts includes both the technologists 

and the application specialists, which further eomplicates the issue 

of a single dearee proaraa (ref.S). 

NASA Involvement 

Most educators would alree that the tim. is not right to ask 

for lundin, of new pro,rams or major prolram investments in hi,her 

education. The rising inflation costs are a'iravated by declining 

enrollments. These conditions are expected to prevail into the 1980's. 

80th state universities and private institutions face this budget 

str.ss. NASA can help provide technical assistance. data processing, 

data products, documents and facilities to proaram. that are likely 

to produce graduates for the job market. Curriculum develop •• nt 

would qualify several northwestern institutions for this comprehensive 

a~~;stance. Related course work needs assistance with provision of 

teachina materials. 

Student Achieve.ent 

Advancina students up a learnina curve is predicated upon 

existence of curricula and faculty advisers. Skill acqui.ition is 

a aeasure of achievement in remote sensing. However, the skills are 

many and varied amont the related disciplines that are valued in a 

remote sensing application. Sharp disagree.ents exist about what 

literacy is in this field. Must a student have any. part. or all 
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of the followinl: 

-p~Ylicl of the rlflectance of Inlrlie. 1n 
the electroaaln.tic .pectru~. 

-aap projections for the eartb'~ lurfac. 

-cartolraphy 
-coaputer science 

-statistics 

-n.tural systea5 

-land use 

-photointerpretation 

Delree proaraas are an established way of assianina faculty respon

,ibility for these questions. If we recoaaend les, t.hat dearee 

program. in curricular development. we need to consider the way 

responsibil ity for stutient achievement is to be met. 

Faculty gualifloationl 

Now, we ask the literacy qUI'tion of the faculty. Should the 

list be longer? Is a rigor in one of the above literacy items a 

requireaent? Must a faculty member have publications? If 50, 

in what journals? Is a doctoral dearee a requirement ? 

These questions we ask of ourselves rather than our academic 

dean askina them of us. The questions imply affirmative answers 

from traditional expectations of faculty. Nothing sugl.sts that 

remote senlin, is any different than other applied technololY fields. 

It is recognized that the involvement of individuals in remote sen

sin, applications or technological developments make potential teachers 

that have a valuable contribution, however. All remote sensing 
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educatorl need help in .ettin. and maintainin. pertinent and 

timely knowled.e in thil field. 

Intercoll.,iate Cooperation 

You can be lure remote lenlin. educators will cooperate when 

liven the opportunity. Every institution nam.d in this paper is 

fra,ile. That is to eay, they are vulnerable by bein,: (1) funded 

with short-term Irants; (2) they are small; or (3) they are viewed 

as novelties by their academic deans. Bach of these vulnerabilities 

or combinations of them could be the basil for elimination by re-

or,anization or bud,et cuts. 

Cooperation is essential between hilher educational units, 

because of the diversity of remote sensin, technolo,ies and appli

cations of each technololY to a wide variety of earth resource issues. 
No permutations are attempted here, but the point is clear that no 

remote sensin, educator is an island. 

Curriculpm devt,lopment as defined sUIaests intercolle,iate 

cooperation is important within larae universities, too. The task 

of educating a 5pecialist without a desianated dearee proaram is 

possible only b>' cooperation. 

Remote Sensing Science Council's Role 

The Remote Sensing Science Council consists of one representa-

tive from each of the fourteen states in the Western Regional Appll-

cations Program. They hRve a mlssion. which is general enough to 

include all of the issues raised in this paper. We are asked to help 

them define their role in this organizina period. A University 
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Advl.ory Co •• lttea 01 .lx, haadad by John B.t •• , Univer.ity of 

California at Santa Barbara, hal been a •• l,ned the orl.nilinl task 

with .0 •• fundinl. larry Schru.,f fro. Oralon S~ate University i. 

the northwe.tern repre.entativ. in this end.avor. 

If we c.n establi.h priorltie. In this workshop, they .hould 

ba .ent with any other reco •• andation. to the Re.ote Sen. ina Science 

Council for ravlew. ~, .hould axp.ct the Council to be advocates in 

our behalf who will pur.ue fundinl for r •• ot •• ensin, education. 

Raco ••• ndation. for CORSS-?t 

My openina co ••• nt. la.ent.d the fact that the job allilned to 

UI could not b. co.pl.t.d by CORSS-78. W. need to set the objective. 

for thi •• a •• work.hop in CORSS-79. The job should be within our 

reach. and· e .hould .ake individual contribution. to the detail re

qU.lt.d in the inventori,l. 

Su •• art 

Land.at de.onstration. projects and a.sl.tance fro. uses and 

NASA have enabl.d u' to advance to a serious consideration of our 

collective ,oall a. re.ote lenllnl .ducators. Several respectable 

y.t fraail. unitl have be.n for.ed in the four statel - Alaska. Idaho, 

Orelon and .a.hln,ton. Cen.ration of new jobl in the re,ion by Land.at 

data proc ••• in, off.rl jUltification for curricular develop.ent 1n 

•• v.ral institutions. How.v.r, no Mor. than one new dearee pro,raM 

for r •• ot. I.n.lna .p.ciali.t. i. justified by the foreeasts of jobs. 

Six univer.iti'l have .hown a cOM.it.ent to reMote sensing education. 

Coop.ration a.onl .duc.tor. il •••• nti.1 and likely to occur with 
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financial a.,i,tanc. fro. NASA. Sl.llar cooperation with indu,try 

and stat. and local lov.rn •• nt is necellary for re.otesensin, .du

cator. int.relt.d in applications of the t.ehnolo,ie.. An incr.as.d 

fundin, of r.,e.reh .nd dlvelop.ent of r •• ote sensin, teehnolo.ie. 

1. n •• ded within the northw.lt.rn It.tel. 

Hl,h .t.nd.rds for .tudent .chi.'· ••• nt .nd f.eulty qualifications 

.re a re.pon.tbil!ty to be a •• u.ed by nUl loole feder.tion. Co.petition 

aaonl oursllve •• n~ strlct definitions of the field are discouraaed. 

Rather, we .ust lend support to one .nother and pursue a coapleaentary 

and .,nerllstic educational enterprise in our reaion. 
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Paula k~~~, UntY.rst~ of Alaska in Fairbanks. explaIned the role of the 

Geophys1cs Institute in resource, management, geology 1 geomorphology, land .. 
use and off shore tce .. related to remote s,"sing applications. DlNnd 

froll state Igeneil! is lIrge enough to justify 25 .. 30 peopl. in the nekt few 

yean and double that by 2.000. The date base and resource people for aerial 

phot01nterpretltion and Landsat data must be developed. The urgent need is for 

people and makes curriculum develoPlint essential • 

• Bruce Fry!.~.!:. Washington State University. spoke to the 9rl<.l1 n9 of sol1 for 

forests hnds by the Dtpartlneflt of Naturll Resources in the State of Washing! on 

as a le.d1ng application. The scope of the activity is 9 million acres of 

forest land. Fish and wildlife projects have included wetlands inter'pretatic n 

for haLf tit by remote sensing. Aerial applications of 'ert11i7.ers and insectici~e$ 

have people who ''"e monitorin1 crops in color 1nfrared to determine the 

condition of crops. Th.,. applications are not Slln IS job generators since 

people who Ire already tM!"e Ire being retrained to use new infonnt~ ton. 

Forestry landscape archite,ture and soils science students at Washington St.1e 

University are the clientele in curriculum develo~nt. Most of the communit} 

colleges have photointerpretatfo~ andlor map reading. Reference was made to the 

University of Washington by the moderator with names of individuals teaching 

remote sensing • 

Joe Colcord, C1vil E"91neer'ng at the Uni.ersity of Washington. listed 

several people and su~gested that I broad definition of remote sensing would 
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produce a set of courses like those of the University of Arizona. 

Joe Ulliman~ University of Idaho, began by explaining that their involvement 

in !!! remote sensing applications have been limited to the Land Resources 

Inventory and Demonstration Project of the Pacific Northwest Regional Commission. 

Several courses in forestry, geology, agriculture and cartography were listed. 

Agencies have to start using the remote sensing techniques before curricular 

development is meaningful to students. 

Barry Schrumpf. Oregon State University, stated that 11 community colleges offering 

photointerpretation 1n the State of Oregon in forestry. civil engineering. 

geology, and geography three state colleges and two state universities are 

teaching remote sensing. Of 29 courses 4 mention remote sensing in their 

description. Only one course deals with digital processing. The goal has to 

be how to integrate the more recent remote sensing techniques with traditional 

remote senSing techniques into a valid teaching method. The students need both 

in their future jobs. 

An Army National Guard unit in Salem has support capabilities for agencies 

around the State of Orego!1. One thing that is really needed is a presentation 

of the advant~ges of Landsat data over conventional techniques by those who 

are involved in more recent applications. 

His disagreement with the prOjections made in the body of the paper were the 

dominance of Landsat. He thinks the choice between conventional techniques 
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and Landsat data analysis will reduce the number of jobs projected. Another 

point is that the Pacific Northwest Reg~onal Commission's project was subsidfzed. 

If the subsidy continues, it 1s likely the projections will be realized. 

Only three state agencies in Oregon are known to have initiated projects with 

their own funds to do Landsat data analysi!, 

It is possible that the U.S. Forest Service will decide to adopt landsat data 

analysis. If they do and they establish centers for users in multistate 

regions. the opportunities for applications and analysis by universities may 

dry up. 

Charles Rosenfeld. Oregon State University, commented on the lack of conventional 

application in the Pacific Northwest Regional Commission Project. He attributed 

this lack to NASA's inter~st in seeing landsat utilized. He went to enumerate 

the capabilities of the A,~y National Guard Unit in Oregon and several applications 

to demonstrate the interest of agencies remote sensing techniques other than 

Landsat. 

Joe Colcord noted that there are no more than 10 firms in the private sector in the 

Pacific Northwest. Regardless of how many individuals they employ, each person 

would have to have considerable breadth of knowledge. As such, it does not 

offer a market and without federal funding several in the room would be looking 

for work. 
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R.J. MurraY, Oregon State University, stated that Landsat is the only available 

digital data. Because of that we are using Landsat for a wide variety of applications. 

Washington State Department of Natural Resources index of aerial photography 

and Landsat data was held up as a model for other states by Joe Colcord. 

It dates from 1949. Barry Schrumpf noted that the Department of Forestry 

in Oregon issues an annual index. Joe Ulliman pointed to Idaho Division 

of Land. Paula Krebs noted that the Bureau of Land Management and the EROS 

Program in the Geophysical Institute in Fairbanks are catalogued together. 

Noroe of the other examples were considered equal to Washington DNR. 

Panel members: 

John Miller, University of Alaska 
Barry Schrumpf. Oregon State University 
Joseph Ulliman. University of Idaho 
Bruce Frazier, Washington State University 
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CONFERENCE OF REMOTE SENSING EDUCATORS 

Northeastern States • Regional Academic Group 

Workshop Report 

Introduction 

This paper reports the significant dialogue contained in 

the Northeastern States Regional Workshop on June 28, 1978 in 

Tresidder Memorial Union at Stanford University. The workshop 

panel included Frederick L. Gerlach (Chairman), William A. Dando, 

Joseph Ashley, and Victor I. Myers. In attendance and partici

pating in the discussions were Drs. Donald Moore and Frederick 

Westin, South Dakota State University; Paul Seevers, University 

of Nebraska; Michael McCormick, WRAP liaison officer; and Robert 

M. Barlow, National Space Technology Laboratories. 
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The objectives of the workshop were stated as follows: 

1) define remote sensing education problems having regional 

importance; 2) define problems of institutional or state im

portance; 3) assemble technical data relating to remote sens

ing educational services; 4) discuss and attempt to define 

the ways and means for solving regional problems; and 4) im

prove remote sensing education. 

To facilitate the discussion, each panel member presented 

statements concerning conditions relative to their states and 

institutions. These statements follow in the order in which 

they were presented. 

South Dakota State University (Brookings) 

South Dakota State University is enhanced by the Remote 

Sensing Institute, which has been actively engaged in remote 

sensing research and the support of remote sensing education 

since 1969. The RSI was established for research purposes 

wherein the member researchers generally have teaching respon

sibilities and may have academic status. Under the direction 

of Professor Victor I. Myers, RSI provides both direct and in

direct support to remote sensing within the university. The 

approach considers remote sensing as a tool within the traditional 

fields of agriculture, range sc;ence, soils, geography, hydrology, 

geology, engineering, etc. The primary academic support from 

RSI is directed toward graduate level education. Graduate 

degrees are pursued under the traditional departmental structure 
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wi tt. RSI providing the students with fellowship funds, labora

tory space, instruments, ongoing research ~roblems, and the 

expE'rt consultation of member researchers. The RSI recruits 

graduate students having capabilities and interests allied to 

curlent research projects. The RSI serves graduating students 

in their search for job opportunities. Accordingly, graduate 

deglee candidates having some specialization in remote sensing 

are considered to have better than average employment oppor

tunities. 

A number of students in the university are employed by the 

RSI resulting in a significant level of technology transfer by 

ass(·ciation. For example, their student employees become aware 

of the wealth of information products available to the state 

thrcugh the RS!, the EROS Data Center, and other remote sensing 

facilities. 

Undergraduate education is traditionally departmentally 

ori~nted. University courses available include photogrammetry, 

photo interpretation, remote sensing, and related supporting 

cuurses in computer science, pattern recognition, statistics, 

optjcs, photo sciences, and instrumentation. Significantly, 

Dr. Donald Moore has developed a formalized training program 

wittin the RSI utilizing visiting scientists and remote sensing 

colt!'ultants to 'tr.ain resource oriented remote sensing special-

ist~ . 

Some problems do accrue from the organizational lines be

tweE·n the uni vers i ty and the RSI. Remote sensing education 

wi din the uni vers i ty would benefi t if greater use were made of 
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RSI expertise in the development of curricula, course structure, 

and in teaching remote sensing courses. Relatedly, there is 

weak library facility support in the remote sensing area. The 

university library does not support this area well. RSI pur

chases books and periodicals to fulfill researchers' needs, 

and has established a substantial library within the Institute. 

The proximity and cooperation of the EROS Data Center tends to 

alleviate a library problem for research, but the problem remains 

for undergraduate and graduate education within the university. 

In addition to the offerings at South Dakota State University, 

the School of Mines (Rapid City, South Dakota) now offers an 

experimental course in remote sensing (Geology 599) and a course 

in radar meteorology. 

It is apparent that the RSI is a significant force in remote 

sensing education in South Dakota. It has worked with many 

federal and state agencies and foreign governments endeavoring 

to fulfill information needs through remote sensing. Its many 

research and development activities are tabulated in the CORSE-78 

paper "Remote Sensing Research Activities Related to Academic 

Institutions" by V.I. Myers. 

University of North Dakota (Grand Forks) 

UNDIRS, the University of North Dakota Institute for Remote 

Sensing, was founded in 1975. Organizers were D~. Rol~!ld ~. 

Mower and Dr. Gary D. Johnson. The institute WAS or6~Hiz~tional1Y 

structured within the Department of Geography. An eAecutlve cnm· 

mittee was appointed by the Director (R.D. MowerJ. The committee 

members were Drs. R.D. Moe (Engineering), Associate Director; 
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William A. Dando (Geography), Bxecutive Secretary and Depart

ment Chairman; B. Shubert (Biology); L. Clayton (Geology); 

J. Huppman (Bngineering); S. Snyder (Anthropology); and G. 

Johhson (Geography). The executive committee drafted a 

constitution and by-laws. set goals and priorities, and de

termined the criteria for membership in the institute. 

The Institute of Remote Sensing was announced to all 

federal, state, and local agencies and private companies within 

the State of North Dakota. About 40 members have been accepted 

into the UNDIRS. Grants have been received and some equipment 

purchased. Also, the university has allocated capital pur

chases for the UNDIRS. 

Four new courses in remote sensing were approved. They are 

Introduction to Remote Sensing (Geography 275), Remote Sensing 

Applications and Analysis (Geography 475), Remote Sensing 

Systems (Engineering 375), and Seminar in Applied Remote Sens

ing (Geography 595). These new courses were combined with a 

series of existing courses to form a substantial offering of 

courses in the field of remote sensing. The existing cocrses 

are Graphics and Airphoto Interpretation (Geography 422), Semi

nar in Research and Writing (Geography 520), four Cartographic 

courses, a Map Interpretation course, Quantitative Application 

in Spatial Problems, Airphoto Interpretation for Geologists. 

and associa~ed courses in mathematics, computer science, and 

engineering. UNDIRS believes these courses provide a sound 

undergraduate and graduate program in geography and all the 

rel~ted fields of those involved in the institute. 
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Currently, six persons teachinl in the prolra. have had 

Iraduate traininl in remote sensinl. They and their responsi

bilities are: Drs. R.D. Mower, Geolraphy (UNDIRS Director, 

Land Use, Remote Sensing Education, and the Governor's Council); 

Gary D. Johnson, Geolraphy (Alriculture, Bnvironmental Prob

lems, Land Use, Servinl in the Governor's Office); R.D. Moe, 

Bnlineerinl (Enlineering Hardware); F. Bein, Geolraphy (Air

photo Interpretation, Selected Aspects of Graphic Analysis, 

Graph Theory, Computer App.~cations); Ken Langren, Geography 

(Computer Applications, Remote Sensing); and D. Clayton, GeololY 

(Airphoto Interpretation in GeoloIY). 

Approximately 20 undergraduate and 10 graduate students. 

are majorinl in some aspect of remote sensinl in geography. 

Majors or minors in remote sensing in other departments are 

not known. 

The UNDIRS has access to or has secured adequate equipment 

to develop a program. It does not have equipment of the nature 

necessary to expand its prolram. Probably not much additional 

equipment will be purchased, and development will probably rely 

on the university's computer. The equipment used most fre

quently includes a Richards Light Table, Bausch & Lomb Zoom 

Transferscope, Bausch & Lomb Stereoscopes, Zeiss Stereoscopes, 

Vara Scan Viewers, a complete cartographic laboratory, and a 

super photographic darkroom complete with a precision copy 

camera. The UNDIRS has an LSI ADM information display terminal, 

DEC and other type printers, field plotters, and other automated 

equipment. The terminals provide access to three computer sys

tems including the IBM 370/148. A complete software library has 
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been developed Includinl standard packales, ORSER, and CMS-2. 

Por research purposes, sensors, aerial camera, image acquisi

tion, and processinl are contracted. 

Pive major research projects are in progress. Recent 

publications include 2 books, 4 monographs, 12 professional 

papers. and 7 reviews. The Institute has sp,onsored two inter

national symp~siums (funded) and serves as a consultant for ~ 

number of foreign nations. Under the direction of R.D. Mower, 

the institute has achieved statewide acceptance and the support 

of the Governor. 

The University of North Dakota has requested from the state 

a budget of $152,000 for the Institute of Remote Sensing. The 

UNDIRS has developed a different program which should be con

sidered unique. 

Montana State University (Bozeman) 

The program of instruction in remote sensing at Montana State 

University includes four courses which may be generally described 

as photo interpretation. Presently, the offerings include a 

course in the Department of Earth Science, a course in Plant and 

Soil Sciences, and two courses in Civil Engineering. The De

partment of Earth Sciences was offering a course in photo inter

pretation in 1965. This was dropped in 1971 due to the transfer 

of a faculty member. and reinstated last year under the direction 

of Dr. Joseph Ashley. Th~ course under the Department of Plant 

and Soil Science is the responsibility of Dr. Gerald Nielsen, 

and the program in Civil Engineering is directed by Dr. Donald 

Reic:hmu th. 
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The program status appears to be on the threshold of 

achieving continuity. Th~ Jinstated course under Earth 

Sciences emphasized physical geography, geology, and land 

use analysis utilizing airphoto interpretation techniques. 

This course is presently limited to 16 students. There is 

an indicated growth in student enrollment in all four courses, 

resulting in greater awareness within the three departments of 

the importance of remote sensing education. There are signifi

cant limitations of teaching equipment and materialS. A clear 

need for administrative recognition of this problem was ex· 

pressed. If greater continuity is to be achieved, resources 

need to be allocated to the purchase of equipment for teaching. 

On the positive side, MSU was host to the NASA training 

session for the WRAP demonstration project trainees. This 

brought professionals and technicians from state agencies to the 

university for training in remote sensing. Several faculty members 

joined the trainee group, further emphasizing a need for an 

awareness of the import.,,\ce of remote sensing education. Imagery 

used in this course, supplied by NASA, was given to the univer

sity for use in instruction. This supplies new Landsat imagery, 

high altitude U-2 imagery, and relatively recent 1:20,000 aerial 

photography for instructional purposes, resulting in partial 

solution of the materials problem. 

Under the present program, it is possible for students to 

~eceive credit for two of the four courses offered. 
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One of the incentives for the Depart_ent of Earth Sciences 

to reinstate the photo interpretation course, is the interest 

being shown by state agencies, reiterating the need for this 

kind of educRtional service. As the agencies become acquainted 

with landsat and digital analysis products, their needs will 

probably grow. The university is not capable of this kind of 

instructional coverage now, but may be in the future. 

University of Montana (Missoula) 

The School of Forestry at the University of Montana has had 

a significant impact on remoteMsensing education for many years. 

Following the acquisition of the 28,OOO-acre Lubrecht Experimental 

Forest, aerial photography was produced in 1938 to coincide with a 

~round-control survey of the area. Subsequently, a topographic map 

was produced using techniques employing this data in radial-line 

control extension and multiplex plotting. Charles W. Bloom, a forest 

surveying instructor, directed this work and incorporated the results 

of his work in his teaching. 

Alth~ugh no formal courses developed, airphoto interpretation 

instruction was inCluded in courses in forest mensuration and 

manaaement until 1953. That year, a course in Airphoto Inter

pretation was introduced by Professor Thomas Waldbridge. This 

course was continued until 1957 under the direction of James R. 

Wallis. In 1958, two new courses in Aerial Photographic In

terpretation were introduced by Frederick L. Gerlach, who has 

directed this pl'ogram in the School of Forestry sincv then. In 

1965, curriculum changes added two courses under the titles 
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Air Photo Analysis and Ad¥,;d'icdd Alrphoto Analysis. The 

latter course inCluded an an~lys18 of problems involved in the 

use of remote s~nsing medl~ and the evaluation of remote sensing 

sources for resource information. In 1969, courses in Advanced 

Aerial Photogrammetry and Aerial ltemote Sensing wet'e introduced. 

The latter was the first university-level course to be offered 

under the title in the State of Montana. 

Other departments of the University of Montana having interests 

in the remote sensing field~.over time include geology and geography. 

In 1958, the Department of Geology introduced a course in the 

Interpretation of Aerial Photos and Geolcgic Maps. The Department 

of Geogranhy included aerj~l photo evaluation in a course in Map 

Interpretation, and geology dropped their course in 1970. Geo

Iraphy introduced Map and Airphoto Interpretation and geology 

offered Topics in Surface Processes and Remote Sensing in 1974. 

The assist3nce of the Region One Offices of the U.S. Forest 

Service is significantly related to our progra"l development. 

Particularly, the cooperatiou of the Geometric Services Unit 

(formerly the Aerial Photo~rammetry and Mapping Section) of the Divi

sion of Engineering has boen most beneficial to our instructional 

mission. This unit has been maintained as a complete and medern 

photogrammetric mapping facility since the e~rly 1930's. The 1938 

.apping of Lubrecht Experimental Forest was completed through 

the assistance of this unit. Most of the high-quality ae'riHl 

photolraphy and photoiraphic reproductions used in our courses 

have been produced by this unit. Their laboratories and facilities 
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have provided students with field-trip observation of photogrammetry 

and remote sensing in action. In advanced courses, photogramrnetry 

and remote sensing students have gained laboratory experiences 

in an operational atmosphere. 

A listing of courses offered at the University of Montana 

may be appropriate to a definition of present programs. The 

courses available at the It'esent time in, 1 ude Map and Ai rphoto 

Interpretation (Geography 287), Aerial Photogrammetry (FoTestry 

351), Advanced Aerial Photogrammetry (Forestry 450), Aerial 

Remote Sensing (Forestry 451), Advanced Image Analysis (Forestry 

454), Problems in Aerial Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing 

(Forestry 499), and Topics in Surface Processes and Remote Sensing 

(Geology 594). There are more courses available (Nathematics, 

PhYSiCS, Statistics, Computer Science, Cartography, etc.) de

signed for specialization in the remote sensing field. 

The School of Forestry has supported a graduate program in 

photogrammetry and remote sensing at· the mas ter' s degree level 

since 1950. The first master's thesis in the aerial inventory 

of forest stands was produced in 1953. Since then, nine masters 

theses have been produced in the remote senSing-related program 

in forestry. Two more are schedule.d for completion this year. 

Several master's degrees with some remote sensing specialization 

have been completed in the Departments of Geology, Geography 

and Environmental Studies. 

Although consideration has been given to the development 

of a degree program in remote sensing, the financial suppcrt 

required for such a program has not been available. Present 



realities include a forced retrenchment in faculty and a 

freezing of salaries due to a legislative student-faculty 

ratio requirement. Although the School of Forestry exceeded 

the requirement, three faculty positions were lost. Other 

limitations include financing for teaching equipment and 

teaching materials. 

Students working toward the degrees of Bachelor of Science 

in forestry and Bachelor of Science in resource conservation 

probably have the greatest opportunity to develop a remote 

sensing specialty. With 45 or more free-elective credits, they 

can assemble a series of courses beginning with mathematics and 

physics that will provide them with a good natural resource 

oriented remote sensing specialization. Pr3sently, we probably 

graduate about ten students a year who have ten or more credits 

directly in remote sensing. 

The course Forestry 351 has continuously had the largest 

enrollment of any courses at the university in the field of 

remote sensing. This is a basic course in photogrammetry and t 

remote sensing. For the past three years, it has enrolled over 

100 students (125 this year). Most are forestry students, 

but the course does attract students from other departments. 

Enrollments in Forestry 450 and 451 have varied much over the 

years, averaging about six in 450 and 15 in 451. These enroll-

ments are expected to increase. 

Given the financing and the identity, we could develop an 

excellent specialization in aerial remote sensing. It would 
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be a natural-resource-based program having a foundation in 

basic physical and natural sciences, a biological and tech

nological framework. and an orientation toward integrated 

resource inventory. The elements of such a program presently 

exist at the University of Montana. The initiation of an under

graduate program in remote sensing would depend on the allocation 

of faculty time, funding for laboratory equipment and materials, 

and the support of the university and departmental administration. 

In cooperation with the University Continuing Education 

Program, the School of Forestry sponsored a very successful 

short course on Aerial Photogrammetry: Mapping Natural Resources 

in March 1978. There were 45 applicants for the course having 

an enrollment limit of 25. The response to this course, during 

and after, was gratifying. The success demonstrates clearly 

the transformation of a latent demand in recent years into a real 

demand for remote sensing education at technical and professional 

levels in a regional context. Plans for repeat offerings of this 

course and other courses in the field are active. 

The School of Forestry provides laboratory space for teaching 

photogrammetry and remote sensing at the basic and advanced levels. 

This space is nearly adequate for the present program, but it 

would not support expansion without more complete dedication of 

the space and improved equipment in the laboratories. Other depart

ments have similar conditions. The Department of Geography hopes 

to occupy space for a cartography laboratory soon. 

There is a significant shortage of equipment for teaching 

photogramme~ry and remote sensing at the basic level. For example, 
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lighting. light tables, quality stereoscopes, stereometers, 

precision scales, etc. are not available on an individual 

stuclent basis • 

For more advanced work, the School of Forestry has avail-

able a number of instruments including a Zeiss Stereotop, a 

Balplex ER-55 projection plotter, two Belfort (Kelsh type) 

projection plotters, stereoscopes, stereometers, and a well

equipped photographic darkroom. The Department of Geology 

has a Gaileo Stereomicrometer, a Bausch and Lomb Zoom Transfer 

Scope, a Zoom 240 Stereoscope, Richards Light Table and an 

optical projection image analyzer. The university computer 

center has a DEC-20 computer and a Calcomp plotter; the Forestry 

and Geology departments have computer terminals and mini-computers. 

These facilities and instruments are shared by advanced students. 

The purpose of this report has been to present a situation in 

remote-sensing education that has been active for many years; one 

that has grown steadily over time; and one that has had a sig

nificant impact over time. (More than 1400 students have taken 

courses in photogrammetry, photo interpretation, or remote 

sensing since 1957.) Remote sensing education will continue 

to grow at the University of Montana. Considering the present 

restrictions on education funding, this growth will not be 

rapid nor will there be significant improvements in quality. 

Given additional funding for remote sensing education, our 

programs can achieve substantial improvements. 

r Discussion 

~-""""",---- ----~ 

There was general agreement in the group recognizing 
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remote sensing asa tool within the traditional academic 

disciplines, in the present c~ntextt as opposed to structuring 

remote sensing education as a new discipline. It is probable 

that the institutions in this region can provide better 

educational service in this philosophical mode, which still 

allows for both undergraduate and graduate-level majors in 

remote sensing within departmental areas. This route for 

remote sensing education is being utilized at the University 

of North Dakota, the University of Montana, and South Dakota 

State University. 

Both North Dakota and South Dakota have provided identity 

and demonstrated a commitment to remote sensing research by 

the establishment of institutes. Although of recent entry 

into the field of remote sensing, the University of North Dakota 

has made significant progress in identifying and coordinating 

the intra-dependent activities of remote sensing education, 

research, and service. 

It seems clear that there is little opportunity for expanding 

the educational services within the region without the allocation 

of more resources to this endeavor. The limitation results 

from the intense competition for available resources within 

the university community. In relation to~his, there may be 

some lack of acceptance of remote sensing within some institu

tions, which may be due to a lack of identity within these 

institutions. That this identity could be a:hieved by the 

establishment of departments of remote sensing and remote senSing 

curricula is paradoxical. 
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Discussion of the acceptance and identity problem 

reveals a lack of definition for the field of remote sensing. 

Since remote ~ensing methods. are employed in so many disciplines, 

this condition may be natural. But it is still an apparent barrier 

to significant improvements in remote sensing education at the 

university level. The following definition of the field of 

remote sensing is offered for your critique. 

The integrated disciplinary design and use 
of airborne and spaceborne remote sensing systems for 
the acquisition of ear~h resource information. Where
in these systems, instruments are used to produce 
images or data, effectively extending human physiological 
capabilities through time, space, and the electro
magnetic spectrum and involving all of the problems 
associated with spatially positioning and interpreting 
the image or data output of the systems. 

F.L. Gerlach, 1971 

Summary 

Most of the problems discussed relate specifically to the 

availability and use of teaching personnel, teaching equipment, 

laboratory space, and teaching materials. Administrative commit

ment and the allocation of resources to remote sensing education 

are the apparent solutions. These solutions may be obtainable 

through more and better public visibility and political efforts 

on behalf of remote sensing education. 

The Northeastern States Academic Group believes that this 

conference (CORSE-78) has been a significant step toward the 

improvement of remote sensing education. We have had the opportunity 

to know each other better, to discuss our mutual problems, and to 

share our experiences in this exciting field. Better cooperation, 

sharing of highs and lows, and improved remote sensing education 

can be expected. 351 
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SUMMARY OF PREPARED TALK 

FOR 

DATA ACQUISITION WORKSHOP 

Presented at 

CORSE 18 
Palo Alto. California 

John E. Estes, University of California. Santa Barbara 
John Miller, University of Alaska 
Phil Slater, University of Arizona 

___ - _~b:4±-

The goal of this workshop discussion was to provide participants 

with some thought of the panel on the teaching of the acquisition of 

ground aerial and satellite data in remote sensing. The session was 

chaired by Dr. Estes and the speakers discussed in turn: John Miller, 

Field Data for Teaching from the Viewpoint of the Earth Sciences; 

John Estes, A Teaching Strategy for a Lecture on the Acquisition of 

Aerial and Satellite Remote Sensor Data; and, Phil Slater, Future 

Sensor Sys tems • 
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A Teaching Strategy tOt a Lecture on 

The Acquisition of Aerial and Satellite 

Remote Sensor Data 

By John E. Estes 

Jo~~ Miller has given you some insights on the collection of 

"ground truth/field verification data." I would now 11ke to turn my 

attention to the acquisition of aircraft and spacecraft data, Again, 

this will be followed by Phil Slater who \'/ill discuss \'1ith you the need 

to keep up wit: information concerning data from future satellite systems. 

In mv class, when I discuss the acquisition of remotely sensen data 

from aircraft platforms, 1 typically discuss it with reference to three 

options open to individuals wishing to acquire such data. These options 

are, that an individual may: 

• buy existing coverage 
• contract for new coverage or 
• fly hi s or her own coverage. 

Tt.e choice of which course to fo',low is basically dependent upon 

what the individual's interpretation objectives are and what cost constraints 

he or she is operating under. 

Buying Existing Coverage 

Many people in remote sensing today are aware of the United States 

Department of the Interior'S EROS Data Center in Sioux Falls, South Dakota. 

At Sioux Falls, the U.S. Department of Interior Geological Survey has 

established a center where holdings of the department can be assessed. 

By writing EROS, indi~iduals can obtain a listing on all the holdings for 
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a particular given longitude and latitude location which have been 

collected by tr.e National Aeronautics and Space Administration and most 

elements of the Department of Interior. In addition, through cooperative 

agreements with other governmental agencies such as the Corp of Engineers. 

holdings of these agencies can be addressed as well. An inquiry to EROS 

should spec1fy: the 10ng1tude/lat1tude boundaries of the area desired; 

the type of imagery analog, digital, black and white, color positive or 

negative. print or transparancy required; and the amount of cloud cover 

you wi 11 "live w1th." 

In addition to the EROS Data Center, another U.S. Department of the 

Interior Office where individuals can write to get a current listing of 

the status of aerial photographic coverage of the U.S. is: 

National Cartographic Information Center 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Geological Survey 
Reston, Virginia 22092 

Upon request this map inforw~tion office will supply free in map form. a 

publication on the status of aerial photography 1n the U.S. The map an 

individual request will receive will show all areas in the United States, 

by county, that have been photographed by or for the Agricultural Stabll-

ization and Conservation Service. the Forest Service. the Soil Conservation 

Service, the Corp of Engineers, the Air Force. the National Ocean Survey, 

the Geological Survey, and comnercial firms. Names and addresses of 

agencies holding the negatives for the photographs are printed on the 

back of the map and inquiries should be sent directly to the appropriate 

organizations. At the present time there is no centralized laboratory or 

facility Which can furnish p~ints of all government photography to any 

given individual or institution. 
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Most aeria' pnotography purchased through federal agencies such as 

this are taken on panchromltic film at a scale of between 1:12.000 and 

1:14.000. The dates of the photographic coverage usually varies from 

about ,-8 years although agricultural regions, reservoirs. and urban areas 

are being photographed It more frequent intervals. Photo index sheets 

of existing photography can be viewed at loca' regional offices of tne 

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service. Forest Service or 

the Geological Survey. 1 

It should be mentioned before leaving this top1c that possibly the 

largest portion of recent u.S. air photo coverage is held by agencies 

within the United States Department of Agriculture. There are some nearly 

SOO million acres of crop lands 1n the United States. In 1936 the United 

States Department of Agriculture began an aerial photographic program with 

the sole purpose of monitoring croplands, particularly those crops involved 

in price support programs. Some 350 million of these 500 million acres 

are considered significantly acttve and they are flown about once every 

5-10 years. Therefore, in areas of cropland throughout the united States, 

historical records mly date back to 1936 with a maximum interval of about 

10 years. Information concerning this type of coverage can be obtained from: 

Western laboratory 
Aerial Photographic Division 
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service 
United States Department of Agriculture 
2511 Parleys Way 
Salt Lake City, Utah H4109 

lAve~, T.E •• 19/7. Inte~retat10n of Aerial Photographs, 3rd edition. 
Burgess Publishing, M nn., Minn. 392p. 
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There are many uses for purchased photography. These uses include 

land use mapping, topographic mapping, use for photo mosaics, use in 

agricultural investigations, wlter demend studies, snow field mepping. etc. 

With respect to satellite dati. the largest and most complete record 

of hold1ngs is kept by the EROS Data Center at Sioux Falls. Individuals 

wishing to obtain prints or high density digital tapes of Landsat coverage 

should write: 

EROS Data Center 
U.S. GeOlogical Survey 
10th & Dakota 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57198 

If the reader desires to obtain data from any of the meteorological satellites 

he should write to the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration: 

NOAA/NESS 
World Weather Building 
Washington. D.C. 20233 

Order1ng and purchasing information can be provided there. 

There are a number of both advantages and disadvantages to using 

existing coverage. The one advantage is that acquisition of this type 

of imagery may be economical - as little as $2.UO per print. It is often 

convenient to just order what you need, you can order enlargements and 

sequential imagery when available. However. there are also disadvantages 

to the acquision of existing coverage. These include the fact that you 

have no control over the photo speCifications - that is what types of 

cameras were used. what film. filters, altitUde. season of the year, etc. 

You also have no control over photo quality. You essentially take what 

is already available; although in many cases this may be excellent. 
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Contract1ng For New Photography 

In contracting for new photography, it 11 often appropriate to contact 

an aerfal s~rvey or photogrammetr1c engfneer1ng fir.. There Irt severll 

ways of doing this - you can either look in the y.llow pages of your 

local phone dfrectory under tlPhotogra .. trfc Engineers" or "Aerial Surveys. II 

Or, you may look for an advertfsement in a professfonal publication such 

as Photogranmetric Engineering Ind Remote sensfng_ 

In contracting for new coverage. the reader should be aware of the 

need for I good background fn the preparatfon of specf ficltions for flying 

aerial photography. Not only in the technical aspects such IS what films, 

filters, scales, season, time of day. overlap and sfdellP. etc. that he 

wculd 11ke; but, also the technical aspects of contractfng and bidding 

as well. 

Then there is the subject of costs. Costs are very difficult to 

generalize and depend upon the s1ze and shape of the area to be photographed. 

In addition cost Ire dependent upon the weather conditions at the time of 

year in which the photography is to be acquired. and the photo specifications. 

Generally speak1ng. if areas are frregularfn shape and large fn she, they 

are more costly. If your mission must be flown at a given t';1J!3 of year 

when weather conditions may prove difficult, it may be even more costly. 

And ff you have some ve~ complex photo speciffcations. it will .150 be 

more costly. In the local Santa B.rbara area where I teach ~ class, 

mob;lizat10n costs for an lerial photographic firm typically run on the 

order of $175. This is just the cost of initially getting the aircraft 

off the ground. For conventional coverage (1:20.000 panchromatic minus 
, 
~. blue, 9" X 9"), the costs wl1l run on the order of $10 per exposure. 
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The costs for color al""al photography will rutI on the order of $.2-$15 

per exposure. Agatn. the,.. a,.. advantages and dtsadvantagll to contract

ing for n. photography- The advantagel a,.. that you have 411 reet control 

of the photo lpecifications and that you control the photo quaUty. 

~ladYanta9ls include the fact tbat thil can be relativlly IXpens'VI and 

involve. the legal aspects of contract negotiations. 

Flying VOIr """t Aeri81 PhotographY 

This section should be pre'aced by a w.rntng: "Let the Professional. 

do a Proflssfonal Job." EXI",'. of professfonll jobs are photos to be 

tatln for precise photogr .... trtc work • ler1.1 photograph1c coverage 

tatln of very large are.s and photos whfch need to be flown to rigid 

specifications. Exa.'" of where non-professional ler1l1 photo mfssions 

aright be .ppropriate include those •• 11er arel. where a lflltted a..,unt of 

covlrage is needed - photos for Itt'llr.l interpretation work. anG photos 

for public relations work. In addftion, a good eXI..,le of the type of 

photography whlch lends ttself to the do-it-yourself method is .er1al 

photography takln from light aircraft for ground truth or fie1d verification 

purposes. There Ire .. ny wlYs of acquiring the equipment and ... terhls 

to tate your own photography. You can either rent or purch.se an aircr.ft 

or helicopter. You can rent or purchase c.mer.s. 351m. 4X5. speed gr.phics, 

or IXI aerial. You can Ilso purchase your own fflms .nd filters. He ... 

ag.in, you must be .. a,.. of all the factors which come into the planning 

of photo 111sstons. Decisions IlUlt be .. de as to the OpUIUI specifications 

for the particular job in l11nd such as; what ftll1S, filters, sca"es, 

time of ye.r. ttme of day. etc. are best to accomplish the task 
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-.htch you have set cut f(;;.urself. 

Again, costs here are very dffffcult to generalize but in a table 
• listing the two extftmeS which 1 hive used in cllsses may interest you. 

It should be noted COlts here are appro"fate and subject to constlnt 

Chlnge and only included to give the s'hJclent a genera' perspective. 

EXAMPLE OF TWO EXTRE~S -
ECONOMY 

Airplane. rental 'lS t~S:>O/hr·. 
with/without pilot 
purchase 2nd hand 
plane for 52.000. 

Camera - K-Za NEW $179.50 
USED S 15.00 

Fit. _ Outdated Panchromatic 
(by 18·20 months) 
• SZ./50 exposure roll. 

DELUXE 

Purchase new Cessna c1tlt1on 
(like a Lelr) with electronic 
navigation .1ds • $750,000. 

Zieu 6", f.1. precision 
Clmera 911 x9" format @ $35.000. 

Ekt. Aero lR • $350 for 
50 exposure roll. 

, . 

Al. the advantages and disadvantages of flying your own coverlge 

(aertal photography) are similar to having it flQWn. The advantages include 

direct control ovor photo specifications, Ind to some extent photo quality. 

Flyfng your' own photography Cln be very convani ent and economi cal. The 

disadvantages inclUde the fact that it can often be an uneconomic,l venture 

Ind eln also be quite dangerouS. 

For more infomllt1on concerning the purchasing and use of aerial 

photography. the reader ;s directed to Avery, 1977. Chapter S on fl)ght 

planning, pages 81.1QO. For additional fnformation the reader is also 

d1 rected to the book by FlOyd, S. Sibi ns. Jr. ~mott! S-.ns 1 "gPdnc1 P 1 es and 

!nterpretlt1on. 1978, W.H. Freeman. Co .• Chapter 2. pg. 48 has sources 
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of aerial photographs, Chapter 3 on men-satellite imagery has sources of 

photog 'aphs on page 1\2 anl.l Chapter 4 on Landsat imagery has sources of 

Landsat data on page 77. 60th of these works are excellent and should 

be required reading for any individual seeking to teach a class on the 

acqu;sftion of remotely sensed data. 
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John M. Miller 
Geophysical Institute 
University of Alaska 

The acquisitWn of field data for educational uses in the earth 

sciences is sanewhat limited at the University of Alaska owing to seasonal 

constraints. 'lbe scbJol year begins in September ~ .ms in M3.Yi 

winter runs fran October to April so that obtaining data fran field 

trips is too weather dependent to achieve an ideal mix of class or 

la.bJratory exercises with field observations. 1:k:JweVer, we can transfonn 

an apparent hindrance into a major strength by anphasizing the synoptic 

advantages of snall-scale renote-sensing data plus the benefits of 

multistage sets of data. 

The use of rerote sensing in teaching the earth sciences is funda

mental, and many of the new texts for introductory geology introduce thE! 

use of Landsat imagery. Rsrote sensing makes nore sense in teaching 

geology in Alaska than elsewhere owmg to a lack of other types of data 

and the inaccessability of a large portion of the sta .... e. There are five 

main areas which are heavily deperxient uI;X)n rem::>tely sensed data: 

lineament ana:' .Isis correlated with locations of mineral and energy 

resources; use of spactral signatures to discriminate types of e."qX>sed 

rocks and alteration zones; spectral signatures of stressed vegetation 

related to mineralization of the soil~ laTXlform studies; and active 

surficial processes. We have done relatively little with geologic 

applications of digitally processed Landsat data O\\1ing to a lack of 

facilities and the difficulty of integrating these canple.x techniques 

into undergraduate curricula. 



r 
In sane respects the <JEOloqic awlieation of rell'Dte-sensinq data is 

like pltting together a jigsaw puzzle. 'Itlere is far ttDre satisfaction 

fran oalplet.iJ1g the final product. than fran studying a small group of 

pieces. It is :inp:)rtant to learn the detailed skills of field analysis 

of rock t~, such as lDrizontal or tilted be:ldi.ng planes, thickness, 

unifoxmity, oolor, joints, grain size, shape cud pattern, am open or 

closed pore spaces. The study of rock outcrops is inp:)rtant, l:ut it is 

li1<:e one piece of the overall puzzle and can I:.JeccJre secondary to the 

iJ1terpretation of rE!tOte-sensing data. Fran a philosophical point of 

view, \<We would be better advise:l to refer to I field verification' rather 

than 'grouo::l truth', for 'truth I must take into account evidences fran 

many observations, sane of which may be ambiguous at best or oontra

dictory at w::>rst. While we retain the subjective ootion that viewing 

objects up close produces finer, better an:'! mre accurate descriptive 

data, this is mstly true with discrete objects of small dimensions, an:'! 

is less reliable with analyses of regional scope. 

So we teach students 00w' to map goologic features fran multistage 

sets of data starting with the smaller-scale fonns of data such as 

Landsat an:'! radar and JIDVing into high ani low-altitude aerial plDtography. 

The ge::>logy majors can later do the field w::>rk during a special sunrner 

course which can verify the results fran previously analyzed rarote

sensing data. The field wt..rk presents oflX)rtunities for discovery and 

learning which rcinf" ... ,·cas the previous analysis and interpretation of 

images. Many questions can be addressed, such as l:Dw thin or sparse 

vegetation influences the spectral discrimination of exposed rocks: why 
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lineaments are so difficult to observe on the g:round and which ones 

shculd be called faults; whether details of the 1st oxder dendritic 

patterns add useful infoxmation to the overall interpretation; and the 

inplrtanc:e of gl.'OUni verification for the interpretation of sane gee

norphic features (eskers, drunlins, kettles) and less need for others 

(glacial scourirr;J, lateral and terminal noraines and old beach lines). 

The greatest need for our tea.ch.i.ng program is for data f:ron a broad 

spectrum of sens:>rs fran various locations in Alaska which have been 

acquired within a narrow frame of time so that stuients can oatpare the 

types of data to recxJgnize the stren;rt:hs and weaknesses of each media 

and to better tm:ierstand the best applications for each. We do not need 

oore of what we presently have-s:me aerial pootography here, radar 

.iJraqery f:ron there, and therlfla.l IR f:ron elsewhere. We need data packages 

fran sites selected for geologic applications plus tb:>se f:ron other 

regions daninated by urban, agriculture, and wildland vegetation. The 

eart.h-science majors sb:>uld rot restrict their stuiy to purely geologic 

regions of interest. They need also to learn !'OW vegetation and land

use patterns influence geologic interpretations of rarote-sensing data. 

As a final note of interest, we have found that it is .important rot 

to overlook the use of low sun-angle Lan:lsat images in the rort.hern 

latitlXles. These winter scenes tend to suppress the influence of vege

tation caused by snow cover and defoliation of decidoous species. The 

low level of illtmri.nation also enhances the rrore subtle gearorphic 
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features that cannot be recognized at other times of the year. NASA's 

practice is to acquire IaDisat MSS data only when the sun angle is al:xlve 

ten degrees. We have found that images with SW1 angles £:ron ten to 

twenty degrees are ideal for geologic interpretation when coupled with 

SU'IIIIBl" .images of the same area. And, upon special request, NASA will 

acquire MSS data in the high-qain m::de do\t.rl to sun angles of two or 

three degrees. 
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THE POINTABLa MULTISPECTRAL LINEAR ARRAY SYSTEM 

AND THE LARGE FORMAT CAMERA FOR EARLY 1980 SHUTTLE PAYLOADS 

Philip N. Slater 
Chairman, Committee on Remote Sensing 

Professor, Optical Sciences 
University of Arizona 

Future Sensor Systems 

Dr. Jack Estes has just described the requirements we must specify 

in order that we can obtain the type of remote sensing data we need from 

aircraft platforms. He also described the procedures for obtaining remote 

sensing data from the EROS Data Center that have been collected as part of 

the present Landsat program. With the help of several viewgraphs, I shall 

describe two future systems under consideration by NASA to provide us with 

data and facilities beyond those obtainable by Landsat 1, 2, 3 and 0 (the 

Thematic Mapper). It is worthwhile for all of us to be aware of these 

future systems for two reasons. First, because our inputs to NASA at 

this stage may aid in the design decisions now being made and thus to the 

quality of space remote sensing data we will have at our disposal in the 

1980s. Second, because of our important role as educators of the next 

generation of remote sensing specialists, we should be describing the 

next generation sensor systems in the classroom today. 

The first of these new systems has had several different names: the 

High Resolution Pointable Imager (HRPI), the Multispectral Linear Array 

(MLA) and, very recently, the ~ful tispectral Resource Sampler (MRS). The 

design is not frozen at this point. The reader will appreciate that the 

performance can be modified considerably hence the number of possibilities 

described by the various options. As you will see, it has several important 

features: 
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1) By virtue of its crosstrack pointing capability, it can provide 

coverage of limited selected ground areas on a 2 or 3 day frequency 

2) Fore and aft pointing will allow studies of atmospheric effects 

and multidirectional reflectance effects to be made. 

3) Its higher spatial resolution from space will provide a multistage 

capability. This should prove of considerable value in urban 

studies, in overseas agricultural studies where fields are too 

small for analysis using current Landsat data and in determining 

to what extent ground truth and aircraft overflight requirements 

may he relaxerl hy including a high resolution CApability in future 

space systems. 

The second system r shall describe is the Large Format Camera (LFC) 

to be flown on space shuttle missions. This photographic system will 

provide us with high quality color stereoscopic coverage of the earth's 

surface. The purpose of course is to enable global topographic maps to be 

compiled and for this reason the imagery will be compatible with conventional 

stereo plotting equipment that is routinely used worldwide. 

Should you have important comments or suggestions regarding these new 

sensors, ~ontact Dr. C. C. Schnetzler at NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center 

regarding the MRS, and B. H. Mollberg at Johnson Space Center or Dr. F. J. 

Doyle at the U.S. Geological Survey, Reston, regarding the LFC. 

The Pointable Multispectral Linear Array System 

We are all familiar with the first three Lanrlsat sensor payloads, the last 

of which was placed in orbl t successfu.: ly in March of this year. We arc also 

fairly familiar with the Thematic Mapper (TM) system which, with the old reliable 

Multispectral Scanner (MSS), comprises the sensor payload for Landsat D to be 
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launched in 1981. The 1M over the past couple of years of system definition 

has enjoyed some notoriety as the USGS and others have criticized its objectives, 

which are largely agricultural; its incompatibility, in terms of image cataloging 

with the earlier Landsat systems~ and its much higher telemetry data rate which 

is incompatible with existing ground receiving stations. 

These problems have not delayed the development of the TM. two of which are 

presently being fabricated, the second for launch in 1984 on what is currently 

referred to as Landsat D'. the backup to Landsat D. (If Landsat D is successful 

and becomes Landsat 4. then Landsat D' \dll be renamed Landsat E.) What is 

generally not well known is that the TM is a very expensive system to fabricate 

and that the initial estimate of cost to completion has risen almost 50\ since 

project initiation less than a year ago. 

For the above reasons it is unlikely that fOllow-on 1M systems will be 

built. Furthermore. the relatively new linear array CCO technology has the 

potential of providing comparable system performance at a much reduced c~st. 

NASA is considering several different system options for a pointable multi

spectral linear array (MLA) system to replace the MSS on Landsat D'. and to be 

orbited with the second TM in place of the MSS. This first system is being con

sidered as a research rather than a quasi-operational sy .. tem. However. it is 

anticipated that an MLA-type system could be an operational earth resources 

system in the late 1980s. The MLA has the potential of making some important 

measurements. impossible with the f.fSS and 'I'M. by virtue of its pointing capa

bili ty. These are indicated on t:le following pages which come from a NASA/GSFC 

presentation on the ~1LA. 
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OBJECTIVE 

I. To PROVIDE UNIQUE OPPORTUNITIES FOR EARTH SURVEY ApPLICATIONS ExPERIMENTS BEYOND THOSE 
POSSIBLE WITH THEMATIC MApPER • 

• NEW INSTRUMENT CAPABILITIES 

-- MORE FREQUENT TEMPORAL COVERAGE 
-- HIGHER SPATIAL RESOLUTION 
-- NARROWER SPECTRAL BANDS 
-- HIGHER RADIOMETRIC SENSITIVITY 
-- GREATER PRECISION IN MAPPING GEOMETRY 

• RESEARCH IN INTERPRETIVE TECHNIQUES 

-- ANISOTROPIC REFLECTANCE STUDIES 
-- ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION STUDIES 
-- STEREOGRAPHIC IMAGING 

II. To PROVIDE AN ENGINEERING DEMONSTRATION OF MLA SENSOR TECHNOLOGY 
-- VALIDATE PERFORMANCE 1 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND COSTS 

III. DESIGN TO BE MODULAR 

-- FOR EASY MODIFICATION AFTER RETRIEVAL AND REFURBISHMENT 
-- To SIMPLIFY RECONFIGURATION FRO~ MISSION TO MISS!ON 

IV. PROVIDE AN EASY TRANSITION TO FOLLOW-ON OPERATIONAL OR RESEARCH SENSORS 



MULTISPECTRAL LINEAR ARRAY ("LA> SENSOR FOR lANDSAT D' 

MLA SENSOR TECHNOLOGY APPLICABLE TO WIDE RANGE OF FUTURE RESOURCES MISSIONS 
CROP CLASSiFICATION1 WATER MANA6EME~TI GEOLOGY1 AGRICULTURE MANAGEHENT1 ETC. 

FLIGHT OF MLA SENSOR ON LANDSAT D' WILL 

VALIDATE CAPABILITIES 

OF SYSTEM TO ACQUIRE THE NEEDED INFORMATION 
~ OF SENSOR TO PROVIDE DATA OF REQUIRED QUALITY ... 

DEVELOP USER DEMAND FOR THESE NEW CAPABILITIES 

PROVIDE EASY TRANSITION TO FOLLOW ON MLA SENSORS AND SYSTEMS 

REQUIRES FY 80 NEW START FOR SENSOR AND ASSOCIATE RESEARCH PROGRAM 
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MULTISPECTRAL LINEAR ARRAYS ("LA> - OPTIONS 

OPTIONS WERE DERIVED USING THE FOLLOWING GROUND RULES: 

SENSING ATTRIBUTES NEEDING IMPROVEMENTS - IN PRIORITY ORDER 

1. OBSERVATION FREQUENCY - TEMPORAL COVERAGE 
DEMONSTRATE BY USE OF CROSS TRACK OFFSET POINTING WITH OPTIMIZED ORBIT 

2. ~PATIAL RESOLUTION 

3. SPECTRAL RESOLUTION 

4. RADIOMETRIC RESOLUTION 

ALL CAN BE ACHIEVED AT MODEST COST USING MLA SENSORS 

SYSTEM SHOULD VALIDATE OBSERVATION REQUIREMENTS FOR FUTURE LANDSAT'S 

POSSIBLE SEQUENCE 

LANDSAT E - HIGH RESOLUTION POINTABLE IMAGER 

LANDSAT F - WIDE FIELD SENSING FOR BETTER TEMPORAL RESOLUTION 

THE THEMATIC MApPER WILL FLY ON LANDSAT D'. KSS MAY BE REPLACED BY MlA SENSOR. 
MLA SENSOR MUST BE COMPATIBLE WITH LANDSAT D DATA RATES 
DESIRABLE TO LIMIT MLA DATA TO 15 MBls TO MINIMIZE CONFLICTS WITH 1M 

OPTIONS MUST COVER RANGE OF FEASIBLE IMPROVEMENTS 

HAVE REAL DIFFERENCES IN COST AND CAPABILITIES 



SUlf1ARY OF OPTIONS 

I. FINE RESOLUTION POINTABLE IMAGER (FRPI> 

-- A 10M RESOlUTION, NARROW FIELD-OF-VIEW SENSOR WITH A 2-AXIS STEEIABLE MIRROR 

II. DUAl RESOLUTION POINTABLE IMAGER (DP~I) 

-- A 15M13OM GROUND RESOLUTION1 NARROW FIELD-OF-VIEW SENSOR WITH A 2-AXIS STEERABLE 
-MIRROR. MULTIPLE MODES PROVIDED. 

III. seLECTABLE SPECTRAL RESOLUTION POINTING IMAGER (SSRPI) 

-

-- A 30M RESOLUTION, NARROW FIELD-OF-VIEW SENSOR WITH 5 SPECTRAL BANDS EACH OF WHICH 
IS SELECTABLE IN FLIGHT THROUGH AN INDEXING FILTERI 2-AXIS STEEf,~LE MIRROR. 

IV. ELECTRONICALLY POINTA8LE "ULTI-TEMPORAL SAMPLER (EPS) 

-- A 30M RESOLUTION, WIDE FIELD-oF-VIEW SENSOR WITH STEERING IN THE ACROSS TRACK 
DIRECTION ACCOMPLISHED ELECTRONICALLY BY SEGMENT SELECTION. 

V. MIXED RESOLUTION IMAGER ("RI) 
-- A ~8OM RESOLUTION WIDE FIELD-oF-VIEW SENSOR. NoT POINTABLE. 

," .. ' ,.,.m,.., " h ,Il" ~IIIIIIIIWU 



SENSOR OPTION I - FRPI 
FINE RESOLUTION POINTABLE U1A6ER 

KEY FEATURES 

GROUND RESuLUTION: 

SWATH WIDTH: 

No. SPECTRAL BANDS: 

POINTING: 

DATA RATE·: 

OPTICS SIZE: 

USES 
MORE FREQUENT TEMPORAL SAMPLING (! 5 DAYS) 

ANIS~TROPIC REFLECTANCE STUDIES 

VERY HIGH RESOLUTION MAPPING FOR 

10M 
lfOKM 

4; 41" 0.05 I'M; NEAP - 0.491 
2 AXIS; :!: 45-; MIRROR 

85 f1Bps 

LtD eM DIAMETER x 140 CM F«JCAL LENGTH 

FLOOD DAMAGE ASSESSHENT1 URBAN LAND USE!tHANG£1 FIELD BOUNDARIES 

STEREO IMAGING 

ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION STUDIES 

RISKS. 

HIGH COST DOES NOT FIT LANDSAT MSS SIZE1 WEIGHT1 POWER1 OR DATA RATE 



SENSOR OPTION I I - DRPI 
DUAL RESOLUTION MULTI-MODE POINTABLE IMAGER 

KEY FEATURES 

GROUND RESOLUTION: 

No. OF SPECTRAL BANDS: 

POINTING: 

SWATH \'hDTH: 

DATA RATE: 

4 BANDS Q 30M PLUS 2 BANDS Q 15M 
6; NE 4P • 0.5% 
2 AXIS; t 45°; MIRROR 

30KM 

15MBPS 
NOTE: AT THIS DATA RATE THERE ARE THE FOLLOWING MODES: 

MODE~: 4 BANDS AT 30M/30KM SWATH PLUS 1 BAND AT lSM/30KM 
MODE B: 2 BANDS AT lSM/30KM SWATH 
MODE C: 4 BANDS AT 30M/30KM SWATH PLUS 2 BANDS AT 15M/15KM 

OPTICS SIZE: 15 CM DIAMETER X 70 CM FOCAL LENGTH 

USES. 
FREQUENT TEMPORAL SAMPLING (! 5 DAVS) 
ANISOTROPIC REFLECTANCE STUDIES 

STEREO IMAGING 
ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION STUDIES 

HIGH RESOLUTION MAPPING (1:24000) 

RISKS 

MODERATE COST 2 AXIS POINTING MIRROR 

NOTE: IT MAY BE POSSIBLE TO HAVE SOME IN-FLIGHT SELECTION OF SPECTRAL BANDS IF SPECTRAL 
RESOLUTION OR INHERENT REGISTRATION CAPABILITIES ARE RELAXED. 



SENSOR OPTION III - SSRPI 

SELECTP]LE SPECTRAL RESOLUTION POINTING IMAGER 
KEY FEATURES 

GROUND RESOLUTION: 

SWATH WIDTH: 

No. SPECTRAL BANDS: 

POINTING: 

DATA RATE: 

OPTICS SIZE: 

USES. 
MULTI-TEMPORAL SAMPLING (! 5 DAYS) 

ANISOTROPIC REFLECTANCE PHENOMENA 

STEREO IMAGING 

HIGH RESOLUTION SPECTRAL ANALYSIS 

ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION STUDIES 

RISKS 

30M 

30KM 

5 EACH WITH SELECTABLE BANDPASS; CAN BE AS NARROW 
AS 20 NM; NE~P • 0.4% 
2 AXIS; ± 45°; MIRROR 

15 MBPS 

15 CM DIAMETER X 35 CM FOCAL LENGTH 

Low TO MODERATE ~OSTI INDEXING FILTERS1 POINTING MIRROR 



KEY FEATURES 
GROUND RESOLUTION: 

SWATH ~/IDTH: 

POINTING: 

DATA RATE: ..., 

SENSOR OPTION IV - EPS 
ELECTRONICALLY POINTABLE MULTI-TEMPORAL SAMPLER 

30M 

185KM (NARROW SEGMENTS ARE ELECTRONICALLY SELECTED 
FROM WITHIN THIS SWATH UP TO TOTAL OF 6OKM) 

1 AXIS; ELECTRONIC; WITHIN SWATH WIDTH 

15 MBPS 

~ No. SPECTRAL BANDS: 4; IDENTICAL TO TM; NE4P = 0.1% 
OPTICS SIZE: 15 CM DIAMETER X 35 CM FOCAL LENGTH 

USES 

NOTE: IT IS PROPOSED THAT TWO SENSORS BE USED AND ALIGNED EITHER SIDE OF TM's FOV FOR A 
TOTAL SWATH OF 555 KM. THIS PERMITS SELECTED TARGETS TO PASS WITHIN FOV AT MORE 
FREQUENT INTERVALS « 9 DAYS) USING ONE SPACECRAFT. 

MORE FREQUENT TEMPORAL SAMPLING 

CAN FOLLOW GEOLOGIC FEATURES BECAUSE OF INERTIALESS POINTING 

RISKS 

HIGH-TO-MODERATE COST 

WIDE FIELD OPTICS 



KEY F~4TURES 

GROUND RESOLUTION: 

SWATH WIDTH: 

No. SPECTRAL BANDS: 

DATA RATE: 

POINTING: 

OPTICS SIZE: 

USES. 

SENSOR OPTION V - MRI 

MIXED RESOLUTION IMAGER 

2 BANDS i 80M; 1 BAND S 40M 
185 KM 

3; HE 4 p :; 0.1% 
15 MBPS 

NONE 

8 eM DIAMETER x 26 eM FOCAL LENGTH 

SEMI-OPERATIONAL CONTINUATION OF LANDSAT 1~ 2J AND 3 TYPE DATA 

DEVELOP A PROTOTYPE OF A POSSIBLE OPERATIONAL SENSOR 

RISKS 

Low COST 

WIDE FIELD OPTICS 



~tLA OPTIONS 

FRPI 
DRPI 

MODE A 
NODE B 

\,oJ i'1oDE C 
~ 

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS OF POTENTIAL MLA SENSORS FOR LANDSAT D' 

RESOLUTION ~NDSI IFOV., M O. 

10 4 

30 - 15 4 - 1 
15 2 

30 - 15 4 - 2 

Sl'/ATH 
WIDTH" 

KM 

40 

30 
30 

30 - 15 

JOINTING 
PABILITV 

2 AXIs 1 tLi5° 

2 AXISI±45° 
2 AXls"tLi5° 
2 AXI s"t45° 

DATA 
RATE 
MBPS COMMENTS 

S5 HIGHEST COST. HEAVY, ETC. 

15 ~1tXED RESOLUTION SYSTEr-, 
IS HELPS PRESERVE RESOLUTION AT 

15 
LARGE OFFSET POINTING ANGLES. 
MODERATE COST. 

ID SSRPI 30 5 30 2 AXIS ... !45° 15 IN ORBIT FILTER CHANGE FOR 
SPECTRAL BAND SELECTION. MOD
ERATE COST. 

EPS 30 60 

MRI 80 - LiO 2 - 1 ISS 

ELECTRONIC 
SELECTION 

NONE 

15 

15 

ELECTRONICSSELECIION 0HF 60~ FOV FROM 1 5 KM fOV. ISH 
COST. WIDE FIELD OPTICS. 

"OPERATIONAL PRECURSOR.
MODEST COST. WIDE FJELD OPTICS 

NOTES: FRPI MAY BE INCOMPATIBLE WITH MSS SPACE AVAILABILITY ON LANDSAT D' , 
ALL SPECTRAL BANDS :: 20 NM FOR 30M CHANNELS; :: 80 NM FOR ISM CHANNELS; :: 80 NM FOR 10M CHAN
NELS IN FRP I. 
CALCULATED FOR AV = 700 NH" 45° SIA" R=20%J NE~R=O.5%" EXCEEDS TM PERFORMANCE. 
ALL BANDS TO BE BETWEEN 400 NH AND 1000 NM - SILICON DETECTORS. 

\ 

I 
I 
! , 
\' 
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SOME POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF VARIOUS MLA OPTIONS 

BASED QH QEESEI ~QIHIIHG CA~ABI~IIY E.Rfl. DRfl SSRPI EfS 
STEREO COVERAGE (F0R TROPOSPHERI~ MAPPING) V V V -
ANISOTROPIC REFLECTANCE STUDIES PRIMARILY AGRICULTURE) Y. Y. Y. 
ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION STUDIES V V V + en 
LINEAr-lENT DETERMINATION V V V -

BASED PR mAR I LY QN I M~RQY.EMEHTS I H TEM~ORAL R ESOLUTI QN Ii; F§ 
w 

~S RANGE MONITORING V V M V V - Q.. 

SNOW r-~APp I NG Y.. Y. Y. Y. - ~ CI) frl 
u we: CROP PHENOLOGICAL DISCRIMINATION V V M V + V - l5 ~ 

CROP STRESS DETECTION V V M V + v- ~~ .... WEED INFESTATION DETECTION Y.. Y. f:1 Y. Y. - e CD IRRIGATION SCHEDULING V V M V V - ~-0 

FOREST INSECT AND DISEASE DAMAGE DETECTION V V M V + ~~ WATER QUALITY MONITORING Y. Y. Y. +- Y. - ~ 

V-~ 
J::;L:J 

GEOBOTANICAL MINERAL EXPLORAT!ON V V V +- .... 0... 
~o 

SHORT LIVED EVENT MONITORING FLOOD~ LANDSLIDE~ ETC.) V V V - ...... - . 

BASED ~BIMABI~Y QH IM~BQY..EMEHIS IH S~AIIA~ BESQ~UIIQH i ffiffi 
o..t; 

Sr-tALL FIELD CROP CLASSIFICATION V V M le lIS> 
FLOOD PLAIN ,.1APPING Y. Y. 

.0 i
en 

FOREST SPECIES MAPPING V V M 
LAND USE MAPPING V V M 
ROCK UNIT MAPPING Y. Y. 
MINERALIZED (ALTERATION) ZONE MAPPING V V +-
BATHYMETRY V V +-

KEY 
V POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS WITH THIS SENSOR 
M MIXED RESOLUTION HELPFUL WITH MULTISTAGE SAMPLING OF LARGE AREAS 
+ APPLICATIONS THAT MAY BENEFIT FROM HIGH SPECTRA5 RESOLUTION 
- APPLICATIONS THAT WILL BE AFFECTED BY LACK OF 1 M SPATIAL RESOLUTION IN THE SSRPI 
- APPLICATIONS THAT WILL BE AFFECTED BY THE LIMITED OFFSET POINTING CAPABILITY OF THE EPS 



ASSOCIATED RESEARCH pROGRAM IN SUPPORT OF MIA SENSOR FOR lANDSAT D' 

CoNSIDER THE PROJECTED MLA SENSOR CAPABIlITIES1 FUTURE SENSING NEEDS AND BENEFITS 

ASSESS AND PRIORITIZE POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS TO BE STUDIED 

FORM WORKING GROUPS AROUND SELECTED APPLICATIONS 

DEFINE THE SENSOR PERFORMANCE REQUIRED 

ACQUIRE SIGNATURE STUDIES IN SUPPO~i OF SELECTED APPLICATIONS; LABORATORY I FIELDI Alc 
DEVELOP ALGORITHMS TO ACQUIRE PARAMETERS FROM THE DATA 

DEVELOP A SCHEDULING STRATEGY FOR THE SENSOR 

DEVELOP USERS FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

CONDUCT EXPERIMENTS WITH THE FLIGHT DATA 

PuBLISH RESULTS 

~111'~'~oIIl1":II:' ,'>1'1,,""'"''; _111,.",,11"11" ,,1i"1I","'" " .• 1" " ,",',." "'. ,,",.,.,"11","''''''' ",,, ......... ' ..... , "'''''" ,,,,,,,,,,,,,H,,",,,""""""'" " ... " ... ~" .. ( ,"~II!1<1""'U".'"'''''''''' """,, ," ... _n· , 



SCHEDULE - MLA SENSOR FOR lANDSAT D' 

CY -- 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 

lANDSAT D LAUNCH , 

"LA SENSOR 

II PHASE A INSTRUMENT STUDIES 
RFP RELEASE ,'----------------------

;: CONTRACT START 
N 

DELIVER ENG. MODEL 

DELIVER PROTO FLIGHT 

LAUNCH LANDSAT D' WITH "LA SENSOR 

RESEARCH PROGRAM 

REFINE APPLICATIONS 
REFINE PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 

PREPARE SPECS FOR FLIGHT INSTR. AND GROUND SYSTEMS 

SIGNATURE STUDIES 
ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT 
SELECT FLIGHT EXPERIMENTERS - A01 START 
ExPERIMENT USING FLIGHT DATA 

v 

v 

, 

• v 

,'--------
» 



RESOLUTION 
SWATH'S DIST. ZENTIH LOSS 
OFFSET -+ I KH ANGLE X Y 

~ 
1/2 0 80 7- 0% 1% 

1 1/2 1 ~41 21· 5% 12% 715k. 

2 1/2 2 402 32· 16% 37% 16 ~ I~ 

3 112 3 563 45· 29% 74% 15 
4 112 4 724 SO· 46% 126% 14 

,~. 

.' : 
~-.'.. 

:if:, 

13 ~ 
12 -.. 

H 71SKM « 11 
w LIJ 10 OD 98.25· w I CIa 

~ 

REPEAT PERIOD 17 DAYS :::::t 9 z 

.. -:;.; 
~. 

. . 
:;;000. 

.':.. :.: .. 
ORBITS/CYCLE 247 >- 8 
ORBIT TRACE SPACING 161KM i§ 7 

~ 
c~ 

TM SCAN WIDTH 187KM 6 ~ 
SCAN ANGLE 14.9· 5 ~ 

"- I 

OVERLAP 16 PERCENT 4 ~~. 

RESOLUTION 30.4 METERS 3 ~ 
2 E 
1 ~ 

2-2-9-2-2 REPEAT FREQUENCY 17., 0 i f:'; 
~""" 



H 

I 
~T PERt(l) 

ORBITSlcvtLE 
TRACE $PI/; ING 

SCAN WIImf 
SCAN AtG..E 
fNfRI..Jr 
AESClJJTICIf 

7tJio1 
~.2-

16MYS 
233 
170 
185 
14.9-
10% 
llM 

2-5-2-5-2 

15 
14 
13 
12 
11 

0: 10 
UJ 
, 9 
~ 8 
i 7 

6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

16.,0 
REPEAT fREQUENCY 

~ ..-

~ 

r·""'" 

~;: 

~ 
,,", 

3l 
~ --

" 
b.~ 

r: 
tt 

E 
~ 

! 
" 



i\ It 3 2 1 0/ 
I '6-00 

\~ 
17 -r 
16 :.:-.~ -15 ~ .. ~. • , . 

14 • r-'. 

13 -12 
11 ~ 

w 
.;:t rx 10 1-=-::".,;.1 ..,. 

LLI 
CQ 9 E 

761KM (NOTE 689KM SIKILAR) 
::;) 

8 ~. 

H • z 

I 98.44 >- 7 
!!,"", ~ 

~ 
REPEAT PERIOD 18 DAYS 6 
ORBITS/CYCLE 259 5 . 

• ,--
TRACE SPACING 15310t 4 ,-

SCAN WIDTH 1991<11 3 ~~ , 

SCAN ANGLE 14.9- 2 t .• "" . A 

OVERLAP 30% 1 j , 

RESOLUTION 32.411 18,0 I ; ~ ~ 
3-5-5-3-2 REPEAT FREQUENCY 

-



The ~al'8e Format C~!.! 

The Large Format Camera (LPC) is scheduLed for an ea~ly Shuttle launch 

in 1~81. The system will provide a continuation to t.ne early hand-held ealth. 
# 

photl)graphy conducted on the Mercury, Gemini and Apollo prograll!5 which culmin-

ated with the well-known 5-064 multispectral camera experiment on ApOllo IX 
r • and the more sophisticated SI90a multispectral and SI90b high resolution cameras 

whic,\ were hard-mounted systems usod in the 5kylab missi011'S. The following 

page4 describe the LFC system and come from a NASA/JSC presentation on the 

,ysum. 

The important attribute of the system is that it can obtain high (wln m) 

spatial ground reSOlution, a relative position accuracy of ±14 III and a relative 

heia'tening accuracy, by virtue of stereographic coverage of between 7 and 28 m, 

depeoding on the base-to-height ratio used. A potential problem of the system 

is tut it will orbit in the Shuttle. Pas.experience has been that man-attended 

phot)graphy experiments have not beeJias successful as automated image collection 

syst~ms. For example, the MSS"bn the Landsat program has been more successful 

than the S190a an~ SI90b experiments on Skylab. With a change in priority. 

perhaps this problem can be solved on the Shuttle • • 

• 
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LENS: -
PAIW1ETER 

Focal Length 
Aperture 
Spe,tral Range 

IMAGE FOru·1.1\ T: 

FIELD OF,gIEW (FOV): 
Along Track: Degrees 

• Altitude Ratio 
Acro~ Track: Degrees 

Altitude Ratio 

FORWARD OVERlAP MODES: 

BASE/HEIGHT RATIO: 

SHUTTER: Type 
Speeds 

IMAGE MOll Ort COr~PEr.SA TI ON: 

• 
Type 
Range 

FILM FlAnEtUflG: 

MINIMUM CYCLE TIME: 

FILTERS: Anti.Vignetting 
Spec t.ra 1 

fit 

• 

l!.L!1: W;dtil 
Leng~h Thin Base Nom. 

Thin Base Max. 
Exposures/Roll Thin Base Nom. 

TMn Base Hax. 

ELECTRICAl POWER: 

OPERATING PRESSURE, 

"tlGlIT: Large Fomat Camera (LFC) 
flight Support Structure, etc. 

Total 

387 

SPECIFICATION 

30.5 cm (12 inches) 
f/6.0 (~ T14) 
400 to 900 fUll 

22.8x45.7 r~ (gx18 inches) 

73.7 
1.5xH 
41.1 
0.75, .., 1

'.287 radians) 
Ii • altitude) 
0.718 radians) 
H • altitude) 

80, 70. or 60 percent 

('.3 to ",2 (over fun track) 

Rotary (between the lens) 
.006 to .024 second 

I~ge Plane Translation 
.010 to .045 rad/sec 

Vacuum 

4.3 seconds 

"Lens front 
Lens Center 

24.1 em 
610 meters 
1.220 meters 
1,200 
2,400 

275 watts avg. 
450 watts .. .ax. 

(9.5 inches) 
(2,000 feet) 
(4,000 feet) 

1.723 N/m2 (0.25 psi) 
• 
230 kg 
150 kg 

380 kg 



\,oJ 
00 
00 

ALTITUDE 
(H) 

LFC IMAGING CHARACTERISTICS (TYPICAL) 
«1 STEREO BASE (8) t>f 

0) 0 0 ...;::::::0~ 

TYPICAL ALTITUDE : 278 Idlometers (150 nautical miles) 

PHOTOGRAPHIC SCALE : 1:912,000 

GROUND FOOTPRINT : ALONG TRACK (1.50H) == 417.0 km (225 n.mi.) 
ACROSS TRACK (0.7SH) = 208.5 km (112.5 n.mi.) 

• AREA COVERED ==86,945.0 Iem' (25,312 n.mi.!) 
GROUND RESOLunON (Color Film AWAR) : ... 20 meters 

VELOCITY VECTOR III-

PRECISION DATA : SELECTED FRAMES 18.2 1&3 1&4 1&5 
REDUCTION FORWARD OVERLAP (percent) 80 60 ,(0 20 

BASE/HEIGHT (8/H) RATIO 0.3 0.6' 0.9 1.2 
VERTICAL EXAGGERATION FACTOR 1.4 2.8 4.2 5.5 

RELATIVE POSITION ACCURACY (± meters) 14 14 14 14 
RELATIVE HEIGHTING ACCURACY (t meters) 28 . 15 9 7 



110 

o 

fORMAT POSITION (DEGREES) 

I t 10 ',5 ~O 5 27 ~ 2~1 • 25 • 
'1 3p 3, If·9 40 

l i I - I -I 
I I I - I I -
I I 
I i I - , 

! -
I I 

~14 fiLH I i I --
~ I ! I . I I 

~ 
I 

-~H I r-.-J -I J 
I 1--- i I I -

I l I - I I I -
I I I I \ I . r i I 

I - I I -I : 1 
; t 1 1 

* 
i 4 ~ 

t CeNTER OF fORMAT txt CORNER OF FOR~AT t LFC CORNER OF FOR~ATt 

fORMAT POSITION (tNCHES) 

ORBITAL Al TlTUOE 

120 ~O-m-
225 278 417 ---4.5 5.8 8.6 

5.3 6.6 9.9 

6.2 7.8 11.6 

7.4 9.2 13.9 

9.2 11.S 17.3 

12.3 15.4 23.1 

18.5 23.1 34.7 

37.0 46.2 69.2 

0.0 0.0 0.0 

GROUND RESOLUTION 
(METERS) 

DYNAMIC GROUND RESOLVED DISTANCE 
Estimated at 2:1 Contrast 

.w 
Z-' 
OU 
1=>-
:)~ 
..Ie: 
21.11 wI-
e W 

:E 

40 

30 

20 

10 

0 

- AREO (50.'31' 
COLOR \NfR B&W (3;\'\0\ 

__ ----::::-.::-:.- COLOR lSO·242) 

r--1=.--- B&W (3414) --r--' 

-
I I I I I 

120 140 1eo 180 200 220 

ORBIT ALTITUDE, N.MI. 

HIGHLY DEPENDENT UPON SHUTTLE ATTITUDE RATES. 
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Data Reduction by computer Processing 

Chairman: Dr. Dale R. Lumb 
Western Regional Applications Program 
NASA-Ames Research Center 

Intr04uction 

This teohnical workshop dealt with the subject of automated 

analysis of remote sensing data, specifically digital processing 

of Landsat or other image data in numerical form. 

Two general topic areas covered in the workshop were: (1) 

the teaching of ditigal image processing, including both theoretical 

and applied subjects and laboratory experience, and (2) a review of 

NASA-developed image processing software, and hardware/software 

systems employed at NASA-Ames Research Center in support of the 

western Regional Applications Program (WRAP). 

The first topic was-examined in a presentation by Professor 

Robert Schowengerdt of the University of Arizona, describing a 

course titled -Image Processing Lab," one of two courses required 

for a graduate minor in remote sensing at Arizona. A paper by 

Professor Schowengerdt covering the rationale, content, and hard

ware/software support for this course is incorporated within this 

section. 

The review of NASA-developed software systems included pre

sentations summarized herein by Wayne Mooneyhan of the Earth 

Resources Laboratory, and by Dr. Nevin Bryant of the Jet Propulsion 

Laboratory. Ethel Bauer of NASA-Ames described the systems at the 

Ames Image processing Facility. 
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rinally, a que.tionnaire wa. circulated at th. workshop that 

a ••••• ea the existing or planned digital image prooe •• ing capability 

of the univer.ities and college. repre.ented, and their interest in 

acquiring or gaining acce.s to NASA-developed software. The question

naire result. are summarized at the end of the paper. 
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An IntroducLory Dl~tD.l Image ProceGsln~ 
Laborator,y Course for AppUcnUons Selcntis&a 

Robart A. Schowcnnerdt 
Aaliataut Professor or Remoto SeaaiDS 

University o( Anzou. 

Introduction 

It. new course, Image Processln, Lab, was first oreered at the University 

of AriZOD& iD the fall a.meater, 19'1'1. The course, cross-listed In the Systems 

and Induatrial Enpneerin, aDd Optical Sciences Departments, is one of two re

quired (the other being· Fundamentals of Remote Sensin,) for a graduate miDor 

in remote losinl. Because of this, the technical level and orientation of 

materlallDc1uded in the course must be such that a diverse range of gradua.te 

studeDts wID benefit from the course. Achieving a good balance between mathe

matical complexU, and practical applications Is the most challenging aspect of 

teaching such a course. 

During the initial offering of the course, facilities available to students 

for image processing experiments were rather limited. There were, however, 

several labs and pieces of hardware around campus which were restricted to 

research in image processing. To expose the students to this wide variety of 

"real world" hardware, a series of demonstrations were scheduled throughout 

the semester. In general. these sessions were very WF.lll received and 

represented a reasonably acceptable alternative to "bands-on" experience. 

Because of the shortage of interactive hardware, the course wa.s 

structured much as a lecture course. In addition to the laboratory demon

strations, several computing experiments were assigned to the class. Computing 

was performed ill a batch mode on a CDC 6400 computer with a software package 

of image-proceasiDl routines caned SADIE. Input image files (all from Landsat 

imagery) were _uppHed by the iDltructor and output images were displayed by a 

lrey shade Rue printer routine. 
393 



For the fall. 19'18. aemester we anticipate a much improved hardware 

and software Situation. ne University Computer Centcr has rcpla.ccd Ole out

dated CDC 6400 with a CDC Cyber 1'15, and a very powerCullinkage of 

mhdcomput8ra will be opel.'aUoDal aloDg with aD 12S color CRT displa.y with 

uaociated refresh memories aDd pipeUne processor. 111fs hardware (and an 

extenlive set of software supplied with the CRT display) will permit a re

orpnlzaUoD of the course to include much more extensive experimentation "Nitb 

imap processiDg algorithma. Couequently. the number of t'ormallectures 

will be greatly reduced and w111 serve oDly as an introduction to each topiC, 

with mathematical aDd other detaU. covered by handouts of written material. 

'Ihe enrollment in the coupe duriDi the first .emester consisted of the 

followiDg disclplinesl 

Deeartment 

optical sciences 

systems erlgineering 

planetary science 

geology 

undergraduate (SE, EE) 

unclassified graduate 
(mediCine, hydrography) 

Number of Students 

8 

2 

2 

1 

3 

2 

ne largo percentage or engineering students implied a strong 

mathematical background for the 01&8s--94 percent had had calculus, 72 percent 

had bad some exposure to Fourier theory, and 83 percent knew at least one 

programming language. Only one student had taken another image processing 

~r .. aDd 1'1 penent bad lome pPerienC8 with image procelslng. 
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'lbe mathemattca11evol or iD8tnaOttOD was hold to algebrA, 8L.1.tisUcI 

(ballc and multivariate). 80me oa1culu., and Fourior theory (coftvoluti·)n. 

eorrelatloD. Faulier traIl.torm.). 1be ltudcmtl with rolaUvoly poor If.ath 

ba.cqrouuda were able to keep up wlth the rut of the clal., even with ';ho mc"st 

difficult material. Fourier teclmlquel. We wanted to achieve WI, to "et the 

pattem for the lab beilll an appUcat:loDl onated courae, even at the .,:pease 

of boring more advanoed .tudents. There are several more advanced tJld 

speota11zed lmap proou_ COUrMI alreacly at the UDlversU¥. 

We are 8Dcourapq rmd anticipate a much larger enroUment of .tudent. 

from earth IOteDOel diaolpl1nu in the future. This win likely lnorea.e the diffi

culty in aettlq the ript balaDce of math and applications for the courSll, but the 

availability of 8A interactive diaplay and software will ... lst greatly In 

allev1atlDg that diff1cu1ty. By havlng flexlblelmage proce •• ing routines Uterally 

at their fbaprtSp. and the p.ycholopca1 advantaa. of .eeing preces.inl result. 

almost immediately, ltudct8 will obtain a JOOd I.HIlI for computer p'C'OCosslng 

and analy.i. without nece.Drib' needing to under.tand the math.matiCll aspects. 

Furthermore, experience with a "hands-on" .)'.tem wiU reinforce the tbeo

retlcd background of more adVADCed .tudents. 

Tbe remalnder of thi. course de.criptionis .writtenln a modular fcrm 

cou18ting of aalorted topics and example. from the coune and ,eneral aspects 

of teaching a coune of th1I~. It is boped that the brief experience reDacted 

in this paper w1l1 be uefu1 to tboae who are deli_Ill an introductory image 

procelliDi 00U1"II for their 0WIl remote IeIlISDi curriculum. 
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COUl.e Contont 

Fall &emeller, 19", 3 Somo.tor Hour. Credit 

Characteristics of Dlg1tallmagos (about G lccmro hours) 

Radiometrio quantization. relation belwoeD pixel ud computer 

worc:l alze, quaatlzatlOD durllllimage acquilition, processing, 

and display. DlstlncttOD between pixel alze aDd lample Interval. 

OoDtraat ManlpulatlOD (3 hours) 

Image grey level hiltocraml, linear. legmented, cyclio, and 

equallzatlOD trauformatlou. 

Lud .. t System (3 hours) 

MSS. RBV. orbit parameters, preproceas1Dg required for 

Image data 

Neipborhood (apaUll) Operatlou (6 houra) 

ConvolutlOD, correlation, Fourier trauaforma, application of 

Fourier traDSfOnDl, spatlal filtering 

Nolae Suppression (It hours) 

Random, Axed and variable periodio no1.e 

Hardware Descriptions (3 hours) 

Scamlers and displays, microden81tometer, nylDI' spot, vidicon, 

solid state arrays, electron beam recorder. ScaD rate, radio

metric aDd apaUll resolution, bit rate, format 81ze. 
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Coordl_te tl'llUtormattOD,. tlepoiDta. nabber Ib .. , Ih'etchllll. 

Beamp11111 by Dearelt DelpbO\r atprlthm ud IDterpolatiOD 

(Ua_r, lIDo fUDotlOD, aDd cubic ap1lDe ImctlOD) 

III1lIlIpeCtn1 CluIUlcatlOD (41 houri) 

JI&1tlYU'1ab1e Dature of remote 1"11:11 tmqel7. clulteziDI • 

..... ra1 Yal'lablUty. aupervlaed I.I'Ml uuupemlecl clall1l.ca-

11-. matbemaUca for mu:1mWD - likelihood lIlaorltba 

Mlrodeultometer, photolftPbic lC8DDer dllplq, cIlpU_ 

vldlCOD acqulaition IDd cUsplay. Interactive color CRT 

cUipli.y (KIU Peak 11a.t1ou1 Obaervator.v) 

1 .... Proc ... g Experiments (100 +houra) 

AU experiments were performed with routinel in the SADIE 

lmap prooel81D1lOftware packaP IDd were conducted by 

batch procesaiDie However. some studenta ran 10 IDI.IlY ex

amples that they were almost in Q interactive mode I '11le 

UDiveratty Computer Center charp rate was $200 per CPU 

hour on the CDC 6400 and the c1us of 18 lludenta lpeDt about 

$1.100 duriDi the sem .. ter. 

1) let up 1114 priDt picture of '"" ICILJ 

I) IDIDlpulate CODtraIt of P'81 80Ile 
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I) calculate lmap biltopoam, OODtralt Itrotcht 

aDd dilPlq portloa 01 I.adlat '.ap, (two. 

budI). IDveatipta valiOUI OODUUt maalpula-

1:&. t.o1mI", ... 

C) IDveatipti tJae effect. of va"ou apatIal tl1tel"l 

OD portloa of taDCkat t 
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Beferonoo Matorlal 

There ... beeD DO text uhCI for tN. 00II1'''' Of the toxtI CUl'l'ODtJy 

AvAll'~~G, the ODe b)r GoDule. aDd WlDtI wc.u1d probably bo thl mOlt luStablO. 

with Gal ODe by Pratt belDillmtlal' ID coverap but at a hlpl' le.ll of ID~ 

malic. aDd cletall. The USGS report OD lmap Prooe'SSDlIJ1t.em. I. a 

oompreheDll.I 1Ul'Ye)' of ounat (117'1) harclwal'l and IOftware for remote 

..... ad S. hIP11l'1C01DlUDded &I a olaII hudcNt. 

Bemote ... lq orinted: 

"DaIle Mathematics oflmqo Proce .. mtt and "DhtitaJ Imap 
ProceIIJD,." R. Schowo'1gerdt. Chaptel'l XIV aDd XV of 
Principle. of Remote ~.:: .a1nl, P. N. Slater, lnpreparatlOD. 

"Imaging ud NODimaglng SeDaor." and "Remote SeDlOI' Data 
By,teml, Proc .. ling. and MlDapment, It Cbaptel'l 8 aDd 12 
of Manual of Remote SeDaIDl. Vol. \, American 8oclet;y of 
Pbotogrammetl'1, 1916. 

"Machine ProcealinC of Remotel~ Acqulred Data" aDd 
"Comparlsou of Qualitati.e and QuaDtltathe 1m.,. Analy.l .... 
Ch.;.pterl 10 and 11 of nemote Se_iDC of EAvlroDmeDt. J. LlDts 
aDd De SimoDett , ada., 19'16. 

Svuunal'1 Tabl .. for Selected Dlpta1 Imap ProouliDi Syate1U. 
V. Carter, F. BilUDpl87. IDd I. Lamar, U. S. GeoloIloaJ. 
Survey Open File Report '17-41'. 

o..ral Imap Proc .. ltq aDd AnailYlll: 

.£pmputer TeehDiguea l~.Lmage Proc .. ,lnC. H. C. Andrewl, 1910. 

p!.Qtnl P1Cb1t'!J!!oca~!il1l1. Boaafeld and Kale, 19'16. 

~~rxRFalltl\ale P-m.~sa1DI, B. C. Gonzalez u4 P. A. Wintz, 19'1'1. 

D1&ital Image R .. toratloD. H. C. Andrew. cd B. B. HuD.t, 1111. 

DlIUallmap P~f1pI. W. K. Pld, 1I'l1. 
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Introduction to SCAtl"'l'1ttol'D RocopltlOft. K. Fukunap, I."'. 
lAtten ClalllDeation aDd keno AulYIlI, It. Duda and P. Hu1. 11'S. 

!''!!PIIOD of mlRlay. IDlormttlOJ, L. abel"lDlll, 11"'. 



• SADIE and Landsat Sortw3ro 

The SADIE system was onglna1ly daveloped at the Loa A13mos Sc~~nt1!lc 

Laboratory rmd maintained at the University or Arizona by Dr. Bobby lil.O~.t. 

~Jstem. aDd Induatria1 Engineerini Department. It. contain. a comple:.e a.od 

thoroup ~ng .tructure which keep. track of the vital p:lr:l1~c:ers ~or 

lDput, acratch. aDd output fil .. , tbu. freeinl the u.er from ~s orten 13bonous 

chore. There are two level of routine~ SADIE--one line-oriented and the 

other ale-oriented. The flle-oliented routine. permit a Inore II black-box, " 

detached operation by the uaer whereas the line-oriented routines allow more 

complex proce •• 1D1 by those user. who Jleed this flexibility. 
, 

RoutiDel are available for lmflge input a.,d ou~ut 111 leveral formats 

(compaUble with varioul hardware devicel around campus), calculation of ir:l:l;e 

.taU.tics, contrast manipulation, FOUrier domain spatial filtennb,~nc:;~· co::-
o .. -' " 

-~.: 

blnatiOD of lmagel, auperposlUon and concatenation oC image files" ~incar 1m:.;. 
'\...~~c ~ 

.cale chan,e, etc. Standard Image display through SADIE is by &;r(:'y sh.lde line 

prlDter output (8 grey levell). UlSe of SADI E require8 very little knowledbe of 

Fortran and only a basic knowledge of control command setup. There was no 

.erioua dimculty in lntroduc11118tudenta to SADIE, even those who had bad DO 

prev1ou. computer experience. 

A system of 80ftware for reformatting, preprocessing. and photobraphlc 

<tiapl:L)' of Landsat data has been developed by Dr. Robert 5chowcngerdt. This 

software provides 1'J.n interface between Landsa.t preprocessed data anJ SADIE 

&lid ICeD. cluaUlcaUOD software. 101 addition, many apecialized procea.lul 

~ roa\U_. DOt avaUable m SADIE. are opfIraUONIl for Ludaat proces.ing • 

.. III 



---~---

Exams nnel llnndouts 

TIl! s scotion contains copies of tho two cX&'lms given du ring Lhe cou rse 

and a b(.:le~Uon of exlornal materiai which was distributed to the class Ulrough

out the semester. Tho USGS report Is a gord survey of operntion.'ll im~ge 

analysis systems and the Aviation Week article provides a discussion of current 

software &:rocossing tools and many color image examples. The full handouts 

are not rej)roduced here. but should be available from the original source. 
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OSC/SIE 236 Image Processing Lab 
Mid Term Exam 
October 25, 1917 

Ans\Ier all questions - each worth 25 paints. 

1) a. If a digital image has pixels quantized to 6 bits. how many srey levels 
are possible? What are they? 

b. Show which bits are lion" and which are "off" for a grey level of 23. 

c. If a landsat image typically has a range of 30 grey levels, why are 64 
or 128 grey levels available for the data? 

d. Why would we desir~ to have more bits representing pixel values in a 
computer than are used for the original pixel values? Illustrate with 
an example. 

2) a. What is a histogram of image grey levels? How is it usually normalized? 

b. Why is a histogram useful for changing image contrast? If we didn1t 
have the image histogram what parameters of the image could be used to 
adjust its contrast? 

c. Why do we wish to change the contrast of an image? Describe a contrast 
enhancement technique which requires no operator input. Se as detailed 
as possible. 

d. Suppose we have an image with a histogram as follows: 

, ... 

I , 

Sketch the transfer curve required to perform a simple linear "stretch" 
between grey levels 0 and 31 on a display. At what grey level in the 
displayed image would the peak of the histogram fall? 

Sketch a transfer curve which would make the peak fall at the mid-point 
of the display range and avoid saturation at both ends of the display 
range. 

In either of the above examples would all the grey leye~s available in 
the display appear in the displayed image? Explain. 

3) a. What are the spectral bands used in the Landsat MSS? 8e specific. 
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OSCISIE 236 Image Processing lab 
Mtd Tel'll Exam October 25. 1917 

3) b. Approximately how many pixels/line and how ~uny lines are there"in e~ch 
r~w landsat image? How long is each scan l1ne on the ground? ~hat 1S 
the size of a pixel on the ground? 

c. What are the most important preprocessing operations required for Landsat 
imagery? If we display a raw (unprocessed) landsat image on a standard 
display we would see a format like this: 

What two preprocessing operations yield a final format like this?: 

How large is the angle a typically? 

4) a. What is meant by a "neighborhood operation"? How is it distinct from the 
common contrast enhancement operation? 

Name a neighborhood operation used for image processing and another used 
for image analysis. 

b. Define a linear operation in the context of neighborhood operations. Use 
skltches to illustrate the definition. 

How is a linear operation represented mathematically in the spatial and 
frequency domains? Define all symbols used in your mathematics. ----

Assume stationarity (shift invariance) in the above examples. 

c. Why are Fourier transforms useful in an analytic sense? In a digital 
application? 

Sketch both a high and low pass filter in the Fourier domain. What is a 
simple way to implement each in the spatial domain? Derive how many 
operations (one operation being an add, a multiply. etc.) are required 
per pixel in the processed image to perfoMm this simple low pass operation 
with a straight-forward calculation and with a more efficient calcu1at1on 
utilizing temporary storage. ----
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__ ,,_~ ,.. ___ 1 _EJ.~~ _____ =--____ ,_ 

OSC/S1! 2)6 Image Processlng Lab 
Pinal Ixa. 

neceaber 19. 1917 

Answer all questions - each worth 20 po1nts 

1) a. What ls the prlmal7 source of random lmage nolse ln 
J)hotogrl'";:-h,.? 

b. Brlefl,. desclbe two dlgltal processing techn1ques tor 
suppresslon o~ random nolse. What ls & ~lsadvant'ge of 
each? 

2) a. How 1s a d1g1tal lma~e scanner's or d1spla,.'s b1t rat~ 
calculated? What two performance measures ~oes 1t 
comblne? 

b. Name an advantage which a photo~raoh1e micro-writor dlsplsy. 
such as the POD a.t Opt1cal SCiencas. possesses elver a CRT 
dlsplay. such as the one at Kitt Paa~? What advant~ge does 
the CRT have over the POD? 

1) a. What a~e the two steps requlr~d tor seometrical man1pulat1on 
of d1gital lmages? 

b. Suppose the graph 
a d1g1tal 1magel 

40 .~-

below represents a 11ne proflle through 
... 

)0 Joo--------_---grey 
_ .. 

level 20 --_-._---_ 

....•.. _-----10 

O~~--~--~_+.--~--~---

dlsplay pixel ,number 
We want to magn1fy the 1mage d1~1t~11y to cont,1n 9 01xels 
in the 11ne 1nstead of 6. Tabulate all the pixel values 
1n the process4d I1ne and make a ~a~11ke that above tor t~el 

i-nearest ne1gh~or al~o~ithm 
2-1inear internolation al«orlthm 

Note the d1splay p1xel 1nterval 1s fixed. 

c. Name an advantage and a dlsadvantage of cubic spllne versus 
11near interpolatlon. 

4) a. What are the t~ree dimensions or ~ultis~ectral lma~er1? 
In which dimenslon does multispectral cla •• iflcat10n work? 
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OSC/SI! 2)6 lmas. Proceaslng Lab 
Plnal Exam 

December 19. 1971 

4) b. In two or thr~e paragraphs, expla1n how mult1spectral 
olass1t1cat1on ts performed.. You do !l2l. need to be 
spec1f1c about part1cular alaor1thms, etc. 

c. List and br1etly explain three sources of natural var1ab1llt7 
1n claaa1f1cat1onanalya1s. 

$) a. Suppose we have a study area on the ground which 1s '40k:1 X 40km 
large. One ot the Landsat satellites takes an 1ma~e of the 
area every 9 days. It we must make a declsion about each 
ptxel in the study area (for example, ass1gn each p1xel 
to a Vegetation class) trom one i_ae before the next luse 
ts taken, ho~ much time do we have. per pixel? 

b. It a single LarAsat NSS acqulres 10 acenea per da7. "hat 
1. the data crea1;1cm b1t rate? 
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BoDoctiODs on Course Content 
aDd Plus for the FUture 

At W. point t would like to pus GIl lome experiences with the ImrLge 

Proc"llDl Lab Cour.e and lOme perscma1 oplD1oDl about what such a course 

.hould oontaiD. A brief dllCUllloD will theD be liveD on how the course will be 

restructured thil ,ear becaule of the acqu1IU1on of a cOD.iderable amount of 

lDt¥ract1ve 1map processing hardware. 

Perbapa the moat dlfBowt material to pre.ent in the caur.e il that on 

oonvolution, Fourier transforml, etc. Even though most of the .tudents were 

_Deera and had .eeD Ws lubject before, 1t had evidently Dot beeD from a 

primarll)' lmplemutatlOD/appllcatlon viewpoint. To de-emphasize tho more 

complex concept of Fwrler traDsfo~OD and because m. practical spatlal 

mteriqis performed in the spatial domaiD. I iDtroduced Altering from the 

spatial domain. Thi. was done by describing .imple box arrays which are 

convolved with the Image to perform fllterlnle Examples of thele arrays 

might be, 

smootbiq (low-pas.) edee enhancement (high-pus) 

1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 

1 1 1 -1 8 -1 

1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 

From thea. most balic examples, a smooth transitioD can be made to discussioD 

of more complex fllted with variable we1ptl, ilOG-lq\I&re 81tel'l, lDcluslon of 

DOrmalizaUOI1ID the we1pta, etc. After & review of basio Fourier trauformatlon, 
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thole ~11 al'l'lP cu bo deacribod ID paeral termlln tbD Fourier cJomaJa. 

'I'IIIIappraacla waa Intulti.ely laIlltyias to the ltudeDta aDd 'I appropriate for 

aD Satl'Odlaotol'J ",ne. 
AI ID lid to dlaculllOD of PoIarier &raDIICtl'llll, we devoted hid! or OM 

I.ecIIaN period to a ~OD Wi. aD e1eoboldo .. Morm PHrator, 

apectnIIIl . ....,..~., oactlloacope. 1t."1'J Ylaua11UuatraUon cau be mc.c:1e 

will tblI "",pmerat _taODItn.tl.the Fourier doma1D repr ••• tAtionl ot 
\~'t _" ,';: 

.bIe wa .... aquare wa.... etc. aDd tbe effect ill .. Faurier domaiD of varla

tI.OIl m b waveform period and amplitude. More comprebal1.e diaplay' caD 

be done by addiDi another waveform to the on&lual and by ina.runl a VAnable 

e1ecb:oD1c filter 1D the elrcuit. a..eh a clemODItraUon could alao bo .un, dODe 

will. lDteraet:l.e,raphlc. termlDal and dliltal truaaform al;oritbm •• 

ADother rather dif4cu1t topio. which II quite ofUm nel1ected In tmAie 

procelliiDi ooar .... tl pometr1cal maDlpulatlon. 'I'bll IUbject ahould be part 

of aD)' remote IeDIlq orleDtecllmqe proceaalDl courae becauae ot the mcreu

lqmtereat m pnri.e 1DIPP1Dc from orbital (or aerial) 1m" .. and the groater 

capabllltt .. of future aeuol'l. I W'U IUrpriaed that it wu aa dlf4cult u it waa 

to commUDicate thil subject to the Btudentl. E'Y8D thou&h mOlt of the ltudeDtl 

were MCODd or third year enpllGeriDllrad ..... tudeDts. they, for the mOlt 

part. had Uttle experieDCe with lnterpolatlOD. of dl8Cl'ete data and III particwar 

the COImeCtioD betw •• InterpolatiOD &Dd convolution. III the future, more time 

w1l1 ha.e to be devoted to theIe areu to treat the Abject properly. Apln. an 

l_racH". h:up (or poapblca) dlaplq wW be III efficient tool for 1lluatratlcc 

pometrJcal Pl'OC8let",. 
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~O' Lab WSll be taupt apIA .e tho faU, 1"', ucI wtll be orionted 
"" 

.~ ~ ' .... dI8pIIQ' • ..uuit.t IIIat U_ ".. IOrid of lIardw&ro 

demGDatatloal will be ntlSDed ... ..,. are .IID "1'1 Important 'e their 

... atpt. hMal ..... ti .. WlU plObabb' be Nducec:l by. factor of About 

-. .1Il ......... 11 olua I .. W .. ., .... taU .... OD the dI.play. 

;~ wID ... a61i10Dal allotted time periodl duriq_lch they can operato 

the dt.., .. oompatel' either atOM 01' ... mall JI'OUP8. Software dotall. will 

be .... tlallJ &lUIpareDt to .. u •• n aDd maul of prooealiDi option. w£I1 be 

aftilabl .. The IDOre aopbi.tlcated .tad ... wm be able &0 prosram their OWD 

IOIlwan oa the holt computer (PDP 12/'0). A ... maUo of the InteracU ve 

faclJ1" I. ___ ta .. dl&p'UD below. 

Tbe aubJecti oovencl ta the OOUI'I. wU1 probablJ be cbu,ed very Uttle, 

with 10 ... aid.,., of emphaall from topto &0 topic baled on the Br.t .eanelter'l 

aped... ... olulllDaUoa expenmem will be paat1y fac1Utated I) u.r. • • 
••• 

.. Mzodwan ad "'an aa4 will ooOap) a 1azpr proportlOll of the counl. 
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Image Processing Software/Systems Developed or Employed by NASA 

Barth Resources Laboratory Software for Modular Systems 

NASA-ERL at Slidell, Louisiana has developed a low-cost, 

modular approach to the design of data analysis systems for pro

cessing Landsat or other multispectral image data. l It is aimed 

at the small user organization having limited funds and access to 

some computer equipment. As d~scribed by Wayne Mooneyhan of ERL, 

this approach c·-.·nsir,:ts of a definition of equipment configurations 

that take advantage of existing or off-the-shelf hardware components 

available to many users, plus a &~t of ERL-developed software modules 

for image processing, geographic data manipulation, data base manage

ment, and applications-specific information extraction. 

As shown in Figure 1, hardware requirements are defined in terms 

of the three basic components: (1) an i.mage display device, (2) a 

computer with appropriate peripherals, and {3} an output recording 

device. 

A display device desirably consists of a color-CRT monitor with 

interactive uer interface, however, hardcopy devices such as line

printer or electrostatic printer/plotters can be used with batch 

programs for data display. A color display is advanta~eous for 

review of raw input data, training site entry, and evaluation of 

test classifications of small (screen-size) areas, and can be used 

in a time-sharing environment. 

Any mini or larger general purpose digital computer can serve 

as a central processor, provided it has at least 1301 bytes of 

memory, two tape drives, 24M bytes of disc memory and a Fortran 

compiler. 
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DISPLAY SYSTEM 

ANY OF SEVERAL COMMERCIALLY 
AVAILABLE TV IMAGE DISPLAY 
DEVICES 

--COMTAL 8000 SERIES 

--HAZELTINE 

- -1lA!.rrEJ( 

--ETC. 

LOW-COST SYSTEM COMPOflENTS 

COMPUTER 

ALMOST ANY DIGITAL HIUI
OR LARGER COMPtrrER WITH 
1301t BYTES "IE~DRY 

TWO TAPE D:l.IVZS 

24M BYTES DISK HE~Day 

FORTRAN COHPlLER 

OPERATING EXECUTIVE 

--PEt~nTTING lruLTI-TASK 
OPERATIO~' 

SUPPORT DEVICES 

OUTPUT R!CORDU;G DSVIC:: 

ELECTROSTATIC PRINTER-PLO!:~a 

--STATaS (VAllAS GRAPHIC) 

--COULD (D!C PDP.l1) 

--VERSATEX 

--ETC. 

FILM RECORDERS 

--DICOHED 

--OPTRO:nCS 

--HRB-SINGER 

VACUUH FRAl1E PRItlTER f DAr~ nOOH 
PHOTO-PROCESSING SINK LND WAlER 

CROMALIN LAHINATOR I NOll»~L ROOH I 
t:::===========C=RO=M=AL=lN=T=O=N=IN=G=C=Ofi=S=O=l=L==-=---::::::-: LTGHT ---=============::::1 

Figure 1 
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In addition to a conventional lineprinter for running tabular 

or alphanumeric-symbol output, a recording device for production 

of map products is desirable. This can consist of an electrostatic 

printer/plotter or dot-matrix printer for gray-scale maps, or a film 

recorder for color-coded maps. Electrostatic printer/plotters can 

be programmed to produce three gray-scale plots representing the 

red-green-blue components of a color-coded classification, and these 

can be used as color separations in a lithographic printing process 

such as "Kwik-Proof," or a photographic process such as "Chromalin." 

These methods avoid the need for a color film recorder, which is an 

expensive, specialized equipment item. 

The ERL software consists of some 100 Fortran IV programs avail

able from COSMIC and described in a digest of program abstracts. 2 

The programs are grouped into software modules. Figure 2 is an 

overall view of the processing functions performed by these modules, 

which include: (1) pattern recognition (oonversion of raw Landsat 

MSS data and other supporting data to surface classification maps); 

(2) geographical reference of Landsat-derived data (pixel-to-UTM 

coordinate conversion); (3) data base storage and retrieval of 

Landsat-derived and other geographic data (up to 30 bytes of infor

mation for each 400-meter2 or quarter-section unit for an entire 

state, using either UTM-gridded or PubliC-Land Survey-referenced 

units, respectively - see Figure 3); and (4) information extraction 

combining Landsat-derived and other data for specific management 

applications (e.g., combining land cover, slope, aspect, soil series, 

and rainfall in an assessment of erosion hazard). Figure 4 shows 

capabilities of processing routines within these modules. 
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8 BIT BYTE 

I.! 2. 
3. 
4. 
"5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

90t 10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 

NOTES: -

FOUR DATA BASES: 30 BYTES PER CELL 

b) I of 90· 

GRrOOEO NON·GRIOOEO 

township n .. r townshi p number 

unused forty number 
county n~.r county number 
section n\tlber section number 
dratnage drainage 
ownenhip ownership 
colum n .... r easting offset in 20 m. 

units of center of forty 
row nunDer northing offset in 20 m. 

units of center of forty 
land use blse land use base 
surface flature, Ifall1 surfac. features !,all) 

wintert winter~ 
spr1r.;) spring 
swmaer !summer) 
tempOra...,) temporary) 

soil serfes soil series 
slope !lverageJ slope (average~ 
slope maxfllUll slope (maxilMll 
elevation elevation 
aspect aspect 
accessibility accessibility 
terrain terrain 
population dens1~ population density 
rainfall (hfshest aVI. aonth) rainfall (highest avg. month) 
unused unused 
unused unused 
unused unused 

: 
'1 Establish 62 permlnent cllsses + uncllss1fied. (Sel note 4.) 

Maximum capacity: 1 byte • 254. 2 bytes • 32.767. (See note 4.) 
Missing flags: 1 byte • 255. 2 bytes· -1 
Zero is reserved to indicate unchanged. 

5) Unused f1.1ds,art indicated as .issing. 

Figure 3 
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EXISTI~G som·IAnE CAPABILITIES 

• LANDSAT DlSTRIPING 

• AUTOMATED SIGNATURE DEVELOPMENT (Proar .. SEAacH) 

• MANUAL SIGNATURE DEVELOPMENT (GROUND TRUTH. MANUAL SELECTION, STATS 

EVALUATION) 

• CLASSIFICATION - MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD RATIO. SEVERAL EFFICIENT 

IMPLEMENTATIONS 

• DlTA OUTPUT PREPARATION - SCALING, COLOR OR GRAY-SCALE ASSIGNMENT 

• GEOGRAPHICAL REFER.E.NCE mNVEISION - TO 11l'K 

• HULTISCENE OVERLAY 

• DlTA BASE STOlWZ AND RETRIEVAL 

--GRIDDED (SOH x SOH) TO (400H x 400MO 
_ON-CRIDD!D - REFERENCED TO PLS SYSTEH 

• APPLICATION ALGORITHMS 

--ACREAGE WITHIN A POLYGON 

--WILDLIFE HABITAT ASSESSMENT 

--CROP PRODUCTION ESTIMATE 
-EROSION HAZARD ASSESSHENT 
--SITE EVAL~~TION 
--SOIL ASSOCIATION 

-OIANOE DETECTION 

-VATER SEARCH 

o UTILITY ROUTINES 
Figure 4 
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Figure 6 
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This software was ori9inally developed for a Univac 1108 

computer, and later, a Va~ian V-70 serie. mini, however it is 

transportable to other Fortran machines as sl!own in Figure 5. 

Figure 6 shows BaL's history of system optimization as a result 

of the shift to minicomputers and the development of more efficient 

programs. Dramatic reductions are seen both in hardware cost and 

CPU time/coat to perf~rm major !mag processing tasks such as full

scene, maximua-likelihood classification and geographic referenc •• 3 

Jet Propulsion Laboratory VICAR/IBIS Software System 

JPL at Pasadena haa be.n involved in digital image processing 

for over a decad., starting with development of enhancement techni

ques fo~ vidicon pictures returned from the early unmanned planetary 

flighta of the 1960's. Out of this expe~ience the JPL Image Pro

cesaing Laboratory has developed VICAR (Video Image Communication 

and Re~ieval), a general-pu~pose image proceasing software .ystem 

that incorporates many types of processing functions applicable to 

image data from a variety of remote sensor sources, including 

Landsat data and digitized photographic imagery. Major types of 

processing functions include contrast manipulation, multispectral 

band ratioing, and multispectral claasification. Several kinda of 

geometric transformations are possible, including correction of 

systematic distortions, transformation to a map projection, and 

multiple image registration. These spati.l/radiomet~ic transfor

mations are based on interpolation '"rubber-sheet") techniques 

applied to the correspondence of selected tiepoints within specified 

input and output images. 
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A further development is IBIS' (Image-Based Information System), 

a set of processing routines d.signed to combine remote-sensing

derived image data with other g80-coded data sets through conver

sion to a common raster f04-m&t, such as that represented by Landsat 

pixels. IBIS permits effioient registration and eros. tabulation of 

two or more data set., regardless of the source, scale, or format 

of the origJ.nal data. Although IBIS consists of a set of routines 

that were added to VICAR, the concept of an image-based information 

system is far-reaching, and the VICAR image processing functions 

may be viewed as one component that applies to certain remote

sensing-derived data .ets within a larger information structure. 

VICAR. VICAR consists of a language translator that simplifies 

execution of image processing programs, a .eries of applications 

programs that include capabilities mentioned above, and a series 

of modular subroutine. used for data input/output, program para

meter input, and other functions. Generalized software components 

of VICAR are shown in Figure 7. 

The system operates under the standard IBM OS/MVT operating 

system and is resident at JPL on an IBM 360/65 with one megabyte of 

core and interfaces to a large number of disks and tape drives to 

accommodate the large files associated with image processing tech

nology.4 Numerous other peripherals are used for 1/0, including digi

tizers, plotters, and film recorders. Much of the system is operational 

in either batch or interactive mode; however, most use to date bas been 

batch. THE VICAR system software, consisting of modular FORTRAN pro

grams, is most readily transferable to a batch system. 
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VICAR's language tranalator, VTRAN, enables a user who may 

not be familiar with computer languages to perform complex imago 

proce.sing tasks using a simple control language. A typical VICAR 

control statement might be the following: 

EXEC,STaBTCH,A,B(300,400,200,200),(LINEAR,34,118) 

This statement will execute the program STRETCH to perform a linear 

contrast enhancement of an image on data set A, .tarting at line 

300, .ample 400. The end points of the linear stretch will be 34 

and 178 DN (gray scale values), and the output (stretched) 1ma,e will 

be placed in data set B. 

Other straightforward commands exist in the VICAR syntax to 

allocate data .et. on dilk or tape, to add annotation to hardcopy 

imagery, and to perform other general-purpose functions. The VTRN 
• 

translator convert. VICAR syntax into ~e appropriate job control 

language actually used in executing particular tasks. 

The VICAR Iystem is modular, and sequences of execute .tata

ments may be defined to perform sequential operations on digital 

~magery. For example, a typical Landsat proces.ing sequence might 

include execution of a logging program to convert the raw ~mage into 

VICAR format, a geometric transformation to remove skew, a high pa •• 

filter to accentuate local detail, a contrast enhancement o~the 

filtered, deskewed image, and execution of a proqram to write the 

proce.sed image onto tape for playback on a digital film recorder. 5 

It il normally nece •• ary to write only one program that operate. 

at the front end of a processing sequence - the logging program that 

converts the image from its original format to VICAR format. Once 

this conversion has been performed, the image in VICAR format, on 
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4i.k, can then be proc •••• d by &ny of the general purpo.e routine. 

in the program library. 

The VICAR .y.tem pre.ently ha. over 100 routine. for image 

manipulation. A li.t of th.s. routine. and a classification of 

them by function is given in ~able. la and lb. Note the algorithm. 

available for multispectral classification, which inClude a Bay •• ian 

(maximua likelihOOd) c1a.sifier, BAYES, and a hybrid classifier, 

PASTCLAS, which use. a high-.peed 4istance algorithm to as.ign mo.t 

of the data, but bring- in a aaye.ian alivrithm in caae. of high 

uncertainty. VICAR has mainly been us.d in a supervised clustering 

approach where the analyst set. up each spectral class by aubmitting 

training aite.. An unsupervised clustering routine haa a1ao been 

developed, however. The STA~S routine outputs clu.t.r mean. and 

variance., as in other .y.t .... 

IBIS. Th. initial motivation for JPL's development of IBIS was -
to permit processing of a Landsat thematic map .howing land cover ~ 

in conjunction with a census tract polygon file, to produce a tabu- ~J 

lation of land use acr.ages per cen.us tract. An analysis of the 

atep. necessary to achieve this capability indicated that a large 

number of image proce.sing and data manipulation capabilities would 

be needed for even the simplest ca.e, but that with proper design 

these capahilities could be extended into a general information 

syatem with unique attributes. The t.rm Image Based Information System 

wa. adopted becau.e the image oatatype and image processing operations 

are central to many of the potential capabilities. Until recently, 

the image format haa bean viewed primarily as a computer proc •• sabl. 

equivalent of a photograph, with the value stored in each cell or 
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Table lb 

Classification and Functions of VICAR Routines 

CLASSIFICATION 

1) Annotation 

2) ArithDetl, functions 

3) Artifact. bleaish & noise 
relllOval 

4) Contrast enhanceaent 

S) Data file generation 

6) Dat. transfer 

7) Display 

8) Fourier transform 

9) Geometric transformation 

10) Histogram generation/displty 

11) Image motion ~ompensatlon 

12) Image registration 

13) Image statistics 

14) Image sub-set modification 

15) Job flow monitor and control 

16) Labe1 manipu1ation & listing 

17) Hosaic multiple data sets 

FUNCT lor! 

provi elf! alll\i)tation on illage 

arithmetic combination of image data $et~ 
andlor numerical d.ta sets 

remove unwanted QU froaa 1ma'le 

self explandtory 

generate fi les of data for acees,; t'1 subsequent 
programs 

transfer delte! from Olit storage ':ledium ttl 
another. or one data set to another 

fonaat for display 

tr:: ,sform image to and from. or operatirt'l hll 

ir.li.~c in, the Fourier' ~riln5fonn dopt.iln 

change sPatial characteristics of image 

generate and 1isplGY hlstogram 

remove smearin9 due to image motion 

geometrically rp.~ister multiple images 

collec~, ~xtract.. and/or display statistics of 
~ata comprisill<;; an image 

modi f1 es or ol,.;arates on sub-set of image 

self explana;'.ory 

create. modi, 'lor display label on VICAR data 
set 

assemble se\~ral data sets into single data set 
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'lable lb (con I t) 

CLASS! Fl CATION 

18) Multi-faag. trlftsfOnlltfon 

19) Multi spectr.l classification 

20) Non-image data manipulation 

21) Non-VICAR 

'22) Plotter displAY 

23) Pred1splay 

24) Procedures , .acro 

25) Refo .... tttng 

26) Spatial ffltering 

27) Synthesis & stmulation 

28) Sys tetll 1 eve 1 

29) Tape mountfng & positioning 

30) Tiepo1nt generatfon or 
trans format ton 

FUNCTION 

transfo~ .,'tip1e images into another ~in 

identify rlgions of an image which have coaaon 
charlcteri' tics in multiple data planes 

.. n1pu1at~ data which are in non-data format 

do not re'I·.1r. VICAR fonaat 

generate a tAlCO"P plot tape output 

combine. re-or1ent. refo,..t. or annotate for 
d1splay 

ass~blage of programs 

transform data sets from one fonaat in:o 
anotbe.' 

self explanatory 

create image or simulate scene 

SysteP1 nature ~s ~p~)~ed to ~rplications 

self uplanatory 

31) Transfer function cOIIIpensat1on remove 1t1terventng transfer f .. n(:ti'"~ 

32) Batcn program operates in batch mod~ nnl) 

33) Interllctive program operates in tnteruth. mcde uniy 

34) Other 
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pixel of the image representing a gray level or color. But if 

the image represents a geographic area, the value in the pixel 

can be a datum for the area corresponding to that pixel. A 

principal advantage of image representation is that data for a 

geographic point can be accessed immediately by poSition in the 

image matrix. 

The basic premise of IBIS, then, is that existing geocoded 

data of any type can be referenced to an image raster scan that is 

equivalent to an ultra-fine mesh grid cell data set. There is no 

loss of special resolution a~ is often the case with conventional 

large-grid-cell geocoding systems. If this raster scan corresponds 

to that of image data from a remote sensor, or its derivative (e.g., 

a thematic map), then digital image processing techniques can be 

applied to interface the existing geocoded data and the remote-

sensing-derived data. More than simply a means of introducing 

remotely sensed imagery into geographic data processing, this offers 

a new approach to the management and analysis of all spatially

referenced data. 

An image-based information system resolves several of the 

difficulties of combining in one system ordinal (geographic-coor

dinate) and nominal (district-referenced) information, and of 

handling tabular, graphical, and image data types. This is 

possible because of the versatility of the image data type, which 

can serve several purposes, for example: 

Physcial ~nalog: The pixel value represents a physical variable 

such as elevation, rainfall, pollutant level, etc. 

District Identification: The pixel value is a numerical identifier 

for the district which include3 that pixel area. 
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Class Identification: Th~ pixel value i~ a numerical identifier for 

land use, land cover, or any other area classification scheme. 

i !!b91ar pointe~t The pixel value is a record pointer to £ tabula~ 

record which applies to the pixel geographical area. 

~int Identification: The pixel value identifies a point, or the 

nearest of a set of pOints, or the distance to the nearest set 

of points. 

Line Identification: The pixel value identifies a line, or the 

near~st of a set of lincs, or the distance to the nearest of 

a set of lines. 

In addition, certain pixels can serve as tie-points tor the regis

tlation of multiple sets of image data, or for translating any data 

sc;,t into the geographic coordinates of a pa:t'ticular mapping system. 

The image focmat of data sets iii conducive to efficient handling 

01 many of the spatial and ge~metric calculations whi~~ may need to 

be performed on m',lltiple geocoded file~ for analytical or modeling 

pUL"poses. For example~ {l} Give:'l 3. district file aIld all area 

classification file, wha~ are the acreages ~f each classification 

j~ each diRtrict? (2) Given two district files. one majo~ and one 

mino~, whut are the proportions of each mi&or district in eacb 

major district? (3) Given a district file and a line segment, what; 

is the length of the line Begment in aac~ 1i~trict? Mauy such 

opel'at ions nrc oifficul t and time consuming if thn working data 

~a.e is in polygon or graphical format (lines specified by their 

end points, and districts given by a sequence of line segments). 

In particular. the operation called "polygon overlay" which dolves 

(1) and (2) is extremely unwieldy for large files in ~raphical format. 
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If the files are in image format, then polygon overlay becomes 

a simple counting operation (Figure 8). 

An operatio~ of special importance is cross tabulation, the 

conversion of data aggregated by one district convention to an 

aggregation by another district convention. The operation involves 

multiplying by a set of factors which measure the percentage sub

areas of one districting in the other. The crosstabulation factors 

are deriveJ by polygon overlay and may also be modified by a density 

estimate of the variable being cross tabulated. An example or this 

using IBIS was the Pacific Northwest Portland Urban Project in which 

Landsat-derived land cover data was tabulated by census tracts, 

traffic zones used in a transportation model, and 2-km grid cells 

used in an air quality model. Because census data (population) 

was available for one of these district units (census tracts), a 

population coefficient could be derived for the pixels of each land 

cover class within each census tract, based on the observed distribu-

tion of land cover. These pixel coefficients could then be used to 

crosstabulate the census data by traffic zones and 2-km grid cells 

as required for input to the analytical models. 6 

Because the image data type is used, capabilitl.es for dig.ital 

i~age file handling, image manipula~ion, and image ~rocessing are 

required. Thus, IBIS was built upon VICAR, the existing imag~ 

processing system. Certain basic image processing operations are 

essential. One must accomplish irnage-to-irnage registration, whereby 

images of differp.nt scale, rotation, or map proje~tion are super-

imposed precisely enough so that corresponding pixels represent 

the same geographic location. "Rubber-.heet" registration is almost 
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Comparison of Polygon Overlay Techniques 
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always nece •• ary to achieve the needed degre. of accuracy. It i. 

anticipated that .ven e.oteric image proce.sing operationa, such as 

convolution smoothing will b. u.eful for certain types of applica

tion.. The conclusion here i. that any image-based information 

system must contain a powerful image proce.sing subsystem. 

Operationally, IBIS is configured the same as VICAR, and the 

two form an integral software system. The proc.ssing modules con

stitute a basic .et of functions operating on the various data types 

to achieve the kinds of geobase manipulation suggested in the fore

going discussion. Figure 9 is a schematic layout of the central 

part of the IBIS system, emphasizing the interface. between image, 

tabular, and geogra~hical datatype •• 

The first set of routine. convert graphical (polygon) data files 

to digital image descriptions of regions or area •• 

VTRACTI, SCRBGEN, VSCRBGEN - All three programs basically have 

the same function, convert polygon file. de.cribed by x,y coordinate. 

to a VICAR record format, but each u •• s a different input type: 

VTRACTI - Census Tracts 

SCRBGEN - Card. 

VSCRBGEN - Tape 
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POLYREG - Performs rigid rotation and Icaling of polygons prior to 

input into POLYSCRB. 

POLYGBOM - Perform. rubber sheet mapping on polygons prior to input 

into POLYSce. 

POLYSCRB - Scribes line. into an imag8 file, by letting the boundarie. 

of polygon. to a particular DN (gray Icale) value. The routine 

wa. especially deSigned for the conversion of thousands of lines 

and ba. parameters for chaining lines and closure of polygons. 

FILL - Fills hole., thickens line. and/or remove. noi.e with variable 

thre.holds and window sizes for enhancement of scribed polygon. 

prior to PAINT. 

PAINT - Converts an image with scribed polygons into a multi-color 

map where the DN corre.ponds to a map color. The routine will 

handle up to 30,000 polygons or regions. 

Moving from top to bottom in Figure 9, the VICAR image processing 

routines are next. The VICAR system presently has over 100 routines 

for the manipulation of image. of varying work length. Of special 

interest to modellers is ~e following routine: 

F2 - Performs .rray arithmetic on a pair of images in byte or halfword 

format. The function to be applied is specified by a FORTRAN

like expression. 

polygon information extraction routines perform the overlay opera

tion on two set. of polygon., the reference polygon created in PAINT 

and digital image data. Each pixel on the image file is matched with 

the corre.ponding pixel on the reference '~le and stored by pixel 

pair.. The following program. are used in the overlay process: 
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POLYOVLY - Produce a bi.togram (or pixel count) of regiatered image a 

by ON value. for .ingle pixel. or a joint biatogram by ON paira 

as generated in the overlay procedure. Since the problem of 

storage i. critical to this proce •• , the uaer ba. three optional 

atorage methoda apecified in the parametera. 

TALLY - Produces a histogram .imilar to POLYOVLY except that the ON 

values in one of the two image. are aummed. 

The results of POLYOVLY and TALLY generate data file. atored by 

column. The column organized file ia called the interface file. Thi. 

file serves al an interface between image and tabular data aeta. Tbe 

interface file is manipulated to produce a report by the following 

routines: 

SORT - sort. the interface file into a.cending or de.cending order 

according to one or more columns. 

AGGRG - Aggregates columns of numbers uling a de.ignated column a. 

an index for summation in other columns. 

AGGRG2 - Summarizes and collates columns of numbers to produce a ainlle 

row for each control value in the column which ia uaed a. an index. 

MF - Performs column arithmetic given an arithmetic expression in tbe 

parameter field which denotes column •• uch a., 

·CS-C2/C3+100+SQRT(C2)·. 

CROSSTAB - Tabulates information referenced to one polygon di.tricting 

to another polygon districting through the polygon overlay technique. 

TRANSFER - Change vertically aligned column. of data a .. produced in 

POLYOVLY and u.ed in previou. routine. to amaller vertical 

columns ba.ed upon data value. Ce.g., land u.e). 
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ZIPOOL - Sub.titute. oolumn .n4ex value. with u.er di.trlct name. 

or number •• 

After proce •• inv by'the above routine., the interface file i. 

ready for report veneration. 

MPaIHT - Printa out the interface file according to a relatively 

.imple format. 

REPORT - Printa out the interface file with u.er .pacified 

title., column title., paging, .pacinV, eto. lubtotalin; 

on a given control column can be reque.tad. There are 

numarou. feature. for formatting and for printing alpha. 

betic data. 

TO interface tabular file. and al.o t~ vive tapa output •• 

an alternative to report veneration, the following routine. are 

u.ed. 

COPl. - Cople. column. of a tapa file into column. of the inter

face file according to an index column in the interfac. 

file. The index mu.t be pre.ent in the tape file. The 

file. mu.t be .ortad accordinv to the index and a merVe 

ia performed. 

COPOUT - The rever.e of COPI.. Columna are written from the 

interface file to the tape.' 

Tran.ferability. VICAR ha. been inatallad on an IBM 360/67 .y.tem 

at MASA-Ame. and i. currently beinv con.idered for in.tallation ~n 

.everal .tate .y.te.e. Modular de.lvn, POITRAM pr~r ... ift9 and Vood 
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interface. to o~ly av.ilable h.rdware .re factor. that make 

VICAl/IIIS rel.tively tr.nsferable. On the other hand, the hardware 

req\ilrMenu are .... tanU.l .nd to .0000 o"tont specUlc to tho 

.yatam. Implementation of VICAR/III. certainly requires a .erious, 

long-tar. CORmi~nt on tho part of • computat10~al facility ~or its 

support, .. inten.nco, and adapt.tion to u •• pne.ds. 

T~. source code and limited system documentation for Vl~.R 

a. configured for 11M l60/6S-0S/MVT are avail.Dle frOil C~SMIC.8 • Another veraion of VICAR/III. de.i,ned for u •• in an Inter.ct~ve moae 

on minicomputer-baaed .yst ... 1. currently under development at J~L. 

; 
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Ethel Bauer of NASA-Arne. de.cribed the four Iy.terns availAble 
• there for .upport of the We.tern Regional Applications Pro9rarn: 

(1) the Electromagnetic 5y.tam. Laboratory IDIMS (IntoractivQ Oi9it~: 

Image Manipulation Sy.tam), (2) the ARPANET/EDITOR sYltom, (3) JPLts 

VICAR .oftware .ystem, and (4) IRLI. image proc •• linq softwaro. 

IDIMS 1. a ".tand-alone" Iy.tern based on software packag •• 
-.or-

runlDn a dedicated KP lOOO-Seri •• II minicomputer, a COMTAL color 

dilplay, and peripherals that include, in addition to dilkl and 

tape drive., an Autotrol digitizer and Tektron1cIS X-Y display. 

IDIMS ia • general purpose ima4. proc.ssing system with a 

large menu of functions, including routines for supervi.ed and 

unlupervi.ed clustering and maximum likelihood cla.sification. It 

i. convenient and effective for dev.lopin~ spectral classifications 

of Land.at data, using the interactive display to review raw data, 

identify and enter training sites, and obtain teat classificationa. 

The 5122 Icreen area can be used to display this nU'r.hcr of Landsat 

pix~ll, a smaller portion of an image can be enlarged to fill the 

Icr~.n, or a larger portion of an image can be displayed by .ub

lampling. Three-band data can be displa)'l'd in fal~e 9Jurpo;. Trajn

ing .ite boundari.1 are entered by track ball. The X-Y displ~y 

(wit.h hardcopy) 11 used to produce spatial plot. of ~~ter statbtics. 

The COMTAL il a110 u.eful for dilplaying the color-coded, ela.

.ified aata and diltrict boundary let. (masks) digiltzed on the 

Autotrol for generation of tabular s~ri.a. The GES-EFIS package 

i. u.ed to reference 9eD9raphically a classified data set and to 
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statistically merge Landsat-derived and other geographic data -

as required for a multi8tage sample/correlation analysis. 

IDIMS is very limited in its capability for bulk classification 

because of the .low speed of the processor. Bulk jobs are off

loaded to a CDC 7600 mainframe computer at Ames for which a maximum 

likehood c~ssifier has been developed. 

Map output is produced by lineprinter or DICOMED color film 

recorder, devices which are also used with oth~ Ames systems. 

Color photographs taken from the COMTAL screen are also a simple 

and effecti'/e product for presentation purposes. 

IDIMS has been the prinCipal system used for training at Ames 

and has supported many of the demonstration projects in the Pacific 

Northwest and other WRAP States. 

ARPANBT is tria national computer network of the Advanced Research 

Projects Agency of the Department of Defense and includes many com

puter facilities accessed at terminal input points (TIPS) such as 

Ames. The ILLIAC-IV-TENEX computer system at Ames is a focal point 

of the network and provides unique computational power for certain 

functions such as scene registration, mosaicking and bulk classifi-

cation. 

~OR is a multipurpose Landsat classification program for 

use on ARPANET, developed by the University of Illinois Center for 

Advanced Computation (CAC). Further development and maintenance of 

EDITOR has recently passed from CAC To the Institute of Advanced 

Cllmputation (lAC), which manages ILLIAC, and a new, user-oriented 

manual has been produced. Chief users of ARPANET/EDITOR have been 

the USDA Statistical Reporting Service, and the USGS Geography 
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Program research group stationed at ~~es under the direction of 

Leonard Gaydos. The system has been used for the Puget Sound 

Urban Land Use Project and for other USGS-assisted work in Idaho, 

Alaska, and the San Francisco Bay Area. 

EDITOR does not utilize a color display. However, it can be 

characterized as an interactive system. An on-line digitizer is 

the key to such operations as development of a calibration file 

for image-to-map reference, introduction of training sites and 

strata boundaries, and digitization of district boundaries for data 

summary. Transmission to ~nd from the terminal is primarily conver

sational (instructions, commands, statistics), plus small amounts of 

data (map coordinates, classified Landsat data for small windows). 

The language is "friendly," incorporating a prompt system and an 

automatic hierarchy of statements. 

Gaydos describes the process of interactive classification using 

EDITOR as "guided clustering," a combination of supervised and unsu

pervised routines, in stages, with evaluation and editing of cluster 

statistics at each stage. Scattergrams of raw data, spatial plots 

of cluster statistics, and test classificatins of small windows are 

feedback mechanisms used for evaluation. All this is received on 

the 11neprinter terminal, except for cluster plots, which are drawn 

on the X-Y plotter which is also used to check digitization. The 

chief disadvantage of the lack of a display is in evaluating results 

for larger areas or for a whole study area. The analyst must wait 

for production of bulk lineprinter or DICOMED color-coded map output. 

During the past year, Professors Larry Fox at Humboldt State 

University and Duane Shinn at the university of Washington have 
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partioipated in demonstration. of ARPANET/EDITOR use from remote 

terminals linked to the Ame. TIP by telephone line. Profeasor 

Shinn oommented that this oonfiguration proved workable for most 

operationa, however noi.e in the phone line prevented on-line 

digitization of multi-part distriot map files. 

Acce.a to ARPANET remains a problem beoau.e of the laok of 

other available TIPS in the We.tern Statea, and the relatively high 

ooat of reguh..r phone or lea.ed lin" oonneotion. lAC .upport for 

widespread use of ARPANBT/EDlTOR is also an unresolved issue at 

this t.:Jl\e. 

The two other systems operating at Ames are the Jet propulsion 

Laboratory VICAR and Earth Resources Laboratory software packages 

described earlier in this paper. The basio VICAR routines for image 

logging, geometrio oorrection, and supervised olassifioation are 

operated in batch mode on the Amea IBM 360/67 oomputer. Additional 

routine., inoluding IBIS, will be added in the near future. VICAR

IBIS will be used at Ames for training and demonstrations, and as a 

test bed for aaaisting some WRAP states in transferring this software 

system to their own oomputer faoilities. The basic ERL image 

processing software modules are also running, in batch mode only, 

on the SEL--32-55 computer At Ames, and are being evaluated for 

special capabilities that they can add to Ames' present oomplement 

of digital proceSSing technology. 
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Questionnaire A ••••• ing Digital Image Proces.ing Capability 

The que.tionnaire distributed to participant. in the Computer 

proc ••• ing Workshop i. an attachment to thil paper. The question

naire was intended to survey exi.ting image proce •• ing capability 

at college. and universitie., i.e., functioning haraware/software 

Iystem., and also potential capability represented by system com

ponents luch as computers, display device., and other hardware. 

CUrrent u.e of either type of capability was queried, as well as 

interest in acquiring NASA-developed software or in obtaining access 

to the ARPANET/EDITOR system. 

Responses are summarized in Table 2. Within the WRAP states, 

there were 26 respondents representing 20 academic institutions. 

Eleven institutions indicated a functioning capability for digital 

image processing. This included 4 institutions in California (only 

one campus of the University of California was represented), and 

one institution each in Alaska, Arizona, Colorado, South Dakota, 

Utah, Oregon and Washington. An additional 3 institutions that did 

not indicate a functioning capability appear to have significant 

potential capability in terms of hardware, and indiCated an inter

est in pursuing development. Fifteen institutions in the WRAP 

States indicated interest either in acquiring NASA-developed 

software or obtaining access to ARPANET. 
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TABLE 2 
SUMMARY OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES 

DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING CAPABILITY OF WESTERN STATES' ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS 

.. 
110 .... ;... 
!l 110;'" P"4t'U H c:'" g ...... • ... $4 • ..... ........ • ... ... . ... "' ... ~ ... .... 

Institution "' •• .0 i~ $4 • lea. 

"I"" J ...... 
(Alphabetical ! ~S' '" ea. .. "''' o~= ., ..... by State) Division Respondent(s) t:Io '" :! ia 

Univ. of Alaska Geophysical Inst. John Miller Yes Significant T,Il,D Yea 
" " Paula Krebs .. .. II .. 

Univ. of Arizona Arid Lands R. Schowengerdt Yea Significant T,ll Yea 
II Mining & Geol. Charles Glaaa II .. T.R.D It 

U.C. Berkeley Space Sci./For. R. N. Colwell Yes Extensive T.R.» Yea 
U.S.C Image Processing F. Sabins Yea Extenaive T,ll Ro 

II Ge°fraphy John McDonald .. II T.ll.» Yea 
Cal St. Long Beach Geo . Sci. Bert Conrey No Significant T.ll,D 
Cal St. Humboldt Forestry Lawrence Fox Yes Limited T,D 110 
Cal. Polytechnic Agr. Eng. Rollin Strohman Yes Significant T.D Yea 
Sierra College Vern Popp No 
Colorado State U. Earth Resources James A. Smith Yes Significant T.R.D Yea 
USAF Academy -' C. L. Smith No 
Uni v. of Hawaii Geography E. Wingert ? Significant T.ll Yes 
Treasure Valley Col Agr. Ken Knothe No T Yes 
Univ. of Nebraska Cons. & Survey Paul Seevers Yes Significant II Yes 
U. Nevada Reno School of Hines J. Lintz 'I Significant T,R.» Y •• 
Oregon State U. ERSAL R.Jay Murray Yes Extensive T.ll.D Y.s 

tI Forest Kgmt David Pain " " T,ll t' 
II Geography Jamea Lahey " .. T,ll .. 

Central Ore. Com Col Forestry Richard Niederhof No T 110 
Portland State U. G. T. Benaon No Some 
S. Dakota State U R.S. Inst. Don Moore Yes Extensive T.R,» Yes 

tI Plan Science F. C. Westin 
Unlv. of Utah Geography Chung-Myun Lee Yes Significant R Yes 
Univ. of Washington Urban Planning Duane Shinn Yes Significant T.R.D Yea 
Washington State U. Agr. & Soils Bruce Fraizer Significant T.R 

* T - Teaching 
R - Researc;h 
D - Demonatration 

; 
Ye. t 

II 110 
Ye. Yea .. 
Yea Yea 
Yea Yea 

II .. 
Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 
Yea 110 

Yea 
Yea Yea 

Yes Yes 

Yes Y.s 
Yea 

Yes-ERL Yes 

Yea-Topo -

Y.a Yes 

Yea Yes 
Yea Yea 
Yea- Yes 
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Attachment 

aalEF ASSESSMENT OF DIGITAL IMAGE P10CESSING CAPABILITY 
N~ ____________________ _ POSITION ________ _ 

UNtVElSITY AND DEPARTMENT ______________ _ 

Describe Univer.ity and/or Department hardware/software capability 
for Digital Imase Proce •• Lns of Landaat and other remote sensing 
data. 

Pl •••• specify type of: Comput.r; Diaplay; Output Device.; Software, 
etc. 

Current use of capability (System/F.cility) 

(1) Teaching 

(Z) les.arch 

(3) Demon.tration Projects 

(4) Other 

II System/Facility _hared by several DeparementsT Specify 

Are you intereated in acquiring NASA developed .o£tware described 
at conference? If 80. specify if po.aihle. 

Are you intereated in potential acce.a to the ARPANET for Image 
Processing? 

Anticipated u.ea (1) Teach1ns 
(2) Research 

(3) Demon.trationa 

(4) Other 
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I 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to define the problems, state the objectives, 

and address the issues that are most likely to be of concern to educators when 

they are called upon to teach courses involving the reduction (interpretatio~) 

of remote sensing data by visual means. The paper will consider the following 

topics in sequence: (1) the information requirements of those who use "emotl 

sensing-derived information. (2) some general educational concepts that are 

involved in teaching students how to generate the desired infonmatfon from a 

visual analysis of remote sensing data; (3) some pr1ncfp~es and techniques that 

are specific to the photo interpretation process; (4) concepts involved in the 

u~k1n9 of photo meas~rements, as dictated by the geometry of remote senSing 

imagery; (5) the nature and use of various kinds of mapping, plotting and 

photo interpretation equipment; and (6) some special considerations with respect 

to "convergence of evidence" and other principles involved in the interpretation 

of photographs. The paper will conclude with an Appendix dealing with a 

recommended procedure for determining the usefulness of any given type of 

aerial or space photography in relation to the inventory of natural resources. 

The fact that this conference has been called suggests that there is some 

degree of apprehension and possibly a real basis for the assumption that efforts 

in the field of remote sensing education. and thus in technology transfer and 

application, are not keeping pace with advancements in the science and art. 

Granted that this may be a valid assumption, the primary problem and challenge 

which we face is to devise and implement ways and means of catching up and of 

keeping remote sensing education and training more nearly abreast of the rapidly 

advancing science and technology. Our goal 1n this presentation is to stimulate 
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you to think with us and contribute ideas on how this might be achieved 

in the area of visual analysts of remote sensing imagery. 

In the instructions that were given to us by the conveners of this 

Conference of Remote Sensing (ducators we were adv1sed that we should, when 

addressing each of the above-listed topics, suggest the methods and strategies 

which an educator might best use in teaching it. Consequently, the material 

contained in this paper consists of an adMixture of two elements: ,,,) basic 

tnformation relative to each of the above-listed topics, and (b) recommendations 

on how that topic might best be presented by an instructor. 

Many of the factors that relate to the reduct10n of remote sensing data by 

visual means have bee~ de~lt with by other partiCipants in this conference. 

These include considerations with respect to (1) equipment and techniques used 

in the acquisition of remote sensing datai (2) criteria for use in selecting 

image analysts; (3) curricula for use in training themi and (4) specific 

textbooks, syllabi, mult1-media presentations, and other a1ds for teaching 

such curricula. In the interest of avoiding duplication, we w1ll include 

material in the above-listed categories only as necessary to provide continuity 

to the general d;scussion and relate to the specific examples that are about 

to be presented. 
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INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS OF THE USERS 

At the outset, any instructor seeking to teach the subject of "Remote 

Sensing Dati Reduction by Visual Melns" should encourage student consideration 

IS to the information requirement~ of the primary users of the resulting 

products. Even a cursory eXlmination of this matter will revel' that 

virtuillyeveryone is a "potential user", to one degree or another, of such 

information. Therefore. the instructor would be well advised to be selective 

Ind propose thlt this phase of the instruction be centered around some 

iMpOrtant and highly representative category of users. It would be ideal if ~ 

he could select for consideration some category of users who (1) would be 

IIOng those who would have the greatest use for remote sensing data on a 

continuing basis, and (2) would be sufficiently representative of the entire 

world-wide "user community" that principles of application could be clearly 

tdentHied and stated, so inferences could be drawn from this disclJssion IS 

to how others also might use remote sensing data. Perhaps the category of 

use" that might best satisfy these tw~ cri~eria is the one composed of 

individulls who are directly concerned with the inventory and management of 

the Earth's natural resources. In focusing on this cateqory of users the 

instructor should briefly but concisely indicate why such scientists have 

e strong and continuing interest in remote sensing-derived information. 

Given this central focus on managers of the Earth's natural resources, 

the instructor, we believe. should broaden his conceptual coverage beyond 

the renewable natural resource fields of forestry, range, agr'iculture, watershed. 

wildlife and recreation to bring into proper relationship two uther elements 

in rltional management of the Earth's resourc~s--namely. nonrenewable resources, the 
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exploitation of whir.h is having a progressively ~reater impact on renewable 

resource management and secondly. the very complicated and politically 

sensitive area of land use. Land-use planning is one of the most rapidly 

growing artas of demand for information which can be met by I well-designed 

remote sensing approach. The requirements in these arels should be brought 

into perspective along with renewable resources even though we recognize 

that remote sensing application in geology and in land-use planning can and 

must eventually involve studies in depth and in their own right. When we 

fa11 to put the remote sensing and information needs for land-use planning and 

for certlin kinds of nonrenewable. resource exploitation in the ecological 
e 

context of In integrated inventory and analysiS of the ecosystems.comprising 

a specified geographic segment of the biosphere, we often foster: superficial 

approach to the evaluation of alternatives in the land-use decisivn precess. 
• 0 

Thus, it is extremely important to make ciear to the students of remote 

sensing, the integrated ecosystems context within which he must work regardless 

of his professfonal spec1afty in the earth sciences. 

At this point the"nstructor might emphasize thlt no complex rationale 
c ~ 

• 1s required 1n order tJlre'ateOremote sensing of the Earth's surface to the 

wise management of such earth resources as timber, forage, soils, water, 

minerals. agricultural crops, livestOCk, fish and wildlife, and to land-use. 

In fact., h" might br';efly but effectively dispose of this matter by expressing 
o 

the rationale in a simple, five-part statement somewhat as follows: 

1. Whether viewed on a local, regional, national, or global basiS, the 

human demand for most kinds of earth resources is rapidly in~reasing at the 

very time when the supply of many of them ;s rapidly dwindling and the quality 

of others is rapidly deteriorating. 
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2. This situation makes it imperative that the alterndtives and 

consequences in re~ource and land allocation for economic production, 

expansion and development, and for esthetic, education and scientific values 

be most carefully considered from an adequate information base. 

3. Given rational, infornlt:ti decisions on resource and land allocation, 

the situation of intense competition and high demand for certain kinds of 

resources calls fo.- the wisest possible management of each of these resources 

in an effectively integrated, often multiple use, context. 

4. Wise management is dependent upon informed, rational decisions. 

These are greatly facilitated if timely, accurate inventories are periodically 

made available to the resource manager, so that he will know at all times the 

amount and condition of each kind of resource that is present in each portion 

of the area that he seeks to manage. 

5. Almost invariably such inventories can best be made by the 

acquisition and reduction of remote sensing data. 

The usefulness tc the resource manager of accurate, periodically 

acquired information about the status of the "resource complex" within the 

ar-ea for which he h(l.s management responsibility is most clearly seen by 

students when the instructor invites th~m to consider that the wise management 

of earth resources usually entails a four-step process: inventory, analysis, 

implementation, and monitoring as described below. 

In the inventory step a determination is made as to the amount, qUl1ity 

and condition ot each type of earth resource that is present in ea:h portion 

of the area to be managed. In the analysis step, certain management decisions 

are made with respect to these resources. This is accomplished for each portion 
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of the area by considering. (a) the nature and condition of its resources as 

previously established in the inventory step. and (b) both the "cost

effectiveness" and the IIbiological effectiveness" of each management alternative 

that might feasibly by exercised with respect to these resources. In the 

implementation step, the resource manager carries out each rational decision 

that has been made in the analysis step (e.g., the decision to apply the 

appropriate fertilizer in certain mineral-deficient parts of an agricultural 

area, or to cut only the over-ma~ure trees in a certain portion of the forest 

area, or to practice "deferred rot...:tion grazing ll in certain parts of a range-

land area, or to invest in certain develooment or rehabilitation projects). The 

resource manager, ~specially when dealing with such renewable natural resources as 

agricultural crops, timber, and forage is likely to find that these resources 

are highly dynamic rather than static and that he therefore needs to obtain a 

new inventory periodically--a process known as "monitoring"--as a means of 

refining the manaqement program. It is achieved by recycling throuqh the inventory 

and analysis steps with a particular em~hasis on assessing the effectlveness of 

management actions. 

At this point the instructor is likely to find it helpful to invite 

classroom discussion of either Table 1 or some suitable modification of it. 

In Table 1 we have listed the kinds of information sought (and hopefully 

obtainable through rem~te sensing data reduction) by workers in various 

disciplines that entail the inventory and management of Earth's natural resources. 

It will be noted there that we have listed, under each discipline, both the 

basic and applied information sought by workers in that discip"line. This 

two-way subdillision is of considerable importance in relation to our defining 

the objective of data reduction by visual means. Therefore, if the instructol' 

elects to use, and build upon, this subdivision he may wish to advance the 
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TABLE 1 

BASIC AND APPLIED INFORMATION SOUGHT THROUQI RE~~TE SENSING 
flY WORKeRS IN VARIOUS DISCH'UHES 

I. FORESTeRS, PASTORALISTS. AND AGRICULTURALISTS 
A. BASIC 

1. Amount and distribution of the "biomass M 

2. lIature, elltent, and function of 
im~ortarlt "ecosys tems" 

3. Amount and nature of energy exchange 
phenomena 

B.APPlIED 
1. The species com~osition of vegetation in 

each area studied 
2. Vigor of the vegetation 
3. Where vegetation lacks vigor. the 

causal agent 
4. Probable yield per unit area and total 

yield in each vegetation type and 
\'igor class 

5. In.ormation similar to the above on 
dyn"mics of livestock, wildlife and fish 
po~ulations 

o. Changes resulting from past practices 

II. GEOLOGISTS 
A. BASIC 

1. Worldwide distribution of geomorphic 
features 

2. Energy exchanges associated with earth
Quakes and volcanic eruptions 

3. The nature of geomorphic and minerali
zation processes 

B. APPLIED 
1. location of certain or probable mineral 

deposits 
2. Location of certain Or probable petro

leum depoSits 
3. Location of areas in which mineral, and 

petroleum and ground water deposits of 
economic importance probably are lacking 

111. OCEANOGRAPHERS 
A. BASiC 

1. Diurnal and seasonal variations in sea 
surface temperatures a~d subsurface 
temperatures 

IV. METEOROLOGISTS 
A. BASIC 

1. Diurnal and seasonal variations in cloud 
cover, wind velocity and air temperature 
and humidity in relation to topography 
and geographic locality 

2. Accurate statistical data on the points 
of origin of storms. the pathS followed 
by them, their intensities, and their 
periods of duration 

B. APPUED 
l. Early \~arning that a specific storm is 

developing 
2. Accurate tracking of the storm's course 
3. Accurate periodic data on air temperatures. 

humidity, and wind velocity 
4. A;curate quantitative data on the response 

of the atmo~phere to weather-modification 
efforts 

5. Selection and assessment of precipitation 
and growing conditions in remote areas 

V. HYDROLOGISTS 
A. BAS IC 

1. Quantitative data on factors involved in 
the hydroloyic cycle (vegetation, snow 
cover. evaporation, transpiration. and 
energy ba lance), 

2. Quantitative data on factors governing 
climate (weather pattern$, diurnal and 
seasonal cycles in weather-related phenomeni 

B. APPLIED 
1. The location of developable aquifers and 

target areas for ground water exploration 
Z. The location 01 suitable sites for 

impounding water 
3. Th~ location of suitable routes for 

water transport 
4. The moisture content of soil and 

\egetation 
5. Systems of enhancing ground water 

recharge 

2. Vertical and horizontal movements of VI. GEOGRAPHERS 
ocean currents and individual waves A. BASIC 

3. Global, regional an~ subregional sho~- 1. GlObal. regional, subregional. and 
line locations, characteristics and the local land ~5e patterns 
changes in these characteristics with 2. The Mture an~ extent of changes in 
time vegHation. animal populations. weather, 

4. Diurnal and seasonal movements of fish. and human settlement throughout the world 
"9ae and other marine orga"1s~s B. APPLIED 

B. APPLIED 1. The exact location, at any given time. 
1. The exact location, at a given time. 1,0f faci1ities for transportation and 

of ships, icebergs, tsunamis, storms, ORIGINAL PAGE Scommunication 
schools of fish and concentrations POOR QUALI1YTr.e interplay ~f ch~ate, topography. 
of kelp OF vegetatlon, anlmal llfe and human 

2. The locatton of ocean beaches suitable inhabitants in specific areas 
for recreational developlII(nt 3. The levels of economic activity and the 

3. The rate of spread of water-pollutants purchasing hobi~s of inhabitants tn 
and the kind and severity of damage s~ecific areas 
caused by them 4. Geoqraph;c distribution and dynamics of 

4. Health/vigor of fish and mammal sccio-economic and political factors 
populations influencing the productivn and use of 

5. The formation of ocean storms and their e4rth resources 
movement to land areas. 5. Land cover and characteristics related to 
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following brief rationale for it: !asic .;..;re:;..;;5..;;;,ea;;;.;r...;;;c.-.,h by definition seeks to 

understand the fundamentals on which a particular science rests. the types 

of data derived from basic research are therefore called "basic data" and, 

when analyzed, lead to the types of basic information listed in Table 1. 

On the other hand, applied research seeks to solve specific problems in an 

applied or practical manner. The types of data derived from applied research 

(and subsequently from operational systems and procedures based on such 

research) are therefore termed "applied data" and, when analyzed, lead to 

the types of applied information listed in Table 1. 

Befor'e leaving this matter the instructor may wish to illustrate the 

validity of the consequent categorization of informational requirements that 

has been set forth in Table 1. For example we have indicated there that 

foresters, pastoralists, and agriculturists wish to acquire basic information 

on lithe nature and distribution of the earth's biomass ll
; on lithe amount and 

nature of energy exchange phenomena" which involve vegetation, and on the 

functioning of the ecosystems of which they each are a part. University 

scientists in the disciplines of agriculture, forestry, and range, and certain 

other scientists as well are, indeed, justifiably interested in such basic 

information, and in its long-term significance. This basic information may 

even be of some small interest to the farmer, pastoralist, or forester in 

his capacity as a citizen of the world. However, he finds little in this kind 

of information that tells him how better to grow timber, livestock, or 

agricultural crops on the parcel of land for which he has management responsi

bility, nor even whether there is likely to be an overproduction or an 

underproduction of the type of agricultural, range, or 10rest product which 

he is in the business of producing. Instead he needs infonnation of the 
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"applied" type as to the vigor, for example, of the vegetation in each part 

of the forest, rangeland, or fanm area which he is attempting to manage. 

Furthermore, in those places where the vegetation is suffering from a vigor 

loss he needs to know the identity of the causal organism or agent so that 

he can take the necessary remedial action. All of the above considerations 

are reflected in Table 1 under the heading "Foresters, Pastoralists, and 

Agriculturalists". 

The remaining portions of Table 1 give distinctions between the basic 

and applied informational needs of other potential users of modern remote 

sensing technology, including geologists, hydrologists, geographers, 

oceanographers, and meteorologists. 

In conSidering the informational requirements of scientists in any of 

the discipl ines 1 isted in Table 1, the instructor most 1 ikely will need to 

provide his class with a level of detail greater than that given in the 

brief listing that is contained in that table. Realization of this fact has 

prompted us to prepare, by way of example, a second table which pertains 

specifically to the "informational requirements of those who are concerned 

with the management of land and vegetation resources. Table 2 treats these 

categories of vegetation and the general land category for which information 

is sought, viz., agricultural crops, timber stands, rangeland vegetation, and 

land-use. Starting with the lefthand column of that table we see that, by ~~d 

large, the users of agricultural crop data need only six categories of 

information, viz., crop type, crop vigor, crop-damaging agents, crop yield 

per acre by type, total crop acreage by type, and total yield (more properly 

called total "production"). Proceeding to columns two and three in Table 2 

we note that essentially these same six categories of information likewise are 
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TABLE 2 
USER REQUIREMENTS FOR VEGETATION AND lAND RESOURCE DATA 

Type of Information Desired 

For Agricultural Crops For Timber Stands For Rangeland 'for Land Use Decisions 

Type of Agricultural Timber Type Vegetation Type land Uses and Covertypes Sys tem and Crop Type (Species composition) (Species composition) (species and variety) 

Present crop vigor and Present tree and stand Seasonal forage development, Present 1 and use patterns. 
state of maturity. vigor by species and vegetation cover or density, infrastructure and inter-

size class. condition and "Range Readiness" relationships; covertypes 
(for grazing by domestic or giving clues to kine and 
wild animals). quality of use on the 

.' "natural. undevel~ped" 
r landscape. 

""" Prevalence of crop- Prevalence of tree- Prevalence of forage-damaging Land use conflicts and f' a-
w damaging agents by type. damaging agents by agents (weeds. insects, rodents. potential conflicts; land-

type. diseases. abnormal growing use needs under present and ! conditions, etc.) by type. alternative economic growth 
policies. 

Prediction of time of Present timber Vll! 'Jme Present forage production and Land resource availability, 
maturity and eventual by species capacity apparent trends in probable lands (by present use classes 
crop yield per acre by and merchantability future productive capacity per and covertypes) with multiple 
crop type and vigor classes per acre. acre by vegetation type and use potential; for each land 
class. range condition class. use and covertype ar~a. 

determining capability for each 
potential use. 

Total acreage within Total acreage within Acreage within each vegetation Acreages by land use and ~ 

each crop type and each 3tand type and type and condition class. covertype classes. I vigor class. vigor class. 
I Total present yield Total present and Total present and probable Human carrying capacity of the 

by crop type. probable future yield future animal carrying capacity land under present and j' 
by'species and size (domestic and wild) and alternative economic growth 
class; alternative and alternative or secondary values pol ieies. 
secondary values of the of the area by vegetation type. 
area by timber type. 



the ones sought by the managers of timber lands, and rangelands, respectively. 

It is further noted that there is a very strong parallel between the kinds 

of information required by vegetation managers and land-use planners. They 

fall into the same general categories of basic inventory, negative production 

or decision influences. quality or productivity, acreage and finally carrying 

capacity. 

Referring to Table 2. with the present population pressure on vegetation 

resources and the land, the three categories of vegetational resource managers 

shown are inextricably tied to the process of land-use planning and decision 

making because of the ever growing tendency of urban and industrially oriented 

man to usurp the best of the agricultural, rangeland and timber land for thi!se 

other "higher economic uses." Thus, it is important to put the land-use 

decision process in proper perspective whenever one discusses information needs 

and pt'ocesses in vegetation resource management. The land-use decision tends 

always to t.ake place in a highly pol itical atmosphere, often wi thout regard to 

biological facts, future needs and pressures and the wisdom of long-term 

economics. The only hope for improving this situation lies in providing a 

better quantitative basis for the land-use decision ~rocess and a good understand

ing of the alternatives, potentials, and consequences of land-use change in 

agricultural, forested and rangeland areas. Thus, while the land-use decision 

process requires some unique kinds of information as indicated in column 4, 

Table 2, it also requires an intimate awareness of the factors in each of the 

remaining three columns according to dominant veqetational resource. 

Next the instructor might raise the question dealt with in Table 3, viz., 

"how quickly and how frequently do the users need the information?lI. Obviously 

this matter will be of great relevance when consideration is given, a short time 
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TABLE 3 
USER REQUIREMENTS fOR VEGETATION AND LAND RESOURCE DATA 

Frequency With Which the Information is Needed (Examples Only) 
To Convei't This Table to "Rapidity With Which Informat ;on is Needed", Use "Half-Life Concept" (See Text) 

For Agricultural Crops 
10-20 m;ns. - Observe the 
advancing waterline in crep
lan,s during disastrous floods. 
Observe the start cf locust 
fligh~s in agricultural areas. 
10-20 hrs. - Map perimeter of 
un-going~loods and locust 
flights. Monitor the Wheat 
Be j ~ for outbrea~s of Bl ack 
Stem Rust due to spore showers. 
10-20 days - Map progress of 
crops as an aid to crop iden
tification using "crop calen
dars" and to estimating date 
to begin harvesting oper!tions. 

10-20 mos.- Facilitate annual 
inspection of crop rotation 
and of compliance with federal 
requi rements for benefi t 
payments. 

10-20 yrs.- Observe growth and 
mortal ity rates in orchards. 

20-100 yrs. - Observe 
shifting cultivation patterns. 

For Timber Stands 
10-20 mins. - Detect the start 
or-forest fires during periods 
when there is a high "Fire 
Danger Rating". 

10-20 hrs.- Map perimeter 
of on-going forest fires. 

10-20 da~ - Detect start 
of insect outbreaks in 
timber stands. 

10-20 mos.- Facilitate 
annual inspection of 
firebreaks. 

10-20 yrs.- Observe growth 
and mor'ta1ity rates in 
timber stands. 

20-100 yrs.- Observe plant 
succession trends in the 
forest. 

For Rangeland 
10-20 mins. - Detect the 
start of rangeland and 
brushfie1d fires during 
periods when there is a 
high "fire Danger Rating". 

For Land-Use Decisions 
10-20 mins.- Not 
appli cable. 

10-20 hr~ - Map perimeter 
of on-going rangeland and 
brushfie1d fires. 

10-20 days - Update infor
mali on cn "Range Readi ness" 
for grazing, on forest 
utilization in critical 
periods and also informa
tion on times of flowering 
and pollen production in 
relation to the bee industry 
and to hay fever problems. 
10-20 mos.- Facilitate 
annual inspection of fire
breaks, range production 
and range conditions. 

lQ-20 yrs. - Observe signs 
cf range improvement or 
deterioration. study the 
spread of noxious or poison
ous weeds. Observe changes 
in "Edge Effect" of brush
fields that affect suita
bility as wildlife habitat. 

20-100 yrs.- Observe major 
plant succession trends on 
rangelands and brushfields. 

10-20 hrs. - Not 
applicable. 

10-20 days - Monitoring 
compliance with certain 
codes and construction 
itself in critical areas 
of land-use change or 
during peak construction 
periods. 

10-20 mos.- Monitoring 
development and land-use 
change in critical areas 
for enforcement of codes 
and keeping valuations 
equitable and up to date. 
10-20 yrs.- Reassess situa
tion as per Table 2. Col. 4 
to fine-tune long term 1and
use plan and reevaluate 
policies. Provide improved 
data for prediction models 
and trend analYSis. Revise 
or set long-term economic 
development goals. 
20-100 yrs.- Document 10n9-
term changes in land-use 
and monitor attainment of 
long-tenn development goals. 



later in the course. to man's ability to derive this information through the 

reduction of remote sensing data by visual means. It will be noted in 

Table 3 that the same headings as appeared in Table 2 have been used for the 

four vertical columns. At the r1sk of some oversimplificat1on, this tabl~ 

lists six time intervals that are indicative of the frequency with which 

various kinds of informat;on about vegetation and land resources are needed 

(lQ-20 minutes; 10-20 hours; 10-20 days; 10-20 months; 10-20 years; and 20-100 

years) • 

In inviting students to consider relationships between the frequency 

with which Earth resource data should be collected and the rapidity with 

which the collected data should be processed. the instructor might wish to 

employ the term uhalf-l ife" in much the same way as it has been employed by 

radiologists and atomic physicists. The shorter the isotope's half-life. the 

more quiCKly a scientist must work with it once a supply has been i~sued to 

him. One half-life after he has acquired the material only half of the original 

amount is still useful; two half-lives after acqui~ition only one quarter of 

the original amount is useful, etc. 

By coincidence or otherwise. this half-life concept seems to apply 

remarkably w~11 to nearly every item listed in Ta~le 3. Specifically, if the 

desired frequency of acquisition of any given type of information. as listed 

in that table, is divided by two. a figure is obtained indicating the maximum 

time after data acquisition by which Vlat particular item of information 

should have been extracted from the data and put to use. It is true that some 

value will accrue even if that item of information does not become known to 

the resource m~nager until somewnat later. But the rate at which the value of 

th: information "dec:aysll is in remarkably close conformity to the half-life 

concept. 
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Some students, on being exposed to this concept, will very likely 

regard it as an oversimplification, fraught with errors and inconsistencie3. 

If so, a thoughtful and stimulating discussion should ensue which, according 

to some experts on the strategy of teaching, represents the educational 

process at its best. 

As previously indicated, there is a high degree of diversity in the user 

requirement for information on the vegetation and land resources of an area. 

Consequently, the three tables which have just been presented probably would 

be considered in need of major modification before they would accurately 

portray the informational needs of any particular user. For example, many 

users think almost entirely in terms of protecting the vegetation resource 

from damaging agents, occasionally even through the extreme of non-use, and 

thus would view the problem somewhat more narrowly than we have viewed it 

here. On the other hand, there are those who think of the vegetation resource 

as one of the many items which comprise the total IIresource comp1ex" in a 

given land area which they must manage as a nonrenewable resource but with a 

multiple-use intent of conversion to economic goods. Almost certainly they 

would view the problem more broadly than we have in these tables, and in so 

doing would point to the importance of such non-vegetational components as 

landforms, soils, water, minerals, wildlife, and recreational potential. 

Therefore, as part of the "strategy" for teaching thi s part of the course, the 

instructor might first point out these narrower and broader ways of viewing 

the matter and encourage student reaction. 

Finally, as a class exercise, the attempt might be made to construct, 

for non-vegetation resources, tables similar to those that have been presented 

here for vegetation resources. It is probable that, upon completion of that 
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effort. adequate attention would have been given to the infonmat10n requirements 

of those who are the potential users of information that can be obtained 

through the visual analysis of remote sensing data. Consequently. in the light 

of that knowledge. the instruction cuuld then be directed (along the lines 

indicated in the remainder of this paper) to the principles, equipment, and 

techniques used in deriving such 1nfonmat1on through the visual analysis of 

remote sensing data • 

• 
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EDUCATIONAL CONCEPTS THAT ARE INVOLVED IN TEACHING STUDENTS HOW TO 
VISUALLY GENERATE INFORMATION FROM AN AHAlYSIS OF REMOTE SENSING DATA 

Certain of these co~cepts are of SJch a general nature that they need 

to be considered in the teaching of virtually Iny subject matter, whether it 

deals with remote sensing or not. Recognition ot this fact has led various 

thoughtful educators to prepare "rating sheets" by meant of which students 

can ev,luate the effectiveness with which any given course has been presented 

to them. Such rating sheets usually contist of a series of questions, each 

of wh';ch deals with some important factor in relation to the effectiVfmess 

with which the course has been taught. Perhaps there is no better way for 

us to succ;nct'jy cover these general educatiCilll concepts than through a 

listing, as in Table 4, of certain of the questions which are most commonly 

found in such rating sheets. 

Every educator owes it to himself, and also owes it to his students, 

to be familiar with questions of the type appearing in Table 4 and with the 

educational concepts on which those questions rest. So basic are they to 

success 1n teaching that 1t would be presumptuous of us to include them 

here, were it not for one deplorable fact: Most educators at the college 

or university level (i.e., at the level represented by the attendees at this 

Conference of Remote Sensing Educators) have never received instruction in 

how to teach effectively. For s~e re~son the tradition has developed over 

the years t~t, if an ind1vidual possesses an advanced degree in sonte subject 

matter area from a respectable institution of higher learning, he is well 

equ'jpped to teach that subject to college or university level students even 

though he has never taken courses in the field of Education--i.e., in t~w to 

teach. The importan':e of such courses is acknowledged elsewhere, however; 

for example, unless he has taken such courses, he probably would not be 
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TABLE 4 • SOME TYPICAl QUESTIONS USED IN EVALUATING REMOTE SENSING 
INSTRUCTORS AND COURSES 

I. The tnstructor 

A. Is he knowledgeable lbout IIter1al covered in the course? 

B. Dots he tlke care to differentiate between estlb'!~hed facts end 
personal opinions? 

C. Does he present tho mater1al rle~rl'l. c~ncisely and in a w.ll 
organized fashicn? 

D. Does he stimulate cllSs discus.sion and respond courteously and 
forthrightly to questions? 

E. Are his ex~minations clearly worded. adequately comprehensiYe, 
of reasonaDle length and frequency, and fairly graded? 

F. Does he show enthusiasm for the subject matter and instill this 
enthusiasm in the stJdents? 

G. Is he interested in the students as~human beings eyen to the 
point of learning their first names and making himself available 
for personal conferences? 

II. The Course 

A, Is there a required text that is used effectively? 

B. Are representatiYe photographs and other forms of imagery 
incorporated into the course and used as the basis for laboratory 
or workshop ~roblem sets? 

C. Is the laboratory working space suitably furnished and lighted? 

D. Is adequate photo interpretation equipment available and 'Is it 
effectively used in "hands on" training exercises? 

E. After problem sets have been completed is an accurate "school 
solution" presented against which a student can gauge his perfonmlnce? 

F. Is the course made suitably broad through the use of additional 
image examples in the form of slides. motion pictures, demonstration 
pos ters , etc.? 

G."Is effective use made of field trips and occasional guest lecturers 
as opportunity permits? 

H. Upon completion of the course is each student given the opportunity 
to give a frank. discreet. constructive appraisal of it? 
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considered adequately trained to teach students in Iny of the elementary 

or high school grades. Furthermore, despite lip servic. given to the co~cept 

that the promotlb11tty of a professor depends prillrily upon his demo~strated 

teachfng ability, it his been our experience thlt Iny professor who, over the 

years, his made known the results of his research efforts by publishing I 

sufficient number of articles in "referee journals" has axiomatically 

demonstrated his worthiness for promotion. This seems to be so even though 

it is Icknowledged that spen Ictivity u5u.,ly provides little or no evidence 

of his ability to fulfill his pr111ry responsibility in teaching. rather 

than in COnducting1iesearch and writing scientific papers about it. 

While we readily acknowledge that there are commendable exceptions to 

the generalizations that hive just been given. and that one can learn tha 

principles and procedures for effect.tve teaching without voluminous and often 

redundant course work In the subject. we cons1der it very probab",e that many 

an educator attending this conference will find it quite re¥ealing to evaluate 

his own teaching Ibility 1n relat10n to the questions contained in Table 4. 

Our apologies go to those who do not find it so-wand our assurances, also. 

that we will not further belabor this topic. 

Corollary with the question of qualifications uf instructors. we should 

address IS one of the general educational concepts the queition of minimum 

educatiof\··' level for a trainee about to become involved tn directed study 

of remote sensing. Our collective view on this subject can be summarized 

quite succinctly. We believe that the vfsual interpretation of remote senSing 

imagery is very strongly depf!ndent on the understanding and capabil fty of the 

inte"'preter in the dhcip~ ifl!ry subjoct matter area for which he is attempting 

to extract information. thus, we believe the most effective education and 
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training in remote sensing will take place after the students have reached 

the equivalent of upper division status in a resource related diScipline, 

and that remote sensing technolugy should be presented as one of the profes

sional tools of that discipline rather than an isolated science and art in 

its own right. Even though we recognize that remote sensing technology may 

some day advance to separate degree status in some universities, 1t will 

be a hollow science and art without very strong and highly capable input 

of the type coming only from understanding of the disciplines to be served. 

In summary. then, we believe that mention of these two pOints - teaching 

capability and knowledge of a resource discipline - is both necessary and 

sufficient as we seek to treat appropriately one of the topiCS which we 

were asked to address, viz., "What are the general educational concepts that 

are involved in teaching students how to generate information through the 

visual analysis of remote sensing data?" 

There are certain specific educational concepts, however. that we and 

our associates have found to be quite important for successfully teaching 

the course material that is dealt with in this paper. Several of these 

concepts will be dealt with in the remainder of the present section, while 

others will be presented in connection with some of the related topics which 

follow: 

1. 1t is of paramount importance to select a single test site or instructional 

area where various kinds of imagery can be acquired during different. seasons, 

at different scales. and where a wealth of ground information can be accumu-

lated and summarized as a basis for the instructional program. Such areas 

should be selected because of their general suitability for teaching the 

principles and concepts. It is not so important that they represent any 

particular kind of resource area; but generally speaking, to the extent that 
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they do represent multiple land-use possibilities and varying resource 

conditions in a relatively compact area, easily accessible by road, the 

laboratory area approaches the ideal. One such example is the Bucks lake 

test area developed" by the University of California, Berkeley, where the 

following kinds of remote sensing data and background information have, for 

example, been accumulated: (1) Conventional large scale (1/20,000) aerial 

photos in color, color infrared and four black-and-white film/filter com

binations; (2) High flight photography, scale 1/130,000, of these same types; 

(3) landsat multiband and color composite imagery as obtained from both the 

M55 system and the RBV system; (4) Day and night thermal infrared imagery 

obtained in the 8-14 micron band; and (5) Side-looking airborne radar (SLAR) 

imagery obtained in the 1-3 centimeter band. 

The selection and concentration on a single test area also enables one 

to develop some highly reliable problem sets with expertly derived answers 

or solutions to be used as a check against the performance of the students. 

When all these advantages are considered, one can rarely justify spreading 

instructional and laboratory fieldwork over a diverse set of geographically 

separated locations. The important point is that the principles and proce

dures be learned well. If this is achieved, capable students can easily adapt 

to the requirements of their own discipline should it not have been included 

in the sample laboratory problem. 

2. One of the most important educational concepts in remote sensing 

instruction is derived from the very nature of the subject itself. It is 

admirably suited to teaching through hands-on problem sets, laboratory and by 

field exercises which drive home the principles through direct student 

involvement. In the main, the principles of visual interpretation of remote 
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sensing imagery are well covered 1n textbooks and manuals. The essentials 

can easily be summarized from these standard references in the design and 

outlining of laboratory problems and procedures. Thus, visual interpretation 

is not a srbject in which we would generally reconmend Mgh dependence on the 

lecture ,.,proach. It is our feeling that the instructor should always strive 

to minimize formal lecture. He should emphasize problem sets, laboratory 

exercises and the discussion thereof as the primary teaching mechanism. 

The subject is also well suited to problem and laboratory exercises that 

end in a comparison of results. Students should be encouraged to compare 

and discuss both what they did and how they arrived at their various decisions. 

Where laboratory problems are built around a Single test area as suggested 

above. it is also possible to compare student results with a very adequate 

standard which ;s a composite of the instructor's ability. the cumulative 

experience of preceding student groups and a strong body of ground knowledge 

and verification. The two major benefits of this approach to instruction 

are the discussion that it generates and the reinforcement of learning that 1s 

achieved through the group dynamics approach. 

3. It is also important to give students an understanding of accuracy 

limits and factors contributing thereto. This can be done by involving them 

in laboratory tests of interpretation accuracy. Such tests have the practical 

value of eflabling selections of the most capable among the test group for 

oper!tions projects and selections among imagery types for specified purposes. 

Following are some simple but well-tested and workable procedures for making 

and presenting the results of such tests. 

Accuracy of interpretation is conventionally documented by having a number 

of interpreters, after an appropriately intensive training period, identify a 
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large number of areas representing each image and information class and then 

displaying the results in omission/commission error tables comparing student 

answers with highly accurate "ground truth. II 

It may be desirable to evaluate different kinds of photography or imagery 

to determine the ones best suited to accurate discrimination of essential 

information classes. When the same task as recommended in the previous 

paragraph is performed by several interpreters on different kinds of imagery, 

the data can provide a basis for selecting among the most appropriate imagery 

types on the basis of interpretation accuracy. By similarly using about 5 to 

10 well-trained interpreters working under identical and strict mapping guide-

l~nes with the same legend system another approach may be used. Each interpreter 

is asked to map the same geographic area on I-,ach of the imagery types. The results 

can then be compared to provide a basis for selecting among the most appropriate 

imagery types or for planning how to use each of the selected types of imagery in 

different parts of the inventory project. A more detailed discussion and illustration 

of these considerations will be found in Appendix A. 

By calculating the differences in interpretation accuracy among all 

possible comparisons of imagery types, a matrix table of significant 

differences can be helpful in making the best compromises when selecting the 

imaging system to be used. 

4. It is highly desirable to include, in the laboratory phase of a 

remote sensing course or workshop, at least one instructional exercise that 

employs some technique of projecting both members of a stereoscopic pair of 

photos onto a screen in such a way as to permit the instructor and all members 

of the class simultaneously to view an area of interest three-dimensionally. 

This can be accomplished, for example, in either black-and-white or color, 
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through the simultaneous use of two Pt'ojectors equipped with cross-polarized 

filters and projecting the images onto a smooth-surfaced (silvered) screen 

rather than onto the conventional "beaded" screen. When this technique is 

used, each person viewing the screen, of course, wears a pair of spectacles 

the lenses of which are mounted in cross-polarized positions such that only 

the left of the two projected images is seen with the left eye, while only the 

right image is seen with the right eye. Such three-dimensional viewing greatly 

facilitates the efforts of the instructor to point out the natural resource 

attributes of an area and to consider, with the students, various resource 

management alternatives. 

5. Finally. it is important for the instructor, throughout the course, 

to emphasize that most of the image analysis done by humans (especially that 

leading to the production of maps of an area's natural resources) entails two 

distinct steps: (1) delineation, and (2) identification. In delineation one 

merely defines (delineates or marks out) the homogeneous image areas in the 

scene according to specified mapping criteria and guidelines. In the process 

one may make tentative decisions as to which image areas are analogous. While 

the experienced interpreter may follow each delineation immediately with its 

identification according to the set legend (or in fact make the identification 

decision while the boundary 1s being drawn) it 1s important to keep these two 

steps conceptually separate because of the different criteria and considerations 

involved. The manner by which the delineation and identification processes 

are done in visual image interpretation may be considered almost unique to the 

science and art of remote sensing. The initial step 1s to set aside what the 

image does ~represent and home tn on what are the realistic identification 

alternatives in each given instance. This enables immediate concentration of 
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attention on the evidence and characteristics of the images that discriminate 

among the candidate identifications. Thus it is essential to emphasize to the 

student the importance of his own preparation for visual remote sensing 

interpretation by developing a sufficient understanding of the ecology and 

components of the landscape so that he knows what to expect and can quickly 

rule out the possibilities that are ecologically or biologically inconsistent 

with the scene. The importance of this pOint is one of the reasons why we 

earlier emphasized the value of a natural resources disciplinary orientation 

as essential background for training the most capable image analysts of 

renewable natural resource conditions. Knowing what to expect on each landscape 

is generally the major key to success. 
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES. TECHNIQUES. AND EQUIPMENT. 

Since this phase of the classroom instruction deals with the very 

fundamentals of photograph1c interpretation. the instructor would be well 

advised to begin it by ensuring that each student has a clear understanding 

of the meaning of that term,adapted to the broader context of visual 

interpretation of all image types. "Photograehic intereretation", as 

officially defined by the nomenclature committee of the American Society of 

Photogranwnetry, is lithe act of examining photographic images for the purpose 

of identifying objects and judging their significance ll
• This is obviously 

expandable in scope to all kinds of visually interpreted imagery. 

Most photo interpretation is done from vertical photograph~, and the 

vertical view presents objects on the Earth's surface in an unfamiliar aspect. 

To work with the vertical view, the photo interpreter must revise his ideas 

of the external world and acquire new habits of observation. Moreover. 

objects are imaged on aerial and space photography at very small scales. 

Because of the vertical view and the small scale. some elements of appearance 

assuw.o greater importance in aerial and space photography than in the ground 

view, while others assume a lesser importance. The first requirement is that 

the interpreter become knowledgable about, and adjust his approach and 

thinking to. these differences. 

A. Image Characteristics 

The interpreter of aerial or space photography must learn to ,IY special 

attention to the following characteristics of photographic images. 

* It is recognized that many uf the readers of this material will find little 
in it that is newsworthy. The material is nevertheless presented here for 
two reasons: (1) to bring those individuals who have only a limited 
understanding of photG interpretation to I level adequate for readily compre
hending the material covered later in this presentation, ~nd (2) to invite 
comment from more e~per1enced personnel who may wish to express alternate views 
with respect to some of the concepts that are presented here. 
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1. Sizl 

The size of an object is one of the most useful clues to its identity; by 

measuring an unknown object on an aerial or space photograph. the interpreter can 

eliminate from consideration whole groups of possible identifications. The first 

step toward efficient interpretation is to narrow down (i.e., to restrict) the 

a 1 tern a ti ves. 

2. Shape 

The shapes of objects seen in vertical view can be a powerful tool. 

because the plan view of objects is an important and sometimes conclusive 

indication of their structure, composition, and function. The vertical view 

of a forest may reveal much as to the density of the timber stand, the number 

and size of the trees comprising it, and the economic and recreational value 

of the forest itself. The vertical view of a landform may show spectacular 

effects of tectonic and gradational processes. To the motorist a cloverleaf 

road intersection is an incomprehensive maze through which he must find his 

way by faith and by paying strict attention to signs; to the aerial observer, 

the intersection is perfectly clear in logic, form and function. 

The value of shape to the interpreter is that it establishes the class of 

objects to which an unknown must belong; it frequently allows a conclusive 

identification; and it aids the understanding of function and significance. 

3. Shadow 

The shadows seen in the vertical view sometimes help the interpreter 

of aeria' or space photography by providing him with profile representations 

of landforms or other objects of interest. The darker the shadow, the more 

crisply the profile is discerned. 

On the other hand, objects on which shadows fall reflect 50 little light 

to the overhead camera as to be visible only dimly or not at all in aerial or 

space photographs. If the interpreter is interested not so much as using shadow 

outlines to discern profiles that will help identify a particular 
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class of objects as he is in the landscape as a whole. he must forego some 

of the advantages of shadow identification in order to see as much as possible 

of the ground surface adequately lighted. Shadows also can have important 

effects on the photo interpreter's perception of depth, height or relief. 

4. Tone and Color 

Color perception is an important element of our awareness of our 

environment. In black-and-white photographs. distinctions between hues are 

lost and objects are observed in tones of gray. The tones of color 

photographic images are influenced by many factors, and the tones of familiar 

objects often fail to correspond to our perceptions of those objects in nature. 

A body of water may appear in tones ranging from green to black, depending 

on the angle of sun and the number of wave surfaces reflecting light to the 

camera lens. A black asphalt road may appear very light in tone because of 

its ~th surface. When the photo interpreter understands the factors which 

govern photographic tone. he regards the tones of objects of interest as major 

clues to their identity or composition.* 

5. Texture 

Texture in photographs is created by tonal repetitions in groups of 

objects which are too small to be discerned individually. It follows that 

the size of object required to produce texture varies with the scale of 

photography. In large scale photographs, trees can be seen as individualsi 

their leaves or needles cannot be discerned separately, but contribute to the 

texture of the tree crowns. In photographs of smaller scale. the crowns 

, 
Furthermore computer·assisted analyses of photographic images usually are 
commonly based on tone or brightness values in preference to any other 
image characteristics. 
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contribute to the texture of the whole stand of trees. In most of the 

photography that is taken from spacecraft, the texture of a group of 

objects - partially vegetated boulder fields or rock outcrops, for example -

may be distinctive enough to serve as a reliable clue to the identity of the 

objects comprising the group. 

6. Pattern and Association 

Students of the Earth sciences have always laid great stress on the 

pattern or spatial arrangement of objects as an important clue to their origin 

or function or both. Human geographers and anthropologists ~tudy settlement 

patterns and their distribution in order to understand the effects of 

diffusion and migration in cultural history. Outcrop patterns provide 

clues to geologic structure, and drainage patterns have orderly associations 

with structure. lithology, and soil texture. The varying relations between 

organisms and their environment produce characteristic patterns of plant 

association. 

Many regional patterns and associations which fonnerly could be studied 

only through laborious ground observatfons are instantly and clearly visible 

in aerial or space photographs. Moreover, such photographs may capture many 

rather small but significant patterns which might be overlooked or misinter

preted by the ground observer--fracture traces and tonal "halo:;" for example. 

Indeed, the trained observer appreciates the significance of aerial or space 

photography chiefly through his understanding of patterns and associations on 

the Earth's surface. 

B. Activities of Photo Interpretation 

The photo interpreter. according to a widely accepted statement of his 

work. identifies images in photography and determines the significance of the 
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objects they represent. Psychological analysis regards photo interpretation 

as if it occurred in • time sequence. The sequence begins with I search 

process which results in the detection of important images. Certain of the 

Il11ges _y need to be measured. Measurement is followed by consideration of 

the images in terms of tnformation, usually nonpictori.l, from the interpreter's 

special field of knowledge. Finally, the interpreter III.Ist be able to conmuniclte 

both his perceptions of illlges and the significance of the images. Five 

activities of photo interpretation merit special mention here, viz., use of 

search techniques, use of stimuli, measurement, deductive reasoning, and 

field checking. 

1. Use of Search Techniques 

A job of interpretation could be begun by close examination of all details 

which are thought to be relevant; but most experienced interpreters prefer to 

begin by scanning the Irea as a whole or a large part of it. It is always 

helpful, and usually necessary, to study the photographs with reference to one 

or IIOI'e maps. The photographs should be plotted on an index map or overlay; 

or a photomosaic may serve IS In index. Another map of larger scale. preferably 

a topographic map, should be at hand throughout the process of interpretation. 

Many image characteristics may provide clues to the identity of an 

unknown object. None of the clues is infallible by itself; but if all or 

most of the clues point to the same conclusion, the conclusion is probably 

correct. Photo interpretation, then. is actually an art of probabilities. The 

,rincfple involved here, known as "convergence of evidence" requires the 

int.erpreter f1r~t to recognize basic features or types of features and then 

to consider their arrangement (pattern) in the areal context. Several 

interpretations may suggest themselves. With the atd of photo interpretation 

keys, critical examination of the evidence usually shows that all interpretations 

but one are unlikely or impOSSible. 
482 
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2. Use of Stimuli 

Psychological tests measure two kinds of factors. stimuli and responses. 

In photo interpretation the stimuli are vlriations i" the tone. texture, 

pattern. configuration end other charlcterist1c~ of photographic images. 

The stimuH of alr.ll Ind spice phot~raphy hive !HIn1ng for those who study 

the Earth's surface and usuilly induce correct responses. 

3. Measurlllltnt 

Photo interpreters cln measure the exact dimensions of images by means 

of scales and other instruments. Generilly, however, measurement in photo 

interpretation consists of I visual estimate of the size Ind shipe of an 

object. reasonably correct estimation of dimensions is essential to correct 

identification. Such further activtties IS plotting and drawing to known 

sClles may also be regarded IS • particular form of Measurement. 

4. Deductive Reasoning 

The arrangements of images in photographs admit of systematic photo 

interpretation because the orderly WIY in which the objects Ire arrlnged on 

the Earth's surfate permits important deductions to be made. From these 

deductions then, the interpreter communicates his response to a stimulus by 

labe1ing (naming or de~er1bin9) the identified image. 

S. Field Checking 

A large body of knowledge about photo interpretltion has been accumulated 

by patient correlation of photographic 1mages w'th the corresponding features 

as viewed on the ground. Many established correlltions are tlught IS basic 

knowledge in the var;ous fields of photo interpretation. Nevertheless, in 

Ilmost every job of interpretation there will be unknowns or uncertain 

conclusi~ns which must be cheeked in the :ield. The interpreter must accept 
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the responsibility of field checking whenever it is feasible, in order to 

make sure his work is right or, if it is wrong, to find out why. Some types 

of work require field corr.lation before and after the office interpretation. 

The amount of field work which will be necessary varies with the i~t~nsivenes:; 

and accuracy requirement of the study which is detenmined by the irreversibility 

of decisions to be made from the derived (interpreted) information, the 

complexity of the area, the quality of the photographs or images. and the 

ability of the interpreter. 
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CONCEPTS INVOLVED IN THE MAKING OF PHOTO MEASUREMENTS 

In Figure 1, three chief rays define the positions AI, BI, and C' 

occupied on the negative by the images of points A, B, and C., when these 

points are photographed vertically with a conventional aerial camera. The 

perpendicular distance, f, Ifrom the camera lens to the film (negative) is 

the focal length of the camera. Figure 1 also shows the positive (obtained 

by making a "contact print" from the negative). The positive plane is the 

same distance in front of the lens as the negative plane is behind it. Note 

that the positions a, b. and c in the positive plane are in the same relation 

as the corresponding positions A. 8. and C on the ground; they are in reverse 

relation to the corresponding positions AI, S', and C' on the negative, 

although corresponding distances are the same in both planes. The angle which 

a chief ray makes with the optical axis in object space is equal to the angle 

which the corresponding chief ray makes with the optical axis in image space. 

It is for this reason that the camera is often referred to as an "angle-recording" 

instrument. 

1. Scale 

The scale S. or representative fraction of a photograph is the relation 

between a distance on the photograph and the corresponding distance on the 

ground. For example, in Figure 1: 

S - ab -AS (Equation 1) 

The larger the denominator of the fraction, the smaller the scale of the 

photograph. As seen from the similar triangles acL and ACl, the scale of the 

photograph can be determined from the relation between the focal length, f, of 

the camera and the altitude, H, of the camera above the ground at the instant 

of photography. Then: 

S = # (Equation 2) 
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Figure 1. Diagram illustrating how ground objects are imaged in both the 
negative plane and the positive plane when taking vertical 
aerial or space photographs. 
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2. Horizontal Distance 

When the scaie of a vertical photograph is known, it can be used to 

compute a horizontal ground distance (AB) by simple transposition in 

Equation 1. 
(Equation 3) 

3. Vertical Distance 

The height, h, of an object can be determined from a stereoscopic pair 

of vertical photos by knowing the flying height, H, at which the photos were 

taken with respect to the base of the object and by measuring the stereo 

base, P, and the differential parallax, dP, (see Figure 2) using the relation: 

4. Horizontal Angles 

h - H x dP 
- P + dP (Equation 4) 

A truly vertical photo of terrain that is flat and horizontal has neither 

tilt displacements nor relief displacements. Furthermore, there are only 

minimal distortions of the photographic image caused by lens imperfections or 

differential shrinking and swelling of the photographic film or paper. As a 

result such a photograph shows each feature in its correct orthogonal position, 

just as on a map. Consequently horizontal angles can be measured directly on 

the photograph with confidence that they will be acceptably accurate. When 

there are Significant departures from the above conditions, the accuracy with 

which horizontal angles can be measured decreases markedly. 

5. Vertical Angles 

Essentially the same statements as in (4) above apply to the stereoscopic 

measurement of vertical angles, as when determining the slope of the terrain. 
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THE NATURE AND USE OF VARIOUS kINDS OF EQUIPMENT FOR MAPPING, PLOT1ING, 
AND THE REDUCTION OF REMOTE SENSING DATA BY VISUAl MEANS 

.11 I'· 

Photo interpreters need equipment for three general purposes: viewing, 

measuring. and transferring or recording detail. Viewing instruments provide 

either stereoscopic or two-dimensional views at various magnifications; 

measuring ihstruments may be used on single photographs 0\ stereoscopic pairs; 

instruments which record or transfer detail do so through the use of the 

"camera lu~ida" principle, by projection, or by means of a pantograph. This 

se~cion describes several types of equipment which ordinarily are useful to 

the ';sual interpreter of photos and other forms of imagery. 

1. Viewing Equipment 

Viewing equipment enables tl;~ photo interpreter to ~can and study 

photographic images. Some of these instruments permit a three-dimensional 

(stereoscopic) view unner variolls magnifications; others provide only a 

two-dimensional but magnified view of the objects imaged in aerial photographs. 

light tables help the photo interpreter to select photographs~ judge the 

importance or quality of the photographs, find certain negatives or positive 

transparencies in a roll, and examine transparencies. 

Because of the adverse base-to-height ratio on Gemini, Apollo, Landsat RBV, 

and Skylab-EREP photography, and on the side-lap portions of LANDSAT MSS imaqery, 

only gross vertical features such as landforms that have macrorelief can be 

perceived three-dimensionally even when overlappinq space photos such as these 

are properly viewed through a stereoscope. However, such viewing can greatly 

improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the perceived image by virtue of "binocular 

reinforcement" and by enabling the interpreter better to relate to the real landscape. 
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2. Stereoscopic or Binocular Viewing Instruments 

The stereoscope. which provides the three-dimensional view of photographic 

images. is one of the most important instruments used in photo interpretation. 

The stereoscopic principle is exploited in many measuring and plotting instru

ments as well as in those whic' are designed principally for viewing photographic 

imagHs. The design of stereoscopic viewing instruments utilizes lenses or a 

combination of lenses, mirrors, and prisms. A dual viewing stereoscope is a 

particular asset for training, supervision, and team interpretation.* 

3. Density Analysis Devices 

Various instruments are available for the quantitative analysis of the 

density of photographic images. These range all the way from the manually 

operated spot densitometer to flying spot scanners and electronic density 

slicers. These can be used to measure and detect areas of equal density and 

the latter types can be used to subdivide and give false color to a continuum 

of density values in such a manner that the density slices and color values 

correspond to features of informational interest. It requires, however, a high 

level of knowledge of the subjects being sensed on the part of the analyst and 

an intimate and purposeful interaction between him and the density analysis 

machine. When this interaction has identified a density range with true 

informational value and an allowable I,linimum of noninformational noise, these 

instruments can also be used automatically and quickly to determine acreages of 

the selected density values within a scene. 

4. Image Enhancement Devices 

The amount of useful information that can be obtained by the image analyst 

may be increased if the imagery is fi rst lIenhanced" by such means as density 

slicing, color coding, improving the signal-to-noise ratio. and combining multiple 

r---------------------
If the stereoscope has a scanning capability it is all the more useful in 
these th ree respects. 
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images into a single composite. Some scientists advocate the use of multiple 

lantern slide projectors'or other optical devices for this purpose. Others 

prefer the use of closed-circuit color television equipment or other electronic 

devices. A combination of optical and electronic devices, however, usuall.Y 

produces the greatest amount of useful information, especially when several 

mult1date and/or multiband images of the same area are available, each contain

ing different kinds of information. 

Each type of feature on Earth when it is illuminated (e.g., with beams 

from the sun) tends to radiate to a space-borne camera or other sensing device 

uniquely different amounts of energy, wavelength-by-wavelength. It follows 

that through the use of suitable photographic film-filter combinations eac', 

type of feature will exhibit a spectral "signature" (sometimes termed its 

"spectral response pattern"). One given portion of that signature becomes 

decipherable through remote sensing with one particular sensor and another 

portion with another sensor. This is true because the greater the amount ,f 

radiant energy passin~ through the collecting optics of the sensor (within the 

wavelength range to which the sensor responds) the greater the signal stre~gth 

or scene brightness value that is recorded (i.e., the brighter the tone of 

that feature on a positive image). Herein lies the value of multiband sensing, 

i.e., of sensing with several sensors simultaneously, each recording in a Jnique 

wavelength band. Specifically, the greater the number of bands sensed by a 

multiband system (within certain limits) the greater the number of decipherabie 

elements comprising a feature's spectral signature and hence the greater tle 

certainty with which it can be identified. 
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a. Devices for the Optical Enhancement of Imagery 

The most commonly used method of optically combining and enhancing 

multiband and/or multidate images of a given geographic area entails the 

making of bla~k-and-white lantern slide diapositives, each to a common 

photographic scale. One slide of the set is then projected onto a screen 

through the use of a suitable lantern slide projector and a blue filter is 

interposed in the optical path. As a result, shades of grey, as registered 

on the lantern slide diapositive, are transformed into shades of blue on 

the screen. Similarly, a second lantern slide from the same set is simul

taneously projected onto the screen through a second projector and is placed 

in common register with the first. A green filter is then interposed in the 

optical path of the second projector, thereby converting shades of grey as 

seen on the second lantern slide to shades of green on the screen. Finally 

(assuming in this simple instance that three images need to be combined) the 

third lantern slide is projected in register through a red filter, using a 

third projector. By this additive color process the combined images appear 

in full color on the screen and the particular combination of hue, value and 

chroma with which each type of feature is registered on the screen is directly 

relatable to its black-and-white "tone signature", as portrayed on the three 

individual photos comprising the set. Thus by examining only a single color 

composite image the image analyst is able to perceive "color signatures" and 

in this way to ac~uire information which otherwise could only have been obtained 

by making a laborious comparative analysis of tone values, resource feature-by

resource feature, on all three of the photographs. 

An entirely different method of producing optically enhanced images 

entails the making of a "triple exposure" on a single sheet of color film 
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that is placed in a copy camera, using as input three multiband or mult1date 

black-and-white photographs of the same scene (see Figure 3). In the 

employment of this method (of which there are several variations) three 

filters are employed. so selected as to transmit only red. green. and blue 

wavelengths of energy, respectively (e.g .• Wratten filters 25, 58. and 478). 

When this method is used to make a color composite image from three black-and

white positives, a "triple exposure ll is made on the color fnm as a result of 

our successively placing each of the three multiband or multidate photos in 

proper register beneath the camera and photograpning each through its assigned 

filter. Different band-filter combinations will. of course. produce different 

color-coded composites. Consistent with the benefits sometimes ascribed to 

the use of "multi-enhancement techniques", experience has shown that one color 

scheme is optimum for uniquely identifying one type of resource feature or 

condition, while other color schemes are optimum for the identification of 

others. 

b. Devices for the Electronic Enhancement of Imagerl 

Although electronic image enhancement techniques can be applied to 

conventional aerial and space photographs which are obtained by using 

photographic film directly when recording the scene. even better enhancements 

are sometimes obtained when the Scene is recorded by means of a line scanner. 

The information acquired by the scanner is initially in digital mode. the 

digits being indicative of scene brightness values within corresponding bands. 

The digital data thus acquired can be enhanced through a number of 

computer-aided systems and converted to image form. 

The General Electric Image 100 is one such computer-controlled multiband 

digital image enhancement and analysis system. It displays digital data from 
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Figure 3. This schematic diagram illustrates the photographic technique 
for constructing color composite images. A camera, color film. 
colored filters, three matching frames of Landsat or other 
multit:-and/multidate imagery, a registration sheet and a light 
source are'employed. Note that all three frames of imagery 
are placed separately on the registration sheet for copying. 
The particular band-filter combinations shown in the diagram 
above are us£d to produce simulated false color infrared 
composites. Different band-filter combinations will produce 
differently colored composites. 
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tapes onto a color cathode rlY tube (CRT). Using its interactive clpabilities, 

one manipulates the digital data on the CRT screen and uses nonparametric pattern 

recognition progrllS to produce thematic maps. This device allows real-time analysts 

and display of single date MSS imagery, applying plttern· recognition routines to 

enhance images and thus to fdentify features. 

Another computer-controlled multiband image enhancement and analysis system 

known as "EGOR" (Electronically Ganged Optfcal Reproducer) has been developed by 

personnel of the Remote Sensing Research Program on the Berkeley campus of the 

University of California. Numerous other systems, all based on essentially the 

same concepts and principles, hnve been developed by various institutions Ind 

are available to users of advanced remote sensing technology. 

c. The Advantages and Limitations of Various Image Enhancement Devices 

There are two important advantages that are common to both optical and 

electronic image enhancement systems: 

(1) As compared with conventional viewing equipment used by the image 

analyst these systems are superior in that they combine the information from 

several images into one single frame for interpretation purposes. The images 

themselves are integrated and color-coded b.y means of the additive color process 

which these optical and electronic dtv~ces can provide. 

(2) The techniques used by various optical and electronic combiners 

facilitate the recognition. not only of spectral differences in the reflectance 

of features as seen on multiband photos that have been taken on a single date. 

but also on multidate photos that have been taken in a single band. In some 

*Unt11 recently photo interpreters used the term "Pattern" only when referring 
to the two-dimensional geometric relationships of features. Unfortunately this term 
has since been pre·empted by computer technologists for use in referring to a fe.ture·s 
multiband spectral response or tone sigr.uture. 
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ClSas the tnhInc .... t of ~ cOlllbination of .,1 tiblnd and .,1 tfdlte photos 

provides the IIIOst interpretable compostte tllll8e of all. 

In add\ t10~1 to the advantages that are cOllllOn to both optical and 

electronic 1l1li81 enhanc-.nt techniques, there are some important relative 

Idvlntages Ind limitltions associated with each of these two categories of 

techniques 15 COlltplred with the other. Generally speaking, IS of the time of 

this writing optical enhancelent methods and techniques are superior to 

electronic ones in that: (1) they provide better spatial rtsolution (i.e., 

higher definition); and (2) they require the use of less costly and sophisti

cated equipment. On the other hand electronic methods and techniques are 

superior to optical ones in that: (1; they offer the image analyst greater 

flexibility in interpreting his data (e.g., very subtle grey-level differences 

can be "sHced". electroni';':ally "expanded", and assigned an almost infinite 

variety of color codes. from among which one color code may be optimum for 

IIIking one type of ide~t1fication and other color codes optimum for making other 

types of distinct40ns); (2) the information that is recorded on individual 

layers of a color film emulsion can be separated directly. suitably color-coded 

and redlsplayed ulectron1cal'y in different and sometimes much more interpretable 

colors; (3) when large amounts of multfband and/or multidate imagery must be 

analyzed qulck~y; the electronic system may b, more quickly able to present the 

images, ready for viewing. (1n addition mnre analytical alternatives can be 

evaluated per unit of tilre); aud (4) problems resulting from linear distortion 

between inp,,'. ~!rtis~e!. (e. C),. tho!.1! to he combined from sensors producinq different 

geometry in thi im«~es) are n~~ ~dsily rectified electronically than optically. 

One current trend in the development of image enhancement equipment 

appears to be that of incorporating both optical and electronic enhancement 

features in the same system. thereby enabling the image analyst to enjoy most 

of the advantages that we have just listed separately for each type. 
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SOME SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS WITH RESPECT TO "CONVERGENCE OF EVIOENCE~ 
AHD OTHER PRINCIPlES INVOlVED IN THE INTERPRETATION OF AERiAl PHOTOGRAPHS 

If the photo interpreter observes the i"ye of I felture ~r object wit~ 

which he already is familiar (or of I type which he previously has seen imeged 

on lerial photographs and has had its identity made known to him), the 

ident1fyi~~ of that object by direct recognition is I fl1rly simple process. 

Once he has recognized elements of the landscape th.t he knows to be commonly 

Issociated with such a feature or object (e.g., roads, houses, railroads or 

streams) a gllnce is enough to make the identification. 

In or~er to identify a fe.ture or object with which he is ~ flmil~ar, 

however. the photo 1nte~preter rhould attempt tQ exploit the principle known 

as "convergence of evidence". as mentioned in an earlier section. Few things 

are perfectly certain in photo interpretation in the way that one and one make 

two; but one particular interpretation is so probable. when all visible 

evidence has been considered. that it may be safely regarded a~ correct. The 

difficult part of photo interpretation consists in judgment of degrees 'Jf 

probability. This principle also is discussed at length in References 1 and 2. 

An additional matter that was previously mentioned and which might seem 

to be quite straightforward, is the method used in sea~ching on aerial 

photographs for features of interest. Nevertheless this is another item which 

merits special comment here and in the photo interpretation classroom. To 

paraphrase from Rabben ~n Refer'.nce 3: 

"There are two general w~ys to study aerial photography: 
the "fishing expedHfon" and the logical search. Photo 
interpreters have learned that aerial photography is full 
of surprises, and they are often tempted to examine every 
image in every photograph so as not to miss anything. 
This is the fishing expedition, a method of search that 
is all too frequently used. fishing oft~~ yields large 
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lmounts of information. including much that is n~t 
pertinent to the subject It hind. It requires, 
more leisurely effort th,n the interpreter can 
usually afford to make. By resorting to problbilities, 
however. the interpreter can work more efficiently in 
t~~ time 'vaflable. He searches only those arels 
in which the objects of interest are 11kely to be 
found, and disregards large numbers of photograph5 
which are not likely to contain the desired 
information. This selective method is logical 
search, a combination of quick scanning and intens1~e 
study. It demands more experience than the fishing 
expedition, since the interpreter has to decide 
where intensive study will yield the best results. 
but is much more productive in relation to the time 
and effort expended. The amount of time spent on 
intensive study at the expense of rapid scanning 
mus t be determt ned by the nature of the work. Some 
types of interpretation demand close scrutiny of 
the entire area photographed." 

~ng the attributes commonly found to cor~elate highly witn photo 

interpretation success by any individual are his background of t)~;"ing and 

experience and h,s attitude and motivation toward the particular photo 

interpretation task that he may be required to perform. For this reason we 

quote, this time verbatim. another well-expressed statement by Rabben (Ref. 3): 

"Prior learning 15 easier to evaluate than attitudes and 
motivation, and its inadequacies probably easier to 
correct. If the interoreter does not know enough, his 
ignorance is usually ~~ident to himself and his supervisor. 
Often. however. the supervisor is aware only diml y or 
not at all of his subordinates! undersirable attitudes 
and poor motivation. and of the extent to which these 
factors ~nterfere with efficient performance. Suppose, 
for example. that an aerial photograph images an object 
x which is important for a particular type of photo 
interpretation. There are other objects y Clnd Z in the 
photograph which often occur together with (or in tnt 
vicini ty of) object x. Many human factors determine 
whether or not a given interpreter will report object x. 
Assume tilat object x was not reported and the interpreter 
is then asked "Wh~t about this object?" (while pointing 
to object x). If the response is "That's object x. I 
didn't see it. 1 should report it," it may be inferred 
that the interpreter failed to find x in the photograph. 
either because he was careless or tired, or beta use the 
image was too small or otherwise obscure to attract his 
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attention. Fai 1 ure to find object x may have been 
contributed to by failure to find y or z, or, if y 
and z were found, by failure to know either that x, 
y and z often occur together or why they occur 
together. 

If the response is "That's object x. I saw it. I 
didn't think it should be repClrted," we infer that 
the importance of x is not known to the interpreter. 

If the response is "That IS object x. I saw it. I 
know it IS important. I didn It bother to report it," 
we infer a lack of interest in the job or a lack of 
motivation. 

If the response is "I didnlt know what that object 
was when I saw it," we infer that knowledge of object 
x is deficient. 

These brief "nd oversimplified examples only begin to 
uncover the ~uman factors at play in the activities of 
photo-object identification. Factors of fatigue, 
carelessness, knowledge of the purpose of interpretation, 
interest, motivation, and mastery of the appropriate 
field of knowledge are inferred from the interpreter's 
overt responses to a variety of stimul i. II 

Next let us discuss a few concepts that relate to the interface between 

humans and machines, that should exist relative to the analysis of remote 

sensing data. 

It is true that an experienced and capable interpreter can derive large 

amounts of information from remote sensing imagery solely through his visual 

interpretation and the use of "eye-ball stereo" or only the simplest of 

support equipment such as good quality stereoscopes. The full power of any 

modern remote sensing system can rarely be realized, however, without all 

appropriate and intimate interaction between man and machine. Prerequi!.ite 

to this effective interaction, of course, is a need for the analyst to 

thoroughly understand the ecological characteristics and processes on the 

landscape that he is attempting to interpret. The skill that derives fl'om 

his knowing what to expect is of fundamental importance as he interprets the 

raw data or imagery into meaningful information classes. 
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As the interpretation of a new project is undertaken. learning what to 

expect and preparing oneself to convert images and data into information 

usually will require a preliminary trip or overflight to the project area with 

imagery 1n hand, as well as previously, to have defined a tentative legend 

system that is compatible both with the information needs or classes and the 

characteristics of the imagery to be used. 

Almost any system of remote sensing will provide, relatively speaking, 

so much data and potential information that the primary tasks of the analyst 

are: (1) to achieve a very sizable amount of data reduction and generalization 

of the raw data or imagery into meaningful information units and (2) to 

separate the required information from the "noise" background that always is 

inherent in the remote sensing approach. His skill in achieving Task (2) 

rests most heavily on the depth of his knowledge and perception as an earth 

resources scientist, on the acuity of his powers of observation, and his 

deductive, correlative, and synthetic reasoning capacity. Although it is easy 

to teach the principles, concepts and facts relating to remote sensing tech

nology, the real challenge lies in helping people to acquire or develop their 

full potential in these other, more intangible skills and abilities. 

Many people feel, and perhaps it is true, that the ultimate of remote 

sensing capability resides in the computer analysis of appropriate multispectral 

data that has the ground resolution and the geometric and spectral fidelity 

required to differentiate the subjects of interest. Recognizing the power of 

such systems, as well as the tremendous flexibility of the computer itself. 

prompts us to make the f~llowing observations: (1) the upper limits of capability 

from computer analysis can be achieved only when the process of visual interpre

tation and other forms of man's interaction are incorporated at appropriate stages 
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in such a way that all forms become an integral part of the analytical system. 

When this has been done. each component, (visual interpretation, human reasoning. 

and computer analysis) can be used effectively for what it is best suited to 

do. Consequently, each will perform those functions in which it is most cost

effective in both dollars and time when all the vicissitudes and frustrations 

of complex computer systems are considered. Visual interpretation is not 

archaic, nor will it become so, and we should thus strive to put it in proper 

perspective as part of the new, more sophisticated system as we design training 

programs and courses. (2) The same approach and the same intangible qualities 

of the photo interpreter that are emphasized by Rabben are equally important in 

the image analyst who must interact with the computer in making digital data 

analyses. 

Another point that must be made clear to the trainee is that many kinds of 

information needed about earth resources and the human environment are not 

directly discernible from remote sensing imagery--especially in regard to the 

meeting of conventional or customary informational needs from LANDSAT interpre

tation. Such kinds of information can often be derived, however, from discern

ible indicators or from information surrogates. When such considerations become 

the mechanism of interpretation, interaction ~etween man and machine becomes 

doubly important since man is the component with the abilit) of thought and 

reason. When surrogates and indicators are identified the increased efficiency 

resulting from landscape and resource stratification on the basis of these 

indicators often results in substantial gains both in the quality of information 

eventually derived by a multi-stage approach, in the cost-effectiveness and 

timeliness of the inventory, and in the usefulness of machines for the making 

of computer assisted analyses. 

Thus far in our paper we may have been a bit too dogmatiC in the makinQ of 

certain assertions, thereby creating the erroneous impression that we have all 

the answers with respect to lithe redUction of remote sensing data by visual means. ,I 
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By way of disclaimer. let us conclude this section by posing a few questions 

for which we have. at best, only part of the an5wer. Surely, since our 

audience consists almost entirely of remote sensing educators, this maneuver 

will be recognized as the one which is pedagogically sound. Here, then, are 

a few questions followed in each case with little more than some suggested 

considerations that bear on the answer. 

1. How does a person decide what type of remote senSing data (or combina

tion of data types) should be utilized to meet a specified information need? 

There obviously are many considerations beyond the one of which data type will 

provide the information at greatest accuracy. Costs, access to necessary 

analysis ~quipment, timeliness, and availability of imagery, level of informa

tional detail required, size of the project area, and probably a host of other 

points should be considered, weighed, tradeoffs evaluated, etc. 

The jist of most probable data types would include: 

Aerial photography (35mm format and on up) 
(B&W, color, B&W IR, CIR) 
(scales) 

Landsat hardcopy 
imagery 

landsat MSS 
computer assisted 
analysis 

Thermal scanners 

SLAR 

(the interaction of film/filter and scale 
in relation to information content) 

(standard products) 
(enhanced images - edge, contrast, debanding) 
(has much application been made of synthetic 
stereo viewing of Landsat-Photogram. Eng. 
42(10)1279 ?) 

(Landsat III RBV imagery) 

(digital data) 

(to obtain multitemporal data for the 
identification of features from their 
thermal inertia properties) . 

(to obtain imagery even in cloudy weather 
and at night) 
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Additional information bearing on this question will be found in 

Appendix A to this paper, entitled "Procedure for Determining the Usefulness of 

Any Given Type of Aerial or Space Photography in Relation to the Inventory of 

Natura1 Resources." After reading that, however, one can easily conclude that 

no complete and definitive answer to the basic question we have posed has been 

given. 

2. If a person is to conduct a photo interpretation project how should 

he select the photo interpreter? 

-what qualities should he look for? 
-what mechanism should be used to screen applicants - specifically 
how should they be tested? (may not be practical to conduct a 
test which is a sample of the very work to be done because of the 
training involved). 

-how are the selected interpreters subsequently trained? 
-in a production situation, what are optimum working conditions? 

Information bearing on this question appears in a companion paper that we 

are presenting at this conference under the title "History and Future of Remote 

Sensing Technology and Education." 

3. What methods are available for quantitatively evaluating the accuracy 

of a map produced through an aerial or space photo interpretation procedure? 

Here the problem is largely one of knowing for sure what to use as 

infallible "ground truth", because we all know of instances in which the map 

made by photo interpretation is more accurate than that made by direct "on-the-

ground" observation. Once we know the correct solution, it is fairly 

straightforward to calculate the three relevant measures known, respectively, 

as "percent correct", "percent omission error", and "percent cOlTlllission error". 
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4. Has the science and technology of remote sensing reached the point 

where we should consider a major "remote sensing degree curriculum" 1n colleges 

and universities or should it remain for the time being merely as a block of 

supporting study, (possibly a minor at MS and Ph.D. levels) within some basic 

resource-oriented disciplines such as geology, forestry, or agriculture? 

5. We presume most of us could agree that visual remote sensing 

interpretation is very much an art and acquired skill. Experience shows that 

some individuals (approximately 60 to 75 percent) seem never capable of attaining the 

proficiency level of others. How can we as educators change this situation and 

more effectively educate our students in the subtleties of the art? Specifically, 

what does this require of us as educators? 

As the authors of the present paper. and more specifically of the five 

questions posed above, we certainly are among those who will be interested in 

any answers that may be given in the Workshop Session that occurs later this 

week here at OUI' Conference of Remote Sensing Educators. We will be especially 

interested in the ~ay that such answers may relate to the material contained in 

Appendix A which touches, in one way or another, on each of the questions posed 

above. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The primary purpose of this paper has been to define the problems. state 

the objectives and address the issues that are most likely to be of concern to 

educators in the teaching of courses dealing with the reduction of remote sensing 

data by visual means. The paper has largely centered upon principles and 

techniques that are involved in the photo interpretation process and upon the 

means by which they can most effectively be taught within the university 

or college environment. If our paper serves to stlmulate fruitful discussion 
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~ons the various participants at this Conference of Remote Sensing Educators. 

our primary goal will have been achieved. 

In the interest of keeping this document suitably short to serve as a 

working paper for discussion purposes we purposely have eliminated many 

relevant details. For those interested in such details and an integration 

of them within a suitable framework. we will conclude our paper with an 

Appendix. That Appendix deals with the procedure that we have found to be 

most effective in determining the usefulness of any given type of aerial 

or space photography for the inventory of natural resources. We have found 

that. classroom and laboratory time permitting. much of the work in a baSic 

photo interpretation course can be centered around a step - by • step 

employment of this procedure. Such an instructional effort can be especially 

effective if, at the outset the instructor is able to (1) define for the 

students some specific resource inventory problem and associated resource 

management objective of local interest; (2) acquire suitable imagery for use 

in the stepwise evaluation that is to be made by each student; and (3) 

arrange for the resource managers, themselves, to provide a meaningful 

critique. once the procedure has been followed to its conclusion by the 

students. 
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APPENDIX A 

PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING THE USEFULNESS OF ANY GIVEN TYPE OF 

AERIAL OR SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY IN RELATION TO THE 

INVENTORY OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

One particular type of aerial or space photography can differ greatly 

from another in any of several respects including the following: (1) photo

graphic scale and associated spatial resolution, (2) photographic film-filter 

combination and associated spectral resolution, (3) time of day, and (4) 

season of year. Consequently the usefulness of the photography in relation 

to the inventory of natural resources can depend on these same parameters. 

Hopefully, those seeking to evaluate such photography will find the followinl 

stepwise procedure adequate, with only slight modification. This procedure 

has been successfully used on many occasions by the present writers. 

A. Define the Informational Requirements of the User 

Broadly stated the objective in making an inventory of natural resources 

is to determine, to an acceptably high order of accuracy, the amount and the 

condition of each kind of resource that is present in each portion of the 

area for which the inventory is being made. The types of natural resources 

commonly dealt with include timber, forage, agricultural crops, minerals, soils, 

wa~ert and animal life. One of the best ways to insure success of a remote 

sensing application is to do a superior job in problem analysis and in snecifying 

the information requirements in terms of data elements that arl~ consistently 

obtainable from appropriate remote sensing systems. This should always be the 

first step. (Note Section F, followinq). 
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B. Mike Spectrometric AnalYses 

8ecause of the limited spatial resolution exhibited by most small-scale 

aerial and space photography, the photo interpreter must place considerabi~ 

reliance on photographic tone or color as an aid to determining the identity 

of various features, objects and conditions. Consequently, for the person who 

seeks to extract information from such photography, spectrometric analyses may 

be of value in either of two respects: (1) such analyses may reveal clearly what 

the tone or color "Signature" (sometimes termed the "spectral response 

pattern") of each object or condition is likely to be on currently available 

photography that has been flown with some specific combination of photographic 

film and filter; and (2) such analyses may also suggest certain other film

filter combinations which, if used on future photographic missions, would give 

even more informative tone or color signatures. 

Spectrometric analyses commonly are made in either of two ways: (1) 

through the use of spectrometers that are capable of measuring the reflec-

tance, absorption, transmission and/or emission properties, wavelength-by

wavelength. for each object or condition of interest; and (2) through the 

obtaining of multiband inlages of an area that contains representative examples 

of each such object or condition and noting the tone or brightness with which 

each type of feature is imaged within each wavelength band. Both methods. of 

course, must also give due consideration to spectral transmissivity of the 

atmosphere and to spectral sensitivity of the remote sensing devices. 

The first of these methods theoretically will reveal the precise wave

length bands that will be best for ob~aining unique tone signatures in either 

a single band or a multiband reconnaissance system. The second method 

permits each "tone signature ll to be measured directly from the actual imagery 

and thus minimizes several of the uncertainties that ar~ inherent in the 

theoretical model. However, because imagery is obtained in only a limited 
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n\lJlber of bands, this second method may not precisely define the optimum band 

limits in terms of wavelength. During thu past several years, personnel at 

the University of ~ch1gan, in the Infrared and Optical Sensor Laboratory. 

have been compiling a highly useful library of spectrometric data for many 

types of features. Most of those scientists are now continufng this work 

while in the employ of ERIM (the Environmental Research Institute of 

Michigan). 

C. Obtain Competent Image Analysts 

Tests previously conducted by the present writers and by others, have 

shown that extraction of the types of information referred to in Step A 

can be a very difficult task. Consequently, the persons selected to determine 

the extent to which any given type of photography might be useful for natural 

resource inventory should have the proper motivation, visual ac -J,·~V. patience, 

judgment, and background of training and experience for engaging in this task. 

Otherwise the results of their efforts are likely to be so discouraging that 

the e~tire concept can be seriously discredited. 

The present writers have repeatedly found, when testing groups of about 

20 applicants for various difficult photo interpretation tasks, that the 

average accuracy of their interpretations of natural resource features and 

types is only about 70 percent--which is scarcely adequate for most resource 

inventories. However, when the results of only the best four or five of 

these students are considered, their average accuracy commonly is found to be 

better than 90 percent. Let us presume for the moment that we will need 20 

photo interpreters .0 make a particular natural resource inventory of a large 

area with the aid of a given type of photography. If we will select the best 

20 trainees from a total of 80 to 100 students, we may be able to use such 

photography very effectively. but if we train only the first 20 applicants 

that happen to be available and then use all 20 of them in the subsequent 
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operational phase, we probably will be greatly discouraged by their results • 

• heir average perfonmance is likely to be very low and the types of errors 

that they mike are likely to be quite variable. 

This factor of variabili\t is an especially troublesome one when, as 

in this case, we attempt to assign to each of several photo interpreters his 

own particular portion of the geographic arta that is to be inventoried. 

Onte he has mlde his own kinds of errors in attempting to identify natural 

resource features and delineate type boundaries on his aeria' or space 

photography, it becomes almost impossible for us to pool his efforts with 

those of other image analysts who have interpreted ",jjacent areas. By 

selecting only the very best interpreters f.'om a largE class of trainees, 

however, we can greatly decrease this variabll ity problem. 

O. Procure Suitable Equipment for Use in Interpreting the Photography 

Traditionally, photo interpreters have considered that the equipment 

they need is of three types; viewing. measuring. and plotting. Of these, 

the type of primary concern here is that needed for viewing aerial or space 

photography. 

At present stereoscopic viewing equipment usually is of great value for 

viewing aerial photography, but of only limited value to the interpreter of 

space photography. Because of the relatively poor spatial resolution 

exhibited by currently available space photography. coupled with the adverse 

ratio of flying height to object height, those objects which are less than 

about 50 to 100 feet high do not exhibit discernible amounts of stereoscopic 

parallax. Since most of the features which are of interest to the managers 

of natural resources are less than 50 tJ 100 feet high, a serious limitation 

is thus imposed. Gross landforms frequently can be viewed 3-dimensiona"y 
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on space photogrlphy, yet our inabl1 i ty to determine accurately frcMII such 

photography either tht steepness of slope or the total height of landforms 

agl1n makes stereoscopic viewing equipment of limited value. Given higher 

resolution on spaCt photogrlphy thin that provided by NASA's vlrious 

CIIIrl systems would do IUch to rlledy this difficulty. 

Nonlilly. thl principal valut to the interpreter of simultaneously 

v1ewing a I!!.!!. of overlapping spac. photographs 11es in the improved 

Usignal-to-noiseu ratio. This in turn is due partly to the use of twice 

as many silver grains to form the composite image a"d partly to the benefits 

that result from "binocular reinforcement" when assigning one good eye to 

the study of one image and another good eye to the study of its stereo matt. 

The viewing equipment used when studying pnotography should suitably 

magnify the images and present them sharply to the photo interpreter. The 

maximum amount of magnification thlt is likely to be beneficial is roughly 

the same as the ratio of the image resolution to the maximum resolving power 

of the human eye. Both factors are appropriately expressed in line pairs 

per millimeter. Thus, if 80 line pairs per millimeter are resolved on the 

original photography and (as usual) only about eight line pairs per milli

meter can be resolved by the human eye, a ten-fold magnification of the image 

may be about the maximum that is beneficial to the photo interpreter if he 

studies the imagery at his most effective viewing distance. At greater 

magnifications, graininess and granularity factors become so troublesome that 

the im.1ge of a given feature begins to "break up", Le., the continuity of 

its outline becomes lost in the greatly magnified "nohe" of the background, 

with the result that the configuration of any such feature becomes less 

discernible instead of more so. 
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E. Obtain Suitable Photography for Study 

When se .. king to detenlfne the potentfll usefulness of I given type of 

aerial or space photography for naturll rtsource inventory, the fnvestigltor 

~uld l1k.,y find that thfs st.p fs the .ost critical Onto He can greatly 

1Mprov. the significlnc. of his findings .. rtly by .xerctsing care when 

selecting the frl .. s of photography on which to bls. his investigations. 

Ideally, in this testing stlge the geographic arel that is covered by 

the selected photography should contain several examples of each type of 

natural resource feature that the photo interpreter is required to inventory 

in an operational program. In recent y .. p~ severll of these areas, known 

IS "primary test sites" hive been selected by experimenters working for 

the NASA Earth Resources Survey Program, and accurate ground truth already 

has been compiled for most such arels. According to plln, ground truth hIS 

not yet been compiled, however, for n~lrby Inalogous IrelS which comprise 

"extended test sites". These primary and extended test sites would be among 

the most favorabl. areas for study. provided that they .'so were covered by 

the slme type of photogrlphy. 

F. Develop I Useful Cllssification Scheme 

Most natural resource inventories entlil I classi~ication process. 

Boundlry lines usually must be drlwn to separlte one cllss (e.g., one timber 

type. geologic type. soU type or crop type) from Inother. Consequently. 

clreful thought must be given. when developing the classification scheme. 

IS to whit types of cltegories one will attempt to recognize. 

As a primary requirement. the scheme must stratify into useful categories 

each resource that is to be inventoried. A Cltegory is useful when. in terms 
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of the resource characteri$tic that is to be inventoried; (1) there is very 

ltttle variability within thlt category (e.g., t1.oer volu.e by spieles Ind 

size cllss; crop yield by species and vigor class, terrlin erodibility by 

soil type Ind slope class), and (2) there are highly significant differences 

between thlt category and .11 others used in t"' classification scheme. 

Unless t~ first condition is sltisfied, a large amount of ancillary 

information mu.t be collected within elch category, usually by costly on

the-ground observation, in order to achieve the desired inventory accurlcy. 

Unless the second condition is satisfied, there is little Idvantage to making 

the classification because it fails to reveal meaningful resource differences, 

area-by-area. within the overall project boundary. 

A second important requirement of the scheme is that each cltegory 

be consist~ntly identifiable on the photography that 15 to be interpreted. 

Otherwise. vlriability of another kind (accuracy of interpretation) may be 

introduced to such an extent as to negate the value of the whole c1lssifi

ca t i on process. 

In essence. the task of developing a suitable classification scheme 

;s one of arriving at the most favorable compromise between the first 

requirement (that the categories be meaningful ones) and the second (that 

the categories be consistently identifiable). 

An example should serve to clarify the points that have just been made: 

Ordinarily we wish to know, for a large forest area. the timber volume by 

species. We soon 1~4rn. however. that we cannot directly d!termine timber 

volumes even from high quality aerial or space photography, and only rarely 

can w~ identify tree spedes with sufficient accuracy. In fact, e"tef'l~;ive 

experience by the present writer and others has shown that these two attributes 
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of a timber stand (volume and species) almost never can be determined 

consistently throughout a given area, even on the best aerial photography 

flown with the best aerial cameras. films and filters. 

The immature scientist could easily despair at this point by 

rationalizing as follows: "I am told that the primary information needed 

by the forester is timber volume by species. Apparently neither timber 

volume nor tree species can be determined, even on the best aerial 

photography. Tr"refore, I will abandon further consideration of the 

thought that aer:jl or spac~ photography might be useful for the making 

of forest i nventod es. II 

The mature scientist nevertheless would raise the question of whether 

there might be useful indicators of volume and species which he could 

disc~rn on the photography. If so, perhaps these indicators would at least 

permit him to classify the timber resources of an area into major categories. 

significantly different from each other. Hopefully. within each such 

category the species and volume characteristics, although unknown to him at 

the moment, would be quite uniform. He still would need to visit repre

sentative portions of each such photo class on the ground (in order to 

determine its actual volume by species). but perhaps only a few such spots 

would need to be covered because of the variabil ity in volume per acre by 

species within each stratum. Total acreage within each delineated stratum 

also would be needed, but this could be readily determined photogrammetri· 

cally. 

The importance of our recognizing the concept of stratification that 

has just been discussed (whether applied to the timber resource or to almost 

any other natural resource) can not be overemphasized. Some indication 
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of its importance is found by our pursuing just one step farther the 

previously mentioned timber inventory example. In so doing. it will be 

necessary to be even more specific by selecting an exact geographic area 

within which we might wish to inventory the timber resource. 

In the state of California, where the official NASA Forestry Test 

Site is located. there are roughly 100 million acres of total land area 

of which approximately 16 million acres contain commercially valuable 

stands of timber--the type that we are seeking to inventory. Foresters 

would like to know (within five percent of the correct answer on a statewide 

basis) what volume of timber, by species, is present in each part of this 

vast area. As previously mentioned, the photo interpreter cannot consis

tently determine volume by species in this area, even on the best of aerial 

photography which may have much higher spatial resolution then will be found 

on currently available space photography. Yet, through the use of indicators 

which permit him to stratify that vast area on conventional aerial photos 

into homogeneous units, he is able to reduce the amount of field work 

required to less than 0.1 percent of what it otherwise would be. and still the 

five percent limit of error is not exceeded. 

It is not conSidered to be within the purview of this presentation to 

discuss any further the details of California's photo classification scheme 

for timber resources (based primarily on stand density and size class for 

areas no smaller than about 40 acres), However, we certainly should be 

encouraged by this example to ask whether better photography (than that on 

which the above findings were based), by virtue of its multispectral and 

high resolution capabilities, might prove to be even more effective, for 

purposes of timber stratification and timber inventory, If so, it could 
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reduce still further the amount of costly "field completion" work that is 

required to complete the inventory. 

G. Make a Preliminary Interpretation of Selected Features on the PhotographY 

As we take ttis important step, we must be sure to avoid merely looking 

for isolated "textbook examples" which might lead to an unduly optimistic 

conclusion regarding the extent to which certain natural resource features 

can be inventoried on the photography. As previously indicated, a natural 

resource inventory should show "how much" of "what" is "where". In any 

preliminary test, therefore, we should seek to provide such information in 

the form of complete photo interpretations, even though we may do so for only 

a few square miles of terrain representative of the .surrounding area. By so 

doing, we not only will get a better impression of how consistently we can 

identify various resource features; we also will force ourselves to develop 

suitable classification schemes for those resources, early in our evaluation 

of the aerial or space photography ;n question. 

H. Check the Preliminary Interpretations 

Since the preliminary interpretations of the photography that is being 

~nployed will have entailed the drawing of boundary lines, the checking of 

these interpretations logically consists of two phases: (1) de~ermining 

whether conditions within the confines of each boundary have been accurately 

identified (e.g., has each delineated timber type, crop type, geologic type, 

or soil type been correctly categorized?); and (2) determining whether the 

boundaries between classes have been accurately delineated. 

If only a limited size of area has been studied in the preliminary 

phase, the checking required at this point can be accomplished entirely by 
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field observation. (If. in fact, the area is part of a "test site". ground 

truth for it may already have been compiled.) However. the methods that 

soon will be described (in Step K) for compiling additional information or 

for covering larger test areas may sometimes be equally applicable in 

this preliminary phase. 

I. Compile Photo Interpretation Keys 

A photo interpretation key is reference material designed to facilitate 

the identification of various objects and conditions from their photographic 

images. Ideally. the key consists of two parts: (1) photographic illustra

tions of each type of object and condi tion as it ~iw~ilrs on photography 

taken to the same specifications as those applicable to the imagery which 

is to be interpreted with the aid of the key; and (2) a statement of the 

photo recognition features for each type of object or condition as seen on 

such photography. 

Without the first part (photo illustrations), mere word descriptions 

of the photo recognition features may be of little value. In fact, they 

may convey vastly different impressions to different readers. This is 

illustrated by the description which was given of how a certain kind of timber 

stand. containing both hardwoods and conifers, appeared on panchromatic 

aerial photography: "Looks like freshly ground meat with a high proportion 

of fat." 

Conversely, without the second part (word description), merely publishing 

the photo illustrations may be of little value. Of the many photo image 

characteristics exhibited by a given type of object or condition, only one 

or two may be both necessary and sufficient for identifying it. Unless there 

is a word description which highlights these recognition features, the user 
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of the key will be required to discover for himself what they are. This 

can be a very time-consuming and inefficient process. 

The standards and procedures to be used in developing various kinds 

of photo interpretation keys were spelled out more than 25 years ago (Refs. 4 and 5). 

Since they are as applicable to space photography as to aerial photography. no 

further infonnation regarding them need be given here. 

J. With the Aid of Keys, Make a Complete Interpretation of the 
Selected Photography 

While this step may prove to be one of the most time-consuming, it is 

also the one about which the least needs to be said here, in light of our 

preceding step-by-step discussion. As in Step G, we should strive for a 

complete inp1ace delineation on the photography of all significant resource 

categories that are encountered. If several photo interpreters are to share 

the task, care should have been taken to give each of them the same training 

and each must have been given the same understanding of what he is to do 

in classifying resources on the photographs issued to him. Also, in such 

instances it may later prove to be highly beneticial to have kept records 

showing exactly which area each photo interpreter has classified and the time 

consumed in accomplishing the task. 

K. AcqUire "Ground Truth" 

As in Step H, "ground truth" should not only reveal the correct resource 

classification for each portion of the interpreted area, it also should 

accurately position the boundary line between a given resource class and 

each adjac~nt class. Consequently, it is appropriate to consider at this 

point the means by which such determinations might best be made. As we do so, 
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we are likely to realize that the tenn Ilground truth" (meaning the actual 

situation as it exists on the ground at the time of photography) bears an 

unfortunate connotation for reasons indicated in the next paragraph. 

It is wrong to presume that "ground truth'! invariably is best obtained 

solely by an observer on the ground. Strange as it may seem to t~e 

uninitiated. much of this information is best obtained through direct 

visual observation made from a low~flying aircraft. These observations 

should be augmented as necessary with low 4 altitude oblique photography 

taken from the same aircraft and showing the exact locations of some of 

the more significant resource type boundaries. 

Occasio~al on-the-ground observations still must be made, of course. 

With this requirement in mind, suitable spots at which a light aircraft 

can land and take off often can be selected in advance from a study of the 

photography. Under some terrain conditions a helicopter is superior to a 

fixed wing aircraft for this purpose. a1though it is considerably more 

expensive to operate and cannot travel as rapidly from one spot to the next. 

L. Compare Each Interpretation with the CorresROnding Ground 
Truth and Analyze the Discrepancies 

With the aid of adequate ground truth data one can determine for 

every unit area, however small it may be: (1) whether or not it has been 

correctly classified on the particular kind of photography used in the test; 

and (2) whether the errors tend to be cumulative or compensating. If 

errors tend to be compensating. the purposes of a reconnaissance-type 

survey may still be adequately satisfied. 
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M. Compile Data on Photo Interpretation Accuracy and ConslstensY 

The objective in this step should be to determine the accuracy 

and consistency with which each important resource feature can be 

discerned on the photography. Where possible, these data should express 

results obtained as a function of (1) the visual and mental acuity of 

the image analyst, (2) the equipment and techniques which he uses, and 

(3) the quality of the photography which he interprets. 

Figure 4 shows an optimum means of compiling information on photo 

interpretation accuracy and consistency. To simplify the explanation of 

how such a table is compiled and used, we have made the following assump

tions with respect to the hypothetical example that is shown in Figure 4: 

1. Only 5 classes of features (A, B, C, 0, and E) are needed in 

order to make a complete and meaningful classification of 

the area. 

2. "Ground truth" has previously been compiled (e.g., by the 

administrator of the test) for 100 examples of each of the 

5 classes of features. (Usually the ground truth survey 

will also have identified at least 3 or 4 additional 

examples of each class for training purposes prior to 

administration of the test). 

. The tabular summary shown in Figure 4 applies only to 

the results obtained by one interpreter, using one kind of 

imagery, viewing it with the aid of only one kind of 

lighting and viewing equipment and exhibiting. at the 

start of the test, only the "normal" degree of fatigue. 
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(Through the use of additional tests. similar in nature. 

realistic variations in each of these parameters usually 

should be made, both individually and in various combinations, 

and in each such additional test the results should be 

summarized in a form similar to that shown in Figure 4.) 

When a test of the type summarized in Figure 4 is being prepared, 

a small numbered dot usually 1s placed at each of the 500 spots. The 

A 

III A 90 -~ III 
QI III 
4J IV 

10 QI ..... B 
~nu 
L. .... QI 
QI~L. 

0 4J1II~ C CQI., 
- a::: IV QI 
0 ... ., 

0 0 ,g 11 a. 

E 0 

Percent Correct 90 

Percent 10 Omiss ion Error 

Ground Truth 
by Feature Class 

B C 0 

7 0 0 

91 0 0 

0 100 0 

1 0 80 

1 0 20 

91 100 80 

9 0 20 

E 

0 

0 

0 

7 

93 

93 

7 

Figure 4. Form used in summarizing results of a typical test that is 
used in determ~ning the extent to which various types of 
eart~ resource features (e.g., A, S, C, 0, and E) can be 
identified on a given type of photography. For further 
explanation, see text. 
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person being tested studies each spot. in turn, and merely records. 

opposite the corresponding number on a suitable form, the letter A, St C, 

D. or E according to his interpretation of the area 1~ the immediate 

vicinity of that spot. Ordinarily he also will be required to report on 

the form the time when he started the test and the time when he completed 

it, together with any other information which he considers relevant to 

those seeking to eVl'lu!te his performance on the test (e".g •• too much noise, 

too many interruptions, significant obscuring of a particular feature by 

numbers or other annotations, test photo appears to be of abnormally good 

or poor quality. etc.). 

An examination of the results that have been tabulated in Figure 4 

permits one to draw a large number of highly relevant conclusions with 

respect to this specific test including the following: 

1. Feature class A is rarely if ever confused with anything 

except feature class B. and vice versa. 

2. Feature class C is identifiable with essentially perfect 

accuracy. 

3. Feature class 0 is rarely if ever confused with anything 

except feature class E. and vice versa. 

4. Unlike classes A and B. there is need for some means of 

substantially reducing the confusion between classes 0 and 

E (e.g., through the obtaining of photographs having better 

spatial. spectral. and/or temporal resolution). 

A tabulation of the type appearing in Figure 4 is likely to show that 

some of the desired identifications have not been made to acceptably high 

levels Of accuracy. In such instances the photo interpreter may be able to 
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improve the accuracy through use of a pri ntiple known as "Convergence of 

Evidence" (Ref. 5). For example 1 f preliminary tt'sts show that A is too 

frequently confused with B. further study may show correlated features that 

usually are associated with A but not with B. Similariy 0 may in some 

way be related quite consistently to C. while E rarely or never is so related. 

Once such a study has been completed it can serve several purposes. 

It will, of course. facilitate attainment of the primary objective·-that 

of determining photo interpretation capabilities and consistencies actually 

achieved (preferably as a function of image quality, interpreter training, 

interpreter fatigue. etc.). It also may lead to revision of the preliminary 

photo interpretation keys so that the features or characteristics. which 

these extensive tests have shown to be the most consistently identifiable, 

will be highlighted in the key while the less identifiable ones will be 

listed only secondarily or entirely omitted. Finally, the study may suggest 

nceded revision in the resource classification system to better achieve the 

aforementioned compromise between the categories that would be the most 

meaningful and those that have proved to be most consistently identifiable. 

N. Devise Various Schemes for Multistage Samplin~ Which Will 
Improve the Accuracy of ~esource Inventory Data 

From a study of the aerial or space photography that is being tested 

one may find it possible to eliminate vast areas within which there 

obviously is very little likelihood that significant amounts of the resource 

to be inventoried will be found. Furthermore, the remainder of the area 

hopefully can be stratified into broad homogeneous classes of the types 

previously described. Once this has been done there still remains, 1n most 

instances, a need to determine to much higher orders of detail and accuracy 

certain important resource characteristics within each stratum or class. 
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At this point, larger scale or higher resolution photography may be 

flown, not of the entire area but only of respresentative portions wherein 

significant amounts of the resource being inventoried are likely to occur. 

From interpretation of this lar~r scale photography, additional details 

are learned which permit further stratification of the arta in terms of its 

resource character1s·fr~. Also at this point the photo interpreter may 

wish to select what are known as "photo plots", These are small areas 

(e.g., 0.5 acres) each of which falls entirely within a single stratuM 

and for which accurate photo interpretations and photo measurements will be 

made (e.g., measurements of the crown diameter and height of every dominant 

and co-dominant tree within the area). By measuring these characteristics 

within each of several plots in any given stratum, a determination of 

variability within that stratum is made. However, it is recognized that 

even on this larger scale photography the photo interpretations and photo 

measurements may be somewhat inaccurate, thereby accounting for some of this 

variability. Consequently, the need for actual on-the-ground observation 

is recognized, even though the intent is to limit this more costly type 

of data gathering to the smallest possible area. 

The most efficient combination of photo plots and ground plots is 

determined by tried and true statistical methods which are outlined in 

severa' standard reference works including the "Manual of Photographic 

Interpretation U (Ref. 1). Among the primary factors considered are cost 

per photo plot, cost per ground plot, and measurement accuracy obtainable 

from each type of plot. 

Because the cost per ground plot commonly is about 20 times that of the 

photo plot, considerat~on recently has been given to the possibility of 

substituting, for at least some of these ground plots, data acquired from a 

helicopter as it hovers above the plot. In some instances it has been found, 
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for example, that the accuracy of tree measurements made from low-altitude 

helicopter photography compares very favorably indeed with that obtained by 

direct on-the-ground observation. The same is true for the identification 

of most trees as to species. In those instances where tree species 

identifications are difficult to make. even on photography of this large 

scale, specially designed pruning poles can be used to collect branch 

samples from the hovering helicopter and thus to bridge the gap between 

remote sensing and contact sensing. Thus we see that the hovering helicopter 

may be helpful both in the research phase (in checking on the accuracy of 

space photography interpretations) and in the operations phase (in obtaining 

"ground truth" data for inaccessible plots without actually entailing the 

expense of traveling to these plots on the ground). 

The sampling schemes that are developed It this stage should also give 

due consideration to the improvements in efficiency that might be obtained 

through the use of multiband spectral reconnaissance. not only with various 

photographic film-filter combinat;ons, but also with imagery obtained in 

the thermal infrared and microwave regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

This. however. is a topic unto ftself and. consequently, no further deteils 

with reference to it are given here. 

O. Sutmllr1ze and. Report the Findings 

As applied to research seeking to determine the usefulness of various 

types of aerial or space photography for natural resource inventory, and then 

following procedural steps that approximate those that have just been 

described, the summary should contain five kinds of information: 

1. A statement of the optimum specifications for the photography 

that is to be used for natural resource inventory (or for the 

inventory of those particular natural resources with which the 

stUdy has dealt). 
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2. A statement of the resource rlassification scheme which best 

uses such photography. 

3. A sumnary as to the usefulness of photo interpretation keys 

and related reference materials that haye been compiled 

during the course of the study. using imagery flown to these 

optimuM specifications (the keys, themselves. ordinarily 

should appear within the body of the report). 

4. A quantitative expression of the accuracy I_~ieyed when 

seeking. with the aid of keys. to identify the resource 

classes on space photography flown to specifications. 

5. A description of the sampling methods which will provide 

the highest efficiency. when used in conjunction with 

the ohotoqraphy, to complete natural resource inventories. 
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Univcrllt, of Idaho 

Int'I'CHSuction 

JtaltiMClia voruhop .... iou vera held WedMday fro. 1:00-4100 p ••• 

.. !hura4., froe 8130-11130 •••• Oft tha ,anel vera Dr. Iouid L. Dalelaon, 

AI.lltant Prot ••• or. Dept. of Electrlc.l Ena1neerlul and Coaputer Selenee. 

VAi_pity of SaDta Cl.r., Shirley M. Devi., Education and Tra1ulna SpadaU.t, 

LAII. Purdue Uft1vereity. and Dr. J •• ph J. Ul11 .. ", AI.odate Profe •• or. Collele 

of Pora.try, Vi1dIl!. and laull Scl.nce., Uftivar.ity of Idaho, Chalr .. n of the 

Woruhop. Tho .. ettandiq tha vorbhop who could be idantified at one ti_ 

or another ara U.ted in Appendix A. 

ObJacdv" 

The obJact:J.vu of the workshop vera: 

a. To dbcu .. the .tatu. and datanine the ava11ablUtl of aeciia in 

b. To brina out the advanta •••• nd Ii.Statlone of variou • .ultimadia 

and .. chine .1ded approach.. to taach1n._ 

c. To dllCu •• probl .. ar .... 

d. To detanina neada. -
f. To uka racoaaendation. to NASA. 

Not all of tha.e objactive. would be coapletely aet in en inforaal work-

.hop 11ke thia. It wa. auo under.tood that uny of the objecU ... were punued 

1n the paper pre.ented rue.day on Hultiaedia and Teachina Machin.. 1ft Remote 

Senlial which ,& included el.evbare 1n the •• proceedSn ... 
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Media Demonstration 

In addition to the workshop, certain media materials and devices were 

demonstrated on Monday and Tuesday evenings and explained in some detail 

durina the workshop sessions. Shirley Davis and David Paine (Oregon State 

University) demonstrated their slide-tape programs to a number of interested 

people on those first two evenings of the conference. 

Media Questionnaire 

A media questionnaire was distributed during the conference to get some 

idea of the use of different types of media and what media might be generally 

available to the remote sensing community. There were 31 responses to the 

questionnaire, the results of which are included in Appendix B. 

References 

Other useful reference m~terial which came to light during the course 

of the conference is listed in Appendix C. 

Workshop Presentations 

The workshops began with the chairman noting the objectives and emphasizing 

some of the points from the mUltimedia paper presented Tuesday, especially 

probleaareas, disappointments and goals of particular media and some needs for 

the future. Ron Danielson followed with a presentation on "Computer Appli

cations in Remote Sensing Education" which is included as a separate paper in 

these proceedings. Shirley Davis then discussed the media aids used in 

training programs at LARS, how they are developed, and gave some advice for 

indiViduals who wish to develop their own programs. Her presentation is also 

included as a separate paper elsewhere. 

Workshop Discussion 

The following discussion from the workshop is transcribed partially from 

written notes taken at the workshops and from recorded cassette tapes. All 
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pertinent comments are recorded, although not verbatim, except those that 

are not understandable on the tape. Names are associated with comments 

where the person was recognized. 

Key words from the objectives are associated with a comment where approp

riate. 

Wednesday, June 28 

Comment: (PROBLEM) Remote sensers are so wrapped up in remote senSing they 

don't have the time to develop computer expertise or capability. 

R. Danielson: (PROBLEM) Computer programs or instructional material are not 

publishable material and therefore it is not cost effective in the use 

of instructor's time to develop them. 

S. Dav:Ls: (QUESTION) If CAl and CMI material existed, would you use it? 

(Some answered they would.) 

J. Ulliman: (STATUS) Doing ex~ms with the computer is one possibility. 

R. Danielson: (PROBLEM) Security of exam questions and identifying the 

examinee is a problem. 

Comment: (STATUS) Computers can be used to grade exams. 

S. Davis: (QUESTION) Does anyone else have access to PLATO? (Those from 

Oregon ~tate Univ. stated they did.) 

R. Danielson: (STATUS/AVAILABILITY) PLATO has 1008 terminals. CDC is going 

commercial with PLATO in a number of learning centers; one is in Sunny

vale by AMES where one can go and pay for a terminal; (DISADVANTAGE/COST) 

cost for contact time 1s high; you can get PLATO to play on CDC machines 

but I don't think you can get access to the lesson material. 

of programs by individual departments is not likely either. 

hours minimum to develop programs for one hour contact time. 

such development is mainly done by major funding agencies. 
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J. Ulltman: (RECOMMENDATION) A conference is a meeting where we should be 

out doing the things we're talking about. Possibly NASA could fund or 

assist in developing CAl programs, especially now that Ron Danielson 

is working for them part time. 

S. Davis: (COST) Speaking of time it takes to develop programs, we estimate 

it takes 200-300 hours just to develop one mini-course. 

CommEnt: (ADVANTAGE) In doing mini-course type programs, there is some 

advantage to having the non-specialist do the narrative portion and 

thereby provide some personality identification. 

S. De vis : (ADVANTAGE/DISADVANTAGE) Two or three of our mini-course tapes were 

narrated by someone on our staff. We have not done a critical evaluation 

of the difference but we do know that ITC people have objected to the 

strong midwestern accent. For local use though, the instructor probably 

should make the tape in order to personalize it for the student. 

Comment: (PROBLEM/RECOMMENDATION) Some students would rather read narratfve 

than listen to the tape; give the student an alternative by providing the 

script also. 

Comment: (AVAILABILITY) Cassette driven Super 8 film system can be projected 

as motion picture or individual frame for programmed paced instruction; 

you can adjust program speed anywhere from single frame to full motion; 

I do not know if anyone has done this, but it does seem to have possibil-

ities. 

s. Davis: (AVAlLABII.ITY) Purdue will be developing more mini-course series: 

one on visual interpretation of thermal imagery; one on collection of 

field data; another on geologic image and numeric interpretation of 

satellite data -- this will not be a detailed how-to-do-it program but 

will present concepts, principles and theories; another on the basic 

principles of photo interpretation, including stereoscopy, parallax, 
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acale, flight planning, etc.; and lastly one on computer processing. 

(Responding to a question) Yea, it is a team effort to develop materials; 

for example, Ifll work with the geologist to develop the mini-course on 

geology. 

J. Ulliman: (NEEDS) Some people have expressed the need for large screen 

displays for larger audiences. 

R. Danielson: (AVAILABILITY) In fact, some are using the large 76 square foot 

Advent TV screens like those used for boxing and football presentations. 

R. Kiefer: (PROBLEM/ADVANTAGE) There is a great difference in users and some 

lectures are never given twice; it is difficult for me to see how slide/ 

tapes, which essentially sets an established course, can be advantageous 

in such circumstances. I can see where slide/tapes would be good for 

student review purposes - when a student's sick or out of town, and that 

the slides might provide more illustrations than a text. 

S. Davis: (RECOMMENDATION) Instructors could record lecture and keep their 

slides together in order to have available to students for review. 

R. Kiefer: (DISADVANTAGE/ADVANTAGE) I am traditional and think you lose 

personal contact with slide/tapes. One could use slide/tapes to help 

explain what a conference is all about to those people who come earlv to 

a conference. 

R. Whitmore: (STATUS) I have studied the audio-visual setups at Oregon State 

Univ. and Purdue and have developed a modular instructional approach for 

my course on Mechanical Properties of Wood. It consists of a series of 

modules which may be a combination of traditional lecture or labs, films, 

video tapes, independent study materials, etc.; we put some of the programs, 

including labs and demonstrations, on Super 8 film but most of it goes or. 

color 3/4" video tape even taping slides and movie film. We expect the 
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students to master the procedures. We vill a110 be developing a remote 

sensing course USing the same type of procedures. 

S. Davis': (QUESTION) How has the role of the professor changed between the 

two systems? 

R. Whitmore: (ADVANTAGE/DISADVANTAGE) My contact with the students has greatly 

increased; there is much more one-to-one contact which is mainly my 

doing. 

S. Davis: (ADVANTAGE/DISADVANTAGE) The instructor actually has to work hardel.' 

and ends up with more student contact time. All these new terms -- self 

paced instruction, individualized instruction, etc. -- are overlapring 

terms and the techniques or methods are not a substitute for the instructor; 

the instructor's role is altered but he cannot put out his sign, "Gone 

Fishing", after developing audio-visual approaches. 

R. Danielson: (ADVANTAGE/DISADVANTAGE) In the beginning computer programming 

course at the University of Illinois, 2000 students per semester use CAl; 

there is one hour lecture by a Professor, two hours of CAl, one hour 

lesson development, and one hour program practice along with lab sections. 

This is an enhancement to the traditional course and is as much or more 

work for the instructor than in the traditional courses. 

J. Ulliman: (ADVANTAGE/DISADVANTAGE) In developing AV approaches, the instructor 

is actually forced to do a better job; it is a very demanding process and 

the instructor must be very selective as to what is put on slides or 

tapes. I personally still spend much time in the lab to see how the 

student is dOing, approximately seven hours per week; a TA also spends 

about 20 hours in the lab. There are some students who do not take 

responsibility for their own education and these have to be led by the 

hand; many of these students get behind and drop the cc';rse - up to 20%. 
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I talk to all of the students who drop and almost all admit they just 

did not do the work to keep up. 

D. Paine: (ADVANTAGE/DISADVANTAGE) I had a high (50%) dropout rate in the 

AV course at first. but now have about a 75% completion rate. 

I. Danielson: (ADVANTAGE) It is a good experience for anyone to Bit down 

and write a set of behavioral objectives for a course and develop a 

programmed instruction set for a course. 

I. Whitmore: (STATUS) Another thing I do which might be of interest -- I put 

a rheostat in an overhead projector and using gelatin filters project 

the light spectrum. 

J. Ullilllan: (STATUS) The paper presented Tuesday has a list of many sources 

for media materials; the EROS Data Center has a list 'for their materials 

and Purdue and NASA also have brochures. (RECOMMENDATION) Although most 

slide sets are not adaptable in their entirety to a local situation, 

individual slides and some sets may be appropriate. NASA could provide 

tndividual or sets of slides on such things as the U-2 and its operations 

or the LANDSAT satellite and all its systems close-up. 

T. Best: (PRORLEM) NASA may not have slides of such things because they are 

not taking them from a teaching point of view. 

J. UUiman: (RECOMMENDATION) That's a good point; recommend NASA consider it. 

G. Hull: (STATUS/PROBLEM) NASA has 2000-3000 slides at their service eenter and 

a slide copier; how to service the community is the big question; how can 

the community access the collection? 

Comment: (QUESTION) Is there any way in which the regional centers could be 

provided a clrcu13ting set for those in the local area? 

ll. Danielson: (STATUS) NASA has some beautiful display D'l8terials also. 
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J. Ulliman: (QUESTION) 1. there any way individual instructors could look 

through ~lide sets and ~equest duplication of material? 

Comment: (STATUS) We are not set up to do that. 

S. Davis: (STATUS/RECOMMENnATION) EDC has slide sets available; possibly 

the other centers could do likewise. 

J. Ulliman: (STATUS) R. Jay Murray said he saw references to the stereo use 

of overhead projectors in a Chemical Education Journal and that one 

article referenced the commercial development of such projectors in 

Germany. (The citations to those articles are included in the references 

in Appendix C.) 

Comment: (STATUS) We at U.C. Santa Barbara use CCTV to zoom in on LANDSAT 

scenes on CRT; this is especially good for large audience viewing. 

R. Kiefer: (STATUS) When we do computer analysis for workshops and short

courses, and especially for people coming from out of town, and the 

computer goes down right in the middle of an operation led us to tape 

things ahead of time; that way we know its going to work. 

R. Danielson: (RECOMMENDATION) How many have access to video tape players? 

(A few responded, yes.) It might be a good idea to survey what tapes are 

available and make it known to the community, even if they are of different 

formats. 

R. Kiefer: (STATUS) Almost all campuses have some form of video tape player 

available to which an instructor should have access. 

J. Ulliman: (STATUS) EDC has a number of video tapes available. 

R. Kiefer: (PROBLEM) This is a personal thing, but I have been grappling with 

the problem of providing slide sets for the line drawings and B & Wand 

color pictures for my forthcoming book. Will it be a service to people, 

or c~n they do it themselves? As far as I'm concerned people can take 

their own pictures. 
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Commant: (OOS~) If you did provide elide •• they would have to be vlry 

:lnapen.ivo. 

J. nUi_n: (UCOMMBNDATIOH) I would pr01lOte the idea of .. kina complete 

.ets of both 35 am slides and tran_parlneies if they ware inexpensive. 

Co1llllntt (AVAILABILITY/COST) I have 36 sUde. made up frOJl a negative for 

$3.00. When I get 4 to 5 requests for an item, I take a shot of it 

with Kodacolor and send the negative off to RGB Color Lab, 816 N. High

land Ave., Hollywood~ CA 90038. Tbey make positive transparencies of it 

from old outdated movie film; they use the loop film for as many copies 

as needed. The negative/positive approach like this may be the way to 

beat the inventory problem. 

S. Davis: (STATUS) LARS set up a remote computer network project in 1975 to 

6 to 8 terminals around the country for education and research purposes 

to trsin users in the theory behind computer analysis snd how to use the 

computer. LARS also offers shortcouraes directed to the analysis of 

multispectral scanner data and numerical analysia. These are individual

ized self-directed courses~ not self-instructed, week lang courses in 

which a varietl of media are used. 

J. Mairs: (RECOMMENDATION) We have given workshops for agency people using 

CAl. NASA could help by providing funding to rework programs so they 

will be more institutional in nature; that would be one way for NASA to 

promote remote sensing education. 

Thursday. June 29 

N. Short: (NEED) Can we get people familiar with the computer in three days, 

possibly using video tape. 

R. Danielson: (STATUS) A discipline person does not need to be a computer 

programmer but should know the capabilities of the computer. 
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c. Meta: (QUBSTIOR) W. ha". PLATO at Oreaon State Univeraity in the Muaic 

Departllent; coulel we not .et on that ayat_? 

I. Doteleon: (AVAILABILITY/COST) Y... Telephone calla woulel be a coat ancl 

you woulel ba"e to develop your Ovll proara .. ; beat thinl woulel be to 

contact a aalea representative to develop proar8llla. UXOR haa CAI/QII 

prolr ... alao. 

C. Ketz: (NEED) We have alielea of acenea anel want to best let acroaa an tdea; 

ia it beat to put worda or a worel on the alide itaelf? 

N. Short: (STATUS/AVAILABILITY) You could have two alides - one aa ia and 

another with a word on it. NASA haa one of the laraeat collections of 

slidea in the world (and it ia in the public domain) and would like to 

see them utilized. It's eaay to make your own alide shows; Kodak makes 

a camera which fits over any 8" x 10" picture. You can produce ahows by 

takinl a standard lecture which uses slides and where the instructor is 

livinl a spontaneoua talk - tape record the lecture and keep the ahown 

slides in order; coordinate the narrative and the slides for future use. 

W. Limoine: (PROBLEM) My opinion of the slides used in the conference ia 

pretty low. 

Comment: (NEED) If there are any aids or guides for producing good alidea 

they should be Biven to NASA. 

COIIIIlent: (AVAILABILITY) Anyone can come and look at the slides NASA haa; 

you can also lonk at the slides at the USGS Menlo Park facility. 

J. Ulliman: (NNED) What about people who can't get to the facility; can 

provisions be made, for example a catalog of available slides? 

N. Short: (STATUS) The 1st semi-annual meeting of traininl officers of the 

three NASA regional centers was held yesterday; a decision was made for 

each of the three center a to prepare aeveral master set copies of slides 
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uaed frequently aDd achanae the.e •• t. with the other cent.n; we 

would al.o aet a bri.f d.acriptioD of .ach .lide for a caption. I 

proposed a t.ach.r. auid •• hovina B , W copi •• of each .Ude which an 

iutructor can look at. Thla 11 buicaUy for in-houae work but I 

will look for .ome mechani •• to aet .lid •• out to the public. 

Coaaent: (STA'roS) We do take aUde. to national convenUona. lib the 

National Science Teach.rs Convention, for other. to •••• 

Comment: (ADVANTAGE) After le.inl a multimedia, 6 projector pre.entation 

I was really iDlpr ... ed. 

D. Shinn: (ADVANTAGE) Usina more than one projector is useful for showing 

multidate tmaaery or simultaneously a LANDSAT, U-2 and ground scene 

image of the same area. 

N. Short: (STATUS) MOst national conventions are using two-projector setups. 

J. Ulliman: (PROBLEM) What is the amount of effort required for six-projectors 

compared to the added information content or the message gotten across? 

Comment: (ADVANTAGE/DISADVANTAGE) I am really excited about it; you do need 

lots of slides and it is used more at the entertainment level rather than 

educational; it takes 20-30 minutes to set up but it really has a dramatic 

impact. 

S. Davis: (STATUS) Our objective at Purdue is to make a product as portable 

as possible and easily used by most people. 

J. U1liman: (STATUS) Multimedia six-projector demonstrationa are great for 

gee-whiz presentations and for influencing opinions, etc. but have not 

proven their usefulness for instructional purposes although they could 

be developed for that goal. 

J. Smith: (STATUS) On the life of materials - some basic material may be good 

for 20 years. 
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s. Davia: (STATUS/RlCOJOoIENDATION) The life of most 1IIlteriala ia short; we 

are commicted to rav1ewinl ours in three years; 1 would aUlaest others 

do the same. 

N. Short: (STATUS/PROBLEM) We have made three video tapea and have only been 

moderately successful; the problem i. amount of time to properly develop 

them. We taped our last cour.e and duplicated the slidea. 

B. Schrumpf: (NEED) I would like to .ee some well-documented 20-40 minute 

color films produced on such subject. as, for example, the history of 

remote senaing, the basic energy-matter relationships, and seneor 

systems; some oraanization could do this and provide the films at a 

re,ional lending library. 

N. Short: (AVAlLABILlTY/paOBLE~ We tried to make a video t~pe history of 

remote senains and asked Bob Colwell to do it; time was a problem and 

prior planning was lacking; Bob save an excellent presentation but it 

was more on "Aircraft remote senSing in California" than what we wanted 

LANDSAT; the tape of that presentation is available for anyone who wants 

to borrow it. We are SOing to do two video tapes in the next six months 

to a year; one will be a 45 minute tape on "field observations" - there 

are many people involved in developing sensors who are doing much ground 

work and training site selection; the other video tape will be a case 

history of an agency getting into remote sensing and developing an 

operational activity. There are problama video taping lectures; slide. 

and other AV material must be spliced into the tape separately; itB 

difficult to get good closeups of items off sere.n. 

S. Davis: (STATUS/RECOMMENDATION) One way to solve that 1s to u.e a rear 

screen projection although that presents another problem of a hotspot on 

the screen. Another way is for the video production managers to have 
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·lides under hi. control and a; ther vi4eo c~ra to view the a114ea, 

the lecturer can aee the .li4e. on a monitor. Another .. thod ia uaift, 

over-the-de.k mounted camera. where the instructor baa control over the 

process. I stronaly encouraae tho •• develop1na modul •• , .. pacially 

~~en working with others, to develop definitive objectiv •• so that th. 

'tudent knows exactly what i8 expected of him when finiahad; this can 

be an excruciating experience; if two people are working toaether it 

can be a discipline experience forcinl the creator. to know exactly 

~~t they are 80ing to do. 

Co1llller.t: (RECOMMENDATION) National Geographic doas .01118 outatandina films; 

that may be the type of thing you should ahoot for ill developing f1111l 

as Barry Schrumpf mentioned. 

N. Shert: (STATUS/AVAILABILITY) Through the single-handed effort of Chuck 

foulton who has gotten National Geographic into LANDSAT, the July i •• ue 

"ill have a beautiful LANDSAT mosaic !DIll' of the Grand Canyon. They are 

.tarting to use LANDSAT in the ongoing National Geographic Lecture Seriea; 

I will ask Chuck to see if National Geographic will be intereated in 

developing a movie. Our video facility ia looking for work and I s. 

looking for ideas for uaing that facility, .0 if you have id .. s, let me 

know and I'll consider th~. 

D. Shinn: (STATUS) In the alternatives for the Washington progra., which was 

• planning rsther than remote sensing effort, KWSU video taped in color 

,11 the planning seasions. Tapes were used to inform other people 

involved in the effort but who were not at those a.ssiona. The tap •• 

were then edited into 8 hour long progra .. to be telavised statewide. 

Finally they produced a highly edited fi1. Which was then lubmitted a. 

cne of the US entries in the UN Habitat Conference held in Vancouver. 
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J. U1U ... lu (ADVAWl'ACI) When develop:llll proare .. d a. aaU-i •• trueti,oa 

pacta... it il a very riioroul proea.. which i. the b •• t aid to i.provinl 

iutl'UCcioa I Ic.nov of. 

1. Schulta: (DlSADVAlttACI) You _y alao 'tUa tbe rilt of bee_Ill ao kiply 

oraaabad that you SO too fa.t 1a pr •• aacia. _terial that the .cudent 

ea .. 'e keep up. 

S. Davia: (.ADVAIITAGE) It 18 an advaata.a of .elf-pacad iutruetioa - any 

have critie:l..acI our adn:l-cour.e. beeaue. they 10 too fa.t, other. hav. 

appreciated the ,t.pped up pac. -- if .omeOfte .:1. •••• aoaathilll they can 

alway. 10 bact and li.ten to it over ... in. 1 would lite to alao a.t 

you DOt to forl.t that print 11 a Melia alao; wa have developed .0. 

_terlal. alonl thl. line. 

I. Short: GlVAILlBILITY) W. tat .a .. reque.t. for .lid •• of plat •• from the 

book Ki •• ion to Earth. About 1S0 of the plate. are on Qlide.. There 1. 

a aouree of 8u x 10" color printa th .... lve. 1n the PubUe Affain 

Office. NASA Headquarter., but the quality 1. not the b •• t. 

eo.&nt: (STATUS: We have inexpeuiv. way of reproclucinl 9" x 9" I , W' •• 

At AV Canter we ude an SIs" x 11 If nesaUva ueiDl a dot acrHft aDd tben 

Mke an off •• t plata. We ean •• t about 500 cop1e. for $6.00 and of 

ralativaly load quality. We al.o do thi_ for LANDSAT _eenaa. 

I. Shon: (RlCOHKENDATlOl) Reeo_ad you do two thins_: ahara fund ina for 

development of proar ... ; and, id.ntify a clear1nahou_e for obtaininl 

.. tertala. 

S. Davll: (lIED) What we need 11 an infortUtion cle:!dnahoul •• 

I. Short: (STATUS/AVAI:..AIILtTY) There are 20-30 newalattan floaUftl arou~'~; 

two LAlDSAT naval.ttera, one fro. Goddard and one frOil EDC. which have 

fairly wide di8trlbutlon; if you have an edueational announc ... nt you can 
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10 t"roup - b.uuae one of the ""'r. of ., carpool 18 the .ditor 

aDd I c.n ~r.nt •• you 1 .. t.nt .cc •••• 

J. Ull_lu (IICOIICEIIDI.TIOR) Sinc. NASA nov lovolvad In education, it .1lht 

be • IOOd 1d.a to have a .paclel newsl.tt.r to ,.t aero •• ld ... on 

iutructloul teehnoloay, aoure •• of _t.rle18, etc.: .. ch lutructor 

1n ra.at ..... lDI would •• t e copy of the latt.r a. at the .... u_ 

could prOY1d. 1nforaation for the aavelatt.r. 

C~ ... ntr (PIOILIM) Such a 1.tt.r thoulh would probably be re.trlctad to 

LAlDSAT. 

D. llalDD: (AVAILAlILlTY) lobin anUoned the aavelatter. "Plain Brown Wrapper". 

I. lbort: (IICOMMENDATION) All thr •• cent.r. could have their own naval.tter. 

J. V1U .. n: (UC01tlE1Q)A.TION) There .hou1d be .OM coordination between the 

three center. and p .... OM infonuUon around nationally rather than 

juet ln the re.lon. 

CCII •• nt: (ADVAITAGE) The three center. are coapetinl and thb 18 dea1rable. 
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NAME 

Tom Best 

B. Michael Donahoe 

Donald R. Floyd 

Garth A. Hull 

Ralph Kiefer 

Ken Knothe 

Blll Lemoine 

Joseph Lintz 

John Mairs 

Charlene Metz 

Charles Nelson 

David Paine 

Barry Schrumpf 

Robert J. Schultz 

Duane Shinn 

Nick Short 

Jim Smith 

Moyle D. Stewart 

Frank Westerlund 

Roy Whitmore 

Appendix A 

List of identified attendees 

ORGANIZATION 

Survey. CSU 

NASA Ames 

CaUf. Poly tech. 
State Univeraity 

NASA Ames 

Univ. of Wisconsin 

Treasure Valley 
Community College 

ADDRESS 

Loa Angelea. CA 90032 

Moffett Field. CA 94035 

San Luis Obispo. CA 
93401 

Moffett Field. CA 94035 

1210 Engr. Bldg. 
Madison. WI 

Ontario. OR 97914 

Southwestern Oregon Coos Bay. OR 97420 
Community College 

Univ. of Nevada 203 Macksy Minea 
Reno. NV 89517 

ERSAL - OSU Corvallis. OR 97331 

Oregon State Univ. Corvallis. OR 97331 

Chico State Chico. CA 95929 

Forest Mgt. Dept. Corvallis. OR 97331 
Oregon State Univ. 

ERSAL - OSU C~rvallis. OR 97331 

Civil Eng. Dept. Corvallis. OR 97331 
Oregon State Univ. 

Univ. of Washington 410 Gould Hall. JO-40 
Seattle. WA 98195 

NASA Goddard Greenbelt, MD 20770 

Colorado State Univ. Fort Collins. CO 80521 

US Geological Survey 345 Middlefield Rd. 

Univ. of Washington 

Dept. of Forestry 
Univ. of Vermont 

Menlo Park. CA 94025 

Seattle. WA 98195 

Burlington, VT 05401 
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Geography 
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RS in Resource Anal. 

Civil Engineering 
& Surveying 

Land Use & RS 
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RS Computer Applic. 

RS Appliea. to 
Land lise 

Fore~try. PI & RS 



Appendix B 

Results of the Media Questionaaire 

1. Use of Media 

Quantitative results of the media questionnaire are included in Table 

1. Of those responding, it appears most everyone uses slides, stereograms 

and overhead transparencies to some extent. Very few or no instructors 

use videotape, models, stand-alone audio tape, and computer assisted 

instruction (CAI). Apparently some do not use media materials even though 

they have them available either in their own labs or somewhere within their 

organizations; possibly, the materials in question are not of the proper 

subject material or quality to suit the instruc·tor because, at the same 

time, most indicated they would use good quality materials if they were 

available at a reasonable cost. Most respondents also specified that they 

would make any media materials they developed available to others. 

2. Availability of Media Materials 

Many respondents made some comment that their materials were locally 

developed and not generally available to others Llecause they are either 

not organized, not of sufficient quality or are limited to the local 

situation. 

Those who have or could make material~ available are: 

a. Department of Continuing Education, Portland State University, 
Portland, (JR. 
Program; Forest Technician Series (1974-1975) Aerial Photogram

metry. 

b. Crane S. Miller, California State Polytechnic University, 3801 W. 
Temple Ave., Pomona, CA 91768. Tele. (714)598-4513 or 4516. 

Dr. Crane has developed a number of 35 mm slide sets on various 

aspects of remote sensing which he uses in his classes. Much of 

the material is not original although many slides are original 
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Tabl. 1. MEDIA QUESTIONNAIU 
(Software Only) 

Huaber of reaponses: y. Y •• ; 1 • infr.quent; N • no. 

Media !Do you us. Da you hav. If you devel-
this Mdia this udia in oped or own 

your racte this media 
sensing lab would you uke 

it available 
to others 

y 1 N Y N Y N - - - - -
a. Videotapes 0 5 22 5 19 14 3 

b. Slide sets 24 5 0 26 0 23 3 

c. Stereograms 17 8 5 24 3 20 5 

d. Models 1 7 17 8 15 I 14 4 
, 

I e. Overhead 18 7 5 24 2 19 4 
transpar-
encies 

f. Audio tape 2 4 18 5 18 14 3 

g. Slide/tape S 7 13 12 11 17 2 
programs 

h. CAl 2 2 19 3 18 13 2 
programs 

1- Other 0 1 13 2 8 9 2 
programmed 
instruction 
sets 
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If you do not If you do not . 
have or own us. thb type 
this media, meclia, would 
ie it avaU- you u •• it if 
able through good quality 
your organ- resouable 
iution priced it ... 

were availabl. 

Y N Y N - - - -
9 8 16 2 

7 3 9 1 

6 5 9 2 

4 10 12 3 

9 3 9 1 

6 9 11 5 

9 8 16 2 

2 8 10 4 

3 6 9 1 
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true and false color photos taken by his personnel. Subjects 

covered are: Overview of Remote Sensins (with cassette sound); 

Photo aDd Non-photo Sensors; Scale; Geomorpbo1olY; Forestry aDd 

Ve8etatlon in General; Agriculture: Urban LaDd Use; and, Arch-

eo1081. Dr. Crane would be interested in further development of 

such sets for anyone interested. 

c. R. Jay Murray, ERSAL, Ore8on State UnIversity, Corvallis, OR 
91331. Te1e. (503)754-3056. 

Has developed FORTRAN programs for CDC equipment to classify 

LANDSAT data, select training sets, etc. These could be made 

available for cost of materials and copies. 

d. Robert M. Newcomb, Dept. of Geography, California State Univ., 
Northrid8e, CA 91330. Tele. (213)885-3532. 

For those interested, Dr. Newcomb has a list of "Selected LANDSAT 

Photographs of Denmark" available from the EROS Data Center as 

of Winter 1976/1917 with comments on coverage and quality. 

e. Floyd Sabins, (UCLA, USC, Chevron) Box 446. La Habra. CA 90631. 
Tele. (213)691-2241, Ext. 2310. 

Floyd Sabins is currently preparing a lab manual to accompany 

his new text, "Remote Sensing, Principles and Interpretation". 

He is also considering developing a slide set to accompany the 

text aDd a slide set to accompany the instructors guide for the 

lab manual. 

f. Duane Shinn, Urban Planning J0-40, University of Washington, 
Seattle, WA 98195. Tele. (206)543-1508 or 4190. 

Dr. Shinn has two slide sets available: 

(1) "Remote Sensing of Land Use for Noise Abatement" (USAF); 

192 color 35 mm slides developed March 1978 of variable 

quality; a case study with results of Fairchild and McChord 
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(2) "Introduction to Remote Sensing"; 160 color 35 mm slides 

developed March 1978 of excellent quality; current state-of-

the-art review ~n PNRC Project covering sensors, data and 

products • 

g. Everett Wingert, Dept. of Geography, Oniv. of Hawaii, Honolulu, 
HI 96822. Tele. (808)948-8463. 

Has over 100 overhead t~ansparencies. mostly of LANDSAT and 

aerial images. Also has contact size negatives of these both in 

halftone and continuous tone. He does not have a complete list 

of the transparencies or a mechanism for reproducing them commer-

cially. If others are interested though he would make special 

arrangements for getting duplicates. 

3. Other Possibilities 

Some other instructors in remote sensing may have media materials 

although they were not at the conference, nor were they surveyed to 

determi~e exactly what they had. Their names were listed as people WhO 

have media materials and might want that fact to be known. 

a. Dr. David S1monett, Dept. of Geography, UCSB. 

b. Dr. John Jensen, Dept. of Geography, Univ. of Georgia, Athens, GA. 

c. Dr. Jon Kimmerling, Dept. of Geography, Oregon State Univ. 

d. John Harper and Bob Plank, Dept. of Geography, Humboldt State 
Univ. 

e. Dr. Mel Stanley and Dr. James Huning, California State Po~ytechnic 
Oniv. 

f. Pacific Northwest Regional Commission Land Inventory Demonstration 
Project, 1205 Washington St., Vancouver, WA 98660. 
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Appendix C 

1. Catalogs, Mimeographs, Pamphlets, Workbooks 

Announcing a New Series of Slide-Tape Presentations on Using Aerial 

Photography for Natural Resource Management. Forestry Media 

Center, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon. (Pamphlet) 

EROS Data Center Workshop. Exercise File. June 15, 1978. 21 pp. 

(Mimeograph) 

Film Catalog 1978-1979. NASA-Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 

94025. (Catalog) 

Mini-Course Series on Fundamentals of Remote Sensing by the Laboratory 

for Applications of Remote Sensing. Purdue University. West 

Lafayette, Indiana. (Pamphlet) 

NASA Educational Publications. Aug. 1976. NASA, Washington, D.C. 

20546. (Pamphlet) 

Secondary School Social Studies Project "What's the Use of Land?" by 

the Jefferson County, Colorado~ Public Schools. NASA, Wash., D.C. 

20546. 57 pp. (Workbook) 

2. Other References 

Clarke, Paul F., Helen E. Hodgson, and Gary W. North. 1978. A Guide to 

Obtaining Information from the USGS. 1978. Geological Survey 

Circular 777. 

Crozat, Madeleine M. and Steven F. Watkins. 1973. Overhead Projection 

of Stereographic Images. Journal of Chemical Education 50(5): 374. 

375. 

Hayman, H. J. G. 1977. Ster~oscopic Diagrams Prepared by a Desk Calculator 

and Plotter. Journal of Chemical Education 54(1):31-34. 
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Nixon, W. D. and B.. B. McCormack. 1977. LANDSAT: A Tool for Your Class

room. B.eprint from: Social Education. Official Journal of the National 

Council for the Social Studies. Nov-Dec. 1977. 

Ophir, D., B. J. Shepherd, and B.. J. Spinrod. 1969. Three-Dimensional 

Computer Display. Communications of the ACM 12(6):309, 310. 
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DISCIPLINARY ACADEMIC WOIlSHOPS 
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FOUSTIlY. lANGE AND ECOLOGY WOlUC.SHOP 

Panal Membera: Dr. Paula V. Krebl, Chairwoman 
Dr. Charlel E. Poulton 
Dr. Barry Schrumpf 
Dr. Fraderick Gerlach 

The Foreltry, lange and Ecology Workahop on remote lenling addreseed 

three major concerns: (1) increased development of remote eensing education 

in the community colleges, (2) improvement of the exi.ting capabilitiee of 

the four-year univer.ity to provide educational opportunities 1n remote sensing 

at the undergraduate and graduate levels, and (3) constructive comments for 

the specific activities of CORSE-79. 

Present instruction generally emphasizes aerial photo interpretation and 

photogrammetry because these are the dominant applications students are called 

upon to perform on the job. A significant number of students are enrolled in 

aerial photo interpretation courees in the community college. and universities 

of the Western region. An estimate is 300 students per year in the community 

colleges and 550 students per year in the universities. Courses in photo-

grammetry, forestry-range applications, introductory remote sensing, and 

advanced topics in remote sensing draw 300-450 students per year. 

The responsibility for the proliferation of remote sensing teaching is 

at the local level within the educational institutions. The enthusiasm and 

initiative already resides on the campuses. From this educational system 

has come the personnel of NASA and the federal, state and local agencies who 

are applying the techniques of remote sensing. Those involved in remote 

sensing education have a working knowledge of the topic but need to maintain a 

handle on the more recent developments and techniques, and the direct/potential 

applications of these techniques. Only then can these concepts and 
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applicationl be lofuled to the courle content. The qua.tion each tn.tructor 

hal to anlwer i. What loformation can be introduced and at what levII of the 

Itudenttl educational experience. 

One profellor reported that, while he hal had expert.ne. 10 wo~kina with 

.. tellite tmaaery from LaDd.at 1, he dropped cover .. e of tht. lubject from hil 

loltructional proar... COISE-7S hal Itimulated him to put it blck 10. The 

probl .. alwaYI, however, il in .. ttinl prioritiel between vhat il nec.,eary 

to cover and whit would b. nice to cover in fixed cr#~lt hour cl~e"l ori.nted 

to eerve a Ipecified diacipline. 

Major contributione NASA could make to this proeel. are support for taach

ina raeources and material., and an inter-library loan of publicationl and 

lpecial instructional matarials. Intenaive ahort courl •• and trainina coura •• 

for in.tructorl which emphasize the Itate-of-the·art are needed for the 

c~ity colleae and univerlity instructors. 

Thare wa. lub.tantial fselina that a larle aap exilta between "the ~e.t 

o~ the CaapUI" and the ra.ote aensinl profealors. Relpondins to thi. lituation, 

the luaaeation wa. made that NASA sponlor a Slama Xi lectureehlp by a truly 

outatandina apeaker and knowledc.abl. scientilt (or a small IfOUp of luch 

speakers), and organize a lec!ture circuit to inform campuses lenerally about 

the Itate-of-the-art in reaote I.nsinl technology. This would effectively 

illuetrate the dynamic nature of remote sensing and would help in obtAi.ning 

adainistrativ. support for further curriculum development. 

There vas .eneral concurrence on the need to strengthen lnternal support 

for remote aensing teaching, whether by incorporation into existing cours.s 

or new offerings. 

A general dlscussion of course cont~nt resolved that the basic theorles 

are introduced, followed by a handa-on experience in the laboratory that 
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illuatratea the technique.. A problem-.olving approach i. often str.aaed aa a 

atudent project. Almost all eour.es defined the neeeaaity for field experienee 

in support of the 1n-laboratory exercisea. The resl world situation ia the 

beat criterion of properly applied technique. of remote 8ensing, be it aerial 

photolraphy, .atellite imaBel, active imaging systems, or computer-aided 

analysi. of remote lenainl data. 

One ape.ker expressed the view that some computer-asaiated analyses of 

Landaat--and to a degree other promotion of the Landsat system--are not alway. 

held in high regard. The reason often ia the minimum-to-adequate ground 

verification work 1010g into aome applications projects. Avoldina repeats of 

these situations needs careful attention in technology transfer activities. 

Could or should the Office of University Affairs restructure its program? 

Historically, this program has been focused on direct applications that impact 

the decision process of state and local agencies Tbis has not had a stronl 

instructional thrust but throulh this program the competence of instructors 

in the funded universities has been maintained. Several examples were cited 

in forestry where the :unding provided by tbe Office of University Affairs 

instilated a probleru a.aeslment, a direct study toward that proble~. and the 

practical use of the d~rlved information. This encouraaed close interaction 

between instructors and students (mostly graduate students) and was a contri

bution to remote sensing education. It 18 achieving technology transfer. Tbe 

concensus was that the program funded by the Office of University Affairs is 

a sound and effective one. NASA should concern itself with providing more 

direct support where the needs lie as previously stated. At the present time. 

tbe most critical need seems to lie in actions and programs that will stimulate, 

encourage and enable a stronger thrust in education and training without 

strongly modifying th~ traditional thrust of the University AffAirs program. 
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It v •• suaaested that NASA should have a prolram expres.ly for the teaching 

function. Aa a prelude, it vas mentionad that t •• china in the university has 

long parasitizad off from raaearch. This has had certaln adverse impacts on 

progress in the teachina ar.a. A poaitive proar .. could include such thins_ 

a. grant. for equipment for developaant ot teach ina proarams. making available 

batter verkinl .. tarlal. for illuatration and laboratory, and providlns better 

acce •• to many important reports which are traditionally produced in limited 

number.. It va. allo pointed out that .ome states have been particularly 

auccessful in satiafy1ng the remote aenalna training need I that do exilt without 

much input from the federal aaencies. Such activity has even reached into the 

vocational agricultural teachina program in high schools and already Into 

certain community colleaes. The speaker urged aore initiative and commitment 

on the part of the statas and the academic institutions themselves. 

What happens nov to the loose aaaociation of remote Bensing educators 

vith NASA and. specifically, relative to this group involved with forestry, 

range and ecology1 What will happen as a result of COaSE-7S? Many attendees 

of this Conference feel that an immediate response by NASA which is sympathetic 

and supportive of the defined needl will lerve as an encouragement for the 

continuation of the concept of CORSE-7S. One contribution that would impact 

curriculum development on all campuses 1s assistance to gain int~rnal support 

of administration and academic departmentl through information dissemination to 

all applicable segments of academia. An intense effort should be started to 

plan and organize COaSE-79. 

Aa one guideline tor ~OaSE-19f this group ~mpha8ized an agenda built 

around restricted topics handled on a workshop basis. Even recognizing that 

new people may attend. the conference should depurt from the gee-whiz seneral 

disculsion approach and deal with specific questiong and challenges. Some of 
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the sroup felt that t0151-78 may have allocated too DJch time to formal papera, 

not eftOUlh to diacus.ion. Oft the other hand, the newcomers felt the balance 

wa. quite load. 

Workshops should be structured to addre •• concern. of specific disci

pline.. Forestry, ranse and ecololY eaphaai. ahould provide a focal point for 

workahopa in each of the followinl areaa: 

1. Software-hardware (sourcea, cost, locationa of operational 
installat ions) ; 

2. Phy.ical and theoretical conc~pt. of •• nlor Iylt... (color 
infrared film, other pa.sive IYlteml, active .yateml, etc.); 

3. State of the sensor platform development (newly eatablished and 
future plano with specificationa); 

4. Data availability for educational material. directly applicable 
to di.cipline orientationl; 

5. State-of-the-art of technique application. to forestry, range, 
ecololY, re.ource manalement, and land-use planntng; 

6. Disclpline group dilcussions for cour.e content defininl need
to-know, nice-to-know, gee-whiz motivatlon examples, data need •• 
and loftware-hardware needs. 

CORSE-78 should include as part of the geueral leuion the statu. of the 

employment scene as well 4a discipline oriented se •• ion. t.o at res. employment 

credential. as required by federal, state, local and private employers. 

CORSE-79 should have a provilion for a hands-on experience of lome type of 

computer-aided analYlb system for those attendeel who have not had this 

opportunity. For example, the workshop prepared in conjunction with the 

Land.at-C launch wal referred to in a very complimentary manner, suggelting 

that aomethinl ai.ilar to that exercile could be incorpo,ated into CORSF.-79. 

Hore than one of the community college raprelentativel reminded UI how 

frequently people who are knowledg£able about remote sensing ule 10 much unde-

fined and new jargon that they fail to communicate, even on lome of the most 

familiar topics. 
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In ~ry. COR!!-78 hal provided a foru. for tbe exchanle of idea. and 

tbe laprov ... nt of co..unication amonl the reaote •• n.inl cGaaUnity involved in 

in.tructional activitie.. Future activitl., of an on-101n, CORSE prolr •• WDuld 

contribute to the expanlion of remote •• n.ln, educltion by conlolid.tina the 

new .c.ttered .e.-enta of effective lnltruction.l technique.. The tirlt Itep 

i, to vat.bli.h the mechani .. of lntenlive .nd current information di .... in.tion 

to the profelaion.ll who .re thorou,hly ver.ed in the concepti .nd utiliz.tion 

of remote aen.ina d.t •• 
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GEOLOGY/GEOPHYSICS W~RKSHOP REP~RT 

F. F. Sabins, Chairman 
Chevron Oil Field Research Company 

C. E. Glass 
University of Arizona 

Joseph Lintz 
University of Nevada 

John Mill er 
University of Alas~a 
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Attendees at the workshop are shown on the attached list. Each 

of the four panelists (listed on the title pa~e) gave a short 

presentation of the remote sensing pro~rams at their institutions 

and described their teaching methods. The content and organiza

tion of the courses are very similar and the description submitted 

by Sabins is representative. 

Preparation and F.mployment of Students 

There was agreement that COUl'ses in reMote sensin9 are valuable 

assets for graduates as they search for employment. There was 

little surnort for the concept of a professional remote sensing 

specialist. The oil and mineral industries emphasize a strong 

earth science background. The ability to interpret land use 

categories, in addition to geolo~y, is an asset for employment 

in various government a~encies. There is also need for remote 

sensing technicians to support the professionals. Technicians 

could be trained at two-year colleges. 

At the undergraduate level there is little or no requirement for 

training in digital imaQe processin~ techniques. At the under

graduate level, students should become aware of these methods 

through "bpfore and after" examples, but hands-on training is 

not neecled. 
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Teaching Aids 

The requirement for an introductory textbook may have been 

satisfied by recent publications. There is a need for a labor

atory manual and at least one instructor (Sah1ns) 1s wnrkin9 

on a manual. 

Ther~ is an urgent need f~r low-cost, and ~ood quality imagery 

(~~pecially color) that can be issued to students. NASA should 

consider mass-production of inexpensive lithographed images 

that could be purchased for class room use. Several instructors 

noted their need for imagery that covers their local area. NASA 

has understandably emDhasized landsat and U-2 imagery; however, 

examples of other 1ma~e types (radar, thermal infrared, and low

altitude photograp~y) are also needed, especially if the various 

images are acquired during the same season. 

Faculty Training 

To keep abreast of new r~mote sensing systems and applications, 

instructors need periodic training and updating. Attending 

meetings and listenin9 t~ pap~rs that descri~e new developments 

does not enable one to pass these methods alon9 to students. 

The following solutions to this pro~lem were sug~ested: 
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1. A "Distinguished lecturer" program - Leading remote 

sensing specialists would be supported by "ASA to 

present lectures and short courses at participating 

institutions. 8y rotatin~ the assignment to different 

individuals, the participation may be improved. The 

American Association of Petroleum Geologists conducts 

such a program and could provide guidance. 

2. Advanced training courses for groups of instructors. 

3. Internship program for individual instructors to 

spend time at NASA facilities and engage in signi

ficant research. 

Some faculty training could be accomplished at future CORSE or 

related meetings. 

Future CORSE Meetings 

Several participants offered the following suggestions for 

improving future CORSF meetings: 

1. Conduct a remote-sensing field trip similar to the 

one at the landsat-3 workshop. 
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2. Some of the presentations during the first two days 

could have been summarized in a printed handout 

and freed time for other activities. 

3. Provide more time and facilities in the workshops 

for teachers to demonstrate their techniques and 

materials. In the short Geology-Geophysics workshop, 

several participants picked up tips that they plan 

to employ in their courses. 
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RESPONSE TO OBJECTIVES OF GEOLOGY/GEOPHYSICS WORKSHOP 

Comments by Jan Cannon and John Miller 

University of Alaska 

a) Graduates in the Solid Earth Sciences should have a broad background 
in the earth sciences. The curricula are designed to be flexible to support 
specialization during the 3rd and 4th years. Courses emphasizing remote 
sensing basically are structured on an interdisciplinary basis. Students 
from non-geoscience programs need to work with data from sites oriented toward 
geology as well as their own, and vice versa. Geoscience majors parti~u1ar1y 
need to appreciate the effects of vegetation upon landforms. 

b) Demand for trained individuals includes two categories - disciplinary 
specialists and technicians. Specialists with a scientific background are 
needed to do the mapping, but a professional geologist, for example, is not 
needed to organize and search for data, generate retrieval activities or pro
duce reproductions in suitable formats. Technicians are valuable to support the 
archival and retrieval functions of a remote-sensing project. The market for 
good performers is encouraging an~ nearly all such graduates find related work 
if they are able to produce land-use and resource-survey maps to support the 
goals of the employers. In Alaska these tend to be state and regional govern
ments, environmental and geoscience consultants, the mineral and petroleum 
industries. 

c) Needs for teachjng and research: 

1. No costly equipment needed for lower-level core courses, but 
presently hindered in considering advanced, specialized courses in digital 
satellite-data analysis because there is no equipment for digital clustering 
and display in Alaska. riork also should be done to teach techniques for 
digital registration of irrlages from satellites and radar, which would require 
equipment not within fore!3eeable budgets. Equipment to digitize radar images 
so one could demonstrate sophisticated enhancement and interpretation from 
the images themselves would <11so be necessary H we were to expand instruction 
into the uppe:- level courses. 

2. Staff needs could best be supplemented by additional support for 
instructors for the undergraduate level courses. This would make the existing 
senior staff have time available for making new starts in the advanced course 
direction. 

3. Funds, ir. addition to equipment and staff needs, could be utilized 
to prepare a syllabus. Perhaps some of the new text bocks just corning on the 
market wi.ll help alleviate such a need, but instruction tends to follow class 
notes prepared according to the preferences of individual instructo-s. These 
usu~lly are not well enough organized and typed to warrant reproduction for 
student use directly. Funds for more secretarial support would be very 
helpful. 
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4. The greatest current need is for a variety of economically obtain
able data tailored to some specific sites in Alaska. Presently, we have color
infrared photos from one place, radar imagery from another, and thermal-infrared 
imagery from elsewhere. A broad spectrum of data formats should be acquired 
from various Alaskan sites within a narrow time frame so students can compare, 
correlate, and integrate the data types to recognize the strengths of each 
media and to better understand the best application for each. This type of 
data package is available, for example, from Mill Creek, Oklahoma, but this is 
not optimum for instruction for students who likely will start their profes
sional careers in Alaska. We need data packages from sites such as the 
DeLong Mountains for geoscience applications, plus others to include urban, 
agricultural, and vegetative-dominated regions. There is a growing tendency 
for the government to withdraw subsidization of remote-sensing data distribu
tion; therefore funds for data reproduction are a growing problem. 

d) Government agencies can best help our program by subsidizing the 
acquisition of time-coherent data packages as described above and by sponsoring 
a continuing series of distinguished lecturers who would travel from campus 
to campus describing current trends and new uses of remote sensing data. This 
would be a great help to students in the hinterlands. Perhaps NASA could pay 
the salary for a year of some of the most expert workers in the field and 
provide travel funds to present a one to three hour seminar at cooperating 
institutions. Individuals could be recruited on a rotating basis to not cause 
too drastic an interruption in their career goals. 

e) Alaska is a region lacking close ties by virtue of distance. Educa
tional materials can be obtained from distant sources with little penalty 
other than a longer lead time for delivery. Distance does present real 
barriers if one wants technical assistance and especially for those services 
not available here. The fact that one can locate specific sources for services 
'outside' is not always very satisfying. for most projects require interaction 
by analysts which entails costly travel. A future need for Alaska is the 
establishment of a regional center for remote-sensing research and applica
tions. Such a center could serve the needs of all users, whether they be 
academia, public or private agencies, and whether those needs be for data, 
data processing, data interpretation, or technical assistance. Means should 
be sought to combine the resources of existing agencies to meet a wide spec
trum of needs without wasteful duplication or specialized fragmentation. 

Currently in Alaska, remote-sensing data is available from a number of 
sources, each of which specializes chiefly in one type of data only. Technical 
assistance and services are available on a limited basis from a research insti
tute of the University of Alaska in Fairbanks, whi~h also maintains the most 
comprehensive library of data in the State and functions as a regional outlet 
for the EROS Data Center in Sioux Falls. 
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Agriculture. Soils. and Hydrology 

Discipline Academic Groups: CORSE 78 

by 

Donald G. Moore, Chairman. South Dakota State University 
Fred Westin. South Dakota State University 

Robert N. Colwel" University of California. Berkeley 

Discussion Group: 

Sue Atwater, Univ. of Calif./Santa Barbara 
Robert Colwell, Univ. of Calif./Berkeley 
Bruce Frazier, Washington State University 
Don Moore, South Dakota State University 
Greg Moore, Univ. of Calif./Santa Barbara 
Paul Seevers, Univ. of Nebraska 
Bill Wake. Calif. State/Bakersfield 
Gary Washburn, San Bernadino Community College 
Fred Westin, South Dakota State University 
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Short Sunmary 

Our conmittee feels that for discipline-oriented scientists 

remote sensing is best used as a tool to aid in obtaining 

information for the discipline. The establishment of a degree

granting curriculum in remote sensing thus is not recommended. 

However basic courses in photo interpretation and remote sensing 

fundamentals should be taken by resource students. Specific 

applications for remote sensing could be introduced as a part of 

many existing resource courses. 

NASA can aid teachers both in the basic photo interpretation 

and remote sensing courses and also in the discipline application 

courses by: 

t. making imagery available 

2. supplying equipment 

3. teaching short courses for uhands-on" experience for 

teachers. 
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OPENING REMARKS 

Remote sensing. with its many techniques and innovative 

concepts is being investigated for its use as a tool to acquire 

resource information across many disciplines. This has been 

!mphasized with the advent of space technology. Within the three 

broad resource disciplines assigned to our panel, the features to 

be observed and mapped fall into two major categories -. those which 

are "static" and those which are "dynamic". For eumple. a 5011 s 

map would be considered a map of a relatively static resource since 

soils do not change quickly with tine. The changes occurring are 

interpretations concerning soil potentials and limitations for 

certain uses. This is contrasted to a map of turbidity where the 

turbidity patterns continually change with time and condition. The 

use of repetitive analyses of these dynamic resources by remot.e 

sensing technlques display real advantages for rlold, synoptic 

assessments. 

Remote sensing, when proven effective, has been generally 

accepted and in certain cases has been implemented. However, 

acceptance of new techniques in traditional programs has never 

progressed at rates which the developers of the techniques anticipate. 

Therefore, those technically sound, consistently accurate remote 

sensing techniques which are available or are developing must be 

documented and made available to the practitioners for their use 

and acceptance. 
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The use of these techniques for aiding the mapping of static 

resources to more quickly obtain basic data is just as important as 

for repetitively monitoring the dynamic resources. For example. 

approximately two-thirds of the counties in South Dakota presently 

have detailed 5011 surveys with projections for completion by 1986. 

If remote sensing proves effective for accelerating the surveys, 

the soil scientists Cdn complete their surveys at an earlier date 

and can turn their attention to define new interpretations of the 

dltl which is the reason for the initial mapping. As we further 

derive the maximum ".'efit from our resources, demands for this 

type of profeSSional service will accelerate. With remote sensi~9, 

the soil scientist may have the capabi11ty of improving his 

interpretation of basic soil information, 1.e. evaluating crop 

growth Of land cover as it interacts with climate and other variables 

on specific soils. 

Dynamic resources require accurate, repetitive, and cost

effective mapping for continual updating of maps. If suitable 

procedures are employed, especially those where extensive instru

mentation and interpreter background with the remote sensor system 

is not required, action and research agencies can op~n new avenues 

of information acquisition which will allow interactive analysis 

across many disciplines. 

An advantage of the implementation of rapid and near-real-time 

assessment procedures in a discipl ine such as agriculture is that 

daily decisions are made It various levels from federal government 
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to priv!te farmers which have tremendous economic impact and which 

require spatial information concernin9 the distribution of insects. 

irrigation waters. weeds, etc. There already exists through the 

Cooperative Extension Service a network of resourr( orofess1onl15 

in an existing, proven information dissemination system who are in 

constant contact with actual producers. Therefore, as the technology 

advances to provide real-time data and adequate interpretations, a 

tremendous impact can be expected if we as researchers and teachers 

work within the existing system which is available to use and aid 

in derfvin~ new info"fMtion for making decisions. 

Presently, the opet'ational use of remote sensing technology 

is limited. However, from the federal government to the individual 

farmer, we can see some US" being established where actual 

information needs exist. and where the tool is being implemented 

not just for an academic toy. Aerial photos have been used for base 

maps in 5011 surveys since the 1930's, We have seen federal users 

incorporate procedures using remote sensing ;n developing crop 

statistics and have seen producers acquiring aircraft color-infrared 

photography to observe crops. 

If we as an academic community can provide researc~ results 

which are operations oriented to provide information to existing 

user needs (in contrast to attempting to develop new user needs 

just because remote sensing can provide th~ information) tne 

incorporation and use of remote sensing will continue to increase, 
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With this development. requ1ren~nt for academic ~ducation in remote 

sensing technology will continue to increa5e. Thi!i edlJcatio,al 

need must be oriented to various levels from management to scientist 

to local user. Our approach must be well defined and m,Jst have full 

commitment of ~ny qualified professionals to most expeditiously 

accomplish this goal. Thp task before this committee is to prepare 

a document, at the present state. pertaining specifically to discipline 

and regional rieeds for enhancing the teaching of relOOte s·;,msing in 

our academic institutions. The discussion format will ger.'erally 

follow that provided by the conference chai~~n but feel ftee to 

1 nter ject with COil11'lents and quest; onS th at you fee 1 a re appropriate. 

COMMITTEE DISCUSSIONS 

A general feeling by discipline-oriented scientists is t~dt 

remote sensing is bt:st used as a tool to aid acquisition of 

information concerning that discipline. Therefore. the establi~hment 

of a degree-granting curriculum in remote ~ensinq tends to defeat 

the purpose and use of remote sensing as identifieJ. Our resource 

scientists should become famil;~r with dnd be able to apply remote 

sensing procedures as a discipline tool. W~ feei this will enhance 

the effectiveness of each graduate in his respective discipllile. If 

we produce i'emote sensing graduates who h':lVe only 1 imi ted discipl ine 

background. the tool will provide only limited benefit except for 

few instances where truly multidisciplinary staffs are available. At 

present. the en~loyer requiremt!nt for ir'jividualc; with eVen a b";ef 

introduction to remote sensin~ is not well established. Therefore. 
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we need to educate the employers. This will probably best be 

accomplished through evolution of students possessing even a 

brief background nf remot~ sensing becoming employers in the future. 

We do ~ee that the demand for this skill held by solid discipline 

science graduates is increasing. and we encourage the students to 

become more familiar with the technology. 

In agriculturally related undergraduate curricula. introduction 

of at least one course in basic ~hoto intet'pretation and one course 

in the basics of remote sensing might be widely accepted. The course 

could be cross-referenced among disciplines and could be in any 

resource discipline where an expert exists and where the course 

can be handled administratively. The instructor should be a discipline 

specialist in one specific resource area to help in establishing 

his creditability. Visiting staff could provide a greater 

appreciation for remote sensing applications across many disciplines. 

The course should include such topics as the design of an operational 

system for solving a resource agency problem or the acquisition of 

remote sensing data from known sources with only a limited introduction 

into the theory of the technology. The instruction should emphasize 

the action program so that individuals will feel qualified to 

implement the tool in their career rather than be frustrated by the 

specifics of the tool. Any attempts to introduce a greater number 

of courses into curricula would certainly meet with resistance 

since most curricula all'eady have a surplus of courses which are 

presently required by employers. 
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A change of present remote sensing instruction which could 

most readily advance the use of the technology is to introduce 

remote sensing into many existing resource courses. A geo~ 

morphologist can describe landforms through aerial photography at 

various stages of viewing including space-altitude remote sensors. 

A hydrologist can pictora 11y illustrate various types of drainage . 

systems or the distribution of turbidity. Remote sensing could 

most effectively serve as a teaching tool while the students are 

gaining an appreciation for types of data and their information 

content. The student familiarity with the use of the tool by their 

college professors will yield confidence of the techniques for their 

continued use as they advance into action agencies or into management 

positions. We as instructors can orient many of our examples to 

serve our academic interest as well as to demonstrate that the 

data can be used to meet the operational needs for information by 

action agencies. The instructor should provide adequate background 

to allow the student to personally discover that remote sensing 

approaches can provide different types of needed information. 

Within the system and demand structure presently existing, 

the forementioned recommendations appear appropriate. For greater 

action by most universities. a demonstrated demand by employers is 

required. This process will not quickly occur. It must be preceded 

by well-documented and demonstrated procedures and appropriate 

publishing of these procedures. NASA and other government agencies 

can help by supplying an im.:gery archive for use, recent publications, 
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computer access, computer programs they have developed, infonmation 

brochures and teaching materials on new or projected systems, etc. 

Assurances of the continuation of data collection and dissemination 

systems BUst be available. For the student to gain understanding 

of the use of specific systems, the incentive of his assurance the 

system will be available in the future is required. 

A visible demand for increased acad~~ic exposure for remote 

senSing technology is documentation of required student experiences 

in job descriptions identifying a remote sensing background. Only 

few Civil Service descriptions include remote sensing. Many federal 

agencies ask their respective discipline profeSSional societies to 

prepare job speCifications. If we feel remote sensing experience 

can provide a valuable asset, then we in the academic institutions, 

who are the principle component of our professional societies, 

should encourage the committee charged with this responsibility to 

consider requiring the experience for certain levels and types of 

positions. If this demand is created, universities would quickly 

respond and include appropriate academic courses. 

Advanced courses of remote sensing should include actual 

laboratory and field experience. laboratories are difficult to 

i~lement for lower-le'vel, high-attendance courses. However, 

appropriate avenues exist·to hanule small numbers of students within 

a given discipline through special topiCS credits. The development 

of confidence in the student for actually using the technique 

~r1ses from having supervised experience in making laboratory 
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interpretations and field verification and correction. This is 

true for both photo interpretation and digitally oriented courses. 

Often fOF the advanced interpretation course, a certain degree of 

equipment is required in additional image archives, stereoscopes, 

transfer scopes. computers. etc. At early stages if NASA could 

provide small grants ora screening of surplus property to help 

universities obtain this basic equipment. the courses could be 

more readily implemented. 

As with agency staff, many university staff have not been 

exposed to appropriate instruction or to the experience of using 

remote senSing techniques. Secondly. local examples where students 

have studied the terrain properties should be used for maximum 

student benefit and these are often not available. If an 

appropriate course is not available with adequate teaching materials, 

the interested staff must develop this course and materials to 

meet local needs. in addition. remote sensing capabilities are 

rapidly changing. These factors all create the problem that to 

offer a quality course of instruction, a professor who already has 

considerable demand for his time must find additional time and 

finances to maintain (or develop in many instances) his academic 

background with an understanding of tlthis year's" technology. This 

professor time probably should be away from campus for concentrated 

study. This could be accomplished with a sequence of topically 

oriented short courses at NASA or advanced university facilities. 
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After the basic competence is developed, one week of short courses 

every summer would serve to continually update in technology advances. 

These suggestions are certainly not all encompassing but 

a concensus of the group. We do feel the more important aspects 

have been covered with the more important suggestions provided. 

We do wish to qualify the statements for the reason that all 

individuals in the discussion group are presently active in remote 

sensing research and/or instruction. Therefore, certain of the 

views may contain some bias. 
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Conference on Remote Sensing Educators 
CORSE - 78 

Stanford University 

Discipline academic group workshop: Geography, Urban Planning, Land Use 

Panel Members: 

Merrill K. Ridd, Chairman -
Nevin A. Bryant 

Geography/Planning, University of Utah 
Earth Resources Applications, Jet Propulsion lab 
Geography, University of Hawaii Sen-dou Chang 

Willard T. Chow Urban Studies & Planning, University of Hawaii 

Setting: 

The panel members corresponded by letter and telephone prior to the 
workshop to develop ideas and prepare an outline for the workshop discussion. 
The follOWing is a summary of the open discussion in the workshop, in which 
there were about 20 persons present and each person entered into the discussion. 
The many points brought up in the workshop are blocked into four major headings 
for convenience. 

I. Is there an opportunity to use remote sensing in Geography and Urban 
Planning curricula? 

Chow: Yes, but many obstacles need to be overcome, including training, 
obtaining materials, different needs, ... 

Bryant: Definitely, but materials need to be of the immediate area 
familiar to the students. Otherwise students have no concept 
of scale, size, or meaning of the place. Once the student has made 
association between the image/photo and the ground, then he/she 
can extend to images/photos of remote and unfamiliar places. 
remote sensing can be developed as an effective tool and skill in 
learnin9 about geography; WRAP (Western Regional Applications 
Program) could make sets of material available to teachers. 

Chang: Regional studies in geography could be enhanced significantly 
through satellite imagery of the region. This could (a) help 
sagg1ng enrollments in regional courses, and (b) enrich student 
understanding, augmenting maps (which are abstract symbols) with 
the reality of imagery. 

Ridd: h1 planning education,also, remote sensing can be valuable both 
(a) as a skill for inventorying and analyzing the landscape, and 
(b) for substantive information. For broad regional planning 
and resource analysis, satellite imagery has obvious utility making 
available information at a regional scale not accessible before. 
For urban planning the use is less obvious at the moment, but is 
becoming a usable tool that needs to be promoted. 
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Open discussion from the floor: 

1. The urban fr1nge is where the action is in geography and planning. 
Remote sensing can be an effective instructional tool as well as an 
investigative/analytical tool and is beginning to be proven. 

2. An example of regional resource analysis and planning in North 
Dakota was highlighted - serving as a training opportunity for 
students, a service to state and local agencies, and building up the 
skills and equipment of a department. 

II. How can RAP help? 

1. The general feeling was that RAP could help a great deal if their 
charter allows. There was extensive discussion about RAp·s charter 
and its degree of freedom to support schools. 

2. The question of the relationship of teaching and research emerged. 
The question of whether RAP could support research at all - the 
question of research vs. demonstration projects - the question of 
piggybacking some research on demonstration projects, and 01ggy
backing teaching opportunities on both research and demonstration 
projects were extensively discussed. 

3. Wayne Mooneyhan, Director of the RAP program at Slidell, la., 
emphasized that the RAP program never was meant to be a research 
vehicle - but a technology transfer device - a means of conveying 
the results of research into application demonstrations, especially 
through state and local agencies. 

4. The question of the role of universities in this process was then 
debated. What does NASA expect from the universities in the RAP 
program? Why has the conference on Remote Sensing for Educators been 
called by RAP? Do they just want a discussion? Or do they want to 
establish a mechanism to promote RAp·s interest coupled with university 
involvement - and how? 

5. Some of the conclusions derived were that RAP (if their charter allows) 
could help in the following ways: 
a) Providing remote sensing material to schools and educators 

(1n the local area and elsewhere). 
b) Support training - directly to professor, and/or indirectly 

through a team of educators who are well qualified in remote 
sensinQ to the many others who are not, but are interested 
or can become interested. This could be done at NASA/Ames 
and/or at major Remote Sensing schools and/or at small schools 
with limited facilities and Skills. 

Cd) "Innovations in teaching" grants. 
) Cooperate 1n demonstration projects promoted by RAP in the states. 

It was generally argued that these could be relatively low-cost means 
of transfer to schools. It was further felt highly justified for RAP, 
because the schools are the source of trained people moving into 
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the market in state and local agencies. 

III. How can RAP and the universities best cooperate in their respective charters? 

1. It was recognized that NASA's intent is to stimulate a "user driven" 
system where agencies are creating the need for Remote Sensing 
applications. 

2. It was recognized that RAP's purpose is to transfer technology to state 
and local agencies to help create that need. 

3. It was also surmised that NASA desires agencies to become 
sufficiently "sold" to begin funding projects through their own budgets, 
at least in part. 

4. It was strongly argued that the universities should become and remain 
a part of the technology transfer system through a threi=Way 
cooperation as indicated in the following schematic d1agram: 

RAP 

Un; vers i tyW~--~~. State 

a) RAP promotes demonstration projects (and other technology transfer 
vehicles) in the state, and at the same time, and with equal concern, 
stimulates remote sensing development and training in the university 
by involving them as a partner in the project. This enhances 
NASA's over-all objective by infusing their technology immediately 
and directly to the state user, serving a Short-term need. NASA's 
long-term interest is also enhanced by stimulating university development 
and promoting university-state interaction in remote sensing. 

b) The university gains in the short-term through enhanced skills in 
the transfer of NASA technology, enriching faculty and training 
opportunities. Many universities are already strong enough to 
originate much of the technology and service in cooperation with 
NASA to the state agencies. The university long-term 
interests are served through the working relationship with state 
agencies. The university training program is enhanced to keep a 
flow of well-trained students ready for the growing market. 

c) The state agency benefits from both NASA and university input by 
working on key projects in a new and efficient way. The nate is 
assured, from the universities, of a continuous service of trained 
employees. 

The role of RAP is assured by the continued need for innovation and 
transfer to states beyond the capabilities of many states to keep 
current with innovations through their own resources or of the 
universities in many states. 
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IV. Some remaining questions worthy of continuing discussion and resolution: 

1. The following questions were prepared prior to the workshop for 
discussion. but were only lightly touched. They need to be 
explored deeply: 

a) Can RS use be expanded in resource management and planning? 
- In what ways 
-With what difficulties 
-How rap; dly 

b) How can RS interface with geographic information systems (GIS)? 
-How important 
-How to expedite 

c) What RS skills are needed by the agencies? 
-BS level 
-MS level 
-Short courses 

d) What role should RS educators and university facilities play in this 
training? 

-Pre-service 
- In-service 

e) What is ideal course content and structure? 
-Broad or narrow in thematic coverage 
-Pragmatic or theoretical emphasis 
-How much physics (at what level and for what students) 
-Prerequisites and RS course sequences 
-Field/lab/lecture balance 

f) Course approaches 
-Local examples 
-Field observation. ground truth 
-Image processing 
-Manual exercises 

g) Facilities needed 
-Equipment 
-Space. 
-Staff 

h) Incorporation of RS courses into the curriculum 
-In planning 
-In geography 

i) Extending RS into other classes in the department 
-Physical. environmental 
-Resource 
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-RettOftil 
-Planning 

j) Value of RS in teaching IIOINphic/.patt.1/pl.nntng Concepti 
-Scale hierarchy 
-General fling 
-Spatial resolution 
-Regionalizing and regtOftil interactton 

k) Integrating RS res .. rch with teaching 
-Student point of view 
-Teacher point of view 

1) Attracting students from other depa ...... ts 
-Pros 
-Cons 

.) Communication between RS edu:ltors 
-How to iMProve 

n) Training of RS educators 
-College 
-JC 
-High school 

0) Training of decision-Mlkers (elected officials. planning COMmission. 
etc. ) 

-Material taught 
-Class format 
-Assistance from feder.' agencies 

p) Funding 
-Material 
-Facilities 

q) Assistance to RS educators 
-NASA 
-Other federal 
-State. local 

r) The problem of teaching remote sensing in glO9rap~/urbln plan
ning/ land use with limited facilities. 

s) The matter of mixing class/laboratory/field experience in teach
ing. 

The matter of relating and integrattng remote sensing research 
with teaching. 

t) The prospects and/or problems of extending remote sensing educa
tion into pre-college schools. 
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The probl. of tNfni", eoll ... (or pre-collett) teteM" of 
,...,tt ..... tnt. 

u) The .tttr of Mttr1el ...... ource., end references 1n rIIIOtt 
Ilftsfnt tclucatton. 

The probl ... or yelues of teaeht", IIntN11z1n,_ end c11'I1fying 
through remotely Stnsed dati. 

The probe1.s or values of telchin, scale hfer.reh1e. through 
remotely senltd dati. 

y) The issue of "spltfa' resolution" as related to teacning 
geographY/urban p1enning/land ule. 
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A RDORT PROM 'I'D 0CBAI0GMPIlY 

WA'I'D RIIOUw:a .0 .... , COIIP 18 
V1ctor' T ..... 1, Cha11:W'.A* 

"Rellote ... 11\9" in one fOl'll Or' another' ba. alway. bean an iIIpor-tant 

.th04 of obtain11\9 oceanotl"apb1c data .inc • ...,1 .. and ."ur'_nte have 

to be obtained .en MIl cannot e .. Uy 90. In r'acant year., e.pacially 

.inea the .atelUte era ba9an, the axpI'e •• ion "relllOte Hnl1n9" baa bean 

ued pZ'iaarlly to rafu to both active and pudve aanaint of the earth 

frOll aircraft and/or .pace craft. In vatu re8O\&l'ea work, e.,ec1&111 

oceanography, th18 type of .enaing 18 evan lIOI'e r..au than the traditional 

.thad., therefore, then h .. been reluctance to uae it evan though it do .. 

have goo4 potential for' synoptic gathering of .urfaea elata and it can 

relay data from remote regiona. It al.o can be u.ad to intercalibrate 

in.trumente being uaect in widely .. parateet regiona. 

There have been .any u.e. of .atellite anet aircraft for remote 

•• nsin9 in w.ter scieneas. so.. have bean experi.nt.l only, .a.. h.ve 

been well developed ~.d sa.. are aUll in planning st.g... A few .XUlpl .. 

may illuatrate the variety of us •• : •• a ic. coverag8, .g. of •• a iea, 

tracking of ice ber9s, la •• r profHinC) of s •• h:e, w.ter .urface t_per.-

ture, current boundaries, .ea .t.t., d.lin •• t~.on of upwelling .rea., •••••• -

ment of fi.h .net krill distribution, pollution distribution, pl.nkton blOOlll, 

coastal •• diment.tion .net 4rosion, interrogation of an4 tr.cking of drift.r., 

loc.tion of color front., riv.r plu.e ob •• rv.tion, snow cov.r,w.ter u •• 

r.te., etc. 

!'h. equipaent an4 techniquaD u.ed vary frOil passive vilal anet infrared 

sensing to active aethod. ( .... 1', racSar/radio). Each aethod ha. it. own 
-Other panel I18111ben are lilted on pag. 589. 
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.......... aftd .tc>eft9tha. "GI'cNnd tNth" 18 ' ..... ti.l 1n neady .11 

inte~etat1on •• nd -.t not be ovadooJtecS. .. ..... the CIOHft 11 van, we 

haft no poa.1b! 11ty of obtain1nt luff10ient .Utar_Rtf at ... to utch 

the 910bal COYer ... of .. tellit ••• 

One of the uadi tiona1 :-robl .. of UIIOte ••• 1"9 hal been cloud COYer • 

.. en tno. radar/radlo can penetrate cloud. they cannot provid. aU the 

kineS. of utf del1l'lCI. Another .. jor probl_ 11 that INch of the oceano-

9zaphlc infonation needed _t COIle f1'Oll beneath the .urfaco of th ••• a 

(thi. 11 a1.o true of lak •• but 1ak •• are very .hallow 1n coarui.on,. In 

ol'Mr to 9A1tt. !C»e auba\ldace info .... t1on, driftar. and 4eep .. a ~ ... y 

be \INd. However they .r. UaitlCl in that they u.uUy cannot 9.t lntnl'-

.. tion fl'01ll the entira vat.1' COlUMn and they .ra nltriota4 in ar .. l 

cov.r .... 

Tha resolution and ACcuracy of Sleh of the .ad.l and .~ee elat. 

Obtained hal been inadequate tor balic ocaa.n09uphie rauarcb. Reverth.l ... , 

• "broad bNIh" pictue and trend ... y be obaerve4 in • r ... onable t.t.M 

fr... Unfortun.t.ly, data for un in fiahede. oper.tion, .. ne9_nt, and 

r19\l1.t10n .ust be rece1vad in raal t.t.M, we have not y.t achieved thi. 

except in limited c ••••• 

The ba.ie prObl ... of data procell!R9 and interpret.tion do not d1ffer 

1n principle fl'OIII other type. of data. COIIIpUter techniqu" have enabled u. 

to IOr .. n data in .any way. and to reduce noi •• level. to the point that 

.af\l1 uta can ba 91uned from what .t one ti_ would h.ve been considered 

us.l... record.. Since data nte. can be very hi9h, the • .,unt of data to 

be proce .. " can beCOll4l exce •• ive 1f not properly pro9l'UDeCt. 
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Recent developments of interest include the coastal Zone Color r 
I Scannu (CZCS) on Nimbus G and the launching of SEASAT 1. The CZCS 

measurements provide infOrmation on chlorophyll concentration, sediment, 

and surface temperature and may be used for mapping productive areas, as 

well as exchanges between coastal effluents and open ocean waters. The CZCS 

is an image scanner with six co-registered channels spectrally centered at 

0.433, 0.520, 0.550, 0.670, 0.750, and 11.5 micrometers. The instrument 

uses a fully rotating scanner which scans across track at a rate of 8.0808 

rev/sec. The instantaneous field of view is 0.05 degrees, or a sea level 

square of 825 meters on a side. The active portion of the scan is 7~.7 

degrees, producing 6 cross track swath of 1566 km. The scan rate and 

instantaneous field of view are such that each swath overlaps the preceding 

one by about 25\. The scanner mirror can be tilted forward or backward by 

plus or minus 20 degrees line of sight about the spacecraft pitch axis, 

in '-.0 degree increments. This movement is used to avoid sun glint. 

The video signal from each channel detector is amplified and filtered. 

Each channel is provided with an eight-bit resolution Analog-To-Digita1 (A-E) 

conv0~ter which converts the video signal into 72.73 x 103 signal level 

samples/sec (each sample represented by an eight-bit word). The active 

portion of each span will contain 1968 picture elements (pixels) for each 

channel. 

The CZCS will normally be operated on a 30\ on and 70\ off duty cycle 

in each orbit. Commandable functions include gain change commands and 

threshhold offset enable/disable for channels I through 4 (gains can be 

commanded to one of four settings). Each channel amplifier electronics can 

be switched off sp.parately in the event of failure of a channel, thus 
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reduoing the illpact on the remainin9 channels. 

NOM will archive ocean color data frOll Nimbus O. At present a lot 

of color data from U-2 flights hae been obtained. 

The interesting feature. of SEASAT 1 include the following; 

1) Compre.sed pulse radar altimeter capable of altitude to tlO em 

RMS with orbit information on geoid and time variations to tl-2 m. It can 

be used to obtain significant wave height from the leading edge of the pulse. 

2) Synthetic aperture radar or coherent imaging radar (5t:m) for 

observing ice, oilspills. and current patterns. It also can make computa-

tiona to determine Wave directional spectra and to relate wave conditions 

and wind speed. 

3) Microwave wind scatterometer (senses capillary waves) to obtain 

velocities in excess of 25 ~8 ±2 mIs, ±20o. It provides an entire ocean 

map in 12 hours. 

4) Scanning Multifrequency Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) uses 6, 10, 

18, 21, and 37 GHz passive radiometer which senses contributions from ocean, 

ice and atmosphere. Low resolution images are of about 100 km. It senses 

wind speeds from 10-50 mi. and SST ±l. S° K (severe side lobe problem existe) 

and atmospheric water for corrections to altimeter readings. 

5) IRR produces thermal images (1° K) like current VHRR (atmosphere 

correction is not made). 

At present most oceanographers, their technicians and stUdents learn 

the techniques they need on their own. It is not likp.ly that this state 

of affairs will change much in the near future. At present we do no~ know 
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of any positions for oceanographic remote sensing specialists. Therefore, 

NASA should consider developing technical manuals .s this group has a real need 

for good manuals on remote sensing applied to oceanography. It is somewhat 

like computer use was in its early stages. It is possible that in the future 

remote sensing technologists may be trained somewhat as computer programmers, 

etc. have b~en in recent years. However, it is difficult to predict future 

uses because technological improvements may radically change the capabilities 

of remote sensing devices. 

It seems that the first step s}~uld be to create an awareness on the 

part of researchers in the field regarding the potential of remote sensing. 

The values of remote sensing for coastal zone management should also be 

presented to students in marine resource management. The basic problem 

is to find the best way to accomplish these tasks. There are several 

possible ways. One is to offer seminars on the subject to faculty and 

students alike. Another method is to offer short courses or survey courses 

for researchers so they can get a better feeling for the potential of the 

method. It is possible that short survey courses could be offered just before 

fall term registration at many oceanographic institutionsI this probably 

could be done on a trial basis at some institutions. For students it is 

possible to either include some remote sensing in eXisting courses or to 

design one or two new courses for the purpose. Any of the above will 

require some planning and financial resources. There may be a need for 

very specialized studies regarding applications and interpretations not 

covered in the physics courses available. Nevertheless, we do not believe 

it is desirable that a set of remote sensing courses be developed at this 

time. It may also be possible to have individuals work for a short period 
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with tho.e workers at various centers where remote .enaing is routinely baing 

done. NASA could assist by aending speakers to give seminars at oceano9raphic 

institutions ~d to work individually with scientists there. Speakers have 

been sent out in the past. It was mentioned in the meeting that oonna 

Hankins, Humboldt State university, Arcata, california 95521 (phone 707-826-

3731) _y be able to CCIIMnt on the mechanica of this procfidure. KASA_y 

also find it desirable to take pea!,le on board for short periods to gain 

practical experience. 

Regardless of which method or methods are used for training there is 

a need to get meteorologists, oceanographers, engineers and remote sensing 

specialists together to discuss the merits and needs. The scientists need 

to communicate their needs so that development of needed instrumentation can 

be accelerated. There is also a need for more interaction within and among 

the following groups: NOAA (including Sea Grant and Coastal Zone Management), 

NASA, US Navy, US Coast Guard, US Air Force, US corps of Engineers, US EPA, 

and appropriate state agencies as well as universities. 

One of the problems associated with increased use of the modern tech

niques is the cost and availability of processing equipment. It seems that 

it is too expensive to have a full setup at each institution that is 

interested in the work. It may be that regional consortias of institutions 

or regional processing centers (somewhat like NCAR or UCAR) connected to remote 

stations are the answer. A learning center could be included in each center. 

Such centers could specialize in land use, weather and atmosphere, vegetation, 

marine uses, coastal zone management, pollution, lakes and rivers, hydrology, 

or other fields. 
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Ie9U'dle:ss of the methods chosen for ed\lcatlnq/trainlng technic!a.,. as 

well AI .cientiats all need some background in the technology involved and 

in the field in which the reBearch is to be carried out (including knowledge 

of the particular proce •••• being studied). Therefore, cour~e8 in the 

following ue •• are .uggested: oceanography (biological, chemical, geological, 

Or physical, depending upon field or retiearch), marine optics, limnology t 

hyckology, electromagnetic radiation in the atmosphere, physics (optics I 

electromagnetic radiation, etc.), remote sensing applications in oceanography, 

CIOIIpUter science, mathe.tics, statistics, and remote sensinq instrumentation. 

PI nel members: 

John Bstes, University of California, Santa Barbara 
Kanji Nishioka. NASA Ames Research Center 
Robert Wrigley, NASA Ames Researeh Center 
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~ ________ ~ _______ t_. ____ "''' ________________ I __ · __________ ~~ ______ ___ 

'rha fol1.cM1rag .... aries were ~ted by pernw wb;) att.ended 

the conf...-a and wb;) agraac! to pmvicSe a ahort de8cripticxt of their 

reactiCX\ to the act! ri.ti_ that tranapirec! and their thoughta for future 

exam activiti ... 

awu:s ~, Qrl.a) state university "~I liat:ened to the 

first couple days' apeaJcera, I I:Iecan8 di8CXlUraged and lost u far as the 

diacuaaicn of digitizing am related subjects. I also was kind of 

jealous, I think, because we dcn't have those facilities. We are a 

anall school, am we just can't &ffexd digitizing and carp11:er equipnent 

at this tiDa. After I started CCI1Pl.aining, we went to the workshops and 

I found out that sane of these facilities are available to state colleges 

if they have a carp11:er systan and sane of the programs can be re-written 

to fit their particular carplter systan, 80 I became a little bit nora 

encouraged. '!be rest of this is going to be just a series of little 

thc:Iughts that I've had of things that I expected and thinqs that I didn't 

get. 

Qle of the shortcanings I thought was the 1maqery availability. 

I thought that I could find out I'IDI'8 about how to obtain a lot of thinqs, 

particularly thennal infrared and SIAR images. I've been trying to locate 

sources of such data but I still haven't succeeded. I have names and ad-

dresses of source agencies. particularly in the state of califomia, that 

I hand out to students to tell than if they I re interested say, within the 

Coast ranqes, "Here are sane of the source areas, here I S how you can get 

hold of the irdexes" or you can cxrne to ne and I have mst of the indexes 

and I can help fill out order fOImS 80 they can order their own 1maqery. 

11m hoping that maybe sanething like this can be added to the Proceedings 

because it \«)\lld surely help ne, particularly in the SIAR, the thermal, 

etc., etc. 
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Another idea I CSI8 to the c:xmfennce with is havinq tWPt help 

_, and I've found (Nt that lWU\ can't necessarily help me. I have to take 

oma of myself. So I guess that's when we start werking together anti I've 

atart:ed interacting with other people (the people fran Orega\ say they're 

havirIq t:rcubl.es with qettin9 .imagery). I think that that' 8 CX1e of the big 

th1nga that I've learned is the location of other data sources-aouroea that 

I tb::Iu;ht I knew l1DIt of them, but I don't. And 80 that's been one really 

I've also found out aboot the equipaent that others have that I 

den't have. '1hey seem to be amicable to na c:x:mi.ng am using acme of their 

equipalt, 80 I'm going to do it. And if they get tired of me, I'm going 

to do it arrJW8¥. I'm going to press than as far as I can go. I do rEIIIEIItm' 

8InI5in; one stuta'lt to AINtB to use copy equ.ip1Ent to cCtain imagery of a fire 

that hid occurred in Southern CAllfornia-he was doing a repxt-but I didn't 

knew that this imagery is available for nost of the United States. '!bere's 

other things like aLdiovisull materials, cheaper ways of doing things if you 

can' t affcxd the imagery you can gain copies by offsetting sane of this stuff. 

You lose a little quality, but it's still worth it. Ozalid overlays are other 

ways of getting a little bit better i.maqery. 

Probably ale of the best t.hi.nqs about the Wale week was the inter

action with the "greats" in the field like all the people I always read aboot 

_ I wonder what they're really like. sane of than have ideas that are a 

little different that I had in mind. sane of than are just what I expected, 

but being able to interact with than and tell than what I want or ask than 

What they've been doing, live got sane very, very positive results out of that. 

I now have information for send.inq students on to other universities. 

CNr program at this time has ally ale or b«> courses offered in %'E!DDte sensing, 

but now I can reccmnend, for exanple, that interested students who want trai.ning 
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in d1q1t1z1ng go to C8U (Colorado state Univvaity) • So that's been really 

good. And myself, if I'm goinq to go on for a Ph.D., I'm going to have to 

find out where I want to go 80 that's been really good for me. 

Scx:ial int::eract.icl'l, well, I'm getting tired, I'm glad I'm going 

bema. It'. bean a fw rough nighta, I'll tell you. 

Another shortcaning that I've had, that I've felt fran this cat

ference is jd:la. tIlere can I sen:! If'tJ students for jobs? If! want a job, 

where can I go? '1he Cudget' 8 caning out in another week. I was hopin; to 

f1l'ld a fw anawer8. I hear a lot of that sort of disa.lasiCX'l that ralV:)te 

sensing is a job and that joba are available. I've asked a fel people. I 

gueaa they're just not there unless you knew saneone or unless you go to the 

right school or aanethlng. I guess that's ttDre hanework that I'm goin; to 

have to do. I'm going to have to seek out these state agencies. I'm going to 

have to try to get If'tJ students internships. Perhaps, this is another sugqestiCX'l, 

in the Brown wrapper, maybe there's space in the newsletter for job availability, 

joba that are being offered within the field of rEDDte sensing. 

'!be field trip. I think that it \\'OUld have been helpful to hllve 

a field trip like the one at Santa Maria, where you get people using the :imageIy 

out in the field. Perhaps the field trip, if we're at Ames again, could visit 

the san Andreas fault. we could use satellite aJXl other imagery of San Fran

cisco that's been printed in color (false oolor caTpJSite). 'nle field trip 

could visit a site along the fault and include looking at cultural features, 

such as the salt ponds am the South Bay. SUch a field trip could be quite 

valuable for a future Conference of Rsrote Sensing Fducators. 

Workshops. tk>rkshops 'Nere probably the mst successful, I thought. 

Starting to interact, I wasn't quite as nervous after I found that other people 

were having similar problEIIIS. At first I thought it was just me, I thought, 

well, you're really weird. '!bese people are talking about a lot of things that 

you don't urx'Ierstand, that you've never heard of. I started interacting am 

finding out that a lot of them are having the same problans I am. '!'he work-
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~ halpecI 9ft a lot of that out for diacuaa1cn. '!bere's a lot of the work

Ihap di .... .taw that I m1aae:t that I really 'Want to pick up in the Prooaed1ngs. 

'1he ... tour was fantut1c far _. I can urderst:and the technology 

a lot better 'XItI. I hcpe to bring my students down hare in the future. We're 

located a little closer than a lot of universities, but I quess that'. to our 

evantage. " 
PAUlA KREBS, University of Alaa1ca "We haw bean asked to address 

three particular quastiona. One of than wa, what did we expect when we CSIe 

cbm here, and the 8eCOI'ld one was, what did we fiM. 'lbinkinq about this, I 

8Upp08e one oould say if you expect rvthing in part.i~r 'men you start off, 

t:ial ycu're not disappointed "*-n you get: here. ttUch means then that we can 

diapenae with the first two quastiona and move 00 to the th.iM cne-an overview 

atatAmant. Along these lines, I would say that we all CSIe down here with 

certain feelings, and I've heard one of my colleagues make the statement, even 

tDtSay, that, we cane down here with the thoughts of we can get sanething for 

free, and INA prdlably had the thoughts, we can get sane1:hinq for alm:>st free, 

and indeed we've been making our wishes known, we have been stating what sane 

of our desires are, lftlt the needs are and rnaki.ng a distinctia\ bGtween tl'aJe. 

I think that one of the major ca'ltributioos that this series of 

raeetings baa given to each one of us is the opportunity to establish and renew 

acquaintences that we have not had the opportunity to do 80 before or within 

the relatively recent pericxi of time. 'Ibis is especially true for me whP.re I 

fiM l1fj8elf separated by geographic distance as well as increasing prone-rate 

coats. Ala"lC} the lines of sharin9 our own experiences with otr.er people, the 

prcblanl that we have and how others may have addressed the same problan am 
came back with an answer, has helped me to qrcM, has broadened a particular 

base that 1 have to rely at when I interact with other people on my own C2ItPlS 

or in other agencies with which I'm dealing. I think perhaps this is one of 

the most critical things, that it does give us a fcmnat to exchange ideas, and 

each one of us has been very open in a lot of our ocmnents. 
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.. -•. tb n_ I 1. 

AI the wak ~, inataId of j\llt. .. polite .u. ... you 

_ DIICN the firft .....m.ng that you CIIM in, it 18 J1GW that you feel VfIrI 

f'r. WIlD you go in for a meal anIS you can fluotuata ID:InIJ .-ny diffennt 

tabl.aa when ya.a ait dcMI. '!be CCNnIe8 of CICI1VWMtion ha\I8 AngIIIS ...,.... 

fJ:aI a Vf!Iry detail8l1 at\I1y of ~ down to a dillCUl&icn of l.icIbIM. 

IVan at one point .in the ~ t:h1a IIDl'ning __ waR .art of c::hIu:acter.W. 

... of ounelV81 as being ~ when __ CIIM daWn !-. ...... WI h.s 

gene tmough a certain IIIqUm08 of 1dtIu n WI ~y foI:nS ounel.".. .. 

KCbing 110 IIIJCh l\D'l1I. 

'n) be very ..-::ifJ.c Ql a lot of the caaa.a, I tlCpIlVIa ... 

11atmlng. .. IIIIde IICII8 very specific atat:allntll .. to wbat ... feel. w nrIIIJ 

to upgrade, iJIp:oYe, ~, the ccrapt of e:!ucaticn relat:inq to varioua 

upact8 of reIII::)te --.i.ng', be it in geolcgy, in tor.tzy, .in range, in J.ancl.. 

WI8~, in urban planning, the \1Jb)J.e~. We tal.keCl about ap

pl!ettl.ons orientation, in other~. We've alIIO tal1ced Ib::lut technology 

~. We tal.kC about the ~t of new 88'1IQl' aysttIM and how 

there is a gap betwen when thcae ~ are being dIMtl.cpec!, the tDCpIICtationa 

of the type of data prcCIucts that we are ;oing to 9ft fJ:aI that to the hands 

of WI \\tID have to relate this to our atudentl, """ have to interact with IIQIa 

of the reat of us. I think that this perhapa hila been one of the IlD8t iJIpx'

tent sug;eationa that we could have made, that is, hItlp WI in t:et'm8 of the 

current Btate-of-t.'1e-axt, in temw of the cSewl.os;:nntal syatan 88'UIOr peckagetI 

that we are l.ookin;J at in the future. 

with all of this, I think that we should keep in mirld, w'va all had 

KIlle d1aappoint::Rants that have OCI'IW out of this. 'to correct t:hoae disappoint

ft8\tI for the next time this oc:nes around, Mit are obligated to make a \I8ly 

definitive BtataMnt as to at we need, wbat we 'W'8nt.. next t1Aw. L" ~ of 

a aeries of workshops, I think the ~ cnes that w'w hid have been in t:ez:mB 

of the discip11ne-orientec! workshops where tho8e of us have oarm::I\ problalw or 
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po1nta that we can c518C'UU among ounelvu of rat ~ to thingI that 

perbIpa one of U8 hu not tried but others haw hid experiaa and .. a r..a1t 

WI can ~ our CMn appcoechell. With this we can lard very c5efinitiwly 

into ~t is l'I8Ided to provide the neoeIIAI:')' infomat.ia2 for the effect1w 

~ that the OCIIIIUlity colleges wish to take, the effectiw c5.i1waicns 

u far .. four-year 8Chools are oonoerned CI'l uncSenJtllduate fducat1cn, .. far .. 

graduate education, t:h1a also applies. So 1 think that the ball w've carried 

., far, we can' t ckop at this point. We're going to haw to continue <11. And 

I'll guarantee you cne thing, ltJbin and Oluck ard all the othera w'w inter

aetaS with, I'm goinq to be pestering than via the at 18 it, 150 ftIIII> new, 

via the phone linea, tbnever I run into a particular prd)l.aft that I feel that 

they can pemap. point me in the ri9ht direction. I'm going to be a&Iftant about 

thia, and I'll pr:obably haw a very good reputatial of being a peR before thia 

\1b)le thing is OYer with. I b't know about the rat of you, but at leut it 

hu cpc.s up a lot of new dimanaiaus that we can begin to try and if we do it 

oft:a\ ~, we will prcbabl.y fintS that we're going to be heard, ard heard 

fairly clearly. I don' t wish to really say IIUCh lime becl.JIIe I think you haw 

said it this week. I bJpe othera have been liatening. 'D\ank you." 

JCm:PH LINTZ, university of Nevada "Last Satuxday and SUncSay I hid 

two very deli9htful days. A neighbor of mine has a 26-foot Eri..kaCl1 aailboat and 

he a8kecS me to crew for him a'1 the boat so we went up to Lake Tahoe. He belonqe 

to the Tahoe Yacht Club, and there was a gale on Saturday that wu blowing about 

SO miles an hour. We went out double reefed and no jib and for sene reason or 

another we were 5 minutes late crossing the starting line and \lie were about 30 

minutes late at the em. The next day thEI wind was very light, the first hour 

we alJ'N:)et drift.ed, the fleet pretty C;PXX!, about 40 talta, I guess, and it was 

very dull for at least the first 40 minutl!a of the race and t:h8n the breeze 

freshened up aM it CJ01: ccntinually stronger though it never 90t to 50, eo we 

did not ~f. We played with a bunch of sails and the ship was way OYer <11 it' a 
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.ute, _ WItSInly .. ~ at., "Oft up en the vindwud aide, 9ft en tt. 

winMEd aJ4a, ~'n en th1a cnw ___ of )'OUr wight:.. ADS I loaMIt at 

the otMr azw 3. a... • w1ghId oona1denb1y t.a tMn I cUd _ I Aid it 

.. wry nice to know _ I .. being .u.s to ...ve en th1a czw. WIIll, ~ 

ItIbiD ukaS _ to .. , I laoke! 1m:a the ~ to .. if it.. r.J -t.t.t. 
IIgain that got _ thU ~ alot CI' "'-t, and it tuma out it 'a perll*=ti

IllS ..uarity. WIll, ycu'n failiar with penpa...-.uw. Ycaa had it wl1-deflMd 

by Ida Hoaa the other night in a \I8EY ~ _ .m:erta1JUng talk, IllS I WIlt 

to 91". ycu ... parapectiwa u w11 that 1 think fit with thi8 cx:nf ...... 

'lbia <XlRSB-18, I think, hu to be ..,..s with ... other thi.n98 

that. an ~ en in l'NA. ; think that the planning at:a9M for this a.sat haw 

bean ... ti'I8 lut winter perhepa, and it takea that long to let anet:.'ling up 

UJce thiII. Jlt)t -04111. that .. going en pl.anning in WUhingtcn waa going en in 

a totally diffcct 8i+-.uat1on that definitely overlapa. 'lhla '- nferre15 to on 

... of the papera ~"'Y and thia is the :taet.p PCagzaD CCIIing out freD the 

ttdte 1fr"\Ise, 'lhe reteR!nC'll .. ...sa to thi.a doc\IDent which 1a juat off the 

pna, ycu tUir;ht ,!af, iaued by Governor I.-a and his tuk force of Q)londo 

~ 1u an 1dentifica~ of Lardsat util1zaticr. by var1ou8 8ta~ qgvef ..... ta. 

tt.t WIlt uw the first patt of the week, cd I think WI'", C)Qtten a.rt fran it, 

.. a rat.her st.rcng tIlfNsu en workin; to 9ft LanlSut imagery more widely u.S 

at th3 atAte ard local gc:wemR1.1nt aqencia, 10 I felt I wu in a claulc military 

~ ... III:Wt.Wnt with the lastap data oominq out lut WMk via WIIDhingta\ and 

c.r II'Ir .-..!"'..i the 1*1l 18 that llI':"$ 9Oin9 to haw tQ do the jCIh to interface with 

the abte .;ouw, .. ,u bedr .. , here and that 18 the Wliveraitiea. 

Jb. thcr. hu been a dicotaIIy here, wry obVioualy, ~ .. the 

welt has 9CIn8 on there has t.n leal ~1a on the aspect of getting the state 

~ irwolwcS in the utilization of Landut. We do have, I think, bIO 

\IIIIyI to 90 here and AI educators, we naer:t to be intareIted and nea! to have the 

availability and the capflbility of perf01Tl.ing both. AnI! I think that we Ihculd 
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lent applO8Cb to work out t:Ner t:M infomal 81188icna. And then still nm'e 

.i.nfal:mal atd &lao referred to was the di.8CUB8iCl'l that occurred at the meal 

tIIb1as ana I t:h1nk this was vcy ~. 

My t:b1rd po1nt of a:mtUnicatit':rl lies in the future ard that is the 

j BI:<Ml Wrapper. I think the c1i.alDgue (or the DIllt..:.ogue because it f s nDre than 
·1 I bio of us tal.king), that is established here neec'1s to be perpetuated, and I think 

~ 
this lII:IDEIIIb.IIl can be DB1ntained. It baa been generated here and it can be main

t:ainecl and I ttdnk the Bmwn Wrawer is an effective medi\ll\ to do this. 1t::Jwever, 

the BIXMl Wrapper will not SI.JCOEMd because R:lbin Welch sits <bin at a typewriter 

once a Dalth ani once a quarter, or whatever, am types out 4, 2, 3, 20 pages of 

input material. It·. up to all of us to give input. to the BnM1 wrawer and the 

Bmwn Wrapper will succeed only to the extent that tl¥Jse of us here and others 

that we tell a1xIut will haw interesting' things to say that can cane in. Now 

Vx:> is b:) decide WIat' S interesting'? I have a tandency to say, I enjoy doing 

that but that's a persal experience and I'm not going to share it. 'lhat's a 

sti.n1c.i.nq, 00 900d attitude and I'm not going to call it selfish-that's a bad 

mfl.ectial en me-bIt I think sanebody other than you should make the decisioo 

as to what you have dcrle is worthy of sharing, in other 'WOt'ds a little objectivity. 

others of us perhaps are quite egotistical in eveJ:ythi..nq that \\1e do. Every time 

we take a breath it's got to be recorded, like the hen that lays the egg and 

cackles about it ard the fish that lays 60 millioo eggs and sw:ims 8!tIay silently. 

Lastly, is SCIIIething that perhaps is not generally aware here, during 

the week Jack Estes invited me to beoane a l'l'IE:1li:ler to represent Nevada on the ReIIJ:)te 

Sensing Sci.ence Council and this is an orqanization that awarently maets twice a 

year. 'lbey had 3 meetings in 4 nights so thay've been very busy all 'i«'.1r and I 

sat in with them for the first time last night and I'm properly int>re ... a..; .>eCaU8e 

this is a steering and a guidance group for future CDRSE sessions. And 1. think 

that the ReIIJ:)te Sensing Science council with Jack Estes in the chair will be in a 

position to be oonce:med about the ptd)lans that all of us have looked at, giVl:! 

than a definition, work with ttlbin and Chuck and the others at Ames, am I think 
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you will see many of their inp.1ts in the Brown Wrawer. I think that I S going to 

be a good source of infomatioo for the Brown Wr~o It's a fairly well-struc

tured OCIIIIlittse. '!bey have their ocmn:i.ttee assigments mere 3 or 4 people serve 

<Xl each oatmittee. It's a oc:mni.ttee with one representative per state or perhaps 

bJo fran california. 

Well so IIIIch for OCltIlllni.cation. We identified lIIlltiple prd>lans this 

week and we discussed than 00 every hard and proactically fran eNery aspect and 

Pmseo I don't ~ how to put these in any priority, but one of the prd>lens 

that we identified and ti'll.ked about is that ~ have in our participants an ex

trEmely diverse groop. We have people fran university ,centers which have been 

perllaps heavily furded 00 research grants and have extensive equipnent, and I 

think I represent a middle group which has been fun:ied and has a limited anount 

of equipnent and there are the scrools that might CXII'lSider themselves the have 

nots because if they cane up with a stereosoope or b.o they probably busted the 

IIDlth's equipnent fuI¥iing. 

Many came looking for bucks NASA was going to be han:ling out, and I 

think that was erroneous. Paula mentioned that we came to this conference for 

many different reasons and ~ carne with many different arotions. As educators, 

we seek to give our students, our nonnal students, the people who are going to 

be active t.a\DrrotI, the best possihle oourse that we can and again I think this 

depends on the abtDsphere and the enviroment of the scmol that we cane fran. I 

thi.nk we have received assurance fran NASA that they will suwort our activities. 

I very definitely have a feeling that we will have support. I have been assured 

of sane suwort on a limited scope project that I expect to run off probably in 

late October, or early No\7eIIiJer, and I've been assured, yes, we will do this, ~ 

thi.nk this is great. You be the spear point, you be the honcho, you get the wheels 

rolling and we will be there, providing you k.eep us inforned and coordinated, but 

I have an oral carmi.t:ment, nothing jn writing, that they are interested in this. 

Support may cane not in the form of expensive analytical apparatus or 

CCItplters or state-of-the-art devices. r don't think it should necessarily. We're 
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not aU t:alk1:ng here about investigative research. We are educatinq, w are 

tra.1ning, we are t:eac:hinq aM you can illustrate principles with less than the 

mJBt expensive equipDent.. Cb1iously, saIWi!body can cut the lawn with a hand 

sickle or a PlSh ~, or a power DK:JWer-We have a tendency to always want the 

power DIlWer. I don't want to spend my aftem:x:ln 'owl-th a sickle going axound and 

cut:tirtcJ it by halv:i any l'!k)l:e than you do but ale can do a c:redible job with a 

plSh JIICJWer at a nw:XIest investnelt. 'iIlat wid all like aM I think one of the 

IIllSt importabt. things that we would like to get support en is more data. 

We would like for our students to have a bigger library, maybe not 

teaching aids but we need nore IR, we need nr-.:e SIAR :imagery. We need nore 

Landsat imagery am this is still fairly expensive and I would think fran the 

discussions that 'We can get our haOOs on this material at little cost. We can 

beat the cost of the ERJS center for eY.anple, where SCIQI! of these selected scenes 

can be lith:lgra.phed in 50 or 60 thousand copies and the cost is down to a nickel. 

Quality isn't the sane as a photographic reproduction, but it's <JOOd enough for 

many teaching purposes. h]ai.n, if you I re having a hard copy, ptotagraphic CX4'Y, 

you're t:alking again about a power lawmDW'eI'. I!m t:allting about a push ncwer-

we can make do. '!his norning in the Geology session Floyd sabins sl1a.rJed us nulti

tithed material that had been run on a multilith with a screen, and for preliminary, 

undergraduate interpretation it was very, very good, sane of it was fine, other 

copies were of a little less quality-there was variation in what he s~ us, 

but that was all within an acceptable quality range for teaching purposes. So I 

think we're here to tell NASA that this is one of our high priorities to have ac

cessibilityand to help us in obtaining sane of this material, and this by NASA's 

st:andards, is not particularly expensive, particularly if they go to UthJgraphy 

of selected scenes. 

And lastly, I have a tendency to feel a little bit like the honoree 

at a tean Martin roast, I guess, altOOugh we haven't been nane-calling or 

anything, but I really would pay tribute to the people who have put this 

conference on for us, and I think we owe them a big debt. I think 
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perSCllBlly it bas been an outstarding conference. 'lbere obviously has been 

a lot of tbJught given to it fran the plaming point of viaw, as _11 as the 

iDpl.aDentation. I ckm' t think that }'Ol could haw chosen a mre delightful 

site in late J\.me than the Stanford caqJUS. '!'he Stanford people have been, 

as far as I can see, just really outstanding in assisting Ames persoonel in 

carrying this off. Let me give )'CAl one i11ustratlcn. This morning at 8:40 

lIi1en the Geology session started, the chaizman said, ''Gee, it lOlld be nice, 

I have saDIe overhead projector things--there' s no overhead projector in the 

roan." By 8:50 there was a working overhead projector in the roan. and I 

just think that's pretty great that the Stanford audiovisual people have 

that type of flexibility. And let me catpliment the Ames people too because 

I don' t think on 'l\Jesday DDrning they knew that 'llursday afternoon we were 

going to be at /mes. 'lhat twr was thrown together (the word when I was at 

Manned Spacecraft Center in the 60's was "clooged" together) in a very qui::k 

order. Well. you've heard tributes paid to the tour and I share the sentiment 

on those call1BltS. So the flexibility that was sbJl"n I think ~ have to pay 

tribute to. The food service has been good, this is a beautiful auditoriun. 

wr quarters over at Tressider Hall ~e adequate. and <Xl behalf of the par

ticipants. if I may assune a prerogative here. Robin. CtrJCk. and Dale and 

others. ~ thank you very uuch for the trouble that you've gone to to make it 

possible for this meeting. We've spoken to you and ~'ve listened to you and 

I think you've achieved your objectives." 

roE CX>LWELL: University of California. Berkeley. "We can safely presune 

that it is the objective of virtually e-veryone here, as an instructor in 

remte sensing. to give the best possible course in reoote sensing. So let me 

quickly highlight a few of the things that I think ~ have leamed here with 
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respect to each of several ingredients that go into the making of a good 

rEl1Dte sensing course at the college or univm.-sity level. 

First. we need to consider lA1ether it is to be an appreciaticn-type 

course in litdch the popllar 'gee_\¥hizt kind of pL"(!Sentation may be appropriate. 

or ather it is to be a basic raIOt& sen.~lng coursa for the profeesionals. or 

perhaps :1 llDre advanced course. Since IOOSt of us are teadrl.f\.g a ~ic course 

for professicnals. I will restrict my cooments co the teachi.:.1g of that type 

of course. 

Cbviously t:re first ingredient is the instruct.or. We've agreed here this 

leek. I think. that the instructor nust be neither ignorant nor apathetic (to 

refer cnce Dl>re to the story I told ac our opening sessioo), Wt in eadditioo 

it is probable that many of us suffer fran never having been given any fOl.l'Ial 

instruction, ourselves, in how to teach. This has always impressed me as being 

rather peculiar. For a perscn to be considered qualified to teach in an elemen

tary scbx>l or a high school, he first llllSt have taken several education courses, 

i.e .• courses in how to teach. But because the typical university- or college

level :!.nstructor ooIds a i'll.D. deg.:€e, or $OOe other kind of advanced degree, 

it is usually presuned that he kna'NS how to teach, and how to do so effectively. 

This may not be true in each of several aspects of teachiItg. For exalIl>le, do 

you and I as instructors know how to perfonn properly sene of the IOOst trundane 

tasks that govern an instructor t s effectiveness? Do \ole know how to write on a 

blackboard without the chalk squeeking, or how to get out of the way so that a 

student can see ...mat we have written? Or do we realize the importance of taking 

a m:ment to look at what we have written before erasing it, to be sure we have 

made no mistakes? Do we know how to give fair and suitably catq:lrehensive exams, 

O't' how to respond ~o legi.t:imate questir.'\S fran students? Perhaps so, and perhaps 

not. I su1:mit that rost of us here have never been told how to perfonn these 

fundamental tasks of teaC'hing, and I £lI11 happy about the interchange ~ have had 
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th1I waei,: in our v, ..... ..:..c:.. ~ sess:l.cna relative to most of these topics 

ttw.t bear on our effectiveness as instructors. 

Ibr about the teasbini assistant? Welve had. Uttle talk about him here, at 

leaot in the ~ sessials that I have attEllded. 'lherefore. let me ES'l1>ha

size that it can be mi&bty iJqlortant that the tcach1ng assistant be given a high 

daaree of credibility in the eyes of the students .. -and the earlier in the course 

that _. as instructors can help accaI1>l1sh this, the better. We autaDatically 

use a teaching assistant for nost of the routine tasks. For ~le. 'We ask 

him to hand out the photos. and the instructien sheets. and the pencils; 'We have 

him make sure that students sign up for stereoscopes by the IUDbers. etc. 

JUt surely we can and should do nore to establish the teaching assistant, in the 

eyes of the students. as a valuable and knowledgeable resource. I tell my 

t.eachtng assistant a week or two before the course if not earlier: '1 would 

like for you to give one of the class lectures. sane time during the first two 

weeks of the course, on any rem:>te sensing-related topic of your choosing" 

Invariably, the t.eachtng assistant does a good job. in my experience. and thereby 

does DUCh to establish a high degree of credibility--sanething which can go a 

1008 way toward making a successful course. 

We have had many ccmnents here at CXJRSE-78 about the in'portance of photo

graphs and other forms of ima&ety as factors in the offering of a rem:>te sensing 

course. I personally favor the use of only a limited nunber of photos. selected 

in such a way that virtually all of the laboratory exercises can be performed 

en this one set of photos. In this way. the instructor can keep the class 

together. making sure that everybody is doing the same phases of the laboratory 

problem at the same time. and doing them correctly. '!hen later. this use of a 

limited runber of photos facilitates the giving of an accurate "school solution" 

to each phase of the work. Still later, at the end of the course, it may be 

feasible fran the financial standpoint, to allow each student to retain this 
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_11 set of photos, for further reference tmen he gets Qlt in the real world. 

In a basic nIIOte aen&mg course for profeaa1cx\als, such as \18 are atblq)ting 

to deal with in this diacusaicn, it also is iaportant, of course, to expose the 

students to many other imagery ~les. For ex.qIle, it is highly desirable, 

early in the course, to show lantern slide exanples both of areas where the 

students kncM what the situatia11s. hopefully because of previous experience in 

the area, and also of other areu--with a view to broadening their horizons. 

How about the textbook? As with the teaching assistant, it is inportant 

to give the textbook a high degree of credibility in the eyes of the students. 

As the instructor you might be well advised to tell the students early in the 

course that you consider the textbook that is being used in the course is of 

high quality (if indeed it is) and that you want each student to study carefully 

all of its image exanples, as \ell as its textual material. You might further 

tell them that you do not intend to lecture at any great length about the various 

topics that are covered in the textbook, and that instead you will be discussing 

other reroote sensing topics that are cooplementary to material covered in the 

textbook. 

Then what should the instructor cover in the lecture sessions? Part of the 

answer is provided 1£ you agree with me that it is desirable to give the students 

the max1nun annunt of time in the laboratory to ~ with reoote sensing imagery. 

instead of hearing lectures during laboratory periods about that imagery. 

Therefore, instead of yc:Ar: taking the first blur or so in each laboratory to 

lecture on 00w the students are to do the laboratory problem, you might cover that 

material in the lecture hour that intnediately precedes the laboratory period. 

The use of guest lecturers is an opportunity that none of tlta should miss; it is 

truly refreshing fran the student's standpoint and can be reassuring to hear sane 

"outlander" speaking the ~ language as the regular instruCtor has been 

speaking i his lectures. 
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\<Nt is the appIopriate workload for students, as m.,osed by a course in 

raaote sensing? We all know that each unit of credit should represent an average 

of three hours of work per week throoghout the course, whether this results fran 

cae hour of lecture plus two hours of related preparation, per unit, or one 

three-hour lab per unit. If _, as instructors, are not careful. our students 

may find that they do not need to put in this aDCdlt of time--as indeed they 

should. eN flagrant and hopefully atypical 8Xoq)le of too 1DJCh petmissiveness 

on the part of instructors resulting in the making of a sham of course work and 

the associated units of credit, occurred at the Berkeley catplS of the University 

of California during the decade of the dissidents (the '60' s). According to 

official reports, there were many students during that time • received 35 to 

40 units of credit in a single Ql.06=ter, one way or 8n)ther--and one student got 

an unbelievable 55 units of credit at that once elite educational institution 

during this "anyth1ng goes" period t 

Now as for the eguipnent that's needed, _ have indicated that _ surely 

could do better with mre equipnent. and indeed _ could. But be mindful also 

that many of these trainees of yours are going to go out there to the ranger's 

shack or the forward area, one place or another, where about all they could take 

with them anyway is a pocket stereoscope, the photos, a pencil and maybe sane 

kind of a little neasuring device and ~ acetate overlays. So don't preS\.lIe 

that the time is wasted if they have for use in this basic course fairly limited 

equipnent as long as one way or another they get exposed later on to the other 

kinds of devices, either by deroonstration, field trips, or whatever. 'D1e field 

trips thanselves, if feasible, certainly are a strong plus especially after the 

students have puzzled over what the attributes of an area might be as seen on 

the :imagery and then get into the field with imagery in hand and find out for 

sure whether they wre right or wrong about it. 
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1 t:h1nk 1 would be remiss if 1 c1idn' t Da'ltim SCIDIthing about examinationl. 

and here forgive me for 1Dposing my CM\ particular idea. I spend appraxiDate1y 

tm bcurs each time I c:levelop a ane-hcAJr exaD. I also att:lq)t to give a pO 

ovarviaw. during a lecture periocl i",*1 ately prior to the exan. of at I 

t:h1nk wre the mat iDportant things covered in the course since the last previouI 

exam, 1ncludi..-,g BaDe of the critical technical points so that alDDst never do 

I have a student caning up 10iben the exsm is given to find out wt kind of a trick 

question this was. He usually has been exposed to lIblt I thaught was iDportant 

and I think he's entitled to that. I peraooally always have, and always will, 

grade every question 00 every exam that I ever give. NcM maybe this is Dre 

I'm cutting the TA out of BaDe fun, wt I reserve that for myself, and I 

thoroughly enjoy, time-ca\8\lldng though it is, grading my 0I!Il exams. It's ODe 

of the better ways to find out ather I'm getting the point across. If one or 

tl«) students miss a question, then shame 00 than--wt if everybody misses it, 

shame on tIe. And I told my students as recently as about three weeks ago, if 

you think that was a lousy job of presenting that material as evidenced by the 

fact that none of you got the anner, just think what a lousy job I DUSt have 

done 30 or 40 years ago ~ I was first teaching this stuff, and what I DUSt 

have learned in the meantime through the grading of exams. I also tell them 

perhaps there is greater justice if the instructor grades these exams, because 

he is the guy who gave you the information in the first place, and he can best 

exercise all the checks and balances, to give you the best justice he can. I 

also tell them that if they still find &aDe injustices, to relax. After all, 

as instructors, we're trying to train you for real life, and you probably won't 

get as fair a shake in the future as you got in this particular case. So, I 

think these exams are exceedingly iqm'tant. 

I think that we also need to consider wther teaching can be augJIalteO 

with research wrk that is going 00. Can we put these students on the payroll? 

In this way our research ~ can fill in &aDe big gaps. 
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And finally, at I tell my studellts as we conclude a course is, if 1 

cbl't bear fmI you people in the next few years, I will pre&\IDe this courle has 

been a failure. at least fran 'tpJr standpoint. I hope that as you get out there 

in the field you'll recognize there'l a lot of things we should have covered 

cd didn't, and you presune that maybe I either 1<:now row to cover a technical 

point or can find sauebody that does know how. at which point you should get in 

touch with me, and 1£ this means that you caDe down here and use our equiplB'lt 

or we work with you a bit to solve a problem or use the reference 

material. or wtaver. find--this is the program at its best. Another opportunity 

that is related to student devel.opsent is in the placement of these individuals 

in 8\IIIII8r jobs and in jobs following grach.lation. To help than in this rega'='Ci, 

it's quite iDportant, I think, for each of us as instructors to know as best 

we can, not just at the grades wre of these students, but also s~ of their 

other attribltes. Can you evaluate the lb:lle man? 

'1he last point I wculd mention is with reference to eguiJ!!!!1t because I 

believe that there is cme item which ;.8 not too expensive rut highly izrilortant 

and I take the tribute here frem Ellis Rabin who is the only photo interpreter I 

know \tilo also has his Ph.D. in optanetry. so he knows all abollt vision. He says 

the biggest deficiency is in lighting. You may have images taken with wnderful 

devices. and you also may have pretty good stereoscopes to look at them with. 

But now you get down and obscure the light with your head as you look through 

the stereoscope. If you have nothing 11Me than a gooseneck l.anp to inprove the 

lighting, this lO.lld help quite a bit. He can tell you that the diameter of 

the pupil of the eye should be· roughly 4-nm when you have max1m.ln visual acuity. 

and he certainly has convinced me that I can see a lot uore with optinun 

lighting than otherwise. 

'!his leads then to the final little story I lO.lld tell \\b1ch I hope you 

consider apropos here. It all relates to lighting. It seems that it \-18S pro-

posed in the local clm'ch that a chandelier be bought for the clurch. Well, 
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t:hia ... _twr of IUffic1ent .... t that a apec1al -tina .. cal.1ac1 of 

de .... 1m, or ~ board of the clurch. ~t the diecuI.ian !lIMIt 

of the .... kIn ..... a.ead to be DUCh in favor: of thiI p.IrCbue. • pre-

v10ualy wn talldna about thiI _tter of ~ md apathy 10 tld.J ep1aocle 

serves tc> l1luatrate the point. It happens that the clerk of the .... 1aa 'WU 

the pdmlry ana apeald.na out aga1nst the proposed p.IrCbue of a chlndeliar. 

and vuy v:I.gomusly IOj hance. he couldn't be conaidered apathetic. wt we he 

knowledpable? By the time the sea.ten' 8 meeting had adjourned. two blur. later, 

a decision still hadn't been arrived. at, pr:lmarily because the clerk of the 

ses.ion had been spea1d.na up in so auch oppositiaa. Thereupon Cl18 of the 

d,istraught DW!Ilbers of the "'Iicn went to him and said. 'Clerk, I wuld like for 

,au to tell me straight out, once and. for all. why ,au are so unalterably 

opposed to our buying a chardlU.er for this cblrch. I The clerk thought it 0VfIr 

a bit and. then said, 'Well, there really are three: reasons. In the first 

place. as yoo know', I have to take the minutes of this meeting and I don I t know 

hc7.f to spell chandelier--in the second place, I'm virtually certain that «MID 

if we ta'lt ahead and bought one we couldn I t find anyt1'Ie in the c:ongr .... tion • 

could. play it i and in the third place. wt this church needs lOOt'e thin anything 

else is better overhead lighting. 

Now. I think that that relates 8aDIM1at to how auch ignorance or apathy an 

wauctor may bring to his c:oune worI~. Ibt does it apply to us? If Joe Lintz 

hadn't dcIIw it. I certainly 'WOUld have to prai8e the quality of both the progr_ 

and the participants at thie five-day cmference. Like Joe, I am am:Jng thole 

that are DUCh ... ..c by the quality of the ~ we' ..... had here and I 

.bare his altll.Jaiaam for the kudos that have been given to ltDbin Welch and hi8 

UlOCiates for the conduct of this mDeting. Thank you very rruch. ft 
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MERRlU. JWI), ti\1wr.iSX of Utah: "I think Ianecne cuche to apeak up as 

e \N011cited reapond.nt. I'll make this very brief. 1'b8re'. been • lot of 

talk hire th1a wek and It for ene, have balefited 1IUCh frcm it ancl I thmk WI 

all have. '1'hare have been ICID8 plUMS and aaae m:l.rmIaa, ICIDI agravatia1l, 

.. concerna and ICIIII NIDI-call1ng, m:J all1dnds of tbinp F~ng on here, 

and I think it'. all been healthy. If d 11ka to aumarize ift! feelh1p, and 1 

t:httit thiI may l\IIIDU.'ize the feelh1gs of • good many people I've talked to by 

the follow1ng. With all that we might l.i.ke to th1ri<, the \oIW' Ptognm <btl have 

a charter, but it does allO have saue lim1tationa. We'd 11ka to think that it 

bun't my unlim1ted Nld and an \X'llim1ted mission, but the fact is. it does, 

and that was very well expressed by Wayne !bcIneyhan this uoming in our .... ial 

and hu been by other people along the \\1By. Ck\ the other band, WI as educators 

do have our needs. b, if the NASA/'iS» objectives and missicxt dan't very 

well aatch our part1cu1ar need8, we can hardly roW NASA and WRAP respma1ble 

for that, HI:IwIMIr. I do th1nk there are a couple of things that we do have a 

ri&ht to expect. and t just pas. this on for wt it's \IiOt'th. I believe we do 

have • right to expect as educators interested in ramte sensing. intere.ted in 

NASA, interested in prClDOting the state-of-the-art and science. we do have a 

right. I think. to expect tw:) th1np. <N of them is a matter of cantinuing 

CCIIIIL1nicaticxt for VW:h this particular .S8im hal been most valuable and 

sti1lulat1ng. '!be second thing I think we have a right to expect as educators 

interested in thoee th1np is a right to expect that when NASA and WP and ita 

ngencia or __ move into • .tate in a local area to transfer tecln;)logy, which 

is their mialion as well explained by Wayne and by the other representative. 

of the \&\P progran, that we have the right to elCpeCt that they will sti.aulate, 

that they will 8:1CCUrap that local agency--state, federal. local. wtever--
to be ~ of .md interested in IOUc1ting the aupport of the loeal univer.ity 

to bulld up that \.I\iwnity and to .ugeet that there be a close interacticm and 
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tie betwHn the two ao that NASA'I am beccDu Itrouser by rea8CI\ of that 

uaodat1on with the local. miwnity. NcM, there'. a third thin& that I' d UM 

to think that ,. had tba r1&ht to eKpeCt. but 1 think all ,. Ca'l do u be& &all 

the \I8AP proar_. or freD NASA through sane wtr\l1Wltat1cla, and that u an acceu 

to aida, teICh1n& aida of var1.o.aa aorta, \ilich has bee diSCUlMd aany, DalY 

tiDal today. I den' t bel.1.eve we have nece8sar~ ly • right to expect that; t 

do bel1..... hDwewr. that it' 8 such an overwhelming \mdercurr8nt of concern and 

detire an tlw part of all the people that I've talked to here, and it', cxme 

out of every .. 881cla t''\Ie seen that it certainly \\OUld be a very welcaned kind 

of activity however limited that might necessarily be for NASA and \a\P to 

prcIII)t.e to 88sut thole local schools with the better teaching of their progrGl. 

~ the other hand, we 88 educators have Cl'1e respons1bility, and that is to be 

firat-rate teacher. and first-rate researchers and to work in our <M\ ,.y with 

local agencies in the betteXml!nt of our stWents and the local agencie., and 

NASt\ can becxme a very wtr\lDenul part of that. I'm alJrost wound dcM'l. The 

last think I'd like to say is that I see this thing very definitely .. a tri-

angle on \ilich we have NASA/\&P at this end, we have a state agmcy or local 

agency at that em, and out here on another apex in the triangle is the university. 

I'd like to Me a total cooperative effort between all three of ttK>se units, 

and I think N.\SA can help to pt'CD)te that. I think the Rslklte SenJing Science 

Council it Ht up to 8CCClJ1)U.sh that--!' d like to think that that is our mias1cla. 

As a aarCer of that Qu\cil, I w:W.d like to praJlOte that ana rift to it that ~ 

local wdverity is definitely on that pipeline, that it', not just NASA at th1a 

end and the IpnCy at that end. I 'm sur~ that that is the objective of the 

\&\P people, but ICIDItimu 1 think it can be lost light of, 10 I would '~ly 

leave that &I a final note of encooragement aloog with the word 'cooperation.' 

I think that'. at it all boil. down to, and I'd like to extend a vote of thInka 

to aobin peraonally who haa done a fantastic job of p,ltting this program together 
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alan& with the ait of any. -V people, notably Jack latea _ Dale WIb n 

... othIrl that 1 'II probIbly not ewn .ne of, tAlt 1 think they ..... dent a 

anat job and I'd 11M to haw \Ie atm:l a wee of ar-t tM.*a to Robin for 

DIN \C.Q{, Chaia.n, aJ!SE-7~: '''lbInk you laU.n and pnt~. WI 

d1dn' t orprU.ze thb tNmt alonI. .. I Mid Gll chi fu.t day. WI C8l all taka 

credit for th1I Conference becauae .. WI beam to talk to varioua itdlvicblla 

it appeared to be an idea ~ time hid ccx.. A ..... 1 CCIIIIImt •• ..s to be. 

f~ haven't we ~ this somer, let·. do it I • I t:h1nk we ow a great vote of 

tbInka to Stanford th1wra1ty. Dr. Rich 11 our ho.t far thU WIIk. cad I 

wnt to think hiD: m:l all of h1a staff. cad all of the people hire at the 

thf.\Wsity • made it a wry enjoyable week. 'l'hI food wu great. accarm::da

doni were good, better 1IIteting facilitiu we coul.cm' t uk far. Ray ~id(ee his 

~ in our so..n1 and projection roaD in the back--hI i. a Stmford audiovisual 

8plCiaUst--and seldan have I aeen a'\)'QW that 1a AI great a profeuional at 

h1a job as he is. I'd like to extend my thInka to Ray for beu. on the IpOt 

with ICIDI Cdq)lex equipDent that didn't breIk cbcl, it didn't squeal back at u.-

everything worked. Unassisted, he set up all theM table. for this lIDming'. 

lU.ton. It was an excellent effort. 'lbank,n1 wry auch, Ray. We wiah abo 

to aprea. our thanka to certain people at ... "'" on wry ahot't notice arr.npd 

for the bus trip to leas; runely. Mike DmIhge and a.rth tbll, ·1410 arrqed to 

lwve the bus available. And. of courH, we wiah to tMnk DIlle 1J.A' ~-. 

thia Conference possible through 8CDI very helpful I*Ple in hit Branch. 

In reality, this 11 the fir.t tilla that we' ... really bien together with 

ecb:ation 88 our prWlr'y internt, not here to 1.eam about thI &ood th1np Wt 

rtIIIDte sensin& will do for u., but find out about thI ecb:at1onal probltml. 

I think in ... y future CDtSE IN!et1n& we will ~ centime the ... general 
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theme except we'll ecpand it a bit and bring in sane users 1fiI1o can give us their 

viewpoint en raoote sensing teaching and applications. and secondly. we should 

have scme training imIolved with the conference--perhaps part of the sessions 

could be devoted 11" sane of the new remote sensing syStaDB that you haven't 

had an oppottunity to learn al:olt el.satlere. 

I th1nk one of die great benefits fran this Conference is that you Ire not 

going to be afraid now to pick up the telephcne and call another in your CNl 

university. your CNl st~te. or across the region. and ask for help or perhaps 

help thaD solve a probJ :. ,I thev have eU\!OUntered. 'lhat is sauething that is 

priceless. as far as I'm ~. and I think that £rem this week. lIoleire going 

to grow fran this experience. We hope to have ( other cmference within a year 

or bo. 

I -.nt to express my heartfelt thanks to you people for the nights you 

w:;,rkeci. the days you tNOrked. and the way you shared concerns and sentiments with us. 
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TO: NASA - Attn: Robin Welch, CORSE··78 Coordinator 
FK~tt J. E. Colcord, University of Washington 
DATE; 27 June 1978 

RE: NASA's Function in Education 

--------------.-----------------------------------------------------.-------------
True education is a time-based learning experience of quality not quanitfty that 
requires background fundamentals as a starting point. For remote sensing, I 
believe these to be mathematics, physics and some other relevant scientific 
discipline. Instant lIexpertsll via a short-course (a band-aid) do not make a 
real d1sc1pl ine. -

Thus, to help in education NASA could; for the Profes~ional 
1. Arrange, thru a qualified University for a 6-S wk. Fundamental Remote 

Sensing Course for about 25 faculty, with a stipend and minimum expense 
allowance. This would be given at various university sites. 

2. Award NASA Science Facult¥ Fellowships in Remote Sensing for faculty to 
attend (3-9 mo.) at a qua ffied University of their choice. 

3. Award NASA Graduate Student Fellowships for a year's study (at the school 
of their choice but not more than approx. 4 to anyone school in a 
region) • 

4. Provide hands-on training experience for ~ualified faculty/students at 
operational centers for periods of about weeks. 

Resolution: 

Whereas the faculty are concerned with education of remote sensing professionals, 
we recommend that NASA strongly support the following: 

1. NASA Faculty R/S Fundamentals Institutes at schools with major RIS 
teaching efforts for 6 weeks duration. 

2. NASA Science Faculty Fellowships at major R/S schools throughout the 
nation--based on competitive admission--for 3-9 months duration. 

3. NASA Graduate Student Fellowships. 

4. NASA-sponsored hands-on work internships on advanced state-of-the-art for 
qualified faculty and graduate students. 

For technicians, we recommend a sponsorship of state-of-the-art short courses 
for 2 to 4 weeks duration. 

/sl Robert J. Schultz 
G. T. Benson 
C. L. Smith 
Bert L. Conrey 
Charles E. Glass 
Joseph Lintz, Jr. 
Cheryl Jaworowski 
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The following list of remote sensing courses currently being taught in colleges 
and universities in the WRAP area was prepared from responses to questionnaires 
submitted by attendees at CORSE-78 and is limited only to infor.ation tabulated 
from those responses. 
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ARIZONA 

College or 
University 
Reporting 

Responses to Faculty Training QQe8t1onnai~e 

Courses Curr~ntly Being Taught in WRAP State. 

Courses BeIng Taught and Units 
Undergraduate Graduate 

University of GEOS 408 (P)*- Hap & Air Photo Inter-
Alaska pretation (2) 

University of 
Arbona 

CEOS 422 (P) - Geoscience Applica-
tions of Reaote Sensing (3) 

CEOL 493 (P) - Re.ote Sensing (3) 
CEOS 304 (S) - C~o.orphology (3) 
CE05 314 (S) - Structural 

CevlOIY (3) 
CEOS 362 (5) - Engineering 

Geology (3) 
BIOL 239 (S) - Plant For. and 

:Function (4) 

Agriculture 253 (P) (Open to 
graduate stu~ents also) _ 
Remote Sensing in Agriculture 
() 

ALR 693 (P) - Batural Resource 
Applicationa of Reaote 
Sensing (3) 

Optical Sciences/Syst ... 
Engineering 236 (P) -
Digital I.age Processing 
Laboraltory (3) 

Physics of ReaDte Sensing (P) 
(3) 

*p • Remote Sensing Primary Subject 
S • Re.ate Sensing Supporting Subject 

raculty 
I'ers?D 

!£Porthc 

P. Jaa Ce __ 

P. v. Itrebti5 

P. N. Slat.er 

D. P. Post 

I 

I 

I 

, . , 



College or 
University 

~ Reportina 

CALIFORNIA Calif. State 
University, 
Loa Angeles 

Humboldt State 
University 

caUf. State 
Poly tech. 
University, 
POllona 

Calif. State 
University. 
Northridge 

Courses Currently Being Tauaht in WRAP States 

Courses Being Taught and Units 
Undergraduate Graduate 

GEOG 181 (S) - Urban Geography (4) 
GEOG 190 (8) - Geog for Teachers 

(4) 
CARTOG 101 (8) (4) 
GEOG 196 (S) (4) - Intro to 

Cartog. 
RelDOte Sensing of Environment 

106 (P) (2) 
Air Photo Interpretation 106 (P) -

Forestry Applications of Low 
Altitude Photos (4) 

PHYS GEOG 101 (S) (4) 
GEOC 310 (P) - Earth from Space 

(4) 
GEOG 410 (P) - Photographic 

Remote Sensing (4) 
Field Geog 309 (S) (4) 
GEOG 311 (S) - r.artography 

(4) 
calif. Geog 351 (S) (4) 
GEOG 103 (P) - Image and 

Map Interpretation (4) 

GEOG 305 (P) - Photo Inter
pretation (4) 

GEOG 407 (P) - Reaote 
Sensing 

Advanced Principles of ae.ote 
Sensing 206 (P) (3) 

r.eult,. 
Penon 

Reportia, 

'I. D. lest 

J. S. Laepe&' 

L. Fox III 

c. S. IUlle&' 

R. M. Newca.'b 

i . 



College or 
University 
Reportina 

CALIFORNIA Univeraity of 
(Continued) California at 

Los Angeles 

University of 
Southern 
California 

Calif. State 
College, 
Bakersfield 

Calif. State 
College, 
Stanislaus 

Calif. State 
University, 
Long Beach 

University of 
California, 
Santa Barbara 

Courses Currently Betns Tausht in WRAP Stat .. 

Couraes Being Taught and Units 
Underaraduate Graduate 

GEOL 150 (P) - Remote Sensing for 
Earth Scientists (3) 

Physical Geography (S) (4) 
World Regional Geography 

(S) (4) 
Marine and Coaa tal Zone 

Geography (S) (4) 

Remote Sensing is taught as a 
suppo~ting subject in Geography, 
Earth SCiences, Environ.ental 
Sciences 

Urban Geography (5) (3) (also 
graduate course) 

Geog of Resource Planning (5) 
(3) (also graduate course) 

Geog of Europe (S) (3) 

GROL 331 (S) - Geomorphology (3) 
GEOL 464 (5) - Geological 

Oceanography (3) 
GEOL 570 (P) - Adv. Geomorphology 

(3) 

GEOG lISA (P) - Geographic Photo 
Interpretation (4) 

CEOG lIse (P) - Geographic Remote 
Sensing Techniques (4) 

CIOL 680 (P) (3) 

to.puter Graphiea Workshop 
(S) (4) 

CEOC 215 (P) - Se.tnar in 
Remote Sensing (4) 

Fac::ulcy 
Per_ 

R.orttna 

P. SabiDa 

.J. W. KeDoaald 

W. B. Wake 

II. B. AallDdt 

B. L. Coany 

J. B. Bat .. 
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Colleae or 
Uaiversity 

I!!S! !!portiD' 

CALIlOBlllA caUf. '01y-
(Coat.) tecbDie State 

University, 
Sao Lui8 
Cld.apo 

caUf. State 
Univer8ity. 
Chico 

**Sierra College 

UDlveraity of 
California, 
Riverside 

Sa Diego 

**eo..mity College 

Courses Currently leial TaUSht ia WRAP State. 

Course. BelDg Taupt and Unit. 
Daderaraduate Graduate 

ClOG 305 (S) - Political (3) 
GEOG 309 (5) - CaliforDia (3) 
ClOG 310 (S) - Icoaa.1c (3) 
ClOG 315 (5) - Urban (3) 
ClOG 350 (5) - Europe (3) 
AG DC 34S (P) - Aer:lal Photogr __ 

_try (3) 
AC DC 445 (') - JleIIote SeoalDg (3) 

GEOG 214 (P) - Aerial Photo 
IDterpretation (3) 

Earth Sc1eoeea 4 (,) - The Earth 
frc. Space 

GEOG 168 (P) - ltealOte SeoaiDg of the 
EuviroD8eDt (Also • graduate courae) (4) 

ClOG 587 (P) - laote Sen81ng of the 
Envil"ODlleDt (3) 

ClOG 681 (P) - ""te 
SenslDg of the Enviroa
.eat (3) 

Faculty 
'eraoo 

"portial 

D. t. FloJd 

t. Straa... 

c ... 1aOD 

v. Popp 

v. FlDcb. Jr. 



OOLORADO 

IWIAII 

11WlO 

Courses Currently Beina Taught in WRAP States 

College or 
University 
Reportiy 

Courses Being Taugbt and Units 
Undergraduate Graduate 

Ft. Levis 
College. 
Durango 

GEOL 423 (P) - Photogeology (3) 
GEOL-EHG 390 (p) - Introduction 

to Reaote Sensing (3) 
GEOL 401 (S) - Environ.ental 

Geology (3) 

Colorado State ER 402 (P) - Principles of R.-ote 
University, Sensing (2) 
Ft. Collins ER 404 (P) - Resource Information 

University of 
Denver 

u.S. Air 
Force Academy 

University of 
Hawaii 

Analysis (3) (Also graduate 
course) 

Remote Sensing 13-324 (P) (Also 
graduate course) Introductory 
Course (5) 

GEOG.382 (P) - Geographic Appli
cationS of laagery Analysis (3) 

GEOq 375 (P) - Intro to carto
graphy and Photo Interpretation 
(3) 

GEOG 470 (P) - Remote Sensing (3) 
(Also graduate course) 

University of FWR 375 (P) - Aerial Photo lnter-
Idaho pretation of Natural Resources (2) 

FWR 300 (P) - Field Aerial Photo 
Interpretation (I) 

ER 504 (P) - eo.puter Analysis 
of R-.ote Sensing Data (3) 

GEOG 162 (P) - leaearch s..1nar 
in Beaote Sensing (3) 

Faculty 
PerBGIl 

!!portly 

R. V. Blair 

J. A. S1I1th 

R. D. ltudd 

c. L. SIIith 

Sen-dou Chug 

E. Vingert 

J.Ol11 ... 



IDAHO 
(Cont.) 

NEVADA 

College or 
University 
Reporting 

University of 
Idaho (Cont.) 

Montana State 
Uni Y., Bozell8n 

University of 
Montana, 
Missoula 

Mackay School 
of Mines. Univ. 
of Hevada. Reno 

Courses Currently Beina Tausht in WRAP States 

Courses Being Taught and Units 
Undergraduate Graduate 

FWR 470 (P) - Fundamentals of 
Re..,te Sensing (Also graduate 
course) (3) 

eEOG 310 (P) - Aerial Photo Inter
pretation (3) 

FORESTRY 351 (P) - Intra to Photo 
Interpretation and Re.ote 
Sensing (Also graduate course) (4) 

FORESTRY 450 (P) - Advanced Aerial 
Photogr .... try (Also graduate 
course) (3) 

FORESTRY 451 (P) - Aerial Re..,te 
Senaing (Also graduate course) (4) 

FORESTRY 454 (P) - Advanced I.aae 
Analysis (Also Braduate course) (3) 

FORESTRY 499 (P) - Photogr-.try and 
Reaote Sensing Probl... (Also 
graduate course) (1-3) 

FORESTRY 252 (S) - Plane Surveying (4) 
FORESTRY 350 (S) - Advanced 

Surveying (4) 

Nil 573 (P) - Advanced Aerial 
Photo Interpretation (2-3) 

FWR S02 (P) - Ie..,te Seasing 
S .. tnar (1) 

GEOLOGY 404 - aeaote SensinB of GEOLOGY 604 - Reaote Sensing of 
Environaent Environ.ent 

(2 separate courses - - .... de.cription) 

Faculty 
Persaa 

aeportinl 

J. UlI1_ 

J. M. Ashl., 

F. L. Cerillch 

J. Lmt. 



CQupu Cun.atlr Ie~M 1''''t :Ia ..... Stat_ 

Coll ... 01' 

oat ... n1t1 
"R!n19 

CouI'H8 .. 1 ... 'fau ... t ... Vatu 
Uaclel'lraduate 01'-.,. 

Uol .. nlt, of ClOG 215 (P, - 101:1'0 to -..ate 
Rol'tb o.kOta s ... tq (3) 

ClOG 422 (P) - Cr_!c:a and Air 
Photo lotarpretattoo (3) 

GIOC 475 (P) - .-.ote .... iaa Applt
catlOD and ADal,.1a (3) 

lie 375 (P) - &e.ote S ... 10. 
S,at... laaioeerlna 

CEOC 499 (P) - lead1ap 10 &e.ote 
SeaaiDa (.lao ........ t. couna) (3) 

GIOC 575 (l) - Set .. !' 10 
a-c. s..taa 

GIOC 599 (P) - Directed 
Studtea 10 .... 1: ..... iaa 
(3) 

v. A ...... 
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Coll.l. or 
lhllftnlty 
.. port iDa 

Coun .. Cun_tly "In, Tau,ht In VRAP Stat •• 

Coun .. "h, Tauaht ad UnlU 
Uad.raraduat. Cradu.t • 

Portland State CIOL 459 (S) - Ceoloalc IDtupre-
Unlvenlt, tatlOD (3) 

Or..... Stat. 
Univeralt, 

(Propoaed) CIOL 410, (P) - Photo-
1801011 (Al80 Iraduat. courae) (3) 

POIISTIJ 220 (P) - Aerial Photo 
InterpretatlOD (3) 

GEOC 413 (P) - Aerial Photo 
Int.rpretatlOD (Alao ,raduate 
cOIlr.e) (3) 

GEOC 414 (P) - a-t. Seulq 
(Alao Iraduate cour.e) (3) 

ae.ot. S-Ina In leaource 
ADal, ... 

CIVIL ENG 362 (P) - Fhotolr..
_tr, (2) 

CIVI~ BIG 462 (P) - Photo Inter
pr.tatlOD (Al.o ,raduat. 
coune) (2) 

ClOG 413 (P) - Air Photo IDter
pr.tatlOD (Alao ,raduat. 
eoune) (3) 

eEOC 414 (P) - a..ot. S.nah, 
(Alao Iraduate courae) (3) 

IOUSTRY 520 (P) - Aerial 
Photo ~urat1oD (3) 

caoc S39 (') - T.rratn Mal,. .. 
(3) 

CIYIL INC 561 (') - Photo
I"-tr, (2) 

CIVIL lie 565 (P) - Aaal,ttcal 
Phot0lr-..try (2) 

C. T ...... 

D. ,. Patae 

c. L. __ .feld 

B. Ie...,' 
a. J. Iellulta 

J. P • ......,. 



OUCOII 
(Coelt.) 

UTAH 

toun .. Curnatly lei. 'I' .... t ia VIAP It.t .. 

CoIl •• or 
Uai venit, 
"portly 

Cout... ..ta. 'I' ...... t _d Datt. 
UDd.faraduat. Gr .... t. 

**T~ur. Va1- Awrla1 Photo.r .... t.,., (') (l) 1., eo-..tty 
Coll., •• 
ODtar10 

**SOut ...... t.n 
Orqoa eo-. 
CoIl.,., 
eoo. la, 

South DUota 
Stat. Oatv •• 
• rooU .... 

South Dakota 
School of MIa .. 
, T.chaolOlJ 

Aerial Photo'r .... t.,., (') (l) 

Plant Selene. 3ftd Geoa 310 (S) -
lat.rpretatioa of Soils (4) 

Ceo,rapby (P) - Basic -..ot • 
Senaln. (A180 ,raduat. cour •• ) (-) 

Elect. lac. (S) - eo..uaicatioae 
and •• ttern lecoanltlon (-) 

Ceoaraphy (S) - Cartolrapby (-) 
C1¥ll Iqlaeeri.. (') - Photo

.r_try (-) 

GIOL 682 (P) - c-.ol'pholog
Atr Photo Iat.rpr.tation 
(Also Ifad .. t. cours.) (l) 

.... ivenlty of GEOC 341 (P) - Aerial Photo lnt.r-
Utah pr.tation (A1.0 Iraduate cour •• ) (4) 

ClOG 522 (') - LaDd U.. Planainl 
(Alao .r .... te coura.) (4) 

Ceo.,....., (') -Mvasu:ed 
te.ote Seaalq !-) 

GIOL 599 (11 - .... t. Seaal •• 
of the 1n.:I.-.t (4) 

CIOL 702 (,) - Speci.l Tapia 
In Gaol., (1-6) 

GI(IG 541 (,) - MY_cad Aertal 
Photo t.t.rpntaUon (S) 

'ecalt, .enoe 
,,""iD, 

It. Itaot" 

I. .....1 •• 

•• C .... cta 

D. IIoon 

It. B. &ola 

C. K. I.ee 



Coll .. e or 
UDlvenitJ 
!!portlal 

UASlIllI:TaI UDlvenitJ of 
WuhtoltOll 

Vuhlaatoo 
State Dah. 

DahersltJ of 
v,o.t.aa 

Course. let ... T ...... t aM Datta 
UD4erara4uate Creduote 

CETC (r) ... ....t. ....1.. of 
1Dv1raa.eDt (Cl.11 """'1'-
10' eounae) (2) 

PawltJ 
hn. 

!!stiM 

J. I. Cole .... 

Urium PI_ID. 465 (5) - .... 04 Use I. D. Ird,~ 
(Also .raduate course) (3) 

Ur1Hln Pl .... loa 491D (P) ... Ul'ba 
Anal,.I. with Satellite Daca (Alao 
.raduate cour.e) (l) 

UrMa .la_l .. 501 (.) ........... 
Pl .. 010' LaboratotJ (5) 

SoU./FonstrJ 116 (5) (I) a .. I ... radft 
SolI. 415 (5) (3) 

Geo&rapb, (P) ... Iotr04uctl00 to 
All' PIloto laterpretaU_ (Alao 
Itaduate course) (3) 

.' 

i 
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University of Hawaii at Manoa 

Dr. Robin Welch 

D ............ of Geopapiar 
Porteul Han 44S. 2424 Maile Wa., 

Honolulu. Hawaii 98822 
(808) IM8-8485 

1 August 1978 

Western Regional Applications Program 
NASA Ames Research Center 
Mail Stop 240-7 
Moffett Field, california 94035 

Dear Robin: 

I am sorry about the delay in x-esponding to your dunning 
=~tters about my CORSE Faculty Needs Questionnaire. I've been on the 
road and I wanted to take some time and write you an accompanying 
letter to comment OU some things which weren't possible to develop 
on the 'Needs' form. 

Briefly, I enjoyed the conference most for the opportunity 
to develop a wide range of interdisciplinary contacts but I think the 
most general benefit accrued to the participants who came with a 
minimum of remote sensing background. One of our staff members went 
doubtful but came away seriously discussing the pocsibility of establishing 
a joint remote sensing course aimed at the needs of the planning program 
in Honolulu. However, I believe some of the 'novices' may have come away 
with a view of academic remote sensing which is at odds with my own 
conception of the field and it is to this problem that I would like to 
addres~ the balance of this letter. 

I think that the aura that I perceive as the problem arose 
from two factors. First, the couference organization was structured to 
answer questions which weren't necessarily important to educators 
embarking into remote sensing. Secondly, and probably underst~~dably, 
the conference seemed to revolve around the ass\111\ption that NASA is 
the critical factor :n remote sensing educiltion. The latter point was 
obvious when a formal effort was made to include discussion of the NASA 
link in every session which often made the interchange of ideas more 
difficult than necessary. The combination of these two factors made 
the conference cWlwersome. Organized a little differently everything 
that was accomplished in five days could probably been done in less than 
three days. 

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT VlLMEl> 
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D&' • Robin Welch 1 Auqust 1978 

The first point that I feel was ovp-remphasized is the need 
for a proliferatio."l of remote sensincj courses. I see no nead in our 
institution for duplication of coursework in other disciplines but 
only a need for improving existing courses. our administration makes 
it difficult to establish courses in various discip'ines with any major 
4e9ree of overlap. We have no difficult.y geneIccti::;, interest among 
students or acquiring program support but it is veri important that 
remote sensing does not beCOffie a 'glossy' tangent in ou= (or I think any) 
academic program. In order to have remote sensi-ng become better taught 
and more integrated in our discipline and university offerings, our 
depart:me=tt needs threE: things. 

1. Additional faculty time devoted to course and research development. 
S. D. Chung and I are too thinly spread with our other commitments. 
We are not able t? use the equi.J;Dent we have as effectively as we 
would like. I doubt that we will ever (or should ever) become a 
major center for the development of application or analysis so 
beyond better use of our computing facilities, we need more stafflng 
rather than massive inputs of equipment which we could not adequately 
utilize. 

2. We need current technical information and 'sample iIr.agery. We 
would rather handle our own imagery reproduction for teaching 
sets so we only need access to some sorT of lending library of 
the newer types of imagery and basic gIl t!r.d truth and technical 
information. It seems tnat unJ.ess an institution or individual 
is directly involved with NASA or USGS funded research, there is 
no channel for systematic acquiSition of technical system 
information beyond the few U.ser courses available. To the present, 
our best source of LANDSAT and SEASAT information is from a 
New Zealand physic~ group whom we sporadically communicate with 
through the Pacifi~ basin PEACESAT network. 

3. We would like to develop more extensive and more appropriate 
classroom us~ of digital analysis methodology. Our stumbling 
blocks are th~ prohibitive cost of CCT's and not having an in-house 
programmer of sufficient expBrtise to generate sophisticated code 
for !..mall set classroc.m instruction. Because of running cost we 
have little anticipated need for the VICAR or LARSYS type of 
programs. We need help in developing teaching programs that deal 
with a relatively few pixels at a time, something that will allow 
students to understand classification not classify massive data 
blocks. 

Is ther~ any way where NASA or some other agency could copy 
tapes on user supplied tapes on a ti~e available basis? The unit cost 
of CCT images places them in our university's equipment classification 
which is at present extremely difficult to tape except for replacement 
or repair. 
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The following parA9raph is pi vetal to two problems discussed 
at great length at CORSE-7S. The primary function of a university is to 
develop knowledge and to disseminate the latpst and best thinking along 
generally discipline paths. In a more specific sense, I feel it is my 
primary job as a teaching faculty member to develop in students the 
ability to think analytically about any topic they encounter within the 
context of course material. 

1. 

2. 

I strongly object to the concept that disciplines exist in a 
university primarily for vocational reasons. An excellent student 
is a good employe~ because he thinks analytically and flexibly 
not because he has a certain body of teChnical kr.owledge. This is 
an important consideration when the technology is advancing at a 
rapid enough rate (as it is in remote sensing) to cut distance 
the substantive fields that employ the technology. As this 
differential grows, the technology will start to determine what 
questions are asked. I think that wholesale 'technology transfer' 
is potentially dangerous in the production of students who think 
in terms of 'convenient applications' or questions that data is 
appropriate to approach. 

The viewpoint that the university is a techni:::al training group 
can cause conflicts with other state agencies. It is certainly 
within the r~alm of university functions to offer specialized 
training and workshops to establish practical application of 
remote sensing but it is not any academic department's major 
function. The university is primarily a developmental group and 
if NASA promotes strictly technical training and applications in 
its desire to transfer its 'education' function to the university, 
conflict of function and interest with Cither agencies could devel':'i) 
or worsen. For this reason, if NASA decides to pursue the 
suggestion put forth at one of the Science Council meetings that 
brief academic seminars be presented by NASA personnel in the 
WRAP states, the programs should vary depending on local needs. 
In this case I think state Science Council members could aid in 
program tailoring to fit different state needs. 

I feel that is unfair of me to be critical of conference 
points without some suggestions. If I were a beginning teacher of 
remote sensing and wer.e given t!1e opportunity to attend CORSE-79, the 
following points are some of the things I would like to hear discussed. 

1. Before even thinking about problems in teaching remote sensing 
there must be some degree of 'critical mass' of technical and 
analytic information. I know it was not intended to make CORSE 
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Dr. Robin Welch 1 Aucr.1St 1978 

just anot!lE!r short course so maybe a series of 10 or 15 9004 
required readin9s before att~ndance would be useful. I thiek 
that instead of topical presentations aimed at all possible 
interested parties I question and answer sessions in those areas 
could fit ir.dividual needs more closely as well as stimulate 
profitable directions. \'lith the abundance of technical experts 
in remote sensing, sessions with prepared individuals could be 
exciting and L~structive. 

2. Applications are important to a field like remote sensing. So 
instead of a series of panels who tried to give NASA information 
about their needs. it would be useful to have well organized 
presentations on proven applications with user groups and 
accuracy rates and types of analyses that have not proven 
valuable. This should not be just a group of experts listing 
their latest research coups but the people who are doing the work. 

3. As I mentioned before technical remote sensing is badly outstripping 
the development of thoughtful problem (disicipline) analysis and 
philosophy (with a few exceptions like Ida Boos and others). 
If the field of remote sensing is not to become so fragmented as 
to become a set of specialities, the philosophical depth will 
develop in time. However, much could be done to speed the growth 
of conceptual thought. The most interesting parts of CORSE 78 
to me were discussions related to goals and reasons for teaching. 
Both the Science Council discussions and debates between Colwell 
and Colcord brought up provocative points about training and why 
we are teaching remote sensing. When I thought about specifics 
that I would have liked to have heard discussed. I came up with 
the following partial list. 

A. Theoretical Considerations: An image can be treated as a 
two dimensional data surface; 

a picture of process; a sample; a result of an atmosphpre and 
system transformation of a data set; and other things including 
just a p.retty picture that lets someone synthesize relationships. 
Each has implications to the choice and result of the data 
analysis system. 

B. Underlying Assumptions: We can often be accused of over-zealous 
promotion of remote sensinq--where 

should it be used and what makes a problem appropriate, surely 
there must be more than just the availability of imagery? 

C. Decision Making: How are choices made in the analysis technique 
to be employed; where do the tenets of planning 

theory or geomorphology enter into deciding how an imaging system 
or analysis system is designed? 
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D. Philosophy of Teaching: I approach the teachiD9 of r8llOte 
aensing as a graphic analysis specialist. 

My students, in sMition to measurament and digital approaches 
are expected to be able to learn to view tonal gradients, define 
texture, theorize on whats in the next fr .. , etc. Every 
instructor qives students different philosophies. Some 
discussion of those topics would be of interest. 

E. In teras of audience, background, etc., there are Mnl· other 
kinds of'reJllOte sensinq courses beyond just be9lnninq .. intenaediate, 
and advanced. What are the choices in different structurinq? 

Unfortunately lIWly of the above topics aren't very amenable 
to a lecture foxmat. But some of those kinds of things would have been 
useful when I was settinq up courses and they reBlAin ilIIportant to IIl8 as 
I change and adjust my topics and labs to fit whatever flr1 concept of 
what a university student in reaote 5eJ)sing needs. 

Sorry aqain for the delay in the evaluation fora and if this 
epistle got rather long-winded. You and Nick and the others are to De 
congratulated for the tremendous afIIOunt of work you expended to make 
CORSE-78 somethinq other than just another qee-whiz workshop. I enjoyed 
myself and will change my own COl~He by about a quarter as a direct 
result of the presentation and discussions. 

EAW:kyt 
cc: Jack Estes 

Nicholas Muhlenberg 
Roland Fuchs 
Willard Chow 
Sen-dou Chanq 

Sincerely, 

Everett A. Wingert 
Associate ~~ofessor 
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